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INTRODUCTION
I knew Moorhead State Teachers College well as a
student from 1930 to 1933 and even better as a member
of its faculty from 1947 to 1957. I remained on the
Moorhead faculty when it became Moorhead State
College and later Moorhead State University, until my
retirement from teaching in l'J"77. I say "from teaching"
because I did not actually retire or sever my relations
with Moorhead State. After they stop teaching and are
granted emeritus status, many professors retain their
offices and write books, so I thought I should do the
same. For some years I have worked on a history of the
college, which began as a Normal School in 1887 and
has been a University since l'J"75. The Normal School
part of our history (1887-1921), was published in 1987.
This second volume is the story of Moorhead State
Teachers College (1921-1957).
I tried to identify "the MS student" some years ago, in a
speech at our 75th Anniversary Homecoming in 1962.
"We came to MS on our own because we wanted a
college education and MSTC was the kind of place
where it was possible to somehow scramble to a college
degree." I chose the word "scramble" casually, searching
for some way to explain the kind of people we were and
how we managed to get through college. The term struck
a responsive chord because it was not forgotten: it was
even used by another college like ours to describe the
process of acquiring an education at a Minnesota
teachers college 50-60 years ago.
I tried to describe what MSTC was like when I came
here as a student in 1930 (eight months after the
destructive fire), and why it seemed right for me.
"When we got to MS we found a lot of other people
doing the same thing (i.e., scrambling), and though we
seemed to have nothing in common, this common
scrambling bred a kind of comradeship among us."
Derogatory remarks only stiffened our spines. "Our
behavior was not impressive to onlookers. I remember
sitting in a barber chair in downtown Moorhead and
hearing some of the local gentry refer to MSTC students
as 'a bunch of scrubs.' That hurt, because I knew the
kind of comparisons they were making. Of course, Hitler
referred. to all Americans as mongrels, which is the same
kind of insult, or compliment. Now, with better
perspective, I'm willing to concede that they were right.
My friends and I-looking back to 1930-were scrubs
according to their definition, often coming from the
wrong side of the tracks. We came from nowhere our
parents were profoundly uneducated, and our na~es
meant nothing except that they looked and sounded
funny. Everyone from my home town knew that Al Zech
and Dutch Bininger, who came to MSTC when I did,
were scrubs. But Al became a professor and dean of men
at the University of Southern California and Dutch
retired as superintendent of schools at Chisholm and then
became a trouble-shooter for the State Commissioner of
Education."

Readers of the present volume of our history will find
that I am sharply critical of MSTC at times. This, I
think, is in keeping with the MS spirit I tried to define
in 1962. MS made a difference in our lives because 1)
we did not learn dogmatically, 2) we did not take
ourselves too seriously, and 3) we acquired an ·
independence of spirit in the unrarified atmosphere of
MSTC. "We did not lie to ourselves or become smug, as
some college groups do ....We knew that our college was
very far from ideal, indeed, had some glaring
weaknesses."
I am concerned, however, that this history of MSTC ends
on a sour note. In my final chapter President Knoblauch
had restored our standing in St. Paul and secured
appropriations to build a library and fieldhouse, but was
at odds with many of the faculty and had alienated our
students. President John Neumaier quickly "repaired the
damage" when he succeeded Knoblauch in 1958, my
history says. A last quotation from my 1962 speech-five
years after the "Teachers" was dropped from our name
and we became Moorhead State College-will do a little
better than that.
"We're getting so good it worries me ... but we still have
our healthy skepticism ....The atmosphere on the campus
is intellectually charged these days, which is what the
times require and what the best young people respond
to....
"But MSC students still remain essentially independent
and healthy-minded, free spirits who search for their own
truths and are willing to follow that road wherever it
may lead them. Many are still scrambling-working in
the sugar beet plant, or as policemen, or as
bartenders-and we make concessions to them that we
shouldn't make; they sometimes get C's and D's when
they should earn Xs and B's if they didn't have to
scramble so hard. But they wear no man's collar and
they think for themselves and their souls are their own.
They deserve everything we can get for them, in new
and better buildings and programs and faculty. They
deserve the best.
"Our swelling college enrollments have caused some
concern, and many protest that we can't give college
educations to everyone. Quite true, but we must make it
possible for anyone to have such a chance, if they have
the ability and the desire. We can't send to college only
those who can afford it, or whose status demands that
they go to college. You can find the answer, I submit, at
MSC, where the snob barrier has been effectively
broken. There you find youngsters who are willing to
scramble for their degrees and forego the atmosphere
_and frills of name colleges. These students, if they stick
it out-and that's more an academic "if' than an
economic one these days, thank goodness-these students
not only deserve college but deserve the best.
"If you want to know what John Neumaier is up to at
MSC, just ask him. "Why shouldn't they have the best?"
he asks. So he's scrambling to assemble the best faculty
and the best students.'' That story, however, remains for
Book III of this history of Moorhead State. ·

vi

In writing this book I have been rewarded by the return
to my mind's eye of some thousands of people I knew
-well in the 1930s and in the decade following the end of
World War II. I could see and hear them very clearly as
I reviewed activities at MSTC. But I did not come to
Moorhead until 1930, and I had little connection with the
College during the World War II years. Because I lacked
personal contact, I may not have done justice to the
people who were creating MSTC during those years.
Hundreds of paragraphs of print need relieving
illustrative matter and I hoped to find the pictures that
were logically called for by what I had written. However,
because our archives do not have the photographs I
needed, I finally decided to use all the interesting and
pertinent photographs I could find or borrow, and not
worry about the ones I could not find. As a result, some
aspects of this history are not illustrated properly while
others have more than required. My photographic history
of MSTC is very uneven.
A number of people supplied me with pictures. Jane
Preston was most generous with family photographs and
Dan's collection of music group pictures. Marilyn
Murray White has allowed me to use Byron Murray's
"Our Family History," which provided information,
useful observations about our history, and Murray family
pictures. Eino (Stretch) Aho supplied some "Michigan
Gang" pictures as well as his account of the 1932
exploring expedition that brought the first students from
the Upper Peninsula to MSTC. Virginia Kolba and V.ince
Murphy found a number of interesting snapshots and
posed pictures.
Others have given me both pictures and needed
information: Beatrice and Verne Lewis, Mervin and
Arley Lyseng, Ruth Sorknes, Grace Haukebo Landin,
George and Art Simson, Al Zech, Lila Smith, Inez
Ortner, Bob Walls, Alf Richards, Reiny and Ruth Utke,
Jules Herman, Mark Vinz, Ray Bjork, Phyllis Baldwin,
Dorothy Murray Nielson, Clara Jorgenson Donehower,
Bob Koshnick, Tommy Grandy, Ed Erickson, Alice
Eastlund Nordstrom, Gladys Eastlund Westrum, Art
Holmaas, Lois Cornell Selberg, Nellie Maland Youngren,
Bernice Gunderson Binford, and Violet Glasrud Laflin. I
may have forgotten others.
Sometimes, but not always, I have recognized the
contributions others have made to this history. I have
been helped by Ken Skjegstad, Jim Blaine, Julian
Burkness, Alice Corneliussen, Alph Westley, Charles
Backstrom, Charles Warner, Duane Scribner, Ralph
Iverson, Paul Pawlowski, Donald N. Anderson, Dorothy
Warner, Glenn Ringstad, DeWane Mansager, Chet and
Doris Gilpin, Shelda Ann Warren, Paul Hagen, Dorothy
Dodds, Yvonne Condell, Marlowe Wegner, Elianor
Sherman, Eugene Eininger, Ross Collins, Russ Tall,
Duane Grier, Henrietta Ekern Clemens, Herman
Krajeck, Kirby and Monica Kuklenski, John Chisholm,
Leonard Peterson, Leverett Hoag, Don Weston, Lois
Ritter, Werner Brand, Ted Moos, and Bill Wallwork.

I borrowed freely from Karen Kivi's "Life On the Great
Circle," Amy Nelson's thesis on the MSTC affiliated
schools, the Art Department history completed under the
direction of Tim Ray, and Byron Murray's "Our Family
History," which he loaned me for use on this project in
1986.
I am grateful to Jackie Deml, the Humanities
departmental secretary who put my handwritten pages on
a word processor, from whence they had an easy route to
the printed columns of this history. She never
complained despite my incessant changing and revising.
Any errors that still remain are almost sure to be mine.
Two and three years ago, before Jackie joined our staff,
Dolores Kruger did the same thing for me with some of
these chapters, which I hoped to get printed right after
The Moorhead Normal School history. My introduction
to that book said I had already written the first draft of
an MSTC history but it was only the first draft of a
partial history: I have been working steadily for two
years to complete the job.
As always, the English department secretaries typed my
correspondence and sometimes early drafts: I am grateful
to Vicki Kirkhorn and Gloria Anderson for this
assistance. MSU photographer Darrel Paulson has taken
pictures, copied photographs, and printed negatives found
in the MSU archives.

During the past two years Terry Shoptaugh, who joined
the MSU library staff two years ago, has helped me in
many ways. Shoptaugh is a history Ph.D. and has a
lively interest in the history of Moorhead State
University and of our region. Since he came to MSU,
our archives have been moved to new and larger quarters
on the fourth floor of the Livingston Lord Library and
are becoming more accessible. Korella Selzler, a parttime archives assistant, has been very helpful, especially
in locating photographs.
As with the Normal School book, Barbara Glasrud and
President Roland Dille have read my manuscript and
made helpful suggestions. Ron Matthies, Director of
University Relations, and Kristi Monson have also read
the thirty-nine chapters and made corrections.

I am probably most indebted to Jan Guida. As Moorhead
State's head printer, with responsibility for many people,
projects, and machines, she is required to print countless
forms, programs, and brochures, often on short notice.
Although she is always answering questions and
arranging printing projects, she has made up the four
hundred pages of this MSTC history, sometimes by
working weekends. It has been difficult for her to find
time for this onerous project, but she has always been
willing to make the changes I have requested.
Four other members of the MSU printing staff should
also be recognized for their work on this book, efforts
that were "beyond the call of duty": Darlene Gunderson
and students Lee Johnson, Shawn Beelman, and Doug
Weatherly. There were others, also, most of them
students working their way through MS-as we have
always done.
Clarence A. Glasrud '33
Professor Emeritus

Chapter 1
A Tuenty-Year Depression, 1921-1941
Readers of this history may be confused about the early
years of Moorhead State Teachers College unless they
understand the economic situation in the Upper Middle
Ui!st immediately after World War I, when the normal
school at Moorhead was converted into a four-year
teachers college by action of the Minnesota legislature.
They will wonder why, when four years of college
became available, students did not enroll in programs
leading to bachelor's degrees. It is easy to prove that this
did not happen but less easy to demonstrate why.
During the twenty years when the institution was being
shaped into a college, the economy and its support area
(the agricultural Red River Valley) was depressed. It was
not the deep, black depression of the large cities. People
were not starving or freezing: there was food from the
farms, cheap lignite from western Nonh Dakota, and
wood from Minnesota's northern forests. But the crops
were poor and very low prices were paid for all farm
produce. People were just getting along.
Because agriculture supponed the towns and cities,
business and professional people were not much better
off than the farmers in the 1920s and 1930s. In most
families there was little money available for college
educations. For this reason, the conversion of Moorhead
State Normal into Moorhead State Teachers College was
a notable event: it brought a college education within
reach for many of us. For some of us, not immediately,
but an attainable goal. For many others a college degree
by stages, one or two years at a time.
A low-cost public college had come to the area at the
right time. Our outlook on education was changing: my
four older brothers had not even gone to high school and
none of their friends had. Now all of us were going
through high school, and along the way some of us
developed a thirst for more knowledge. Some aspired to
enter professions instead of farming like their fathers.
For those who had academic aptitude and no money,
teaching was a practicable way to acquire an education
and enter the professional world. They could stan at the
lowest rung of the ladder with little education and work
their way upward. Thus, a teachers college had special
advantages for young people who had to finance their
own educations: when they ran out of money they could
find teaching positions. Since few stayed on the lower
levels in the profession there was an on-going demand
for teachers in small towns and rural areas.
This was the situation when I started toward Moorhead
State Teachers College in 1928, two years after the
college had awarded its first degree. I was the tenth in a
family of twelve and would be the first to graduate from
college. My route to MSTC tells something about the
economy of the 1920s: our 400 acres of farm land would
be wonh half a million dollars today, but we had no
money for my college education in 1928.

My route, by way of a high school normal training
depanment and rural school teaching, is nearlyjorgotten
history today but it was the way many of us got to
college and probably wonh recording. My account of the
dozen young men from my hometown who also enrolled
at MSTC 60 years ago may prove little, but it suggests
that the new Moorhead State Teachers College held out
bright promise. Telling my own story is not modest, but,
like Henry Thoreau, "l would not write about myself so
much if there was anyone else I knew as well."
Flexibility (enroll for a quarter when you could afford to)
and proximity were Moorhead State's attractions: there
were few colleges near Detroit Lakes. Most imponant
was the low cost: if you could find a place to live and a
way to eat regularly, you could probably attend
Moorhead State Teachers College. There was no tuition
and the fees were very low. It is often said, usually as if
it is a shameful admission, that students come to
Moorhead State because it is a low-cost institution. This
is undoubtedly true. For me and for many others,
Moorhead State made a college education possible.

Farm Prices and Land Values
In 1921 Moorhead had been dry for six years. When the
County Option Law was passed through the Minnesota
legislature by Moorhead lawyer F.H. Peterson in 1915,
Moorhead voted wet but Clay County dry, and the nearly
50 saloons in the city were forced to close their doors at
midnight on June 30, 1915.
Many Moorhead families lost their source of livelihood
when the saloons closed. Most of the business places in
the section of town near the two Red River bridges
remained vacant for the next 18 years. Some of the
liquor establishments were eventually converted to other
purposes, but others stood empty until prohibition had
run its course and Moorhead could sell alcoholic
beverages again in 1933. When that happened, North
Dakota once again was partially dry and Moorhead may
have gained some economic advantage from the sale of
liquor for a short time. But Fargo and Moorhead were
very different cities in the Thirties than they had been
before World War I.
The economic shock of losing its saloon business in 1915
was cushioned by the temporary agricultural prosperity
brought on by World War I. Wheat was the biggest
money crop of the Red River Valley: when the ravages of
War in Europe drove the price of wheat up to $3 per
bushel in 1918 and ideal growing weather brought in a
bumper crop, Valley farmers experienced a prosperity
beyond their wildest dreams.
Despite their increasing size and diversity, Fargo and
Moorhead were still farm towns, and the agricultural
boom of 1918 brought widespread prosperity. Farmers
bought Ford cars and a few of them more pretentious
automobiles; many built new barns and other farm
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Moorhead's 50 saloons were closed when the Moorhead Normal School became Moorhead State Teachers College in 1921 . This photograph, which
looks south past ~mas ~rdel's Rathskeller toward Johnny Haas' towered House of Lords, shows a half dozen of the saloons that were boarded up
when MSIC came into being (Cla y County Historical Society) .

buildings; and a fair number sold their farms at $200 an
acre, moved into Fargo, Moorhead, or other Valley
towns, and built retirement homes.
But the sudden prosperity did not last. The crops in 1919
were as bad as they had been good the year before; the
price of wheat declined steadily as European farms were
returned to cultivation after the war had ended, and land
values fell sharply. Wheat dropped from $2.35 a bushel
in 1919 to $1.06 in 1921. By the end of the Twenties
wheat had fallen to $.60 a bushel, and to scarcely half of
that several years later. Other farm commodities,
including livestock, also dropped disastrously.
New farmers soon found that they could not pay for the
land they had purchased at high wartime prices. When
they began defaulting on their loans, they not only lost
their farms but broke many of the banks that had
financed the borrowing. The banks now owned many
farms once considered valuable, which they now could
not sell for anything near the loan money invested in
them.
The agricultural depression in the Upper Middle West
during the 1920s, when most of the United States was
prosperous, had been brought on by a conjunction of
factors. The economy of the region was too dependent on
agriculture alone, and largely on a single crop. Although
Red River Valley farmers never experienced the total

crop failures of the more arid regions to the west, they
had to sell their products at prices too low to yield much
profit. Grain farming was becoming more mechanized,
and because the industrial states which manufactured
farm equipment were prosperous (with high wages), farm
machinery prices remained high. In other words, farmers
paid high prices for the equipment and material they had
to buy but received very low prices for what they had to
sell-grain, cattle, and hogs.
The optimistic boom mentality of the western agricultural
states was also a factor in the bank failures that plagued
Minnesota and North Dakota in the 1920s. Historian
Elwyn Robinson was writing of North Dakota but what
he says applies also to the whole area: "Because they
had anticipated a denser population and a greater
production of wealth than the state has yet attained, the
pioneers created too many farms, too many towns, too
many schools, churches and colleges, too many counties
and too much government, too much railroad mileage,
too many banks, and too much debt ." (History of North
Dakota, University of Nebraska Press, 1966, p. 372 .)
This western optimism-which contributed to the
inflation of land values triggered by the good crop and
high wheat prices of 1918-led to reckless lending by
many area bankers. According to Robinson, "The
misfortunes of the grain farmers affected the small rural
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Like the picture of the saloons on the prl!'l'ious page, this Moorhead street scene was photographed just before World War I (not just after, when
Moorhead State became a four-year college). The picture was taken from the corner of Fourth Avenue and Main, looking north across the NP tracks
(Clay County Historical Society).

banks, and their wholesale collapse in the 1920s revealed
the instability of the states agricultural economy."(p. '375)
The Red River Valley, on both sides of the river-which
had some characteristics in common with the farming
area of southern Minnesota and Iowa and some with the
high plains-was less severely crippled than the farming
areas of central and western North Dakota. But a great
many small town banks in the Valley were forced to
close.
In the optimistic years of the early twentieth century, too

many of these banks had been chartered, and all of them
eagerly fulfilled their prime function: loaning money to
farmers. More than half of North Dakota's banks closed
between 1920 and 1930. From 1921 to 1929, '378 state
and national banks in Minnesota-most of them in the
western and northwestern part of the state-closed when
they had no money for their depositors who lost their
savings." "In 1921 there were 1160 state banks in
Minnesota," wrote Theodore Blegen. "Ten years later
there were 675." He went on to say that Minnesota "was
one of the seven western grain states that suffered nearly
half of all the bank failures in the United States from
1921 to 1929." (Minnesota: A History of the State,
University of Minnesota Press, 1963, 1975, pp. 480-1)
Moorhead's immediate area had developed another cash
crop of considerable importance in the early twentieth
century. Led by "Potato King" Henry Schroeder, who
farmed a few miles southeast of Moorhead, Clay County
shipped so many carloads of high grade potatoes 70 and
80 years ago that they claimed to be the "potato capital

of the world." Merchant Leslie Welter who served as
Resident Director when Moorhead was transformed from
a normal school to a teachers college, had potato
warehouses in both Moorhead and Hawley, twenty miles
to the east. Moorhead high school's athletic teams have
been called "the Spuds" for three-quarters of a century.
But farmers who tried raising potatoes discovered that it
was a precarious undertaking. Because they could not be
stored very long, the price of potatoes depended on the
supply available each fall. When my half-brother Bernard
Skrove received more than $2 per bushel for the five
acres of potatoes he raised in 1922, he planted 30 acres
the next fall and found that he could not afford to dig
and pick a good crop when the price dropped to 25
cents per bushel. Although potatoes continued to be
raised in some parts of the Red River Valley, they did
not solve any problems for most of its farmers.
The opening of the large Fairmont Creamery in
Moorhead in 1924 provided a different ·kind of solution
·io the agricultural depression. Red River Valley farmers
did not become really prosperous as a result, but regular
cream checks kept many of them afloat for many years.
In the late 1930s the cooperative Cass/Clay Creamery
also built a plant in Moorhead, providing competition for
the Nebraska-based Fairmont company. For many years
farmers had been urged to diversify as a solution to their
problems. In the period between the two World Wars,
most of them survived in this way. Many of the farmers
had sizeable families. They continued to raise wheat and
other grains, but they also maintained small dairy herds
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and flocks of chickens. The people of the Red River
Valley survived without encountering real hardships, but
also without real prosperity, until another world war
made farming profitable once again and land values
increased.

courage I might have gone to Moorhead to seek a job
and thus pay for my room, board, and the few fees
required at each term's registration; but I was 16, jobs
were scarce, and I had few marketable skills, probably
none that would find me an employer in Moorhead.

Because those who had jobs clung to them in the
Depression Era, an increasing number of students
remained at Moorhead State Teachers College long
enough to earn degrees in the 1930s, and created a
college in the process. Perhaps because none of them
had any money but were managing to keep going to
college, spirits were very high at MS1C in the Thirties.
They thought they were attending a good college, and
they were. Those of us who were a part of that
experience managed, in a thousand different ways, to get
our college educations. It seems important to tell how
some of us did it.

I did, however, have two older sisters who taught country
schools. Julia Skrove, the half-sister three years older
than I, had taken the Detroit Lakes Normal Training
course and found rural teaching positions that paid (as I
remember) about $70 a month. I decided to follow in her
wake, even though I really wanted to enroll at Moorhead
State Teachers College right away: to study English and
history, sing in Dan Preston's music groups, and
participate in the other extracurricular activities that
attracted me strongly when I was graduating from high
school.
Detroit Lakes had a good high school in the 1920s. We
were encouraged to think about college by a very
effective device: informal talks by our teachers about the
colleges they had graduated from. The recent MS1C
graduates told us that Moorhead State Teachers College
was just beginning to award bachelors degrees. It seemed
the kind of unassuming college I might aspire to.

The Normal Training Route To College
Taking a high school normal training course in my home
town was not the way I would have liked to enter
college, but in 1928 it seemed the only way. With more

Tbe Fairmont Creamery as it looked shortly after it opened in 1924. Tbe truck and car are proof that the photograph dates from the mid-1920s
(Clay County Historical Society!.
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Tessie Buckley had taken a normal course during her
senior year of high school at Sauk Centre in 1904-1905.
At Detroit Lakes in· the 1920s we graduated from high
school with four full years of academic work. We were
required to take four years of English (and read six of
Shakespeare's plays), two years of history and one of
social studies (a mixture of political science, sociology,
and economics), three years of science, and two years of
mathematics (algebra and plane geometry); we could
elect to take two years of French, two to four years of
Latin, or such courses as trigonometry, solid geometry,
speech, typing, shorthand, and business law. Then, if we
had superior high school records, we could apply for
admission to the "High School Normal Training
Department," which had nothing whatever to do with
Detroit Lakes High School: the course was taught by an
elderly lady named Miss Lucy Kinsley and it was housed
in one of the city's grade school buildings. It was,
however, under the direction of the local school board
and Superintendent L.U. Towle.
Clarence Glasrud, 1928

Bank loans to attend college, or any other kind of loans,
were unheard of in the 1920s and 1930s, and "bank"
was a bad word. The Horace State Bank had given me
an attractive metal savings bank in 1917 and all the coins
I acquired went into it. Five years later we took our little
banks in to be opened, and I received a savings book
that said I had $27.64, which would earn interest for me.
Eventually, after the bank had failed and also lost a
somewhat larger sum of my father's money, we got back
a small percentage of our deposits. It was not a large
amount. By that time I was aware that my father was
hard put to pay our bills, so I never inquired about my
lost savings.
We experienced another bank failure at Detroit Lakes in
1923. My father had deposited our share of the year's
farm income in the Security State Bank, as usual: the
bank's directors and officers were members of our
Lutheran Church and we were urged (even from the
pulpit) to have faith in them. After the bank closed, we
somehow got along until the next harvest; once again we
eventually got back a percentage of our lost deposits; but
my tough-minded Norwegian-born mother, who had
raised 12 children on a North Dakota farm, lost some of
her faith.
Minnesota's high school Normal Training departments
disappeared nearly 50 years ago with the one-room rural
schools which they supplied with teachers. Until World
War II, when a severe teacher shortage accelerated
school consolidation and the elimination of such small
schools, most farm children attended country schools
within walking distance of their homes. Most of the
teachers, nearly all of them young women, soon married
farmers and left the profession. Thus, there was an ongoing demand for rural school teachers, which led the
State to establish one-year Normal Training departments
throughout Minnesota. In our area there were such
"departments" in Ada, Breckenridge, Crookston, Fergus
Falls, Wadena, and Detroit Lakes-which was the one
that was important to our family.

Hundreds, perhaps thousands of Upper Midwest rural school buildings
looked very much like this Becker County school Julia Skrove taught in
1928-1929, the year before she enrolled at MSTC. Some, like this one,
bad a bell tower and bell but most did not. The lower photograph-of
the Cass County District 76 school near Horace, ND in 1918- is the
same structure with small variations: the chimney, and therefore the
large beating stove, at the front instead of the rear of the building, and
a small porch instead of a belfry. District 76, which I attended in
1918-1920, also bad a coal-and-wood shed and privies attached to the
rear of the building !barely visible on the picture). This was a safety
precaution for a school on the North Dakota prairie.
Most of these schools were built about 1900. After World War II, when
students were bused to town schools, these old school buildings were
moved to nearby farms and used for a variety of purposes !they often
became chicken coops). A very few of these old schools can still be seen
at their original locations, serving as township balls-for infrequent
meetings and polling places.
The school I taught in 1929-1930, Becker County District 107 (called
the Garfield or Oak Lake scboo!J, was a more modern structure
though the same size. My school bad a full basement with a woodburning furnace, and all of the windows were on the east wall.
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Six of the seven top-ranked students in our 1928 Detroit
Lakes High School graduating class, including me,
applied and were accepted into this program, which tells
something about the economic situation in the late 1920s.
If there were any college scholarships available, we had
never. heard of them, nor were we approached by college
recrmters. Because I had no academic guidance, I
graduated from high school in 1928, when I had 16
credits and had completed all of my required courses. I
should have taken another year of Latin (Cicero) and a
year of typing, both courses that would have helped me
later, but I was proud that I could graduate at 16.
Because I was so young, I had not discovered
extracurricular activities until my senior year: then I
"made" the boy's glee club and double quartet, tried out
for and failed to make the debate squad, and became
business manager of the senior class play when the
director found no place for me on the cast. My hunger
for such activities could not be appeased the next year,
when. I took the normal training courses, which probably
explains my over-indulgence in extra activities when I
finally arrived on the Moorhead State Teachers College
campus two years later.
Our normal training course at Detroit Lakes in 1928-1929
was very uncollegiate. We were drilled in the essentials
of elementary education: arithmetic, grammar, spelling,
reading (the traditional masterpieces), geography, and
history, with some instruction in how to teach
penmanship, "art", and music. We had a very small
smattering of pedagogy. In the last half of our year we
did a great deal of practice teaching in the different
grades of the Detroit Lakes public schools: I remember
liking my experience teaching geography, history, and
English to sixth, seventh, and eighth graders. For 10
weeks in the spring we became the only kindergarten
Detroit Lakes offered.
Because I really wanted to be in college and found little
challenge in the material and problems we dealt with, I
was not very happy the year I spent with 15 smart,
diligent young women and the venerable Miss Kinsley.
The year started badly. For some reason, 20 of us had
been allowed to start the course, but after the first month
the class was reduced to 16. The other young man in our
class was one of the casualties. Miss Kinsley called me
aside soon after that to tell me that I was sullen and
should improve my attitude. I think I did. We were kept
very busy.
All of us were graduated in the spring, received
certificates that qualified us to teach ungraded
elementary schools, and found jobs for the 1929-1930
school year. With luck and the right friends, I was hired
to teach District 107, the Oak Lake school, for an eightmonth term at $85 a month. I could live at home and
could walk the four miles to my school when I couldn't
arrange rides. That was no hardship for a healthy young
man: walking eight miles a day in all kinds of weather
was probably very good for me.
I liked my rural school teaching better than normal
training. I had from 24 to 28 students in six grades (no
fifth and seventh graders). My school day was full and
strenuous, but we played splendid games at noon and

recess in nearly any kind of weather. It may have been
an advantage that I had attended a rural school myself 10
years before.
When I registered at Moorhead State Teachers College in
the fall of 1930, I was admitted as a sophomore. I was
given credit for freshman English and a number of other
first year courses. Even though our normal training and
rural teaching was in no way the equivalent of
Moorhead's first year of college, we were a select group
of students. I enjoyed a considerable advantage over most
of my classmates a little later: most of them approached
their required student teaching assignments with
trepidation despite the special methods courses they had
taken, or maybe because of such courses! I considered
student teaching a breeze. I knew that I could teach and
that it was neither difficult nor unpleasant.
I do not know how many students reached Moorhead
State Teachers College by this Normal Training route.
Probably not many in the sexist society of 60 years ago:
most of Minnesota's Normal Training students were
young women and nearly all of them married after
teaching for a few years. I do not remember all of the 15
girls who took that intensive course with me at Detroit
Lakes nearly 60 years ago, but I do not believe any of
them ever found their way to college. All of them could
have done college work without any trouble, but I am
virtually certain that all of them married instead. And
married women were not permitted to teach in the
Depression Era.
In writing this history I have discovered some other
young men who were Normal Training students before
they found their way to Moorhead, and I feel a special
kinship with them. The second MS1C student (or
graduate) killed in World War II was an Air Corps
na~igator, Leslie Heidelberger '40, from Dumont,
Minnesota, who took a Normal Training course at
Wheaton and was a country school teacher before
coming to MS1C.
His plane was shot down over Germany on April 26,
1943. I did not know Heidelberger, who came to MS1C
some years after I had graduated, but I mourn his
untimely death: he had followed the same path to a
college education that I had taken earlier.

The Detroit Lakes Connection
More than half of the young men from my high school
graduating class who found their way to college came to
MS1C with me in the fall of 1930, or had arrived a year
or_ two earlier. Half of these young men eventually
graduated. I do not think Detroit Lakes teachers Esther
Shave or Joe Eifert recruited us for Moorhead State,
their alma mater, or even influenced our choice of
college, but Jack Bininger, Al Zech, and Jim Bestick
did. Jack (actually Hiram) Bininger was an exemplary
MS1C student early in the 1920s and became a
c?nspicuous success as a teacher-administrator following
his two-year graduation in 1925. Dynamic Al Zech was a
star athlete under Sliv Nemzek and found a
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Jack Bininger, Jim Bestick, Al 'Zeeb (left to right). Bestick became a professional musician, playing trombone with Ted Fiorito-a big-name
band~eader of the e:a between the two Wars. Ralph and Lila Smith beard Bestick play with the Fiorito band in Los Angeles in 1933; and Roger
Hamilton of Detroit Lakes, then an Oberlin College student, went to Cleveland to bear and meet both Bestick and Fiorito in 1935.

position in a Fargo junior high school with the unusual
combination of manual training and English. Jim Bestick
was playing his trombone in the MSTC band on the lawn
in front of Weld Hall when we went to Moorhead for a
music contest in 1928.
These three young men undoubtedly influenced us. We
knew that they had gone to college on their own and had
~one well at Moorhead. The new college'~ proximity and
its low cost were strong attractions. Although Detroit
Lakes was a pleasant town to live in, we knew that it
lacked opportunities for us.
These forerunners probably explain the unusually large
number of young men from Detroit Lakes who enrolled
at Moorhead State Teachers College. The number of
young women was no greater than from other towns, I
think. Of course, the proportion of young men enrolled
at MSTC increased in the Twenties, and perhaps because
the institution was now a college. But Eininger and Zech
did not enroll as degree students: they took two-year
courses and then went out to teach. They completed their
bachelor's degrees some years later, and Zech earned
master's and doctor's degrees at the University of
Southern California.

Their single year at Moorhead, 1930-1931, proved
disappointing for Peterson and Glawe through no fault of
the college. Both had been conspicuously successful as
teachers of large rural schools: I remember that Peterson
managed 53 students in his Maple Grove School and
Glawe was paid $115 a month to teach the prestigious
Chilton School near Frazee. With two-year certificates
from Moorhead State Teachers College they expected to
find positions in town graded schools, but the nationwide
depression caused teachers to cling to the jobs they held.
I believe both Glawe and Peterson left the profession.
Others from my hometown also had short careers at
Moorhead State Teachers College. Monk Ireland played
football for a couple of years and left. Clarence
Bergquist decided that college and teaching were not for
him, though his sister Clarice, an outstanding teacher,
was elected Becker County Superintendent of Schools in
the mid-1930s. Bob Jeffrey may have had only minimal
interest in teaching: his high school academic record did
not qualify him for the Normal Training program.
However, Jeff wanted to teach in the winter months when
he was not renting boats and selling bait at the Detroit
Lakes public dock, his chief occupation. By completing

Harry Hall and Frank Long from my Detroit Lakes
Class of 1928 entered Moorhead State the fall after we
graduated. Hall played football, basketball, and hockey at
MSTC and Long earned a two-year certificate in 1930,
taught four years, and returned to take his degree in
1936. When handsome Harry Hall married Margaret
Reilly, he began working in her father's firm. Donald
Bird, who entered MSTC in 1929, was a new kind of
MSTC student, proceeding directly toward the B.E.
degree he received in 1933, one of the first students
designated a "degree student" from his first registration.
In 1930, the first year Moorhead State Teachers College
enrolled a hundred men, four others from our 1928
Detroit Lakes class entered with me: Ross (Monk)
Ireland, Bob Jeffrey, Eugene Eininger, and Clarence
Bergquist, along with Rudolph Glawe and Elmer
Peterson, 1926 DLHS graduates who had taken the
Normal Training course at Detroit Lakes and taught rural
schools for three years.

Don Bird-from the 1930 Praeceptor.
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the one-year rural teaching program (and playing football
and hockey) at MS1C, he qualified as a rural school
teacher.
By 1933 there were 200 men at MS1C. Don Bird and I
were among the 48 seniors that year, the largest degree
group to graduate up to that time. Less than half of us
had "gone straight through," however, and there were
more than three times as many "graduating sophomores"
as seniors earning degrees. The economy kept a few of
us in college because there were no teaching jobs for us,
but others still interrupted their MS1C college years to
teach because that was the accepted way to go through
Moorhead State Teachers College.
"'.'h~le

we were in high school, I was impressed by Tom
Emmger because he talked about being "on the bum"
and "riding the rails." He seemed unlikely to "try to be
more like brother Jack" as Superintendent Towle urged
him. Surprisingly, his name turned out be be Eugene
Warren Bininger when we graduated in June, 1928, and
just as surprisingly he entered Moorhead State Teachers
College when I did: I think two years on the Detroit
Lakes labor market had persuaded him to try teaching,
brother Jack's occupation.
He was past 30 before he had a chance to try teaching,
however. When he dropped out of college in the midThirties _to marry Enid Hansen and start a family, he
worked m the West Fargo stockyards. When he returned
to Moorhead State Teachers College in 1938, he again
played football, took part in plays, and was elected to the
Student Commission. In 1947 he earned a master's
degree at the University of Minnesota. In the years after
World War II, Dutch Bininger became an outstanding
school superintendent at Buffalo and Chisholm
Minnesota. Following his retirement from the Chisholm
superintendency, he was a trouble-shooter for the State
Department of Education for some years.
The worsening economic situation for teachers is
demonstrated by the MS1C enrollment from Detroit
Lakes in 1928-1929, 1929-1930, and during the 1930s. In
1929 11 graduated from the MS1C two-year

Eugene W. Bininger-from the 1932

Praeceptor

programs, found teaching positions, and held on to them:
Jeanette Bestick, Mildred Bird, Burnice Duckstad,
Evelyn Frenzel, Gladys Hanson, Irene Hoghaug, Edgar
Jo_hnon, Lorraine Krause, Gladys Munson, Evelyn
Nicholson, and Mabel Olson. Bestick, Bird, Johnson,
and Krause had attended MS1C for two years; the other
seven entered by the Normal Training-rural teaching
route that I used and attended only one year. In 1930 six
others from Detroit Lakes were two-year graduates:
Agnes Bjerke, Grace Brainerd, Jordis Haaland,
Annabelle Le Zalla, Mildred Randolph, and Julia Skrove
(my half-sister). All of these six had been Normal
Training-rural teachers and had attended MS1C only one
year. In 1930 some of these young women, like my
sister, returned to rural teaching because no small town
jobs opened up. The following year only Dorothy
Riebhoff and Gladys Turnblad from Detroit Lakes
graduated from the MS1C two-year program. There was
a severe teacher glut and few jobs were available.
Al Zech earned his degree at MS1C in 1931 and Jack
Bininger in 1937. Frank Long came back to take his B.E.
in 1936. In the Thirties and early Forties, a number of
Detroit Lakes students graduated from the College,
including superb athletes Bill Burke, Merv Snyder, Bob
Eames, and Herb Colmer.
A final word about my hometown and Moorhead State
Teachers College. After I had graduated from high
school, Superintendent L.U. Towle of Detroit Lakes
hired two MS1C graduates for his faculty. Our high
school teachers were usually recruited from Carleton
College and the University of Minnesota, and I was
impressed that Towle added these two young men to his
staff. Francis Bordsen taught senior English at Detroit
Lakes until World War IL George Simson, who came as
a junior high school history teacher, remained at Detroit
Lakes until his retirement, serving both as a junior high
school and senior high school principal. Moorhead State
designated him as a Distinguished Alumnus in 1972. A
large number of his fellow townsmen turned out to honor
~eorge on his 80th birthday, on April 14, 1985,
mcluding many of his former students and fellow
teachers.

Francis H. Bordsen-from the 1929
Praeceptor

George C. Simson-from the 1929
Praeceptor

Chapter 2
The Process of Change
Although the Minnesota legislature empowered Moorhead
State Teachers College to grant bachelors degrees in
1921, the change-over from a normal school to a teachers
college was a slow process. The first degree was not
granted until 1926, and then to a single student who had
begun taking courses at the Moorhead Normal School in
1916.
Ever since the institution had admitted its first students
on August 29, 1888, most of them had attended for a few
terms and then taught school to earn enough money to
return to the Moorhead campus for further education.
This situation did not change when the Moorhead
Normal School became Moorhead State Teachers
College.
But some things had been changing in the early 1920s.
Most notably, nearly all of the students who registered at
Moorhead State Teachers College were high school
graduates. The old five-year curriculum that had
admitted students when they had completed the eighth
grade was being phased out. The 1922 catalogue of
MSTC said that the Normal School name had become
"less appropriate as a title than formerly because the
work of the school has become largely collegiate in
character."

How It Happened
The 1921 catalogue said that a bill was introduced "at
the present session of the legislature" to change the
names of the state's normal schools to teachers colleges.
The Normal School Board, which had requested this
legislation, would be authorized to grant the bachelor's
degree in education for the completion of four years of
collegiate work. The bill, introduced in the State Senate
on March 4, passed that body on April 6, and the House
on April 11. It was signed by Governor J.A.O. Preus on
April 13. Consequently, since April 13, 1921, this
institution is officially designated as the Moorhead State
Teachers College. For three more years, however, the
college catalogues continued to print "Formerly
Moorhead State Normal School" under the new
designation.
The Minnesota legislature was following a national trend
when it changed the normal schools into colleges. Such
action had already been taken in Michigan, Illinois,
Wisconsin, and other states. If there had been any
special agitation for such a change in Minnesota, I have
been unable to find evidence of it in the college archives.
It might be conjectured that the Minnesota normal

schools were caught unaware in their transformation into
four-year colleges because they seemed so unready to
develop degree programs. At Moorhead the turnover in
administration from Frank Weld to Oliver Dickerson in
1921, and then to R.B. MacLean in 1923, may have been
a factor. Equally important, there was a large-scale
faculty turnover at the end of World War I. Except for

Caswell Ballard, Katharine Leonard, Maude Hayes, and
several training school supervisors, Moorhead State
acquired a wholly new faculty in the 1920s. A large
share of the new people remained at Moorhead for many
years, but some time was needed before they would gain
confidence and learn to work together.
The success of their special certification curriculums,
which had been in place before college status was
achieved, paved the way at Moorhead State. The school
was confident that its elementary education specialists
were well prepared, and Moorhead's industrial arts
graduates were already teaching in many Red River
Valley school systems, including Fargo and Moorhead.
During the 1920s Moorhead State Teachers College
catalogues continued to list the students who had
enrolled in the past year. The categories of students
reveal an institution in transition, and somewhat
uncertain about the proper labels for people who had
gone beyond the standard two-year course that led to an
Advanced Diploma. In the Twenties the three large
categories were seniors, juniors, and a steadily-shrinking
group of sub-collegiate students enrolled in the old
Normal School five-year curriculum. A new fourth group
was sometimes called "special" and sometimes "third
year students."
In 1923 there were four special students, older people
who probably had college degrees and were taking
professional education work at Moorhead. Among the 42
third-year students listed that year, some had been among
the nine special students listed in 1921 and the 39 in
1922. In 1924 there were two separate classifications:
nine special students again and 30 "third-yearadvanced." In 1925 there were four special and 36 thirdyear-advanced students. It seems likely that this was a
new designation for students who were "advancing"
toward an MSTC degree. None had yet been awarded by
the new college.
In the 1926 catalogue all students enrolled at MSTC were
listed in the first (548), second (330), third (48), or
fourth (3) classes, plus seven special and 38 subcollegiate students. These categories were used thereafter,
except that the first-year students were now identified as
freshmen, the second-year as sophomores, third-year as
juniors, and fourth-year as seniors. The number of third
year Gunior) students increased sharply to 86 in 1927, 89
in 1928, and 93 in 1929. There were 14 seniors in 1927,
2-1 in 1928, and 29 in 1929.
A clarification is needed here. Using this method of
measuring enrollment, the new college would have a total
of 901 students in 1927, which is true except that only
about half that number were in attendance during any
given quarter. A breakdown shows that in 1926-1927 only
five seniors attended in the summer, eight in the fall, 10
in the winter, and 13 in the spring. This indicates that all
but one of the MSTC students who had accumulated
enough credits to attain senior status were on campus
during the spring quarter. These people no doubt held
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Dr. Oliver M. Dickerson was president of the Moorhead Normal
School when it became Moorhead State Teachers College in 1921 (1921
Praeceptoi"l.

teaching positions, nearly always locally, and had either
taken leaves or were doing only part-time work at
MSTC. The following year nine seniors were enrolled in
the summer, 17 in the fall, 14 in the winter, and 17 again
in the spring. During the 1928-1929 school year, 16
seniors were enrolled in the summer, 14 in the fall, 20 in
the winter, and 23 in the spring.
The catalogues show that from 1921 on there were at
least 30 students taking coursework each year at
Moorhead State Teachers College in their third year of
college work, that is, beyond requirements for the
Advanced Diploma. By 1925-1926 this number had
increased to 48; and for the first time three students
were placed in a fourth-year category, including Arthur
Storms, who was awarded the college's first bachelor's
degree at the end of that school year.
The next three catalogues, which break down enrollment
by quarters, show that in 1926-1917 a total of 86 juniors
(or third-year students) had enrolled: 42 in the summer,
26 in the fall and winter quarters, and 40 in the spring
term. In 1917-1928, 89 were enrolled: 44 in the summer,
43 in the fall, 35 in the winter, and 25 in the spring. In
1928-1929, 93: 60 in the summer, 36 in the fall, 44 in
winter, and 28 in spring.

The High School Factor
The chief influence behind the change-over from
Moorhead Normal to Moorhead State Teachers College
was the new expectation that young people would have 12
years of schooling instead of eight. Some states had
passed laws requiring students to attend school until the
age of 16. New high schools were established in many of
northwestern Minnesota's small towns in the years after

1900; later some were founded in communities that had
great difficulty supporting them with either money or
students. In the established high schools of the larger
towns and cities, enrollments increased dramatically in
the World War I era.
An article in the September 17, 1905, Moorhead Daily
News said: ·~t the close of the first week of school there
were 85 students enrolled in the high school. This is an
increase of 20 percent over the enrollment at the end of
the first week last year. The superintendent expects an
enrollment of over 100 in the high school before the cold
weather." Moorhead's population was between four and
five thousand people in 1905. In 1920, its population was
5,120, but its high school enrollment had increased
four-fold.
"The outstanding factor affecting the history of
Moorhead State Teachers College is the high school
development which paralleled in time the development of
the college," wrote President O.W. Snarr in an article
entitled "Legal History of Moorhead State," prepared for
the Sixtieth Anniversary Edition of The ~stern Mistie,
the student weekly in 1945.
The college "was only well established when the high
school development in Minnesota was getting underway
in earnest," said Snarr. High school enrollment had more
than doubled each decade from 1890 to 1930: the percent
of increase was 126 for the first decade, 118 for the
second, 130 for the third, and 105 for the fourth. The
enrollment of 5,445 students in 1889-90 had increased to
125,932 in 1929-30. The high school enrollment for
1939-40 was 191,989.
The high school level work that had been provided at
Moorhead Normal since its founding was phased out
gradually after the institution became Moorhead State
Teachers College. The 1922 and 1923 catalogues detailed
the process. "The five-year curriculum is to be
abandoned gradually. The work of the first year will not
be offered during the college year, 1922-23. New
students enrolling in this curriculum in September, 1922,
should have two years of high school work or its
equivalent." In the next catalogue: "The work of the first
year was not given in 1922-23, and the second year will
not be given during the college year 1923-24.
Consequently, students should have the equivalent of
three years of high school work to enter this curriculum
commencing September, 1923."
Both of these catalogues also carried the following
statement: "Beginning with September, 1924, the
completion of the work of a standard four-year high
school course will be required for college entrance.
Students now enrolled in the five-year curriculum will be
given a reasonable time to complete their work." From
1924 on there is no mention of this old normal school
curriculum in the annual catalogues.
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Three and Four Year Curriculums
For some years before it was transformed from a normal
school into a teachers college by the legislative act
passed in 1921, Moorhead Normal had been advertising
(in its catalogues) "a three-year curriculum for high
school graduates, leading to special diplomas in
education, manual training, domestic science, drawing,
or music."
A "Special Diploma in Elementary Education" was
probably the first offered. The 1920 catalogue described
a curriculum that "aims to prepare teachers for normal
training departments in high schools, for junior high
schools, for the principalships of consolidated and grade
schools, and for other supervising positions." Martha J.
Amundson, who was the first to receive this special
diploma (in 1916), became a member of the faculty as a
training school supervisor in the intermediate grades.
Two years later Marie Costello of Graceville was the
second to complete this course.
A brief paragraph in the 1920 catalogue explained the
rationale behind the other special programs: "There is an
urgent demand on the part of all progressive interests in
the commonwealth that the public schools, rather than
the special technical schools, shall provide instruction in
the newer branches of study for the children and youths
in Minnesota."
Beginning in 1922 the catalogues advertised three
curriculums: "l) A two-year curriculum for high school
graduates, leading to the Advanced Diploma; 2) a threeyear curriculum for high school graduates, leading to
special diplomas in education, manual training, domestic
science, drawing or music; and 3) a five-year curriculum
for non-high school graduates, leading to the Advanced
Diploma."
The catalogue said, "The requirements for admission to
the three-year curriculum are the same as those for the
two-year curriculum." The new college felt confident and
comfortable with this curriculum: a third year of work
leading to special certification in the five areas named
had already been started before the state legislature had
changed the schools from normal schools to teachers
colleges.
But the 1922 catalogue was looking toward the future in
a paragraph headed "The Four Year Curriculum":
The last legislature changed the names of the Normal
Schools to Teachers Colleges and authorized them to
grant degrees for the completion of a four-year
curriculum. Such a curriculum is now being worked
out. It will be based upon high school graduation for
admission. It will provide special courses for expert
elementary teachers, principals and instructors in
junior high schools. The complete establishment of
such courses will have to await increased funds and
additional instructors. The curriculum will be put into
operation as rapidly as facilities permit. There is no
intention of weakening or abandoning the present
efficient two-year curriculum. For many years the
majority of our grade teachers will have that as their
maximum preparation. The best city systems,
however, are ready to pay for additional professional

Tbis picture of President R. B. Maclean appeared at the front of the
1924 Praeceptor, which was dedicated to the new MSTC president.

training if they can get it. Ambitious teachers who
already have the Advanced Diploma should plan to
continue their work for the degree. It is planned to have
a third year of work in operation next year.
This statement was repeated in the 1923 and 1924
catalogues, though the last sentence ("It is planned to
have a third year of work in operation next year") was
omitted in 1924. As if to distract attention from this
promised "third year curriculum," which never appeared,
the 1924 and 1925 catalogues ·printed 11 "differentiated
curriculums," all leading to the Advanced Diploma.
Students were now urged to select a "specific field of
teaching": instead of choosing six elective courses from
among "indiscriminate offerings," there were now fixed
curriculums in kindergarten-primary, intermediate
grades, upper grades, rural schools, art, home
economics, industrial arts, physical education for men,
physical education for women, and public school music.
For some reason, the 1925 catalogue listed only a single
curriculum available at Moorhead State Teachers College,
the two-year curriculum with its "differentiated
curriculums" in 11 areas.
Although the 1925 catalogue listed only the two-year
curriculum, on May 5 of that year the State Teachers
College Board authorized the colleges to offer ·four-year
courses in elementary education, a Bachelor of
Education degree to be conferred on students who had
satisfactorily completed such courses. The following year
the State Board asked the presidents of the six State
Teachers Colleges to develop a four-year course of study
leading to the B.E. degree. The 1926 Moorhead State
'catalogue promptly announced a four-year curriculum
"based on a Resolution of the Teachers College Board."
The new curriculum may have been a temporary makeshift: in their first two years students would follow the
long-established two-year curriculum except that in the
second year "there is less student teaching and more
specialization in lines of personal interest." Sophomores
were urged to select their majors and minors, if possible.
In their last two years, four-year students would take
only upper level (300 and 400) courses; students would
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take three student teaching courses, at least one in their
senior year.
The 1926 catalogue said the new four-year curriculum
"is organized to fit persons for the following types of
professional work":
1. Supervisors of elementary schools.
2. Supervisors of student teaching In Teachers
Colleges.
3. Normal Training Department teachers.
4. Principals and superintendents of consolidated
schools and small town schools.
5. Departmental teaching in academic or special
fields.
6. Elementary school teachers who wish more than
two years training.
7. County superintendents.
The four-year curriculum added 24 hours to the "general
requirements" of the two-year program: 12 more hours of
English, eight of biological science, four of social
studies, and four of geography. In education, however,
the additional requirements were both specific and
extensive: "Education 110, 120, 140, (or equivalent), 150,
310, 320, or 330, 340 or 360, 420 or 430, also 250, 251,
and 450, or 450, 451, and 452. Add four quarter hours
of education elective." This meant that each student
would take two courses in educational psychology, a
special methods course, school management, the
development of the American school, educational tests
and measurements or diagnostic and remedial work, the
exceptional child or social psychology, school
administration or supervision, three terms of student
teaching, and an education elective.
Compared with these considerable professional education
requirements, the liberal arts majors were light. All
students were required to complete a 24-hour major and
a 12-hour minor "in any department offering enough
courses in the 300 and 400 group." Required lower level
courses like freshman English would not count toward
majors or minors. In 1926 the catalogue said that
"majors may also be made up with the following groups
rather than within single departments: A) education and
teaching, B) science and mathematics, C) geography and
social science, and D) language and literature."
In 1930 the number of hours required for majors varied
a good deal: 20 quarter hours in education, the social
sciences, and mathematics; 24 hours in English and
foreign language (only French was taught); and 28 hours
in biological and physical science and geography. The
numbers majoring in the special fields were much larger:
32 in fine arts, 36 in industrial arts and physical
education; and 44 quarter hours in music. By 1930
Moorhead State had discontinued its program in home
economics (or "domestic science").
In 1928, the State Teachers College Board's secretary,
J.M. McConnell (Minnesota Commissioner of
Education), asked the Teachers College presidents to
revise their B.E. guidelines to include the training of
high school teachers. The statement passed by the Board
on December 4, 1928 reads: "The several colleges

Arthur Storms-Menagba, Minnesota, was given a page to himself in
the 1926 Praeceptor, w1tb an explanation that be was the Fourth Year
Class-the scbool"s first.

are hereby authorized, in accordance with the needs of
the public schools and within the limits of available
funds, to provide for and offer four-year courses of study
for the training of elementary and high school teachers."
The new Minnesota teachers colleges were obviously best
prepared to educate teachers for the elementary schools
and in special fields like industrial arts. In academic
areas like English, the sciences, mathematics, and
history, the graduating teachers would certainly know
how to teach, but their knowledge in their major fields
could have little depth. Five of the six colleges had fewer
than 500 students in 1928, most of them still enrolled in
the old two-year curriculum. At these schools "within
the limits of available funds" meant that one faculty
member taught all of the mathematics courses and
another all of the biological science that could be
offered. In the social studies area, one person would
probably teach history and sociology, another political
science and economics. To complete their small majors,
students must be careful to take all of the courses when
they were offered.

Chapter 3
The First College Students
Students who come seeking a college education, not just
teaching certificates, create institutions that differ
considerably from Normal Schools. Did such students
come to Moorhead State after it became a College by
state statute? Not many in the 1920s, but gradually they
did come and wrought the necessary changes.
One obstacle was not removed until 1946, when the
College began to award bachelor of arts degrees. Before
that, since the only degree offered was the B. E.
(bachelor of education), it was impossible for Moorhead
students to separate a college education from preparation
for a career in teaching. Before they could graduate, they
knew they must take a number of professional education
courses and do practice teaching. When I graduated in
the early 1930s, with about 50 people who had earned
bachelor's degrees, three times that many went out to
teach with two-year diplomas; but being outnumbered
this way by "two-year people" did not discourage those
of us who were intent on making Moorhead State a
College.
After taking a few introductory courses together, two-year
and four-year students did not often mix in the
classroom. Jn extracurricular activities, however, they
did. Many two-year students were active in musical
groups, were cast in plays, worked on the newspaper
and annual, played football and basketball, and were
members of departmental and social clubs.

colleges and the state universities. Even when the
proliferation of high schools and a sharp rise in the
number of students attending them after World War I
created a demand for more high school teachers, the new
State Teachers Colleges moved into this field gingerly.
With good reason: they had few faculty members,
usually with modest degrees, in most academic areas.
Often there was only a single person teaching
mathematics, the sciences, and history, or two faculty
members teaching all of the courses in political science,
sociology, economics, and history.
The State Teachers College faculties were much stronger
in professional education. The only degree they offered
was a B.E., bachelor of education (until 1946). Although
the secondary school teachers they graduated were
required to complete at least one major and one minor in
such fields as English or history, all MSTC degree
students were also required to take so many professonal
education courses (including student teaching) that they
could rightfully claim majors in education.
It is understandable that Moorhead (and the other new
Teachers Colleges) should be more confident that their
institution could graduate first-rate elementary school
teachers: this had been the function of these schools
since they were founded in the latter part of the
nineteenth century. Unfortunately (for the development of
degree programs), there was also a deep-seated
conviction that such teachers could be well educated (or
trained) in two years.

Quite naturally, degree students tended to assume
leadership in nearly all activities: they had more
experience and gained confidence year by year, a
considerable advantage. By 1934 a sort of hierarchy had
been established. When Doris Johnson was elected to the
College Hall of Fame that year, the Praeceptor noted that
not only was she a freshman but also "only a two-year
student''. By the mid-Thirties, the more numerous twoyear students were more commonly followers than
leaders.

Special Fields Show the Way
Moorhead State had gone some distance beyond its
standard two-year program even before the Normal
Schools were transformed into four-year Teachers
Colleges: they were training people in "special fields."
Certification in these fields required extra course work
and attendance beyond two years at the Normal Schools.
Completion of fixed programs earned "special diplomas"
in manual training, home economics (or domestic
science), music or drawing, or as qualified elementary
principals, supervisors, and normal training instructors
(who had to be elementary education specialists).
As teachers in specialized fields, graduates of the
Teachers Colleges made the first incursions into the
secondary schools, and did so even before they had
earned bachelor's degrees. These institutions recognized
high school teaching as the domain of private liberal arts

Doris Jobnson-1934 Praeceptor
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While a college catalogue announced (in 1922-1923) that
a four-year curriculum was being prepared and would be
available when the College received "increased funds and
additional instructors," there was reassurance that the
tried-and-true two-year program-so familiar to students
and the general public-would not be discontinued now
that the school offered bachelor's degrees. "There is no
intention of weakening or abandoning the present
efficient two-year curriculum." The catalogue continued:
"For many years the majority of our grade teachers will
have that as their maximum preparation."
Five years after Moorhead State had become a college,
the MiSiiC (newly-established as a weekly newspaper),
reported at the opening of the 1926 fall quarter that there
were fewer students than the preceding year and that
nearly all of them were registered for the two-year
curriculum. ''At present there are a total of 436 students
enrolled at the college. Of this 210 are freshmen, 205 are
sophomores, 16 are juniors, and five are seniors."
Standing in the way of Moorhead State Teachers College
achieving full college status were three factors that did
not change until after World War II. The college was
small, which meant that it could not hire enough new
faculty members to develop adequate departments in the
liberal arts areas. Most of its students were women,
though the proportion changed from IO or 15 to one in
the early 1920s to less than five to one in the 1930s.
And most of the students continued to be two-year
students. However, the scarcity of teaching positions in
the Depression Era kept more and more students in
college four years, if they could somehow manage to pay
room, board, and the small fees charged each quarter.

Degrees Are Required
Eventually, of course, elementary teachers were required
to have bachelor's degrees. Considerable progress was
made in this direction during the 1930s, partly because
there were more teachers than jobs. When an acute
teacher shortage developed during World War II,
certification requirements were relaxed again, but only
temporarily, and teachers who lacked degrees had to
make measured progress toward their degrees in order to
continue teaching.
The same Moorhead State catalogue (of 1922-23) that
affirmed the school's determination to continue its twoyear programs also made a case for degrees. ''Ambitious
teachers who already have the Advanced Diploma"
should work toward their degrees. "The best city systems
are ready to pay for additional professional training if
they can get it." At the same time, however, Moorhead's
outstanding two-year graduates were still being hired to
fill positions in the elementary grades in very good
school systems. In its 1926 spring issues, the MiSiiC
recorded the placement of two-year graduates to teach
elementary grades in Seattle (three), Fargo (three), and
in Moorhead, Crookston, Fergus Falls and other area
towns. Marie Sorknes, who had one of the best records,
that year was hired as a supervising teacher at Mayville
(ND) State Teachers College with only a two-year
certificate from Moorhead State. Some years later she

Ole Sande and Henry Weltzin-1931 Praeceptor

came back to take a similar position at her Alma Mater,
after she had completed a bachelor's degree at the
University of Minnesota.
During this era, four other Moorhead two-year graduates
with outstanding records, who had been teaching in the
elementary grades of various school systems, became
members of the Moorhead State Teachers College faculty
as supervisors in the Training School. Agnes Carlson,
Lyl Solem, Olga Korsbrek, and Clara Undseth all
completed their B.E. degrees soon after joining the
MSTC faculty, and all of them earned master's degrees
in the 1930s, three at Columbia Teachers College. All
four were valued members of the faculty for two decades
or more.
Two supervisors of the MSTC affiliated rural schools
who had graduated from the two-year program earlier
also completed their B.E. degree requirements while they
were members of the faculty. Ole Sande received his
B.E. in 1930 and Alice Corneliussen in 1932. Henry
Weltzin began teaching manual training at Moorhead
State in 1925-26 while he was still a student, and
received his degree in 19Z7, the first year he had full
charge of the program. Lois Pennie earned her B.E. in
1928; she had taught penmanship at MSTC from 1924 to
1928.
Two of the College's best known and most valuable
teachers, Alex J. Nemzek and Daniel Preston, had not
been Moorhead State students but took B.E. degrees a
decade after they first joined the faculty. Nemzek had
done all of his college work at North Dakota
Agricultural College, where he had been a star football
player. Preston had studied at Lawrence University and
music at the Lawrence Conservatory. When they joined
the Moorhead faculty, both men were very proficient in
their fields-the chief consideration 70 years ago-but
both received their first college degrees from Moorhead
State Teachers College, Nemzek in 1930 and Preston in
19'.Jl.

How Much Sophistication?
The disappearance of preparatory school students and
sub-collegiate course work from the campus altered the
tone or atmosphere of Moorhead State in the 1920s. The
high school graduates who now enrolled were
emphatically not "pupils," which Normal School students
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had called themselves a quarter century earlier. In their
second year at Moorhead State Teachers College, these
young people staged the class play and published the
College annual, both considerable undertakings. The
plays were large, elaborate productions, often
Shakespearean; the Praeceptors, th.ough uneven in
quality, all required a great deal of student work outside
of the classroom.
Some features of these early yearbooks show the MS
students of the 1920s in another light. The junior "class
history" in the 1923 book is a letter from cartoon
character Andy Gump to his millionaire Uncle Bim. The
1925 history used the distinctive phrasing of Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address. In 1926 the senior editors taunted
the class below them by printing "Freshmen" in green
on the title page of the junior section: "The class is

Automobiles were so rare they could be parked in front of the College's
main entrance-1927 Praeceptor.

apparently nondescript. This bilious green color seemed
to us peculiarly appropriate. It suggests to us but one
thing. Not Juniors. Not first-year students ... "
An imaginative writer might reconstruct student life at
Moorhead State Teachers College from the snapshots and
humorous quips printed in the early Praeceptors, though
help from a social historian would be needed to explain
references and correct erroneous deductions. Stories in
the school newspaper speak more directly. The following
clippings from the first Bulletin-MiSTIC's of 1924-26
show that students during those years were much
interested in the lives of their "professors,'' and probably
even more interested in automobiles. MS students, of
course, did not own automobiles (with some rare
exceptions) until after World War II, but they had a
lively interest in them. An article in the March 25, 1925,
weekly Bulletin (which became the MiSTIC a few weeks
later) was headed "Faculty Members Invest in Motor
Cars":
Although the little pink checks will not be due until
the end of the week, a few members of the faculty
appear to have hidden resources, for new motor cars
are the talk along faculty row (wherever that is). Miss
Maude Hayes is flaunting a Chevy sedan in the new
1925 colors, disc wheels, parking lights, and
demountable windows. Miss Blanche Loudon, it is
reported, is dickering for a Ford. Miss Alice Jones
has placed an order for a Ford Tudor sedan with a
reputable local firm, and it is rumored that the lady
from Chicago has been seen dashing about the
country in a stock car, taking lessons.
Mr. C.P. Archer was observed washing his Oakland
(the classiest car on the campus) one day last week.
Miss Flora Frick and Professor Joseph Kise have had
their brake bands relined. Even President MacLean
has not escaped; a local firm has called him up on
the strength of a rumor that he is in the market for a
new one. But the Hupp is still running well, says the
President. And Miss Ella Hawkinson, as everyone
knows, has been in the market for demonstrations for
the past six months. -Unofficial Observer.
The next auto item, though handled in a curious way,
seems more properly newsworthy in a student newspaper.
The date is September 25, 1925:
Various members of the faculty feel that they have
been slighted by the MiSTIC staff in that no mention
has previously been made of the faculty car, which
has lately been added to the permanent equipment of
the school. The car is a Star sedan and is driven by
Mrs. Lockwood when she makes her regular trips to
the Oak Mound and the Clearview schools, where she
supervises the work of the practice teachers there, and
by Miss Bieri when duty takes her to the
Demonstration School. We are indeed glad to apprise
our readers of these facts, and we should also be glad
to tell what Mr. Hamrin has learned about the
psychology of driving an automobile. We shall forego
the pleasure, however, as this is not a scientific
journal.
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Tbe feature section at the back of the 1922 Praeceptor reveals the student preoccupation with the automobile. Like most of the yearbook features,
these pages are meaningless now.

On February 12, 1926, another news item about a new
faculty car reveals that the students were also interested
in what use was made of faculty automobiles: ("Detroit"
became "Detroit Lakes" after this news story appeared:
in 1926 Highway 10 between Moorhead and Detroit was
a good, two-lane gravel road. The Oakland, a big car,
was briefly popular in the 1920s.)
Miss Agnes Carlson, associate in the Intermediate
grades of the training school, is one of the most

·1ecent to purchase an automobile. Miss Carlson is
now the owner of an Oakland Coach . The new car
was tried out Sunday afternoon by a drive to the
vicinity of Detroit. Those in the company included
Misses Jessie McKellar, Velma Forbes, Alfreda
Jones, and Agnes Carlson of the Teachers College,
Bernice Drews, teacher at the Sharp School, and
Ruth Phillips of Moorhead.
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The idea of spending four years in college before
entering the work force apparently seemed wasteful and
extravagant to parents and to the students themselves.
MSTC drew its students from hard-working families.
Could their sons and daughters profit from four years of
college? That was not the right question to ask. Could
they get good teaching positions after two years at MS?
As long as the answer was yes, they would go out to
take these jobs.

President Maclean and the eigbt-cyclinder sedan be purchased in
1926-in front of Weld Hall.

President MacLean's Huppmobile may not have been as
reliable as he thought, for the March 5, 1926 MiSTiC
reported that he had purchased an eight-cylinder Jordan,
an even more obscure make of car.
Returning exuberant and prosperous from Washington,
President MacLean modestly invested in a new Jordan
Great-Line Eight sedan. It took some digging to
ascertain the facts, but an astute reporter has done it.
Unlike President Brown of Concordia, who recently
announced to his student body the birth of a son, our
president has refrained from making his n~w
acquisition public. Let the truth come to hght!

The Two-¥ear Mind Set
The publications of the Twenties reveal the students'
deep-seated mind-set: two years of training to earn the
Advanced Diploma would secure good elementary school
teaching positions for young women. A little additional
training for a special certificate would qualify young men
to teach industrial arts.
The enrollment at Moorhead-and no doubt at all of the
Teachers Colleges-was heavily feminine in the 1920s.
But there were some young men, including one who
could easily have remained at Moorhead State Teachers
College for four years but took a teaching position
instead. Horace (Hod) Eklund was the son of a
Moorhead painter and decorator who lived only two
blocks from the MSTC campus. Although he was a
football star, a member of several music groups, and
very popular at MSTC from 1923 to 1926, Hod went out
to teach industrial arts and coach in the fall of 1926
instead of remaining in college to earn a degree. (He
completed the course work and earned the degree 50
years later!)

The on-coming depression and a teaching glut eventually
effected a change. When it became evident that
prospective teachers who had degrees would have a
better chance to secure the scarce teaching positions, the
degree programs at MSTC became more popular. In
part, MSTC became a four-year college in the 1930s
because jobs were no longer beckoning two-year
graduates.
It was more than this, however: that two years of college
was a norm which was deeply ingrained in students'
minds can be demonstrated. The 1925 Praeceptor,
reviewing the football season of the preceding fall, said
Hod Eklund had narrowly missed a conference berth
while playing his second year of football at MSTC.
Then, "He will perhaps be coaching and teaching next
year. Hod's versatility will be hard to replace on. the
campus next year." The pull of football and music kept
Hod at MS for a third year of competition (or did he
need the special third year certification?), but apparently
he did not consider staying on to play a fourth year and
earn a degree.
The pull of more athletic competition was affecting some
students. however. The 1926 Praeceptor, reviewing the
previous fall's football season, said Arlo Baldwin was the
best halfback in the conference and then added, "We
hope Baldy will be back again next year." When he was
elected 1927 basketball captain at the end of the season,
Baldwin apparently made up his mind. He was a football
and baseball star for two more years, graduating in 1929.
Yet the thinking that two years at MSTC was the normal
stay, that a young man would have two years of athletic
competition, still lingered. The 1929 Praeceptor, after

Ario Baldwin was pictured among the graduating "seniors" in the
1926 Praeceptor but remained at MSTC two more years to earn a
degree.
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Flora Frick, Harold Johnsrud, Alex]. Nemuk, Daniel Preston-1926 Pm :eptor.

praising John Ingersoll's performance on the 1928
football team, added, "Serving as captain of the 1929
squad should do much to make Ingersoll's last season his
best." Johnny, of course, played two more seasons at
MSTC after the fall of 1929, and had probably always
intended to do so because he lived in Moorhead. But the
Praeceptor writer assumed that his second year at MSTC
would be his last!
Clearly, the students and the communities they came
from were slow to accept four years of college as proper
training for teaching positions and equally slow to realize
that Moorhead State Teachers College was a four-year
degree-granting college. However, some of the new
teachers who joined the Moorhead faculty in the 1920s
were determined to transform the former Moorhead
Normal School into a college. In a sense they were selfseeking: it was difficult to develop good athletic teams or
musical organizations if the student body turned over
every two years. It may be that Moorhead State became
a college not because students had decided thay wanted
and needed college educations but because Sliv Nemzek
and Dan Preston succeeded in keeping many of their
athletes and musicians in college for four years.

Extracurricular Influence
Moorhead State certainly became a College first outside
of its classrooms. Its extracurricular activities developed
impressively in the 1920s while a new degree curriculum
was emerging very slowly. Three faculty members who
had been hired by President Weld in 1919, did much to
change student attitudes and make Moorhead State
Teachers College more visible to area high school
students. Dan Preston, Alex Nemzek, and Flora Frick all
had reasons for keeping students in college for four
years, and all three also worked effectively to make the
new college attractive to prospective students, the kind
who would remain for four years instead of "graduating"
after only two years.
Soon after he came to Moorhead, Dan Preston began
taking his choirs to the high schools of central and
northwestern Minnesota on short annual tours. Ten years
later his Double Quartet made more extensive trips, as
far as Chicago and to national music conferences. In the
1930s Dan's Fargo-Moorhead Amphion Chorus of 100

male voices won national acclaim by their appearances in
New York, Philadelphia, and Washington D.C.
Sliv Nemzek coached all sports and developed a full
program at MSTC, but he excelled as a football coach.
After his teams had dominated the Interstate Conference
for eight years, he helped organize a new league of
Minnesota Teachers College teams; and in the 1930s Sliv
developed even better teams that achieved football
supremacy in the new conference. But Nemzek was
much more than a coach: in the Thirties he became a
positive force in the College and community in many
ways.
Flora Frick's role was less obvious than Nemzek's, in
part because women's athletics drew little attention a
half-century ago. But Moorhead State Teachers College
developed a comprehensive program for women after the
new buildings constructed in the early 1930s made this
possible. After Jessie McKellar joined Miss Frick in
1924, MSTC had superb women's physical education
teaching and coaching. The swimming pool in the
physical education building completed in 1932 gave them
a facility other colleges in the region did not have, and
Flora Frick made the most of it in her aquatic program.
Miss Frick was a versatile teacher. She wrote plays and
pageants for children (several of them published by D.W.
French), and she was one of the directors of the annual
Arts Festivals of the 1920s. Like Preston and N!mzek,
she worked with many student organizations to make the
Moorhead campus a very live place in the 1920s and
1930s.
Harold Johnsrud, just graduated from Carleton, was on
the Moorhead faculty for only two years, from 1924 to
1926, but in that time he introduced intercollegiate debate
and founded a weekly student newspaper. Both activities
appealed to the brightest and most capable students on
the campus, and both were carried on by Byron D.
Murray (of Iowa and Missouri), who succeeded
Johnsrud. Both Johnsrud and Murray were also
Praeceptor advisors and improved the annual a great
deal.
After turning over play production to Ethel Tainter in
1923, Maude Hayes directed the college lyceum series,
which added cultural distinction to each school year,
even though many students attended the concerts by
renowned artists only through a sense of duty.
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Wheeler Hall in winter and summer-1927 Praeceptor.

The spring Arts Festivals of the late Twenties were
cooperative ventures that combined student music
concerts, art exhibitions, and dramatic productions, with
special outside features like performances by the
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra. The most remarkable
components of these festivals were the pageants written
and directed by Flora Frick.
Statements in the College catalogues about student life
and organizations changed considerably during the 1920s.
At the beginning of the decade there was much emphasis
on the "halls" (Wheeler and Comstock dormitories) as
"the center of the college life . . . a positive force in
molding the spirit of the institution" and

on the work of the Dean of Women, who approved offcampus residences and entertained all of the young
women of the College in informal groups.
The early catalogues described a Wednesday evening
·•'Play Hour" in the gym from 6:45 to 7:30, with the
physical training director in charge; a "Course of
Entertainments" given annually during the winter season
in the auditorium; and the "Open Hour" on alternate
Tuesday evenings from 7:00 to 8:00 in the Wheeler Hall
parlors, "a time for informal entertainments, house
meetings, and special programs."
The "Course of Entertainments" for students of the early
1920s gave way to the lyceum programs that Miss Hayes
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organized in the late 1\venties, performances by worldfamous artists that brought many community people to
Weld Hall. At the end of the decade there was a
proliferation of clubs and societies on the campus, to the
point where the faculty and administration promoted "a
Student Council" to maintain an activities calendar and
regulate participation.

Praeceptor Evidence
The Praeceptors, which had recorded student activities
each year since 1916, reveal Moorhead State's uneven
progress toward collegiate status in the 1920s. The
1921-24 books were poor productions, probably for lack
of effective faculty guidance. They were the
responsibility of the graduating class, about 200 people
each year, who were called "seniors" and received twoyear diplomas at the June commencements. Besides the
work of assembling and editing the material in the
yearbooks, subscriptions had to be secured and
advertisements sold to finance the Praeceptors.
Each of the annuals acknowledged gratefully the efforts
of faculty advisers, and sometimes dedicated annuals to
them. The 1922 yearbook gave special thanks to art
teacher Margaret McCarten for her help (which is not
very evident in the publication). The 1925 book
dedicated an "honor page" to the Pi Mu Phi sorority for
selling the largest number of Praeceptors. A few years
later, however, the student activity fees students paid
each quarter included the cost of the yearbook and a
subscription to the weekly MiSTiC as well as admission
to all school programs and athletic events.
The Praeceptors of the early 1920s, even though ineptly
written, edited, and printed, provide the best record we
have of student life at Moorhead State when it was
becoming a college. More complete accounts became
available when Johnsrud organized a weekly newspaper

Adviser C. P. Arcber and tbe Tbird Year Class-1926 Praeceptor.

during the 1924-25 winter term, the first issue coming
out on December 12, 1924. The 1925 and 1926
Praeceptors, produced under Johnsrud's direction, were
much better publications.
The 1926 Praeceptor featured, as usual, the large class
of graduating students, the "seniors" who received twoyear diplomas. Individual photographs of 220 graduates
were attractively displayed, this section requiring nearly
30 pages. Then, after a half-dozen pages devoted to the
"juniors," the 1926 Praeceptor acknowledged-for the
first time-that MSTC was now a four-year, degreegranting institution. A page was devoted to the "Third
Year Class" and another to the "Fourth Year Class."
Ten students and class adviser Clifford P. Archer
appeared in a group picture on the page devoted to the
Third Year Class; a Roll Call below listed 15 student
names. "Until the past year," said the Praeceptor, "the
history of Moorhead State Teachers College has been the
history of two classes, the junior and the senior.
Activities, literary work, and subject matter have been
for and by them." The students who had taken a third
year of work to qualify for a special diploma had been
few in number and never organized into a class. "But the
past year has seen a change. The number of students
taking the third year of work was increased by the fact
that the college offered a degree in Education, and they
organized themselves into a new class, strictly the junior
class, but called the Third Year Class to avoid confusion
with the new students."
For some years thereafter the Praeceptors gave pride-ofplace to degree graduates and pictured single pages (not
filled) of seniors and juniors before the large class of
graduating sophomores. The handful of third and fourth
year students did not really constitute classes, but by
joining together they made an attempt. The MiSTiC
reported that on September 30, 1925, "the third and
fourth year groups organized as a class unit." Alfred
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Tollefson was elected president, Arthur Storms, vicepresident, Frances Hall, secretary, and Marshall
Shelstad, treasurer. C.P. Archer of the education
department became their class adviser.
The annual that came out the following May or June had
a picture of this "class unit," 10 students and Archer.
However, this Praeceptor printed this group photograph
(and a Roll Call of 15 names) on a page that was labeled
"Third Year Class." Arthur Storms, who was in the
group picture and was vice-president of the combined
"class," had the next page to himself, with a photograph
and the label "Fourth Year Class." The Praeceptor
commented on this phenomenon:

Seniors: R. Ormenso Bjork, Louise Hendrickson, Fern Murray,
Leonard Murra y, Roy A. Petrie, and Alfred Tollefson-1927
Praeceptor.
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juniors: Ernest Gates, Elma W. Karlstrom, Vivian Mero, Marguerite
Minnis, Claude Nemuk, Frank Nemuk , Gladys Rentz, and Marvin
Syverson-1927 Praeceptor.

The number of one is indeed a humble beginning for
a graduating class, but the number will grow steadily
from year to year. The four-year course has already
led a greater number of students to continue beyond
the two regular years. In time it will seem irregular to
discontinue at the end of two years; the fashion will
be to continue through four years of college work.
Thus, an increasingly larger number will be
graduated.
The 1927 Praeceptor accepted the inevitable necessary
change in their album section. Six seniors were pictured
first, with their home towns, specialties, and activities;
the names of five more seniors were listed without
pictures. Presumably these 11 had accumulated enough
college credits to receive their degrees in 1927: R.
Ormenso Bjork, Rosholt, SD; Louise Hendrickson,
Fargo; Fern Murray, Oregon, Missouri; Leonard Murray,
Morris; Roy A. Petrie, Deer Creek; and Alfred
Tollefson, Ashby (all pictured); and Ruth Dillavou,
Kempton, ND; Marguerite Evesmith, Fargo; Annie
Lyngstad, Halstad; Marshall Shelstad, Clarissa; and
Henry Weltzin, Battle Lake.
Eight juniors were pictured on the next page, with four
more only named. The next 19 pages of the 1927
Praeceptor were devoted to the 200 sophomores who
were graduating with two-year diplomas (and would have
been "Seniors" in previous years). Only a half dozen
students were listed and pictured as juniors in the 1928
yearbook.
The 1928 Praeceptor pictured nine seniors, all Minnesota
residents: Elma Karlstrom , Moorhead; Rosella Lyttleton;
Graceville; Vivian Mero, Claude and Frank Nemzek,
Moorhead; Lois Pennie, Villard; Harold Preusse,
Dumont; Harold J. Sand, Elbow Lake; and Marvin
Syverson, Brandon. There were also nine juniors
pictured on the next page.
~ccording to the 1927-28 College catalogue, 21 seniors
and 89 juniors were enrolled during that school year and
their names listed. These were people who had once
graduated from Moorhead State with two-year
certificates; since their graduation they had taken more
course work, usually by extension or in summer
sessions, until they had reached junior or senior status.
Some time during the 1927-28 school year, these
people-no doubt all holding teaching positions-had
taken at least one course at MSTC. Many of the early
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B.E. degrees awarded by Moorhead State Teachers
College went to "students" who advanced toward fouryear graduation this way: they were actually teachers, not
College students, for some years before they received
their degrees.
There were eight seniors pictured in the 1929
Praeceptor: Arlo K. Baldwin, Ernest Johnson, and
Francis Bordsen, Fargo; Marion Cronin, Denver;
Frances M. Hall, Dilworth; Gladys Karlstrom and
Theodore C. Nemzek, Moorhead; and George C.
Simson, Wheaton. Twelve juniors were pictured on the
next page. As in the two previous years, the majors of
these B.E. graduates are not revealed: each of them is
labeled "degree':_except Marion "Doll" Cronin, who is
"Degree-Physical Education".
Up to this time the two-year graduates had been
identified as primary, intermediate, upper grade, or rural
teachers-to-be, and the four-year students simply as
"degree." Beginning in 1930, when such sti;dents were
becoming less rare, they were identified by their majors.
The 1930 Praeceptor tried to recognize the larger body
of people approaching four-year graduation by extension
and summer school work as well as picturing the small
group of seniors and juniors who were in attendance
during the school year. The 1930 seniors pictured were
Alvera Brown, Ulen, English; Floyd Carter, Ada,
mathematics; Edythe Ditzler, Richville, mathematics;
George Edwards, Moorhead, physical education; H.J.
Eininger, Detroit Lakes, history; Annabelle Godfrey,
Moorhead, music; Alma Hanson, Moorhead, art;
Dwight Sherwood, Pine River, music; Edward Skjonsby,
Rosholt, SD, music; Enga Lund, Montivideo,
supervision; and Raymond Johnson, Moorhead, history.
Only the names and hometowns are given for the other
11 seniors of 1930 who had not been in attendance: Vera
Beil, Moorhead; Henrietta Hawkins and Anna Moe,
Fargo; Sigrid and Thora Oien, Shelley; Selma Varhus,
Detroit Lakes; O.N. Brevig, Mentor; Ernest Johnson and
Bessie Johnson, Fargo; Huldah Gigstad and Ralph Smith.
The 1930 Praeceptor had pictures of only six juniors but
the names of 54 others. Four of the six pictured were
among the graduating seniors in 1931, but so were four
others whose names had been only listed as juniors the
previous year. Three of these four were experienced
teachers who returned to the Moorhead campus to
complete their degree requirements, and also to
participate fully in college activities.
Enrollment tables included in the 1930 catalogue show
much fluctuation from quarter to quarter during the
previous four years, when MSTC was awarding its first
four year degrees. Total enrollment each year was
between 400 and 500, 501 being reached in the 1929-30
winter quarter. In these years the freshmen enrollment
fluctuated from 205 to 285 each term and the sophomore
classes from 160 to 214.
But the total of all students who had enrolled for at least
one quarter of work was 901 in 1926-27, 831 in 1927-28,
816 in 1928-29, and 846 in 1929-30. I do not think there
was actually this much turnover in the student body from

term to term. Considering the small number of
upperclassmen in the album sections of the Praeceptors,
the following figures for enrollment probably show the
number of individuals who had taken at least one course
each term, most of them probably by extension, in their
progress toward eventual graduation with bachelor's
degrees. The quarter-by-quarter enrollment each year
was: 1926-1927 juniors 26, 26, 40 and seniors 8, 10, 13;
1927-1928 juniors 43, 35, 25 and seniors 17, 14, 17;
1928-1929 juniors 36, 44, 28 and seniors 14, 20, 23; and
1929-1930 juniors 28, 28, 25 and seniors 13, 14, 18.

Some Individuals
Moorhead State Teachers College became a bona fide
four-year College soon after 1930. The Praeceptor
pictured only 14 seniors in 1931, but there were 40 in
1932 and 48 in 1933. Thereafter, about 50 received
bachelor's degrees each year up to World War II.
No more than half of the students in the last small Class
of 1931 had been in College together for four years.
Three from that class had been enrolled at Moorhead
Normal between 1909 and 1917, and four others have the
appearance of mature, experienced elementary teachers
rather than College seniors.
There were a few older students in the 1932, 1933, and
later classes but they were far outnumbered by collegeage students. Among the 40 who received B. E. degrees
in 1932, a half dozen may have been Normal School
students in the World War I era, and a like number had
interrupted their College careers more briefly. The same
proportions hold true for the Class of 1933, which was
mine.
Older students would probably have been noticeable at a
liberal arts college; at a school like Moorhead they were
taken for granted. The important fact is that by the early
Thirties, most of the people graduating each year had
attended classes and participated in activities together for
four years. MSTC had finally become a College.
It did not matter that these 50 degree seekers were
outnumbered about three to one each year by
"graduating sophomores." The four-year students had
taken over the institution and become the leaders in
every respect. These 50 "thought College," not teacher
training, even though most of them planned to become
teachers. During the Depression Thirties Moorhead State
Teachers College truly became a College. Its students
were determined to get the most they could out of their
College years, and even many who stayed for only two
years entered into that spirit. MSTC was a very happy
place, even though (and perhaps because) everyone was
desperately poor.
But those who earned B.E. degrees from 1926 to 1931
were not so lucky. They were not members of classes
but individuals who had found their way through all of
the degree requirements in various ways and on different
time schedules. Among them there were some
remarkable people, but these "classes" of the late 1920s
(and 1930 and 1931) were mixtures. Among them were a
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few members of the Moorhead State faculty, a number of
grade school teachers, several small town school
administrators, and some college-age students.
Among the first degree recipients were several teachers
who had graduated from the Moorhead Normal School
during the early years of Frank Weld's presidency. Ella
Mann had gone to Washington (state) with her Advanced
Diploma in 1901; as Mrs. Albert Pinckston she returned
to take her degree at Moorhead State in 1928. Olaf N.
Brevig earned an elementary certificate in 1906, the
Advanced Diploma in 1910, and a special third year
certificate in 1923 before acquiring his B.E. in 1930.
Many veteran teachers who completed bachelor's degrees
at Moorhead State in time to become members of the
school's first graduating classes taught in the Fargo
public schools. Mary K. Colliton had graduated from
Moorhead Normal in 1904. Nellie Nelson of that same
class returned to her old school to earn specialist
certification in 1923, as Mrs. Burdick Hicks. Miss
Colliton and Mrs. Hicks, who had first graduated from
Moorhead Normal together in 1904, were both awarded
B.E. degrees at Moorhead State in 1927, in the school's
second class. Sisters Sigrid and Thora Oien had
graduated from Moorhead Normal in 1912 and 1917; both
were teachers at Fargo's Roosevelt School when they
received their B.E. degrees in 1930. Another teacher at
the same school, Anna C. Lyngstad, who had graduated
from Moorhead Normal in 1911, graduated again from
Moorhead State Teachers College with a B.E. degree in
1927.
There were fewer teachers from the Moorhead public
schools in these early classes, perhaps because it was a
considerably smaller system 60 years ago and may also
have put less emphasis on degrees for elementary
teachers. However, Huldah Gigstad, who graduated from
the elementary program at Moorhead Normal in 1913
and from the advanced in 1918, earned her B.E. in 1930.
She was principal of the Sharp School in Moorhead.
The people I have identified, and a number of others,
had somehow accumulated the required 192 hours to
graduate from Moorhead State without becoming a part
of the emerging College. A number of other older
students, however, participated in extracurricular
activities, including the first B.E. graduate, Art Storms
of Menagha, who continued to play football until he
graduated in 1926. Storms had won an "N" at Moorhead
Normal before World War I; now he had an "M" to
match it.
Rosella Lyttleton, who had earned an elementary
certificate at Moorhead Normal in 1914, was honored as
a "representative student" in 1927, the year before she
received her bachelor's degree at MSTC. She had "a
never-failing spirit of friendliness al}d courtesy and a
willingness to do more than various activities required of
her." Miss Lyttleton had played Bianca in the 1927
production of Ihe Taming of the Shrew.
The seniors, from six to nine each year, who were
pictured in the album sections of the Praeceptors, were
presumably the class members who were on campus the
year they graduated. But not always. Among the six in

Among the 141 ..seniors" pictured in the 1917 Praeceptor were
Huldab Gigstad, Thora Oien, Arthur Storms, and Edgar Wright.
Tbe two women continued their teaching careers in tbe MoorbeadFargo schools after earning degrees in 1930. Storms was a school
teacher and administrator in California after earning tbe first
bachelor's degree awarded by MS1C in 1926. Tbe 1919 Victory
Praeceptor reported that ..Sergeant Major Edgar Wright bad reentered
tbe Normal School" after being mustered out of tbe Army, but be
earned bis B.S. degree at the University of Minnesota in 1925. For
nearly a decade be was superintendent of schools at Rustad and
Comstock and maintained close contact with MS1C.
The July, 1923 Bulletin published a 30-page ..Survey of the Rustad
Consolidated School: A Report of tbe Study of a Typical School
Situation i11 the Red River Valley." by Superintendent E. E. Wright
and Frederick L. Whitney (Director of the MS1C Training ScboolJ. In
1920 Edgar Wright bad been on tbe Normal School's summer session
faculty.
Wright gave up bis chosen profession in 1929 and became a prominent
Moorhead business and civic leader before bis death in 1953 (at the
age of 57!. Although reluctant to leave tbe educational field, the firm
of A.J. Wright and Sons: Funeral Directors, Tent, Canvas
Manufacturing, and Awning Supplies !founded in 1881) needed bis
attention. Edgar Wright became a licensed embalmer, and after bis
father's death in 1931 took over the firm with bis brother Walter (who
directed tbe tent and awning part of the business!. Edgar Wright Jr.
succeeded bis father as a funeral director and is now turning over an
expanded firm to bis sons Edgar and Stephen. Edgar Wright III was a
special student at MSU in 1978- 79 and 1980-82.
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the 1927 annual was Leonard Murray, whose write up
indicated that he had been a cheer leader and in the ·
class play in 1924, when he had graduated with an
Advanced Diploma and went out to teach. During the
1926-27 school year he was the superintendent of schools
at Becker, Minnesota. Henry Weltzin was only listed as a
member of the 1927 graduating class: he chose to have
his picture appear with the faculty.
Only two or three of that 1927 graduating group had
been in College together for four years. One was Louise
Hendrickson of Fargo, who had been a soprano soloist,
president of the Arion Club (music), and the Pi Mu Phi
sorority, and a member of the Art Club, W.A.L., and
the Student Council. The other was Alfred Tollefson of
Ashby, who had been the captain of the College YMCA
gospel team that conducted services at local churches.
Tollefson, who had been elected president of the first
MSTC Student Council, died shortly after his
graduation, honored in an "In Memoriam" inscription at
the front of the 1929 Praeceptor.
Three of Coach Sliv Nemzek's younger brothers were
among the small group of degree graduates pictured in
the 1928 and 1929 yearbooks. The 1928 "Hall of Fame"
write .up tells of one of them (the other two were Frank
and Ted). "Claude Nemzek is a senior and will receive
his degree next fall. 'Babe,' last of the Nemzek clan, 10
in number, was elected president of various and sundry
offices last spring. Asked who were the newly-elected
heads of the Student Council, the Athletic Board of
Control, and the Praeceptor, the MiS1iC reporter could
well have given his answer in the usual style of a college
yell, to-wit: Nemzek! Nemzek! Nemzek!" Dr. Claude
Nemzek was a professor of education at the University of
Detroit when he came back to Moorhead State in 1960
to give an address at the dedication of Nemzek Hall,
which honored his brother, Alex Jr., much better known
as Sliv.
Three more of the two dozen pre-1930 degree graduates
were voted into the Hall of Fame (earlier "Representative
Students"): "Romeo" Bjork and "Doll" Cronin in 1926
and Ralph Smith in 1928. Why no more? All of the
seniors pictured in the Praeceptors from 1927 to 1929
seem courageous pioneers in the making of a four-year
College. The 1926 Praeceptor spoke of "the whole "'
college" voting on "the most. representative women and
men of the Class of 1926." That meant the two-year
class, of course, because there was only one student in
the four-year class of 1926, Arthur Storms. The six
students chosen for the Hall of Fame in 1929 were all
members of the two-year Class of 1929. Among the
graduating degree students that year who were not so
honored were athletic star Ario Baldwin, standout
debater Fran Bordsen, and all-around student George
Simson. Were they handicapped because they were not
really members of a class, as the two-year students
certainly were?
Half a century later, when Moorhead State began to
single out some of its remarkable graduates for
.
Distinguished Alumni Awards, five people who received
their bachelor's degrees during this era were so honored.

&niors: Elma Karlstrom, Rosella Lyttleton, Vivian Mero, Claude
Nemzek, Frank Nemzek, Lois Pennie, Harold Preusse, Harold].
Sand, a11d Marvin Syverson~1928 Praeceptor.

In the first group, selected in 1970, was Milla
Corneliussen Rasmussen (1929); in 1971, George C.
Simson (1929) and Clara Undseth Cupler Kornberg
(1932); in 1973, Ralph Smith (1930); and in 1975, Ray
Bjork (1927), who had long since shed his "Romeo"
nickname.
Both Milla Corneliussen and Clara Undseth hearken
back to the Normal School era, when young women
began teaching rural schools as soon as they were old
enough. Eighteen-year-old Milla attended Moorhead
Normal in 1911-1912, taught her home school (District 99
near Comstock) for a year, and returned to complete the
elementary course in 1913-1915. After teaching one-room
and consolidated schools for seven years, she earned her
Advanced Diploma at Moorhead State Teachers College
in 1923. During the next six years she taught special
classes for the retarded in Moorhead and Fargo
elementary schools and completed requirements for the
B.E. degree. To earn that bachelor's degree she had
attended summer sessions steadily for 15 years, either at
MSTC or the University of Minnesota.
Her Alma Mater honored Milla Corneliussen, now Mrs.
R.E. Rasmussen of Winnipeg; for her efforts on behalf
of the mentally retarded and for her long years of
outstanding leadership in the field of community service.
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Clara Undseth-1923 Praeceptor.

Juniors: Ario K. Baldwin, Francis Bordsen , Hjalmer Erickson, Evelyn
Johnson, Gladys Karlstrom. Theodore Nemzek , Freda Schroeder,
George Simson, and Basil Townsend-1928 Preceptor.

She organized the first class for the Association for
Retarded Children in Winnipeg in 1953, was principal of
the Kinsman School, and served as director of the
Association on the local (Winnipeg), provincial
(Manitoba), and national (Canadian) levels. In 1962 she
was elected a Fellow in the American Association on
Mental Deficiency (FAAMD).
Clara Undseth taught rural schools at Mott, North
Dakota, and Beaver Creek, Minnesota from 1918 to 1921
before coming to Moorheali State Teachers to earn her
Advanced Diploma in 1923. In the next 21 years she was
an elementary school teacher at Wolf Point and Great
Falls, Montana, and in Crookston, Moorhead, and Fargo,
and was a supervisor in the MSTC Laboratory School
for 14 years. After taking her B.E. at Moorhead in 1932,
she earned an M.A. from Teachers College, Columbia in
1936.
After her marriage to Arthur W. Cupler in 1944, she and
her husband established the first permanent scholarship
to Moorhead State Teachers College in 1953. Mrs.
Cupler became one of the incorporaters and a charter
member of the Moorhead State College (later University)
Foundation in 1969, serving also as secretary of its first
board of directors. Mrs. Cupler continued her very
extensive work for many philanthropic organizations after
the death of Mr. Cupler in 1963 and her subsequent
marriage to Howard G. Kornberg.

George C. Simson, who enrolled at Moorhead State
Teachers College in 1925-26, was one of the first
students to go on directly to his degree in 1929. He
continued this steady performance in his teaching and
administrative career at Detroit Lakes for the next 41
years, where he was first a teacher of history and later a
principal. In those years Simson was constantly active on
behalf of the city of Detroit Lakes (on the City Charter
Commission, the City Housing Commission, and the
Chamber of Commerce), in state educational
associations, for many philanthropic organizations, and as
a faithful member of the Moorhead State Alumni
Association, serving on its board of directors.
The 1928 Praeceptor Hall of Fame write up said Ralph
Smith was "equally at home on the football field or on
the debate platform." That year he was Moorhead State's
football captain; the debate team of Francis Bordsen and
Ralph Smith was still remembered at the College when
the forensics program was expanded in the 1930s. After
his graduation from Moorhead State in 1930, Smith
became the high school principal at New York Mills,
center of the nation's largest Finnish agricultural
community. An Irish Catholic, Smith wrote a
sociological survey of this community as a master's
thesis at the University of Southern California, was
president of the Finlandia Foundation, and was awarded
a medal by the government of Finland.
Ralph Smith became one of the nation's outstanding
social service administrators in the post World War II
·era. Beginning his United Fund-Community Chest career
in Altoona, Pennsylvania, he progressed to Albany, New
York, Providence, Rhode Island, and finally to
Washington, D.C. During his decade in the nation's
capital, Smith raised over $76 million in his United Fund
campaigns.
Although it was his first year at Moorhead State
Teachers College after transferring from the Wahpeton
School of Science, R. Orrnenso Bjork of Rosholt, South
Dakota was voted one of the 10 "most representative
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Seniors: Ario K. Baldwin, Ernest Johnson, Francis H. Bordsen,
Gladys Karlstrom, Marion Cronin, Theodore C. Nemzek, Frances M.
Hall, and George C. Simson-1929 Praeceptor.

women and men of the Class of 1926," though he
remained a student for a second year and was president
of the combined junior-senior class in 1927, the year he
graduated. "Romeo" Bjork, who said his nickname was
a shortening of "R. Ormenso," was a debater, a member
of the Praeceptor and MiSTzC staffs, played the Dauphin
of France in MacKaye's Jeanne D/trc, and had a lesser
role in The Taming of the Shrew. He played enough
baseball to earn an "M," was a member of the Athletic
Board of Control, the Student Activity Fee Committee,
and the Student Council.
Bjork went to Montana after his graduation from MSTC.
He was a teacher, principal, and superintendent in
Plevna, Mildred, Miles City, Glendive, and Helena
during this time, attending summer sessions and earning
an M.A. at the University of Minnesota in 1936. In 1944
he began to study medicine and earned an M. D. in 1948
from Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem, North
Carolina.
Ray Bjork suffered from multiple sclerosis (a weakened
leg and fractures of both hips) during most of the 21
years he practiced medicine at Helena. He became a
specialist in his own disease and published "Multiple
Sclerosis and How I Live With It" (four printings by
1975). He was a member of the Helena School Board for
nine years, a member of the Board of Trustees of the
Montana Medical Society, and an AMA representative on

Juniors: Edythe Ditzler, Edward Skjonsky, George Edwards, Ralph
Smith, Ruth W. Ellison, Lyl R. Solem, Ernest Gates, Theodore
Wantke, Annabelle Godfrey, Mrs. Ethel Warner, Alma Hanson, and
Orlean Wiek-1929 Praeceptor.

the National Joint Committee on Health Problems in
Education (chairman for two years). A new school built
in Helena 20 years ago was named the Ray Bjork
School.
When he returned to Moorhead State to receive his
Dl~tinguished Alumnus Award in 1975, Bjork had been
on the staff of the A.R.E. Clinic in Phoenix, Arizona,
for two years.

Chapter 4
R.B. MacLean, who was president from 1923 until he
retired in 1941, had the good will of the faculty from the
first. And when he retired because he had reached the
mandatory retirement age of 68, the MSTC Alumni
Association asked the State Teachers College Board to
bend its rules and keep him in the president's office. The
Board respectfully declined to do so.
When MacLean became president in 1923 at the age of
50, some Moorhead State Teachers College faculty
members had known him well for over 20 years. They
saw him as a worthy successor to Livingston Lord and
Frank Weld, whom he had known and admired and
whose educational philosophy he shared.
Otto W. Snarr, who came from a position as director of
professional education at Mankato State Teachers
College, was virtually unknown to the Moorhead
community when he became president of the school in
1941. MacLean had been the faculty's choice to replace
the unpopular President Dickerson. Snarr was hired for
Moorhead State Teachers College by its governing board
when its members were convinced that the Moorhead
faculty was divided and not all willing to support the
candidacy of Joseph Kise.
0. W. Snarr was 55 when he became the fifth president of
Moorhead State Teachers College in 1941. He became 69
five days after he retired from the presidency on June 30,
1955. He had served for 14 years. Despite his good will
and personal kindliness, Otto Snarr seemed an alien
element to the alumni and faculty members wh.o
remembered MacLean's 18-year presidency.

President R.B. MacLean
Moorhead State Teachers College was served by four
presidents in its 36-year history. Oliver M. Dickerson,
scholarly but also militaristic, was president from 1920
to 1923. Because he could establish no rapport with the
faculty, Dickerson resigned his position to join the
faculty of the Colorado State Teachers College (later
University of Northern Colorado) at Greeley.
Mr. Dickerson had nothing to do with the Minnesota
normal schools becoming teachers colleges, but State
Board member Jed Washburn apparendy pressed hard for
his election to the Moorhead presidency because of
Dickerson's master's and doctor's degrees in history. In
1920 the State Normal School Board may have been
contemplating the transformation of the Normal Schools
into Teachers Colleges the following year.
Dickerson had some influence on Moorhead State
Teachers College in his short tenure. In 1920 he hired
Margaret McCarten to teach art and Margaret Bieri rural
education, and in 1921 Sarah Hougham to be librarian
and Samuel Bridges to teach history. All four of these
people would be members of the MSTC faculty
throughout the 1920s and 1930s-Bridges and Hougham
during the 1940s also.

A.L. Knoblauch, who succeeded Snarr in 1955 and
served as president for only three years, saw Moorhead
State drop its "Teachers" designation in 1957, thus
becoming a State College in name as it already had been
in fact for a decade. Knoblauch, too, was a foreign
element at Moorhead, the exact opposite of Snarr. Al
Knoblauch was as abrasive but effective as Snarr had
been kindly but ineffectual.
A dozen Moorhead State faculty members who had
served under three College presidents, and thousands of
alumni who were approaching the peak years of their
lives in 1957 at the time Moorhead State ceased to be a
Teachers College, looked back nostalgically to the
presidency of R.B. MacLean. In spirit the College of the
Post-l*ir years could not match its Golden Years of the
1930s, when the faculty took pay cuts, the students were
threadbare .and hungry, but hearts were high and
··everyone and everything at MSTC was upbeat.
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Lineage and Qualifications
Ray Butts MacLean, Moorhead State's fourth president
(1923-1941), was the son of Scottish emigrant Alexander
MacLean (1825-1899), who came from Inverness to
Painted Post, New York, in 1847, and later to Prescott,
Wisconsin, in 1855. Ray MacLean was proud of his
Scottish ancestry and liked to joke about it. He was only
half Scottish, however; for some reason he never pointed
out that his mother was of distinguished New England
Puritan ancestry. His mother, Susan Emily Butts
(1842-1912), had come to Wisconsin from Lawrenceville,
Pennsylvania; in 1869, .when she was 'Il, she married
widower Alexander MacLean, who was 44. Their son
Raymond (a name he never used), was born on the
family farm near Prescott on February 18, 1873. Susan
Butts MacLean was the great, great granddaughter of
William Bradford, the most notable early governor of the
Plymouth Colony (1621-1657) and the author of History
of Plymouth Plantation.
Ray MacLean taught a country school near Prescott,
Wisconsin, from 1890 to 1892, beginning to work his
way to college. He graduated from Hamline University
with a Ph.B. in 1896 and was superintendent of schools
at Appleton, Wisconsin, from 1896 to 1898 and at
Prescott from 1898 to 1900. After five years as
superintendent at Dodge Center in southern Minnesota,
MacLean came to Wheaton on the state's western edge in
1905. When he applied for the superintendency at the
larger town of Fergus Falls in 1907, he sought and
received a letter of recommendation from President
Frank Weld of the Moorhead N&mal School. Weld, who
had himself held

Ray Butts MacI.ean in 1896, when be graduated from Hamline.

Maclean in 1900, when be left Prescott to become superintendent of
schools at Dodge Center, Minnesota.

the Fergus Falls position a dozen years before, described
MacLean as a paragon who had all the virtues as a man
and all the skills as an educator:
This is to certify that I have known Superintendent
R.B. MacLean of Wheaton, Minnesota, for many
years, and that I am intimately acquainted with him. I
am very familiar with Mr. MacLean's habits as a man
and his attainments as a public school official. I have
been in his home, and I am familiar with the
character of his home life. His wife is a woman of
strong character and she is in thorough sympathy with
the work which her husband is doing. Mrs. MacLean
is energetic, public spirited, and has genuine
enthusiasm for doing helpful things in a community,
in the right kind of way. Mr. and Mrs. MacLean are
both most desirable characters to have as residents in
any community.
Superintendent MacLean is a man of high attainment,
scholarly instincts, and has a zeal for doing work in a
methodical and comprehensive way. As a
superintendent of public school effort, Superintendent
MacLean is one of the most successful men in the
Northwest. In the first place, he has a remarkably
well-poised mind, and he is unusually discriminating
in his judgment of teachers. He has the finest
appreciation of the essential qualifications of a teacher
of any superintendent of public schools with whom I
am acquainted who is available for work in a city of
10 to 20 thousand people. A great many
superintendents correspond with me concerning
applicants for positions to teach in public schools, but
I recall no man whose discriminating judgment
concerning teachers, as outlined in his letters, is as
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distinctive, convincing, and clear-cut as that of
Superintendent MacLean.
I have visited the school work supervised by
Superintendent MacLean, and I am familiar with his
methods of work. He has a first class personality. He
is not in any sense harsh or autocratic in directing the
work of teachers employed under his supervision.
However, in such work he exercises a discriminating
judgment, a high degree of intelligence, and most
careful attention to details. His teachers regard him as
being a source of stimulating helpfulness. He is quiet
in his manner, judicial in his utterances, and discreet
in his conduct. He is a man of undoubted integrity,
and his character is absolute. Mr. MacLean's personal
characteristics are exemplified to a marked degree in
his work as a superintendent of public school effort.
As a citizen, Mr. MacLean is very highly regarded.
His interest in all public affairs is of the right kind. I
know that he had interested himself to a marked
degree in a quiet way in the civic affairs of the city in
which he has resided for some years. The people
there have undoubted confidence in him as a publicspirited citizen. They look upon him as being a man
of excellent judgment, and have given him opportunity
in various ways to impress his genuine worth upon the
thought life of the city.

Mr. MacLean's personal characteristics, his power as
a teacher, his strength as a disciplinarian, his unusual
executive capacity, and his long experience as a public
school official combine to make him a most desirable
superintendent of public school effort.
What I say in this statement concerning Mr. MacLean
is based upon my long acquaintance with him and my
personal observation of his life and his work. I do not
know of anything concerning Mr. MacLean which
may be mentioned as being in anywise discreditable to
him, and I recommend him unqualifiedly for the
position which he is seeking.
Ray MacLean had married Winona M. Lewis of
Campbell, California, on August 10, 1899, before coming
to northwestern Minnesota. The MacLeans had one
daughter, Frances (Mrs. Robert Featherstone). During his
six years as superintendent at Fergus Falls, MacLean
became well acquainted with the Moorhead Normal
School and its faculty, although he had come to know
Frank Weld and Caswell Ballard earlier. Normal School
publications made frequent references to MacLean as a
leading area schoolman.
Among MacLean's papers is a 1910 clipping from the
Fergus Falls Journal:
Prof. R.B. MacLean was re-elected city
superintendent of the Fergus Falls schools for another
year by the board of education Wednesday night. He
will have a salary of $1,900 for the year or $100 more
than this year. All the members of the board voted for
Prof. MacLean and they are exceedingly glad that he
has agreed to remain. He has made a fine record,
having increased the efficiency of the schools in many
respects and having won the good will of the pupils
and confidence of the parents.

Mr. and Mrs. Maclean

Another clipping is undated but suggests that MacLean
may have restored some of the practices of former
superintendents Weld and Ballard (before 1900) when he
came to Fergus Falls in 1907:
At the regular monthly meeting of the Fergus Falls
board of education, Thursday night, it was announced
that a normal school will be conducted by the state in
this city at the high school. It will be in session six
weeks and will be open the latter part of June or in
July. The staff of teachers will be quite large and it is
expected that several hundred teachers will attend.
County Supt. Knudson and Prof. R.B. MacLean of
this city will be in charge. This city used to have a
big summer school every year, but none has been held
for five years and it will be good news to the people
to learn that another is again to be held here.
From 1913 to 1923 MacLean was Minnesota State
Director of Elementary Schools, a position that took him
to every part of the state. In 1923, the year he assumed
the Moorhead presidency, Elementary Citizenship for
Minnesota Schools was published: he had co-authored
this textbook with H.E. Flynn, who succeeded to his
state supervisory position. I remember studying and
teaching from this "civics" book, which must have been
used in all of the state's junior high schools.
During his Moorhead presidency, R.B. MacLean was coeditor of other textbooks, Voices of Ji>rse (four slim
volumes) in 1933, and Minnesota and the Junior Citizens
in 1938. Although these books are not scholarly, their
publication indicate MacLean's reputation as a careful
workman. The MSU archives include his extensive
correspondence with publishers.
MacLean received his M.A. from the University of
·-Minnesota the year he came to Moorhead.

Macl...ean Hires a Faculty
A number of faculty members who came to Moorhead
with MacLean in 1923 became College mainstays
throughout his presidency: Jennie Owens (registrar and
accountant), Phebe H. Vowles (secretary), Clifford P.
Archer (education chairman), Joseph Kise (political
science), Ethel Tainter (speech and dramatics), Blanche
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Mrs. Vowles, the president's secretary, with MacLean.

Loudon (intermediate grades principal and supervisor),
and Alex J. Nemzek (coach and physical education).
Jessie McKellar (women's physical education) and Agnes
Carlson (intermediate grades) came in 1924, Georgina
Lommen (Training School director) and Matilda
Williams (art) in 1925, Byron D. Murray (English and
journalism), A.M. Christensen (education and band),
Henry Weltzin (industrial arts), and Mabel Lumley
(English and dean of women) in 1926. Of this group,
only Archer left Moorhead before MacLean retired in
1941; Archer joined the University of Minnesota faculty
in 1938.
In 1927 MacLean hired Ole Sande (rural education), who
would be an important member of the faculty for four
years, and in 1928 Joseph R. Schwendeman (geography)
and Olga Korsbrek (primary). Of the half dozen who
came to Moorhead in 1929, Dr. Harvey J. Locke
(sociology and dean of men) remained only four years.
Some of the others would be campus leaders more than
30 years later: Delsie Holmquist (English), Virginia
Fitzmaurice (French), Maude Wenck (music), and Verna
Heston and Lyl Solem (College high school supervisors).
Of course MacLean also hired others who remained at
the new College shorter periods of time and made less
impact on the new College: in 1924, Frederick G.
Leasure (industrial arts), Harold Johnsrud (English), Ina
Lockwood (education), Florence Bullard (music), Lois
M. Pennie (penmanship), Rhoda Maland (intermediate
grades), Mayme Christenson (primary), and Wilfred C.
White (physical science); in 1925, S.A. Hamrin.
(education), H.W. Hess (social science), Martha Gibbon
(English), and J. Herbert Burgy (geography); in 1926,
Myrtle Kraabel (French) and Minnie Goodhue Gunior
high school supervisor); in 1927, Evelyn Johnson
(intermediate grades), and Mary Crewe Moore (English);
and in 1929, Ella Evenson (intermediate grades).
There were few additions to the MSTC faculty at the
beginning of the Depression Era but more with the
approach of World War II: in 1930, Karl Parsons
(physical science), and Marie Sorknes (fourth grade

supervisor); in 1931, Alice Corneliussen (director of
rural education), and Clara Unseth (third grade
supervisor); in 1932, Dr. Casper P. Lura (education and
dean of men); in 1933, Dr. Charles L. Green (history);
in 1936, Mary B. Williamson (second grade supervisor);
in 1937, Dr. Glenn C. Dildine (biological science) and
Edwin J. Hammer (science and coaching); in 1938,
Ragna Holen (College High home economics), Jessie H.
Askegaard (dean of women), De Ett Hopkins
(kindergarten), and Bertram McGarrity (music, band
director); in 1939, Jonathon J. Westfall (biological and
general science), Nels Johnson (art), Allen E. Woodall
(English and journalism), May Tangen (library), Iva
Fillebrown (piano and organ), and James P. Schroeder
(College High coach and supervisor of science and social
studies); in 1940, Herold Lillywhite (speech), Edward
M. Spencer (education), Herman Michaels and Martha
Kleppe (rural education); and in 1941, Nina Draxten
(College High English and dramatics), and Donald
Anderson (Campus School physical education director).
When he assumed the Moorhead State presidency in
1923, R.B. MacLean was fully as well known and nearly
as highly regarded as Livingston Lord and Frank Weld
had been. In 1925-26 MacLean served as president of
the Minnesota Education Association. He played a
leading role, though a conservative one, in developing a
four-year curriculum for the Minnesota State Teachers
Colleges in his first years as president of Moorhead
State. The 192 credit hours required for a bachelors
degree would be divided three ways: to provide for
professional training (including student teaching), areas
of concentration (at least one major and one minor), and
a body of "constants-a broad view of the socially
valuable major fields of study" (the general or liberal
education component). For many years MacLean was
chairman of the curriculum committee for the Minnesota
Teachers Colleges, which extended his influence beyond
Moorhead. At the same time he developed a tightly-knit
administrative structure for Moorhead.

The Fire
On the night of Sunday, February 9, 1930, beginning
about nine o'clock, the main buildings of the Moorhead
State Teachers College burned to the ground. Most of
the school's classrooms were destroyed along with the
administrative offices, the library, the Training School,
and the gymnasium. Not destroyed were the two
women's dormitories built in 1893 and 1909 and the
science building and auditorium constructed in 1915
(industrial arts and music classes were also housed in
this- building.) A few training school records were saved,
but the only remaining books were those that students
had checked out from the library.
At a meeting of faculty and students held in Weld
auditorium the day following the fire, President MacLean
observed that the walls of Old Main still stood, evidence
of "better than good enough quality." The College would
carry on somehow, but at present students should return
to their homes and await word about the resumption of
classes.
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would be required if the college was to be rebuilt. With
a depressed economy and a teacher glut, why shouldn't
the college be abandoned? The two old dormitories were
not worth much, and some use could be found for Weld
Hall (a cheese plant was suggested, perhaps because the
Fairmont Creamery was doing well in Moorhead: if
Wisconsin could do so well producing cheese, why didn't
Minnesota try to do the same?)
Moorhead attorney Edgar E. Sharp (whose father has
been called the father of the City's schools and had a
building named for him), wrote President MacLean a
letter of warning on March 7, 1930: "There was some
talk down around Wadena that they ought to have the
school moved to that point as it would be more central."
Sharp said the resolutions committee of the Minnesota
State School Board Association was considering a
recommendation that Moorhead State Teachers College
be closed.

For nearly two years after the 1930 fire, MSTC administrative offices
were on the first floor of Wheeler Hall. Left to right: Maclean, Joseph
Kise, Phebe Vowles, Katharine Leonard, and Millie Dahl.

A week later Moorhead State Teachers College reopened. Fortunately, the heating plant, although a part of
the Old Main complex, was not destroyed by the fire and
could heat the dormitories and Weld Hall. The College
Alumni Association bought six houses on the east side of
Eleventh Street and on Seventh Avenue (on the present
location of Hagen Hall): these residential buildings would
house the College Training School until the spring of
1932. Students, faculty, alumni, and College friends
raised (or pledged) $6,000 to put up a temporary onestory building just east of Weld Hall to serve as a
student exchange, accommodate physical education
classes, and provide meeting places for college activities.
President MacLean set up administrative offices in the
rooms that opened off the foyer of Wheeler Hall. Nearly
all college classes met in Weld Hall, where temporary
partitions divided larger classrooms. Some classes, of
course, were obliged to meet under very difficult
conditions for the next five quarters.

There is no way now to determine how serious this
threat was. MacLean's high reputation in the State may
be one reason why nothing came of it. Although the
president himself did not play politics in the matter, an
aggressive member of his faculty did. Athletic Director
Sliv Nemzek, who was conservative politically, suddenly
took a lively interest in the Farmer-Labor Party and its
newly-elected governor, Floyd B. Olson. Coach Nemzek
was also the commanding officer of Moorhead's National
Guard Company F: when the Governor visited the
Moorhead campus, he was attended by a smart military
guard. And when Olson felt threatened by the actions of
far-left labor leaders in a Minneapolis truckers' strike
and called in an out-state National Guard company to
keep order, he chose Sliv Nemzek's Moorhead unit.
Many members of Company F (later Battery F) were
Moorhead State Teachers College football players.
Moorhead's state senator at the time of the fire, G.D.
McCubrey, anticipated trouble in getting an appropriation
to rebuild. He had been pressing for a badly-needed
gymnasium for Moorhead State in the 1920s but found
opposition even from other Teachers Colleges (he singled
out St. Cloud and Winona). Now he was faced with a
dilemma: should he think small in seeking new buildings
for Moorhead, because of the depressed economy, or
risk asking for a larger appropriation? On February 10,

The biggest permanent loss from the great fire was the
25,000-volume library. To replace them, some books
were purchased from Fargo College, (which had closed
its doors in 1922), and former President Weld sent 300
volumes from his personal library. However, Moorhead
State would not have an adequate college library for
another 30 years.
Due in part to MacLean's calm, unwavering leadership
after this disaster, and the good-humored acceptance of
make-shift arrangements by the faculty and students,
Moorhead State Teachers College resumed virtually all of
its old programs and activities. But MacLean was faced
with a threat to the very existence of the institution as a
result of the devastating fire. Large sums of money

The front of Old Main, still standing after the February 9 fire, was a
striking sight and gave rise to MacLean's remark that the building
bad been of "better than good enough quality." The walls were soon
dynamited down as a safety precaution.
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1930, he announced to the MS1C faculty and studento;
what his strategy would be. Reminiscing in 1943,
McCubrey said he had told the College that Old Main,
quaint as it was, had nevertheless been a firetrap. Now,
he said, "The State owes the College a new building."
When he reported to the Moorhead Chamber of
Commerce that he planned to ask for at least $750,000,
"They flocked at me, declaring that if I asked for more
than three or four hundred thousand, I would not get
anything." Finally the Chamber appointed a committee to
make an appeal to the State, with the venerable elder
statesmen, Solomon G. Comstock, as chairman.
The State Teachers College Board met on the Moorhead
campus three months after the great fire to make
rebuilding plans. A general scheme was agreed upon and
more detailed plans were worked out carefully in the
summer and fall of 1930. Senator McCubrey and
Representative Elmer J. Holm of Dilworth succeeded in
getting their rebuilding measures through both houses of
the legislature with general support, and the bills were
passed early in the session so work on new construction
could begin as early as possible. On January 23, 1931,
the Mistie caried a banner headline: "Governor Signs
Bill for Four New College Buildings." The subheads
asserted that "Plans Call for Three-Story Main Building,
Library, Recital Hall, Social Rooms, Huge Gym with
Pool, Separate Training School." The amount of money
appropriated was $765,000.
MacLean's correspondence in the MSU Archives
contains dozens of 1931 letters between the President and
St. Paul. Because there was no one on the MS1C faculty
or staff who could examine architectural plans, these
responsibilities rested with the President. The exchange
of letters reveals that MacLean questioned such matters
as the floor level of the coal bin in the new heating plant
and the location of a fireplace in the kindergarten rooms
(which became a show-place in the new Training School,
now Lommen Hall.)
Though he continued to have problems with St. Paul,
MacLean ·received full cooperation from the City of
Moorhead. Before the fire Seventh Avenue had extended

Solomon G. Comstock 11930)

Livingston Llrd, right. visits with Mr. and Mrs. Solomon G.
Comstock: early 1930s, on bis last visit to Moorhead. Comstock
donated the land to build the university.

through the middle of the campus. Landscape architects
recommended a more compact unit: "We have
endeavored to create a campus quadrangle and suggest
the vacation of Seventh Avenue." The Moorhead City
Council took the necessary action promptly. Earlier, in
the week after the fire, Moorhead public utility crews
worked non-stop to repair the damaged heating plant s&
the dormitories and Weld Hall could be heated.
The St. Paul tandscape architects hired for the College
thought MS1C would have sufficient space for future
building (eastward to Fourteenth Street) once Seventh
Avenue was vacated. Architect Nichols told MacLean
that allowing space for parking would not be necessary:
"My personal belief is that an attempt to provide space
for parking leads to having to sacrifice suitable campus
development It would seem to me that parking should be
spread over the surrounding streets."
Acting on a request of the Moorhead State Teachers
College faculty and the Alumni Association, the State
Teachers College Board named the main building under
construction "MacLean Hall." (Two decades later the
Board decreed that no building at any of the colleges
would be named after a person who was actively

Livingston C. Lord 11930)

Frank A. Weld 11915)
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connected with a college: such action could be taken
only after the person had retired or died.)
At the cornerstone laying of the new main building on
October 9, 1931, in connection with that year's College
homecoming, former Presidents Livingston Lord and
Frank Weld returned to the campus to take part in the
ceremony with founder Solomon G. Comstock. The
timing of the great event was fortunate: Comstock was
89 in 1931, Lord 80, and Weld 73. All three died in
1933.
The problems connected with moving into the new
facilities early in 1932 were pleasurable. Enrollment at
MSTC had actually increased by 28 percent the year
after the fire and continued to rise modestly after the
new buildings became a reality. Nearly 200 men were
registered in 1932-33, giving the school a much closer
male-female proportion than it had ever known.
But the higher enrollment caused financial problems.
"We are desperately poor;' MacLean wrote to St. Paul
in September, 1931. "We have had so many unusual
expenses incident to the fire, and this fall we are
overwhelmed with a large enrollment." But the State of
Minnesota, reasoning that the Depression had lowered
the cost of living, cut faculty salaries 20 percent and
kept salaries low throughout the decade. MacLean
received $5,500. His highest paid faculty members had
been paid between $3,000 and $3,200 in 1930; in 1939
the range was $2,600 to $3,100. In his 1940 report to the
State Teachers College Board, MacLean wrote, ''A
comparison with those of the other state teachers
colleges shows that salaries for this college are the
lowest." This problem continued to plague his successor
in the presidency.

More Trouble
When MacLean began his MSTC presidency in the
1920s, he had joined with the other State Teachers
College presidents in developing a four-year curriculum
as requested by the State Teachers College Board. The
presidents developed a program for the education of
elementary school teachers, which had been the role of
these institutions since the first Minnesota normal
schools had been founded in the late nineteenth century.
The State Commissioner of Education, however,
concerned about an adequate supply of teachers for the
burgeoning high schools, asked the presidents to broaden
their four-year curriculum to also provide for the
education of high school teachers. This was done.
But in the 1930s, the depressed economy created a
teacher surplus. Minnesota's liberal arts colleges, all
church-related institutions, thought the time had come to
turn the new State Teachers Colleges back into normal
schools and thus eliminate much of the competition their
graduates were encountering when they applied for the
scarce high school teaching positions. The Orr-Sweitzer
bill introduced in the 1933 Minnesota legislative session
would withdraw the right of the State Teachers Colleges
to grant degrees. They would offer only two years of
college work, as they had done when they were normal
schools. This bill appealed to legislators because it would

probably limit the enrollment of the Teachers Colleges
and eliminate the need for some of their faculty
members. State tax money would be saved.,,
President MacLean, who had remained calm and
unperturbed when Moorhead's physical facilities were
destroyed (in large part) by fire, challenged the OrrSweitzer bill on several grounds. "The bill is designed to
wreck the Teachers Colleges," he wrote. "The old
normal school was in effect a high school." MacLean
had received, his own Ph.B. from Hamline University in
1896, a college founded and supported by the Methodist
Church. In 1933 he charged that the Orr-Sweitzer bill
was an attack on public education: "The issue is whether
the Minnesota State School System is to be a public
school system, or a system controlled and directed by the
church schools."
Perhaps just because it was a State institution, Moorhead
State Teachers College was looked on with suspicion by
some religious citizens. Whatever prompted its writing,
President MacLean received a letter from Mr. Andrew
Wiger. of Ulen, Minnesota, in 1932 saying that members
of a club of which he was a member decried the decline
in church attendance and concluded that "the religious
attitudes of MSTC graduates" was the cause. Wiger
inquired how many Lutherans attended Moorhead State
Teachers College. President MacLean responded that
Moorhead State promoted no particular religion but "we
do promote a religious effort on the part of all." Of 193
graduates in 1932, 90 professed to be Lutherans, said the
President. Considering the institution's atmosphere and
performance, he had a right to take umbrage at the letter.
The Moorhead State Teachers College catalogues of the
1920s and 1930s no longer carried the old Normal
School statement that students were expected to attend
church services each Sunday. However, there was a short
paragraph headed "Religious Interests of the Student
Body: Attention is given to the spiritual life of the
student through the work of the Young Women's and
Young Men's Christian Associations and the Newman
Club. In addition to the religious influences on the
campus, each of the churches in the city welcomes the
students to its services and its young people's societies."
MacLean read some verses from the King James Bible
once a week in convocation, which students were
"required" to attend, though there was no enforcement
of this requirement. Students were not permitted to play
tennis Sunday mornings on the two College courts.
Smoking was not permitted anywhere on campus. The
opposition of Minnesota's church-related colleges may
have prompted MacLean to decline to become a trustee
of Hamline in 1931. When that college invited him to
join its Kappa Phi Kappa chapter while the Orr-Sweitzer
bill was pending in the legislature, MacLean was explicit
about his reasons for declining again: "Because of the
more or less official action of the University in its
opposition to the Teachers Colleges, I feel I must
decline." A year later, however, after the Orr-Sweitzer
bill had been defeated, MacLean accepted an honorary
doctorate from Harnline University.
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Minnesota Teachers College &ard Members and Presidents: taken at annual meeting, Winona, Wednesday, June 5, 1935-a celebration of Winona's
Seventy-Fifth Anniversary. From left to right-Sitting: Director F.A. &ker, Mankato; Commissioner John G. Rockwell, St. Paul; Directors D.H.
Garlock, Bemidji; H.J. McClearn, Duluth: fames]. Quigley, St. Paul; G.L. Gosslee, Moorhead; Benjamin Drake, Minneapolis. Standing:
Presidents G.A. Selke, St. Cloud; E.W &hannon, Duluth; G.E. Maxwell, Winona; F.D. McElroy, Mankato; M.W Deputy, Bemidji, R.B.
MacLean, Moorhead; and Director F.A. Sheehan, Winona.

Character, Personality, and Practice
There is no disagreement among the many former
students who remember him, and the faculty members
who served under him, about Ray B. MacLean's
character and behavior. All agree that he was a calm,
rational, and formal man. "The canny Scot" demeanor
was probably cultivated to match his name and
appearance. Former Dean of Women Mabel Lumley
spoke of his "sturdy idealism" at the time of his
retirement in 1941, and many people mentioned the
"friendliness" underlying his quiet formal manner.
Dr. Casper P. Lura, who was Dean of Men under
MacLean (and something more than that to all MSTC
students), spoke of his "personalized administration."
Students had only to knock on the President's door to get
an audience with him. He would interrupt important
business to discuss financial or other difficulties with
students. Fifty years later some alumni reported that
MacLean had quietly paid their registration fees when
they were ready to drop out of MSTC for lack of money.
"Sometimes I think he worries more about some student
than the student does himself," said Lura in 1941, when
MacLean was leaving Moorhead State Teachers College
after 18 years as president. He made the College seem a
family affair, remembered Beatrice Lewis, who began
her 38 years of service to the institution as a secretary

and bookkeeper in 1934 and worked daily with MacLean
during the last seven years of his presidency. "I felt very
privileged that I was expected to attend faculty
meetings." (She was not invited to offer her opinions!)
Several people spoke of MacLean as "a fatherly type of
man." In a letter to his former president some years after
he had left Moorhead State for Northwestern University
(where he later became Dean of Education), S.A.
Hamrin revealed that he had seen MacLean in this light
when he taught education at MSTC from 1925 to 1929.
Byron Murray, who worked closely with President
MacLean for 15 years, wrote a careful judgment in his
memoirs:
Mr. MacLean, as he preferred to be called, was a
man of sincerity, dedication, and determination limited
almost to a single purpose: making Moorhead into a
solid and substantial college in fact as well as name.
·With all his geniality-because in spite of the first
impression he might give of reserve, he was a genial
man with a keen sense of humor-I believe as I think
back over his career that the thing he disliked most of
all was shoddiness-shoddiness in scholarly standards,
shoddiness in teaching, shoddiness in the performance
of extracurricular activities of all kinds, in the upkeep
of buildings and grounds (certainly he was among
other things the neatest housekeeper we ever
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had). Next to his dislike for shoddiness was his
dislike of petty jealousies and recriminations.
College presidents, you know, are a peculiar breed of
people, because they are so much like the rest of us
in being human. President MacLean was human, but
he had a way of believing that as faculty members we
were as sincere and as ethically motivated as he was.
The result was that he was rather short and impatient
with the faculty member who came to him with
complaints' about other faculty members. He was
forever upholding the dignity of the profession and
attempting to inspire trust and confidence in the good
motives of others.
President MacLean seemed an old man to us in the
1930s, but we knew that he was a lot more genial and
kindly than he looked. He appeared before us once a
week to-i'ead some verses of scripture and make a few
remarks. He spoke very deliberately, in carefully
measured phrases. For some reason he habitually
referred to Moorhead State Teachers College as "the
institution": Ed Eastman decided to count the number of
times MacLean used the word in his chapel talk one day
and claimed that it was 121! I do not believe that, of
course, because he used too few words in his 10 or 20
minute chapel talks. We liked and respected President
MacLean, even when his talks did not stir us. We could
not imagine anything ever exciting him or anyone
behaving rudely in his presence.
Yet MacLean was not unbending or lacking in sympathy.
Hank Booher one evening hit Clare Hallock so hard that
he broke the chair Hallock was sitting on in the college
library. His offense: claiming that Booher, as student
commission president, and Alice DuBois as social
commissioner would not hire Hallock's band to play for
school dances because another band gave Booher and
DuBois a rake-off! We told Hank that he had better go
see Sliv immediately, and Nemzek and Booher went to
MacLean's house to reveal the incident. Booher said the
president laughed when he heard the story.
Several years after I graduated, President MacLean
called me into his office. Perhaps because I had
campaigned for Norman Thomas when I was a college
senior, MacLean said, "You know, I'm not as
conservative as you think. I read Time magazine!" There
was some talk in the Depression Era that MacLean
found it very difficult to accept programs like W.P.A.
and N.Y.A: his Scotch nature found such giveaways
hopelessly wasteful and only tolerated them for the sake
of help they gave to hard-pressed students. MacLean was
purported to have refused government construction
programs at MS1C as being financially wasteful. He was
proud of the fact that he turned back to the State $15,000
of the money appropriated to rebuild the College in
1931-32.
A month before he was to leave the MS1C presidency,
on June 1, 1941, R.B. MacLean spoke to the graduating
classes, to their parents, and to the' faculty and
community at large for the last time:

Maclean wore academic garb only at Commencements. Although the
class memorial of the Class of 1903, this heavy oak podium was in
Weld Auditorium in 1930 and therefore escaped the fire.

We pause in the business of the year for the
Commencement Season, to make this a red-letter day
never to be forgotten. To the parents of graduates, this is
a red-letter day-the day when their sacrifices are repaid,
their hopes reach fruition. At this moment of
achievement, each graduate should recognize his debt to
his home and also to the State of Minnesota, for it is the
State that has made possible the advantages offered at
this College.
Recognizing that the success of a democracy rests upon
·- an educated citizenry, the State has made education
compulsory. This lays upon the state the obligation of
providing an adequate number of teachers. This
responsibility has been met by the establishment of
Teachers Colleges within reach of all who may wish to
avail themselves of training at public expense for public
service.
In the present time of anxiety and uncertainty, all our
public institutions are being re-examined in the light of
the present. Public Education is being challenged. Critics
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point with scorn at graduates who cannot read
well, speak well, or write well . They say the colleges
are hotbeds of cynicism, communism, and all impiety.
The Church says that public education is not
Christian; the taxpayers say it is excessively costly;
the hard-headed say it is not practical, i.e., does not
facilitate earning a living. As members of that system
of Public Education, we shall have to face these
criticisms squarely. As teachers and prospective
teachers we are concerned with the place of education
in democracy, with its service in perpetuating
democratic ideals.
For you, the members of the 1941 class, a great
adventure is ahead. You shall no longer be mere
children, speaking the thoughts of others, performing
as others dictate. Henceforth you must acquit
yourselves like men. You must make your own
decisions. You will, I hope, take a broader view of
education than your classroom or your pay envelope.
You will look at it from the point of view of an expert
and a patriot.
Facing and accepting larger responsibilities, may it be
with a definite ambition for personal growth and
development. Let me then make certain suggestions
for the attainment of that worthy ambition.
Learn to think. Action involves working with others.
Thinking is an individual matter. Thinking means

being alone with self and coming to conclusions. The
individual who refuses to be alone with himself, who
never takes time to determine what he is and what he
wants, is bound to be buffeted about by every wind of
opinion. Only in solitude can one chart his course for
a long future.
In the second place, let us remember that we are
citizens of a democracy. You must accept as your very
own the philosophy of government of the United
States. Democracy is a dynamic philosophy which
recognizes that no man lives to himself alone. The
strong must help the weak; youth must consider the
aged; each must grant to the other the right to life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
Finally, may contentment bless you all, not because of
ease of life, but because each is master of himself and
in harmony with his surroundings.
MacLean moved to St. Anthony Park (between
Minneapolis and St. Paul), when he retired. Within a
few months he was asked to help guide the Wartime staff
of the Minnesota Department of Education, which he
had left 18 years before to become the president of
Moorhead State Teachers College. He retired again in
1944. A year later he had a partially-disabling stroke.
Said his daughter, "He wasn't well after he had finished
his Wartime job." He died August 10, 1947 of another
stroke.

MacLean was succeeded by President O.W. Snarr, ;,.,,ho sen>ed from 1941 to 1955 and A.L
Knoblauch, 1955-1958.

Chapter 5
Teachers College until the 1940s. With a very few
changes, these people would be the faculty as long as
Moorhead State was a Teachers College.
There were four real veterans. Caswell Ballard had come
to Moorhead with Frank Weld in 1899. Katharine
Leonard was imported from Vermont in 1906, and Maude
Hayes came up from the South in 1910. Though not a
faculty member, Millie Dahl was as important to MSTC
as any of them: she, too, had come in 1910 and would be
in charge of the College dormitories and food services
until the early 1950s.
Two Training Schaal principals had also been at
Moorhead State for many years: Mary C. Rainey in the
primary department since 1908 and Ethel Banta
Durboraw (kindergarten) since 1914, though she left the
faculty to be married to Dr. Ray Durboraw in 1918 and
returned to teach again following her husband's death in
the flu epidemic that followed World Ubr I.

For most of the MSTC era. Jennie Owens was the important person in
the administration. after the president.

The Administration
Little administrative structure was needed for a College
of 500 students but the 1930 catalogue listed nine
"Administrative Officers" before the faculty. The nine
included the president, an accountant, two secretaries,
and the school nurse: the other four were the registrar,
the dean of women, the director of the Training School,
and the house director. A member of the faculty served
as dean of men, and four men had held this position
since 1921 according to other available information.
Because Moorhead State had fewer than 50 men enrolled
each year in the 1920s, the duties of a dean of men
apparently were not sufficient to entitle him to
designation as an administrative officer. There was so
little faculty turnover in the two decades between the
World Ubrs that duties and responsibilities were very
familiar through frequent performance. There was little
need for administrative action or decision making.
Most of the teachers who had been on the Normal
School faculty had left Moorhead during or after the
upheaval brought on by World Ubr I. The new faculty
assembled during President MacLean's first years at
Moorhead State (plus a few who had come between 1919
and 1923), remained the faculty of Moorhead State

The actual teaching faculty in 1921 was very small. The
catalogue for that year listed 41 on its faculty roster, but
only half of them were teachers. President Dickerson
headed the list, which ended with the school nurse, an
accountant, the registrar, and two secretaries. Coming
just be/are this group were 11 Training School
"principals" or "associates," who were, of course,
teachers, but of elementary school children: they were
College teachers only in the sense that they were
demonstrating to College students how to teach and were
supervising the teaching efforts of those same students.
Listed as members of the faculty were two librarians, the
dormitory director, the director of the Training School,
and the dean of women, who was a half-time teacher (of
French) in 1921. Thus the actual teaching faculty for the
approximately 500 students enrolled in 1921-22, the year
Moorhead State became a College, was about 20.

Mrs. Ethel Durboraw !kindergarten) and Mary C. Rainey !primary)
were veteran Training &boo! principals when Moorhead State became
a college in 1921.
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Thirteen people were pictured on the
College Administration page in the
1935 Praeceptor: Top: Dr. Lura.
Miss Lumley, Inga Rogstad !assistant
dormitory director!. Alfreda Jones !nurse),
Miss Owens. President MacLean; Middle:
Millie Dahl. Bea Lewis, Florence Powell
!assistant librarian!. Mrs. \.bwles; Bottom:
Martha Mead !business office assistant!.
Mrs. Goodsell, Miss Hougham.

Ten years later, the 1930 college catalogues listed 49
people under three headings: administrative officers,
teaching staff, and training school. There were 51 in the
1932-34 catalogue, but this list included one extra
secretary and a library assistant. Included among the 28
members of the teaching staff were the rural school
supervisor, the athletic director and coach, and the dean
of women; these three gave less than half of their time to
teaching.
In their own realms, Georgina Lommen and Millie Dahl
were all-important: Miss Lommen in charge of the

Training School and Miss Dahl of the dormitories and
food services. They had no hand in the administration of
the College, however, nor did Dean of HVmen Mabel
Lumley. Some time later, Casper P. Lura, who was
identified only as a teacher of education in 1932, became
an important administrator as dean of men, not only
because the College had enough male students to need a
dean hut because the needs of the college in the Thirties
and the personality and capabilities of Dr. Lura made
him an important administrator.

Jennie M. Owens, 1883-1969

Miss Owens laved her Moorhead home and lake cottage, tending flower
gardens, taming birds and chipmunks, and entertaining dinner guests.

Before Jennie Owens became Moorhead State's registrar
in 1923 when MacLean assumed the presidency, Ruby
Waldie had served as registrar from 1916 to 1921 and
Mabel E. Parker from 1921 to 1923. Anna J. Handeyside
had come to the Normal School as an accountant in 1916
and remained in that position until 1932, when she
retired.
Jennie Owens was born February 20, 1883 and grew up
in Tracy, Minnesota. Following her high school
graduation she earned a bachelor's degree at Ripon
College in 1905 and took further work at Stout Institute
and Columbia Teachers College. Before becoming
MSTC's registrar, she was a high school mathematics
teacher for 17 years. Miss Owens first came to
Moorhead in 1920 with Margaret Bieri, a Carleton
College graduate and former county school
superintendent (Faribault County). In Moorhead Miss
Bieri had charge of rural education at Moorhead Normal
and Miss Owens taught mathematics at Moorhead High
School.
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So opposed was this great lady to emotional display that
she refused to be a part of any retirement observation
when she left office in 1951, after she became 68. The
students dedicated the 1951 Dragon to her but the front
of the yearbook, before the President and faculty, has
only a full-page picture of Jennie Owens at her desk. No
word of dedication. not even her name. This would seem
a curious thing for students to do, but the photographereditor of the 1951 Dragon was Hewitt Flom of Thief
River Falls. Flom lived at Miss Owens' house, and there
was no doubt an Owens-Flom pact: she would pose for
he.r picture but it must be printed in the Dragon without
any word of dedication. Hewitt Flom admired Miss
Owens and his fine annual reflects that admiration.
There is no acknowledgement that he was the Dragon
editor, either, only his photograph at the front of the
book, Speed-Graphic in hand, arranging a picture. Jennie
Owens no doubt approved: the copy I have has her
signature on the title page.

Margaret Bieri beaded
the MSTC department of
rural education for 20
years.

Margaret Bieri was no doubt the agency whereby Miss
Owens moved over to Moorhead State Teachers College
when new President R.B. MacLean needed a registrar.
Both MacLean and Owens were hard-headed,
no-nonsense people who approached problems calmly
and rationally. The President, who had no administrative
or academic deans, no director of admissions or business
manager, entrusted many of the duties of such officers to
his registrar and performed the rest himself. After 1930
Miss Owens also became the College accountant,
assisted by Anna J. Handeyside until 1932.
All of Jennie Owens' skills were needed to re-establish
college records after they were destroyed in the the 1930
fire. Within a few weeks the bulk of the task was done,
though former students would be re-establishing their
academic records for years to come. For many years the
courses taken, grades achieved, and credits earned were
entered on student records by hand, and many MS
alumni are familiar with Miss Owens unmistakable
handwriting. Her name was actually "Jane M. Owens,"
but by some quirk had become "Jennie" on an official
document. Characteristically, sheJeft it at that and
always signed transcripts "Jennie M. Owens."
Jennie Owens was feared by many students and some
faculty members. Her manner was brusk, her voice
clipped and stern. She had no patience with carelessness
and excuses, and she expected everyone to be as hardworking, conscientious, and punctilious as she was. In
truth she was more soft-hearted and forgiving than she
would admit. If she approved of a person, she was
generous: she privately helped many struggling students
make their way through MS1C, making jobs for them
and giving them money if necessary. These acts were not
to become general knowledge, however.

Miss Owens entertained generously and well at her
Moorhead home during the school year and at her
Pelican Lake cottage during the summer. She had to give
up her home at 425 10th Street South when the Sharp
School was built in 1950, but bought a new house at 803
11th Street South.
The College acquired a business manager during the
World War II years, but Jennie Owens continued to be
both admissions director and registrar. So efficient was
her office and so firm her control that some of us
wondered how the College could continue to function
after she retired. Perhaps because her office was so well
organized, it continued to operate when she was no
longer in her office to direct it. Also, she left behind an
equally efficient assistant, Beatrice Lewis, who had
worked with Miss Owens since 1934 and had shared her
home after the death of Margaret Bieri in 1946. (Says
Bea Lewis: "I needed a place to live just then because
the house where I rented a room had been sold.")
When the rapidly expanding Moorhead State College
required an administration building in the 1960s, the
present Owens Hall was constructed across Eleventh
Street from the Owens-Lewis house. A fitting name for
the new building was never in doubt.
Miss Owens lived in her home in Moorhead until 1969,
when she was hospitalized in Tracy for a few months.
She died there on November 20, 1969.

The Secretaries
Beatrice Lewis became one of the best known
personalities at Moorhead State during her 38 years of
service to the College. As the eldest in a large farm
family (from north of Hawley), she never had an
opportunity to attend college but took business training
to qualify for positions in college offices, first at North
Dakota Agricultural College and later at Moorhead State
Teachers College. She helped five of her younger
brothers and sisters attend MS1C, including Luverne
Lewis, who was honored as a Distinguished Alumnus in

~)
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Beatrice Lewis. wben sbe first began ber
long career at MSTC.

Mrs. Phebe '\bwles was R.R MacLean's
secretary tbrougbout bis presidc7tcy.

Beatrice Lewis as most MSTC alumni
remember ber.

Because Moorhead State had no alumni office until 1962,
Bea Lewis undertook the task of assembling a mailing
list of the College's graduates and former students. This
she could do, she reasoned, because she had met all
students in registering them and collecting fees . Between
1951 and 1956, Miss Lewis compiled the files she turned
over to the alumni office when it was set up. Bea Lewis
had done her work as "an extracurricular activity," a
labor of love. Following her retirement in 1972, she
continued her service to the College in many ways,
including a term on the board of directors of the
Moorhead State Foundation.

Besides the president, the only person at Moorhead State
Teachers College who had a secretary was the director of
the Training School. Succeeding T.H. Schutte, who was
the director from 1920 to 1922 and Dr. Frederick L.
Whitney from 1922 to 1925, Georgina Lommen, a
capable and impressive lady, held this position for nearly
20 years, from 1925 to 1943.

Phebe Hoag Vowles, who became President MacLean's
secretary when he came to Moorhead State in 1923,
succeeded Mae O'Keefe who had first held the position
of president's secretary at MSTC. Mrs. Vowles, a
dignified and discrete secretary, continued in that office
during the first six years of O.W. Snarr's presidency.

When Miss Lommen hired Nan Halcrow to fill the
secretarial position in 1930, the College added an
international element to its secretarial staff: Miss
Halcrow was a graduate of Pitman's Business College of
London. After five years as secretary, l)he left the
College to marry Wilson Dokken, who graduated from
MSTC in 1934.

The !>ecretarial position was, properly, "Secretary to the
Training School." From 1921 to 1930 five women
succeeded to this job: Hilda 0. Hedstad, Julia M.
Mansfield, Joan Johnson , Ragnhild Johnson , and Anna
Braaten .

Miss Halcrow was succeeded by Lucia Askegaard, a
highly intelligent English major from our 1933
graduating class. Because of a lack of good teaching
positions, Lucia .had gone across the Red River to the
Dakota Business College to acquire added skills. In 1937,
she was succeeded by Nina Jorgenson, a 1935 B.E.
graduate in elementary education.

Dean of Women
·"Because the student body was preponderantly female, the
Dean of Women was an administrator of considerable
importance at the Moorhead Normal School and later at
Moorhead State Teachers College. Natalie Thornton, who
had a bachelor's degree from Beloit, had been a high
school teacher and principal for six years and was doing
graduate work in English at Columbia Teachers College,
held this position from 1914 to 1918. She was followed by
Lucia Askegaard taking dictation from Miss Lommen.
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Mabel Lumley, Dean of Women from 1926 to 1939 and teacher of
English.

Mrs. Jessie Askegaard was Moorhead State's Dean of t\-bmen through
the War years and up to 1952.

Ruth Crawford, another B.A. from 1918 to 1920, and Ina
Fogg, who had her B.A. from Bates College in Maine,
from 1920 to 1926.

Mabel Lumley, who came to MSTC in 1926 as Dean of
Women and teacher of English, had a bachelor's degree
from Hamline and a master's from Columbia Teachers
College. She was a Minnesota native (from Montevideo),
middle-aged and easy going.

It was traditional for these deans to teach English; Miss

Crawford and Miss Fogg also taught French, according
to the Praeceptors, the first time that subject was a part
of the MS curriculum. The 30th Normal School
catalogue, published in 1918, listed six French courses: a
year of grammar, pronunciation, and composition,
followed by three literature courses.
Judging from references in the Praeceptors, Natalie
Thornton and Ruth Crawford were cultivated, scholarly,
and attractive women probably about 30 years of age
when they came to Moorhead Normal. Ina Fogg's
appearance is somewhat more stern and straight-laced,
and because she was at Moorhead later it is possible to
find out more about her. The Dean of Women was the
college Y.W.C.A. director-adviser, and she is pictured in
the Praeceptors with the officers and cabinet of that
organization. During Miss Fogg's years at MSTC, the
YWCA activities were more religious and less social
than before or after her time. Dan Preston said there was
a strong enmity between Ina Fogg and Maude Hayes,
apparently partly stemming from Miss Fogg's punitive
strategies in teaching English; Maude Hayes was a
worldly lady, unlikely to appreciate Ina Fogg's piety.
The catalogues of the 1920s announced that "the Dean of
Women is the titular administrative officer for all women
of the college, whether they live in a dormitory or
private home." Her office, the statement added, was
"friendly and directing," not restraining. The role the
Dean of Women played in the life of the College no
doubt varied, depending on the individual who held the
office.

The Praeceptors identify Inga Rogstad as an assistant
dean of women in the middle 1930s. Mrs. Jessie H.
Askegaard, who had taught music at Moorhead Normal
as Jessie Hazelton from 1907 to 1909, returned as
assistant dean in 1938-1939 and became dean the
following year. Mabel Lumley continued to teach English
at Moorhead until 1950 and Mrs. Askegaard was dean of
women until 1952. In the post World War II college both
of these gracious ladies seemed a little out of place,
vestiges of an earlier time.
A mere mention of their names will reveal the changes
that would take place in the Dean of Women's office in
the 1950s. Dr. Frances Dillon, a professor of education
and a WAC officer in World War II, was Dean from
1949 to 1953. Virginia Wilder served in 1953-54 and
Elinor Mohn from 1954 to 1956. She was succeeded by
attractive and vivacious Carole Stewart, who was called
"Counselor of Women," not dean.
D~_an

of Men

Although there is no mention of a dean of men at
Moorhead State Teachers College in the college
catalogues before 1934, several men held this position.
Since there were fewer than 50 men enrolled, the dean's
duties must have been light and he may have carried a
full teaching load.
However, when R.B. MacLean became president, he
asked Joseph Kise (whom he had known in southern
Minnesota), to postpone his graduate work for a year to
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join the MSTC faculty: "The Dean of Men at the college
is taking a year's leave of absence to do graduate work. I
would like to have you fill his place this coming year"
(Kise's account of his coming to Moorhead). There is no
way of identifying the person who was "taking a leave,"
but several men left the MSTC faculty that year and did
not return. Presumably one of them had served as Dean
of Men.
Joe Kise is first identified as Moorhead's Dean of Men
in the 1924-25 Praeceptor; he taught political science
and economics. The following year he was doing
graduate work at Harvard and S.A. Hamrin was Dean of
Men and taught education. Although both men were on
campus the next two years, no Dean of Men was
identified in 1927-28. In 1928-29 Kise was dean again,
his last year in that office.
Sociology teacher Dr. Harvey J. Locke was Dean of Men
at MSTC during the next four years. I remember that he
suggested to some of us that we solve our housing
problems by pooling our resources and renting a house.
Since none of us had any resources, we didn't do it. We
didn't think it was a good idea anyway, and we did not
have a very high opinion of the dean's common sense.
Dr. Casper P. Lura, who came to MSTC to teach
education in 1932, was not immediately identified as
Dean of Men. According to the 1932-33 Praeceptor
(which I edited), Harvey Locke was still at MSTC that
year, but I think he must have left the faculty some time
during the year. In any case, the Dean of Men's duties
were assigned to Cap Lura, whom we all liked as much
as we disliked Locke.
I think Lura's outstanding characteristic was his calm
good sense in approaching any problem. We liked him
both as Dean of Men and teacher of education courses.
Many of us, especially those who had already held
teaching positions, were impatient with required
professional education courses because there were so
many academic courses we would have preferred, and we
liked Cap Lura's no-nonsense approach to educational
theory.
Because there were nearly 200 men at MSTC by 1933,
the Dean of Men was becoming a more important
position than it had been when only a handful of men
were enrolled. The college was changing in the 1930s,

Joseph Kise and Harvey Locke each served as Dean of Men for four
years.

Dr. Casper P. Lura was an important MSTC administrator from 1932
ml~~
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and there were problems like the assignment of NYA
(National Youth Administration) jobs that had to be
handled. Lura certainly had many such responsibilities in
the middle and late Thirties, and with the approach of
World War II in the early 1940s. He handled them
expertly. I never heard a derogatory remark spoken about
him.
In 1947 Lura was elected president of Mayville State
Teachers College, his alma mater. Some years later the
North Dakota Board of Higher Education moved him to
Minot State, a larger and more dynamic institution.
One final note. In the summer of 1958, Moorhead State
needed a president to replace A.L. Knoblauch (on rather
short notice). In August a group of us who had been
elected to the Faculty Senate and were teaching summer
school screened four candidates for the presidency of our
College. We liked two candidates, Cap Lura and John
Neumaier, and so informed the State College Board then
'ineeting in Moorhead to elect a president. Joe Kise, then
three years short of retirement, was the chairman of our
committee. I remember he insisted that we list Lura as
our first choice: a number of us had known him either
as students or fellow faculty members. But Lura, too,
was near the end of his career in 1958. Our decision to
make him our first choice was primarily a matter of
courtesy. The State College Board elected Neumaier.
When I became a member of the Moorhead State
Teachers College faculty in the fall of 1947, I sorely
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missed Cap Lura, who had just been elected president of
Mayville State. President Snarr had hired Edward H.
Selden to be "director of the college personnel program."
The experiment was not a success. The following year
John M. Jenkins became dean of men at Moorhead State
Teachers College and held that position for more than a
decade, although he was designated "Counselor of Men"
in 1956-57. Jenkins, who had many of Cap Lura's
characteristics, remained a part of the College
administrative staff through four administrations, a
notable feat.

Millie H. Dahl, 1881-1971
All Moorhead State Teachers College alumni would
agree that Millie H. Dahl, who retired on September 30,
1953, was one of the school's outstanding personalities.
She had come to Moorhead in 1910 as resident nurse and
dean's assistant. From January, 1912, up to her
retirement, she was director of the College dormitories
and food services, positions that sometimes became
extremely difficult. Yet she always seemed to handle all
problems with ease. Miss Dahl had no college degrees
and her nurse's training was very slight by today's
standards. But when the first new women's dormitory
constructed at MSTC in 50 years was to be named in
1958, it became Dahl Hall as if by acclamation.
When "Dahlie" was about to retire, the 1952 Dragon
"extended its sincerest appreciation" to her, with this
statement surveying her career:
To Millie H. Dahl, who came to the College as
resident-nurse in 1910, who two years later became
Director of Dormitories, and who in that capacity has
been friend and counselor to hundreds of students;
chief of the nursing staff when the dormitories
became hospitals during the influenza epidemic of
1918; co-ordinator in maintaining living quarters for
the girls and in converting sections of the dormitories
into classrooms and offices following the fire in 1930;
the good soldier when the dormitories became
barracks for the Air Corps in 1943-45; a wise
consultant during the extensive remodeling program of
1949; and who-no matter what the crises-always
rose to the occasion with a dignity and a serenity of
spirit which have been an inspiration to those about
her, this 1952 Dragon extends its sincerest
appreciation.

Millie Dabl at ber desk. toward tbe end of ber long service at MSTC.

the dormitory Sunday dinners during the Depression Era
because the food was the best in town.
Dahlie taught her Wheeler and Comstock Hall girls how
to wait on tables and how to serve food. Her .banquet
tables were a beautiful sight. To alumni like me, no
Moorhead State banquet since could compare with the
Homecoming banquets held in the Comstock Hall
basement dining room in the 1930s.

When Dahl Hall was dedicated early in 1959, two faculty
members (one of them a former student) recalled how
Miss Dahl had made dormitory living attractive at
MSTC. "Those were the days when students did not have
cars and many could not even go home during the
holidays," Marie Sorknes remembered. "Dahlie always
saw to it that their Christmases and Thanksgivings were
wonderful."

The program for the dedication of Dahl Hall on
February 7, 1959, was very elaborate, concluding with a
main address by the wife of Minnesota's Governor, Mrs.
Orville Freeman. Three selections were sung by an
Alumni Chorus, which included people who had
graduated from 1925 to 1958. Fifteen people expressed .
their "Greetings," in person or by special letter: alumm,
former colleagues, and community leaders. The most
significant and meaningful came from a student of 35
years before, Marion (Doll) Cronin, who had been a
special favorite and had maintained contact: "Dahlie had
a wonderful way of sensing the emotions of girls who
were discouraged with a full load of studies and the
responsibilities of a job, too. Without any apparent
knowledge, she had a deep understanding of individual
situations. She saw beneath the surface gaiety and quietly
led the conversation to interests and hobbies. Before we
realized it, she was listening to our problems. Though at
the time these seemed big to us, through her
understanding and guidance the problems found their
own answers."

Jessie McKellar was also quoted in the MiSTiC article:
"One year she had a whole avenue of Christmas trees
leading to the dining room. She sponsored the Christmas
dinners herself, and they were always excellent." That is
almost an understatement. Many townspeople came to

The 1952 Dragon dedication that surveyed Millie Dahl's
43 years at Moorhead State needs some elaboration. In
1918, the school was closed for a time and the two
dormitories became overflow hospitals for townspeople,
with Mi!>s Dahl becoming a nurse once more. During the
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great fire of February, 1930, there was the possibility
that the fire would spread to the dormitories: Wheeler
Hall, an ancient tinderbox, was just 100 feet from Old
Main. The dormitory girls, of course, had essential
belongings packed and were ready. Forty-five years later
Elinor Sherman, a freshman from Fergus Falls in 1930,
remembered that Sunday night: "I stood on the steps of
Wheeler Hall the memorable night the College burned
down . We were sent up to get our things in case we
should have to move out. I dumped my dresser drawers
in a blanket, knotted the ends, and then stood under a
tree and waited. We were sent home the next morning,
and my mother was very surprised to see me.
Fortunately, I had looked through the mail which was
lying in disarray on a table in Wheeler, and I found the
envelope in which she had sent me some money, so I
had bus fare."
In the Second World War her dormitory girls had to be
evacuated on two weeks' notice to allow cadets of the
346th CTD Unit to move in. Dahlie had the dual task of
helping her girls find living quarters in private homes
and accommodating the soldiers in her old buildings and
food service.
Reconstruction of the two battered dormitories after the
War and the installation of steel fireproof stairs in
Wheeler Hall were other considerable projects and
disruptions, but Wheeler and Comstock Halls were
al ways ready for occupancy when classes began each fall
because Dahlie was determined that they would be.
Dahlie unquestionably meant more to thousands of MS
dormitory girls for a 40-year period than any faculty
member. Although she was listed as a member of the

Miss Dabl"s Christmas parties were equally· famous for their fine food and decorations.
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we made generous sandwiches which we smuggled past
Dahlie's table on the way out of the dining hall. She saw
what we were doing, but she also knew why and let us
get away with it.
When Miss Millie Dahl retired in 1953 she bought a
house two blocks west of the College gates and moved
her beautiful old silver, china, and other antiques to her
new home. Six year"s later the new women's dormitory
was completed and named Dahl Hall. The portrait which
hangs in "her" dormitory was presented by three nieces:
Mrs. Hugh Henry of Biloxi, Mississippi, Mrs. Charles
Johnson of Duluth, and Miss Jule Kulberg of Seattle.
Two of them attended an informal presentation on May
17, 1967 in Miss Dahl's home at 906 Seventh Avenue
South, because she was not well enough to attend
another elaborate ceremony in Dahl Hall. Millie Dahl
died on July 5, 1971.

Nurses: Alfreda Jones
Diminutive Elsie Hurdle, wbo opened the door for dormitory girls
when they came in late, was Dahlie's faithful assistant for many years.

faculty when she was on the staff, she would now be
classified as a para-professional. She had closer contact,
and consequently greater influence on the girls than any
teacher, and she did a great deal of teaching in the large
classroom of dormitory living and dinirig.
Dahlie was remarkably resilient. Although the demands
of World War II-housing and feeding 1650 Air Corps
Cadets over a 17-month period-came upon her near the
end of her long career at Moorhead State, she was equal
to the task. She probably knew that the disruption had
destroyed permanently something she had maintained
very carefully, as a part of the "education" dormitory
girls received at MSTC, but she made the changes that
were necessary without complaint. Byron Murray
remembers: "We lost ... the gracious old tradition of
dining, family style, with linens on the table and a
student hostess who sat at the end of each table and
served the plates-a ritual sacred to the memory of
generations of MSC women. Now, in the twinkling of an
eye, the dining hall was converted into an army cafeteria,
and Miss Dahl amazed everybody by becoming just as
efficient a supervisor of a military establishment as she
had been gracious counselor to generations of college
women."

Alfreda Jones was the only long-time school nurse at
Moorhead State Teachers College until Evangeline
Lindquist joined the staff in 1942. Frances B. Coveney,
R.N., served in 1919-1921; Flossie Manley, B.A.,
1921-1922; Velma R. Forbes, B.S., 1925-1927; and
Mary V. Anderson , B.A. and R.N.
Instead of a school nurse, MSTC had resident physicians
from 1922 to 1925. Dr. Florence D. Ames, who had a
bachelor's degree from Fargo College and her M.D.
from Rush Medical College, served from 1922 to 1924,
and Dr. Katharine Pardee, who received her B.A. from
Wellesley College and an M.D. from Johns Hopkins, in
1924 to 1925.
Alfreda Jones had no academic degree and was not a
registered nurse; the catalogues indicate that she had
studied at St. Mary's Hospital in Rochester and at
Moorhead State Teachers College, but she graduated
from neither. She had come to Moorhead State as a
nurse in 1929 and continued on the staff as "dormitory
nurse" after Evangeline Lindquist, who was an R.N.,
became the school nurse. "Jonesy," a large, unflappable
lady, presided over a small infirmary in the southeast
ground floor corner of Comstock Hall. I enjoyed two
short stays under her care, with mumps in December,
1930 and strep throat in March, 1933. Students believed
that her remedy for any ailment short of a conspicuously
broken limb would be two aspirins.

Perhaps being always in the midst of lively and energetic
young people kept Dahlie young, for she was to the end
of her long career. Her remarkable wisdom in the
handling of students has been summed up succinctly :
"She had an almost sixth sense fqr kno~ing what to see
and what not to see; what to hear and what not to hear."
In 1932-33, when "Mildew Hall"· was created out of the
temporary wooden building constructed hastily after the
great fire, the men who lived there dined with the girls
in the basement of Comstock Hall. Among the rules we
learned was not to carry food out of the dining hall for
late-night snacks. But in the late winter we had two
student friends who were out of money and hungry, so
Dr. Florence D. Ames

Dr. Katharine Pardee
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Sarah Hougham, head librarian at MSTC from 1921 to 1950.

Librarians: Sarah Hougham-1882-1957
For the first quarter century of its existence as a College,
MSTC had two librarians, Grace Goodsell and Sarah
Hougham, as unlike as any two women could be. There
were also several assistant librarians who served for a
few years in the thirties and early forties, MS graduates
Florence Powell, Esther Bridgeford, and May Tangen.
Mrs. Goodsell, who was an assistant librarian from 1914
to 1942, was a genial woman, always willing to help
students. As I remember, she was Miss Hayes' friend
and bridge partner. Because she was as quiet and selfeffacing as a large lady could be, we assumed that she
held her position because she was the only person who
could get along with Sarah Hougham.
Miss Hougham was hired by President Dickerson in
1921, the year MS became a college, and was head
librarian until her retirement in 1950. Karen Kivi who
knew her better than anyone else, says that Miss
Hougham's parents lived with her in Moorhead, but
Moorhead directories indicate only that she had rooms
near the College in the 1920s and a Center Avenue
apartment in the 1930s, also that Mrs. Ella J. Hougham
died in Moorhead in 1937 at the age of 84. I remember
that Mrs. Hougham attended College functions with her
daughter, and that Sarah Hougham seemed more friendly
when she was with her mother.
When she was in "her" library she was far from
friendly. In the October 14, 1932 ~stern Mistie I had an
article in the "Open Column," identified by my initials,
asking that the reserve book room be kept open until
9:00 p.m. like the rest of the library and that perhaps
the library could be opened for several hours on Sunday
afternoons. A few days later I was called into Miss
Hougham's library office an~ castigated so severely that I
read over my article later to' see why I should have been

Mrs. Grace Goodsell was an assistant librarian in the 1920s and
1930s. She had earned her Advanced Diploma at Moorhead Normal in
1906 as Grace Lucile Adler.

given such a tongue-lashing. It was a very mild article
that complimented the librarians for their conscientious
efforts in serving U!'t.
Vince Murphy, who spent a good deal of time in the
library as a work-study student, tells of MJss Hougham's
attack on Joe Kise, who had apparently said the wrong
thing. In her strident voice, before a large student
audience, she said. "Dr. Kise, ever since you came back
from Harvard you have been impossible," and much
more, all derogatory. She once spotted Vince standing
pensively at the card catalogue and demanded, "What
·are you doing?" When he answered, "Thinking," she
snapped back: "Well, think on your own time." Student
assistants were paid 25 cents an hour.
Karen Kivi, who included this story in her "Life Around
the Great Circle" without identifying Vince, admits that
most people had negative experiences with Sarah
Hougham. Karen Kivi and Elsie Lee came to MSTC in
1947 as the library's first professionally-trained assistants,
and both had good reason for disliking Miss Hougham;
instead Kivi wrote very sympathetically, "I'm sure I was
a trial to her in the three years we were colleagues, but
after about six months we learned to work together.
Granted she had to teach me many things about the
routine of running a college library which differed from
.school library methods with which I was familiar. On
occasion she would have 'had me' and would punish me
by sending me to exile down the hall to record in the
accession record the volumes of the Adamson Collection.
(A gift to the College from a relative-by-marriage of Dr.
Snarr.) Little did she realize she was giving me a
pleasurable experience of working with old books, which
I love, as well as visiting with the Dean of Men whose
office was temporarily housed in the room where the
Adamson books were stored. Many a pleasant hour I
spent being punished! I can point to the accession book
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of the Mamson Collection as a concrete record of my
work.
"Needless to say, at times my Finnish temper would
flare at unjust criticism, such as my lack of experience.
One day I told her she would have to forgive me-I
hadn't had 65 years to live! She never mentioned the
subject again.
"My independent attitude in politics was another thorn
in her side. The day I reported having voted for Norman
Thomas in the 1948 presidential election was more than
she could take-she went home early feeling very ill!"
Sarah Hougham was a staunch Kansas Republican says
Miss Kivi. Her conservatism extended to literature. I
looked for a copy of James Joyce's Ulysses in the MS
library but found only a literary analysis and key to that
complex novel. Ulysses had been kept in Sarah
Hougham's desk drawer, not out where it might fall into
the hands of students, and was eventually destroyed, or
somehow disposed of.
When I came to teach English at MSTC in 1947, the
library holdings in English were so scant that I resolved
to depend on my own books and write off the College
library. Because it had been destroyed in the great fire,
we did not expect much when I was a student from 1930
to 1933; but I think more progress should have been
made in re-building the collections between 1933 and
1947. According to Karen Kivi, Miss Hougham was only
partly to blame:
"Miss H. had a quick tongue to subordinates; she was
too docile to authorities. Her staff would urge her to ask
for more support for the library. She was amazed when
it was granted. The establishment of a central elementary
library in the Campus School is an example of changes
made when people with conviction and guts go ahead.
Miss Hougham had hoped one day to have one; she had
been told there was no room. Space should have been
provided in the building when it was constructed in the
early 30s, but Miss H. had not pressed at that time. She
cataloged all the books in the elementary school as if
they were housed in one room-a smart move. When the
books finally did get into a library, the collection had its
catalog.
"In 1947 Miss Knapp assumed the role of elementary
principal. She began battling for an elementary libraryaided by the assistant librarians of the College and the
Library Committee. A year of committee meetings
achieved its objective: Dr. Snarr agreed to combine two
elementary classrooms into a library. No librarian,
however-the College library personnel and the
classroom teachers would have to take care of it. Having
given in to the Library Committee on this issue, Dr.
Snarr dissolved the committee. There was no library
committee on campus until Dr. J.J. Neumaier reinstated
it in the early Sixties.
"Because Miss Hougham was such a vulnerable woman,
she was fair game for some of her colleagues who used
her to their advantage. It would make my blood boil
when certain faculty members who ignored her most
times became solicitous and took her out to lunch-a

sure sign they wanted a special expensive book ordered
for the library! What a way to build a library collection!
One of the reasons our holdings are such a surprise in
some fields."
Miss Kivi's gentle treatment of the librarian was
prompted by sympathy and regret, admittedly: "Miss
Hougham retired in 1950, a very unhappy woman. She
would return for visits and we would have some good
chats. I told her on many occasions how happy I was
that I had met her when I did, for in addition to
teaching me much about librarianship, she made me look
into the future. She urged me to attend the University of
Illinois Library School from which I hold two degrees.
As I worked with her for three years, I observed her
ways and her life. I decided then that one should never
make one's work one's life. Also thanks to her I decided
to retire at 60, so that no library or its patrons need put
up with a crotchety, elderly K.K. in her 60s!" Karen
also arranged a modest Hougham memorial in the
Livingston Lord Library: a globe with a commemorative
plaque. There is also another memorial: "Many books in
the stacks still have her handwritten cards in them."
Miss Hougham died May 21, 1957.

Chapter 6
Professional Education
After 1900 the old opposition to Minnesota s normal
schools subsided, when they were no longer seen as
blocking the development of high schools. When J. W.
Olsen, the State Superintendent of Public Instruction,
queried city and county superintendents in 1905, he
discovered that they wanted more Normal School
graduates. Some of the replies were printed in the March
issue of the Normal Red Letter:
"They are the best teachers in my county."
"Normal school girls know what to do with the
children."
"In my judgment we need all the teachers we can get
from the normal schools."
"The normal schools are doing a great deal to raise
the standard of education in the rural schools."
"The value of the work of Normal School graduates in
our public schools cannot be overestimated. They
bring enthusiasm, energy, approved methods,
knowledge of subject matter, and a genuine love of
teaching into their school rooms."
"/ think the Normal Schools are indispensable. While
a great number of teachers may become efficient
without normal training, the greater number have a
hard time doing so. The normal school training
enables an inexperienced teacher to do very fair work
even the first year; one without that training wastes
more or less of the pupils time during the first year at
least."
"Our schools are filled with teachers who know very
little about the science of teaching, Normal School
graduates . . . are training the pupils to think. They
are live teachers. They are able to interest their
pupils.. "
"Teachers learn in the Normal Schools at the expense
of the state what they would otherwise learn in some
years of actual school work at the expense of the
children whom they teach."
"~ want only Normal School graduates in the
grades. I believe in the value of normal school
training. I wish that the high school teachers might
have such training in addition to the in-college
training."

if echoing this sentiment-and to meet an increasing
demand for high school teachers-Superintendent Olsens
successor in office, J.M. McConnell (now called
"Commissioner of F.ducation 'J, asked the presidents of
the newly-created State Teachers Colleges to alter the
four-year curriculum they were bringing to the State
Teachers College Board in 1928. The presidents had
proposed a curriculum for the training of elementary
teachers, which had been ;their r<,Jle for 40 years. The
Commissioner, who was also the secretary of the
Teachers College Board, asked the presidents to include
guidelines for the training of high school teachers. They
did so, even though they were aware that their faculties
As

Education Chairman C.P. Archer was the most influential MSTC
faculty member from 1923 to 1938.

were less well prepared to offer academic majors than
they were to teach the necessary courses in professional
education. Professional education coursework had
increased steadily at Moorhead State since President
Livingston Lord had insisted that scholarship must come
before methodology. Although he preferred to teach
Latin, Lord recognized the need for courses in how to
teach, and in the early years of the Normal School, the
President offered a course in School Management.
Between 1915 and 1940 Moorhead State developed a
remarkable program in rural education. The objective
was to make the training as practical as possible through
close cooperation between the College and a number of
"affiliated" Clay County rural schools. In the late 1920s
and 1930s, two day Rural School Demonstrations in the
late spring brought many school people to Moorhead for
tours of the schools and conferences on the campus.
An important part of professional education at Moorhead
Normal and Moorhead State Teachers College was
practice teaching in the schools Training School. After a
,c_ooperative arrangement with the Moorhead schools the
first few years, the elementary grades and their critic
teachers used rooms on the first floor of Old Main for
some time. In 1908, when the Moorhead Normal School
was twenty years old, a separate Model School building
was constructed and its facilities became the enry of the
region. Because it was connected to Old Main by a
corridor, the Model School, too, was destroyed in the
1930 fire. For the next two years the Training School
used six dwelling houses purchased by the Alumni
Association as temporary quarters.
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Three men who went on to distinguished careers at other
institutions filled the position identified as "psychology,
philosophy and history of education" in the early years
of President Weld's administration: Edmund B. Huey
1899-1901, Will Grant Chambers 1901-1904, and
Edward G. Quigley 1905-1909. Thomas A. Hillyer, who
was superintendent of the model school from 1901-19<J7,
also taught psychology in 1904-1905. Hillyer left
Moorhead to become president of the Mayville (North
Dakota) Normal School in 19<J7.

Dr. Ella Hawkinson shortly before she left
Dragon).

MSIC in 1948 (1946

The year Moorhead State became a four-year College,
the first step was taken to add a high school to the
campus elementary grades. Ella Hawkinson was hired in
1920 as a junior high school teacher and principal: a
ninth grade was added that school year and a tenth year
in 1921-1922. A dynamic and innovative teacheradministrator, Miss Hawkinson continued to develop her
small secondary school until it became a four-year high
school. The first class of eight students was graduated
from the Campus High School in 1929. (Chapter 32 tells
the 50-year story of the Campus high school, up to
1957.)

Dr. E.R. Collins, who had been an Iowa school
superintendent and had just completed his doctorate at
Iowa, taught psychology and education at Moorhead for
ten years beginning in 1909, but seems not to have made
any special mark on the school or its program. He was
joined in 1915 by Arthur W. Johnson, a Moorhead
Normal two-year graduate who had taken a bachelors
degree at Minnesota in 1914. W.G. Reeder taught
education and psychology from 1919 to 1922 and Dr.
Homer B. Reed in 1922-23. Isabelle Deans, who had
been superintendent of the Training School for nearly ten
years, was succeeded by T.H. Schutte 1920-22 and Dr.
Frederick L. Whitney 1922-25. When Georgina Lommen
succeeded Whitney in 1925, a new era began: Miss
Lommen held the position and served as MSTC
placement director until her retirement in 1943. She was
a very strong and active person whose influence
extended throughout the state and influenced Moorhead
State Teachers College to a marked degree.

The Professional Educators
All Normal School faculty members considered
themselves professional educators and were, in a sense:
all were conscious that Moorhead State Teachers College
existed for the education (or training) of teachers.
Certainly the presidents were: besides School
Management, Livingston Lord taught a course in
"mental science" (psychology?) and Frank Weld acted as
the school's educational placement officer. He resigned
the presidency in 1919 to edit a journal of professional
education. Nearly all of the Normal School teachers,
however, concentrated on teaching subject matter in
various fields. The technique and methodology of
teaching was left to one or two members of the faculty,
and to the supervisors in the Training School, who
could, of course, be considered members of the
professional education staff. The Normal School
professional educators also taught all of the psychology
and philosophy the school offered though the
"Philosophy of Education" might not be claimed by
today's College philosophy department.

Top: Dr. Christensen, Mrs. Durboraw, Miss Hawkinson, Dr. Lura;
Middle: Miss Bieri, Miss Comeliussen, Miss Loudon; Bottom: Miss
Lommen. This was one of several pictures the ]935 Praeceptor took of
the professional education staff; they used another one that also
included Dr. Archer.
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Georgina Lommen was director of the MSTC Training School and in
charge of placement from 1925 to 1943.

Dr. A.M. Christensen succeeded C.P.. Archer as bead of the education
department in 1938 (1946 Dragon).

With the coming of Clifford P. Archer in the fall of
1923, and later of Arnold M. Christenson and Casper P.
Lura, professional education became the dominant
department at Moorhead State Teachers College.
President Ray B. MacLean, of course, was a professional
educator. Though he had graduated from a liberal arts
college (Harnline), he had been a school superintendent
for 17 years and State 'Director of Elementary Schools
for ten years before he became president of Moorhead
State Teachers College ..
The crucial person was C.P. Archer, who came to MSTC
with MacLean in. 1923. They made an effective team
because MacLean was "laid back" and seemed to be
almost passive. Archer was the most dynamic member of
the Moorhead faculty during his 15 years at the college.
I do not think he was liked unreservedly by every
student and faculty member, as President MacLean was,
but Archer was the mover and shaker. He had done his
undergraduate work at the Southern Iowa Normal School
and Iowa State Teachers College. When he came to
Moorhead, he had a master's degree from the University
of Iowa. After he took a leave from MSTC in 1926-Z?,
he returned to Moorhead State with a Ph.D. in
education, the only doctorate on the faculty.

In 1938 Archer left Moorhead State to become a member
of the University of Minnesota's education department,
serving as the University's director of educational
placement.

The aggressive Archer built up the College's education
offerings from 15 the year he came to 41 ten years later.
He augmented the school's program in rural education
impressively, negotiating with a number of Clay County
school boards to develop the system of Affiliated
Schools. He did not order this done as education
department chairman: Archer dealt with the farmerschool board members himself.
Archer felt that MSTC students should take a more
active role in directing extra-curriclar activities. He reorganized the school's student government and served as
adviser to the Student Commission, which became highly
effective under his tutelage.

S.A. Hamrin, who had come to the city as principal of
Moorhead high school, became a member of the MSTC
education department in 1925. The personable Hamrin
went on to Northwestern University in 1929, becoming
head of the education department some years later. Other
members of the Moorhead State education department in
the 1920's were Emma S. Erickson (1923-1926), Mrs. Ina
Lockwood (1924-19Z7), and three rural education
specialists, Margaret Bieri, Ole Sande, and Alice
Corneliussen.

The Hamrin family was highly valued in the MSTC community in the
1920s.
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Miss Lockwood was a diminutive lady who earned the
resentment of some women students by a flagrant
coddling of the young men in her classes, these males
being in short supply and thus over-valued. Dorothy
Warner still remembers that she once answered a
question accurately and in full detail and then heard
Miss Lockwood demur, "That's very well, but what do
you think, Mr. Gates?" Whereupon, Ernie Gates, who
had just made his first acquaintance with the subject
matter from Dorothy's answer but understood the
situation, repeated the same answer and was praised
lavishly.
Many Moorhead State alumni will remember Arnold M.
Christenson as the College band director in the 1930's,
but this was only an adjunct activity for the personable
" Christy." He first came to the College in the fall of
1926 while Archer was at the University of Iowa
completing his doctorate. Christenson acquired his own
doctorate at Iowa in the late 1930's and was one of the
school's most popular teachers for 20 years. In 1928-29
he taught sociology as well as education, and later
psychology. When C. P. Archer went to Minnesota in
1938, Christenson succeeded him as chairman of the
education department. He left Moorhead in 1946 for
Long Beach State College in California.
Casper Lura had a doctorate when he came to the
College as a member of the educational department in
1932. Many of us preferred to take the required
education courses from Casper Lura whenever possible:
we liked his down-to-earth, no nonsense approach to
educational theory. Cap Lura, who became dean of men
after the resignation of Harvey Locke in 1933, was a
highly popular and influential rpember of the faculty and
administration for 15 years. ·

Dr. Casper P. Lura was equally popular as an education professor

and administrator.

Professional Education Courses
In the 1935-36 catalogue the "Description of Courses"

began with five pages devoted to "Psychology and
Education," more than twice the space given to any
other department. Since the only degree offered was a
B.E. (later a B.S. in Education), all students were
required to take many education courses, including
special methods, and to do student teaching, which they
would register for as education courses.
The catalogue explained the major-minor requirements
for high school teaching:
The .secondary field requires the completion of one
major (other than Education). The number of quarter
hours for a major varies with the different subjects,
but it cannot be less than thirty-two quarter hours in
the designated field, including constants. A minor
cannot be less than twenty quarter hours in the
designated field , including constants.
(An explanation of the "other than education" stricture:
all students were required to take 35 hours in
professional education, including student teaching. This
was enough hours for a major, but it was not called a
major in education.)
The 1935 catalogue divided the education field into six
sub-divisions: A. Psychology, 11 courses; B. Technic,
Curriculum, Management, 9 courses; C. Teaching, 6
courses; D. History and Philosophy, 3 courses; E.
Supervision, 10 courses; and F. Administration, 6
courses.

The Department of Rural Education
Mary A. Conant, who earned an Advanced Diploma at
the Moorhead Normal School in 1906, returned to her
Alma Mater to begin teaching courses in rural education
in 1914. She organized the Country Life Club that year;
within a few years this group had more than a hundred
members and a lively program. The Department of Rural
Education was set up in 1916. Subsequently, both one and
two-year rural education curriculums were formulated,
the latter a variant of the standard two-year course. The
one-year course led to a "First Year Class Certificate,"
later called " the Limited Elementary Certificate." It was
valid for teaching in ungraded rural schools only. Miss
Conant gave up her position to be married in 1918 and
was succeeded by Anna Swenson, who had been
superintendent of schools in Big Stone County after
graduating from Moorhead Normal in 1900. In 1920
Miss Swenson joined the State Department of Education
as .assistant state director of rural schools.
The program in rural education continued to thrive until
World War II and lasted a few years after the war. Its
director, and the name most Moorhead State Teachers
College alumni will connect with rural education, was
Margaret Bieri, who came to Moorhead State in 1920
and retired in 1940. After graduating from Carleton
College, Miss Bieri was a Minnesota high school teacher
and Faribault County superintendent of schools from
1909 to 1920. When Miss Bieri was on leave from
Moorhead State in 1929-30 (completing her M.A. at
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Mary A. Conant.

Anna Swehson.

Columbia Teachers College), her position was filled by
Olive Young, another Carleton College graduate.

As early as 1917 the College recognized the importance
of making the training practical by including the actual
rural school teaching-learning situation in its set-up.
From 1917 to 1925, Sunnyside School, a "typical" oneroom school three miles south of Moorhead, was
affiliated with the College. During these eight years
Sunnyside school was used as an observation center for
classes in rural education from the College. In 1917-18,
under the direction of Mollie Conant, the emphasis in
the visits to the school was on the hot lunch, the recess
periods, and the physical set-up. Under Anna Swenson
from 1918-1920 the weekly observations were further
planned with an emphasis on phases of instruction, such
as reading and language. From 1920-1925 this plan
continued to develop under. the direction of Margaret
Bieri.
In 1922 the minimum standard for rural school teacher
certification at Moorhead State Teachers College was a
high school diploma and a one-year course at the
College. The country school teaching curriculum
included courses in Rural School Methods and Rural
Home Economics. In 1924 six credits of rural-oriented
coursework were required. These courses were offered
during the first year of the two-year curriculum, which
enabled students who completed only the first year to
earn a first-grade (or limited elementary) certificate. In
1925 a month of actual rural student teaching became a
requirement for those enrolled in a rural curriculum. In
1928 this student-teaching was increased to six weeks. In
1934 Moorhead terminated its one-year curriculum in
rural teacher-education, and the two-year curriculum
became the minimum standard.
The position of Supervisor of Rural Education was
created in 1925 when Moorhead's rural affiliation
program was expanded to include three rural schools. It
was a teaching-supervisory-administrative position with
responsibility for all aspects of the affiliated schools
system. Ina Lockwood, who joined the Moorhead faculty
in 1924, held this position from 1925 to 1927; she was
replaced by Ole R. Sande, a Moorhead Normal alumnus,
who served from 1927 to December, 1931. When Sande
resigned to join the Minnesota State Department of

Ole Sande.

Education, Alice Corneliussen succeeded him and held
the position until 1940. In that year she became
Moorhead's Director of Rural Education on the
retirement of Margaret Bieri. During the last eleven
years of the affiliated schools program, Martha Kleppe,
Lysle H. Steele, and T. C. Jenkins served as supervisors.
Clara Malvey was an assistant supervisor in 1931 and
Herman Michaels from 1940 to 1942.
The Country Life Club had great appeal to Moorhead
State Teachers College students of the World War I years
and after. In the 1924 Praeceptor nearly a hundred
members were pictured in front of Weld Hall (a favorite
backdrop of the period.) Four members of the education
faculty were listed as faculty members: Ella Hawkinson
and Mayme Schow, both Training School principals,
Emma Erickson and C. P. Archer. Margaret Bieri, who
taught the rural education courses, was the club adviser.
The club had made a study of national legislation on
rural problems, child labor, and the rural schools during
the year, according to the Praeceptor. "The social
functions of the year were the closing party of the winter
term in the gymnasium, the entertainment of the South
Side Farmers' Club on March 14, a visit to the Fairmont
Creamery (the newly-opened pride of Moorhead in
1923-24) on May 17, and the annual picnic at Moorhead
Park to close the spring term."
When Moorhead State Teachers College students began
to value the prestige of Greek letter honorary societies,
the Country Life Club was converted into Rho Lambda
Chi.

Margaret Bieri.
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Sunnyside, 1917-1938. !Courtesy Hilda Sorkness Johnson.)

Dr. C.P. Archer 11930 Praeceptor)

The Affiliated Schools, 1917-1951
In 1925 Sunnyside and two other rural schools, Oak
Mound and Clearview, became the nucleus of
Moorhead's system of Affiliated Schools, which
continued to operate until 1951 and eventually involved
13 rural schools. C. P. Archer, Moorhead's education
department head, and Margaret Bieri made arrangements
with the rural school boards to share the costs of the
program.
Rural school practice teaching became an important part
of Moorhead's rural course. Students were sent out to
spend four weeks living at the· schools and working
under the supervision of a resident teacher. In addition,
a member of the Moorhead State Rural Education
department supervised the teaching and other activities,
making weekly visits to each of the schools. For this
intensive four-week experience, the college students
earned credit in Rural School Management.
Moorhead's program of affiliated rural schools was not
the first in the nation, but it may have been the best,
drawing wide attention and generous praise from
educators across the country. More rural schools were
added as the college enrollment increased: the Grover
and Gunderson schools north and east of Moorhead in
1927-28, Riverside in 1929-30, Koester in 1932, Onan in
1935-36, Averill and Sabin in 1936-37, Baker East and
Elmwood in 1939-40, and Baker West in 1940-41.

Oak Mound, 1925-1951. !Courtesy Alice L. Corneliussen .

Clearview, 1925-1936. !Courtesy Valborg Sorknes Ielmini.!

In 1928-29 the rural student teaching period was
extended from four to six weeks. In 1934-35 the one-year
course for rural teachers was discontinued and the rural
teaching component became a part of the standard ·twoyear course in elementary education.
Most of the affiliated schools were single teacher oneroom schools, and the supervising teachers and student
teachers lived with nearby families. The College made
arrangements for such accommodations, charging student
teachers $25 for four weeks and $39 for six weeks. In
the Depression year of 1932 this amount was reduced to
$33. The money was paid to the College, which
maintained a special affiliated schools· account to collect

Riverside, 1929-1946. !Courtesy Alice L. Corneliussen.!
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Gunderson, 1927-1947. {Courtesy Alice L. Corneliussen.J

Grover, 1928-1935. (Courtesy Amanda Aarestad.)

Koester, 1931-1942. (Courtesy Mabel Gran/or Christenson.!

Onan, 1935-1939. (Courtesy Mr. and Mrs. Cedric Onan.J

and disburse funds. Arrangements between Moorhead
State and the individual schools were informal
"gentlemen's agreements," which could be terminated at
any time by either the College or the school districts. No
written contracts were ever made. The school district
hired and paid the supervising teachers, who had to be
approved by the College; for her (occasionally his)
supervisory work, the teacher was paid an additional
sum each month by the College. According to Alice
Corneliussen, who was a part of this program almost
from its beginning, the amounts paid to supervising
teachers ranged from $5 to $30 or $40. Several of the
affiliated schools were large, consolidated districts with
more than one teacher, and the larger amounts were paid
to the principals of these schools.
The Oak Mound and Clearview schools had sizeable
buildings with more rooms than were needed for
instructional purposes in 1925-26, when the two schools
affiliated with Moorhead State Teachers College. In both
of these schools "teacherages" were set up: some rooms,
no longer needed as classrooms, were converted into
living quarters, one for supervisors and another for
student teachers. A rental fee of $15 per month was paid
to the school district, which furnished the fuel for
heating and cooking. The school district paid the wages
of a full-time custodian and the College hired a cookmatron. Both lived at the teacherage.
Amy G. Nelson, who wrote a thesis on the Affiliated
Schools in completing her master's degree at Moorhead
State in 1967, interviewed a number of people who had
played prominent roles in the program between 1925 and
1951. She found that keeping costs down was an
important consideration: "Because the teacherages were
not subsidized, ... every effort was made to economize and
yet to provide adequate meals. Staple supplies were
ordered in quantity and ...whenever possible whole cases
of canned goods were ordered."
Dr. C. P. Archer, the Moorhead Department of
Education head who had made the program possible by
negotiating terms with rural school boards, also arranged
with farmers to butcher cattle or hogs for the Affiliated
Schools' teacherages. The meat was frozen and stored in
food lockers at a local creamery. When the MSTC
student who was entrusted with the (only) College car to
service the Affiliated teacherages made his weekly
delivery of groceries, he also made a stop at the
creamery food locker. Although the cook-matron planned
and prepared meals, student teachers were expected to do
their part in the household arrangements: this included
daily walks to a nearby farm for fresh milk.
During their rural sojourns, MS students were involved
in the usual country activities. They were brought out to
their locations (a teacherage or a farmhouse), on Sunday
afternoons in the College car, which would bring back to
the campus the student teachers who had completed their
work. In some of the schools there were regular Friday
night community gatherings: meetings, carnivals, and
school parties. Farm families invited supervisors and
student teachers to their homes for meals and whist. In
the winter months skiing and toboganning were popular
sports wherever the terrain provided opportunities.
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No doubt some Moorhead State students felt exiled
during their weeks of rural school teaching, but Amy
Nelson found that most had pleasant memories of the
Affiliated Schools. Approximately 1800 Moorhead State
students took part in the program between 1925 and
1951 , and 102 supervisory teachers (who were considered
part of the Moorhead Teachers College faculty.) These
supervisors, who had full charge of their rural schools,
were among the best teachers graduated from Moorhead
in the early half of the century. The MSTC education
faculty selected them with great care, and these
supervisors held prestigious positions, both on the
college campus and in the rural communities.
The supervising teachers at Sunnyside, 1917-1938, were
Mabel Hondo, Dorothy Moore, Hilda Sorknes, Elizabeth
Johnson, Alice Hunkins, Margaret Corliss, Elizabeth
Connelly, and Evelyn Allen.

Averill, 1936-1951. (Courtesy Alice L. Corneliussen!

At Clearview, 1925-1936, Maria Johnson, Frieda
Johnson, Anna Nokken, Mamie Carlson, Ida Davenport,
Ruth Breen, Florence Winters, Beatrice King, Hazel
Hoganson, Valborg Sorknes, Elizabeth Brown, and Mary
Reck.
At Oak Mound, 1925-1951, Catherine Edlund, Mildred
Hough, Maisel Drinkwine, Winnifred Froelich, Martha
Sandness, Gudrun Lokensgaard, Alice Corneliussen,
Elma Karlstrom, May Tangen, Elizabeth Brown, Ruth
Hundeby, Vera Beil, Kenneth Johnson, Dorothy Hoel,
Martha Benidt, Rakel Erickson, Margaret Fuglie, Ruth
Grothe, Viola Loftness, Pearl Jahnke, Elizabeth
Clarksean, Arla Bru Kittleson, Bernice Holland, Emily
Sletten Anderson, Alice Prattles, Adeline Greenfield,
Mathilda Hanson, Doris Cheney, Frances Anderson,
Mrs. Vincent Anderson, Catherine Haukebo, LaVerne
Johnson, Joyce Anderson Lura, Mrs. Lee Kahl, and
Mildred Faus.

Sabin, 1936-1942. (Courtesy Mrs. Norman Seim.!

At Gunderson, 1927-1946, Ruth Scott, Alice Nesvold,
Clarice Haukebo, Raca Woolson, Arla Bru Kittleson,
Mrs. Dean Andrews, Edna Fick, and Agnes Fosse.
At Grover, 1928-1935, Irma Herzog, Evelyn Paulson,
Amanda Aarestad, and Rakel Erickson.
At Riverside, 1929-1946, Agnes Beckstrom, Lillian
Jesness, Pearl Shetler, Ruth Olson, Arla Bru, Gladys
Lundquist, Mabel Gunderson, Doris Cheney, Gladys
Halvorson, and Ruby Neprud.

Baker East, 1939-1942.

At Koester, 1932-1943, Mabel Granfor, Martha Benidt,
Mary Nygard, Louise Fabian, Frances MacDonald, and
Doris Solem.
At Onan, 1935-1939, Lucille Westover and Marion
Collins.
At Sabin, 1936-1942, Herman Michaels, Florence
Winters, Leona Hainzl, Mildred Satre, Leonard Johnson,
Mildred Engebretson, Clara Lee, and Leone Bruhn.
At Averill, 1936-1951, Grace Prestegaard, Opal Hong,
Harold Espeseth, Florence Norell, Arnold Erickson,
Mabel Gunderson, Adeline Haugrud, Eulalia Palmer
Fisher, Clarice Johnson, Anne Slette, Delores Kunz,
Kathleen Keogh, and Helen Rembke.
Elmwood, 1939-1942. (Courtesy Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Fobes and Mrs.
Clarence Schultz.!
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Sabin West

At Baker East, 1936-1939, Ruth Mikkelson.
At Elmwood, 1939-1942, Pearl Espeland and Hilda
Heutzenroeder.
At Baker West, Helen Wardeberg.
Alice Corneliussen, who retired from the Moorhead
State faculty in 1967, had the longest experience with
rural education at the College and the most varied
involvement with all phases of the Affiliated Schools
relationship. The daughter of a pioneer Norwegian
family, Miss Corneliussen grew up on the family farm 15
miles south of Moorhead. She attended a rural school
near the Corneliussen farm and followed two older
sisters to Moorhead Normal in 1919, just before state
legislation changed the status of the institution to a
Teachers College.
After earning a two-year advanced diploma at the
college, she became the teaching principal at Oak Mound
in 1927, two years after that consolidated rural school
became affiliated with Moorhead State Teachers College.
In its large brick building constructed in 1913 to
accommodate a hundred students, Oak Mound still had
three teachers when it became an Affiliated School in
1925. With its commodious teacherage and a pleasant

Alice Corneliussen when she entered Moorhead State as a student.

wooded setting ten miles north of Moorhead, Oak
Mound was the most attractive of the Affiliated Schools.
It was also the only school that remained a part of the
system throughout the 26-year Affiliated Schools era,
1925-1951.
Miss Corneliussen's Oak Mound principalship ended in
December 1931, when she replaced Ole Sande as
Supervisor of Rural Education. She completed a masters'
degree in rural education at Columbia; and when
Margaret Bieri retired in 1940, Alice Corneliussen
succeeded to the chairmanship of the Rural Education
Department. From 1950 to 1963 she was the principal of
Moorhead's Campus Elementary School. During her last
four years at the College (up to her retirement in 1967),
she was a teaching member of the Department of
Education.
In the peak era of the Affiliated Schools system during
the 1930s, the Supervisor of Rural Education observed
the work of the rural student teachers, conferred with
them and their supervisors, and taught the Rural School
Management course which all of the student teachers
were enrolled in. The course classroom was the affiliated
school where the students were placed. Miss
Corneliussen's administrative duties were considerable:
she was both accountant and buyer for the teacherages,
collected board and room money from the student
teachers, and paid the farm families who housed and fed
them. In addition she acted as liaison between the
College and the rural communities, meeting with school
boards in an advisory capacity and attending schoolrelated community functions in the Affiliated Schools.

Alice Corneliussen, supervisor of MSTC's rural schools in 1942.
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It i.s diff!cult to identify everyone in tbis grou~ ~aking a ru:al scbool visitations in tbe spring of 1931. President MacLean is nearly bidden by an
unidentified m~n at tbe far left; but clearly v1s1ble. !left to ngbt! .are Ole Sande, Marie Riste, Margaret Bieri, Olga Korsbrek, Agnes Kise, Hannab
Hokanson (bebind Dr. Arcber!, Alma Hanson, Alice Duffy, Louise Murray, Rutb Hundeby, and Georgina Lommen. A.M. Cbristensen is at tbe far
rigbt (witb tbree unidentified people in between).

The Rural School Demonstrations, 1923-1941
The two-day Rural School Demonstrations sponsored by
Moorhead State Teachers College from 1927 through
1941 wre an important outgrowth of the Affiliated
Schools program. A start was made on July 19, 1923,
when the College held County Superintendent's Day-a
conference and teachers' rally to consider the problems
of rural education. A similar affair was held the
following year; and another, in 1925 or 1926, was
apparently considered the first of the annual
demonstrations (or rural school visitations) that were
continued for sixteen years. After the first event held on
March 10-11, 1927, subsequent demonstrations, were held
each year during the first week in May. Even then
participants sometimes encountered difficulties with
muddy country roads.
The organizational genius behind the Rural School
Demonstrations was Dr. Clifford P. Archer, head of the
Department of Education and Psychology at Moorhead
from 1923 to 1938. Formal, 4-page printed programs
detailed hour-by-hour activities. Class demonstrations
were scheduled at each of the schools affiliated with the
College, with 10 or 15 minutes allotted to each grade.
These class demonstrations were in reading, arithmetic,
language, geography and other subjects, but there was a
concentration on reading in 1929 and sometimes on other
subjects in subsequent years. Each year there were
exhibits of student art work and projects at all of the
schools.
The usual procedure at these Rural School
Demonstrations was for the participants to set out from
the Moorhead Teachers College campus on Thursday and
Friday mornings at about 9 a.m. Because more than a
hundred people were involved most years in the 1930s,

the participants were split into groups who would drive
out to the Affiliated Schools on different schedules, the
smaller schools being unable to accommodate large
numbers of people. Luncheons were arranged at one of
the schools or at a farm home. The visitations continued
until 3:30 or 4 p.m. each day. After the groups returned
to Moorhead, banquets were scheduled (always at
moderate prices), usually on the MS1C campus.
Conferences and discussions were also a part of these
gatherings. The usual participants were area educators
and Teachers College faculty members, but they also
included state and national figures of some prominence.
Addresses by such educators were on the campus, and
College students were encouraged to attend.
The logistics of these Rural School Demonstrations
required considerable planning and even then ran into
difficulties. Because few Clay County roads were
graveled in the Thirties and even fewer hard-surfaced,
farmers in the Affiliated School districts had their horses
harnessed, ready to pull cars out of ditches or transport
visitors to the schools! The programs were never
cancelled because of bad weather. When heavy rains in
early May, 1935, made the road to the Clearview School
impassible for automobiles, district farmers hauled nearly
a hundred educators to the school in wagons.
In 1940 and 1941 these programs were called Rural
School Visitations instead of demonstrations, though they
were not much changed from earlier years. These two,
the fifteenth and sixteenth according to their printed
programs, were the last. The shortage of teachers during
World War II merely hastened the end of the ungraded
rural school, already rapidly giving way to consolidation
and rural school bus routes.

Chapter 7
English
"It was under President MacLean that academic
departments as we know them first came into being,"
B.D. Murray wrote in his memoirs. When he arrived in
1926, Murray joined a four-member department of
English and speech, and there were two people teaching
history and the social sciences. He was convinced that
the institution was rapidly developing into a real college,
however. "By I932 a student could major in art, in
biology, in English, French, geography, history, industrial
arts, mathematics, music, physical education, physical
science, or political science-as well as elementary
education on the four-year level."
Murray admitted that some majors included only the
bare minimum required by the state to teach the subject,
and he failed to say that sometimes all of the courses
would be offered by a single teacher. In most of these
fields there were one-member departments. '~ll degree
students in 1932 were required to take a background of
I7 academic courses for a total of 68 hours. . . . Except
for freshman English and biology, however, these courses
were not organized as sequences or as integrated
courses."
"The fact is," Murray went on, "throughout the I930s the
other state (teachers) colleges in Minnesota, watching
these developments at Moorhead in academic areas, were
aghast at what we were doing."

If the other Minnesota teachers colleges had the same
enrollment patterns as Moorhead, they were justified in
proceeding slowly toward the development of departments
and majors. Even though the I921 legislation had
authorized four-year programs leading to degrees, most
of the students who enrolled still wanted to teach after
two years of college. Five years after Moorhead had
become a college the MiSTiC reported that there were
slightly fewer students than the preceding year and that
nearly all of them were registered for the two-year
curriculum: '~present there are a total of 436 students
enrolled at the college. Of this 210 are freshmen, 205 are
sophomores, 16 are juniors, and five are seniors."
Moorhead State usually had less than 200 four-year
students enrolled each year during the 1920s and 1930s.
The other 300 (for a total enrollment of 500, or a little
more), were actually normal school students. These
people were required to take a few basic courses in each
of the academic areas but had no opportunity to pursue
any subject in depth. For them the subjects the
departments taught over and over again were Elements of
Geography, Types of literature, Hygiene and Sanitation,
American Government, General Science, and other
elementary or "fundamental" courses.
The one or two faculty members in each of the academic
areas had to offer these courses regularly to let the
elementary-teachers-to-be acquire a basic education in
all subject matter areas. The enrollment in these courses
was always large. But if a department offered a major in
mathematics (as an example), the eight courses required

Maude Hayes was chairman of tbe English department during tbe first
half of the Teachers College era. Tbis photograph was taken at the
time of her retirement in 1939.

to satisfy that major could be offered only once every
second or third year, and then with a very small
enrollment. A mathematics major had to be careful to
take each of the courses when they were offered.
In spite of these circumstances, Moorhead State Teachers
College was slowly developing into a four-year college
(in part) because of the attitude of students, faculty, and
administration. In 1936, President MacLean reported to
the alumni on "The Development of the Four-Year Degree
Curriculum at Moorhead Teachers College":
The number of graduates tells an interesting story.
The first class to graduate was in I926 with one
graduate, Arthur Storms. It can be said that he was in
a class by himself. Mr. Storms now has his Master's
degree and teaches in California. Last June there
were 53 persons to receive Bachelor's degrees. The
·- total number of degree graduates is 287, with 64 in
the Class of 1936. This spring quarter finds 51 percent
of all students registered for a degree while nine out
of every ten men are registered in the degree
curriculum. This means that the four-year course is
becoming the standard curriculum. It is apparent that
this curriculum is increasingly meeting the needs of
college students.
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The Praeceptor, whose figures and classifications are not
as accurate as the President's, showed 54 seniors and
281 sophomores in 1936; 42 seniors, 48 juniors, and 140
sophomores in 1937; 49 seniors, 47 juniors, and 192
sophomores in 1938; and 71. seniors, 43 juniors, and 134
sophomores in 1939. In that year, however, the
sophomores were divided into two categories: there were
94 graduating sophomores and 40 degree sophomores.
President Macl.ean 's assumption that Moorhead State's
degree students would soon outnumber two-year people
was unfounded. There was progress, however, and it was
linked to a steadily increasing enrollment of men. When
returning veterans led to an even balance between the
sexes after World »Ur II, Moorhead State became a
genuine four-year college for the first time.
In the 1920s and 1930s, this had not yet happened: as a
consequence, the school's departments were very small
and their offerings meager.

Maude Hayes, 187?-1958
There were no teachers of "English" on the faculty of
Moorhead Normal during the school's first 10 years,
despite President Livingston Lord's love of literature.
There were, however, teachers of English grammar,
reading, rhetoric, and English composition. After 1900,
Edwin T. Reed (1901-1912) a teacher of English, and
Maude Hayes (1910-1939), who taught reading (actually
oral expression or speech), established the department of
English at Moorhead. Both were among the institution's
really memorable teachers and faculty leaders. "Speech"
did not become a separate department until 1961, after
Del Hansen came to Moorhead.
Miss Hayes never identified her field as "English": she
taught "reading" at Moorhead until 1923, when Ethel
Tainter joined the department to teach that subject, and
"literature" thereafter, although Moorhead students in the
1930s knew her as the formidable chairman of the
English department who taught the Survey of English
Literature, Shakespeare, Ibsen, and a number of other
attractive literature courses. She did not teach writing
courses, however, and apparently did not claim
"English" as her discipline for that reason.
Her position may be explained somewhat by an article
that appeared in the American F.ducational Digest in
1923, a journal co-edited by Frank Weld who, as
president of the Moorhead Normal School, had hired
Edwin Reed to teach English in 1901 and Maude Hayes
to teach reading in 1910. The article, undoubtedly written
by Weld himself, announced that "Miss Maude Hayes
has been appointed head of the department of English in
the State Teachers College at Moorhead, Minnesota,
where she has been in charge of the department of
expression for several years." The article detailed the
background of the new chairman:
"Miss Hayes did graduate work at the University of
Chicago, and then spent a year at the University of
Oxford, England, and the University of Dublin, Ireland.
At the University of Oxford, she had courses with Sir
Walter A. Raleigh, D. Nichol-Smith, Dr. A.J.

Miss Hayes wben she came to teach reading at the Moorhead Normal
School in 1910.

Carlyle, and others. At· Trinity College, Dublin, she
studied Shakespearean Tragedies under Professor French,
and courses in Irish Folk Lore and versification were
r.ursued in the National University of Ireland . . . . Miss
Hayes possesses very unusual power as a teacher of
expression and of various aspects of literary appreciation
and interpretation, and she has won distinction in her
work in those fields."
Maude Hayes was born at Athens, Alabama, in 1874.
She earned both bachelor's and master's degrees at
Nashville College in Tennessee and was later graduated
from the Emerson College of Oratory in Boston. Her
sister, speaking of the family situation in the South a
century ago, said their mother was left without an
income when her husband died unexpectedly. "Girls,"
she told her two daughters, "we must go North." They
did, and both daughters became teachers of speechEnglish. Mrs. Hayes was living in Chicago when Maude
Hayes came to Moorhead; later she made her home in
Normal, Illinois, with her younger daughter, Mrs. J. L.
Pricer.
Maude Hayes had a reputation as a reader and lecturer,
both locally and nationally. During World War I she
enlertained troops in American army camps. Students
admired Miss Hayes very much and were somewhat in
awe of her. She was our most exotic faculty member and
was treated with special consideration by other faculty
members, who were also in awe of her, I think. She was
our impressario, bringing talent from all over the world
to appear on the MSTC lyceum series, which was
supported by activity fee funds. We dutifully and
respectfully went to hear the renowned pianists,
violinists, and singers she brought to Moorhead,
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interviewed them for the MiSI'iC if we could, and
printed their impressive photographs in our annuals.
We would have liked dramatic performances on our
lyceum, but Miss Hayes told us there were no traveling
troupes of any worth. Dublin's Abbey Players would be
wonderful, but they seldom toured and there was no
hope of bringing them to Moorhead. We did not question
her judgment because we knew Maude Hayes had been a
fine performer herself and had directed plays at our
College until Ethel Tainter joined the faculty.
Miss Hayes did not give public readings in her last years
at Moorhead, but she gave a memorable lecture in the
fall of 1929 that was still talked about in the next decade.
Years later Joe Kise said it was the finest performance of
its kind that he ever heard. Miss Hayes had spent the
previous year in the British Isles, and she described the
funeral of Thomas Hardy and his burial in Westminster
Abbey, noting that his pallbearers were Rudyard Kipling,
Arnold Bennett, John Galsworthy, Sir J. M. Barrie, H.
G. Wells, and George Bernard Shaw, then the greatest
living English writers. She had seen them all, gathered
together in one place!
Maude Hayes' speech and mannerisims fascinated us. We
were not sure which were due to her Southern
upbringing and what should be attributed to her sojourns
in the British Isles. She was getting old and might have
seemed ridiculous with her rolling gait and fleecy
dresses, but she was such a great lady that these things
seemed part of her personality. She habitually carried
flowing scarves, which she manipulated as she spoke or
read. We knew that she was aware of her appearance and
her aging. One summer evening, she said, she was
crossing Moorhead's Eighth Street when some cruising.
young men spotted her. "I was wearing a filmy, billowy
white frock," she said, "and a young man leaned out of
the car as they came up, so he could see who it was. It
was one of my students, and when he discovered who he
was trying to pick up, he groaned, 'Oh my God!' and
sped away."
Maude Hayes spent the 1916-1917 War Years in the
British Isles, and some of her letters to Moorhead
friends impressed a Fargo newswoman. Despite the
verbosity and other embarrassing aspects of the article, it
is included here, warts and all:
Miss Maude Hayes, whose standing as a reader needs
no comment and who has been prominently associated
with the Normal School as head of the department of
reading for some years past, has been on leave of
absence for the past year, taking up special study in
folklore at Oxford, England. The story of her sojourn
has been most entertainingly set down in a number of
letters to Moorhead friends, in the course of which
matters of keen interest are brought to light. Her lines
have seemingly fallen in pleasant places, and she has
been the recipient of honors to a marked degree since
her sojourn in England. Some of her time has also
been spent at Dublin University in Ireland and at
Edinburgh, Scotland, and her experiences have been
both rich and varied.

Quite frequently it is Miss Hayes' privilege to take
advantage of opportunities never before open to women
in the United Kingdom, but now offered because of the
scarcity of men, and among these has been that of taking
active part in a society formed of savants who pass
judgment and extend criticism upon the work of aspirants
to literary and poetic recognition. Here, Miss Hayes
writes, may be found men and women of international
fame, and thus it was her pleasure to meet Robert
Bridges, poet laureate of England, and many other
distinctly worthwhile people.
Miss Hayes "runs up" to London, as the saying goes,
for weekends, and is much in demand for the readings
and lectures for which she has already established an
enviable recognition over there; and quite recently she
declined an invitation to participate in the play Twelfth
Night at Oxford because the cast had to be all womenthe medieval idea still surviving that at women's colleges
plays must be presented by an all-feminine cast, while
the colleges devoted exclusively to men have only men
casts. This seems quite incredible but is really the truth.
Many Rhodes men are enlisting, and drilling is going on
all the time at Oxford. The Rhodes scholars are almost
the last to go, nearly all the old student body having left
for the front long ago.
Miss Hayes gave a reading not long ago for one of the
War Relief societies at London, for which one pound or
$5.00 admission was charged, the house being filled to
capacity; and she further writes: "I am doing every
phase of social life, from taking tea with noble lords and
ladies to attending dances given by wives of the
Tommies."
Upon her arrival in New York on August 25, Miss Hayes
will visit her mother in Chicago and then proceed at
once to Moorhead. She is to spend the main part of the
summer in the north of Scotland, and in all of her
travels her studies in folklore are assiduously followed.
Her annual engagement at the New York Chautauqua has
been given up for this reason, although she has prepared
a lecture on "Tales of Scottish Life," which she expects
to give at a future date.
Not the least interesting of Miss Hayes experience in
London was the discovery that President Weld is closely
related to the late Alfred Tennyson, a fact that was
brought out through her acquaintance with a cousin of
the bard, a Mrs. Pope, who was a Weld, and who has
been her hostess at a series of London drawing rooms.
When she retired at 65, Miss Hayes' remained in the
Fargo-Moorhead community. She had a summer cottage
at Shoreham on Lake Melissa, near Detroit Lakes, which
she shared with her sister and her nephew, John Pricer,
for many years. Maude Hayes liked bridge and smallscale gambling, slot machines being allowed in the
Minnesota resorts at times. She had many friends in
Fargo, where she had an apartment. She died in 1958 at
the age of 83, a few months after a hip fracture had left
her bed-ridden.
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Edwin T. Reed, the first English cbainnan at Moorhead State, was
succeeded by bis younger brother Robert, who taught from 1912 to
1917.

John Frederick 1917-1919 and Roger Sergei 1918-1923.

Reed, Johnsrud, and Others
President Frank Weld taught English literature when he
first came to Moorhead. He turned over the course to
Edwin T. Reed only when his administrative duties
became too heavy. Reed was often referred to as
chairman of the English department, and was so
identified in his writings and appearances before
educational conventions. His 11 years at the school
overlapped Maude Hayes' long tenure for two years,
from 1910 to 1912. There is no way of knowing how they
regarded each other or got along during those two years,
but their fields did not really infringe on each other.
E.T. Reed left Moorhead Normal in 1912 to take a new
position as editor of publications at Oregon State
University. Reed had done much for Moorhead Normal
as a teacher of composition and literature, as a writer
and editor, and as the enthusiastic adviser of many
student groups. The Normal Red Letter and the Bulletin
printed articles by Reed on aspects of English teaching,
usually the papers he presented at regional or state
educational conventions.
A bachelor until he married Kathie Hartwell, a Normal
School girl, in 1909, Reed was a good friend of the
Comstock and Weld families; and, perhaps because he
was single during most of his Moorhead years, he
worked very closely with groups like the Red Letter staff
and the Owl fraternity, for whom he wrote ritual and
songs. For many years after he left for Oregon, Reed
was still in close contact with Moorhead. Chiefly
through Delmer Goode, who had been a Normal School
student in 1906-CJl and joined Reed at Oregon State after
service in World War I, Reed maintained his contact
with the Owls. And a dozen years after the death of
Solomon Comstock in 1933, Reed sent a Christmas letter
to George Comstock, enclosing a sonnet which he had
recently written "in memory of your noble father."
Edwin Reed was succeeded by his younger brother, who
taught English at Moorhead Normal from 1912 to 1917.
When Robert Reed resigned, his place was taken by two
young University of Iowa graduates: John Frederick,
1917-19 and Roger Sergei 1918-23.
There were other English teachers at the school in this
era: the dean of women usually taught some English
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Burl Martin 1910-1920 and Helen Welter.

classes, recent graduates Margaret Kelly (1916-18) and
Blanche Loudon (1917-18) were "assistants in English,"
and Helen Welter taught English as well as history just
before and after America's involvement in World War I.
From 1910 to 1920 Burl G. Martin had English grammar
as his only teaching assignment, though he was also
Director of Extension Work after 1916. There was no
replacement for either assignment after Martin left the
faculty. The new position he accepted was Chamber of
Commerce secretary in a California town. From 1920 to
1926 Dean of Women Ina Fogg taught English courses,
as well as French. Her successor in 1926, Mabel E.
Lumley, taught English. They taught what we would now
call freshman English, primarily English grammar and
composition.
Four other women taught a variety of English courses in
the 1920s: Marion Wolcott, 1921-25, Marie Hodapp,
1923-24, Martha Gibbon, 1925-30 and Mary Crew
Moore, 1927-1928. Delsie M. Holmquist, who came to
Moorhead State in 1929, taught literature as well as
composition. After O.W. Snarr became president in 1941,
Miss Holmquist developed a Humanities sequence and
directed the College's whole program of General
Education.
One short-term teacher of English at Moorhead, Harold
Johnsrud (1924-26) is notable both for his considerable
impact on the College's extracurricular activities and for
his tragically brief career after he left Moorhead. He
died in a hotel fire in New York City on December 23,
1939. He was 35. Handsome, personable, and energetic,
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Ina A. Fogg 11922)

Myrtle M. Kraabel 11928)

Marion Wolcott 11921-1925)

Marie Hodapp 11923-1924)

Mabel E. Lumley 11928)

Virginia Fitzmaurice 11933)

Martha Gibbon 11925-1930)

Mary Crew Moore 11927-1928)

Johnsrud was 21 when he came to Moorhead State after
graduating from Carleton College. He had only a
bachelor's degree, although master's degrees were now
expected of faculty members in most fields. But he
founded a college weekly newspaper and introduced
intercollegiate debating in his first months at MSTC,
activities that were to attract many of the school's best
students in the late 1920s and 1930s. As adviser to the
Praeceptor staff, he was probably responsible for making
the college yearbook, especially the 1926 edition, an
attractive and impressive publication. Johnsrud was also
a fine teacher who appealed equally to young men and
women by his enthusiasm and personality. In his two
years at Moorhead he was involved in many other
college activities according to yearbook evidence, and
some outstanding Moorhead State Teachers College
students of the rnid-1920s_remembered him vividly many
years later. Johnsrud left MSTC in 1926 for a career on
the New York stage. He married Mary McCarthy, a
Vassar student, who later became a writer.
The best source of information about Harold Johnsrud is
Mary McCarthy's memoir, How I Grew, published in
1987. Miss McCarthy was not yet 16 when she first saw
him at the Seattle Outdoor Theatre in 1928, playing the
role of "The Red Cross Knight" in a pageant play about
the signing of the Magna Carta. "He had a crisp voice
and very pure diction, a slender waist and a fairly tall
figure . . . . he was dark, and there was something
oddly compressed about his features-a broken nose, it
turned out. Above all, he had 'presence'; he was
arresting. And this quality in him was often remarked

on; it was not just a young girl's notion ...."She
remembered another girlish impression of Johnsrud.
Visiting at a friend's house, she looked down at him
fencing with a friend in the back yard:
"Johnsrud was lissome, with a perfect fencer's body;
only his bald head, seen from above, like a skull fitted
on for a fancy-dress party, appeared incongruous-I had
not been prepared to find him bald on top, with that
slender figure."
After they met, McCarthy and Johnsrud discovered that
they were both from Minnesota: "He was born there,
delivered by Sinclair Lewis' brother, Dr. Claude Lewis,
the local doctor, and he had gone to Carleton College,
whose president was still his friend. A strain of
boastfulness was already evident in his character." Later,
she made another comment on his personality: "His was
a mocking nature, as was shown by the quizzing
wrinkles around the eyes and habitual lilt of one dark
eyebrow.... Sympathy with failure was not a strong point
with Johnsrud. In short, he was cruel, like so many
young men of the period (a debt they owed to Nietzsche
or, more directly, to Shaw). When they were kind, it was
condescension."
When Mary McCarthy went East to attend Vassar, she
saw a good deal of him:
Johnsrud was taking my re-education in hand. Like
Shaw, he was a born pedagogue. His own father had
been a school principal back in Northern Minnesota,
who had lost his post through the chicanery of local
officials and been reduced to selling encyclopedia sets
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In an effort to retrieve personal belongings from a fire
in his rooms at the Hotel Brevoort, Fifth Avenue and
Eighth Street, Harold Johnsrud, actor, director, and
playwright was critically burned early yesterday.
Although the blaze was confined to Mr. Johnsrud's
two-room suite on the second floor, 40 of the 150
guests of the hotel went to the lobby after a telephone
warning. There was little excitement but a crowd
gathered on Fifth Avenue as smoke and flames poured
from the room.
Mr. Johnsrud, who is 35 years old, discovered the
fire at 5:20 a.m. and after notifying the night
manager, Lawrence C. Finn, he went to the apartment
adjoining, where Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ellis were
asleep. The couple are fellow actors of Mr. Johnsrud
in the play 'Key Largo.'
Instead of following the Ellises to the lobby, Mr.
Johnsrud returned to his room, where he collapsed.
Fire Lieutenant Clarence Cullen of Hook and Ladder
3 found him slumped on the floor of the bedroom and
carried him to the hallway. He was taken to Bellevue
Hospital suffC?ring from first, second, and third degree
bums of the face, hands, and body.
The cause of the fire was undetermined.

Mary McCarthy as a Vassar student (Courtesy Vassar College Library) .

and artificial limbs for a living. John was thinking of
writing a play about him, to be called University, in
which he made him the president of a state university
instead of the principal of a high school. He spoke of
his parents as 'Iver' and 'Molly; and I did not think I
would like them. Older people were attracted to John.

Mr. Johnsrud has been active in the theatre since
1927, when he appeared with the Provincetown
Players. He has staged plays and recently wrote one,
as yet unproduced. His part of "dl\lcala" in the
Maxwell Anderson play at the Ethel Barrymore
Theatre was played last night by Mr. Ellis.
The December 24 article added only that Johnsrud had
died the previous day at Misericordia Hospital. And,
"The 'belongings' were said to be the manuscript of a
play.''

How I Grew has an appended "Brief Biographical
Glossary of Lesser-Known Figures," not written by Mary
McCarthy. The following is one of the glossary entries,
somewhat shortened:

Harold Cooper Johnsrud (1903-39): stage actor,
playwright, and occasional director. Son of Iver and
Molly (Cooper), he was born in St. Cloud,
Minnesota. As an actor, sometimes doubling as
assistant stage manager, he worked for Arthur
Hopkins, Jed Harris, Guthrie McClintoc, and during
several seasons for the radical Theatre Union. He
played a blind man in two plays simultaneously,
commuting by cab between theatres-in Maxwell
Anderson's Winterset and Archibald MacLeish's Panic.
He had a part in Max Reinhardt's The Eternal Road
(1937), a pageant of Jewish history ... Though an
option was held on his comedy Anticlimax, no play of
his had been produced at the time of his death. Only
his adaptation of the Viennese comedy Jewel Robbery,
with Basil Sydney and Mary Ellis, was done, in 1935.
The glossary reprinted the New York Times news stories
of December 23 and 24, 1939, which related the
circumstances of Johnsrud's death:

Harold Johnsrud and Mary McCarthy in 1933: tbis snapshot was
tbeir wedding pboto (Courtesy Vassar College Library!. Mary
McCarthy died October 25, 1989.
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postal position, bought a typewriter, and took a few
typing lessons. He had $675 saved up for college.

Harold Johnsrud (1926) and Byron Murray (1933J-Praeceptor photos.

Byron D. Murray, 1900-1986
Byron D. Murray, who replaced Johnsrud in the fall of
1926, would be a Moorhead State stalwart for 41 years.
When he first came to Moorhead, the following
statement appeared under his picture in the weekly

MiSFiC:
Byron D. Murray of Maryville, Missouri, is a new
member of the English Department, and will be
faculty adviser of school publications and of debate.
He has a bachelor's degree from the Maryville
Teachers College (actually his B.A. was from
Missouri) and a master's degree from the University
of Missouri. He was student assistant in English at
Iowa University, has had experience in Illinois and
Missouri high schools, and taught in the senior high
school of Christian College last year.
Byron Murray's family had come from West Virginia to
a small farm near the town of Oregon in northwest
Missouri, where Byron was born in 1900. There the
Murrays were in the nursery business: he remembers a
family visit to the St. Louis World's Fair of 1904, where
his father was employed as the representative of a
horticultural publication, The ~stem Fruit Grower. That
fall Byron began attending a rural school.
He had his first automobile ride in 1909 and the Murrays
bought their first car in 1914, a "Reo'' (for R.E. Olds).
At the end of the 1912-1913 school year, when Byron was
in the eighth grade, he won the local and county spelling
contests handily and was sent to the state contest at
Jefferson City. There he was introduced to the governor,
won sixth place and a small medal in competition with
75 other eighth graders, and returned home to find his
teacher disappointed: she had expected him to take first
place!
Byron Murray was class president for all four of his high
school years, but with his older brother already in
college, his family could not afford to send him; and
since Byron was only 16, his mother thought he could
well work a year. After four months as a grocery store
clerk at $8 a week, he became the postmaster's deputy at
$60 a month. Sixteen months later he was offered
positions as office manager of a garage and teller in a
bank. Although such offers were flattering to an 18 year
old, he was determined to go to college: he quit his

Murray chose the University of Iowa, where he spent his
first year as an engineering major and his second year in
architectural engineering. He did well at Iowa, and
managed a second year by harvesting in western Kansas
during the summer and borrowing money from his father
and older brother. When he returned to his family's
home (now in Marysville, MO) after his second year at
the University of Iowa, Byron says he felt at loose ends
for the first itme in his life. Because he already owed
$500 to his father and brother, he did not think he could
return to the university. Looking for possibilities of
employment, Byron took examinations at the county
superintendent's office for teacher certification, in case a
position should open up. In mid-October he took a
teacher-coach position at Clearmont, MO, at a salary of
$1000 for the year. ·~t that time," he explained, "one
could be certified to teach in high school with two years
of college plus success in the examination." It was thus
that a new chapter of my story begins. He met his future
wife, Nona Pence, and became enthusiastic about
teaching as a career.
Murray took his A.B. at the University of Missouri with
a major in English; but aware that industrial arts teachers
were in short supply, he took courses which-with his
pre-engineering work at Iowa__,!'would qualify me to
teach industrial arts if occasion arose." Such a position
was offered at Keithsburg, a town of 1,100 on the Illinois
side of the Mississippi River to coach and teach
industrial arts and mathematics at a salary of $1,800.
In June 1925 Byron and Nona were married and he
began work on his master's degree at the University of
Missouri. In early April, 1926, he was interviewed for a

Byron and Nona Murray at the time of their marriage ("Our Family
History," 1981J
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position at Moorhead State Teachers College by Maude
Hayes who was visiting her sister at Illinois Normal in
Bloomington; on April 10 President Macl..ean offered
him a contract for $2,700, which would include a
summer session.
Careful and methodical as always, Byron took summer
classes at the University of Missouri in debate theory
and in school publications to be better prepared for the
position at Moorhead State Teachers College. The young
couple was $1,500 in debt. Buying a car had to be put
off for several years, although Byron wanted one so
badly, "I could already taste it." They made the move to
Moorhead by train, not so difficult since they had no
furniture to move.
Byron Murray's 41-year career at Moorhead State is too
intricately interwoven with the development of the
College to need separate description and assessment. His
teaching specialty in English was American literature,
especially the work of Middle Western writers. Although
this writing was realistic, Byron insisted that it could be
coupled with optimism and idealism, with faith in
America's future. He objected to cynicism and to satire
when he felt it was ill-based: as an example, he thought
students who read Sinclair Lewis's Main Street should
also read The Other Side of Main Street by Henry
Johnson, the Sauk Centre man who had taught at
Moorhead Normal in the 1890s before going on to
Columbia University. He put his own ideas into his book
Commonwealth for Americans, published in 1959.
Murray was head of Moorhead's Division of Language
and Literature from 1939, when Maude Hayes retired,
until 1949, when he became director of the upper
divisions of the College-in effect academic dean, though
the title was not then in use. He did summer school
graduate work in the 1930s at Penn State University, a
pioneering institution in the teaching of American
literature. On leave from the College in 1940-1941, he
completed his graduate work at the University of Iowa
and was awarded his Ph.D.
Murray introduced the minor in journalism at Moorhead
State, originally a combined minor in journalism and
debate, and he taught most of the courses in the
program. Harold Johnsrud had started intercollegiate
debate in his two years at the College (1924-1926) and
had begun the College weekly newspaper in the early
winter of 1924. When he came to Moorhead in the fall
of 1926, Murray found a College paper that was very
strong in editorial matter but much weaker in its
coverage, handling, and presentation of news. Within a
few weeks he had made the MiSTiC a five-column
newspaper that improved steadily year by year. Johnsrud
had raised the quality of the Praeceptor annual a great
deal, and Murray continued this improvement, especially
in the late 1930s. He brought Dr. Allen Woodall to
MSTC to take over publications when Miss Hayes retired
and Murray succeeded to her position. He coached
debate from 1926 to 1931, when he turned over those
duties to Peter Loewen.

Peter Loewen

Allen Woodall.

When he came to MSTC in 1926 Byron Murray had a
full-time teaching load of 16 hours, supervised the
newspaper and annual, coached debate, wrote College
news, and acted as the school's public relations director.
He was paid ten cents a column inch for news stories
used in the Fargo Forum; when he was able to turn over
this news release writing to students (like Don Bird and
myself), he also · turned over the money (which
effectively kept us in college!) Murray had a small but
steady income for a number of years when he wrote
editorials for Wayne Peterson, editor publisher of the
Daily News. This income was important when the
sweeping cut in college salaries dropped his monthly
paycheck from $288 to $240 in the early 1930s. Always
a meticulous writer and editor, Murray spent hundreds of
hours each year to ensure the accuracy of articles in the
MiSflC and Praeceptor. For many years he edited the
College catalogues and other official publications.
Murray became a candidate for president of MSTC in
1955, when 0. W. Snarr was retiring. However, Glaydon
Robbins, head of professional education, was also a
candidate. As a result there was no effective faculty
backing for either of them and their candidacies
cancelled each other out. Murray's whole-hearted
commitment to liberal education did not agree with
Snarr's professional education orientation, nor with his
concept of general education. Nevertheless, Murray was
academic dean (though called "director of the Upper
Divisions") during the last six years of Snarr's
presidency; Snarr, however, worked more closely with
Delsie Holmquist, who was director oLgeneral education
(Lower Division). A. L. Knoblauch, Snarr's successor,
appointed Murray executive director of Moorhead's
emerging graduate program. He was, in effect, graduate
dean and held this position until 1965, two years before
his
retirement.
,_
All four of the Murray children were active student
leaders in their years at Moorhead State. Marilyn was
co-editor of the 1946 Victory Dragon and Stan president
of the Student Commission in 1948-1949. Marilyn, now
Mrs. Leland White, returned to teaching after raising a
family; Stan took his Ph.D. in history at the University
of Wisconsin and is professor of history at the University
of North Dakota; Larry, who married MS graduate Sue
Ungerecht '49 of Detroit Lakes, heads an advertising
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The earliest English offerings listed Reading and Speech
and Children's Literature next: both were required of
two-year and four-year students. Those who were not
taking programs in elementary school teaching could
substitute Types of Literature for "Kid Lit." In the
1940s, Types of Literature was called Survey of World
Literature, but it was the same course with the same
number. Ethel Tainter taught this course (after she gave
up the direction of plays) as well as the Play Production
course.

Larry, Marilyn, Stan, Byron, Roger, and Nona, World War II years
!"Our Family History"!.

agency in Minneapolis; Roger married Elaine Erkkila '56
of New York Mills, earned his Ph.D. at the University of
Iowa, and is professor of English at Arizona State
University at Tempe.
Nona Murray, after completing her college work when
her children were grown, served as an assistant librarian
at Fargo High School and later at North Dakota State
University. She died suddenly on December 13, 1971,
after a massive coronary.
Murray's 41 years at Moorhead State is a faculty record
of service. After his retirement, a new building, which
was intended as a food center, was named Murray
Commons in 1972. For the past 16 years this building
has housed the New Center for Multidisciplinary Studies.
Byron Murray died October 1, 1986.

Next in the listings came the Survey of English
Literature, a three-quarter course which was required for
a major. The American Survey was only a one-quarter
course, but Major American Writers 1830-1870 was added
in the 1940s. A course called Masterpieces of English
and American Literature was identified as "primarily
intended for those who intend to teach in the upper
grades and the junior high school." B. D. Murray taught
this course for decades.
A number of other courses were listed from time to time
among the English offerings in this era. There was an
advanced Children's Literature ocurse, a High School
Literature course, and a course in the English Language.
The literature courses offered (at one time or another),
were Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton, Eighteenth Century
Literature, Poetry of the Romantic Period, Poetry of the
Victorian Period, Contemporary Prose, Contemporary
Poetry, the Modern Novel, Early Drama, Ibsen (as long
as Maude Hayes was on the faculty), Modern Drama,
and Modern Prose and Poetry.
Some of these courses were seldom taught. Much more
regular offerings were the basic courses in speech and
journalism, which were labeled English courses at first

Majors and Minors
Like majors in other academic areas, the English major
outlined in the first four-year curriculum of the late
1920s was a very slight one, though it looks a little
better when the all-college requirements are counted in.
The two-year curriculum, which became the first half of
the four-year, required two quarters of composition, one
of reading and speech, and a fourth course which could
be either Children's Literature or Types of Literature.
After 1929, English majors consisted of 24 quarter hours
in addition to the 16 hours required in the two-year
program. The 24 hours included a three-quarter Survey
of English Literature, Advanced Composition, and two
electives. In 1942 the English major was increased to 48
hours.
The English courses listed in the College catalogues
varied only slightly from year to year before World War
II. Heading the list after 1930 was English 90, a subcollegiate English course that entering students took
without college credit if entrance examinations found
them deficient in the fundamentals of grammar and
composition. This course had to be passed before
students were permitted to register for freshman English.

Murray, Holmquist, and Tainter-World War II years.
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In the late summer of 1954 President Snarr hired two
men who had recently completed their doctorates to
teach communications and the humanities, speech and
English. Both of them qualified for better positions, but
colleges were terminating, not hiring new faculty
members when Army reservists were recalled to active
service during the Korean War. Enrollments dropped
sharply at colleges around the nation.
Lloyd Watkins had his Ph.D. in public address from the
University of Wisconsin. He tried valiantly to build a
debate program at MSTC for two years and then went on
to a better position at the University of Ohio. Watkins
became a college administrator a few years later. In 1987
he retired from the presidency of Illinois Northern
University but still teaches at the university.
Joseph Satin earned his doctorate in comparative
literature at Columbia University. At Moorhead State he
added luster to the year-long humanities sequence and to
the English department from 1954 to 1963. After
teaching for two years at Moorhead following his
1960-61 sabbatical in Italy, Satin became English
chairman at Mid,and University in Texas in 1963 and
dean of humanities at Fresno State University in
California 15 years later.

R D. Murray at tbe end of bis career in tbe 1970s.

(and distributed among the other offerings), and later put
into separate categories. Under Speech in 1942 were
Principles of Speech, Mechanics of Play Production,
Intercollegiate Forensics, Interpretation, Essentials of
Public Speaking, Direction of School Dramatics,
Direction of School Forensics, Principles and Methods of
Speech Correction, and Speech Correction Laboratory.

Joe Satin wrote the first of his highly-successful English
and humanities texts at the end of the Fifties, while
teaching at MS. A distinguished scholar-teacher wrote
him (a dozen years after Satin's Ideas in Context came
out in 1958): "I have never seen a freshman comp book
with as much intellectual 'shape' and 'come-on' to it. I
enjoyed it and learned a lot. My thanks to you."

After World War II
Two years after he brought me back to teach English and
journalism (in 1947), Byron Murray became a full-time
MSTC administrator. President Snarr appointed him
"head of the upper divisions" in 1949 and I was made
acting chairman of the division of language and
literature. When I returned from Harvard with my
doctorate, I became chairman in 1953.
The "broad majors" and "broad minor" in English and
literature were a concession to President Snare's
suspicion of over-specialization, but considerable changes
were made in the courses offered. By the mid-Fifties our
offerings differed little from those of most liberal arts
colleges.
The size of the English major increased also. By
1956-57, MSTC had a 50-60 hour liberal arts English
major. "English majors in the Secondary Curriculum
(B.S.) are urged to take a minor in speech, journalism,
or library science. If they do not, they should take 60
hours, to make up a broad major. English majors should
also have at least two years of a foreign language.
Entering freshmen who plan to major in English should
begin a foreign language at once." (1956-57 catalogue)

Tbe pictures on tbe wall tell me foe Satin and I posed in bis office, not
mine; and my temporary beard prO"Ves that this picture was taken in
1960.

Chapter 8

Dr. Joseph Kise taught at Moorhead State from 1923 to 1961. He was
the College's best known professor for the last part of that period.

Social Studies, Mathematics, the
Sciences, Geography, and French
In addition to English and the "special fields" (art,
music, manual training, and physical education), majors
were offered in only six other departments in the 1920s
and 1930s. In these fields, all of the courses were taught
by six notable faculty members during most of the era:
Cas Ballard, biology; Sam Bridges, history; Katharine
Leonard, mathematics; Joe Kise, political science; Joe
Schwendeman, geography; and Virginia Fitzmaurice,
French (the only language offered).
In geography, French, and even mathematics, there was
no possibility that the College pould have more than one
faculty member. In the sciences and the "social
sciences," however, the situation was different: a wide
range of courses had to be taught and staffing problems
were often difficult. The offerings in economics and
sociology were only introductory courses; it was
important that the faculty members who taught them be
capable teachers, much less important that they have
depth of knowledge in these fields. The social studies
area illustrates the situation at Moorhead State.
From 19(J! to 1912 Albert S. Kingsford taught history,
geography, and sociology, although he was probably not
required to cover the three fields at the same time. A
number of people had taught history and the other
subjects broadly termed the social sciences or social
studies before historian Samuel Bridges joined the faculty
in 1921 and Joseph Kise came to teach political science

Samuel G. Bridges, social studies chairman from 1920 to 1950. This
picture bangs in the building named for him.

in 1923. Thereafter Bridges also taught sociology, except
from 1928 to 1933 when Dr. Harvey J. Locke was at
MSTC. And Kise taught economics until the coming of
Dr. Paul Heaton in 1943.
From 1899 until Cas Ballard retired in 1937, the sciences
at Moorhead State were virtually a one-man show.
Ballard offered a variety of courses in the biological
sciences and also taught chemistry for many years.
Physics courses were taught infrequendy until the late
1930s.
There were no problems in mathematics. The general
College requirements specified arithmetic courses
(primarily methods), for two-year elementary people and
"Mathematics in Modem Life" for degree students.
Katharine Leonard, who was on the faculty from 1906 to
1944, had no difficulty teaching all the courses required
for a mathematics major, which was 28 hours in 1932
and 36 hours in the early 1940s.
In geography, also, the difficulties were minor. The
general requirement for all students was a course called
·· Principles of Geography. Students who taught the upper
grades would usually take more courses because
geography was an important part of the curriculum.
Unlike mathematics, however, many different faculty
members taught these courses after 1 Paul Goode left
Moorhead in 1898 until lR. Schwendeman came to
Moorhead State in 1928.
Moorhead State had no obligation to teach French since
foreign languages did not become a part of the
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elementary school curriculum in American schools until
after World War II. By the late 1920s, however, French
courses had become established offerings. When the
College began to graduate people who were preparing to
teach in the high schools, a French major or minor
became a viable choice. And after Virginia Fitzmaurice
came to Moorhead in 1929, French courses became
increasingly attractive offerings.

History-Samuel G. Bridges, 1883-1952
Just after World War I, four men taught briefly in the
social studies area: Castle M . Brown, political science
student, 1921-1923; Herbert Hess, social science,
1925-1926; N. Teeters, sociology, 1926-1927; and Dr.
Harvey J. Locke (who was also dean of men), sociology,
1929-1933. Two other men, however, became the
mainstays of the social sciences (and of the College) in
this era. Samuel Bridges taught history, and sometimes
sociology, from 1921 to 1951, and Joseph Kise political
science and some courses in economics from 1923 to

1961.
Samuel G. Bridges had both his bachelor's and master's
degrees from Denison University. He was a native of
North Carolina and an ordained Baptist minister; while
he was on the Moorhead faculty he served the Glyndon
Congregational Church for many years. Bridges was a
slow-moving, taciturn man whose speech was so
deliberate and drawling that his students could not refrain
from mimicking him, yet he was liked and respected by
both students and faculty. It may be that dull and
indifferent students found his classes boring, but those of

Student Milo Monson and Sam Bridges in Bridges' Maclean Hall
office !about 19361.

us who liked history enrolled in every course he taught.
Mrs. Bridges was a private teacher of piano. Jack
Bridges, one of Sam's twin sons who was as dynamic as
his father was not, was the prime mover in the
organization of a new men's fraternity at MSTC in 1932.
Shortly after Bridges' death on October 7, 1952, a
memorial service was held in Weld auditorium. A year
later an issue of the quarterly Bulletin was entitled
"Memorial to Samuel G. Bridges," much of the content
derived from the service held the year before. Dr. Kise
prepared a complete Bridges obituary for the Bulletin:
Samuel Gaither Bridges was born May 17, 1883, in
Newton, North Carolina, the son of Washington
Wilson Bridges and Louisa Hamrick Bridges. He was
the twelfth of thirteen children. After completing his
studies in the rural school of his home community, he

A faculty outing, probably in 1929 at Detroit Lakes. President MacLean stands in front of the screen door, with Jennie Owens at bis left, Millie
Dab/ seated next to her and Miss Bieri and A . M. Christensen to her left, on the ground. In front of this group, seated, are Henry Weltzin, Ole
Sande, Sam Bridges (with cap!, and Joe Kise. Nurse Alfreda Jones is seated in front of Maclean and Phebe Vowles on the bottom step !dark dress!
in the middle of the picture. C. P. Archer is kneeling at the far left, with a child in front of him. Librarians Sarah Hougham and Grace Goodsell
are in the middle of the group, Mrs. Goodsell seated across from Miss Jones and Miss Hougham peering out from behind her large assistant
librarian. Very careful study could identify others in the picture.
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invocation and benediction at Commencements. Dr.
Snarr spoke of Bridges' intellectual integrity and sense of
loyalty. "In faculty meetings and conferences, Mr.
Bridges was wise in his counsel. .. his voice was always
listened to with respect."
"Measured by the standard of research in leading
universities, Mr. Bridges had no claim to be a great
scholar," said Snarr. He might have added that MS1C
did not allow time for a teacher and department head to
do research and produce scholarly articles: ·~ head of
the Division of Social Studies, he was the educational
counselor for students specializing in history, sociology,
economics, and political science."
Speaking of Bridges as a colleague for a quarter century,
Byron Murray wrote, "Mr. Bridges had a mind open to
what science could reveal . . . to the values in our
culture which are preserved through history, religion,
and the humanities."
Charles Green and S. G. Bridges (early 1930s!.

attended the college preparatory schools at Catawba
College, Salisbury, North Carolina, and Doan
Academy, attached to Denison University, Granville,
Ohio. At the latter institution he earned both his A.B.
and M.A. degrees. Later he did advanced graduate
work at Ohio State University, the University of North
Carolina, and the University of Minnesota.
Besides his academic work at college, Mr. Bridges
was much interested in debating. In his senior year he
was awarded forty dollars and a gold medal for his
ability as a debater. He was also president of his
literary society and one of three student speakers
when he was graduated from Denison University.

What I said about Mr. Bridges at the memorial service
was also included in the Bulletin:
When I entered Moorhead State Teachers College
as a student, Sam Bridges' history courses were
well established as a part of the college tradition. I
took History 120, "European History to 1500," as
did hundreds of students before and after me, and
formed a lasting impression of Mr. Bridges from
that course He understood the meaning and value of
history and liked to teach it. He was able to convey
to his students that liking, and something of his
own understanding of its true significance . . .
I still remember, with great pleasure, his courses in
Medieval History and Modem History, in

Prior to coming to Moorhead in 1921, Mr. Bridges
taught at Alderson-Broaddus College, Philippi, West
Virginia, 1909-1910; at Denison University, 1910-1912;
at Phoenix (Arizona) High School, 1914-1916; and at
the State Teachers College at Cedar Falls, Iowa,
1919-21. He joined the faculty of Moorhead State
Teachers College in 1921 and served as chairman of
the Division of Social Studies until 1951, when he
retired. He taught also at the Colorado School of
Education, Greeley, Colorado, during the summer of
1924.
After retirement from teaching, Mr. Bridges served as
pastor of congregations at Mayville and Hillsboro,
North Dakota. However, when a vacancy occurred at
the College after the 1951 Christmas vacation, he was
called back to again take over the work he loved. He
continued to teach until the end of the first session in
1952.
Mr. Bridges was married to May Villinger in 1910.
Four sons were born to this wedlock: Edward
Villinger, James L., John Conrad, and Samuel
Gaither. Mr. Bridges is survived by his wife, three
sons, and several grandchildren. Edward Villinger
died in 1923.
President O.W. Snarr spoke of Bridges' deeply religious
nature and recalled that he had traditionally delivered the

Art student Richard Tiffany did this sketch for the cover of the Bridges
memorial Bulletin.
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American History and Economic History and English
History. I took all the courses that Mr. Bridges
offered. Unfortunately, they added up to one short of
a history major and I came out an English teacher.
When, after many years, I returned to teach at my
Alma Mater, Mr. Bridges chided me gently on this
desertion, and I was flattered that he still thought of
me as belonging in his field. So great was my respect
for him as a teacher that I never quite got over feeling
like an interloper when I saw him in his office across
the hall from my own, and I was never quite easy
about daring to appear on the same faculty with him.
Not that there was ever anything forbidding or austere
about Mr. Bridges. He was the gentlest, the fairest,
the most patient and understanding of men. There was
no single note of pretentiousness or flamboyance about
any of his actions, any of his lectures, or any of his
accomplishments. But the genuine, self-effacing
modesty of the man and the absolute honesty and
integrity of the teacher marked Sam Bridges as a
personality who will be remembered long after more
spectacular men have been forgotten. I once stoutly
maintained, as a student, that Mr. Bridges spoke so
slowly because he weighed each remark most
carefully, and that as a result he never uttered a
foolish, unkind, or unconsidered word. I know that I
was right.
The eight-page Bulletin dated November, 1952,
concluded with a part of Bridges' baccalaureate sermon
of June, 1951, the year he retired:
My topic for this occasion is "The Quest of the Holy
Grail." There was prevalent in medieval England the
belief that the Holy Grail, the cup from which Jesus
and his disciples drank at the last supper, had been
brought into England. And the knights of that period
devoted much time and energy to the search for that
sacred cup. In James Russell Lowell's "The Vision of
Sir Launfal" is told the story of one of these knights
who went forth early in life in search of the Holy
Grail, and, who, late in a long life of hardship and
disappointment, returned to discover the object of his
search where he least expected to find it.
I assume that you, as you look into the future, have
dreams of achieving great things, and I trust that your
dreams may come to fulfillment. And I want to point
out to you certain things which I believe are necessary
if you are to achieve such greatness.
In the first place, if you would be great, you must be
humble. When I say you must be humble, I do not
mean that you should be a modem version of Uriah
Heep. To be humble does not mean that you should
constantly proclaim your own worthlessness. On the
other hand, you can't achieve greatness if your own
self is more prominent in your thinking than the cause
which you represent.
In the second place, if you want to be great, you must
be on fire with a consuming passion. First of all you
must have that consuming passion for your work. I do
not believe that it is possible for any one to do his
best work unless he has the feeling that his work

affords him the greatest opportunity for service to
mankind. I am now Sp-''lking primarily to those who
are looking forward to teaching, although the same
idea is applicable to any honorable line of work.
If you would have the sense of great achievement in
your work, you must see it not as something which
stands alone: you must see it as a part of one great
master plan. There is the old, time-worn story of the
three men at work. Someone approached and said to
the first, "What are you doing?" He replied, "I am
dressing this stone." To the same question the second
replied, rather facetiously, "I am earning four dollars
per day." The third, with an ennobling sense of the
dignity and worth of the work he was doing, said, "I
am building a cathedral." And if you get that exalted
vision of your work, others may say that you are
teaching algebra or English, or history, but you will
have the satisfaction of knowing that you are building
character into the lives of boys and girls who are to
determine the destiny of this country. Kiwanis has no
monopoly on the motto "We Build."
Also, if you would find greatness in your work, you
must have that consuming passion for those with
whom you work. Some years ago I was walking along
the street in Moorhead when I met one of her citizens
whose business was buying and selling potatoes. After
some passing remarks, he said, "Teaching must be
awfully tiresome work, going over the same thing
time after time." My reply was, "People are more
interesting than spuds." Oh, I know that potatoes are
necessary and somebody must produce them and
handle them, but I prefer to work with human nature.
During my first year out of college, the head of the
school where I was teaching gave me a little book in
which I found this sentence, "You have not achieved
real greatness teaching until you reach the point
where you are as much interested in your least
attractive pupil as in your most interesting." I realize
this is an ideal, and, like many of the ideals of Jesus,
few ever attain to it. It is, however, a goal toward
which you may constantly strive.
In the third place, to achieve greatness I believe you
must have a sense of being in partnership with God.
Within recent times there have come from men in all
the walks of life statements to the effect that the only
thing that can save us from the present chaotic world
condition is a revival of the fundamentals of religion,
a greater feeling of dependence upon God. And this
can come only as individual men and women have a
stronger sense of the presence and power of God, and
·- of their cooperation with him in the great task of
reclaiming the world. No one who honestly seeks the
improvement of world conditions will enter upon a
work into which he cannot take God as a partner.
Under our American system of separation of church
and state, it is not possible for you as teachers in the
public schools to be teachers of religion. But it is
possible for you to recognize that what you are speaks
with a much louder voice than what you say. And it is
possible for you to be so filled with the idea of
service to mankind that all who come into contact
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Political Science-Joseph Kise, 1893-1984
Joseph Kise, who joined the MSTC faculty in 1923 as
dean of men and teacher of social studies, retired in 1961
with the title "dean of liberal arts." His field was
political science but he also taught economics and
occasionally sociology. S.G. Bridges had come to the
College two years earlier and continued his priority hold
on the chairmanship of the Division of Social Studies
during his lifetime, common practice 50 years ago.
Consequently, Kise did not become Chairman of Social
Studies until 1951 when he had been a department
member for 28 years. Dean of liberal arts was essentially
an honorary title 30 years ago, but one its holder
honored.
For more than a quarter century Joe Kise was Moorhead
State's best known and widely respected personage. He
served briefly as acting president following the
resignation of A.L. Knoblauch, before John Neumaier
could come to Moorhead. Nearly 20 years earlier Kise
had been a candidate for the presidency, and many
alumni, townspeople, area school leaders, and faculty
members still thought he would have been a better
president than O.W. Snarr. When Joe Kise was nearly 80
years old, I asked him to write an autobiographical
sketch. What he gave me details his early life and how
he came to Moorhead:

Dr. Joseph Kise f1930sJ .

with you will feel the pervasive influence of a Goddirected life. In every branch of that great field of
activity which we call education we emphasize the
fact that what we are striving for is the discovery of
the truth.
In conclusion, then, let me urge you to join the ranks
of those who see life and its activities as an
opportunity, as a challenge to do your part in the
building of character which is based on unselfish
service to humanity. After many years of searching in
vain for the Holy Grail, Sir Launfal returned to his
castle, an old man, broken in health, disappointed in
his work, but having built into his character that
human sympathy for the needy which can come only
from unselfish service. And in response to that
challenge, do not be afraid to give to that task all the
powers that you possess. And if you do that, when
you come to the end of life's journey, you will be able
to say with the great Apostle Paul, "I have fought a
good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the
faith."
Dr. Charles L. Green, who had an A.B. from Yankton
College and his M.A. and Ph.D. in history from the
University of Iowa, joined the MSTC faculty in 1933. He
was an active member of the faculty and originated the
popular Parents' Day program in the mid-Thirties. Green
died unexpectedly in 1943.

I was born in 1894 on a farm in Yellow Medicine
County in southwestern Minnesota, the sixth child in
a family of seven. When I was seven my parents
moved to Cottonwood, a village of 800 people nine
miles from our farm , to give the children a better
opportunity for education. When I enrolled in the first
grade that fall, I could not speak English; my parents
were both born in Norway.
As a young boy I developed the ambition of some day
working in a bank: my Sunday school teacher was a
banker who was paid a salary of $100 a month,
considered in our village to be about the highest
anyone could earn. I was graduated from high school
in 1912 in a class of eight.
That fall I enrolled at St. Olaf College. I was offered
a free tuition scholarship and everyone who went to
college from Cottonwood went to St. Olaf. In my
senior year there were thirteen students from our town
attending St. Olaf.
In my senior year most of my classmates decided to
enter the teaching profession. One day during the
spring term, three schoolboard members from St.
James, Minnesota, visited me at the place where I
roomed: my chemistry professor had recommended
me for a teaching position in their city. I gave their
offer some consideration and decided to try teaching.
After two years of teaching general science,
chemistry, and physics at St. James, I enlisted in the
U.S. Navy. When I was discharged at the end of
World War I, I taught general science at Council
Bluffs, Iowa, where I also served as assistant football
and basketball coach. After one year, because I
preferred to teach in Minnesota, I accepted a position
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John Bekker, who taught political science at MSTC in 1937-1938 while
Kise was on leave, was European born and educated. He seemed very
radical to MSTC students.

as head of the school at Good Thunder. That spring
the superintendent at Owatonna offered me the
position of supervising principal of the junior and
senior high schools in his city. Two years later I
resigned that position to work toward a doctor's
degree. Very early in my career I had developed a
desire to someday attend Harvard, perhaps because
some of my classmates and earlier graduates of St.
Olaf were attending that institution.
In the fall of 1923 a friend and I made a trip through
northern Minnesota in the Model T Ford I had
purchased. One of our stops was the Comstock Hotel
in Moorhead when R.B. MacLean, who had recently
been elected president of Moorhead State Teachers
College, was also registered there. As an inspector of
public schools for the Minnesota Department of
Education, he had observed my work as head of the
school at Good Thunder and as supervising principal
in Owatonna. When we met in the lobby of the hotel,
he asked me what I was planning to do that fall. I
told him that I would go to graduate school to work
toward a doctor's degree. He said, "Can't you
postpone that a year? The dean of men at Moorhead
State Teachers College is taking a year's leave of
absence to do graduate work. I would like to have you
fill his place this coming year."
Since I was planning to prepare for college work, I
decided this would be a good opportunity to see how
I would like college teaching. Therefore, that fall I set
out in my Ford for Moorhead instead of the East.
I had to interrupt my trip when it began to rain: I was
warned not to attempt a drive to Moorhead in the rain
because the road was very slippery. The area roads
were not graveled at that time, and the kind of soil
found in the Red River Valley created very slippery
roads. The next day the sun was shining and by noon
I was on my way again.
Dr. O.J. Hagen, who was Resident Director of the
college in 1923, was kind enough to rent me a room
in his home for the year. Rooming at the Hagen home

was a very fortunate experience for me. Mrs. Hagen
was the daughter of Dr. Frank Weld, who had been
president of the college for many years, and she was
much interested in literature, music, and the arts. The
Hagens entertained frequently and their evenings were
often spent discussing new books.
Dr. O.M. Dickerson, who had served as president of
Moorhead State Teachers College prior to MacLean's
election, had been an officer in the U.S. Army before
coming to Moorhead. He was not re-elected in 1923.
When I arrived in Moorhead I was told that the
reason was that Dickerson had attempted to run the
College too much like the Army. Furthermore, it was
said that his wife was a busy-body who tried to
interfere with the running of the city government.
The first two presidents of the Moorhead institution
had come from New England and some of the
Moorhead faculty members were recruited from those
states; the result was a considerable amount of
Eastern and New England culture in the College and
community. Minnesota for a period of its early history
was known as "the New England of the West"; many
of its first settlers came from New England, including
the early leaders who drafted the Minnesota
constitution and served in the first state government.
Certainly Moorhead State Teachers College had a
New England atmosphere when I first knew it. I
found the faculty a very good one, some of them
outstanding, and they were very helpful to me.
The students at the College were a fine group of
young men and women. Not all of them were good
students but they were very cooperative: as Dean of
Men I found the men well behaved and there were
few problems of discipline even though the College
rules were strict by present-day standards.
Convocation was held every day and students were
expected to attend. Smoking was not allowed on the
campus. Girls living in the dormitories were expected
to be in their rooms by a certain hour. Since there
was no dormitory for men, they escaped such
regulation.
The number of men enrolled at the college in 1923
was very small, I believe about 40, but we had a very
good football team. Since the number out for football
was too few to make a squad of 22 players, faculty
members were recruited to help in scrimmage. I
weighed only 132 pounds and didn't get drafted;
however, I was interested in athletics and served as a
sort of a manager under Coach Sliv Nemzek,
arranging for ticket collectors at games, taking charge
of the money, providing policemen at games, and
similar duties. Sliv and I worked very well together.
He also coached basketball in those early years.
In the fall of 1924 a girl named Agnes Jorgenson
from Erskine, Minnesota, registered at the college.
She had taught a rural school for four years before
enrolling at Moorhead. Before that college year was
over, she and I were engaged.
We were married at the end of summer school in
1925. That fall I took a leave of absence from the
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on the Moorhead City Charter Commission for a number
of years and served on the state advisory committee
appointed in 1950 to propose revisions in the state
constitution.
As an educator Joe Kise wrote concise textbooks on
Minnesota government that went through several editions,
a total of 60,000 copies being printed. He spent 1946-47
on leave in Washington, D.C., as a consultant to the
International Relations Committee of the NEA. He
prepared the guide for teaching international relations in
the nation's schools which grew out of that committee's
deliberations.
Moorhead State alumni of the Depression Era will
remember Joe Kise in another way. Because good
teaching positions were very scarce, he encouraged some
of his brightest political science graduates to seek careers
in government service instead of education. Under his
guidance, four of them were accepted into the new
public administration training center at the University of
Minnesota: Verne Lewis of Hawley, Clarence Eskildsen
of Karlstad, Marcus Gordon of rural Ada, and Arthur
Holmaas of Newfolden.

Agnes Jorgenson Kise was beautiful and always well-groomed. welldressed. She was a sought-after contralto soloist and voice teacher.

College, and we left for Cambridge, Massachusetts, in
my Model T Ford: it took us 10 days to get to our
destination. I obtained my master's degree from
Harvard in the spring of 1926; my wife had spent the
year studying at the New England Conservatory of
Music.
Peg Kise also studied at Radcliffe College, sang with the
Harvard-Radcliffe glee club, and studied privately with
Madame Marie Sundelius, the Swedish opera singer who
had retired after a 25-year career with the Metropolitan
Opera Company.

Joe Kise continued to teach as effectively as ever through
the 14 years of the Snarr presidency, for three years
under Al Knoblauch, and during the first three years of
John Neumaier's presidency. When he retired from
Moorhead State College in 1961 at the age of 68, he
delivered the annual commencement address, ''A
Message to the Space Age Graduates."
But Joe Kise was not ready to stop teaching. For the
next nine years he taught political science, sociology, and
history at the newly-founded Fergus Falls Junior College.
Kise died May 16, 1983. Agnes Jorgenson Kise died
January 7, 1989.
Following the death of Charles Green, Dr. Paul Heaton
was hired in 1943. Although Heaton had his doctorate in
economics and taught that subject for many years, he
became increasingly involved in establishing a business
education program at MS1C.

Joe Kise took three leaves from Moorhead State to
complete his master's and doctoral programs at Harvard.
He received his Ph.D. in political science in 1938 after
completing a dissertation on "The Constitutional
Doctrines of Harlan Fiske Stone." Then Chief Justice of
the U.S. Supreme Court, Stone invited the Kises to
Washington where they were given special seats in the
Supreme Court room and were honored at a reception.
Joe Kise was very active in the American Legion on the
local, district, and state level, becoming state commander
in 1940. After 20 years as secretary of the M.E.A.'s
eleven-county Western Division, he was president of the
Minnesota Education Association from 1952 to 1954, and
the following year was a vice president of the National
Education Association. Much sought after as a speaker,
Kise gave 11 high school commencements and two
Memorial Day addresses during one spring season.
For 10 years Kise was the business manager for
Moorhead's large Trinity Lutheran Church, where he
also served as president of the board of trustees. He was

Neil Thompson, Dorothy Johnson, and Dr. Kise were the MSTC social
studies department in the early 1950s.
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Social Studies Majors
The first major in "social science" at MS1C was only
20 hours: two courses in European history after 1500,
one in American history, and two electives which could
be history, sociology, or economics. However, there were
also single courses in history, political science, and
sociology among the "constants" for all degree
candidates.
In the 1935-36 catalogue, both the majors in history and
in political science were 40 hours. The first was all
history: two courses of American and three of European,
social and economic history or the history of the West,
introduction to historical research, and 12 hours of
history electives. The political science major required the
same two American history courses, American
government, international relations, introduction to
sociology, principles of economics, and two of three
political science courses-constitutional law, American
diplomacy, and international law. There were no majors
or minors in sociology or economics.
Joseph Kise was chairman of Social Studies for 10 years
following the retirement of S.G. Bridges. The course
offerings and curricula were not altered appreciably until
after Kise's retirement in 1961, but the personnel of the
division began to change.
Dorothy E. Johnson, who had an A.B. from Augustana
College and a master's degree from Minnesota, taught
both history and German at MS1C. She joined the
Moorhead faculty in 1946 but did not return after taking
a leave for graduate study in 1956-57.
Perry T. Olson, who had his bachelor's degree from
Ripon and an M.A. from the University of Chicago,
came to teach social studies (the general education
courses), in 1948 but remained only a single year.
Neil B. Thompson (M.S. Kansas State), who joined the
faculty in 1952, was probably hired by President Snarr to
bolster the required humanities sequence: the spring term
course was first labeled "America Between the World
Wars" and the later "Twentieth Century American
Culture." Thompson, who completed his doctorate in
history and American studies at the University of
Minnesota, was a member of the Moorhead State faculty
until 1967.
Amos Maxwell (S. Sc. D. , Syracuse) taught political
science at MS from 1953 to 1962 and Edwin Blackburn
(M.A. Indiana, Ph.D. Michigan) European history from
1956 to 1963. John Jenkins had a B.S. from North
Dakota A.C. when he first joined the MS1C faculty to
teach social studies in 1945. He resigned to go into
business but returned to the College as Dean of Men. He
was listed as a member of the social studies division (or
department) throughout the Teachers College years,
however.
Several other people were cross-listed in the last
Teachers College catalogue. Economist Paul Heaton was
a member of the social studies department but also
chairman of the business department. Heaton taught the
economics courses required in some social studies
programs, but it is harder to understand why Lorraine

I learned to know Paul Heaton in 1947 when I returned to teach at
my Alma Mater. I soon came to value bis good opinion above all
others.

Schueller and James E. Spear, who taught business
administration courses, should be listed with the social
studies faculty.

The Science Majors
All of the majors in the newly-adopted four-year
curriculum, as detailed in the 1930 catalogue, were slight
and non-prescriptive. The science major required only 28
hours, seven courses from the biological and physical
sciences, none of them specified. Five years later the
majors were stronger and less vague. A student could
elect a biology major of 48 hours, which required 12
hours of general biology, 12 of entomology, ornithology,
and botany, 12 of chemistry, and single courses in
hygiene and sanitation, anatomy, and a science elective.
The physical science major was also 48 hours but less
impressive: 12 hour sequences in general biology and
chemistry, 12 hours of physics, and single courses in
hygiene and sanitation, principles of geography, and a
science elective.
The biological sciences were always taught regularly and
well at Moorhead State: by C.A. Ballard until his
retirement in 1937, thereafter by Glenn Dildine and also
by Jonathan Westfall after 1939. The physical sciences
were not as well covered until the late 1930s: Allen F.
Wood was teaching these courses when Moorhead State
became a College but Wood was a generalist who taught
many things. Later the physical sciences were taught by
Wilfred C. White and Karl Parsons, who both came to
Moorhead as Training School "associates."
Although the college catalogues listed a number of
courses under the "physical sciences" heading in the
1920s, including two agriculture courses until 1925, few
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Genevieve King, 1907-1985
From 1947, after both Dildine and Westfall had left the
College, science at MSTC was in the hands of Genevieve
N. King until four years past the end of the Teachers
College era. Her story, in concise form, is told by Ken
Skjegstad:
"Genevieve N. King was born in Huntington, West
Virginia, where she graduated from high school in 1924.
She earned the A.B. and M.S. degrees with majors in
botany at the University of West Virginia in
Morgantown. She traced her interest in botany to the
love of nature her parents carried with them from having
grown up in farming families and to her familiarity with
the rich botanical diversity of the Appalachian
countryside.
''After teaching in several high schools in West Virginia,
she began graduate studies at the University of Iowa,
where she completed the doctorate in plant physiology in
1940. Her research concerned the hormonal regulation of
plant growth, but her interests extended widely through
the biological and physical sciences. In the early 1940s
she taught at Jackson High School in Charleston, West
Virginia, at Marshall College in Huntington, and at
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.

This photograph of Cas &!lard with student Adolph Gerner was
posed carefully for the 1938 Praeceptor, the yearbook the editors
dedicated to the retiring grand old man, who bad first come to teach
at Moorhead Normal in 1899.

of these courses were taught regularly. A methods course
was probably offered most often, its description
beginning: "Elementary Science is the term applied to
the study of those phases of the natural sciences which
are best adapted for study in the graded schools of the
state." The description concluded, "Geology, botany,
zoology, and meteorology are the sciences studied."
Wilfred C. White, who came as a Junior High School
Associate in 1924, organized the Science Club in 1925. It
was active only during the winter term. The 1926 annual
reported: "Lectures, demonstrations, and practical
experiments were carried chiefly in the field of radio
reception. The members made a number of simple
receiving sets and also simple transmitting apparatus, so
that some valuable experimental work in sending and
receiving of short wave signals was carried out. Our
chief rival was WDAY."
Karl Parsons was a very, shy young man when he first
came to MSTC as a College High School Associate. He
became a College faculty member later and taught the
basic chemistry and physics courses regularly in the late
1930s. Parsons married Eleanor Nesheim Anderson, who
taught piano at Moorhead State Teachers College and
continued to teach after her marriage, not a common
practice at that time. Mr. and Mrs. Parsons left
Moorhead in 1940 when Karl took a position in
Michigan. Dr. Glenn Dildine taught the biological
sciences from 1937 to 1946 and Dr. Jonathan Westfall
basic chemistry and physics from 1940 to 1946.

Wilfred White, who taught the physical sciences in the 1920s and Karl
Parsons, who taught in the 1930s, were both College High School
Supervisers.

Glenn Dildine and Jonathan Westfall taught tbe sciences at MSIC
from tbe late 1930s through the War years. Both were superb teachers.
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For eight years after World War II, MSTC students could take biology
courses from Gen King or Mason R. Boudrye. Jessie and Mason
Boudrye were popular members of the MS faculty-and residents of
Dragon Terrace for some years-from 1948 to 1956, when Mason left to
do further graduate work and did not return to MSTC.

"She came to Moorhead State in the fall of 1947. When
Edward Martin resigned after the fall term to take a
position with the U.S. Office of Education, Dr. King was
appointed to chair the Division of Science and
Mathematics. She continued to serve as Chair of the
Science Division until 1961. Throughout this period, the
science departments were housed in Weld Hall with only
four rather meagerly equipped teaching laboratories.
However, some significant improvements were made in
laboratory supplies, furniture, and equipment.
"While she was chairperson of the Division, Dr. King
was the adviser for most of the students with science
majors as well as the instructional mainstay for courses
in botany and general studies biology. Although the
1950s were years of generally low enrollments, the
proportion of students with majors or minors in the
sciences and mathematics was relatively strong. Her
students went into teaching, medicine, nursing, and other
fields. Some of them completed graduate degree
programs in the sciences or mathematics and entered
research and academic careers, including Dr. George
Hagen at Temple University, Dr. Charles Samuelson at
the University of Minnesota-Crookston, Lloyd Olson at
North Dakota State University, Dr. August Mueller at the
State University of New York-Binghamton, Dr. Robert
Melchior at Bemidji State University, Dr. Curt Peterson
at Auburn, and Dr. Jerome Miksche, who is coordinator
of research in plant physiology for the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. Several others returned to serve on the
faculty of Moorhead State: Dr. Robert Tolbert, Dr. Janet
Paulsen, Marvel Froemming, Dr. Kenneth Skjegstad, and
Dr. Martin Holoien, who is now at the University of
California-Santa Barbara.

Katharine Leonard was the MS mathematics department from 1906
until 1944.

"Besides the core courses in biology and botany, Dr.
King also developed and taught courses in the philosophy
and history of science. She made instrumental
contributions to the development and instruction of a
succession of approaches to the general studies
requirements in the sciences. She was an active
participant in campus governance councils, including the
Faculty Senate and the President's Advisory Committee,
as well as in the A.A.U.P. and the Faculty Association.
Her activities extended beyond the campus to include
active roles in the Soroptimist Club and the A.C.L.U.
"In 1962 the Science Department moved from Weld Hall
to Hagen Hall and in 1970 the Biology Department
moved to a separate building. After Dr. King's retirement
in 1974, this biology building was named King Biology
Hall, an appropriate tribute to a very special person for
whom life was a continuum of learning, understanding,
and caring. She remained a faithful friend to the
University after her retirement until her death in 1985."

Mathematics-Katharine Leonard, 1875-1962
Katharine Leonard, who was the Moorhead State
mathematics department from 1906 to her retirement in
1944, was born at Grafton, Vermont, on August 12, 1875,
tlie daughter of Samuel Leonard and Catharine Phelps.
Her father, a watchmaker and machinist, was a deacon in
the Baptist Church and highly esteemed in the
community. Samuel Leonard was also a musician. His
deep bass voice was an important factor in the church
choir and his cornet was equally important in the town
band.
In 1893 Katharine Leonard graduated from Vermont
Academy, a distinguished institution founded by Governor
Levi Fuller (and others). The curriculum, she
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remembered, included much Greek, Latin and
mathematics, a little English, but no history or science.
She taught rural schools for two years before entering the
University of Vermont, where she earned her A.B. (in
three years) in 1898. She graduated cum Laude and was
elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
Miss Leonard taught Latin and mathematics at
Burlington High School while working toward the master
of arts degree. She was awarded the A.M. at the
University of Vermont in 1904.
Joining the Yankee westward exodus, she taught for a
year in a new experimental girls' school in Winona,
Indiana, but found the experience unsatisfactory. In
September, 1906, she began teaching mathematics at the
Moorhead Normal School. She was identified in the
Bulletin dated November, 1906, as "Head of the
Department of Mathematics." She was, but she was also
the entire department until she retired in 1944, three
months before her sixty-ninth birthday.
The Bulletin in which Miss Leonard was introduced was
devoted almost entirely to the dedication of the new
public library building, a gift of philanthropist Andrew
Carnegie. The new mathematics teacher had no part in
the 1906 program, but Katharine Leonard later served as
president of the Moorhead Public Library Board for 28
years, from 1922 to 1950; it was her chief contribution
to her new community.
She probably became involved with the library through
her membership in the Moorhead Women's Club, which
she joined in 1909. The Club had played a leading role
in support of the library since its inception. Miss
Leonard was also a charter member of the FargoMoorhead chapter of the American Association of
University Women, organized in 1921, and served as the
first president of the Moorhead AAUW when two
separate chapters were created in 1930.
Moorhead State Teachers College alumni who graduated
in the 1920s and 1930s will remember that Miss Leonard
was always in charge of Commencement. The catalogues
of the late Twenties printed the faculty committees, no
doubt appointed by the president. Besides her
chairmanship of the graduation committee, Katharine
Leonard's name appeared each year as a member of the
Faculty Council and the Scholarship Committee. When
there was such a committee, she was also on "Calendar
and Program Schedule," and she was always on the
House Committee, with Ethel Durborow and Blanche
Loudon.
Katharine Leonard had been a pillar of the College for a
quarter century when I entered MSTC in 1930. She was
an impressive person, tall, imposing, a little austere. To
a new student, she was somewhat forbidding: she did not
seem sociable or gregarious, or interested in small talk.
But when I took trigonometry in the winter quarter
1930-1931, I attended class only two days and then was
out of college with mumps until after Christmas
vacation. I assumed I would have to drop the course
because it would be impossible for me to catch up but
Miss Leonard thought otherwise. For many days she
tutored me until I could keep up with the class. I do not

Col. Julien Burkness, after \furld War II and the Korean War.

think this was an isolated case of her concern for
students and her willingness to help them.
At the end of a long career, with the onset of World War
11, Katharine Leonard taught and tutored many young
men who lacked the mathematics they needed for
specialized training, and she helped many who were
seeking Army, Navy, and Air Corps appointments. Col.
Julien Burkness, (originally Bjerkness), her most
appreciative former student, no longer needed such help,
for after graduating from Moorhead State in 1935 he had
added an M.A. at the University of Iowa in 1939 and
was working toward a doctorate when called to active
duty in the Army Air Corps.
After four years of active duty in the Southwest ?acific
and later in Korea, Burkness was made assistant dean of
the USAF Institute of Technology. For 16 years he was
the Air Force representative on the American Council of
Education and the American Society for Engineering
Education. He was a panel member of President
Eisenhower's scientific Advisory Board.
Julien Burkness was one of the few former students who
did not neglect Katharine Leonard in her lonely old age,
the 18 years following retirement when she lived alone in
her small Ninth Street home. She often became
depressed, according to Jennie Owens. She kept in touch
--with nieces and nephews, but they lived in New England
and never visited her in Moorhead. Miss Leonard went
back to Vermont only once after she retired, to attend a
sister's golden wedding celebration.
Katharine Leonard died on October 24, 1962, and her
ashes were sent back to Vermont. She seemed a part of
another era: the New York life insurance agent who
examined the policy she left found that it had been
written in long-hand.
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C. E. Huff.

The year Miss Leonard died, the Moorhead Public
Library moved into new quarters across the street from
the 1906 Carnegie building, which was then razed. The
following year the public meeting room in the new
building was named "The Katharine Leonard Room." I
had the honor of delivering the dedicatory address on
April 25, 1963.
In the 1930s and early 1940s virtually every mathematics
course in the catalogue was required in the mathematics
major and was taught regularly. The major was
increased, however, from 28 hours (plus Math for
Modem Life) in the 1930s to 36 hours in 1942-1943. In
that year the courses were College Algebra I and II,
Trigonometry, Analytics, College Geometry, Calculus I,
II, and III, and Applied Mathematics.

Arithmetic ("Teaching Arithmetic in the Grades") was
taught each quarter because it was a general requirement
for two-year and elementary students. Mathematics in
Modem Life was a general requirement for degree
students until O.W. Snarr became president. The
requirements labeled "general education" in the
1942-1943 catalogue did not differ greatly from the old
degree "general" courses, but mathematics had been
dropped .

Geography-J.R. Schwendeman, 1896-1985
J. Paul Goode was Moorhead Normal's best known
teacher from 1889 to 1898. Although he also taught the
science courses and was involved in many school and
community activities, he was above all a superb,
innovative geography teacher whose fame spread
throughout Minnesota and beyond. After Goode left
Moorhead, a number of people taught geography for
short periods, though C.E. Huff was on the faculty for
seven years, from 1918 to 1925. J. Herbert Burgy taught

Joseph R. Schwendeman .

from 1925 to 1927, before J.R. Schwendeman came in
1928. He was succeeded by Harold Addicott in 1944.
Joseph R. Schwendeman had a B.S. from Ohio State and
an M.A. from Clark University when he came to MS1C.
In 1941 he completed work on his doctorate at Clark. He
left Moorhead State in 1944 for the University of
Kentucky, where he spent the rest of his teaching career.
He retired as professor of geography and department
head in 1968 and was succeeded by his son, Joseph
Schwendeman, Jr., whom MS students of the Depression
Era will remember as a small boy.
Joe Schwendeman was an ardent Roman Catholic and
was responsible for the organization of the Newman Club
on the campus in 1931. He was also a devoted father
who shared the household chores when that was unusual
behavior for a father. Some of his students of the midThirties report an absent-minded professor story about
him: that he reached into his pocket for a handkerchief
while lecturing and pulled out the damp wash-cloth he
had used to wash off his children's faces after they had
finished breakfast.
"Schwendy" was a very active and much admired
teacher of geography. His predecessor, C.E. Huff, had
taken students on a trip to Glacier Park in 1924, and
Schwendeman's first trips in the late 1920s were modest:
to._Duluth, to Yellowstone, and to eastern cities of the
U.S. and Canada. By 1932, however, he had a European
trip scheduled for that summer, a 48-day trip to nine
countries, the tour crossing the Atlantic on Cunard
Liners. Cost: $380, with deferred payment plans
available. Despite the bargain price, few could afford
such a tour in 1932. When 14 people left on July 10, half
of them were members of the MS1C faculty and staff:
Ella Hawkinson, Maude Wenck, Ethel Durboraw, Olga
Korsbrek, and Nan Halcrow, besides Mr. and Mrs.
Schwendeman.
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Schwendeman was a good publicist. In the April 3, 1936
~stem MiSTzC a three-line, two-column headline
announced the 9th annual Travel-Study Course he would
conduct in late July and August. The 22-day tour by
chartered bus would take 31 registrants to Chicago,
Pittsburgh, Niagara Falls, New York City, the Gettysburg
battlefield, Washington D.C. and many other pointsincluding an excursion to see the Dionne Quintuplets in
Ontario on the way back to Minnesota! The cost of this
trip, including some meals, was $89.50. To earn the four
hours of credit, students would attend summer school
lectures preparing them for the trip, and would submit a
report on their return.
The geography tours were varied enough to include a bus
trip to Mexico one summer. College students could
seldom afford even these more modest tours in the
Depression Era, but they were popular with alumni and
other teachers. One of the attractions was Joe
Schwendeman himself: he was a lively, enthusiastic guide
and traveling companion.

Harold Addicott lecturing to a Moorhead State class, well equipped
with maps, as always.

Schwendeman returned to the MS campus in 1979, when
a Distinguished Service Award was presented to Ruben
Parson, one of his students who had been a conspicuous
success in the field of geography. At the Homecoming
brunch when the awards were made, Joe and Dan
Preston exchanged stories and reminiscences of MSTC in
the 1930s: his former students discovered that Schwendy,
like Dan, had changed very little in their eighties. Dr.
Schwendeman died in 1985.

economic geography, North America and Minnesota,
Eurasia, Southern Lands, and one elective. The four
elective hours would have to be earned through field
trips, because the only other course listed in the
catalogue was regional geography of the world, which
was a course for elementary teachers.

Geography was a 32-hour major in the 1930s. The
requirements were elements of geography (one of the
degree constants), geology, meteorology and climatology,

French-Virginia Fitzmaurice Grantham,
1905-1964
In European schools second (and sometimes third)
languages have long been taught in the elementary grades
because an educated person will expect to know and use
several languages. In American schools, however, the
teaching of languages other than English on the
elementary level is an educational concept of fairly
recent origin.
French, therefore, was an educational frill when it
entered the Moorhead Normal curriculum just before the
institution became a four-year college. Not until the late
Twenties, when Moorhead State Teachers College began
graduating students who would become high school
teachers, did French (or any modem language) become a
utilitarian subject. Only then did the College begin hiring
faculty members whose prime responsibility was the
teaching of modern languages.
The 1918 catalogue listed six French courses among the
Moorhead Normal offerings. It seems likely that the
_entry of the United States into the World War and the
sending of American soldiers to France was a factor in
putting French into the curriculum: there was an element
of patriotism involved.

..Scbwendy" was very popular with both students and faculty at
Moorhead State Teachers College.

Two deans of women were the school's first French
teachers, Ruth Crawford, 1918-1920, and Ina Fogg,
1920-1926. Both of them also taught English, the
traditional academic assignment for these deans. Mrs.
Myrtle Kraabel , 1926-1929, had only one position at
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University of Guatemala in the late 1940s, and that her
stay was disrupted by a revolution (or an earthquake?)
We admired her very much.
In 1949, after nearly 20 years of courtship, Virginia
Fitzmaurice married Walter Grantham, a court reporter
who had come to Moorhead from Virginia. We were
impressed by many things about the Granthams,
.
including Walter's standing order with a Moorhead flonst
for a gardenia corsage each week. They entertained very
graciously at their summer cottage on Big Detroit Lake.
They flew to Paris or Mexico City over the Christmas
holidays.
At a Christmas Eve mass in Mexico City, Mrs.
Grantham left her purse where she had been kneeling
when she went up to the communion rail. When she saw
a man going away with it on her return, she pursued him
and boldly snatched it back as he fled out the door.
Virginia gleefully reported that when she checked her
money she found considerably more in the purse than
she had before the incident!

She was a prominent member of the MSTC faculty for more than 20
years as Miss Virginia Fitzmaurice, and then another dozen years as
Mrs. Walter Grantham.

Moorhead State Teachers College, however. She taught
French. She was probably hired on a part-time basis: the
College course offerings could have included more than
two French classes in 1926 and no other languages were
offered. Faculty committee assignments appeared in the
catalogues in the Twenties and Mrs. Kraabel's name does
not appear on any committee from 1926 to 1929.
Moorhead State alumni from the Depression Era will
connect only one name with modern languages, Virginia
Fitzmaurice, who taught French from 1929 up to her
death in 1964. In the World War II years and after, she
also taught .German for a time, and later Spanish.
Virginia Fitzmaurice of Chicago, who had taken both her
bachelor's and master's degrees at Northwestern
University, joined the Moorhead State Teachers College
faculty in 1929. She had been one of the nation's best
women archers in her college years, but she never gave
us any demonstration of her prowess.

Virginia Grantham always played an important role in
faculty and student affairs, especially as an academic
counselor. For many years during this era she was the
adviser to the Student Commission and was instrumental
in directing student affairs at the time the College was
assimilating hundreds of returning G.l.s.
Mrs. Grantham died May 17, 1964. She had succeeded in
getting recognition for MS by the American Association
of University Women in 1959, and just before her death
had been general chairman of the state convention of
AAUW in Moorhead. Two years after her death a new
women's dormitory at the College was named Grantham
Hall in her honor.
Walter Grantham died in an auto accident near St. Cloud
on July 11, 1968. Killed in the same accident was
Norman H. Nelson, who had served on the State College
Board from 1955 to 1967, and who was its president in
1961-62 and 1964-65. Nelson was a district judge in 1968
and he and Court Reporter Grantham were in St. Cloud
for a term of district court when the accident occurred.

Miss Fitzmaurice was a demanding teacher of French in
her first years at MSTC. The 1935-36 catalogue listed 15
French courses. Elementary (first year) and Intermediate
(second year) French had to be taken as a continuous
unit throughout the year. This was also true for third
year French, the Survey of French Literature.
More advanced courses-the 19th century novel, drama
and poetry courses and 17th century literature-were
taught rarely and to small classes. It was a traditional
college French program, and Virginia Fitzmaurice was
prepared to teach the courses if there were students to
enroll.
She was an elegant lady who did something for the
College and its students by her very presence among
them. She traveled to Europe and to Latin America
whenever she could. I remember that she studied at the

Mrs. Grantham was the Student Commission adviser during the post
*irld War II years.

Chapter 9
The Special Fields
The first incursions of Minnesota's Teachers College
graduates into the secondary teaching fields were not in
academic areas like English, the sciences, mathematics,
and the social studies. Teachers of these subjects
traditionally came from the liberal arts colleges and from
the schools of liberal arts of the state universities. After
they were authorized to grant bachelor's degrees, the new
Teachers Colleges were hesitant to invade these fields,
understandably. They did so only at the behest of
Minnesota's Commissioner of &lucation, who was
concerned about the supply of teachers for the
burgeoning high schools: "progressive interests" thought
the normal schools, not art schools, music
conservatories, or technical institutes, should provide the
teachers/supervisors of art, music, and manual training.
More than a decade before the school became a college,
and continuing through the 1920s while the four-year
curriculum was developing, the Moorhead catalogues
advertised special curriculums in drawing (art became
the accepted term in the Twenties), industrial arts, home
economics, and music. Physical education for both
women and men was added later. These curriculums led
to majors in all of the special fields (except home
economics) in the late Twenties and early Thirties. They
were more substantial majors and better preparation for
teaching on the secondary level than Moorhead's
academic majors for many years.
It is probably significant that three of Moorhead State's
most prominent teachers in the era between the two
World Uizrs, all of them hired by President Frank Weld in
1919, were in special fields: Flora Frick and Alex Nemzek
in physical education and Daniel Preston in music. The
programs offered in these fields, and the extra-curricular

activities connected with them, led Moorhead State to
genuine college status in the Twenties and Thirties.

Drawing-Art
Although the early drawing teachers at Moorhead
Normal seldom remained at the school for more than a
year or two, Ben Mackall remembered four of them
when he reminisced about "The Old Normal Faculty" in
1913. "Clean Clara" Woodward, the first, was recalled
because of "her always immaculate daintiness" and
Isabel Kimball because she achieved fame as a sculptress
after leaving Moorhead. He did not mention Estella
Spencer, who developed a drawing curriculum but
remained only a year, nor Margarethe Heisser, who
painted portraits of leading North Dakotans. Miss
Heisser had completed only the first three of 15
projected Indian portraits when she died in 1908.
But Mackall spoke of Faith Marsh, who designed the
Normal Red Letter cover, and Ida Benedict, who first
taught at Moorhead Normal in 1895-1897 and later
returned for a much longer stay, from 1905 to 1917. He
does not refer to Emma La Trace, who was a
penmanship teacher who also taught drawing for a year,
or Miss M.K. Smith, who taught 1903-1905.
The art department history, "lGq Years of Art," compiled
in 1987 under the direction of Timothy Ray, gives careful
attention to descriptions of the drawing courses offered at
Moorhead Normal and to the rationale for the courses,
this information gleaned from the annual catalogues. The
original "Drawing" course became "Methods of
Drawing": its purpose was "to enable (the future
teacher) to draw quickly and correctly from sight,
memory, or imagination anything that will add interest
for school work."

Dan Preston, Flora Frick, and Sliv Nemzek in the 1920s, their first decade at Moorhead State.
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Mary Alexander Brumby, who taught art at MS in 1919-1920, designed the stained glass windows placed at the back of the Weld Hall stage. After
being cOYered for protection and better use of the stage (since the 1950s), the windows were remOYed in 1988 and are now installed in the MSU
library.
In 1936, however, the MSTC Chapel Choir performed with the windows as a backdrop. First row, Marion Beardsly, Edna Satre, Millie Sanders,
Theresa Fuller, Millicent Prescott, Ethel Lasure, Helen Rauk. Second row, Joy Kiser, Arla Bru, Phyllis Wiley, F. Peterson, Monica McCarty, Grace
Sands, Gretchen Rehfeld, Grace Van Z.ant, Carol Forsberg. Neva Haugen . Tbird row, Phyllis Fountain , Alma Flatin, Delores Wermager, Irene
Hougard, Aleth Brainerd, Vivian Munson, Signe Henium, Betty Trace, Ione Peterson , Alice Graves, Nelson, Gutzler, Ruth Hannaford, Anna
Peterson. Fourth row, Bill Smith, Vernon Schranz. John Stucky. Gene Struble, Rudolph Peterson. Morton Presting, Dorothy Murray, Virginia Murray,
Elianor Sherman, Waneta Wieseke, Alf Richards, Kenneth Christiansen, Hugh Price, Herman Koch, Trevor Sandness, Reit1hold Utke, Albert Lokken.

The two divisions of this course were "Illustrative Art"
and "Decorative Art." The former was the study of solid
and natural forms, the application of principles on paper
and the blackboard, the study of perspective and its
application, and the study of light and shade. Decorative
Art was the study of "beautiful forms of art."
Miss Heisser "moved art instruction in a new direction"
at Moorhead Normal before leaving to study in Europe
in 1903, away from the essentially practical purpose of
the earlier courses. The art department's history
emphasized Heisser's more exhalted concept of art. "She
felt that the study of drawing should 'develop the mind,
thereby increasing the power and habit of observation
and adding to the capacity for enjoyment of the world.'
She wanted to 'awaken those creative and imaginative
faculties which lie dormant in every mind ... and ... make
original work possible."'
Margarethe Heisser expanded the art courses at
Moorhead Normal to include water color painting,
original 'design, and historical ornament-a kind of art
history course.
Ida Benedict revised the school's art curriculum several
times during her 12-year second stay at Moorhead
Normal, in 1906, in 1909 (after a summer visit to
Europe), and again in 1913. The special curriculum in
drawing she developed in 1913 included courses from the
industrial arts (mechanical drawing) and home economics
offerings. The Domestic Art courses taught in the Home

Economics department included the study of textiles and
the application of this study to the making of garments.
Before she left Moorhead, Ida Benedict made some last
changes in the art curriculum. There were now three
courses in Drawing and two in Perspective. An Advanced
Drawing and Color course was added and the History of
Art was expanded into two courses. Finally, Outdoor
Sketching and Life Drawing were ·added to the offerings.
Two art (or drawing) teachers served briefly in the World
War I years but did not alter the curriculum. Edna G.
Benson, 1917-1919, had been an art supervisor on the
secondary level after taking her bachelor's degree from
the University of Iowa in 1909. Before coming to
Moorhead she had studied at the Chicago Academy of
Fint: Arts. Mary Alexander Brumby, though on the
faculty only a year, 1919-1920, designed the stained glass
windows for Weld Hall-now removed and installed in
the MSU library. Miss Brumby earned her bachelor's
degree at the University of Mississippi and studied at the
Chicago Art Institute and the University of Chicago.
Margaret McCarten, who had a bachelor's degree from
North Dakota Agricultural College and had studied at the
Chicago Art Institute, reduced the number of art courses
soon after she came to Moorhead State in 1920. The
offerings were Drawing I, II, and ill, Design and
Composition, Water Color, History of Art (only painting
and sculpture), and Advanced Design. According to "100
Years of Art," there was a complete rebuilding of the art
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Mary A. Brumby (1919-1920! designed the Tiffany-style stained glass
windows which were removed to the MSU library last year after nearly
70 years at the back of the Weld auditorium stage.
Margaret McCarten beaded the MSTC art department from 1920 to
1938.

curriculum between 1926 and 1936: "There emerged a
greater emphasis on art appreciation and creativity and
less on just the practical applications of classes. Also,
the field became art instead of drawing."
The Art Club, organized during Margaret McCarten's
first year at Moorhead, became a member of the
National Federation of Arts in 1925. Through this agency
exhibits came to Moorhead from the Pratt Institute, the
Rhode Island School of Design, and the Boston Society
of Watercolor Painters. The art department showed its
own exhibits of student work as a part of the annual
spring Arts Festivals of the late Twenties.
In the Twenties and Thirties the Moorhead State
Teachers College art department had two faculty
members. Margaret McCarten was chairman from 1920
until her retirement in 1938. Matilda Williams, who had
come to Moorhead State as a kindergarten associate in
1924, became a teacher of "related arts" in 1927. She
had bachelor's and master's degrees from the University
of Chicago.

Matilda Williams and Ethel Tainter both came to teach at MSTC in
the early 1920s. They were colleagues and friends for more than 30
years.

Until the late 1930s, the catalogues had three
classifications of "arts": Fine, Industrial, and Related. In
the last category were six courses: Manual Arts in the
Grades, Manual Arts in the Rural Schools, Craftwork,
Survey of Art, Art in the Home, and Pottery. The major
was in "Fine and Related Arts," 40 hours in the mid1930s. After Margaret McCarten retired in 1938 and
Miss Williams succeeded to her position, the distinction
between the two kinds of art courses disappeared. After
O.W. Snarr became president of MSTC, the major was
designated "art education." Nels Johnson, who had
bachelor's and master's degrees from the State University
of Iowa, became a member of the art department in
1939. He and Matilda Williams were the MSTC art
department after World War II.
Although the "art education" designation may only mark
the coming of a new College president who had been the
head of a professional education faculty for more than 20
years, it was no doubt a more accurate label for the
Moorhead State program and major. Matilda Williams'
art component became a part of the new humanities
program organized at Moorhead in the 1940s, but her
orientation was toward art education, and on the
elementary level.
Near the end of Miss Williams' career, Doris Eastman of
the Fargo Forum interviewed her in connection with an
exhibition of sculpture by Mabel Peoples Swanson, who
,had chosen a career in commercial art instead of
becoming an art teacher. Wrote Eastman: ''As far as
Miss Williams can remember, this is only the second
time a student of hers has had a display of art at MSTC
after they have left the College." (The first was a group
of paintings by Richard Tiffany exhibited shortly after his
discharge from the Army.) Three paragraphs of Doris
Eastman's article tell much about Matilda Williams' art
teaching and the program at MS up to 1955, when she
retired:

Nels Johnson joined the MSTC art faculty just before World War II.
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Northwestern University, taught College and Training
School music courses and directed women's singing
groups throughout the Teachers College era. A.M.
Christensen, though a member of the education
department, directed the MSTC band for a dozen years
after 1926. In 1938 Bertram McGarrity took over the
band and became an important member of the music
faculty.
And there were others earlier, though on the faculty for
brief periods and sometimes on a part-time basis.
Preston had a series of "music assistants" in the 1920s:
Bernice N. Knopp in 1920, Alicia Kangera (University of
Texas B.A. and American Conservatory of Music) in
1921, Florence Demo (B.A. Oberlin and B. Mus. at the
Oberlin Conservatory of Music) from 1922 to 1924, and
Florence Bullard (B.A. Macalester College) 1924 to
1929.
In the Thirties a number of people were listed in the
College catalogues and pictured in the yearbooks as
members of the music department. All of them gave
individual lessons in voice, piano (and organ), or violin
for a year or more: Agnes Jorgenson Kise, Florence
Williams, Eleanor Nesheim Parsons, Ruth Pendell
Preston, Grace Watkins, Larry Norin, and Harlow
Berquist (who was also on the Training School staff).
Dan Preston was still wearing bis Army uniform when be joined the
faculty of the Moorhead Normal School in 1919.

"Basically, Miss Williams' work deals with teaching
students what to expect of the children they will teach.
Her freshmen are taking a required course when they
come to her classes. They learn the fundamentals of art,
do work in lettering, in figure drawing, in color. Many
times she recalls having had what she thought was a very
interesting 'guest' exhibit in the entry way of her
classroom, only to have it passed up by students going
rapidly to the other side of the room where their own
efforts were displayed!"

Twelve courses were required to complete the Special
Curriculum in Music which preceded the music major of
the four-year degree program. The catalogue noted that
this curriculum prepared public school supervisors and
teachers: Harmony I and II, Advanced Sight Reading,
courses in Music History, Form, and Appreciation,
Methods in Grammar Grades and High School, three
courses in Student Teaching, and three non-music
electives-Children's Literature, Drawing, or Psychology
II.

"As far as she knows, no member of her classes has
become known for making a living as an 'artist.' But
there are an impressive number of towns in Minnesota
and North Dakota which have art instructors who got
their first touch of art education from Miss Williams."
After her retirement Matilda Williams lived in Tucson,
Arizona, where she died in 1962.

The Music Department
Music, like drawing, was included in the earliest
Moorhead Normal curriculum: it was a skill elementary
teachers were expected to have, but only vocal music was
taught. Although small string orchestras were organized
shortly after 1900, they were extracurricular enterprises.
Not until the coming of J. Harold Powers in 1909 did the
school have a music teacher who was involved in both
vocal and instrumental music.
Daniel Preston, who succeeded Powers in 1919, ruled the
music department between the two World Wars but was
not the whole department. Maude Wenck, who came to
Moorhead in 1929 with a B.M.E. degree from

A Moorhead State student in the 1920s, Harlow Berquist returned to
teach in the Campus School in the Thirties, and did some te.:zcbing in
the College.

Maude Wenck with members of Tau Chi Mu, the honorary music society, in the mid-Fifties.

There is no mention of music methods or student
teaching in this major, which· may have led to Dan
Preston's confrontation with President O.W. Snarr.

Daniel Preston, 1896-1987

Agnes Jorgenson came to MSIC in the early Twenties after teaching
rural schools for four years.
After her marriage to Joseph Kise, Agnes Jorgenson Kise studied at
Radcliffe College and the New England Conservatory of Music in
Boston. When the couple returned to MSTC, she completed her degree
with an English major and music minor. During the Thirties she was
a part-time vocal instructor on the MSTC faculty.

A 44-hour music major first appeared in the 1930
catalogue and remained essentially unchanged in the
1930s. It retained many essentials from the Special
Curriculum-Harmony I and II, Sight Singing, Music
History, and Music Appreciation-but added Principles
of Music, Counterpoint, and 16 quarter hours of Applied
Music. This requirement was broken down into six hours
of Ensemble Experience (Chorus, Band, and Orchestra),
four of Voice, four of Piano, and three of Symphonic
Instrument.

Dan Preston had been at Moorhead State Teachers
College for nearly 30 years when he resigned in 1948.
For seven years President Snarr had pressed for music
methods courses while Preston insisted that his obligation
was to make musicians of his students. There was regret
and bitterness in leaving the College and community but
Dan felt he could no longer work under Snarr. Bert
McGarrity made the same decision three years later.
Some of Preston's former students were teaching in the
Northwest, and he went first to the University of
Washington, where he completed coursework for a
doctorate in music before accepting a position at Pacific
University in Forest Grove, Oregon. He became Dean of
Music at the University, which drew most of its faculty
from the Portland Symphony Orchestra. He retired 15
)'ears later as Dean Emeritus.
Daniel Preston was born in Bangor, Wisconsin, on
October 4, 1896, into a musical family and in an area
which put a high value on music. He had uncles who
were fiddlers with some local reputation, and Dan's
mother had her son taking violin lessons at the age of
eight. His boyish enthusiasm, however, was for hunting,
trapping and fishing.
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Dan Preston, age 4.

Preston at Lawrence Univeristy in
Appleton , Wisconsin.

Dan grew up in the rugged hill country around Bangor
and West Salem, Wisconsin, 60 miles east of La Crosse.
There were settlements of Irish, Germans, and
Norwegians, each in their own valleys, but it was the
Welsh around Bangor (who named the town after Bangor
in Wales) that made the area distinctive.
When Dan's father insisted that his son go to college, he
entered Lawrence University in Appleton, Wisconsin, to
prepare for a career as a forest ranger. His first
chemistry examination proved that he could not succeed
in this course and Dan found his way to the music
department, a logical move because of the early musical
training his mother had insisted on. The Wisconsin
community where he grew up had some remarkable
European-born musicians. Dan first studied violin with
Zachariah Baebler, a Swiss who worked as a telegrapher
for the Milwaukee railroad. In West Salem,. the town
next to Bangor, Norwegian Peter Mickelson had gathered
60 young musicians and shaped them into a good
orchestra. Mickelson had been the solo flute player for
the Oslo Symphony before he was hired away by the
New York Philharmonic Orchestra; once in the New
World, however, he became dissatisfied and made his
way westward to Wisconsin. He had learned the trade of
cigar-making and set up shop in West Salem.
The wonderful Welsh choirs, who sang unaccompanied
in the Bangor and West Salem churches, had also
impressed Dan Preston. And he had trumpet lessons in
West Salem from Merle Evans, who later directed the
band for the Ringling Brothers Circus. At Lawrence,
Preston studied violin with Belgian-born Percy
Fullinwiter, who had been concert master for the
Cincinnati Symphony before going west to Wisconsin.
Lawrence University also had excellent voice teachers:
among them Carl Waterman, who had studied with
Herbert Witherspoon of the Chicago Opera, one of the
most distinguished baritones of the day and a disciple of
Jean de Reske's new type of vocal sound.

Rutb Pendell was a music major at
Lawrence wben sbe met Daniel Preston in
1916.

Because Dan had married Ruth Pendell in 1917, before
taking the position at Moorhead, he brought another fine
musician to Moorhead when he came. Besides bearing
five children-Molly, Jim, Jane, Mary, and Bill, all
MS1C students and two of them graduates-Ruth Preston
taught violin at times and appeared with string groups
and as a soloist.
From the time he appeared on the Moorhead campus in
1919 until he left MS1C in 1948, Preston generated a
phenomenal growth in musical organizations and
activities at the school. He drew musically talented
students to the College and spread the reputation of
Moorhead State music statewide and even nationally.
Dan Preston's presence was felt beyond the Weld Hall
music rooms, and he became one of the school's most
influential people. For five or six years he was an
assistant football coach and manager, regularly

Daniel, Jane, and Rutb Preston in 1918, just before Dan left for
Moorhead to bead tbe music department.
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years ago when that great Shakespeare scholar was
questioned about his lack of a Ph.D. Kittredge replied
with the question, "Who would examine me?"

Molly and Jane Preston in 1921.

scrimmaging with MSTC teams. He played a leading role
in the annual Arts Festivals of the late 1920s, and his
choirs presented concerts at area high schools and in
Fargo-Moorhead churches.
Academic degrees had meant little in music earlier but
Dan Preston completed his bachelor's work in education
10 years after he came to Moorhead. While he was
building his impressive music organizations at MSTC and
in the F-M community, Dan was in nearly the same
position as Professor Kittredge of Harvard nearly 70

But Preston no doubt felt the new degree-consciousness,
especially after O.W. Snarr became president of the
College; therefore, when MS enrollment dropped after
Pearl Harbor, Dan left his family in Moorhead and spent
the 1943-1944 school year at Syracuse, studying with
Professor Jacob Kwalwasser, a specialist in music and
acoustics. Preston received his M.A. there in 1945. For
his master's thesis Dan explored the acoustics field in
which there was little or no published material.
Kwalwasser gave him a formula for measuring and
recording vocal sounds and Dan checked 6,000 such
sounds made by 225 singers, professional and amateur.
His tests proved that tensed cheek muscles (as in
smiling) activate the upper frontal sinuses as resonators:
the singer then ·hears his own voice through his
eustachian tubes and consequently sings more accurately
in tune. When Dan Preston had his paper almost ready
to submit, Professor Kwalwasser told Dan he would
accept his paper as written. But he added, ''And you
may shoot me for this: I permitted you to use a formula
that is off by .001 point!" As Kwalwasser expected, Dan
rewrote the whole paper the next year, while he was
back teaching in Moorhead. He made new calculations
on each of the 6,000 sounds, a slow process in that precomputer age. This was Dan's contribution to basic
research in music and acoustics.
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Preston conducting the Amphion, Ladies Chorus, and MSTC Orchestra in a concert at Moorhead High _School in. the 1940s. Ruth Preston is in the
front row (center! of the orchestra, beyond Dan, and Agnes Kise is one of be soloists, standing at the director's nght.

Preston's reputation as a musician was not confined to
the Moorhead State Teachers College campus. He
achieved considerable fame in Fargo-Moorhead and the
surrounding area with his male chorus and double
quartet in the late Twenties. Besides appearing before
many local audiences, these groups sang before
conventions of the National Association of Music
Educators. A group called the Gideon Male Chorus had
existed in Fargo-Moorhead but had disbanded. When
asked if he would conduct such a group, Preston
agreed-if the men would be willing to work hard and
sing for audiences, not just for themselves. When 125
turned out for the first rehearsal called in 1931, Dan saw
the potential the group had. The chorus he developed
included a funeral director, an abstractor, a judge, a
~-------------___,,,...............,_ _ __.·.,......,.

Dan and Ruth Preston in Forest Grove, Oregon, shortly before Mrs.
Preston"s death on June 26, 1962. She was 67.

janitor, an optometrist, a printer, lawyers, mechanics,
salesmen, farmers, insurance men, creamery workers,
and doctors.
There was some skepticism when Preston accepted an
invitation to take the group to the Chicago World's Fair
of 1933, but the Amphion's appearance was a triumph.
Traveling by train or chartered Greyhound bus, the men
sang to enthusiastic audiences around the country in the
1930s. They gave concerts at the Academy of Music in
Philadelphia, in Orchestra Hall in Chicago, at both the
Radio City Music Hall and the historic Town House in
New York City, the famous Pabst Theatre in Milwaukee,
at Notre Dame University, and in the caucus room of the
House Office Building in Washington, D.C. When the
Amphion Chorus sang before the National Federation of
Music Clubs' convention in Indianapolis, their soloist
was John Charles Thomas!
The response of music critics around the country to
these "Singing Men of the West" was uniformly
enthusiastic. They commended their "beautiful tone
quality, splendid balance, and remarkable precision of
rhythm and phrasing."
"Amphion hadn't sung more than a minute before it was
obvious that this was an unusual choral outfit," wrote
Robert A. Simon in The New Yorker. "Their voices have
be~n blended expertly, their enunciation is astonishing,
and the basses have a quality which may be compared
favorably with the best of the Russian bass. Mr. Preston
has trained his singers into a state of great flexibility."
Following their appearance in Philadelphia, distinguished
music critic Sigmund Spaeth wrote: "The Amphion
Chorus is quite possibly the finest group of male singers
in America today. Their performance in Philadelphia was
nothing short of spectacular."
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Tbe most successful Moorhead State alumni reunion was held August 3, 1978, to honor Dan Preston, Most, but not quite all of those present have
been identified by Martha Lou !Price! Bugbee.
FRONT ROW: Blanche Roberts Heys '38, Molly Preston Flood '47, Jane Preston Bekkerus, -, Marie Peterson Johnson, Mary Preston Gwynn '41,
Delores Hanson, -, -, Marilyn Murray White '47, Dan Preston, Phyllis Fountain Virtb '38, -, -, Helen Bergquist Person '26, Vivian Rauk Jacobson
'32, Joan Storrs Peterson '35, Mrs. Melvin Wedul, -.
SECOND ROW: -, Byron D. Murray, Helen Peoples Hammond '38, Enid Peterson '34, Mina Peoples Miller '42, Mabel Peoples Swanson '36, Ruth
Downey Smith '41, Catherine Jones Rowan '36, Martha Lou Price Bugbee '38, Constance Cocking Richards '39, Betty Trace Kauppi '39, Muriel
Longway '41,-, -, Signe Olson Eskildson '36, Marjorie Fuglie Lewis '36, Fern Peterson Kranz '39, Doris McCasland Lindsay '37, Mrs. Harlow
Berquist.
THIRD ROW: -, Leona Lewis, Margaret Baller Sillers '35, -, Eileen Widenboefer Anderson '49, Lois Cornell &Iberg, '47 -. Katherine Julian Preston
'47, -. Nadine Madsen Krajeck '38, -, Ruth Dahl Erickson '34, -, Ruth Scbillerstrom Hoglund '47, Peg R>wles Danforth '37, -, -, Margaret and
Maxine Stinson '32, -, -, -, -, -, Ruth Hannaford Utke '38, Harlow Berquist '24, '33.
FOURTH ROW: -, -, -, -, -. -. -, Oair FLood, Jim Preston '48, Don R. Anderson '41, -, -, Miriam Murray Caton '40, Virginia Murray McArthur
'39, Dorothy Murray Nielson '39, -, , -, -, -, Reinbold Utke '39, Palmer Rauk '38, Alf Richard '39, Hod Eklund '26, '77, Bill Preston.
FIFTH ROW: -, Howard Binford '50, -, Allen Erickson '33, George Heys '38, Henry Stevenson '39, Melvin Wedul '37, Art Holmaas '38, Maynard
Tvedt '36, Webster Rowan '35 -,- -, -. -, Ernie Ander~n '24, Ralph Smith '30, Blair Archer '42, Lloyd Hammond '54, Bob Walls '32.
TOP ROW: -. -, -, Carl Maedl '30, '34, -, Willard Swiers '39, Marcus Gordon '36, Rudy Peterson '36, Verne Lewis '36, Gene Struble '39, Ruben
Parson '32, Bill Stevenson '34, Dick Richardson '30,'35, Herman Krajeck '33, Joe Best '35, Erling Herman '35, Jim Blaine '34, T. Edison Smith
'40, Evard Serbin '37, Soc Glasrud '33, Marco Gotta '38.

Tbe Preston family posed for their own reunion picture on August 3: back, Bill Preston, John L. Gwynn, Jim Preston, Clair V. Flood, Harold A.
Bekkerus: front, Jane Preston Bekkerus, Mary Preston Gwynn, Dan !then 82!, Molly Preston Flood, and Katherine Julian !Mrs. James! Preston.
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In August, 1978, Moorhead State Teachers College
graduates were invited to Moorhead State University to
see what had happened to their institution since they had
graduated, and to sing under Dan Preston's direction
once more. Several hundred former MSTC choir
members returned to make up the massed choir, the best
alumni turnout in many years.
All five of Dan's children were back in Fargo-Moorhead
for the Campus High School reunion held August 7-9,
1987, and the Prestons had their own reunion. Dan's
seemingly inexhaustible strength gave out finally, and he
died August 21, two months short of his 91st birthday.

Post War Music
Dr. H.D. Harmon came to MSTC in late summer of
1948 to head the music department and direct the choir.
A native of Lincoln, Nebraska, Harmon was "H.D." or
Duane, even H. Duane, but never Harold (after the first
MiSTiC articles, which did not know better!)
Alice Bartels (MFA, South Dakota and MA Iowa) joined
the MSTC music department in 1949.
Dr. H. D. Hannon and Ray ibtapka.

A Chicago writer commented on their superb
appearance: "The Amphion male chorus sang in a
professional manner. These gentlemen from the
Northwest looked like so many fashion-plates in their
swallow tails and wearing white kid gloves and white
boutonniers in their lapels, showing us their way of
projecting verse in song."
Dan Preston and his 100-member Amphion Chorus had
planned an 18-concert European tour, with two
appearances in London and two in Paris (where
Ambassador William Bullitt was to be their sponsor), but
World War II intervened. Preston reflected ruefully on
the turn of events: ''As it turned out, Hitler's troops
occupied Paris when we were supposed to have sung
there!"
Preston also directed the Fargo-Moorhead Women's
Chorus for 14 years, from 1931 to 1946. These 225
voices (recruited by the Sigma Alpha Iota music sorority)
made up the largest group he had ever worked with,
Preston remembered. In the late 1930s, this group and
the Amphion Chorus together presented Handel's
Messiah and other major works, with orchestral
accompaniment, during the Christmas season.
Following the death of his wife in 1962 and his
retirement from Pacific University a year later, Dan
Preston returned to Fargo-Moorhead. He served as choir
master at Gethsemane Episcopal Cathedral and the First
Presbyterian Church in Fargo, taught up to 70 private
voice lessons a week, and continued to sing, teach , and
direct past the age of 80. He was elected to the
Moorhead State Alumni Association board of directors
and gave special training to vocalists in some of Del
Hansen's musicals. In 1976 he received the special Bicentennial Year Distinguished Service Award of
Moorhead State University.

A public school music man, Harmon earned his
bachelor's degree at Nebraska (1939) and master's at
Michigan (1943). He taught in Nebraska schools and
spent two years in the Navy before earning his doctorate
at the University of Iowa. He was teaching at Iowa when
he accepted the MSTC position.
Duane Harmon was a "choral man," with a fine tenor
voice, but MSTC came to know him best as a superb
trumpeter. He had studied the instrument for two years

Alice Bartels taught music at Moorhead State from 1949 to 1982.
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at the University of Michigan while taking his master's
degree. Yvonne Harmon, who earned her own master's
degree at Iowa while her husband was completing a
doctorate, was also a fine trumpet player and the two
Harmons played duets on special occasions at Moorhead.
Ray Votapka directed the MS band from 1950 to 1953,
while Bert McGarrity was on leave earning his doctorate.
When McGarrity took a position at a California college
after completing his degree, the College hired Arthur
Nix to direct the band and teach music courses. Nix, a
former Student Commission president, graduated from
MSTC in 1952.
The Moorhead State choir presented Joseph Haydn's The
Seasons in Weld auditorium on November 14, 1951, after
a first presentation of the oratorio the previous evening at
Pelican Rapids. Soloists were Margery Johnson, soprano,
Van Smith and John Kittleson, tenors, and Willard
Snustad, bass.
The following year the choir sang Gabriel Faure's
Requiem with the Fargo-Moorhead symphony orchestra
on November 17 in Weld auditorium, with Dr. Harmon
directing both the choir and symphony. Lois Leewig,
soprano, Don Ellingson, baritone, were soloists, and
Mary Rumreich the piano and organ accompanist.

Mildred Holstad and Duane Harmon .

The MS choir-F-M Orchestra collaborations continued
as a regular November musical offering in the 1950s, the
two groups presenting both Faure and Mozart requiems
in subsequent years. On November 12, 1956 Ellen
Greenwood was the soprano soloist, Fran Berkley,
Elizabeth Backes, and Bonnie Short contraltos, Gary
Schmidtke, tenor, and Joe Casey and Dick Westerlund
basses.
~
Mildred Holstad (MM Drake) joined the MSTC music
department in 1955 to teach piano and organ.

Industrial Arts
One of Moorhead State's most thriving programs in the
Twenties and Thirties was manual training (or industrial
arts). From the attic rooms of Old Main, where the
program had begun (and was probably confined to
mechanical drawing and woodworking), this department
moved into nearly ideal facilities on the basement level
of Weld Hall in 1915. When I was an MSTC student in
the early Thirties, the courses taught seemed all
woodworking and printing, though mechanical drawing
was also taught. Because our newspaper and yearbook
offices were comers of the print shop after the 1930 fire,
I saw a good deal of the industrial arts department but
never saw evidence of the sheet metal or electricity
courses advertised in the catalogues. I remember
wondering about the large forge room, which was not
used and not adaptable to other purposes.

Art Nix directing the MS band in 1967.

From the inception of the program in 1904 to 1920,
Moorhead Normal had four industrial arts instructors,
most notably John W. Eck from 1911 to 1920. Both Mr.
and Mrs. Eck were members of the faculty-student
orchestras of the World War I years and were involved
with other campus activities.
When George K. Wells succeeded Eck in 1920, the first
College catalogues listing his credentials noted that he
had worked for the Curtis Aeroplane Company in 1919,
an unusual experience in that era. Wells had been a
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Frederick G. Leasure

George K. Wells

student of industrial arts at the Lewis and Stout
Institutes, had studied at the University of Chicago, and
had earned a B.S. at the Kansas State Normal School.
He had been a public school and high school teacher for
five years.
Wells was succeeded in 1924 by Frederick G. Leasure,
who had earned no degrees. He had, however, some
highly interesting experience which he shared with
people of our area. The first part of his credentials were
ordinary enough: Kansas Agricultural College, 1915; the
North Dakota Normal and Industrial School (at
Ellendale), 1916-1917; Bradley Polytechnic Institute,
1919; and six years of teaching in rural and public
schools. The rest was more interesting. He had been
superintendent of the Lumbwa Industrial Mission in the
Congo from 1919 to 1921 and superintendent of the
Africa Inland Mission Industrial School in 1922-23. He
had brought back cases of trophies from Africa: native
spears, colorful shields, and a variety of mounted horns

Otto Ursin

Vincent Anderson

and skins. While he was on the Moorhead faculty, this
red-haired former Baptist missionary described his
African experiences with the trophies as visual aids. I
heard and saw his show as a Detroit Lakes High School
student in 1925 or 1926: it was an exciting performance.
Whether Leasure's lectures took him away from classes
or his flamboyant personality drew more students,
Moorhead State Teachers College added a second
industrial arts teacher in 1925-26. The new faculty
member was Henry Weltzin, who was completing work
on his degree at the College. When Leasure left
Moorhead after 1926, Weltzin began teaching all of the
courses and continued to do so for the next 20 years. He
was awarded an M.A. by the University of Minnesota in
1935.
One of the special features of the Moorhead industrial
arts program was the inclusion of printing among its
courses. The department was equipped with a variety of
type faces and presses and produced College forms and
the programs for most events. Its biggest venture,
however, was the printing of the College newspaper, the
MiSTIC, for nearly half a century.
The education of manual training teachers at Moorhead
probably had a considerable impact on the developing
College. Many of the athletes who came to Moorhead
State 60 or 70 years ago became manual training
teachers, and some found positions in the Moorhead and
Fargo schools. The colorful Clarence "Rutz" Engh
enrolled at Moorhead Normal after his graduation from
Moorhead High School in 1915, and played football at
the Normal School under Ira Slingsby and Litz Rusness.
After wartime service in the Coast Artillery, Lt. Engh
returned to MS to earn his Advanced Diploma, and he
taught at Moorhead High and St. Charles, Minn., where
lie coached football. In 1926 Engh began teaching in
Fargo's newly built Agassiz Junior High School manual
training facility; he held this position for 36 years, until
his retirement in 1962.

Henry B. Weltzin taught industrial arts at MSTC from 1926 to 1945.

For many years MS Homecomings were colored by the
raucous, witty, and disrespectful comments of Rutz
Engh. He voiced what many males at Moorhead State
felt during the decades when respectability and decorum
were all important. "I come back to insult Joe Kise," he
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would say, probably because Kise had been dean of men
at Moorhead State Teachers College when Rutz returned
to complete his work after army service. Kise,
impeccably groomed and dressed, was determined to
mold Moorhead's young men into models of propriety.
Rutz Engh was equally determined to crack the facade of
gentility. And he did not disguise his contempt for recent
industrial arts graduates of Moorhead State, who now
came out of the College with degrees, a cluster of
methods courses, and very careful manners: "They can't
even sharpen tools!"
When Henry Weltzin took a position in California in
1945, 1942 graduate Vincent Anderson began teaching
industrial arts at MS1C upon his discharge from the
Army. He was joined by Otto Ursin (BS Bemidji S1C,
MA Minnesota) for the 1946-47 college year. When
Vince Anderson went into business the following year,
Marlowe Wegner, a 1942 MS1C graduate who earned a
master's degree at Minnesota after his discharge from the
Army, replaced him on the Moorhead State faculty.
Ursin and Wegner were the MS1C industrial arts
department for the next decade, though Donald Geurts,
another MS1C graduate who had earned a Minnesota
MA, taught industrial arts while Ursin (in 1952-53) and
Wegner the following year were on leave for graduate
study. Lawrence V. Marinaccio (MA New York
University) taught at MS1C in 1956-57.
Marlowe Wegner and Donald Geurts.

Wegner instructs student printers at a press.
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May C. Turner, who was teaching home economics at Moorhead State
when it became a college, was tbe last teacher in this department.

Sliv Nemzek at bis desk in tbe new athletic building !now Flora Frick
Hall! in tbe Thirties.

The End of Home Economics in 1927

Physical Education

Moorhead State had 12 teachers of home economics (or
domestic science) from 1909 to 1927, often two on the
faculty at the same time. In several of those years a
recent graduate was listed in the catalogues as an
"assistant in household economy."

There was no special curriculum in physical education in
the first Moorhead State Teachers College catalogues,
which listed only four courses in this field. The first was
the course all women students were required to take in
their first year. Said the catalogues: "The gymnasium
costume consists of full dark bloomers, white middy
blouse, black hose, and soft or rubber-soled shoes." The
physical education offerings ignored male students,
perhaps because there were so few of them in 1921.

When Moorhead Normal became a Teachers College in
1921, there were two teachers of home economics on the
faculty. Chleo V. Lunger, who that year added "Smith"
to her name, had a bachelor of science degree from
Teachers College, Columbia University, and varied
experience as a teacher. The second teacher was May C.
Turner, who had training at Stout and Dunwoody
Institutes. Miss Turner, still with no degree, was to be
the last MSTC teacher of home economics, in 1926-19Z7.
Teaching home economics with Miss Turner in the
Twenties were Isabel Collins, 1921-1924, who had an
M.A. from Columbia, and Sada Anderson, B.S. from
Michigan Agricultural College (later Michigan State
University}, who taught from 1924 to 1926.
I have found no explanation for the discontinuance of
home economics at Moorhead State Teachers College in
19Z7. Unlike manual training, in which Moorhead
graduated all of the teachers in the area, home
economics programs were well established at North
Dakota Agricultural College (as expected in a land-grant
college) and even at Moorhead's liberal arts college,
Concordia. Perhaps because of this, there seemed no
reason why Moorhead State should also have such a
program.

The second-year course was Playground Methods.
Students apparently got their own exercise while learning
how to direct or coach "team games." The third course
was similar, but the fourth was probably unique and
included in the Moorhead State catalogue because Flora
Frick was on the faculty. "Pageantry and School
Festivals" gave "practical training in the planning,
rehearsing, and producing of school as well as
community festivals and celebrations of all types." The
course description said that the class would "produce
one big festival" and also learn how "to correlate this
work with all branches of the school curriculum."
The catalogues of the mid-Twenties listed many physical
education courses (but no majors or minors), with
widely differentiated programs for women and men. The
women's offerings were Primary (upper grade, or rural)
Grade "Problems;' fall, winter, and spring sports, and
"Club Work." Under "Physical Education and Athletics
for Men," the courses were "theory and practice" of
football, basketball, baseball, or minor sports, boxing
and wrestling. Other courses were "Calisthenics,
Gymnastics, and Organized Play, Kinesiology, Athletic
Administration, Physical Education Methods, Pageantry,
and Apparatus Class," which was "open to both men and
women who are physically qualified for the work."

When a four-year curriculum had been developed , the
catalogues of the 1930s outlined 32-or 36-hour physical
education majors. The courses required were Advanced
Physiology, Anatomy, Kinesiology, History of Physical
Education, Physical Measures, Coaching, Playground
Management, and Corrective Gymnastics. Later, courses
were required in Physical Education Technic and Physical
Education Methods, and the history course was dropped .
Students could take Coaching instead of School Festivals.
Much more interesting than the physical education
courses, however, were the people who taught them,
Alex J. Nemzek and Flora Frick: both have buildings at
Moorhead State University named in their honor. Both
Frick and Nemzek came to Moorhead State in 1919.
After a single year at the Normal School, however,
Nemzek returned to North Dakota Agricultural College
for further study and athletic participation. He rejoined
the MSTC faculty in 1923. During his absence L.
Wallace Rusness coached and taught physical education
and physiology from 1920 to 1922. He was followed (for
-a single year) by Frederick R. Pruska, who had a
bachelor's degree from Coe College and had been a
teacher-administrator in Iowa and Wisconsin.

Flora M. Frick, 1889-1957
Flora Frick was a prominent member of the Moorhead
State Teachers College faculty for 38 years. She first
came to the school two years before it became a college,
in the summer of 1919, and she died on April 16, 1957,
the day Governor Orville Freeman signed a bill
converting the institution into Moorhead State College.

Flora M. Frick: World War II years.

The ~men's Athletic League membership at MSIC in 1929-1930. Top row: Casey, McDonald, V. Anderson, E. Ludwig, Bolser, Lidstrom, Lunder,
Felde, G. Peterson; second row: Warnes, Dyer, E. Johnson, D. Olsen, H. Hokanson, E. Sherman, Sykora, Reiersgard, Thorstenson; third row: Renne,
Beck, L. Anderson, Kittleson , H. Vik, B. King, M. Stinson, Palmre, Streed, Bestick; fourth row: Krier, Forsythe. F. Johnson, Seba/er, Ross, Oss,
Pierce, Gisvold, A. Criser; bottom row: E. Brown, M. Olson, - , Hogbaug, Finstad, Gunderson, Myers, Robolt, Lehmann, V. Nelson. 11930
PraeceptorJ.
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WAA members in 1947-1948: back row, M . Hagan, Dorothy Matthey, Dorothy Burns, Phyllis Filipi, Lorna Hintsala, Inez Jaekel, Iva Shafer;
Middle: Jeanne Hoffa, Audrey Cornell, Vi~nia Trowbridge, Phyllis Morben, Dorothy Mae Grimes, Mary Ann Colmer, Betty Hubbard;
Front: Beverly &rrett, Rosemary Dodds, Dorothy Pohl, Jessie McKellar, Audrey Pohl, and Doriene Alexander.

Miss Frick was still a member of the faculty at the time
of her death: she was 68 and 1956-57 was to be her last
year. She headed the department of physical education
for all of her 38 years at MSTC, but she was much more
than that. Before she began her first school year at
Moorhead Normal, in the fall of 1919, she taught a
summer school class in pageantry, and she directed a
patriotic-historical pageant on the campus on July 30,
1919. And the year she died, 1956-57, she was teaching a
class in German.
Born on March 13, 1889, in Indianapolis, she graduated
from Butler University in 1911 and added an M.A. from
Northwestern the following year. At both universities her
major was German. She told me she had written her
master's thesis in German and was looking forward to a
trip to Germany, which was to be a graduation gift from
her parents. But the year chosen was 1914 and the onset
of the first World War put off the trip for 35 years. I
remember her excitement as she prepared for the

postponed expedition: my wife and I were going to
England and France that summer of 1949, and we helped
each other get our first passports.
Miss Frick was a high school teacher in Indianapolis
before coming to Moorhead. She wrote and published
children's plays and pageants, collecting royalties from
D.C. French for many years. Thousands of Moorhead
State Teachers College students will remember Flora
Frick's casual appearance and drawling voice; they will
remember her stinging comments but also her many
kindnesses. No faculty member ever worked more
closely with Moorhead State students or was involved in
more activities. In her first years at Moorhead State she
made Camp Fire training and activities an important part
of College life. The 1923 and 1924 Praeceptors devoted
three or four pages to the six "Camp Fires" on the
MSTC Campus, with the girls and faculty members
involved in each of them .
Flora Frick was a leader in many other activities on and
off the campus. She was the "Mother Witch" of Pi Mu
Phi sorority and director of the Clay County Red Cross.
She served as a faculty member on both the Athletic
Board of Control and the Student Activity Fee
Committee. And she was the directing force behind the
annual Spring Arts Festivals of the late 1920s, working
with Dan Preston, Ethel Tainter, and Margaret
McCarten. These festivals included pageants, which Miss
Frick directed and usually wrote.
Such involvement was in addition to her major concern,
the women's physical education program and women's
sports, which were given seven or eight pages in the
yearbooks of the 1920s. When the re-building after the
1930 fire gave Moorhead State Teachers College a
swimming pool, she helped students (male and female)

Miss McKellar with women archers (1951 Dragon!
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organize the Aquatic Club (in 1935), which produced
"Surf' water pageants in the small pool.
When Jessie McKellar joined Flora Frick in 1924, they
constituted the MSTC women's physical education
department for more than 30 years. Though they were
different in appearance and manner, these two splendid
women complemented each other. They taught many of
the courses that male physical education majors took and
worked amicably with Athletic Director Sliv Nemzek.
The graceful and genteel Miss McKellar, who retired
from teaching at Moorhead State in 1964, wrote this
reminiscence of Flora Frick:
"I met 'Frick', as many of her friends called her, at my
first faculty meeting in the fall of 1924. We worked
together for 33 years-until her death in 1957. In the
early years Frick was especially interested in staging
elaborate pageants at the College and 'Play Days' for the
Campus School. Another very special interest for her
was the Camp Fire Girls' organization. Still another
special was her work for the Red Cross organization.
"Generosity was very much a part of Frick's character.
She was often generous almost to a fault when she felt
there was need for it. This quality reached all types of
people and situations. At times it made some people
consider her a 'character!.-but then, aren't we all in some
way 'characters'? The world would be dull without them.
I always think of Frick with her dog-or rather, dogs-in
our 33 years of working together. How she enjoyed
them! She really loved them, even after a bite!
"A true peak in our 33 years together in the Physical
Education department came in 1949 when we joined a
U.S. group in our field to attend the International
Congress of Physical Education for Women in
Copenhagen, Denmark. There were groups from all over
the world in attendance. We enjoyed it to the hilt, for
there were demonstrations and lectures by women from
the various countries represented. From Copenhagen we
went to Stockholm, Sweden, to attend the lOOth
anniversary celebration honoring Pehr Heinrick Ling,
who was the 'Father' of Swedish gymnastics. For Frick
it was an exceptionally high point, with all the
spectacular pageantry. It was exciting to everyone, a
special thrill to all of us who were privileged to see it.
From Stockholm Frick and I joined several other U.S.
women for a tour of Norway before returning home.
"I am sure Frick was the one woman in the U.S. group
who was chairman of both women's and men's physical
education departments in a U.S. college at that time."
Miss Frick first became known at Moorhead State as a
writer and director of pageants. An issue of the school's
quarterly Bulletin printed a leading article by a new
teacher who was identified as "Flora M. Frick, M.A.,
Head of the Department of Physical Education," with a
picture of the author. The article began with a history of
pageantry, from the processionals depicted on the
Parthenon frieze through the mystery plays of medieval
England. The article was, however, an unabashed plea:
classes in pageantry were needed because although these
productions have no stars they must have direction: "The

Jessie McKellar and students at the front entrance of the physical
education building, about 1950. Tbis building was named in honor of
Flora Frick following her death in 1957.

entire community is accustomed to look upon the teacher.
as one with authority and training for leadership."
''A pageant is the drama of the people," Miss Frick
wrote: "It re-enacts the history of a community and the
actors are the untrained people of that community. Its
interest if often local, but it is an interest in a
community project. . .The pageant director who has
assisted communities to gather and present material will
tell you that he has been amazed and impressed at the
way in which the little jealousies of a community have
been forgotten, at the manner in which the small factions
have learned to work together, and at the way real
American democracy-which gives everyone an
opportunity to do what he can do well-has grown out of
one of these community pageants."
A second article in that August Bulletin described
''America, Yesterday and Today," the pageant Miss Frick
produced at Moorhead Normal on July 30, 1919, using
material already prepared. "Because of the shortness of
the session, it seemed best not to attempt to finish up
original material for production at that time." Notable
among the speaking parts in the pageant were "the Spirit
of Indian Days"and "the Spirit of Patriotism." Among
the other "special parts" were "Little Moorhead," a role
played by a grandson of Livingston Lord, Jack Awty
(whose father was then a Fargo physician), and "Grown
Moorhead," played by Lucy Sheffield (later one of the
school's most notable alumnae.)
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Tbe third "scene" identified in the 1926 Praeceptor writeup said "Trips in CO'llered Wagons: French traders go_ing to St. Paul._" Tbese trips were
really made each summer in two-wheeled Red River ox-carts managed by Metis (mixed bloods, French and Indian , from Pembina, NDJ.
Tbe five Moorhead "Old Timers" photographed with this cart !probably in 1925 wh~ they participated in the pageant!, were Solomon G.
Comstock, Judge James Sharp, Benjamin F. Mackall, Alexander Probstfield, and Will Davy.
Tbe sign on the cart reads, "Red River Ox Cart, 1803-1880: Caravans of these carts passed near here followin~ the Red River Trail to and from the
Mississippi ." There was more than one trail but the river trail did go through the present sit~ of Moorhead. Tbis photograph was taken from the
Great Northern depot !razed in 1986!, looking south, with the first of Moorhead's three National Guard armones at the left.
Tbis may have been one of the carts built in the 19th century (not a replica), the builder's only tools the axe and adze. But what happened to it?

Though Flora Frick had to use other people's material in
her first MS pageant, she nearly always wrote them
herself thereafter, working them out with faculty and
students. There is no way of telling what parts of the
pageants produced by her pageantry classes were student
work and how much was her own, but the most
memorable MSTC pageant, produced in 1925, certainly
owed a good deal to Ella Hawkinson_ Miss Hawkinson
came to the College as principal of the new junior high
school in 1920 and built up a full campus high school in
that decade. Her strong interest in local history led her
to organize the Clay County Historical Society in 1932
and house its incipient museum at the College. She was
undoubtedly a moving force in the production of ·~t the
Gate of the West," the 1925 pageant.
The story of this pageant, which incorporated many of
Moorhead's pioneer citizens-who had come to the area
to found a new community and were now in their
seventies but still vigorous and active-is told in the 1926
Praeceptor. ·~t the Gate of the West" was presented by
the students of the Moorhead State Teachers College and
Junior High School and consisted of a series of pictures
which depicted the life of the early Pioneers in
Moorhead: the events were reproductions of actual

occurrences in this locality." The Pageant was divided
into five episodes:
1. Indian Days.
2. Coming of the Fur Traders. (It was at this time that
the Northwest Hudson Bay Company post was
established at Georgetown).
3. Trips in Covered Wagon. French traders going to St.
Paul.
4. Navigation on the Red River.
5. Beginnings of the town of Moorhead. (The moving
of Moorhead from Oakport to its present site was
shown.)

"The final scene was called a 'Tribute to the Pioneers.'
Mr. B.F. Mackall, Judge J.J. Sharp, Mr. S.G. Comstock,
;md Mr. Alexander Probstfield, pioneers of Moorhead,
participated in this scene. The Pageant was given on the
Minnesota side of the Red River by a cast consisting of
500 people. The principal role was that of the 'Voice of
Tradition,' played by Harold Carlstrom. Interest in the
pioneer days of Moorhead was first started in the Junior
High School by Miss Hawkinson. The final writing of
the Pageant was done by the Pageantry class under the
direction of Miss Flora Frick, head of the Physical
Education Department."
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Alex J. Nemzek, Jr., 1895-1958
In the two decades between the World Wars, Alex J.
Nemzek, Jr. was a powerful force at Moorhead State
Teachers College. He was, above all, the football coach,
though he also coached everything else. Football was
preeminent, but Sliv was recognized as much more than
a football coach, both on and off the MSTC campus.
'~lexander Jerome" was never used but the "Junior"
was, because market gardener A.J. Nemzek, Sr. still
lived in Moorhead (on South Fifth Street) in the 1930s.
The elder Nemzek had emigrated from Germany as a
16-year-old boy in 1886 and later married Wilhelmina
Kowalski of Casselton, North Dakota. The couple had 10
sons and two daughters, Alex Junior being one of the
middle sons. A feature article published in the Fargo
Forum in the 1930s pictured nine of the 10 Nemzek
brothers who returned to Moorhead to visit their parents
(which they did separately almost every year), to have a
reunion, and to hunt pheasants in South Dakota. Nearly
all of the Nemzeks had been outstanding athletes,
especially in football.

Fifty years ago Dr. William B. Nemzek was a physician
and surgeon in New Jersey, Leo and Albert were paint
chemists in Boston and Baltimore, Ted was a lawyer in
New York City, Joe a clerk in the Moorhead post office,
Jack a captain on the Moorhead police force, George and
Frank truck gardeners; and Claude, the youngest, who
could not attend the reunion, was head of the education
department at the University of Detroit. Sliv Nemzek
had three of his younger brothers-Frank, Ted, and
Claude-on his 1926-Zl Moorhead State football team .
The elder brothers-Bill, Leo, and Sliv-had all been
football stars at the North Dakota Agricultural College
before World War I. Albert and Ted Nemzek played
professional football after they left college.
Explaining his nickname, Sliv, who was occasionally
called "Sliver" by old friends, said that a circus had
come to Moorhead when he was growing up and had a
clown called "Sliver'~a name his friends thereafter gave
to him. It may have stuck because Alex J., Jr. was
cumbersome, no sliver. Alex Nemzek had been elected
football captain in his junior year at NDAC in 1916 but
left Fargo with the North Dakota National Guard unit (of
the 164th Regiment), which was sent to the Mexican
border for nine months of border duty because Pancho
Villa was causing trouble: guerrilas had made an
incursion across the border and killed American citizens
in New Mexico.
Shortly after returning to Fargo-Moorhead, young
Nemzek was called into military service a second time,
when the U.S. entered World War I. Sergeant Major
Nemzek landed at Liverpool on Christmas Eve, 1917.
During his service in France, he received a commission
as lieutenant. After the Armistice he was sent to school
to study French at the University of Poitiers. When he
returned to the United States in August, 1919, Sliv played
more football at NDAC, was hired to coach at Moorhead
Normal for a year, and then returned to NDAC for more
study and football. From the fall of 1923, however, he

This picture of Sliv with bis prize squash is the one bis friends like
best. It was taken in the post World War years when Nemzek sold real
estate, was elected mayor of Moorhead, and tended bis garden
!Courtesy Vince Murphy!.

was the coach and athletic director at Moorhead State
Teachers College.
In 1925 Alex Nemzek was persuaded to transfer from
Army reserve status at the rank of captain to take
command of Moorhead's National Guard unit. From a
rating so low that the city nearly lost its Guard unit,
Captain Nemzek built Company F-later Battery F of the
Coast Artillery-into one of the nation's finest National
Guard units. A large share of its personnel were MSTC
students, most of them athletes.
For students at Moorhead State Teachers College in the
Depression Era, joining Sliv's National Guard company
had many advantages. Members were paid a dollar for
each weekly drill session, more if they received
promotions. They were issued Army uniforms and wore
parts of them to class when they were short of other
clothing. Some Guard members lived at the Armory.
(Now the Francis Peterson Garage: a street front was
added to the old building. A "new" armory, built in
Moorhead in 1934, was replaced by a newer armory in
1988.)
Summer National Guard camp-first at Lake City and
later at Camp Ripley, near Little Falls-was another
source of income for student guardsmen. And more than
that: in summer athletic competition between National
Guard units, the star-loaded Moorhead company
invariably took honors.
Nemzek's highly-disciplined National Guard company
was called on for peace time anti-riot duty on several
occasions. Most notably, their commanding officer
served Minnesota Governor Floyd Olson well in the
troublesome Minneapolis truck strike of 1934, when
radical strike leaders challenged the governor's authority.
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Sliv: he had been promoted to major, then to lieutenant
colonel, and was in line for a third promotion; but while
in command of a regiment at Camp Edwards in
Massachusetts, he suffered a severe heart attack. The
Army discharged him, and his doctors advised against a
return to. coaching. It is unlikely that Sliv would have
done so in any case because he had a poor opinion of
Moorhead State's new president. After he had observed
Otto Snarr's performance at MSTC, Nemzek sought
support in getting the president replaced, to no avail.

Sliv Nemzek's favorite picture of himself was tbis portrait made in
1941 wbile be was stationed in California witb tbe Army.

Because it had been suggested that Moorhead State
Teachers College might be closed after the great 1930
fire destroyed most of its facilities and the state had
more teachers than it needed, Nemzek decided to keep
Governor Olson favorably disposed toward Moorhead
State. Nemzek also made certain that Moorhead business
and political leaders were working for the College: the
year following the fire he served as president of the
Moorhead Chamber of Commerce.
When World War II approached, Nemzek knew the
Moorhead National Guard company would be
nationalized and waited impatiently for their call-up in
the year before the attack on Pearl Harbor. Finally, in
February, 1941, the unit left for Camp Haan in
California. On the last day of January, Sliv wrote a letter
to President MacLean: "In accordance with the call of
the President of the United States, I will be inducted into
the federal service on February 10 and am therefore
requesting leave of absence for at least a year,
commencing that date . . .We have worked together
harmoniously for eighteen years, and at this time I wish
to express my appreciation of your understanding attitude
in every problem that has concerned the Athletic
Department throughout that period. I regret, more than I
can say, how much I am going to miss you when I
return," Nemzek continued, because 1941 would be
MacLean's last year in office. The president had reached
the mandatory retirement age of 68. Sliv was quite
sincere in his expression of appreciation of MacLean's
years ef service to the College, ending the letter, "I shall
cherish the memory of my service with you as long as I
live."
When Battery F left Moorhead for Camp Haan in
California on February 20, 1941, Moorhead State
Teachers College lost 28 football lettermen.
At Camp Haan five Battery F sergeants were
commissioned lieutenants, and all members of the unit
were to serve with distinction in World War II. But not

He opened a real estate office in Moorhead and became
very active in city affairs. He served on the City Charter
Commission, for 12 years was chairman of the City
Planning Commission, and was mayor of the city in
1948-1949. Sliv led a successful fund drive for a new
building for Moorhead's St. Ansgar hospital and became
a charter member of the St. Ansgar Advisory Council.
In a Red River oxbow just south of Moorhead he set out
3,000 gladioli bulbs each year, raising many varieties and
studying growing techniques. "I grow them mostly
because of the enjoyment other people get from receiving
them ," he said. He carried bouquets each year to nearly
a 100 businesses and individuals. When it was time to
dig up the bulbs in the fall , he summoned " his boys"
who were still in Moorhead to help him. I was happy to
be included.
Nemzek would have liked to help MSTC after World
War II but found it impossible to work with President
Snarr. In the 1947 legislative session, however, he
worked with State Representative Adrian Boze of Detroit
Lakes (independently of the MSTC administration), to
get an appropriation for a men's dormitory at the
College. It was a successful effort. President Snarr's
victory celebration after the legislative session, however,
overlooked the efforts of Nemzek and the members of
the Alumni Association who had worked with him to
secure the dormitory appropriation.
Snarr's successor as president of Modrhead State was
A.L. Knoblauch, 1955-58, who was as successful in
securing appropriations from the Minnesota legislature as
O.W. Snarr had been inept. Before he left Moorhead
Knoblauch had secured an appropriation for a fieldhouse
and physical education building (after first getting money
for a library) . Knoblauch's action was not popular with
many faculty members, who thought he should have
given a new science building priority (he had secured
planning money for that building, with construction
money to come at a later legislative session).
Naming the new fieldhouse Nemzek Hall was an easy
decision for Moorhead State to make, but before the
building could be constructed, Alex Nemzek had died,
on May 28, 1958, of a cerebral hemorrhage. He was 62.
Chief speaker at the dedication of the Alex J. Nemzek
Fieldhouse on February 'l:l, 1960, was Sliv's youngest
brother. Dr. Claude L. Nemzek, a Moorhead State
Teachers College alumnus, was professor of education,
director of student teaching, and chairman of the
education department at the University of Detroit.

Chapter 10
Extracurricular Outreach
The most significant developments at Moorhead State
Teachers College in the 1920s took place outside of the
classroom. The best testimony that the institution was no
longer a normal school but a college was to be seen in
the proliferation of extracurricular activities.
The catalogues and yearbooks both recorded these
developments, though there were quirks in both
publications. Under the heading "Organizations," the
first catalogue issued by the new College at the
beginning of the decade listed the Athletic Association,
Country Life Club, Orchestra, Young Women's Christian
Association, the UVmens League, Arion, and Althaia.
But if Orchestra and the Girls Glee Club were
"organizations," why weren't the schools athletic teams
also listed? The list does not include all of the extracurricular activities, of course. Under "Entertainments,"
subtitled "Dramatics," the catalogues said the senior
class presented a play each year, "under the direction of
the head of the department of reading." The new College
did not yet have a student newspaper: the "Weekly
Calendar" which appeared at the beginning of each week
and the "News Letter" at the end of the week must have
been mimeographed or dittoed sheets that have not been
preserved for posterity.
The College had a mens social fraternity, the Owls, and
two women's sororities, the Witches and the Gamma
Neche, which had been in existence for some years; but
these social organizations were not recognized in the
catalogues of the early 1920s. Later in the decade the
catalogues acknowledged their existence and gave them a
kind of approval, though they were not named: ':4 small
number of purely social organizations, one for men and
two for women, are in existence at Moorhead State
Teachers College, and lend valuable social training to
their ,,,embers."
College catalogues of the Twenties revealed an increase
in student organizations year by year. A weekly
newspaper was founded at the beginning of the 1924-25
winter quarter. This new publication, The MiSTiC,
announced on September 10, 1926, as the College began
a new year, that there were "Organizations for
Everyone." The MiSTiC article listed 26 organizations
but they are a curious mixture: the League of UVmen
J.Vters was included and five musical groups in addition
to the Arion Club. One of them was "the College Dance
Four"! There was now a YMCA as well as a YWCA and
a number of new clubs. However, though choirs and
orchestras were "organizations," athletic teams, the
annual, newspaper, and debate squad were not. These,
and the remarkable flowering in all extracurricular
areas, are described in chapters on athletics, music,
dramatics, debate, and publications: it would be
confusing to group them with clubs and societies here.
Certain organizations were in reality aspects of student
self-governance and will be examined under that
heading. Finally, the emergence of Moorhead State

chapters of national "fraternities" or societies in the Late
Twenties and the Thirties is important enough to be
considered separately.
Even with these guidelines, the proliferation of
organizations at Moorhead State Teachers College in the
1920s and 1930s is complex enough to be divided into
two parts. This chapter will consider the College effort
to become more visible to the community and to the high
school students of the area. Another chapter will
consider the purely internal developments, the new and
old clubs that had a high appeal for the students on
campus.

Faculty Extracurricular Leadership
As important as the curricular innovations at Moorhead
State Teachers College was the emergence of extracurricular activity in all fields. Most of these activities
did not start from scratch in the 1920s and 1930s, as the
Normal School history shows. But between the two
World Wars-through a remarkable interplay between
faculty members who devoted most of their professional
lives to teaching at Moorhead State and very able
students who followed where these teachers led:--highly
successful programs were developed in vocal and
instrumental music, in men's and women's athletics, in
dramatics and debate, in publications, and in honorary
and departmental organizations throughout the College.
These faculty members and students worked hard to give
the College greater visibility and were successful in
drawing to Moorhead State Teachers College prospective
students who were interested in something more than
teaching diplomas.
In a speech delivered in 1963, Dr. Byron Murray, then
near the end of his 41-year career at MS, pointed out that
Moorhead State had led the other Minnesota teachers
colleges not only in curricular innovations but in the
extracurricular realm also:
It was not only the academic development in which
we were ahead, but we were ahead in activities which
naturally grow out of academic development.
Moorhead sent debate teams all over the Upper
Midwest for years before St. Cloud and Mankato
thought of having them. Moorhead had a summer
choir school and a summer coaching school, with
nationally-known choir directors and coaches, long
before Bemidji took over the choir idea and Concordia
the coaching clinic. We started a convention for
school journalists; and when Mankato developed its
first college newspaper in 1931, its first issue was a
close copy of the MiSTiC format. Sliv Nemzek's
Moorhead football teams were the terror of the
conference during most of the 1930s, winning many of
their games by lop-sided scores.
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Dan Preston believed strongly in proper formal attire. According to tbe 1924 Praeceptor, Dan performed on tbe cello and violin, Horace (Hod)
Eklund on the banjo and saxophone, Herman Webber piano, violin, and drums, and Harlow Berquist piano, violin, and saxophone.
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Because effective student leaders emerged in this era,
there may have been friction between them and Dr. C. P.
Archer, the strong faculty adviser of the Student
Commission, but there was no power struggle between
faculty and students. Quite the opposite: smoothlyworking partnerships developed between faculty leaders
and the able students who were allowed to take over as
soon as they had demonstrated their competence. Much
depended on the nature of the activity, of course, and on
the personalities involved. No student questioned Ethel
Tainter's direction while a play was in rehearsal, but she
presented more and better plays as student talent
improved and eventually allowed some students to direct.
Sliv Nemzek and Flora Frick were as strong-minded as
Miss Tainter. Nemzek, who coached all sports, had
received some volunteer help in football from alumnus
Bill Curran for a time; but when Chet Gilpin was hired
to coach and teach in the newly-developed Campus high
school, Nemzek had a very effective assistant coach of
the major college sports. He encouraged minor sports
like tennis and golf and helped interested students to
arrange matches. With Sliv's help, Lottie Wambach, a
fine hockey player who attended MSTC for a few terms,
organized, coached, and managed a good hockey team in
1928-29, though the College did not have an outdoor rink
for them to practice and play on.
Flora Frick was a guiding spirit when the first AllCollege Arts Festivals were organized, beginning in the
spring of 1925, and she was the behind-the-scenes force
that helped the January Jubilees to flourish in the early
1930s. In their own field of women's physical education,
Miss Frick and Jessie McKellar developed impressive
programs in women's sports in the late Twenties and
Thirties. MS students had good intramural programs for
both women and men in the Thirties, luxuriating in the
new physical education building they began using in
1932. The small but attractive swimming pool, unique in
the Fargo-Moorhead area, led to the organization of the
co-educational Aquatic Club and the staging of water
shows. The College annuals reveal varied and attractivelooking activities that brightened the long winter months
for MS students.
Byron Murray coached the debate teams, which were
first organized at MSTC by Harold Johnsrud in 1924-26;
when Murray turned the program over to Peter Loewen
in 1931, debate at MSTC was attracting some of the
school's best minds. Debate developed into a major
College activity in the 1930s, continuing to expand in
quality and quantity after Hale Aarnes took over the
program in 1937. Aarnes also wrought changes in
Moorhead's dramatic program after he succeeded Ethel
Tainter as director, allowing more student directing.
The flowering of extracurricular activity was the result of
much hard-working, imaginative faculty direction as well
as increasing student participation. The faculty members
have already been discussed in earlier parts of this
history: in this chapter the emphasis is on the bright,
enthusiastic students. Because so many of them were my
friends, I am biased, but my long connection with
Moorhead State as student, teacher, and alumnus over a
period of 59 years also gives me some

perspective. This era is one of the most interesting in
our 100-year history, and the students I identify in this
chapter did a great deal to make MS into a good
College.

Outreach
Both students and faculty were concerned that the story
of the new Moorhead State Teachers College reach the
schools and communities of the area, that the school
become known favorably among other colleges, and that
even wider recognition would follow. Dan Preston was
the first activist in this outreach effort when he took his
glee clubs on tours of Minnesota high schools in the
early 1920s. A.M. Christensen's band tours a few years
later, followed in Preston's wake. Probably the most
effective of these recruitment efforts were the
appearances of the MSTC double quartets of the late
1920s. Industrial arts teacher Frederick Leasure managed
these tours while he was on the faculty; he also
presented his lecture on African tribal life, illustrated
with the trophies he had collected in his years as a
missionary-teacher in the Congo.
Dan Preston also sponsored a district high school music
contest on the MS campus in the late Twenties. Seven
schools sent 200 music students to Moorhead for the
first contest held on Saturday, May 9, 1925, and the
annual contests increased in popularity. In 1928 I came
to the MSTC campus for the first time as a member of
the Detroit Lakes High School boys glee club. On that
beautiful Saturday in -mid-May I was impressed by Weld
auditorium, where we performed: we had nothing like it
in Detroit Lakes and it seemed very collegiate. Between
our appearances on stage, Frank Long and I explored
Old Main, which was open for our inspection. (The next
fall Frank enrolled at MSTC as a freshman. I had to
wait two years, and when I came to the campus in
September, 1930, the old building was a mass of
blackened ruins.)
The County Play Days were technically under the
direction of the county superintendent of schools; but
because they were held at MSTC each spring, they were
managed by the College department of physical
education, with Flora Frick effectively in charge.
Preston, Archer, Murray, Nemzek, Frick and others
knew that area high schools should be informed about
Moorhead State Teachers College. They were also aware
that the best recruitment, and the only one practically
available to the College, was through their own students.
The April 3, 1925 MiSTiC printed an editorial entitled
.'~The High School Senior." Moorhead State students
going back to their home towns during Easter vacation
would encounter high school seniors who had been their
schoolmates a year or two earlier. Returning College
students had a golden opportunity to influence these
friends:
We are bound to take a new air with us, from
college .. .We are different. . .in maturity, poise, and
culture. Yet we, too, have been high school seniors.
We shall meet, in our vacation, high school seniors
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palpitating between thoughts of the Class Play and
what college to attend next September. To Teachers
College students we say, therefore, think over your
year, or your two years at Moorhead. If you can
honestly recommend a similar happy practical
experience to your high school senior friends, do not
be bashful about doing so. Modest, but do not be
bashful.
C. P. Archer concentrated on influencing the school
administrators of the area. In his second year at MSTC
he organized the Schoolmaster's Study Club and become
president of the new organization. "The Schoolmaster's
Study Club is composed of school superintendents and
prominent school men of northwest central Minnesota,"
said the January 23, 1925 MiSI'iC. "Each month a
meeting is held in one of the cities in the district." As a
new teacher at Pelican Rapids in 1935-36 (earning $90 a
month), I was proud when my superintendent took me
along to a meeting and I was "initiated" into the
Schoolmaster's Study Club in a bit of crude horseplay.
Capable "schoolwomen" like Georgina Lommen and Ella
Hawkinson sniped at the club only a little. The club

lasted until the 1960s, though it had lost much of its
original purpose and importance by that time.
Throughout most of its existence, it was fostered by the
MSTC education department.
The Rural School Demonstrations sponsored by MSTC
from 1927 through 1941 were two-day affairs held each
year in May. Another Archer promotion, these
demonstrations were an outgrowth of Moorhead's unique
system of affiliated rural schools. The four-page
programs printed for these events called attention to
conferences, a featured speaker of some prominence, and
a formal banquet on the MS campus, as well as to the
rural school visitations.

The Arts Festivals, 1925-1933
In the late Twenties and early Thirties, Moorhead State

Teachers College put on "Arts Festivals" that included
musical performances, pageants, and art exhibitions.
After the first years, when the pageants were very
ambitious, these festivals concentrated largely on art and
music. The music included both College and outside

Tbe 1929 Praeceptor identified eight members of the first MSTC hockey team: 0. Wiek, W. Stevenson, C. Maedl, L. Davis, H. Hall, C. Westby, C.
Mattson, and Captain A. Wambach.
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talent, the Minneapolis Symphony playing concerts in
1929 and 1930.
The Festivals were joint ventures of the music, art,
physical education, and English departments. Daniel
Preston, Margaret McCarten, Flora Frick, and Ethel
Tainter were listed as co-directors. The May 14, 1926
MiSTiC thought this three-day affair would bring "a large
number of visitors to our campus next Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday":
Such enterprises are to be commended. It is a sad and
strange truth that students at any professional
institution too soon get to thinking that theirs is a
special realm, that they must do all they can to better
their own capacities by reading professional literature
and in other ways show an exclusive interest in purely
professional activities. In our own case, our education
means more than pedagogy and psychology-and this
coming Arts Festival is symbolic of what our
education really should consist-art, music, and
dramatics.
The first event of the 1926 Arts Festival was "the annual
pageant," Flora Frick's part of the three-day program.
The MiSflC acknowledged her contribution: "Miss Flora
Frick again displayed her remarkable ability and her
ingenuity as a producer, for she wrote, collected,
compiled and directed the pageant." Tuesday afternoon
300 people attended the studio reception in the College
art department. While they inspected the art displays,
vocal soloists entertained them, and Mrs. R.B. MacLean,
Miss Millie Dahl, and Miss Ina Fogg presided at the tea
tables. On Tuesday evening the Chapel Choir gave its
home concert.
Talent from outside the College contributed to
Wednesday's afternoon program. A cantata, "The New
Earth," was presented by the College Chorus, assisted by
Jessie Hazelton Askegaard, soprano; Helen Bergquist,

contralto; N.A. Thoreson, tenor; Otto Bystrom, baritone;
and Merle Nelson and Eleanor Nesheim, accompanists.
Daniel Preston directed the cantata. George Barrere,
premier flutist, and his Little Symphony Orchestra
presented Wednesday evening's program.
As the MiSTiC had hoped, the spring Arts Festival
became an annual affair. In May, 1927, the College
Chorus presented Rossini's "Stabat Mater," the art
department offered another art exhibit and reception,
with music by the College orchestra, and Barrere's Little
Symphony made another appearance. Basso Virgilio
Lazzari also presented a concert. The Dramatic Club
performed Synge's Riders to the Sea and the physical
education classes put on a fantasy entitled ''Away," by
Flora Frick.
The 1928 Annual Arts Festival commemorated
Shakespeare's birthday with a ten-episode pageant which
included acting, music, and English folk and court
dancing. Episodes from Julius Caesar and As You Like It
were worked into the pageant. The art department had
an exhibit and reception as usual, and the Chapel Choir
sang Gounod's "Saint Cecelia Mass," again with the aid
of soloists from the community. Instead of an orchestra
concert there were recitals by a nationally-known
violinist, a tenor, and a soprano.
The principal events of the Fifth Annual Arts Festival
held on May 4, 5, and 6, 1929 were the art exhibit,
reception, and tea in the art studio; a pageant,
"Hiawatha"; the "German Requiem" by Brahms, sung by
the Chapel Choir; and afternoon and evening concerts by
the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra.
At the 1930 Arts Festival on May 17, 18, 19, the MSTC
Band played its grand concert on Saturday evening, and
the College Chapel Choir sang a sacred concert on
Sunday evening. On Monday Henri Verbrugghen directed
the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra in matinee and

The Moorhead Normal School became Moorhead State Teachers College the summer after the school's second choir tour. As the picture shows, the
choir !all women) was prepared for cold weather on its early spring tour of western Minnesota towns. Preston can be identified in the middle of the
picture in front of the Great Northern railway car. Although they were included in this photograph, which marked the beginning of the tour, the
youngsters around the sign certainly remained in Moorhead.
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evening performances. Harold Ayres played a violin solo
in the afternoon, and contralto Agnes Rast Snyder sang
two operatic arias in the evening. Large pictures of the
choir, band, and the Minneapolis Symphony appeared on
the front page of the MiSI'iC, but the Arts Festival had
now become a music festival. There was no mention of
participation by art, drama, and physical education
students. The great period of the Arts Festivals was past.
In 1931 the Arts Festival was moved up a month and
spread out over four days, but again it was all music.
Reynold Christensen and Ruben Parson were soloists at
the Saturday night band concert, contralto Agnes Kise
and the Double Male Quartet appeared with the Chapel
Choir on Sunday evening's sacred concert, and the
Gordon String Quartet was presented on Wednesday,
April 15.
The Praeceptor's account of the 1932 event reported
almost, but not quite, all music: "Hundreds of

townspeople turned out for the formal concerts of the
College Concert Band, the College Orchestra, the Chapel
Choir and the Grisez Woodwind Quartet to make the
Eighth Annual Arts Festival on May 6, 7, 8, 9 a great
success. Displaying a technique indicative of superior
quality, the local organizations were accorded great
ovations. Hundreds of students and townspeople were
present to hear the masterly rendition of classical music
by the Grisez Woodwind Quartet on Monday evening.
Many visitors were present at the Art Exhibit Monday."
The article on the Arts Festival in the 1933 Praeceptor
revealed that the coordinated festival continued, but it
was not as important as it had been. In succeeding years,
the Praeceptor no longer devoted space to it, though
April and May issues of the MiSI'iC wrote of it for a few
years longer, designating the spring concerts by College
musical groups ·~rts Festivals."
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College Orchestra.
PLAY-RIDERS TO THE SEA
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Directed by Ethel Tainter.
Characters:

Maurya, an old woman

May 13, 14, 15, 1928

Delia O'Neil

Bartley, her son

.. William Gowenlock

Cathleen, her daughter

.. Rosella Lyttleton

Nora, a younger daughter

Edna Hanson

Men and Women-Ula Mae Brown, Camille Weickerf, Valborg Rtmsi'old, Ruth
Twee/on, Frank Nemzek, Bernard Rose11, Ralph Smith.
Scenic Artist .

Bernard Rosen

Associate Scenic Artist -···· ·--···

Frank Nemzek
...........Grieg

AsE's DEATH
OVERTURE from MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM _

-······ MenJelssobn

College Orchestra.
PART II.
........ Frick

FANTASY-AWAY
Directed by Flora M. Frick and Jessie McKellar.
PROLOGUE: A woodland at the edge of the village. Dawn of May Day.
EPISODE I: The same on May Day.
INTERLUDE:

AW A Y.

EPISODE II.

Same as first episode.

To mortals, a year.-to THEM a night.
The following May eve at sundown.

SUNDAY, 8:15 P. M.-Sacrcd Concert by College Chorus and Soloist•
Mt•11dd.~soh11

"Hear My Prayer"
RuTH MIELICKE, Soprano Soloist

Gables

'Seraphic Song"
IDELL MALME, Alto Soloist

Gott11od
"St. Cecelia Mass"
MISSES LARSON AND ANDERSHON, Sopranos; OTTO BYSTROM, Bass;
DANIEL PRESTON, Tenor
MONDAY,
MoNDAY,
TUESDAY,
TUESDAY,

3:00
8:1S
3:00
8:15

P.
P.
P.
P.

M.-Art Exhi.bit and Studio Reception-Art Students•
M.-Physical Education Classes and Dramatic Club.
M.-RuTH RAY, Violinist, and LESTER SPRING, Basso.
M.-MARGERY MAXWELL, Soprano, and WALTER WHEATLY, Tenor.

Chapter 11
"Organizations for Everyone"
Under the headline "Organizations for Everyone," a 1926
MiSTiC described 26 groups on the campus that new
students could affiliate with; and the catalogue said,
"College life would be dull indeed if there were but
classroom attendance and study to look forward to." The
faculty, however, had ideas about the kinds of clubs or
societies that were most desirable. Flora Frick was the
enthusiastic promoter of the highly-active Camp Fire
groups that flourished on the MSTC campus in the early
Twenties. Successive deans of women assisted the
College YWCA, which had been at Moorhead State since
19a7. Samuel Bridges, an ordained minister, was
responsible for an MSTC YMCA, organized in 1925. Both
groups had changed in character by 1930 and continued
in their new paths thereafter, more social than religious.
The Roman Catholic Newman Club came to the
Moorhead campus in 1930 and a Lutheran Students'
Club the following year.
The single fraternity and two sororities, which had been
in existence from 12 to 20 years before MSTC became a
college, also changed in the 1920s and continued to
prosper despite some faculty and student misgivings and
challenges. In 1931-32 another fraternity and two new
sororities were founded.
The departmental clubs were very important. Most of
them lasted well beyond the Teachers College era and
some still exist at Moorhead State University, but there
were different clubs in 1930 than in 1921. The Home
Economics Club and Othello were gone. The Country
Life Club went on, though with diminished fervor in the
1930s. Arion, a music club, was started by Dan Preston
in 1919-20 and the Art Club by Margaret McCanen in
1920-21. The Dramatic Club was organized "at the
request of students" in 1923 when Ethel Tainter took over
play direction from Maude Hayes. The Science Club,
which was active in the winter quaner only, was
organized by Wilfred White in 1925. The Radio Club,
which began in 1927, was a singing group and not
strictly a club. Maude ~nck, who came in 1929,
renamed this group "The Euterpe Singers," later simply
Euterpe.
One by one, societies or clubs for students majoring in
the various segments of the curriculum were organized:
Kappa Pi, in 1924-25 (it was called the KindergartenPrimary Club in its first year of existence); Nancio, for
upper grades and junior-senior high school teachers-robe, and Pi Delta Sigma, for the intermediate grades,
both in 1929. Virginia Fitzmaurice breathed new life into
a club that had existed as Le Cercle Francaise in 1920.
The Jeanne D:4.rc Club soon became simply the French
Club and later, even more broadly, the Language Club.
The College catalogues referred to the Womens Athletic
League as a club founded in 1924 "to foster all-around
athletics for women." But it was a club only in a very
specialized sense, as were the Monogram Club for
women and the "M" Club for men. The latter may have

been more active as a real club 60 years ago than it was
later. The catalogues said: "The club promotes fellowship
among college athletes; it stands for sportsmanship, and
it is of valuable aid to the alumni by promoting an
annual homecoming."
The Geography Club, the Mathematics Circle, and the
International Relations Club all came into existence soon
after 1930. The last was started by MSTC students who
joined other Minnesota colleges in staging model
assemblies of the League of Nations.

Delta Sigma
The story of Delta Sigma, founded by Joseph Kise in the
winter quarter of 1923-24, which flourished for several
years and then disappeared, illustrates the impermanence
of College organizations. In the third year of its existence
at Moorhead State, Delta Sigma apparently languished
while its founder was on leave at Harvard. The
Praeceptor writeup noted that earlier societies with
similar aims-the Forum, the Maria Sanford Literary
Society, the Forensic Society-had "all disappeared with
the departure of their guiding hands."
In its first year the 1924 Praeceptor identified Delta
Sigma as a "Men's Literary and Debating Society," listed
its eight officers, pictured 25 men with adviser Joseph
Kise, and added the names of 10 men and another
adviser, D.L. Preston (who were not on the picture.) The
membership included virtually all of the men enrolled at
Moorhead State Teachers College that year: Frank
Nemzek, Herman Webber, Rudolph Stafne, Ernest
Johnson, Donald Rusness, Walter Williams, Horace
Eklund, Ernest Gates, William Higgins, Jack Bininger,
Ward Smith, George Doleman, Lawrence Lee, Henry
Weltzin, Leonard Murray, Ed Malvey, Harold Carlstrom,
Carrol Brown, Harvey Monson, Glen McDonald, Ralph
Taylor, George Edwards, Curtis Ballard, Ario Baldwin,
Harlow Berquist, Joseph Kise (faculty adviser), George
Aldrich, Joe Sanders, Elmer Sater, Fred Sauvegeau,
Raymond Jones, Harold Briggs, Oscar Olsgaard, Bruce
Robertson, Kenneth Lohn, Arthur Johnson, and D.L.
Preston (faculty adviser). Besides the usual officers, a
chorister, sergeant-at-arms, censor, and critic were
identified.
The 1925 Praeceptor said the object of Delta Sigma was
"to secure to its members intellectual culture, practice in
,.public speaking, and a knowledge of parliamentary
rules." Any man enrolled at Moorhead State was eligible
for membership "provided he is accepted by the society."
The writeup was followed by a roster of 36 students:
again, nearly all of the men at MSTC were members.
In the 1927 Praeceptor, 27 young men were pictured,
including "Mr. Kise," no doubt still the adviser. Most of
the school's athletes were in the group. The Praeceptor
writeup suggested that the society had not developed the
way its faculty sponsors had intended: "Delta Sigma as a
literary society holds a unique position in the life of the
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Although membership in the Country Life Club diminished later, it was still a popular organization in the early 1920s. Identification is impossible
on this picture but Harlow Berquist can be seen at the extreme left, front 11924 PraeceptorJ.

lU

The 1924 yearbook did not identify the people on this photograph but listed the 25 members of the Dramatic Club that was organized in the spring
of 1923 by six students: Adele Adams, Vera &con, Cecilia &rtbolet, Dorothy &rtbolet, Bertha Borgen, Carrol Brown, Doris Cameron, Edna
Carlstrom, Harold Carlstrom, Gladys Eagle, Emily Dumert, Elsa Gronvoll, Mildred Hill, Ernest Johnson, Geneva King, Mary MacMillan, Glen
McDonald, Dorothy Moore, Leonard Murray, Signe Nelson, Adele Astgaard, Margaret Pollock, Ward Smith, Ina Varhus, and Grace Witherow.

college. While supplying the medium for the literary and
oratorical talents within the school by the regular
program of debate and extemporaneous speaking, it also
administers to the social interests of its members by the
various parties that are given throughout the year."
The 1928 Praeceptor also had a group picture of the
young men of Delta Sigma, this year with Arnold M.
Christensen, who was presumably now their adviser.
Those pictured provide a roll call of the outstanding
young men at MSTC, about half of the 1927-28 male
enrollment: Leland Vinz, Al Zech, Ario Baldwin, Ralph
Smith, Fran Bordsen, George and Art Simson, Herbert
Monson, Vic Fridlund, Jelly Erickson, Howard Houston,
Basil Townsend, Jim Bestick, Gordon Hanson, John
Costain, Telly Oraas, Phil Grendahl, Lawrence Ringdahl,
Frank and Claude Nemzek, Harold Preusse, Alois
(Lottie) Wambach, Wilson Burton, Vic Anderon,
Christian Shulstad, Melvin Johnson, Harold Mattson,
John Dahlquist, Blayne Christian, Harold Sand, and Paul
Bernstrom.
The last mention of the organization was in the 1929
Praeceptor Calendar of Social Events : "April 13-Delta
Sigma." Apparently it became a purely social
organization, the faculty sponsors lost interest in it, and
the once-promising group withered away.

The 1929-30 Literary Societies
In the fall of 1929 four literary societies were organized
at Moorhead State Teachers College. Sigma Pi, "a
fraternity for those interested in their own advancement
through the channels of literary self-expression," was
organized, with Caswell Ballard as adviser and Byron
Murray as an honorary member. Virginia Fitzmaurice,
new to the faculty in 1929, was the adviser of Delta Mu,
Sigma Pi's sister society. Maude Hayes was an honorary
member. Joseph Schwendeman was the adviser for Alpha
Sigma Rho, with Dr. Harvey J. Locke as an honorary
member. Alpha Theta Xi, the sister society of Alpha

Sigma Rho, had Verna Heston of the Campus High
School, another new faculty member in 1929, as adviser.
The programs, debates, competitions, and social affairs
of these four literary societies were attractive, and they
were apparently launched with a good deal of enthusiasm
in 1929. For some reason, not much of this feeling
carried over into a second year, although the two
women's societies each had a page in the Praeceptor.
Sigma Pi and Alpha Sigma Rho must also have carried
over into the next fall quarter, when I was a new student:
I became a member of Sigma Pi, according to my album
section identification, yet I can remember nothing about
the society, which surely died that year. The two
women's literary societies were still active enough in
1930-31 to pay for their pages in the yearbook (which
was financed, in part, by an assessment against each
organization that had a page in the book), However, the
writeups of both women's groups spoke of their activities
in 1929-30 and said nothing about the current year.
The Praeceptor writeups offer no clues to explain the
early demise of these four literary societies, which had
been launched with strong faculty support. It may be
significant, however, that MSTC girls organized two new
sororities-Psi Delta Kappa and Beta Chi-in 1931-32
and the men started Alpha Epsilon, Moorhead's second
fraternity, in September, 1932. Quite clearly, students
liked sororities and fraternities better than "literary
societies."

Camp Fire
Camp Fire was an important activity on the Moorhead
State campus from 1920 to 1925 because each year the
College annuals devoted three or four pages to it. The
writeup in the 1925 Praeceptor is the best account:
The "MSTC Campfire Girls" first organized in 1919
and has grown steadily under the guardianship of
Miss Frick. By performing home, health, and
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Although nearly all college men were YMCA members in 1930, the Praeceptor pictured only eight of them with their adviser. Back: Frank Sherack,
Paul Rosel, Ernest Meyers, Don Bird, Dick Richardson; Front: Oscar Thompson, Mr. Bridges, Vernon Jenson, and Clarence Gludt.

citizenship duties, work in nature, camp, and
handcraft, with order and efficiency, the girl may win
her much-desired honor beads, the symbol of Camp
Fire achievement.
The social life around the Fire this past school year
has been much enlivened by a get-together party, a
hiking contest, an outdoor initiation ceremonial, a
Christmas ceremonial, Christmas carols before sunrise
the day before vacation began, and a Christmas party.
Individual groups have picnicked and held meetings
for working toward honors.
Throughout the year interesting things have happened
to each girl and she has taken part in activities she
wishes to remember. These outstanding events and the
girls' own plans and ideals may be worked out in
beads and embroidery-in the Indian symbol writing,
on her ceremonial gown.

YWCA-YMCA
The Young Women's Christian Association, organized on
the Moorhead Normal School campus in 1907, had a
large membership each year thereafter and remained very
active until the 1930s. The yearbooks usually portrayed
only the officers or the YWCA Cabinet, the whole
membership being too large to be photographed
successfully. Officers and committee chairmen were
identified, and the girls who represented the College at
the national conference of the Young Women's Christian
Association at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, during the
summer. The 1920 MS catalogue mentioned the efforts of
the College YWCA Social Service committee: "friendly
visiting of instifutions and homes, sewing and
calisthenics for children, teaching English to foreigners,
distribution of Thanksgiving baskets to the poor of the

city, and services along other lines to people whose Jives
are different from their own."
Dean of Women Ina Fogg played a prominent role in
College YWCA meetings and activities in her half-dozen
years at the College (from 1920 to 1926). The
Praeceptors of that period show that the College YWCA
activities were primarily religious during those years.
After Mabel Lumley became Dean and YWCA adviser
in 1926, the tone of the Praeceptor account became more
secular. In 1930-31 the Big Sister movement of the YW
helped freshmen girls adjust to the College, learn its
ways and traditions. "The 'Ask Me' Committee met
trains, and-working with the YMCA-held a 'Get
Acquainted Party' the first week of school." Not only the
weekly devotional meetings (on Thursday evenings
around the fireplace in Wheeler Hall), but also parties
and picnics became important aspects of the YWCA
program.
The Young Men's Christian Association came to the
Moorhead campus much later, in the spring of 1925, but
it promptly became "one•of the most active organizations
on the campus," accordi~g to the 1926 Praeceptor. "It
has followed a regular s¢hedule of weekly discussion
meetings, furnished a YMCA room for the use of the
men of the College, and organized a gospel team." The
gospel teams, headed by S.G. Bridges, conducted
services at several churches in Fargo during the year.
The other special interest of the College YMCA in 1927
and 1928 was Boy Scout work; through their efforts
MSTC men soon had an opportunity to earn a
Scoutmaster's Certificate, an asset to a young man
seeking a small-town teaching position.
There was no mention of gospel teams, Boy Scout work,
or the room after 1928. From 1926 through 1929,
however, the Praeceptor writeups regularly began: "The
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Officers and cabinet members of YMCA were traditionally pictured in the college annuals. &ck: Mae Olson, Annabelle Lez.alla, Helen Lincoln,
Grace Brainard, Mildred Orr, Doris Elliott; Front: Evelyn Olson , Gladys Johnson, Ruth Hundeby. and Alma Aker <1930 PraeceptorJ.

Only a small part of tbe membership turned out for this 1932 Praeceptor YMCA group picture. Top row: Arnold Erickson, Clarence Glasrud,
Oscar Thompson, Delmer Johnson, Don Bird; Middle Row: Lyman Bringgold, Ralph Johnson, Melvin Sabo, Larry Norin , Cecil Veitch , Edward
Halonen; Bottom Row: Kenneth Johnson , Jack Bridges, Lerlowe Eastland, Charles Jabr, Ed Eastman, and Jim Bridges.

Young Men's Christian Association has been one of the
most active organizations on the campus since 1925.
Regular weekly meetings were held throughout the year."
Nothing more specific. But the 1932 Praeceptor writeup
said, "i\fter several years of inactivity, the Young Men's
Christian Association was re-organized on a new basis
this year, and has been doing a very constructive piece
of work on the campus since its reappearance."
About 25 men were members in 1932, one-fourth of the
men enrolled at MSTC. A new faculty adviser, sociology
professor and dean of men Harvey J. Locke, involved the
College YMCA in a new effort the following year: "As a
project of Dr. Locke's Sociology classes, Herbert Lange
and Vernon Schranz cooperated with the Fargo YMCA in

taking charge of a group of young unemployed men who
were put to work on farms nearby. Case studies were
made of a number of the group. Recreation in the Fargo
'Y' was provided also."
'the 1935-36 catalogue said, "Attention is given to the
spiritual life of the student through the work of the
Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associaton,
the Newman Club, and the Lutheran Students'
Association." When the Newman Club was organized on
October 9, 1930 it had a Moorhead priest as chaplain
and J.R. Schwendeman as faculty adviser. After this club
made its initial appearance in the 1931 Praeceptor, the
Lutheran Student Association was also given space in
yearbooks.
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Moorhead State's new speech teacher and debate coach, G. Hale Aarnes, was the YMCA adviser in 1937. The Praeceptor photographed the
membership in the Hollyhock Room, adjacent to the Comstock dining room. Standing: Art Holmaas, Ro~ert Taylor, Art Grove, George Carter, Olaf
Syltie, Ken Christiansen, Erwin Braker, Melvin Wedul, Trevor Sandness, Ted Vaala, Herman Koch, Martin Barstad, and]. Braud; Seated: C.
Snustad, fens Anderson, Aarnes, Albert Lokken, Fred Cramer, Leo Pikop, and Palmer Rauk.

The Praeceptor also included an informal "coffee break" picture of
some YMCA members in the same setting. Wielding the coffee pot is
Trevor Sandness, who became a Lutheran pastor after graduating from

MSTC.

The Sororities Attacked
The Owls, organized almost by accident in 1901, did not
continue to have the same appeal for Moorhead State
Teachers College men that the early-day fraternity had,
but it was still a distinctive organization. Its alumni
organized an elaborate three-day Silver Anniversary
celebration in June, 1926. Former president Frank Weld
and former MS English professor, Edwin T. Reed, now
of Oregon State University, came back to Moorhead to
make major addresses.

early 1920s that all who were sufficiently gregarious
were probably taken into the Owls. But the new weekly
newspaper, on April 24, 1925, printed a lengthy editorial
attacking the College sororities as useless. Editor Irene
Felde seemed to be baiting the sorority girls, inviting
them to state their case in the columns of the paper.
"The recent dinky hubbub over sorority rushing,
pledging, and initiation persuaded us to ask the
questions, 'What use are the sororities on this campus?
If they are of use why are so few students offered their
privileges?' Lest the questions seem to singe and scorch,
let us talk calmly together for a moment ... Have the
sororities an end which is not selfish? .. .If so, they do it
in a cloister and no one hears of it. They are saving
their own souls, if so, at a cost of envy, pride, jealousy,
vain-glory, and a puerile, even if jolly, clannishness."
The attack continued. Unlike Lambda Phi Sigma,
Althaia, and the Dramatic Club, the sororities had no
standards for admissions, said the editorial. "What is a
'C' or even an advertised 'B' average? As much is
required simply to go through here and graduate, without
asking a man or woman to contribute a single thing to
his fellows we do not presume to pass judgment. No
man can, with rightness, condemn the cherished
sentimentalities of his fellows. We simply wait for a
defense. The columns of this paper are open. Will not
some Goliath stride forth to defend the sororities? And if
they are worthy of perpetuation, why are there not more
of them, why do so few students reap their happy
harvest?"

The Witches, founded in 1905, became the Pi Mu Phi
sorority in 1924; they observed the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the sorority in 1930. By 1920 the Witches
had alumni chapters in Minneapolis, St. J>-aul, and FargoMoorhead. The Gamma Neche, founded in 1909, taking
its name from the initials of its ten founding girls,
became the Gamma Nu sorority in 1924. There was a
lively rivalry between the two sororities.

There was a reply on May 1, in the first issue to use the
ne~ly-adopted name MiSTzC. The carefully composed
defense of sororities in the "Vox Populi" column was
signed "Committee of Gamma Neche and Pi Mu Phi."
The editor promised to reply to this composite being in
the following issue, "if we recover by next week."

By the 1920s questions were being raised about these
three social groups: were they snobbish and elitist
enough to disturb the social fabric of the College and
cause unhappiness among men and women who had not
been invited to join? MSTC had so few men before the

The editor's response in the May 8 issue is a
masterpiece. Editor Felde, no doubt aware that none of
the sorority girls could match her skill in argumentation,
answered the sorority arguments paragraph by paragraph.
This second editorial ended: ':.\s a piece of controversial
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writing, the 'answer' of the sororities should earn an
immortal place among the worst specimens of the art."
A defense on "trumped-up" ethical grounds could not be
made, she said, certainly not in a two-year college:
"Whitewash is not attractive. Why use it? Why not let
the sororities stand out in their true colors?"
The editor told the sororities how they should make a
case for their existence:
"l. The sororities furnish pleasure to their members.
2. They lend a touch of gaiety to an atmosphere
otherwise drab enough.
3. They command the voluntary loyalty of their
members, which is more than can be said for most
organizations or for all classes.
4. They cause some heart-burnings, but they can get
together if the common feeling is strong enough.
Instance the late 'defense.'
5. They provide their members with the great fun of
being in a group that is not easy to get into.
6. They inflict no serious harm to studies, and by the
familiar urge of having their member 'in things' they do
bring out talents, in a few girls.''
"You are welcome," Miss Felde concluded. "There is no
charge for this service. We don't even want your pleasant
smiles, because except in a few easily identified instances
your smiles would be of no use to us, no use at all.''
The sororities replied with a satiric fable about an
ostrich "who liked to play that he was an elephant.'' The
ostrich kicked up a lot of dirt and "kicked some of the
sand and a few small stones in the general direction of
some girls who were enjoying life minding their own
business ........ " Editor Felde added a heading to this
contribution to "Vox Populi": "In which the sorority
girls (and their Mother Confessors) have the last word,
as usual. Somewhat acrimonious but beautifully done.
The Ostrich broadcasts his congratulations.''
Editor Felde's prime purpose in attacking the sororities
may have been to provoke controversy in her newspaper's
"Vox Populi" open letter column and thereby stir up
interest in the editorial page: the best feature of the new
College paper was the editorial material. Irene Felde was
an attractive girl, who edited the Praeceptor the next
year; she was also president of the WAL and was chosen
one of the school's Representative Students in 1926. And
that year she became a member of the Pi Mu Phi
sorority!
As MSTC became more collegiate, a gap may have
opened between the degree-seekers, who assumed
leadership of nearly all activities and the many students
who attended the school for a year or two with only a
single interest: to improve their teaching credentials and
thus obtain better positions. Many of the latter were girls
who had taught country schools before they came to
Moorhead and hoped for positions in small-town graded
elementary schools if they could earn two-year
certificates. Most of the leadership students came from
Moorhead, Fargo, and the larger towns in the area; they
had more confidence and sophistication and their
activities included social life and extracurricular activities
as well as coursework.

Irene Felde

The "gap", if there really was one, was not absolute, and
there was little jealousy-resentment on the one hand and
real snobbish behavior on the other. My half-sister, Julia
Skrove, three years older than I, took the Detroit Lakes
normal training course as I did later and had taught in
Becker County country schools two years before coming
to Moorhead State in 1929-30, the year of the fire. She
rented a room in a home midway between MS and
Concordia, and her roommate was a childhood friend
who was attending Concordia. The following news item,
which one of the girls sent to the Fargo Forum, is self
explanatory:
The Eta Beta Pi sorority held its last regular meeting
at the home of Miss Anna Bellerud, 616 Ninth Street
South, at 6:45 p.m., where a short business session
was held and the following were elected officers for
next year, Hannah Berg, president; Anna Bellerud,
vice-president; Jordis Haaland, secretary; Julia
Skrove, treasurer; Ann Finstad, publicity
commissioner; Katherine Finstad, sergeant-at-arms.
Immediately following the business meeting the
sorority members concluded the season's social
calendar with a theatre party and a luncheon at a
Fargo cafe.
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Psi Delta Kappa, Beta Chi,
and Alpha Epsilon
During the 1931-32 school year two new sororities were
organized on the MS1C campus. "Psi Delta Kappa, with
eight charter members, was founded on October 2, 1931,
for the purpose of extending to more girls of this campus
the advantages of a sorority." Verna Heston of the
Campus School was the faculty adviser, Alice
Corneliussen an honorary member, and Mr. and Mrs.
J.R. Schwendeman (and several town couples) were
patrons and patronesses. Psi Delta Kappa charter
members and first pledges were Ruth Hallenberg, Vivian
Nelson, Edna Connelly, lone Larson, Mildred Moberg,
Vivian R. Larson, Florence Powell, Evelyn Cook, Lilah
Peacock, Alice Skottem, Sarah Chaffee, and Wilma
Zimbrick.
The 1932 Praeceptor also wrote: "Beta Chi sorority was
organized on the campus this year, having been formally
announced to the College February 12." Mrs. C.P.
Archer was directress of the new sorority, Lyl Solem of
the Campus School was a faculty member, and a number
of patrons and patronesses from the community were
listed. Phebe H. Vowles, the president's secretary, and
school nurse Alfreda Jones were also patronesses. Beta
Chi's charter members and 1932 initiates were Mamie
Christenson, .Willa Wasson, Elinor Linngren, Theone
Hanson, Ihla Barton, Alice Nelson, Marjorie Corson,
Ruth Volkerding, Mildred Backstrom, Gladys Ekeberg,
Frances Hopwood, Laverne Johnson, Ruth Kirksether,
Olive Olson, Audrey Robison, Ruth Stenerson, Joan
Storrs, and Marjorie Tieg.
"September 17, 1932 saw the initial meeting of Alpha
Epsilon. There were 14 charter members, and after an
official recognition by the Student Commission, the new
organization was launched on its career," announced the
1933 Praeceptor and identified Jack Bridges as president
of the new fraternity, J.R. Schwendeman as adviser, and
Byron Murray, Samuel Bridges, and Henry Weltzin as
honorary members. The other 14 charter members
pictured were Axel Taflin, Carl Maedl, Larry Norin, Art
Skjonsby, Cecil Veitch, Charlie Jahr, Jim Tye, Jim
Bridges, Larry Peterson, Jules Herman, Ray Novak,
Lyman Bringgold, and Ray Mogenson.
The new fraternity coming to MS1C in 1932 was the
best thing that could have happened to the Owls, causing
them to become less exclusive and a good deal less
football-oriented. The Alpha Epsilon quickly became a
strong fraternity, taking in many young men in the
mid-1930s who were or became the College's outstanding
leaders. From the first they attracted top musicians,
actors, and debaters, and they also took some good
athletes into their fold. One of the by-products of their
close association at MS in the Thirties is a round-robin
letter that has kept a group of them in close touch for 50
years.

When Psi Delta Kappa was organized in 1931-1932, all but one of the
eight charter members and first eight pledges appeared for the yearbook
picture. Back Row: Ruth Hallenberg, Vivian Nelson, Edna Connelly,
lone Larson, Mildred Moberg, Vivian Larson , Florence Powell: Front
Row: Evelyn Cook, Lilah Peacock, Enid Hansen, Marjorie Fields,
Alice Skottem, Sarah Chaffee, Maurine Stinson, and Margaret
Stinson .

Beta Chi, the second new sorority organized in 1931-32, portrayed its
founding members in the 1932 Praeceptor. Top Row: Marian
Christiansen, Willa Wasson , Elinor Linngren , Ruth Thlkerding,
Evelyn Johnson: front, Alice Nelson, Ibla Barton, Marjorie Corson ,
and Tbeone Hanson.

Tbe 14 charter members of Alpha Epsilon, and their two faculty
advisers, pictured in the 1933 Praeceptor. Top Row: Axel Taflin, Carl
Maedl, Larry Norin, Art Skjonsby, Cecil Veitch, Ray Mogenson,
Charles Jahr: Middle Row: Jules Herman, Lyman Bringgold, Ray
Novak, Larry Peterson, James Bridges: Front: Mr. Murray, Jack
Bridges, Mr Schwendeman, and Jim Tye.

Chapter 12
Student Government
Students had their first experience with student
governance nearly a hundred years ago at Moorhead
State. Because Livingston Lord and his faculty thought
school sports were primarily a student responsibility, full
control of athletics was vested in the Athletic Board of
Control: six students, two faculty members, and a
representative of the alumni.
Thirty years later, in the early 1920s, when students
began to pay an activity fee each term to support all
extra-curricular activities, students were given majority
control of the Activity Fee Committee that distributed the
funds.
A few years later a "student body organization" was
called for. Its purpose would be the regulation of student
activities to prevent collisions and discourage overindulgence. The student council that resulted was made
up of representatives from all College organizations.
When this truly representative body proved unwieldy, it
was replaced by a Student Commission, which proved to
be an effective form of student government.

The Athletic Board of Control
The earliest form of student government at Moorhead
State was the Athletic Board of Control. First constituted
when Livingston Lord was president in the 1890s, this
board had full control over school sports, probably an
indication that the Normal School did not consider
athletics a responsibility of the school administration.
This concept changed somewhat after the first athletic
directors were appointed in the years before World War
I, but the Board of Control still had a good deal of
power. The 1929 Praeceptor said its members "have

control of the funds for athletics and have charge of all
athletic contests on and off campus." They also awarded
the school letter.
The form of student government was changing at MSTC
in the late Twenties, and with it the makeup of the
Athletic Board of Control: the 1928 Praeceptor pictured
a board of 11 members, including Sliv Nemzek and
Jessie McKellar. Six of its members were women. In
1929 seven men (including Nemzek, Schwendeman, and
Weltzin) were pictured with a single girl, Jeanette
Bestick, though either Miss McKellar or Miss Frick was
entitled to a position on the Board. After 1929, the
newly-created Commissioner of Athletics took over many
of the old Board's former duties, and the Board of
Control went out of existence.
The 1935-1936 College catalogue confirmed the change:
"The Athletic Commissioner from the Student
Commission, the head of the Physical Education
department, the athletic coach, and one faculty member
elected by the faculty are members of the Athletic
Commission which plans the athletic program of the
college."
The catalogue listed three other athletic organizations.
The Women's Athletic Association, founded in 1924,
"fosters all-around athletics for women, awards honor
points for participation in sports, and is affiliated with
the National College WAA." The Monogram Club for
women was made up of girls who had won enough
points to earn a monogram. "M" Club membership was
restricted to MSTC men who had earned letters in a
major sport.

The Student Activity Fee Committee
After Moorhead State Teachers College began to levy an
activity fee which students paid when they registered
(and sometimes referred to as "tuition"), the important
Student Activity Fee Committee was created to apportion
the money. The 1923 Praeceptor gave it an alternate and

In the 1923 Praeceptor the Athletic Board of Control held its
accustomed place at the beginning of the section devoted to athleticsbut not thereafter. From the top down: foe Sanders, Flora Frick and
Vella Bartheld, Gladys Lunder, Terry Sharpe, and Zelma Cederlund,
George K. Wells and Don Gates (president). Coach F. R. Prusha was
also a member of the board.

In 1927 the Board of Control shared a page with Athletic Director
Alex ]. Nemzek, who was no doubt the dominant member of tbe board
in bis fifth year at MSTC. Top: Clarence Mattson, Menser Anderson,
Willard Gowenlock, Ralph Iverson (Alumni Association), Mr. Kise;
Below: Miss Gibbon (of the English department), Ario Baldwin, Sliv
Nemzek, Claude Nemzek, and Miss Frick.
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The Student Activity Fee committee made its first appearance in the
1924 Praeceptor. Top: Leonard Murray, George Aldrich, Mr. Wells;
Below: Mayvel Stromme, Mr. Huff, and Miss Hayes.

more accurate designation: Student Activity Financial
Board, and explained its function :

In 1930 three faculty members were on the Activity Fee Committee
with the four class presidents and the bead of the newly-elected student
commission . Top: Ray Johnson (seniors!, Kermit Peterson (sophomores!,
Art Simson (juniors!, Mr. Schwendeman, john Ingersoll !Student
Commission!; Below: Mr. Christensen, Miss Hayes, and Patrick
Callahan (freshmen! .

In order that every student may get the benefits of all
the school activities and that all may have an equal
chance to attend any and all of the entertainments that
occur each year, a fee is paid by each student every
term. This fee entitles the student to attend without
further charge all athletic events, the numbers of the
Lyceum Course, the Class Play, the Chapel Choir
concert, and the Pageant.
The funds furnished by this fee are placed in the
hands of a school committee composed of three
faculty members, one elected by the student body and
two by the faculty, the president of the Women's
League, the president of the Athletic Association, the
president of the Senior Class, and the president of the
Junior Class. It is the duty of this committee to
distribute the funds as they are needed to the various
activities and to see that any funds left over shall be
expended in some way to benefit the student body. It
is their further duty to report the funds on hand each
term and to allow the student body to state their
wishes as to the disposal of any extra funds.
The faculty membership and method of selection
remained basically unchanged. By the end of the 1920s
there were four college classes, however: the "Juniors"
and "Seniors" of the 1923 statement were now the
freshmen and sophomore classes. For several years in
1928 and 1929, when there were a few degree-seeking
upperclassmen but not enough to constitute separate
classes, the president of the combined Junior-Senior class
was on this committee. The president of the Women's
League disappeared from the committee when this
organization disbanded in 19Z7. Two years later the
Athletic Board of Control also went out of existence; but
with the advent of a new form of student government,
the president of the Student Commission became a
member, from 1930 onward.
The 1930 Praeceptor said: "The major accomplishment
of the committee (what else did they have to do?) was
the successful apportioning of activity fee money for
Lyceum; Orchestra and Band; Chapel Choir; Radio
Girls, Girls Glee Club, and Double Male Quartet; Arts
Festival; athletics for men and women; Student

The 1932 Student Activity Fee Committee bad almost the same kind of
makeup. Top row: Russell Monson (sophomores!, Oscar Thompson
(seniors! ; middle: Henry Booher (juniors!, john Costain (Athletic
Commissioner!, Cecil Veitch !sophomores); bottom row: Chester Gilpin
!Student Commission president), Mr. Schwendeman, Miss Hayes, and
Mr. &llard !chairman! .

Commission; the Class Play and other dramatic
productions; Debate; social functions of an all-college
nature; for part of the expense of assembly speakers; and
for the Praeceptor and MiSTiC." Maude Hayes was the
dominant faculty member of the Student Activity
Committee for many years, carefully protecting funds for
the Lyceum Series, which would have been a most
vulnerable appropriation if she had not IJeen on the
committee. She had been a member of the first
committee in 1923 and of each succeeding year, except
19Z7-1928, when she was on leave in England.

The Lyceum Committee
Beginning in 1933 Maude Hayes was the chairman of a
separate Lyceum Committee, which continued to be
active throughout the 1930s. The 1937 Praeceptor said
the committee "sponsors the lyceum programs of the
year," but gave no indication what the sponsoring
entailed. Members of the committee were Maude Hayes,
Dan Preston, Ethel Tainter, Sam Bridges, and three
students. The writeup said MSTC and Concordia joined
with the Amphion Chorus "to make a finer Lyceum
possible," the concerts now being held in the newly-
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subordinated in order that we may have the proposed
organizations? The achievement of worthwhile realities
can only be accomplished by united endeavor.

The Lyceum Committee was a much less important group, closely
controlled by Maude Hayes. In 1933 she served on the committee with
Mr. Bridges and three students, Ward Thompson, Dorothy Hoel, and
Clarence Glasrud.

In 1938 the faculty outnumbered students on the Lyceum Committee.
The Dragon group photograph posed Don Tescher, Bill Smith, Mr.
Bridges, and Mr. Preston standing and Virginia Murray, Miss Hayes,
and Miss Tainter seated.

completed Moorhead Armory. The 1936-1937 Lyceum
series included the Don Cossack Chorus, the
Minneapolis Symphony, Jascha Heifetz, Harold Bauer,
Helen Jepson, and performances by the MSTC band and
the Amphion Chorus. This cooperative arrangement
continued through the World War II era and into the
early 1950s.

Ten months later the MiSI'iC reported that the YWCA
and YMCA in joint session October 12, 1925, attempted
to sponsor the organization of a student council. A lively
discussion of the proposal was terminated when "the
young women had to leave suddenly for their study
rooms" (presumably at eight o'clock, because the
discussion took place on a weekday evening.)
The MiSI'iCs lead editorial indicated that students
disagreed only about the timing of this move toward
student government: "Either the students should have a
voice in the management of their extracurricular life, or
they should have the opportunity to take courses of work
preparing them to take over, to a limited extent, at least,
and in the not too distant future, the reins of
government."
The MiSI'iC, arguing that training for self-government
was desireable for teachers-to-be, introduced another
problem: "Should MSTC train for leadership the few
students who have the qualities which distinguish the
leader, or should it be truly democratic and force
participation in, and regulation of, extracurricular
activities upon all, the self-satisfied, buck-passing
majority, as well as the more aggressive and more
efficient minority? It would indeed be poetic justice for
the administration to turn over control of student affairs
to the agitators, but that would not be democratic-nor
sensible."
The Student Council came into being in 1926. The 1927
Praeceptor writeup did not say how its members were

selected; but there were representatives of every student
organization on the Council, which apparently acted as a
kind of clearing house. Twenty-three members appear on
the Praeceptor's Student Council picture:
"The first Student Council of Moorhead State
Teachers' College, established in the autumn of 1926,
is an outgrowth of student interest and faculty
promotion. It performed its greatest function in
connection with social life in the college, having

Wanted: A Student Council
In the second issue of its existence (December 19, 1924),
the College weekly newspaper had called for some form
of student council because "there appears to be a lack of
cooperation at this institution when there is need of such
for the interest of the group as a whole. Why the lack of
interest in those school affairs that should be of interest
to us all?" The last paragraph of the editorial suggested a
solution:
Why not then a student body organization, or a
student council, or a student-whatever-you-will-call-it
to crystallize these feelings into realities? Why not a
federated group to work in the interest of the
institution as a whole? Perhaps we already are overorganized. Perhaps there are too many extracurricular
activities that engage too much of the time and
attention of the student. If that be true, may it not be
that some of these may well be sacrificed or at least

Young George Simson was secretary of the first MSTC Student Council
in 1926 and in 1929 was elected the "at large" member of the Student
Senate. But Dr. C. P. Archer was probably the chief moving force in
the development of student government in the late Twenties, and the
emergence of the Student Commission.
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general charge of school parties and dances, and
having the work of creating the social calendar for
each term. Few attempts have been made to enter the
administrative and disciplinary aspects of college life,
and these are fields that the organization will enter as
its powers grow.
"The Student Council must evolve in its own manner,
slowly and surely, until all the students will feel that
they are indeed a part of the living campus. If its
actions are soberly controlled, it will be a great power
for good relationships in the college."
Presumably the Council elected its own officers-Alfred
Tollefson as president and George Simson as secretaryand also elected the Executive Senate: students Claude
Nemzek and P. S. Strombo and faculty members J. H.
Burgy and Margaret Bieri. The 1917 picture included two
other faculty members, Ole Sande and Joe Kise. How
were these faculty members selected? Kise as Dean of
Men seems a logical choice, but geographer Burgy was a
new teacher who remained at MSTC only two years.
Bieri and Sande were teachers of rural education.
According to the 1929 Praeceptor, the Executive Senate
had become the Student Senate. Apparently considered a
separate governing body, its members were C.P. Archer
and Martha Gibbon of the faculty, Thelma Erickson and
Carol Hagen as president and secretary of the Student
Council, and student George Simson elected at large.
Working together, the Council and Senate devised a new
kind of student government in 1928-1929. A new
commission form was approved on April 19, 1929.

The Student Commission
The first nine-meQlber Student Commission inaugurated
May 10, 1929, included: John Ingersoll, president;
Frances Johnson, secretary-treasurer; Chester Gilpin,
athletics; Jessamine Lunder, social; Lyman Davis,
forensics; Oscar Thompson, music; Dessie Barlow,
religious; Mildred Smith, educational; Clarence Gludt,
publicity; and Dr. C.P. Archer, faculty adviser.
Two years later a Pep Commissioner was added by an
amendment to the constitution, probably as the result of
Irwin Michelson's efforts. Mick had organized pep rallies
and improved the school's cheering immeasurably: he
was an excellent cheerleader, the first male to serve in
that capacity at MSTC.
John Ingersoll was re-elected president in 1930, a onetime occurence, because of his remarkable leadership
after the February 9 fire. Up to World War II, he was
succeeded in turn by Chester Gilpin, Henry Booher,
Dorothy Hoel, Orvin (Dick) Richardson, Luverne Lewis,
Leverett Hoag, Elmer Johnson, Willard Swiers, Edison
Smith, Harry Hasskamp, Gwen Easter, Maynard
Reynolds, George Scanlon, and Ruth Gilbertson. The last
three of these people all served during 1943-44. George
Scanlon was killed within a year of his entrance into the
U.S. Army Air Corps.
The writeup in the 1934 Praeceptor described the
Student Commission's duties, and its accomplishments
during the past College year:
The 1933-34 Student Commission will go down in
MSTC history for two outstanding achievements, the
establishment and enforcement of the point system for
participation in extracurricular activities, and their

Tbe newly-elected Student Commission was pictured in the 1930 Praeceptor and the positions they were elected to identi~~· Front Row: Jo?n
Ingersoll, president; Dessi Barlow, religious; Dr. C. P. Archer, adviser; Frances Johnson, secretary; Clarence Gludt, publicity; back: Jessamine
Lunder, social; Chester Gilpin, athletics; Oscar Thompson, music; Lyman Davis, forensics; and Mildred Smith, education.
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efforts toward the completion last fall of our StudentAlumni Memorial Gateway.
This representative group of students consists of the
president of the student body, a secretary-treasurer,
and eight commissioners, each one representing some
type of college activity. They are chosen every spring
at a general student body election.
Other activities in charge of this group the past year
have been the "biggest and best" Homecoming, an
original All-College musical comedy, and the AllCollege parties. This group is vested with the
authority to make all student decisions and handle all
student finances.
The Praeceptor writeup described the ceremonial turnover of offices after the annual election, and named the
outgoing and incoming commissioners, 1933-35:
With the eyes of the faculty and the student body
upon them, the newly elected Student Commission
was formally installed during the chapel period
Wednesday, March 7.
It will be their duty to uphold the traditions of MSTC
and continue the work which has been so successfully
initiated by the retiring group of student leaders.
Dr. Archer, commission sponsor, administered the
oath of office to Orvin Richardson, incoming
President, and swore in the other commissioners as a
body. Each of the old commissioners, as a symbol of
his retirement from office, presented his successor
with a symbol of the particular activity which he
represented, typifying the transfer of responsibility in
student leadership.
In this very formal ceremony, Dick Richardson
succeeded Dorothy Hoel as president, Doris Johnson
followed Eleanor Laing as secretary-treasurer, Ron
Gilbert took over from Stan Swenson as athletic
commissioner, Red Monson followed Martha Atkinson as
social commissioner, Vince Schneider became publicity
commissioner after Al Cocking, Dudley Lockrem took

over pep from Rupert Krienbring, Larry Norin followed
Larry Peterson in music, Frances Olson followed Gordon
Hanson in forensics, John Chisholm followed Oliver Asp
as education commissioner, and Arnold Kittleson took
over from Charles Jahr as religious commissioner.
The commission form of student government worked well
at MSTC in the 1930s and after. Each commissioner
could, if necessary, have his own committee or staff to
make her/his part of the College program work.
Responsibility was identified and concentrated.

After the War
The College retained the commission form of student
government through the rest of the Teachers College era
and for some years thereafter. Leona Sharbono, who was
president in 1943-44, was followed in that office by Betty
Jean Hawley, Lowell Melbye, Joyce Coleman, John C.
McDonald, Stan Murray, Ed Fuller, Art Nix, Keith
Olson, Ed Raymond, Herb Johnson, Bruce Reski, Frank
Leidenfrost, and Neil Sussenguth, who was president
when MSTC became Moorhead State College. After
Glenn Dildine served as adviser to the Student
Commission in 1943-44, Virginia Fitzmauice (Grantham)
held that position for nearly 20 years. During A.L.
Knoblauch's presidency, however, L.O. Nelson (Dean of
Administration) was also a commission adviser.
Because the Student Commission had assumed the duties
of the old Activity Fee Committee, working out yearly
budgets became a major responsibility: these
deliberations apportioned much of the money that
supported student activities. The Wartime emergency that
led to student operation of the Student Exchange was
explained in the 1944 abbreviated Dragon:
Beginning with an effort to incorporate, the student
commission this year launched into business enterprise
on a scale that startled even their adviser, rather then
operating solely as a political body. Fifteen thousand
dollars worth of goods has passed over the counter of

Th~ 1934 l'raecep1or printed m: "'i:fclforr _pt rtrc" i:i/ rb~ Str~11cr1t o rim1i.r.i-ion: {are71sics O'mmLs~c}JJer GmI 11 Ha 1.;i;m 1/01fs 1 rth 11-hile ,'v!art.liG
At~itlS<.m l!O&ial}, Oifl•er Mp fodrrcatiorrl, AI Ow :lng (pul:iJiciry1, ·t.Sfden Domrby 1 fod nd 1uIVl.s.:r Dr. Ar.:iier tlsinr ti'.I bJ r 1,
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MSTC still bad the commission form of student gO'Vernment in 1953. The 1 lragon cutlines identify the peopl~ in the picture as well as it can be
done: Pep commissioner Mac Dahl submits a request for an addition to tb ·pep budget. Present at tb~ meeting .are Mac. Dahl (foreground, leftJ,
Joyce Jones, Harvey Stewart (far left), James Johnson (leaning forward), Ar and Brusven, Eugen~ Sullivan, President Keith Olson (backJ, Mrs.
Grantham (adviser), Margaret Samuelson, Bill Nelson, Margaret Edman, lnd Royce Sanner (right foreground).

the Post Exchange since it was started by the
commission late last spring for the benefit of aircrew
students on the campus. The Student Exchange was
also taken over and operated successfully by the
student government, and profits from both used to
provide entertainment for aircrew men and civilian
students on Wednesday nights. Appropriations from
this fund have also been made for draperies and a
radio-phonograph combination for the Lounge. Stamp
and bond sales, shouldered by the commission, netted
$1,500 in war stamps and $2,100 in bonds, to which
patriotic effort may be added the purchase of a
service flag for the college. Among the projects which
the 1944 commission hopes to see carried on and
perfected is the freshmen orientation program which
they assisted the Council on Student Affairs to
administer in the fall quarter.

yearbooks spoke of the annual "three-day orientation" in
the fall, for freshmen and other new students, as the
responsibility of the Commission.
The Student Commission regularly sent two of its
members to meetings of the student governing bodies of
Minnesota colleges. In 1948 the Commission reached out
even farther according to the Dragon: "In February the
two candidates for the 1948 Commission presidency,
Charles Backstrom and Stanley Murray, were sent to a
National Student Association meeting on the University
of Minnesota campus." At the end of the Teachers
College years, the Moorhead Student Commission joined
with the governing bodies of the other State Colleges to
discuss "common problems." According to the 1958
Dragon: "Two of the ideas that have been discussed have
been student unions and the National Student
Organization."

This new enterprise was incorporated in 1944, but the
Student Commission and Student Corporation were
closely related at first: in 1945-46 Lowell Melbye served
as president of both. Also, Virginia Fitzmaurice, as
adviser to the Student Commission, was one of the three
faculty members on the Corporation's board of directors,
with two elected student members who served as its
president and secretary. Beginning in 1947, Minnesota
state teachers college students were required to buy their
books, and the Student Corporation expanded its student

The previous year a student union fund had been
established by the Moorhead State Student Commission.
In 1957-58 a Student Union Planning Board was formed
under the aegis of the Commission "to organize activities
that can go on without an actual student union building"
and to "be instrumental in getting a student union for
our campus."
Although election to the Student Commission was a
· b d
d th
sought-after honor, it was a hard-working o y an
e
candidates proposed for election were chosen carefully.
Each winter term the Commissioners selected two
student nominees to become candidates for each office.
ln._1951 MiSJ'iC editor Ken Pitchford attacked this system
as self-perpetuating and sponsored the addition of a
number of other candidates, who became candidates by
petition. This method had been used before and some
Commissioners had been elected in this way, but
Pitchford's campaign was the first attack on the system.
The Commission survived unscathed: most of the
students they had nominated were elected.

exchange into a college bookstore. Mrs. August (Ruby)
Solien was hired to operate the store and became an
important MSTC personage.
Relieved of its obligation to run a business, the Student
Commission returned to its traditional activities and took
on some new ones. Said the 1948 Dragon, "During the
year, the Student Commission has been in charge of
numerous functions for the welfare of the college:
orientation week, senior high school visitation, allcollege parties, arrangement of the social calendar,
religious emphasis week, the traditional spring formal,
convocation programs, and many other events." Other

Chapter 13
The Fire of February 9, 1930
The most spectacular event in the history of the College
was the fire of Sunday evening, February 9, 1930, which
destroyed the main buildings. Classes were suspended for
only a week, but for more than two years all classes and
activities were crammed into emergency quarters. And
Moorhead State had ceased to be a Teachers College
before its library was able to recover from the burning of
20,000 volumes.
Margaret Miwles, the MiSTiC reporter who wrote the
1937 anniversary edition's article on Old Main, had been
a Model School student in 1930 and remembered the
complex, dignified old structure nostalgically. Her
mother was President MacLean's secretary.
"Red turrets appear in the distance, all sizes and shapes,
growing out of an irregular roof of the same dull red-a
red which seemed more vivid from a distance than close
at hand . . ·-. Old Main looked comfortably satisfied
with its plan of construction and natural landscaping.
The common yellow brick, kiln-run, might typify the
personality of an unpretentious old man . . . .
''. . . . the steep roofs were irregular; likewise the
exterior of the building. The unique projections and
recesses still create in me the thrill of viewing a romantic
castle . . . .

"The three memorial arches, which are now the
significant symbol for achievements during a half
century, drew first attention. They shaded the stone steps
which mounted on either side to unite in forming a
modified portico-an introduction before entrance. The
interior, like most brick buildings, was dark and cool
with the impression of dampness . . . . The pseudobalcony, or 'spoon-holder,' as it came to be known, was
cause enough to forgive the entrance.
"The office of the president was small in comparison to
the huge outer office. It, too, was somewhat dark, in
part accounted for by the sheltering protection of the
three arches. An office of its type was personal-small
enough to be invested with associates such as books,
pictures, and statuettes. A fire on the hearth often
cheered the entrance of a properly humble student . .
. There were pictures on the walls, one of which
especially arrested a glance-the Library of Congress.
Heavy curtains, hanging almost from the high ceiling to
the thickly carpeted floor, softened the Victorian
atmosphere of a severe room. The other offices were less
impressive though oddly located and arranged.
"It was grand to walk proudly up the wide stairway
which paused at a half landing where stood the fall-size
statue of Lincoln, then divided and proceeded to the next
floor. The plan for the classrooms showed variety except
in arrangement of the instructor's desk and the addition

Tbe view from Weld Hall tbe week after tbe fire: tbe ruins of tbe original 1888 building. More ruins extended westward: additions were built in 1903
and 1908 and all burned.
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Wbat was usually called "Old Main" included two additions to the west. This included the Model School on the right, which was not really an
addition but a separate building attached by a corridor. The fire came through the corridor.

of a map or two . . . . Because the Model School was
added later to form a crossed 'T' appearance with OM
Main, it may be disregarded as a part of our vision. To
get to the gymnasium meant a knowledge of one's
whereabouts, down a gloomy enclosed stairway, through
a door, down three or four steps more and into a large
room with a high ceiling-supported by four large pillars
through the middle of the room, which made the
basketball floor almost useless for competition with other
teams.
'it running track, which served at times as a balcony,
followed itself around the room. The equipment was
traditional, with rings, dumbells, and horses. Located on
the same floor-the ground floor, half submerged-were
a few classrooms, the post office, and student supply
room, as well as ranks of lockers."

The Destruction
An account of Moorhead State's great fire of February 9,
1930, was published in the school's newspaper five days
later. This story, which first appeared in the February 14
MiS1iC, was reprinted in the 1930 Praeceptor, slightly
cut:
"The Main Building and the Training School on the
campus were entirely destroyed Sunday night, February
9, by a fire which raged from the east end to the
Training School on the west end, completely baffling the
combined efforts of the fire departments of both

Moorhead and Fargo to extinguish it. The loss was
estimated at approximately $750,000. The College
schedule was disrupted and the classes of 750 studentscollege, high school, and elementary-were broken off
pending the repairing of the central heating plant, which
was put out of commission.
"The fire was discovered by N. E. Eckberg, chief
engineer of the College, about 9:00 o'clock in the
evening. He had made his rounds of the building at 8:00
o'clock but noticed no signs of fire. However, at 9:00 the
main fuse box-located behind the boiler room and next
to the large wooden ventilating shaft running from the
basement to the top of the building-was shorted and
caught fire. Mr. Eckberg tried to put the flames out but
could do nothing against the fierce heat of the fire in the
tinder-dry wood. The large ventilator shaft acted as a
chimney up which the flames roared to the top of the
building, breaking out in a red glow east of the 'Owl
Roost' under the high gabled roof.
Firemen's Work Is Vain
"When the Moorhead fire engines arrived, the flames
were already licking at the rafters, and though they
fought valiantly for many hours, they were unable to
check its spread. Several more fire-fighting units were
called out, including men and equipment from Fargo, but
still the flames gained. Some concern was immediately
felt for nearby dwelling houses and for the dormitories
when it became plain that the fire was beyond control.
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The view from Wheeler Hall the morning after the fire: the 1888 "Old Main" in the foreground.

"Fortunately, the wind was from the northwest, blowing
the cinders out onto the athletic field, where they did no
further damage. The heat around the grounds became
intense. Thousands of townspeople left comfortable
homes to stand in the chilling wind and slush to watch
the spectacle of years. On one occasion, large pieces of
the cornices and molding over the main entrance fell,
barely missing spectators and firemen.
"In the early stages of the conflagration, several attempts
were made to secure the records in the office of the
registrar, but the smoke and heat were most intense in
that part of the building. The flames ate their way from
the eastern end of the building toward the west. Many
expressions of regret were heard as the library, with its
20,000 volumes, probably the most loved and most
valuable part of the whole building, crashed into the
inferno with all its accumulated treasures.
Some Material Saved
"When it became plain that the Training School would
also burn, spectators joined College men and faculty in
rescuing as much as possible of the furniture, records,
and books before the flames could reach them. Huge
heaps of furniture, books, and equipment began to
appear outside the fire line. Five pianos were taken from
the Training School. The grounds became great puddles
of slush as five streams of water were played on the
burning building. Walls fell with a crash that could be
heard for miles . . . .
"Today the ruins of the old building look stark and bare.
Sky light penetrates the arches of the entrance. But

already is heard the blast of the dynamiters tearing down
the walls in preparation for reconstruction. A crew of
men are working day and night to put the heating plant
again into operation. Through the generous help of the
city of Moorhead and others, the work of the College
will be resumed next Monday.
College Re-Opens in a Week
"Beginning Monday morning, February 10, at 9:00 a.m.,
while the ruins were still smoking, the faculty has been
busily engaged in checking over facilities for putting the
physical plant into full preparation. Chief among the
plans are the designation of all classes and instructors to
classrooms, mostly in Weld Hall, the establishment of
the executive offices in the first floor of Wheeler Hall,
the equipping of the temporary library in the home
economic rooms, and the securing of residences near the
campus, this latter by the Alumni Association, for the
various departments of the Training School."

Contemporary Accounts
Another account of how the fire started supports
Engineer Eckberg's statement. Ted Bekkerus, who was
on duty in the boiler room, said that janitor Klungness
had come to begin his night shift at nine o'clock and
they threw a main switch to turn off the electrical
current to the library section of Old Main. As they did
so, said Bekkerus, a spark shot upwards far out of their
reach-no doubt by way of the air shaft that extended
upward to the top of the building. The thirty-year-old
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tinder dry wood immediately caught fire and Bekkerus
and Klungness had no way of reaching it.
Jimmy Preston, who was eight years old and getting into
his pajamas in a second story bedroom facing east, says
that he saw flames shooting out of Old Main's roof
before he heard a fire alarm. He called his father to
witness this strange phenomenon and Dan Preston knew
at once what was happening. The Preston children and
their mother watched from Jim's bedroom: the Preston
home at 615 Tenth Street was less than two blocks from
the fire.
Jim's younger sister, Mary, who was a first-grader, said
she "woke up, hearing much noise downstairs." There
was no more sleep for a long time. "Mom and Dad were
getting ready to leave and were calling upstairs for us to
get clothes on, anything, and hurry." From their
bedroom windows the Preston children watched "a
fascinating scene," says Mary. ''All we could see was the
'skeleton', of the building, all dark, and the insides
consumed by flames showing through all the windows."
Mary continues, "I think we were being helped to get
something on, to get dressed." Her eyes were on the big,
"red-hot" chimney sinking into the building. I do not
know why the Prestons got their small children dressed,
surely not to go out into the very cold night amongst the
growing crowd of onlookers. Their home was only a
little more than a block from the present College gates.
Were they afraid the fire would spread to their house?
Freshman Elianor Sherman from Fergus Falls had a
room in Wheeler Hall, just 100 feet east of Old Main.
When the fire broke out she and other dorm dwellers
were instructed to gather up their personal belongings as
quickly as possible and assemble in the Wheeler lobby
for possible evacuation. This did not become necessary
because there was only a slight wind blowing from the
north and the oldest and nearest dormitory was not

seriously threatened. But, "We were prepared to leave on
a moment's notice for a long time that night," Miss
Sherman remembered.
At ten o'clock that Sunday evening, student roomer
Michael Wokasch of Frazee was left in charge of three
sleeping children in the B.D. Murray home close to the
campus. "I," wrote Murray, "and then soon after, Nona,
went over to become a part of the rather helpless crowd
of onlookers as the fire spread along the block-length
structure. What little wind there was came from the
north and I knew there was no danger to our house one
block west. When we arrived home sometime later,
however, there was Mike, face glued to the east window
of his bedroom, keeping guard over the children. He was
almost the only College student in the vicinity of the
campus who did not rush out to see the fire."
More typical was the behavior of the Moorhead State
and Concordia girls who roomed at the Bellerud house
mid-way between the two campuses. They rushed over to
watch the fire before considering how their feet would
fare at 20 degrees below zero. They stood watching until
their feet and legs became numb before retreating to
their rented rooms. Hannah Berg Munson remembers
that long soaking in cold water was required to restore
circulation to their lower limbs. There was considerable
pain but no permanent harm. Next day the two
Moorhead State girls of this menage, Julia Skrove and
Jordis Haaland, attended the 10:00 a.m. assembly in
Weld Hall, which told them that classes would be
suspended for a week but would resume the following
Monday morning. With these directions they left for their
homes in Detroit Lakes.
Dan Preston had hurried over to the College to see what
he could do. Although the MiSTIC account says five
pianos were saved from the Model School, he
remembers one tumbling down a flight of stairs as a
result of an overly-eager attempt to get it out. There was

Cold and snow were important factors in February, 1930, and curious onlookers were fascinated.
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some hope of saving the Model School at first because it
was a separate building, newer than Old Main and of
more modern construction; but although it was the last
part of the block-long complex to burn-farthest from the
start of the fire and connected to Old Main only by a
corridor-firemen were unable to prevent the raging fire
from spreading into it also.
Student teachers and their supervisors at the Clearview
Affiliated School, located seven miles southeast of
Moorhead across the flat prairie and obstructed only by
scattered farmsteads, watched the fire from the secondstory western windows of their school-teacherage.
Watching the progress of the fire in Moorhead, rural
supervisor Ole Sande felt car keys in his overcoat pocket
and realized that he could have backed the College car
out of its garage to safety if he had thought to do so in
time. He often told later how foolish he felt with the car
keys in his hand. Sande had used the Model A Ford
daily on his supervisory rounds of the six affiliated rural
schools. It was the only vehicle the College owned.
There were other foolish acts; a newspaperman reported
that a geranium was rescued from a teacher's desk and
left out in the 20-degree below zero weather with the
other salvaged articles.
Seven-year-old Ted Moos, ·a Model School student,
watched the great fire from a .second story balcony or
"airing porch" of the handsome Moos house at 516
Seventh Street South. Dr. Moos remembers that he felt
some elation that Sunday night: there would be no
school tomorrow! A block farther west, at 606 Sixth
Street, 14-year-old Edward Ballard had gone to bed too
early and missed the great event. Nearly sixty years later
he remembers that he was angry at his parents for not
waking him up. Most of Moorhead (also Fargo and a
considerable surrounding area), was awake, however, and
it is still possible to gather dozens of first-hand accounts
of the burning of Old Main.
Men now in their sixties (including Jim Preston and Bill
Wallwork, both Campus School students in 1930) have
special memories of the ruins of Old Main in the late
winter of 1930. After the towering brick walls had been
dynamited down as a safety precaution, there were still
sizeable mounds of rubble that were not removed until
spring. These blackened ruins, ice-covered from firefighting efforts and partially covered by later snowfalls,
were tempting playgrounds for the small boys attending
the Campus School. Warnings of possible danger did not
deter them. Mary Preston was especially fascinated by
the ice, "many feet thick," that covered the rubble. Fiftyeight years after the fire she still wonders how many tons
of water were poured on the fire and "if it helped at
all?"
Even at the time of the fire, apparently, some people
realized that the destruction of the library would be the
greatest loss. For some years I blamed the faculty and
students who were present for not throwing books out of
windows instead of typewriters. I now realize, however,
that the old library was too near the beginning and
center of the fire and that there never was any chance of
getting the books out. When I was an MS1C student in

the years immediately following the fire, we had virtually
no library and depended entirely on our textbooks and
current periodicals. After I began teaching at Moorhead
State Teachers College nearly twenty years later, the
library was still so deficient that I usually assumed it
would not have the books I wanted.

The Week After
In his account of the week following the fire, when
Moorhead State Teachers College took stock of itself and
considered how to hold College and Training School
classes, Byron Murray praised the stawart, undismayed
attitude of President MacLean. Students, too, reacted
well to the disaster, and some of the older students and
campus leaders stayed in Moorhead during the week of
February 10-16 "to participate in all the attempts to carry
on." In an address delivered on July 8, 1963, at the
dedication of Kise Commons, Murray recalled the events
of the week following the fire:
Early on Monday morning, faculty phones began
ringing to tell us that there would be a faculty
meeting at 9:00 a.m. in Weld Hall ... Smoke was still
rolling out of the heap which the night before had
been Old Main and Library and Gymnasium and
Campus School and heating plant-all connected into
one great rambling structure. There stood the
President before the faculty, cool and collected and
master of the situation, although he had been up most
of the night. It was agreed that school would be
dismissed for one week, and that the following
Monday classes would resume in Weld Hall. The
students would be told about it, but not until a special
convocation called for 10:00 o'clock.
Convocation started-exactly on time as always with
President MacLean-with the College band playing
the Alma Mater. Tentative plans were formulated,
announcements made, and all in all-as one observed
the spirit with which things were done that
morning-an onlooker was tempted to mutter that this
looked more like a pep meeting than a funeral service
over the destruction of the campus by fire. Sheer
bravado, it was, really-to talk about this catastrophe
as merely the beginning of a greater MSC-when the
College would have to wait for many uncertain months
to find out whether the legislature would rebuild the
school at all-or possibly even as some said, convert
it into a state hospital. Remember the date-in the
depth of the Great Depression, when people were
hanging onto their pocketbooks for dear life.
·- Some students went home for a week of vacation.
Carpenters started partitioning classrooms in Weld
Hall. There was a basketball game scheduled on
Wednesday-but that was no problem, since we had
been using the old Armory in downtown Moorheadand so the game was played-before a good crowd.
The MiSTiC had to come out as usual on Friday,
students or no students, printing press or no printing
press. Pictures of Old Main before, during, and after
the fire were rushed to the engravers; and because the
heating plant was disrupted, its chimney wrecked, and
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Tbe ruins were photographed extensively the morning after the fire.

Some pictures were taken during the night.
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its roof caved in, there was no heat in the chilly shops
of Weld Hall. So the MiSTiC for the first time was
printed in a downtown shop. In the meantime
workmen labored around the clock to put up a new
smoke-stack, to re-roof the heating plant and
reconnect pipes and repair the pumps in order to get
the boilers working once again.
On Sunday evening about dusk I wandered over to the
heating plant site. The temperature was a little above
zero as I remember-but the hour was absolute zero.
Wheeler and Comstock and Weld were frigid as
tombs. Students and faculty were due back in classes
at 9:00 the next morning and still the connections
were not completed. And there, of course, was
President MacLean, perhaps with a little extra set of
the jaw but still the hint of a twinkle in his eye as he
asked the heating foreman if he would be ready in
another hour to turn on the steam. "Yes, I think we
may be ready about then," the foreman returned, also
with a twinkle.
Of course he would. He was working for President
MacLean, and of course everybody knew he had to be
on schedule. And he was. And we were.
Only three buildings were left after the fire, Weld Hall
and the two women's dormitories. Weld had housed the
sciences, home economics, and manual training before
the fire; its 900-seat auditorium was, of course, an allimportant facility for convocations (or chapel), plays, and
musical events. Now nearly all College classes were held
in Weld Hall, which accommodated them surprisingly
well. A cluster of houses nearest the College were
purchased to house the Training School. A temporary
hip-roofed one-story wooden building was constructed
next to Weld Hall, on the east side.
Comstock and Wheeler Halls, the two women's
dormitories, retained their functions: only the first floor
of Wheeler Hall and a long basement room that had
been built on the east side of Comstock Hall were preempted for other purposes. The College administrative
offices were located in rooms off the Wheeler Hall lobby
and a few small classes were held in one of the first
floor rooms. The Wheeler foyer was attractive and
spacious: visitors who came on business to the College
administration could be received graciously, despite the
make-shift arrangements that made day-by-day operation
difficult for the College registrar.
Men's physical education and athletics were not much
worse off than before the fire, because the old
gymnasium, with its supporting steel posts, had been of
little use for most activities. The old National Guard
Armory at Center Avenue and Ninth Street in downtown
Moorhead was used for basketball games, as it had been
before the fire.
MSTC reacted well to its disaster. Students and faculty
rallied impressively, and the Alumni Association
purchased the houses which were used for the Training
School. A second fund-raising effort obtained enough
money from all segments of the College community to
build the temporary building. A make-shift library was

assembled. Classes resumed on February 17, 1930, just a
week after the fire.
As with accounts of the fire, there are many versions of
the makeshift operation of the College and Training
School in the weeks following the fire. Most students
had their textbooks for winter term courses, other
supplies could be purchased locally, and books could be
ordered and obtained in time for spring term classes.
The task of Registrar Jennie Owens, however, was a
formidible one. Working without secretarial help and
with few of the mechanical aids now available, she
painstakingly created records for the students currently
enrolled. Most students and faculty members could
furnish some evidence of courses completed and grades
earned, but such records were seldom complete. In any
case, all of the evidence and verbal testimony had to be
gathered together and converted into permanent College
records.
Her task was gargantuan. Once she had established
reliable records for the students currently enrolled, Miss
Owens began to create them for the hundreds of former
students who would eventually need transcripts of their
Moorhead State academic records. Some of them would
return for more work at MSTC in the coming summer
and fall terms. Her correspondence with these people
went on for many years.
By the time I enrolled at Moorhead State Teachers
College for the 1930 fall term, the registrar's office
seemed well established in a small room off the Wheeler
Hall lobby. Jennie Owens may have been even more testy
than usual with students who annoyed her. Don Bird,
editor of the MiSTiC in 1930-31, tried to get early
enrollment figures for the first fall issue from Miss
Owens and was unceremoniously shoved out of her
office. "She slammed the door so fast my nose almost
got caught in it," Don reported-acknowledging his
prominent nose and insistent pursuit of a news story.

A rear view of the ruins. There is no explanation of the horse and the
curious vehicle it is bitched to.
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The Recovery
As Byron Murray said, there were people in Minnesota
who said that the destruction of most of its physical plant
gave the state an opportunity to close down Moorhead
State Teachers College. There was an over-supply of
teachers in 1930, and it was getting more serious each
year as the Great Depression developed. Why should the
state appropriate nearly a million dollars to provide
facilities for the training of teachers for whom there
would be no jobs? Perhaps facetiously, it was suggested
that Weld Hall, the one remaining building of value,
should become a training school for cheesemakers!
Wisconsin produced cheese as well as butter, and its
creameries had an advantage over Minnesota's in the
dairy industry's difficult economic struggle!
The Alumni Association raised or borrowed $30,000 to
buy the six fairly small houses fronting south at the
campus end of Seventh Avenue and along Eleventh
Street, facing west, between Sixth and Seventh Avenues.
Two larger houses in this block, the Brown and Nesheim
homes, were not purchased: Hagen Hall is now located
where all of these houses stood in 1930. Moving rapidly
immediately after the fire, the Alumni Association rented
the houses to the College; when they were no longer
needed in 1932, they were rented to private individuals.
Later the Alumni Association had the smaller houses
moved to Sixth Avenue and Twelfth Street, just north of
Weld Hall, and sold them during the World War II years.
The College acquired the land on which they had stood,
some in 1932 and the lots fronting Eleventh Street in
1960.

Hank Booher and Herman Krajeck posed on the Model School steps
the morning after the fire. This was the west side of the old complex.

A dressing room for men's sports was created in the
ruins of the old building, adjacent to the heating plant.
This temporary building, 18 by 32 feet, provided space
for showers and lockers. It was located on ground level
where the main entrance to Old Main had been; a door
on the east side allowed entry without going through the
heating plant's boiler rooms. This building was
completed in time for the spring athletic season.
There was a strong need for facilities which the
remaining College buildings couldn't provide. To fill this
need, ground was broken on March 10, 1930, for a
wooden structure usually called the Student Exchange
building. It was located just east of Weld Hall, facing
south. The MSTC Alumni Association raised a large
share of the funds; and, at a special assembly on March
13, the faculty and students contributed an additional
$2,000 to lengthen the building 20 feet, "thus making it
possible to house such gatherings as the Promenade and
all-school parties."
The March 21 MiSTIC announced that good weather and
a large crew of workmen had pushed the structure so fast
that a part of it would be used the following week. "The
Student Exchange will occupy a space the width of the
building and 20 feet of the length. It will be flanked by
girls' and boys' coatrooms (with proper plumbing) . The
remainder consisting of a large room 40 by 70 feet will
be used as a physical training room for women and as a
general gathering place for College parties."
Some of the classrooms that had temporary partitions
allowed noise to come through from other classrooms,
and all of our curricular and extracurricular work was

Karl Parsons, Chet Gilpin, and Ob Nelson where photographed at the
rear of the ruins under the fire escape.
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Most purposeful activity centered on tbe old beating plant at tbe rear of t. e Old Main complex. Within a week tbe beating plant was repaired and
put into service, Weld Hall and tbe dormitories could be heated.

cramped in 1930-31 and the first two quarters of 1931-32,
but I remember no complaints or impossible situations.
The worst were the journalism and English classes held
in the room next to the College print shop. When
presses were running, it was impossible to hear anything.
We had no offices for either the weekly newspaper or the
Praeceptor and did our work in borrowed space, either
in a classroom or the print shop.
The temporary library-located in the former home
economics rooms in the top floor "front" rooms of Weld
Hall (now the English department library-lounge)-was
a pleasant, sunny place. The only thing wrong with it
was that it contained almost no books in its "stacks,"
which were located in a small office or closet. Current
periodicals, of course, were available, and new
encyclopedias.
The fire did not deter new students from coming to
Moorhead State. The total enrollment reached a new
high of 601 in September, 1930, a ten percent increase
over the previous year. Equally important, the number of
men increased, to more than a hundred for the first time
in any term. The rate of increase continued for the next
two years, as well as the number of men, until we had
nearly 200 in 1932-33 of a total enrollment of 663
students, also a record.
Morale continued to be very high while most of college
life was crammed into Weld Hall. You could be sure of
seeing any student enrolled nearly any day of the week
in the Weld Hall foyer, because most of our classrooms
opened off that lobby. Surprisingly, it never seemed
impossibly crowded though this I cannot explain.

The other gathering-place was the front part of the
hastily-built Student Exchange. The area around our mail
boxes-and the counter where stamps, candy bars, and a
few necessities (pencils, ink, notebook paper) were
sold-was very limited, but people could spill over into
the large, open room which the College found so useful
as a meeting place.
One of the Montana men said the brown-painted
structure looked like a sheep barn. I remember that it
smelled of new lumber. It was a versatile building and
we were in and out of it constantly for two years, from
March, 1930 to March, 1932. Thereafter, partitioned into
thirteen rooms, it was used as the College's first men's
dormitory for a decade-again a makeshift but most
useful facility.

The Rebuilding
MSTC people soon began telling themselves, and each
other, that the fire had been a blessing in disguise. They
had sought a new gym five years before: the legislature
appropriated the money but Governor Christianson
vetoed the bill. The old building was antiquated and a
new one would allow the College to develop in many
new ways. The State Teachers College Board, meeting in
Moorhead three months after the fire, approved a general
scheme of rebuilding and detailed plans were worked out
during the summer and fall of 1930.
In the legislative session of 1931, G. D. McCubrey of
Moorhead in the State Senate and Elmer J. Holm of
Dilworth in the House of Representatives introduced the
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By far the oldest building at MSTC after the fire, Wheeler Hall was also s ~perficially elegant, especially its first floor entry and lounge. The
makeshift administrative offices from 1930 to 1932 opened off this foyer.

necessary bills. They received general support for them
and early pasage so rebuilding could begin as soon as
possible. The MiSiiC for January 23, 1931, carried the
following banner headline, "Governor Signs Bill for 4
New College Buildings." The subheads read: "Plans Call
for 3-Story Main Building, Library, Recital Hall, Social
Rooms, Huge Gym with Pool, Separate Training
School." The money appropriated for the whole project
was $765,000. Later issues of the paper ran an architect's
sketch of the new main building, soon to be given a
name, "MacLean Hall". Bids were coming in, said the
MiSiiC, and contracts were let a few weeks later. On
July 17, 1931, the first steam-shovelfuls of dirt were
carried away.
The 1932 Praeceptor, which came out shortly after the
buildings were completed and occupied, had an elaborate
account of the building program. Excerpts reveal the
exultation at MSTC during that College year as the
"second-largest building project in Minnesota" went
forward, step by step:
". . . . Excavation and preliminary foundation work
was begun almost simultaneously on the four structures
and continued through the heat of August. One hundred
and thirty men toiled under capable leadership as the fall
term of the College opened . . . .

':.\s the structures were rapidly closed in, the army of
steam-fitters, plumbers, electricians, and tile-layers began
its work. Everything clicked and coordinated with a
precision and lack of confusion remarkable in so large
and extensive a project employing such an abundance of
labor. Brick by brick the Training School assumed an
exterior aspect of completion, and the steel

superstructure of the physical education building was
quickly filled in by the toiling bricklayers. Without a
break in routine, without the loss of a moment's
progress, a rostrum was set up and a ceremony staged
commemorating the first milestone in official recognition
of progress: the laying of the Cornerstone of MacLean
Hall on October 24-a feature of the 1932 Homecoming .
(Solomon Comstock, Livingston Lord, and Frank Weld
were all present: all three died the following year.)
"On November 4 final connections were established in
the new underground heating system: the first unit of the
$765,000 project was in use, three months after the first
dirt was moved. Just one step ahead of the frigid winter's
cold, the busy crews behind muslin window coverings
with temporary heating installed, worked steadily on the
tremendous task of finishing. Plastering, terrazzo work,
painting, and tile-laying went on uninterrupted by the
havoc of the elements. Crew after crew completed its
work, its tiny bit in the gigantic whole, to be
immediately replaced by one doing a little bit more on
ti)~ finishing process . . . .
"On March 2 1,400 students and townspeople gathered
in the huge new gymnasium, admired its size, its
systematic and efficient planning, listened to the
formalities marking the first game in the new structure
(the Dragons lost to the University of North Dakota) and
left praising the magnificence of the first big unit of their
project, the materialization of a portion of that dream.
One week later, quite unostentatiously, the Training
School staff and students, who for two years had been
laboring in six small cottages, moved into_ their new
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The 1931 Praeceptor displayed this architect 's sketch of the projected main building lwbicb would be Maclean Hall!, with the beading "Greater
MSTC."

quarters and, quickly adjusting themselves to the
enlarged space and abundant facilities, continued their
routine work . . . .
"MacLean Hall in the following two months entered the
last stage of the completion process. Furniture and
equipment was installed. During the first few days of
May, classwork, office work and routine duties
commenced in the huge building. From the ultra-modern
library and the systematic Student Exchange to the
business-like journalism laboratory, the luxuriant
executive offices, and the capacious social room, the
administration building is a model of perfection, the
epitome of modem structural handiwork and
convenience."

Macl.ean Hall
''According to the plans, the new main building will be
288 feet long facing Seventh Avenue and will have an
average width of 64 feet. It will be three stories in height
with the exception of a small sector at the east end,
where the library stacks are situated. The building will
be constructed of brick and will be fireproof throughout.
The main hall is somewhat of an 'L' shape, since it is
connected by a second story superstructure to the
physical education building facing Eleventh Street. There
will be three entrances to the main building. The main
entrance will be at the west end of the front, with a
supplementary entrance near the east end leading to the
library and reading rooms. The third entrance will be
facing Eleventh Street at the north and west.

The use of words like "huge," " magnificence," and
"perfection" seem preposterous, but the closing
paragraph of the Praeceptor story reveals how exalted
MS1C felt in the spring of 1932: "The work of many
men for nine long months-the planning of years, the
crystalization of an abiding and energetic spirit, a thing
of brick and brawn, of steel and brains-this great
project, this supreme triumph of modem structural
efficiency stands today ready to receive from all over the
Northwest, men and women seeking knowledge, and to
tum forth, in all their dignity, teachers imbued with
knowledge and eager to impart that knowledge to all
people."

"In the center of the building on the ground floor will
be four classrooms, two on each side of the hall. These
are to be occupied by the Mathematics and Geography
departments .. At the extreme west end of the building is
·1ocated the Student Exchange and post office, a room 20
by 36 feet . . . .

The four buildings have been altered so drastically since
1932 that . . . . plans for the new structures printed in
the MiSTzC on January 30, 1931, are included here . . .
For some reason, the plans did not describe the new
heating plant, which was converted into the present Grier
Hall a quarter century ago:

"The second story of the main building will contain, at
the east and center, eight classrooms for the English and
Social Science departments with an office for each. At
the west and in the 24-foot extension will be located the
administration offices, a faculty restroom, and the
publications office . . . .

"The ground plan of the gigantic hall is dominated by
the library, reading room, and supplementary
consultation rooms at the east end. This section,
separated from the main portion by an intersecting
hallway, is 128 feet long and 66 feet wide, providing
adequate accommodations for many years to come . . . .
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"The 'wing' contains the offices of the dean of men and
the dean of women, the speech classroom, and in the
superstructure connecting with the physical education
building is a clubroom 56 by 24 feet, with a large
fireplace at the end and a kitchen and storage room
across the hall . . . . The third floor is given over to
classrooms, the education offices, and art rooms.
"Weld Hall will house the Industrial Arts, Science, and
Music departments. Studios, lesson rooms, and a recital
hall will be provided for the Music Department, assuring
it as fine ~acilities as the best in College Hall.
The Training School
"East of Weld Hall the Training School building will be
constructed. This structure will be 256 feet long and 64
feet wide . . . The ground floor will be given over to
the elementary grades from kindergarten to the
sixth . . ."The second floor will be occupied by the
College high school. At the west end will be a large
auditorium, 80 by 28 feet with a 28-foot stage at the
north end."

The Dragon's Lair
"The Physical Education building is to be located to the
south of the main hall, facing Eleventh Street, and
connected with the main building by a second-story
superstructure over a driveway to the athletic field. To
accommodate the 135 by 84 foot structure, the athletic
field will be shifted some 15 feet to the east . . . .
"The second floor is chiefly taken up with the
gymnasiums. The main gymnasium has a playing floor
102 feet long and 80 feet wide with an overhead
clearance of 24 feet, ample for even high basket
shooting. Huge balconies and bleachers below along both
sides of the building will seat from 1,900 to 2,300
persons. Connected with the main gym and occupying .
the extension is to be an auxiliary gym, 60 by 40 feet,
for use by the High School department of the Training
School, for physical education classes, and also as a
social hall for parties. The second floor will also contain
several classrooms and offices."

The new buildings bad been in use for a few weeks when the 1932 Praeceptor came out. Attractive photographs were
not possible, however, because there bad not been any landscaping: the "new MSTC" still looked rather raw. For this
reason the annual emphasized the building process which students bad been watching during the past year.

A steam shovel breaks tbe first ground.

Foundations are being poured.

Maclean Hall's first floor takes shape.

Tbe tall smokestack of tbe beating plant preceded other construction.

Part of Maclean Hall already bad two stories.

Tbe Training School building bas its full shape.

Chapter 14
National Honorary Fraternities and
Departmental Clubs
The advent of Greek letter societies-and most important,
the coming of national honorary fraternities to the
campus-was a significant phenomenon at Moorhead
State in the years after the school became a Teachers
College. The Greek letters themselves seemed to lend
distinction, so the Gamma Neche sorority became
Gamma Nu and the Witches were transformed into Pi Mu
Phi. The Owls held out, but the Country Life Club
became Rho Lambda Chi.
The emergence of some organizations was related to the
flowering of extracurricular activity on the MSIC
campus: as College departments developed, most of them
sponsored clubs. The lasting qualities of the clubs
differed; if they had a real function, they endured, some
to the present day.
The Country Life and Home Economics Clubs, both
founded in 1915, were the only departmental
organizations at Moorhead Normal before World Ubr I.
Althaia (and others briefly) in English, Arion in music,
and the Art Club came into existence when new teachers
joined the faculty after World Ubr I.
By 1930 the Home Economics Club was gone because
the College had dropped that program, and the music
department abandoned Arion after it had existed for 10
years. Althaia and the Art Club continued, the latter to
the present day, and other new departmental
organizations emerged during the Twenties. Most
prominent was the Dramatic Club, organized in 1923,
which also had a long life though its name changed.
"Keeping in step with the Dragon spirit," said the 1938
Dragon, "the Dramatic Club threw off its old name and
this year assumed the name of Dragon Masquers." (The
yearbook had also "thrown off its old name": until that
year it had been the Praeceptor, the Latin word for
"teacher," which was misunderstood and usually
mispronounced when that language was abandoned at
Moorhead State.)
Lambda Phi Sigma, organized in 1924, attained
enormous prestige in the 1920s and retained some of it
later, even though it was a local society, after chapters
of national honorary "fraternities" came to the campus.
The first national society on the Moorhead campus was
Alpha Psi Omega, a dramatic fraternity, which
established its Alpha Eta "Cast" at MSIC in 1927. Four
years later Sigma Tau Delta (English) and Kappa Delta
Pi (professional education) granted chapters to Moorhead
State Teachers College. These first three national
honorary fraternities were still active on the Moorhead
campus after World Ubr II.
Three other national fraternities that had established
MSIC chapters in 1933 (geography) and 1938 (forensics
and women's physical education) were no longer at
Moorhead State Teachers College after World Ubr II.
However, MSIC added a national journalism fraternity in
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Mr. C. P . Archer
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Mr. F. L Whitney

Lambda Pbi Sigma page in tbe 1924 Praeceptor

1949-50 and a national professional music fraternity for
women in 1956-57.
In some cases a club already in existence continued to
thrive after a national honorary fraternity in the same
field came to the campus. The Dramatic Club continued
to present plays after the coming of a national honorary ·
dramatic fraternity. The 1927 Praeceptor writeup about
the club said, "Members strive to attain membership in
Alpha Psi Omega." By the time they did, however, many
of them were ready to graduate; the Dramatic Club, later
Dragon Masquers, was a more active and useful
organization.
In 1930 Moorhead State had three clubs for student
.teachers. Two of them were newly-founded and appeared
in the Praeceptor for the first time that year: the annual
identified the very large groups pictured as Pi Delta
Sigma (Professional Intermediate Grade Fraternity) and
Nancio Club (Professional Upper Grade Fraternity.) The
third group was Kappi Pi, founded in 1924, and called
the "Honorary Kindergarten-Primary Sorority."
Usually there was a kind of subservience and eventual
elimination of the local group after a national
organization came to the campus. A Praeceptor of the
1930s wrote that the national geography fraternity,
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Six of tbe seven active members of Altbaia in 1923 are pictured in tbis Pr< :ceptor pbotograpb: Helen Augspurger (secretary), Marguerite Holmquist,
Rutb Latbrop, Charlotte Nelson (president), Gina Lund, and Rutb Rittem n. Adviser Roger Sergei was called an honorary member.

Gamma Theta Upsilon, "has as its junior organization,
the Geography Council." In the field of English, however,
although Althaia continued to thrive in the early 1930s
under the direction of Delsie Holmquist, this honorary
English society (founded by John Frederick and Roger
Sergei in 1919), apparently went out of existence after
1933, leaving Sigma Tau · Delta in sole possession of the
English field.
Some departments had no clubs of any kind. The period
between the two wars, however, was receptive to
societies, especially if they had Greek letter labels.

Lambda Phi Sigma
Lambda Phi Sigma, the honorary educational fraternity
organized at MSTC in February, 1924, anticipated the
coming of national honorary societies, which were
traditionally known as "fraternities." The 1924
Praeceptor devoted two pages to the new organization,
which was, in all probability, the brain-child of C.P.
Archer. He was listed as one of the honorary members,
with President MacLean, Dr. Frederick L. Whitney
(director of the Training School), Ella A. Hawkinson
(principal of the junior high school), Bertie Goetschius
(associate in the junior high school), and Emma S.
Erickson of the education department. The 14 charter
members were pictured in a group photograph, thirteen
women and George Aldrich. They seemed to be a very
mature group: some must have had a good many years
of teaching experience and all of them were no doubt
serious professional educators. In April, 15 more women
were admitted to the group. Six officers were listed,
including recording and corresponding secretaries and a
keeper of records.

Election to Lambda Phi Sigma marked a student's entry
into the Moorhead State Teachers College academic
pantheon. In the next two Praeceptors, alumni and
student members of Lambda Phi Sigma were recorded on
the fraternity's page, grouped by their year of admission.
There was no room for a picture, and of course most of
the members were now "out in the field," teaching.
Georgina Lommen was an early honorary member, and
later S.A. Hamrin, B.D. Murray, and A.M. Christensen.
Until the national honorary fraternities came to MSTC,
Lambda Phi Sigma always appeared first among
organizations in the Praeceptor. In the 1931 annual,
when it could no longer sustain this pre-eminence, the
writeup listed the criteria for admission to Lambda Phi
Sigma. A faculty committee would recommend students
for membership based on five considerations: "(l) an
average of at least 'B' in all subjects earned at this
college; (2) an average of 'B' or above in at least three
educational subjects; (3) unusual promise of teaching
ability as evidenced by ratings of the supervisors of
student teaching; (4) social intelligence; (5) marked
professional attitude."
From 1924 to 1930 Lambda Phi Sigma membership
proved to fellow students that you were a serious scholar
and earned high grades. You wore your pin (nearly
always pictured in the Praeceptor), as a kind of Phi Beta
Kappa emblem. When Kappa Delta Pi, a national
educational fraternity, came to Moorhead State, the lustre
of Lambda Phi Sigma was dimmed somewhat. But the
Alpha chapter at MSTC (there never were any other
chapters) continued, with Georgina Lommen and Ella
Hawkinson of the Campus School as co-advisers.
Lambda Phi Sigma now became the honorary education
society for two-year students because only degree
students were eligible for Kappa Delta Pi membership.
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Lambda Phi Sigma bad 15 charter members. &ck: Vivian Anderson, Mar. e Alere, Viola Olson, Mildred Lincoln, Lillian Siggerud; 1>fiddle: Olive
Russell, Esther Schroeder, Henrietta Ekern, Cecelia Majerus, Violet Falcon• r; Front: Bertha ]. Rustvold, Vera Thompson, George Aldnch, Myrtle
Soes, and Effie Ekberg (1924 Praeceptorl.

Alpha Psi Omega
During the 1930s there was a strong effort to obtain
chapters of national honor societies for Moorhead State
Teachers College. Only one had come to the campus
earlier: "The Alpha Eta cast of Alpha Psi Omega was
organized on the campus May 14, 1927. The aims of this
honorary dramatic fraternity are to develop dramatic
talent and to cultivate appreciation for the higher type of
drama." An Alpha Psi reunion was held annually during
Commencement Week, according to the 1930 Praeceptor,
and the major event of this occasion was a formal
reception for old and new members. On June 1, 1929,
Maude Hayes and Mrs. O.J. Hagen (Moselle, the eldest
daughter of President Frank Weld), were made honorary
members.
A dozen students were admitted the first two years. The
charter members were R. Ormenso Bjork, Ula Mae
Brown, Willard Gowenlock, Edna Hanson, Oscar Haugh,
Rosella Lyttleton, Frank Nemzek, Delia O'Neil,
Benjamin Rosen, Ralph Smith, Ruth Tweeton, and Helen
Vigen. In 1928 Florence Bell, Catherine Dunham, Elsa
Gronvall, Ida Hetland, Richard Lowry, Leonard Murray,
Harold Preusse, Valborg Runsvold, Elroy Johnson, Edith
Hayford Jordan, Emma Turnblad, and Albert Zech
became members of Alpha Psi Omega.
Only five students were admitted in 1929: Marion (Doll)
Cronin, Viola Dixon, Allen Erickson, Ernest Johnson,
and Margaret Taylor, plus alumnae Mrs. O.J. Hagen and
Jean Howie. In 1930 10 students became members:
Lyman Davis, Kermit Peterson, Grace Brainard, Carol
Herberg, Raymond Simonitsch, Doris Craig, Inez
Carlson, Helen Chamberlain, Nellie Maland, and
Florence Enander.

There was no mention of Ethel Tainter, the faculty
adviser of Alpha Psi Omega and its dominant, directing
spirit. In the next yearbook, however, she was identified
as "Cast Director" of the Alpha Eta cast.
Alpha Psi Omega presented "its first dramatic offering as
an organization" on November 22, 1930. "Tilly of
Bloomsbury" introduced Lyman Bringgold, a sophomore
transfer student, to MSTC audiences and he became an
instant campus celebrity. Lyman was one of only three
new members initiated into Alpha Psi Omega that year,
the others being Louise Murray and Ruben Parson, both
juniors. Millie Dahl, who was the school's makeup
artist, became an honorary member. Ruth Dahl, a superb
actress who was a transfer student from Hamline, was
admitted to membership in 1931-32, with Donald Bird,
Dorothy Dunne, Eileen Hiland, and Walter Fogel.
For some reason Alpha Psi Omega did not appear in the
1933 Praeceptor. Axel Taflin, who had been a fine
Polonius in the 1932 production of Hamlet, was admitted
to membership that year, perhaps the only one.
Neither the 1934 or 1935 Praeceptor tell what new
members were admitted into Alpha Psi Omega, but the
latter book reveals who the members were in 1935:
Leverett Hoag, William Wallace, Trevor Sandness,
·Margaret Fuglie, Vance Hallock, Signe Olson, Gladys
Flom, Clara Jorgenson, Clara Carter, and Frances Olson.

Sigma Tau Delta
On March 7, 1931 Mu Gamma chapter of Sigma Tau
Delta, national honorary English fraternity, was installed
at MSTC. Said the Praeceptor, "Only degree students
majoring in English are eligible for membership in the
fraternity, and such people must meet further
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requirements before they can become members of Sigma
Thu Delta." These requirements were high grades in
English courses and evidence of creative writing ability,
though this last requirement was a nebulous one that did
not keep anyone out of the organization.

Lambda Pbi Sigma in 1935 IPraeceptor pbotograpbJ . Back: A.M.
Christensen, R.B. Maclean, Charles Jabr, Vernon Scbranz, Maynard
Tvedt, George Carter, C.P. Arcber; Tbird Row: Ella Rekedabl, Grace
Henderson, Nina Jorgenson, Alice Corneliussen, Rita Redlinger,
Vivian Clausen; Second Row: Clara Undsetb, Marjorie Fields, Mary
Reck, Leona Hainzl; Front Row: Ella Hawkinson and Betty Brown.

Tbe Praeceptor spoke of "tbe traditional initiation service at
Ingleside,'' wbicb made tbis Lambda Pbi pbotograpb in tbe 1936
yearbook. Standing: President Rutb Stenerson, L. Seilstad, G. Van
Z.ant, M. Prescott, A. Holmaas, R. Story, E. Fredensberg, G.
Prestegaard, M. Collins, C. Haukebo, W. Edlund, V. Schranz. E.
Allen, E. Utbus; Seated: Advisor Ella Hawkinson, M. Jenson, E.
Sherman, E. Converse, K. Hovde, L. Hainzl and F. Moen.

Was tbis 1937 Praeceptor picture taken before tbe year's new members
bad been initiated? For variety, or to publicize tbe new Clay County
Historical Society sbe bad recently organized, Ella Hawkinson posed
tbe year's annual pbotograpb of Lambda Pbi Sigma members in tbe
MacLean Hall room tbat served as a Clay County museum during tbe
Golden Anniversary year. Standing: Miss Hawkinson, George Carter,
Edna Fredensberg, Grace Henderson, R.B. Maclean, De Ett Hopkins,
Ruby Anderson; Seated: Editb Nelson, Margaret Sbaw, President Art
Holmaas, Grace Van Z.ant and Helen Magnussen.

The writeup said there were five active members in 1931:
Lucia Askegaard, Edith Wagner, Raymond Simonitsch,
Dorothy Fetvedt, and Donald Bird. The photograph in
the Praeceptor, however, pictured none of these people;
there were four faculty members in the front row and
nine older students who must have been charter
members: Helen Lincoln, Alma Peterson, Ruth Hundeby,
Helen Hokanson, Mamie Carlson, Eva Larson, Grace
Mostue, Viola Dixon, and Clarence Gludt. The officers
listed were from this group, though Agnes Jorgenson
Kise, who was the first president, was both a faculty
member and student in 1930-31, earning her bachelor's
degree that year. Louise Murray, Elvira Townsend, and
Ruben Parson were associate members; they earned 'Xs'
in their English courses but were not majors. Maude
Hayes was the adviser, and Delsie Holmquist, Byron
Murray and Lyl Solem the other faculty members.
The 1932 Praeceptor reported that seven members of the
chapter had taken an active part in the first Northwest
Regional meeting of Sigma Tau Delta chapters at
Jamestown College on April 12, 1931, and original work
of the chapter had been read: the MSTC unit "has
devoted much of its time ... to the cultivation and
encouragement of the amateur writers .composing the
group." Continuing, "Under the critical judgment of the
other members, several noteworthy creations in prose and
poetry were produced."
The roll of the Mu Gamma chapter "was augmented on
January 16, 1932 by the admission of three new
members-Elianor Sherman, Clarence Glasrud, and Dan
McCoy-in a formal initiation service at the Gardner
Hotel in Fargo." I remember that occasion because it
was the first formal affair I had been a part of Agnes
Kise sang beautifully; the speaker, Mr. William Ballou,
an elderly gentleman who wrote criticism for the Forum
and was trying to bring culture to Fargo-Moorhead, wore
a tux; and Elianor, Dan, and I received red roses, the
official Sigma Tau Delta flower.
The 1933 Praeceptor said Sigma Tau Delta sponsored the
Literary Supplement to the ~stern MiSflC, which was
"one of the outstanding contributions to College life in
1933." That year the Mu Gamma chapter added 10 new
members: Florence Powell, Denie Paine, Mrs. Winnifred
Gottenberg, Mrs. Myrtle Archer, Elizabeth Wilder, Allen
Erickson, Hazel Deal, Helen Kiland, Wilson Dokken,
and Helen Walker.
Sigma Tau Delta membership had a special attraction
which the Praeceptors mention: fall picnics at Miss
Hayes' summer cottage at Shoreham on Lake Melissa. In
1933 the spring initiation was also held there. Annual
trips to the Hayes cottage became a tradition, an
attractive one.
In 1934, there were new members on campus: Adele
Jenson, Gordon Hanson, Enid Pederson, Evelyn
McGrann, Arnold Kittleson; and after the spring
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Kappa Delta Pi's MSTC membership in 1932. &ck: Vera Beil, Margaret Bieri, Hannah Hokanson, John Ingersoll, Henry Booher, Gile Warren,
A .M . Christensen, Louise Murray; Front: Winnifred Gottenberg, Alma Peterson, Lucia Askegaard, Alice Corneliussen, Anna MacDonald, Merle
Sherman, Dorothy Fetvedt and Delia Peterson.

Tbe Kappa Delta Pi membership was photographed in front of the kindergarten room fireplace: Standing: fleft of fireplace), C.P. Lura, John Stucky,
Eino Abo. A .M. Christensen, fright) Clara Undsetb, Agnes Duffy, Gertrude Hoag, Elsie Krabbenhoft, Bertha Rustvold, Marie Sorknes; Middle
Row: Melvin Wedul, Grace Henderson, Edna Fredensberg, De Ett Hopkins, Trevor Sandness, Millicent Prescott, Margaret Bieri, Alice Corneliussen,
Gem Faus, Myrtle Archer; Front Row:, Lucia Askegaard, Lyl Solem, Helen Magnussen , Arthur Holmaas, C.P. Archer, George Carter, Grace Van
Zant.

initiation, Al Cocking, Mary Reck, and Eleanor Laing.
A larger group was added in 1935: Ed Eastman, Bill
Wallace, Vince Schneider, Lucy Grommesch, Millie Lee,
Signe Olson, Walt Severson, Betty Hoag, G. Henderson,
Mrs. Miller, Trevor Sandness, Clara Carter, John
Chisholm, Lois Estrem, Florence Williams, Verne Lewis,
Catherine Jones, Jerome Johnson, and J. Hokanson.

Kappa Delta Pi
Kappa Delta Pi, the national education fraternity, came
to MSTC when the Gamma Gamma chapter was installed
on May 1, 1931. Georgina Lommen and Margaret Bieri
were already members of the Columbia Teachers College

chapter, but President R.B. MacLean, Dr. C.P. Archer,
A.M. Christensen, and Ole Sande were taken in as
faculty members at the installation.
That year's Praeceptor said the purpose of Kappa Delta
'Pi was to encourage a consecration to social service in
its members, to foster high professional and scholarship
standards, and to recognize outstanding service in the
field of education. Only junior and senior degree
students in the upper quartile were eligible for
membership, and· fitness for teaching as well as
distinction in scholarship were considered in electing
members.
About a dozen MSTC students were initiated each year
in formal ceremonies held every quarter. In 1933 Kappa
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Delta Pi began awarding modest (but prestigious)
scholarships to the two freshmen with the highest
scholastic records, and giving "Certificates of Award" to
the 10 top freshmen.
When I was elected to Kappa Delta Pi in 1932, I didn't
have the $10 initiation fee, which was sent to the national
headquarters (there were 86 chapters in the national
organization at that time). New members received the
national magazine, a substantial publication which was
well thought of among professional educators. I
announced that I would decline membership because I
didn't know where to find $10 and was hard put to pay
room, board, and the small quarterly registration and
activity fee. Dr. Archer was horrified that I would maim
myself professionally in this way. He arranged a $10 loan
from the tiny College loan fund. This was my only
college loan.
Students were nearly outnumbered on the first Kappa
Delta Pi group picture, which appeared in the 1931
Praeceptor, and Dr. C.P. Archer was the only male. The
other faculty members were Georgina Lommen,
Margaret Bieri, Ella Evenson (of the Training School),
and Agnes Kise, who was a College voice teacher but a
member of Kappa Delta Pi as a high-ranking senior.
Formal initiation at Fargo's Gardner Hotel admitted Gile
Warren, John Ingersoll, Lucia Askegaard, Dorothy
Fetvedt, Anna MacDonald, Henry Booher, and Mrs.
Vera Beil. Well-seasoned older students were the officers
except that faculty member Alice Corneliussen was
secretary-treasurer.
I stand out prominently in the 1933 group picture
because I was the tallest member. Other new members
that year were Gorman Thompson, Kenneth Johnson,
Sydney Kurtz, Alice Nelson, Delia Peterson, May
Thngen, Hattie Dahl, Charles Jahr, Oliver Asp, Wilson
Dokken, Elmer Stanghelle, Hazel Deal, Edith Wagner,

Helen Walker, Alice DuBois, Donald Bird, Leona
Lundquist, Mrs. Winnifred Gottenberg, Allen Erickson,
Dorothy Dunne, Dorothy Hoel, and J. Canniff.
Five more faculty members had also come into Kappa
Delta Pi in 1933, all of them from the Training School:
Ella Hawkinson, Agnes Carlson, Blanche Loudon, Mary
C. Rainey, and Olga Korsbrek.
"With its purpose to foster high intellectual and personal
standards during the period of preparation for teaching,"
said the Praeceptor, the Gamma Gamma chapter had
enjoyed an active year in 1933-34. Seven faculty
members, including President MacLean and new
members Jennie Owens and Clara Undseth had attended
"national convocation."
Mrs. Ethel Durboraw and Mrs. Agnes Kise were other
new faculty members in 1934 and 12 students: Anna
Hood, Marjorie Fields, Myrtle Nelson, Nina Jorgenson,
Ann McDonald, Gordon Hanson, William Peterson,
Antoinette Henderson, Rebecca Thomas, Enid Pederson,
Adele Jenson, and Mrs. Myrtle Archer (who received
her bachelor's degree in 1935 after taking a few classes
nearly every year since coming to Moorhead State with
her husband in 1923, besides raising a family and
maintaining a household.)
In 1934-35 all eligible faculty members had been
admitted to Kappa Delta Pi membership but 10 students
were initiated: Vincent Schneider, Vernon Schranz, Betty
Brown, Signe Olson, Betty Hoag, Larry Norin, Maynard
Tvedt, Marcus Gordon, Florence Williams, and Wendell
Christopherson.

The regional convention of Sigma Tau Delta was held on tbe MSIC campus in 1938, according to tbe Dragon. Tbe yearbook photograph of the
membership was posed in front of tbe Ingleside fireplace. Standing: A. Hanson, E. Hanson, E. Erickson, L. Pikop, V. Glasrud, C. Eskildson
!president), A. Grove, D. Tescher, H. Peoples, M. Murray; Seated: B. Driscoll, E. Koops. A. Nemzek, L. Grommesch, V. Murray, H. Sorenson, V.
Larson, B. D. Murray !adviser), M. Dahl, A. Cruikshank, A. McDonald,]. Kiser, C. Cocking, Maude Hayes, M. Houge, and Delsie Holmquist.
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Other National Fraternities
Three other national organizations-in geography,
forensics, and women's physical education-established
chapters on the Moorhead campus in the 1930s. And
some years after the end of World War II, two others
were added, in journalism and music.
Joseph Schwendeman had founded the Geography
Council at MSTC in 1929. Four years later, in 1933, the
Eta Chapter of Gamma Theta Upsilon, a national
honorary geography fraternity, was organized on the
Moorhead State Teachers College campus. Said the
Praeceptor: "The Geography Council prepares members
for Gamma Theta Upsilon." In 1935 only two students
had qualified for the national organizations, Vivian
Clausen and William Peterson, along with faculty
members Schwendeman, Hawkinson, Solem, and
Corneliussen. The following year nine more students
achieved national membership: Eino Aho, Clara Carter,
Helen Keller, Joe Formick, Lydia Foslien, George
Meyers, Robert Marquardt, Kenneth McKercher, and
Walter Scheela. Praeceptor picture evidence also includes
Hugh Price, Leona Hainzl, Wilbur Brown, Margaret
Vowles, Marcus Gordon, Maynard Tvedt, Elmer
Johnson, Edith Merrill, George Heys, and Myra York.
In 1938 Tau Kappa Alpha, a national honorary forensics
fraternity, was organized on the Moorhead campus,
which became the third teachers college in the nation to
get a chapter. According to the Praeceptor, there were
over 90 chapters nationally, most of them at large
universities and colleges. The adviser was G. Hale
Aarnes, director of forensics and teacher of speech.
Student members pictured in 1939 were Dorothy Murray,

Willard Swiers, Elizabeth Koops, Hazelle Sorenson, and
Avis Aamot. In 1940 they were Vince Murphy, Leslie
Heidelberger, Hazel Bright, Adolph Berge, Robert Taylor,
and Vernon Wedul, along with faculty members Byron
Murray and Herold Lillywhite (who had succeeded
Aarnes).
When Delta Psi Kappa, a national physical education
fraternity for women came to the MSTC campus on
October 12, 1938, "a dream of physical education majors
and minors was realized," according to the 1939 Dragon.
The nine charter members and two associate members of
the Alpha Beta Chapter were Pauline Eddy, Helen
Peoples, Margaret Moffitt, Margaret Skrien, Hazelle
Sorenson, Agnes Nelson, Elsie Raer, Barbara Driscoll,
Mary Barrett, Flora Frick, and Jessie McKellar. On May
1, 1939 four pledges became members: Ruth Downey,
Doris Martin, Dorothy Jones, and Mary Frees.
A chapter of Alpha Phi Gamma, a national journalistic
fraternity, came to MSTC in 1949-50. Top-ranking
students in journalism courses qualified for membership
if they had also done outstanding work on College
publications. Ten students were pictured on the Alpha
Phi Gamma page in the 1950 Dragon: Charles Warner,
Jack Powers, Howard Binford, Phyllis Evanstad, Hewitt
Flom, Pat Briggs, Armin Johnson, Mary Landburg,
Charles Melin, and Kenneth Pitchford, along with facul~y
members Glasrud and Dick Adams.
Finally, in 1956-57, Moorhead State's last year as a
Teachers College, the national professional music
fraternity for women, Sigma Alpha Iota, established its
Omicron Chapter in Fargo-Moorhead. It was held jointly
by MSTC and NDAC.

Altbougb it still bad many faculty members, Kappa Delta Pi was a less solemn organization after m>Tld War II (tbis is tbe 1954 Dragon picture).
Back Row: Joan Bergeron, Ray Sorenson, Glaydon Robbins, Artbur Nix, Elaine LaVa//ey, Jo Ann Remster: Second Row: Alice Corneliussen, Dorothy
Dodds, Virginia Wilder, Marie Sorknes, Bernice Anderson: front, Jaros/av Kruta, Hugb Scboepboerster, Ken Garland, Jobn Johansson, Bill Nelson,
and LeRoy DuBois.
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Kappa Pi, Pi Delta Sigma, and Nancio
In 1930 the College catalogue included three professional
education societies among the departmental clubs: in
each, students became eligible for membership when
they began practice teaching. Kappa Pi remained active
for nearly 30 years, but Pi Delta Sigma lasted only five
years and Nancio four years. Mrs. Ethel Durboraw, the
strong and attractive kindergarten superviser who
founded Kappa Pi in 1924, was probably responsible for
the superior lasting quality of the society for
kindergarten-primary teachers. Kappa Pi went out of
existence soon after Mrs. Durboraw retired in 1950.
Students were required to have a 'B' average to be
members of Kappa Pi, and membership was restricted to
25 or 30 young women (the idea that a young man might
enter this field was not considered). Changes were
apparently made later because the 1942-43 catalogue said
the group had an "active membership" of between 35
and 45.
The 1934 Praeceptor described the organization and the
activities of the past years. "The Kappa Pi sorority aims
to unify the Kindergarten-Primary department. It

endeavors to make its members better acquainted. Each
year the club contributed a gift to the department. In the
fall of the year the Kappa Pis gave a dinner at the
Gardner Hotel, followed by a bridge party at the home
of Mrs. Ethel Durboraw, adviser to the group. The
winter term dancing party was held at the school, and
Mrs. Durboraw entertained the members at a supper
after the winter initiation. One of the parties for the
spring initiates was a 'Kid's Party' held in the
Kindergarten rooms. During the spring a 'Farewell Tea'
was held for Miss Mary Rainey. At this time Miss
Rainey was presented with a silver gift." (Mary C.
Rainey had been on the faculty since 1908, six years
longer even than Ethel Durboraw.)
When Pi Delta Sigma, "professional intermediate
education society," and Nancio, or Nancio Club,
"professional upper grade fraternity;' were organized in
1929, they must have intended to emulate Kappa Pi but
with no restrictions on membership. ')\ll students who
have taught in the intermediate department" were eligible
for membership in Pi Delta Sigma. And, "Students
become members of the Nancio Club when engaged in
their unit of student teaching in the College high
school."

Kappa Pi, the _kindergarten-prim~ry s<>c!ety, ~as more selective than other departmental groups, and longer lasting. The 1924 Praeceptor gave a
full page to this photograph but did not identify the young women, though President Bernice Cronquist can be identified at lower right.
The _a~nual _did however list the membership of Kappa Pi in its first year of existence: Ann Dragseth, Elsie Granum, Dorothy Moore, Lucile Lyons,
Christine Kimpel, Florence Thompson, Olga Aaland, Adele Hanson, Esther Snowbeck, Erma Bircher, Esther Schroeder, Myrtle Soes, Bernice
Cronq~ist, J.!rs. Blegen, Ruth Johnson, Martha Akeley, Marlys Carl, Myrtle Strand, Lenora Cole, Zelda Resley, Gertrude Thompson, Ethel
Conklin, Alice Brockmueller, Emerald Gregorson, Mayvel Stromme, Emma \bmacka, and Alice Mellum.
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In 1932 more than 50 members turned up for the Nancio Praeceptor picture. Top Row: Bob Brown, Wilson Dokken, Oscar Thompson, Gile Warren,
Johnson, Forrest ()_Ison, Cecil Veitch, Charles Jahr_. Ne/mer Johnson, Oliver Asp; Second Row: Herman Krajeck, John Ingersoll, Walter
Cocking, Roseltha Nesheim, Myrtle Neprud, Ethel Herting, Loretta Meyer, Hannah Hokanson, Donald Suther, Lerlowe Eastland; Third Row:
Walter Fogel'. Orpha Gabrielson, Floyd Ellson, Lyman Bringgold, E. Johnson, Elinor Linngren, Eileen Hiland, Dorothy Hoag, J. Johnston, Henry
Ruegamer, Sidney Kurtz; fourth row. Leonard Sanders, Mary Roningen, Evelyn Ness, Charlotte Smith, Albert lngberg, Walter Schultz, Lillian
Sorenson, Merle Sherman, Hattie Dahl, Echo Lodgard, Edward Halonen; Front Row: Mabel Winquist, R. Roragen, M. Johnson, Edith Amundson,
lbla Barton, A. Gunderson, Alice Nelson, Frances Carter, G. Peterson , and Oritha Antonson.
Ralp~

The 1930 Praeceptor said that Nancio had given a one·
act play to raise money for books for the junior high
school, badly needed after the February fire.

Most But Not All Departments

These 1929 Kappa Pi members posed for a Homecoming float picture.
Left to right: lbla Barton, Opal Kerstens, Marge Comer, Corinne
Lund, Dessie Barlow, Elinor Bruggeman, Mae Olson, __, __
!courtesy Dessie Barlow Walseth).

The 1931 Praeceptor referred to "teas, parties and
luncheons," a Hard Time Party, and a Homecoming
luncheon for Pi Delta Sigma. Faculty members and
advisers were Blanche Loudon, Agnes Carlson, Marie
Sorknes, Clara Undseth, and Ella Evenson. Meetings
were held once a month "to stimulate opportunity for
professional growth and service and to further the
development of good fellowship and continuous
friendship."
Five specific aims were spelled out for Nancio: "(1) To
unify the High School by participation beyond one
department; (2) To enlarge the scope of experience; (3)
To give an opportunity for acquaintance with a group of
teachers in the same field; (4) To give enrichment and
assistance in the development of the College high school;
and (5) To stimulate interest in the degree course of the
College." Educational meetings were held every two
weeks. The secondary school supervisors were Nancio
faculty members: Ella Hawkinson, Lyl Solem, Verna
Heston, Karl Parsons, and Peter Loewen.

Not all departments had honorary societies, national or
local, or even departmental clubs, and I have no
explanation. I assume that there are national honorary
societies in the sciences and the social sciences, but no
chapters were established on the Moorhead campus in
the Teachers College era.
It can almost be said that these fields had no

departmental clubs, either. A Science Club existed at
MSTC for a few years in the Twenties, sponsored by
Wilfred White, but Caswell Ballard apparently saw no
need for such organizations, nor did his successors. "The
Science Club was organized by students in 1941;'
according to the 1942-1943 catalogue. Biology and
Physical Science majors met twice a month "to work
with materials which they select as especially valuable
for teaching or hobby direction."
Neither Samuel Bridges nor Joseph Kise promoted
organizations in history, political science, or the other
social sciences. However, Bridges was the YMCA
adviser when that group came to the campus and became
very active in the 1920s. And Kise was the prime mover
behind Delta Sigma, the 1920s men's literary society that
practiced public speaking and stressed parliamentary
rules. The International Relations Club that prospered in
the mid-Thirties grew out of the involvement of a few
MSTC students with Model Assemblies of the League of
Nations. It was not a political science departmental club.
Katharine Leonard organized the Mathematics Circle in
the spring of 1935. The purpose of this honorary
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mathematics fraternity was "to promote professional
growth" in the field, and "to foster a friendly attitude
among its members."
Some older department-sponsored clubs continued to
prosper. The Art Club was "a member of the National
Federation of Arts, through which exhibits are brought to
the campus," according to the 1930 annual. In 1928 the
logo of the American_Federation of Arts was printed on
the Art Club's page in the Praeceptor.
A French club called Le Cercle Francaise existed at MS
as early as 1920, and there was even a junior version in
the Training School. When Virginia Fitzmaurice came to
MSTC in 1929, the Jeanne Dl\.rc Club became active.
The 1942 Dragon printed a picture of Jeanne D'Arc with
Miss Fitzmaurice in the midst of 28 students. A
secondary caption read "French, German, Spanish
Club." From 1942 to 1957 the catalogues called this
organization the Language Club.
The prestige connected with Greek letters changed the
Country Life Club into Rho Lambda Chi in 1932,
though the organization did not change in other respects.
It was the "rural educational fraternity" in one
description. In another, "It has honorary features to the
extent that an average of 'C' must be maintained in order

to remain a member." This club disappeared with the
rural education program after World War II.
Tau Chi Mu was a music organization "open to all
majors or minors or anyone showing an active interest in
music" (Sept. 15, 1948 MiSflC).
In physical education and recreation, the organization
open to all students in the field was the Major-Minor
Club, organized in 1949. Its aim was "to unite students
in the sponsorship of worthy sport and recreational
activities, to practice cooperation and good
sportsmanship, and to create greater interest in their
field."
The older 'M' Club for men and Monogram Club for
women recognized athletic achievement but probably
should not be called departmental clubs. The Aquatic
Club, organized a few years after MSTC acquired a
swimming pool in 1932, was a small highly-specialized
group which sponsored "Surf Pageants" under Flora
Frick's direction in the late 1930s. A later group was
called the Splash Club.
The Industrial Arts Club was a thriving organization at
the end of the Teachers College era, but there is no
information in the catalogues or Dragons about its
founding.

f

Adviser Marlowe Wegner seemed as happy (or amused) as the membership of the Industrial Arts Club when this picture was taken just outside the
College Gates.

Chapter 15
The Hall of Fame
Moorhead State Teachers College students (and faculty, if
they cared to vote), elected "Representative Students" or
members of a "Hall of Fame" after 1925: the annuals
devoted two, three, or four pages to pictures of students
who deserved special honor. It was a Praeceptor idea
and project, perhaps a kind of promotion. Without
advance warning, students and faculty members were
asked to vote at a late-winter or early-spring chapel
assembly, the lack of advance notice being intended to
forestall campaigning for certain individuals. The ballots
would then be counted by the Praeceptor editor and
adviser, and the results were not revealed until the
yearbooks were distributed at the end of May. Because
student portraits had been taken for the album sections
of the annual, extra prints could be made for these
special pages without attracting attention; and because
the Praeceptors were printed in Minneapolis or St. Paul,
secrecy could be preserved. And it was: there was some
excitement when the yearbooks were distributed, to see
who had been chosen by their fellow students.
Although membership in Lambda Phi Sigma from 1924 to
1931 (and thereafter in Kappa Delta Pi, Sigma Tau
Delta, and other national honorary fraternities), implied
special honors, Moorhead State- during its thirty-six
years as a Teachers College-gave no official recognition
to students who excelled academically or in other ways.
No students graduated with honors. Beginning in 1940,
the College faculty chose Moorhead State students for
inclusion in a national publication, Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities. This was not official
College recognition, either, but the faculty considered
scholarship primarily in making their selection. lt is
worth noting that nearly all the same people were
selected for Who's Who that the students had chosen as
representative students.
The 1925 Praeceptor said the "most representative men
and women had been elected on the basis of scholarship,
contribution to college life, willingness to work,
unselfishness, personality, and sense of humor." Although
these "representative" students would not have
encountered scholastic difficulties at any college,
scholarship was not the primary criterion in selecting
them: if it had been, others might have been elected.
Nor was personality or popularity the most important
factor: if it had been, some others would have been
chosen. The primary consideration was certainly
participation in extracurricular activities: this is what the
Praeceptor meant by "contribution to college life,
willingness to work, and unselfishness '!.-.the basis for
selection that fit in between scholarship and personality.
Although these elections were not exactly popularity
contests, MSTC students did not choose some outstanding
leaders who deserved election to the Praeceptor Hall of
Fame. From my student days I can cite the three 1928-31

MiSTiC editors, Francis Bordsen, Dan McCoy, and Don
Bird: they were not at all alike but all three were sharptongued as well as sharp-witted and capable.
Outstanding athletes like Albert 'Zech, Ernie Gates, and
Ario Baldwin also lacked the modest demeanor MSTC
students liked in their "representative students." Leland
Vinz and George Simson, who were involved in other
activities as well as athletics, should have had a better
chance of being elected but were not. Conclusion: those
elected to the Hall of Fame were outstanding students,
but not all of the outstanding people of their years at
MSTC.
Male students were treated generously by the Praeceptor
editors, who were nearly always women: men were
outnumbered nearly ten to one at MSTC until 1930.
When the proportions became only three or four to one,
an equal number of men and women were elected to the
Hall of Fame.
In identifying the representative students, year by year,
we get some sense of the College changing. At first it
was assumed that the students singled out would be
"seniors" who were members of the two-year graduating
class. Later, in the first Praeceptor to come out after the
1930 fire, the eight students honored were a mixture:
four sophomores but also two seniors, a junior, and a
freshman. The two seniors had been passed over in the
1928 yearbook when they might have ''graduated" like
most of the other sophomores. Instead, they remained for
two more years, and in their fourth year their fellow
students found them worthy of specal honor. Eventually,
by the late 1930s, students were voting only for
"representative seniors" who were about to receive their
degrees.

Representative Students
The first "Representative Students" were elected at
Moorhead State Teachers College in 1925. They were
Marion Cook, the Praeceptor editor; Alice Brockmueller,
the business manager; Martha Akeley, the leading piano
accompanist; Gladys Krogh, who played Maid Marion
and Harold Carlstrom who played Robin Hood in
Sherwood, the class play; and Jack Eininger, who was
"senior" class president and football captain. All of
these six people were involved in other activities as well.
All of them were members of the two-year graduating
.class, the "seniors." (A quarter century later Jessie
McKellar told a MiSTiC reporter that Marion Cook, a
Winnipeg girl, had enrolled at Moorhead State Teachers
College almost impulsively after she had stopped off in
Fargo on a trip and decided to visit the MSTC campus
when she first heard about the school. A dynamic girl,
Marion made the WAA a very active organization while
she served as its first president, said Miss McKellar; but
the Winnipeg girl was also active in dramatics,
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Jack Bininger

Clarence Mattson

Rosella Lyttleton

publications, and the Pi Mu Phi sorority. After getting
her Advanced Diploma from MSTC, Marion Cook taught
physical education in Virginia, Minnesota and worked as
a playground director in Duluth. Here she married a
UND graduate named Cromwell and the couple moved
first to Denver and later to Los Angeles. After graduate
study in social work, she was on the staff of the San
Fernando district Bureau of Public Assistance after WW
II. February 15, 1949 MiSiiC)
Identifying only six top students may have been more
difficult in 1926: the Praeceptor listed "the first ten
seniors" and then printed pictures of the highest-ranking
six. Helen Bergquist and Louise Murray were both
chapel choir soloists; Irene Fjelde had been the first
editor of the MiSiiC and was editor of the 1926
Praeceptor; and Adolph Reski and Ormenso Bjork were
the "leading men" in the production of Jeanne d:Arc.

These five had a number of other distinctions, also,
Helen Bergquist being president of the graduating class.
The sixth student honored, Marion (Doll) Cronin, had
another distinction: she was a universally popular girl.
Two of the next four in ranking were young men:
Hjalmer (Jelly) Erickson, a star lineman in football and
captain-elect, and Horace (Hod) Eklund, the football
center who played the banjo and saxophone with the
Campus Dance Four. The other two girls were Rose
Lund, whose chief distinction was in women's athletics,
and Marie Sorknes, who excelled in debate, editorial
writing, and scholarship.
Ten students were listed in the 19Z7 Praeceptor also, and
again only six were pictured. Some of those elected
seemed obvious choices, like the yearbook and
newspaper editors, Lucille George and Harriet Morgan.
Delia (Peggy) O'Neill and Rosella Lyttleton had leading
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roles in The Taming of the Shrew. Although the two men
chosen, Clarence Mattson and Menser (Twinkletoes)
Anderson, were on the football and basketball teams, the
writeups suggested that their personalities, not athletic
prowess, were the determining factors in their selection.
The next four included Ruth Tweeton and Helen Vigen,
music majors, and Oscar Haugh and Ralph Iverson,
upper grade majors: these four participated in a number
of activities. All ten of the people elected were identified
as sophomores, not seniors, in 1927, but they were all
members of the dominant class, the two-year graduates.

"More Truly Representative"
The first Hall of Fame in 1928 was "more truly
representative" than any previous group, said the
Praeceptor. Instead of being selected from only one class
(the two-year graduating class, of course), "candidates
from any class could be entered." Thus, senior Claude
Nemzek, Praeceptor editor and head of the Student
Council and Athletic Board of Control, and freshman
cheerleader Thelma Erickson were both selected. So
were Ralph Smith, debater and football captain, and
Irene Hagen, the piano accompanist for many groups.
Florence Gregerson was editor-in-chief of the MiSTiC the
last half of the year, and Valborg Runsvold was the
leading lady of The Admirable Crichton. These four were
sophomores in 1928. The four people who were also
elected to the Hall of Fame but not pictured included
senior Vivian Mero, junior Basil Townsend, and two
sophomores, Elroy Johnson and Ruby Smith.
In 1929 the Praeceptor said only six representative
students were identified, not ten, because tradition and
space allowed only six to be pictured! Glee Burrows,
Praeceptor editor, Edgar Johnson, associate editor, and
three sub-editors-Carol Hagen, Ruth Meilecke, and
Allen Erickson-were among the six, along with
Margaret Taylor, who had played Olivia in Twelfth Night.
Ruth Meilecke was the school's leading soloist, Carol
Hagen was a leader in the change-over from a student
council to the new Student Commission. On the page
that pictured them, the Praeceptor said, "Of the men of
the College it may be said that if 'modest worth' is the
true measure of fame, then the honor which was
accorded Allen Erickson and Edgar Johnson is well
deserved." Erickson was president of the YMCA and
Johnson was class president. All six were members of
the two-year graduating class; and though they were now
called sophomores, the Praeceptor spoke of them as
"completing" their college careers.

Change
As if the great fire of February 9 had changed student

attitudes, the 1930 Hall of Fame had a very different
look than that of the previous year. Four men and four
women were selected and photographs of all were
printed, a practice that continued thereafter. The number
of male students in the College was increasing, until 180
were enrolled in 1932-1933; and, as usual, the young
men assumed leadership roles out of proportion to their
numbers.
Three sophomores-Johnny Ingersoll, the Student
Commission president, Lyman (Tonnie) Davis, who
excelled in debate and dramatics, -and Chet Gilpin, the
Montanan who was becoming a student leader-were all
outstanding athletes in 1929-1930 although they shared

Claude Nemuk

Thelma Erickson

Ralph Smith

Irene Hagen

Valborg Run.wold

Florence Gregerson

This was not true, of course: all of them soon came back
to earn their degrees. Allen Erickson returned to MSTC
two years later, once again playing an active role in
College activities. 'After serving as teacher and
administrator in several area school systems, he was a
member of the MS faculty from 1946 to 1973. Erickson
taught speech and directed plays in the post-World War II
years, but after completing a doctorate in speech therapy
he pioneered that field at Moorhead.
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1931-1932 Praeceptor, had already distinguished herself in
her freshman year. Juniors Oscar Thompson and Ruben
Parson were both members of Dan Preston's great
Double Quartet, and both had impressive records of
accomplishment in music, dramatics, student government
and other activities. Irwin Mickelson, also a junior, was
the athletic commissioner and "Rooter King," a position
probably created because of his special qualities.

Carol Hagen

Ruth Meilecke

Glee Burrows

Margaret Taylor

Allen Erickson

Edgar Johnson

the sports' spotlight with others who were equally
talented. Dorothy Hoel was elected Homecoming queen
as a freshman and Rachel Stowe, a sophomore, was an
outstanding Praeceptor editor. Two senior girls, Alvera
Brown and Annabelle Godfrey, were rewarded by the
student voters for their contributions to many
organizations and activities. Clarence Gludt, a junior,
was equally involved: he was a veteran debater and the
YMCA president.
The 1931 voters chose an athlete, sophomore Bill
Robinson: this flamboyant Montana "sheepherder" was
probably the only student chosen solely on the basis of
his athletic heroics. Elvira Townsend, a senior, was the
Praeceptor editor, and Evelyn Pierce the Homecoming
queen in 1931. Another senior, Viola Dixon, was the
leading lady in two plays, and Evelyn Cook, who would
be the Homecoming queen the next fall and editor of the

The 1932 students and faculty chose two seniors: Bob
Walls, the standout music student and performer, and
Helen Lincoln, an English and history major who was
also a member of the Student Commission. Three juniors
were elected: Hank Booher, star athlete and Student
Commission president; Lyman Bringgold, who had
played Hamlet and a number of lesser dramatic roles;
and Clarence Glasrud, MiSJ'iC editor and debater.
Freshman Ruth Best, the Homecoming queen, was
already much involved in choral music and dramatics;
sophomore Geneva Tack, was president of the Gamma
Nu sorority; and Ruth Dahl, who had transferred to
MSTC as a sophomore, played Ophelia in Hamlet and
had already established herself in dramatics and vocal
music.
The voters in 1933 elected four seniors: Elizabeth
Bestick and Helen Kiland were participants in many
activities and excelled in women's athletics; and Axel
Taflin and Gorman Thompson were both members of the
Student Commission, Taflin a good actor and MiSJ'iC
editor, and Thompson a debater and MiSJ'iC business
manager. Two juniors were elected: Martha Atkinson was
a debater who was also involved in music groups and a
member of the Praeceptor staff, and Eleanor Laing was
a MiSJ'iC staffer and leader in the newly-organized OffCampus Girls organization. Cecil Veitch, who was on
both the MiSJ'iC and Praeceptor staffs, was on the
Student Commission, had been freshman class president,
and was a cheerleader and pep squad promoter. Russell
(Red) Monson, the other sophomore elected in 1933, was
a football player and president of his class.
In 1934 Orvin (Dick) Richardson, president of the
Student Commission, was elected to the Hall of Fame.
He had first enrolled at MS in 1929 and might have
graduated in 1933. The old practice of breaking up
college years to teach was changing in the Thirties,
chiefly because it was so difficult to find teaching jobs;
but some students, like Richardson, who had first
enrolled a few years earlier, were coming back to
complete work for their bachelor's degrees. Even when
they were five or ten years older than their fellow
students, such returnees had no difficulty getting back
into college life if they wanted to. Also in the 1934 Hall
of Fame were three seniors: Gordon Hanson, another
returnee from the 1920s who was a debater, publications
business manager, and scholar; Ann Hood, president of
the Art Club and vice president of the All-Women's
Organization; and Oliver Asp, scientist and scholar, a
member of the Student Commission who was involved in
dramatics and debate. Nina Jorgenson, a junior like
Richardson, was a violin soloist, a MiSJ'iC staff regular,
and president of the Phi Mu Phi sorority. Sophomore
Signe Olson, president of the All-Women's Organization,
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had been elected editor of the 1935 Praeceptor.
Sophomore Luverne Lewis, a debater who edited the
MiSIIC in 1934-1935, had been elected to succeed
Richardson as president of the Student Council. All of
these students were seeking bachelor's degrees: the
eighth person elected to the 1934 Hall of Fame was
Doris Johnson, also a sophomore, who was singled out
as "only a two-year graduate" who had already made a
reputation as a scholar-teacher. Although it was now
uncommon for a two-year student to become a student
leader, Doris was elected secretary-treasurer of the
1934-1935 Student Commission.
Three seniors were chosen in 1935, Al Cocking, Ed
Eastman, and Mary Reck. Mary was involved in all the

major activities except athletics; she was president of the
Gamma Nu sorority and secretary-treasurer of the senior
class. Al Cocking was a top debater, president of the
senior class, and worked on the Praeceptor and MiSIIC,
among other things. Ed Eastman was MiSIIC editor,
Praeceptor managing editor, and president of the
International Relations Club. Cocking and Eastman were
also the school's top tennis players. The other five
elected to the Hall of Fame in 1935 were juniors:
Mildred Lee, Margaret Fuglie, Mabel Peoples, Vernon
Schranz, and Vincent Schneider. Together they were
leaders in virtually every school activity. Schranz was a
football star and student government leader, Mabel
Peoples was editor of the 1936 Praeceptor, and Margaret
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Fuglie was 1935 Homecoming queen. Millie Lee was on
both the MiSiiC and Praeceptor staffs, a member of the
Student Commission, and a class officer; Vince
Schneider was president of Kappa Delta Pi, a member of
the Student Commission and the Lyceum Committee, and
active in dramatics and publications.
Six of the eight Hall of Fame students elected in 1936
were seniors. Clara Carter's chief involvement was in
dramatics, Ethel Erickson was president of the senior
class, and Frances Olson was a top woman athlete and
general manager of the "January Jubilee," the student
variety show. Maynard Tvedt was the MiSiiC editor-inchief, Milton Hollister football co-captain, and Marcus
Gordon a debater and president of the International
Relations Club. Leverett Hoag, a junior, was president of
the Student Commission and a top debater. Sophomore
Ruth Hannaford was best known for her singing but was
also a band and orchestra member.
Because the electorate seemed determined to chose
students who represented the whole student body, only
four seniors were elected in 1937 from a class that had
many outstanding athletes. Elected were Melvin Wedul,
the Praeceptor managing editor and MiSiiC humor
columnist; Margaret Vowles and Gretchen Rehfield, both

drama standouts and Student Commission members
(Margaret also senior class president); and David DuVall
"because of his wide and active participation in sports."
(Passed over in 1935, 1936, and 1937 were a number of
outstanding athletes including Marco Gotta, Orrin Rife,
Wilbur Bailey, Herbie Lange, Harold (Bibs) Matson,
Ross and Wayne Stephens, Vincent (Sleepy) Yatchak,
Willard Burke, Walt Mikulich, Walt Scheela, Neil
Wohlwend, Carl (Caca) Fridlund, Cliff Rasmussen,
Evard Serbin, and others. Also passed over, however,
were other outstanding students like Jules Herman, Joe
Best, and Walt Severson. The class of 1937 had two
unforgettable personalities, Eino (Stretch) Aho, the very
tall, very bright young man from Bessemer, Michigan,
and. Gene Harris, the skillful photographer who was
editor-in-chief of the 1937 Praeceptor. These two were
not "representative" students, of course, since there were
no others like them! Junior Kenneth Christiansen was
selected, a top debater and MiSiiC editor for 1937-1938,
and Elmer Johnson, another junior, was a fine athlete
who had been elected Student Council president for
1937-1938. A third junior was Martha Lou Price, best
known for her art, including service on both the MiSiiC .
and Praeceptor. Vivian Murray, a sophomore, "has
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become well known by her outstanding work in music,"
but was also involved in many campus organizations and
activities.
Five seniors and three juniors were elected to the Hall of
Fame in 1938. Of the seniors Pauline Eddy was best
known as a star performer in all women's sports; Edna
Fredenberg and Helen Peoples, also women athletes,
were leaders in many organizations and activities, Helen
especially in dance and swimming; Art Holmos and John
Stucky were debaters, Student Commissioners, and
officers of classes and clubs, though Stucky's majors
were science and mathematics and Holmos' history and
political science.
I cannot write of the three Hall of Fame juniors without
bias: my sister Violet Glasrud, an English and French
major, belonged to four national honorary fraternities,
was Publicity Commissioner, and edited the 1938
Praeceptor; Don Weston, who had been my close friend
in 1932-33 when he was a freshman, had returned to
MSTC after three years of teaching, had been elected
Publicity Commissioner, was Dragon business manager
and on the debate squad, on the MiSflC staff, and in the
International Relations Club; and Willard Swiers, Student
Commission president, was a debater, scholar, and active
in the International Relations Club-even though night
work to pay his College expenses sometimes caused him
to fall asleep in classes! From 1940 until 1942, before we
went into the Army, Swiers and I were fellow teachers
and close friends at Mankato High School.
The 1939 Hall of Fame was unusual in several ways. It
included sisters Dorothy and Miriam Murray and the last
two Homecoming queens, Ardith McDonald and Vernyl
Carlson. Also, sketches of the honored students by
Dorothy Robinson appeared instead of photographs. All
were seniors except juniors Miriam Murray and T.
Edison Smith, who was a football star and student
leader. Don Tescher was the MiSflC editor and a
talented actor; Reinhold Utke was a fine musician who
also had dramatic skill; and Arthur Grove was the
Dragon editor. The two Homecoming Queens named to
the 1939 Hall of Fame had talent as well as beauty,
Ardith McDonald in dramatics and Vernyl Carlson in
music. All three of the Murray sisters, whose singing
trio was immensely popular, had now been elected to the
Hall of Fame. Dorothy's outstanding skills were in
forensics and music; Miriam, who worked as a student
secretary throughout her College years, had less
opportunity for extracurricular participation.

Dragon editor primarily because he was a very good
photographer. His 1940 Dragon was not a conservative
or modest publication: the photography was flamboyant
and the Hall of Fame section in keeping with the rest.
Since only six seniors were pictured, each was given a
full page in the yearbook. Anthony J. Bachinski, editorphotographer, led off, hat set jauntily and a Speed
Graphic (with conspicuous flash equipment) slung over
his shoulder. Tony was joined in the Hall of Fame by
Delores Frye, musician; Carol Raff, the MiSflC editor;
Jack Weling, a star athlete in football and basketball;
Bob Durrenberger, business m~ager of the MiSflC; and
Muriel Dahl, a member of the Student Commission.
In 1941, in another deviation from the practice of
previous years, an election was held during the fall

Anthony Bachinski

Muriel Dab!

Robert Durrenberger

Delores Frye

Carol Raff.

]obn Weling

Representative Seniors
"Deviating somewhat from the procedure of previous
years," said the 1940 Dragon, "the number of members
(in the Hall of Fame) has been reduced from eight to
six, three men and three women." The statement went on
to say that eligibility had been restricted to graduating
seniors and that the members were to be elected by the
senior class. Yearbook editors had changed the rules
governing election to the Hall of Fame before, but this
alteration was more fundamental. Tony Bachinski was a
football player from International Falls who became
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quarter to choose Moorhead's eight "Representative
Seniors" (no longer Representative Students.) By a close
119 to 111 vote, students had decided that the term "Hall
of Fame" would no longer be used; and since freshmen
would be in no position to pass judgment, only the three
upperclasses voted.

leadership, and business and social potentialities.''
According to the 1940 Dragon, however, the MS1C
faculty based their choices principally on scholarship.
The five students chosen in 1940 were Robert
Durrenberger, Leslie Heidelberger, Esther Larson,
Miriam Murray, and Carol Raff.

The students chosen and pictured in the 1941 Dragon
were Harry Hasskamp, scholar, debater, and Student
Commission president; Don Anderson, senior class
president and already a physical education teacher in the
Campus School; Ruth Downey, Social Commissioner and
another physical education specialist; Genevieve Ramsey,
musician and accompanist; Muriel Longway, soprano
soloist and member of the national honorary music
society Sigma Alpha Iota; Hazel Bright, scholar, debater,
and leader of the Coffee Forum; Wilbert Johnson,
Dragon editor, who left the campus with Company F in
February; and Vernon Wedul, debater, actor, and
humorist. Wedul, who joined the Army Air Corps a year
after his graduation and won the Air Medal with two
oak-leaf clusters, was killed in World War II (declared
dead June 23, 1945.)

The 1941 Dragon said the Whos Who seniors were
chosen on the basis of scholarship and extracurricular
participation: they were Donald Anderson, Hazel Bright,
Harry Hasskamp, Wilbert Johnson, and Vernon Wedul.
The 1942 Dragon gave no space to Whos Who, perhaps
because such recognition dimmed the aura of their
Representative Seniors section. The album section,
however, revealed that Vincent Anderson, Gwen Easter,
Marjorie Hallberg, Catherine Rue, Kenneth Jenson, and
Neoma Nelson had been selected by the faculty for
inclusion in Whos Who in American Colleges.

The 1942 Dragon, which included full-figure portraits of
its Representative Seniors, labeled each one with a single
qualification: Herbert Colmer, Athlete; Kenneth Wilkens,
Speaker (debate); Neoma Nelson, MiSflC Editor; Gwen
Easter, President (of the Student Commission); Jule
Crume, Director (of plays); Lucille Thalmann, Musician;
and Kenneth Jensen, Scholar.
Representative Seniors were again identified by a single
qualification in 1943: Ruth Gilbertson, Scholar; Shirley
K. Peterson, Queen (1942 Homecoming); Leonard
Johnson, Actor; Monroe Balkenol, Musician; Marvin
Malfeo, Athlete; Florence Felde, MiSflC Editor;
Maynard Reynolds, Student Commission Prexy; and
Doug Murray, Musician.

Ten Moorhead State seniors were voted into Whos Who
in 1943: Monroe Balkenol, Ruth Carlson, Florence
Felde, Joanne Hart, Leonard Johnson, Douglas Murray,
Inez Raff, Maynard Reynolds, Astrid Rosler, and Alvina
Schmidt. In 1944, six MS girls were chosen: Astrid
Anderson, Blanche Larson, Charlotte Newberry, Leona
Mae ~Sharbono, Margaret Stevens, and Bernardine Tivis.
In 1945, according to the Dragon, the faculty Council of
Student Affairs chose three Dorothys-Dodds, Jefferson,
and Venard-for inclusion in Whos Who, and also
Gordon Nohre and Marvyl Wheeler.

Representative students, 1947:

With nearly all of the MS1C men gone off to war, four
girls were chosen as Representative Seniors in 1944:
Blanche Larson, Student Commission president;
Bernardine Tivis, MiSflC editor; Patricia Nelson, pianist
and organist; and Leona Mae Sharbono, who was
involved in many activities.
The five Representative Seniors of 1945 were Betty Jean
Hawley, the Student Commission president; Dorothy
Jefferson, member of the Student Commission; Jean
Rutkowski, MiSflC co-editor; Margaret Trowbridge,
Dragon editor; and Dorothy Venard, senior class
president.

Joyce Coleman

Richard Forseth

Don Morgan

Dorris Alexander

Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities
Beginning in 1940, MS1C seniors were chosen by the
faculty for recognition in the national publication, Whos
Who in American Colleges and Universities. Said a later
Dragon: "The main purpose of the volume as stated in
the foreward is 'to bring the names of outstanding
students of America before the business world, and
before others who annually recruit students.' Selection,
made locally, is based on character, scholarship,
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The six students elected to the Hall of Fame in 1946
were identified by a single word; and because they .were
so well known to their fellow students, they were
pictured without other identification. They were:
Commissioner-Betty Britton; Musician-Elizabeth
Christensen; Prexy-Lowell Melbye; Scholar-Betty Ann
Fritzke; Musician-Dorothy Reynolds; and SpeakerArdath Meland. The faculty chose five of these people
for Who's Who in American Colleges: Britton, Fritzke,
Melbye, Reynolds, and Meland-plus Beverly Hicks and
John Poliseno.
In 1947 the students elected eight representative seniors:
Joyce Coleman, Richard (Deedy) Forseth, Don Morgan,
Dorris Alexander, Lois Cornell, Bob Fielder, Max
Powers, and Mary Ellen Burns. For Who'.s' Who the
faculty chose Cornell, Powers, Burns, Coleman, Forseth,
and Alexander-and also Marilyn Murray, Bernard
Larson, Shirley Andrews, Edna Smith, Maxine Hunt,
and Beatrice Wolters.

Representative students, 1948:

Marion Haukebo

john C. McDonald

Eloise Rutkowski

Norman Carlson

Betty Papermaster

Mearel Nesteby

Representative seniors elected in 1948 were Eloise
Rutkowski, Mearel Nesteby, Dorothy Matthey, John C.
McDonald, Norman Carlson, George Olson, Marion
Haukebo, and Betty Papermaster. The faculty voted for
the same students (except Dorothy Matthey) and also
Orville Austin, George Bigelow, Dorothy Jones, and
Margaret Christiansen.
The eight representative seniors chosen by students in
1949 were Charles Backstrom, Phyllis Morben, Stanley
Murray, Iva Shafer, John MacDonald, Susan Lewis, Juel
Thompson, and Bill Drummond (pictured with a baby on

Lois Cornell

Robert Fielder

Max Powers

Mary Ellen Burns

George Olson

Dorothy Matthey
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Who's Who in 1954:

his lap). Who~ Who choices were Backstrom, Murray,
MacDonald, Lewis, Shafer, Drummond, and also James
Dokken, Joe Kolba, and Ruth Haarstick.
Both the student and faculty selections in 1950 were
notable for the number of athletes chosen. The student
elected ten representative students: Howard Binford, Don
Corcoran, Pat Briggs, Audrey Hylden, Jim Gotta, Mary
Jo Weling, John Klug, Carol Brooks, John Conzemius,
and Mary Beth Hagen. The faculty voted for Binford,
Corcoran, Conzemius, and Briggs for inclusion in Who's
Who, and also De Wane Mansager, Roy Fraki, Tom
Chippera, Eugene Shiek, Arla Ommodt, and Tom
Manley..
Arland Brusven

The 1951 Dragon, which omitted names on most of its
pages, shows that students again chose ten "outstanding"
seniors: Jessie Struble, Andy Dodds, Edgar Fuller, Fred
Allen, Eva Nelson, Helen Olson, Ed Gobernatz, Monroe
Reitz, Gladys Scheer, and Eunice Larson. For Who's
Who the faculty chose Fuller, Struble, Nelson, Olson,
Scheer, Gobernatz, Reitz, and also Charles Samuelson,
Gordon Raaen, Betty Cowan, Ken Magloughlin, and
Keith Woodbury.
The ten students pictured in the 1952 Dragon are not
identified as outstanding or representative students, but
they are preceded by this statement: "In a free society an
individual has definite rights. At the same time he must
assume certain responsibilities. For some qualified
persons these responsibilities take the form of
leadership." The students are Keith (Skip) Enger,
Dorothy Gunderson, Muriel Mollberg, Billy Finn, Russ

Genevieve Collins

Edward Raymond

Kenneth Garland

Janice Leverson

Phyllis Hans

Eugene Sullivan

faroslav Kruta

William Nelson

Hugb Scboepboerster

Margaret Samuelson
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Tall, Mil Straus, Art Nix, Arlene Williams, Paul Brink,
and Marilyn Berg. The faculty elected to Who'.s- Who in
American Colleges were Berg, Nix, Tall, Straus,
Williams, Enger and also Hubert (Beanie) Anderson,
Bob Carpenter, and Charlie Mahan.
Perhaps to play down the choices for Who'.s- Who and
Outstanding Seniors, the 1953 Dragon identified them
only in small informal pictures included in the album
section, as if to give variety to the page of formal
photographs. The Who'.s- Who choices thus identified
were Duane Scribner, Keith Olson, Royce Sanner, Ralph
Crews, Jere Cooper, Carolyn Leverson, LaDonna
Symonds, George Easter, and Ken Skjegstad. The
outstanding seniors were Keith Olson, Joyce Jones, Carl
Hedstrom, George Easter, Duane Scribner, Bill
Ihlenfeldt, Ralph Crews, Delores Anderson, and Orville
Gran.
A dozen individuals, posed informally, were pictured as
"Who's Who" students in the 1954 Dragon: Genevieve
Collins, Ken Garland, Janice Leverson, Eddie Raymond,
Bill Nelson, Jaroslav Kruta, Ronald Burnett, Arland
Brusven, Phyllis Hans, Gene Sullivan, Margaret
Samuelson, and Hugh Schoephoerster. "Who's Who" in
1954 and 1955 was apparently a fusion of the two
honorary categories. There is no indication that these
people were included in any national publication.
The "Who's Who" pages in the 1955 Dragon used
formal photographs of a dozen students: Pat Ferris,
Donald Ellingson, Roger Haire, Alex Karmarkovic, Herb
Johnson, Dareld Hirschey, Twilla Monson, Betsy
Robinson, August Mueller, Betty Waller, Rhoda
Seneschal, and Orlow Nokken.
The 1956 Dragon returned to Representative Seniors as
well as Who'.s- Who selection, and the yearbook included
a graceful statement about each student to explain his/her
inclusion. The ten representative students were Red
Torgerson (athletics), Barb Eckles (Homecoming
leadership), Ron Oliphant (music), Don Hamerlinck
(Homecoming chairman), Ray Kavanaugh (athletics),
Bruce Reski (student commission president), Vivian
Floberg (women's athletics), Norma Hoving (Dragon
editor), Don Miller (athletics), and Bob Utke (MiSTiC
business manager). In Who'.s- Who were Hamerlinck,
Eckles, Reski, Hoving, Oliphant, Floberg, as well as
Ron Thompson, Rodney Mapes, Gloria Eia, and Barbara
Caughey. The Who'.s- Who page had six words that
presumably determined the selection of these ten
students: dependability, scholarship, friendliness,
leadership, participation, ·and personality.

Leidenfrost, and the Goodyear twins, as well as Ron
Miller, Phil Kieselbach, and Larry Krabbenhoft.
Who's Who in 1957:

Joan Sater

Frank Leidenfrost

Connie Battreall

Lynne Murphy

Dick Bennett

Patricia Griffin

Darlene Goodyear

Rae Gunderson

The last Teachers College Dragon in 1957 included 15
Who'.s- Who students first, in formal photographs,
followed by 15 more Representative Students, in slightly
less formal poses that were intended to reveal their
activities. Who'.s- Who students were Harlan Shuck, Frank
Leidenfrost, Connie Battreal, Joann Sater, Lynne
Murphy, Patricia Griffin, Dick Bennett, Darlene
Goodyear, De Layne Riedberger, Chell Soeth, Rae
Gunderson, Dolores Goodyear, Sandy Di Brito, Frances
Berkley, and Anna Varriano. The Representative Seniors
were Riedberger, Soeth, Bennett, Varriano; Sater, Shuck,
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Chell Soetb

Sandy Di Brito

Dolores Goodyear

Anna Varriano

Harlan $_buck

DeLayne Riedberger

Frances Berkley

Chapter 16
Frivolity

Parties and Dances

From 1932 to 1957 (and beyond), MS students produced
mid-winter variety shows "just for the fun of doing it,"
and to make the winter months pass more quickly. Except
for some assistance to the students by Flora Frick, there
was no faculty involvement in these shows, which were
sheer frivolity. And of course there were parties and
dances, large and small.
The 'January Jubilee," which originated as a collection
of acts contributed by MS clubs and societies in 1932,
became a loosely-coordinated musical comedy in
subsequent years, composed and directed by students.
The last was "Ring in the New" of 1937, a script written
to commemorate the school's Golden Anniversary.
After a one-year interim when there was no mid-winter
show, the Moorhead State music department presented
Victor Herbert operettas for two years, "Sweethearts" in
1939 and "The Red Mill" in 1940. "The Ghost of Mildew
Hall," presented on April 2, 3, and 4, 1941, was a return
to original student work. "The Ghost" was not musical
comedy, however, but a farce-fantasy murder mystery: in
the plot, students and faculty of 1950 were rehearsing for
the annual January Jubilee!
When the students returned to mid-winter (or early
spring) shows after World Hflr II, leadership was
assumed by the Alpha Epsilon fraternity, which produced
annual Songfests thereafter. These shows became highly
popular All-College affairs in the late 1940s and the
1950s.
Moorhead State students had held parties and dances in
the school gymnasium since that facility was added to
Old Main in 1903-1904. They organized their first dance
band in 1923-24. After the main buildings burned in
1930, the temporary Student Exchange structure provided
a very satisfactory dance floor until a new gymnasium
was ready in the spring of 1932. Student dances and
variety shows of the Twenties, Thirties, Forties, and
Fifties were always in tune with the times, of course.
"The Charleston" was the most popular dance the
Campus Dance Four provided music for in 1925-26. The
Sadie Hawkins Day dances of the World Hflr II era
required bucolic costumes and dancing.
Of special interest was the new student-faculty
relationships seen in the variety shows. Thirty years after
the austerity of President Oliver Dickerson and Dean of
Women Ina Fogg, students enjoyed the novelty acts
contributed by faculty members and administrators who
were willing to cavort in funny costumes to raise money
for scholarships.
In 1953 the faculty staged their own "Life on the Great
Circle Talent Show." Dressed in scanty female costumes,
faculty men did the "Bunny Hop" and Campus School
supervisors emulated the Rockettes. Faculty wives put on
'a style review from Dragon Terrace" (the former army
barracks that provided housing for married students and
faculty members). Karen Kivi and Dorothy Johnson did
"the Charleston." Even President Snarr got into the act.

After World War I and the change to college status,
students began organizing their own dance orchestras.
The "Campus Dance Four'~trombone, banjo, drums,
and piano-of 1925-26 was given its own page in the
Praeceptor: "With the opening chord of 'Sweet Georgia
Brown,' every man starts for the girl who 'does the
Charleston the keenest."' There were references to the
'Flea Hop,' the 'Cake Walk' (apparently already outdated), and waltzes "when all the merrymakers become
exhausted from their gymnastic dance feats."
A fair idea of the extent of dances, parties, receptions,
teas, and other social events can be gleaned from an
examination of the "Social Calendar of Events 1927-28."
In addition to parties given by the sororities, the Owls,
and some clubs, a number of much larger affairs were
scheduled each quarter. There were four such affairs
during the fall quarter. Homecomings, managed or
sponsored by the "M" Club, were becoming important
annual events, with Saturday morning parades (prizes
awarded for the best floats), and a bonfire after the
football game. The calendar noted the Homecoming
dinner and dance as major social events. An All-College

Tbe coronation of the Homecoming queen was·an important event in
the thirties. Vemyl Carlson, the 1938 queen, was an elementary
education major and a fine organist. !More on page 166.J
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party (essentially a dance), was scheduled three weeks
later, and after that the Delta Sigma party and the
sophomore class party. Delta Sigma, founded for more
serious purposes, was a large men's club that now
existed primarily for the purpose of giving parties each
quarter. The sophomores were the College's largest and
most active class: although no longer called "seniors,"
most of them would graduate the following June.
The winter term, from December 3 to March 2, needed
more parties to liven up the season. There were two AllCollege parties, Delta Sigma and sophomore class
parties, and freshmen, Country Life, and junior-senior
"term" parties. In the spring term there were Delta
Sigma and Country Life parties, freshmen and juniorsenior term parties, and the senior prom-which was no
doubt primarily for the graduating sophomores, since
there were only nine graduating seniors. A number of
organizations held smaller parties, both on and off
campus. There were parties given by the W.A.L. and the
MiSTiC-Praeceptor during both the winter and spring
terms; the Gamma Nu and Pi Mu Phi sororities and the
Owls held dances, sometimes dinner dances.
The organization of four "literary societies" on the MS
campus in the fall of 1929 was probably the last faculty
interference in student social life: it is significant that all
four faded away after only a year or two of existence.
There were two such societies each for men and women,
paired up: they sometimes held joint meetings which
"were spirited in nature and educational in intent."

Tbe 1938 yearbook said "Rutb Hannaford was doing tbe ~rk of tbe
class president" in identifying tbis casual pbotograpb. AbO'Ve Rutb on
tbe Weld Hall steps are Agnes Nemzek and Marie Morrison, Tbe
occasion was Commencement, of course, wbicb was beld in Weld
auditorium.

Teams representing each society debated farcical topics,
and each society produced a one-act play, also nonserious. The culmination of the year's activities was the
inter-society dinner dance during the spring quarter, each
society providing "acts" or musical numbers.
It is possible that the inter-society dinner dance of
1930-with each literary society contributing something
to the entertainment-suggested the first January Jubilee
of 1932. The idea that each society present a brief play
(one of them was student-written), may also have carried
over. In any case, the January Jubilee, organized by the
Pep Club, began as "various stunts put on by various
organizations."

The January Jubilee
The January Jubilee was an enormously popular midwinter affair in the Depression years, from 1932 to 1937.
The first Jubilee, held in Weld auditorium on January Zl,
1932, was a rather modest event; but the Pep Squad was
"inaugurating a new tradition" in sponsoring this
competition, said the MiSTiC. John Costain was
chairman of the arrangements committee and Flora Frick
the adviser. A charge of 25 cents paid for the prizes;
faculty judges considered the beauty. technique of
presentation, and originality of each act.
MS1C students voted overwhelmingly to continue this
"tradition" the next year. But when the Student
Commission set February 3 as the date, Sidney Kurtz of
Galchutt, ND, the appointed general manager, said the
jubilee would assume the new name of "February
Frolics." The date was changed to January 30, however,
and the original name retained. Kurtz announced that
students would judge the acts; but since all MS1C
students might have some prejudice in favor of one of the
competing organizations, judges would be "students
selected from the public discussion groups of Concordia
and NDAC."
Student interest in their new venture was high. The
February 3, 1933 MiSTiC, in its most prominent twocolumn headline, announced that the Gamma Nu sorority
had won "the large silver loving cup donated by the
Student Commission" with their French restaurant skit
entitled, "What, No Spinach?" The judges had been the
president and two members of the NDAC Edwin Booth
Dramatic Club. Over a thousand people had crowded
into Weld Hall for this second January Jubilee.
The 1934 Praeceptor waxed eQthusiastic (in very bad
prose) about "The Red Dragon," the first coordinated
January Jubilee:
Presenting an originality of script, music, and dances
never thought possible on the MS1C campus, the AllCollege musical comedy, "The Red Dragon," was a
success in all meanings of the word. This year's
production is an outgrowth of the January Jubilee
started three years ago. At that time the presentation
of an act was made by any group on the campus and
a loving cup awarded the winner of first place.
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Homecoming, always a major social activity at MSTC, was not usually reviewed in the yearbooks that came out the following May or June. In
1934-1935, however, the coronation of Queen Mildred Casperson was given two pages in the Praeceptor. Tbe queen's attendants were Margaret
Fuglie, Aileen O'Laughlin, Tbordis Henjum, and Uva Cortright. Tbe ring bearer was little Stanley Murray!
Tbe 1934 Homecoming was an unusually successful one in spite of gloomy weather said the Praeceptor. Governor Floyd Olson was a guest and gave
a sbort speech and the Alumni luncheon featured "luminaries of former days" like Ralph Smith, Clarence Glasrud, and Francis Bordsen, wbo were
teaching at New York Mills, Pelican Rapids, and Detroit Lakes.
Tbe Dragons defeated Bemidji 44-0 in the Homecoming game and a floor show was an additional attraction at the Homecoming Ball.

The students feel this year's production to be a decided
advancement in that it was truly All-College, noncompetitive, and an original show from lines spoken to
the music played. Plans are already underway for next
year's show. We hope it is bigger and better than ever
before.
The scene of "The Red Dragon" is laid in a night club
by that name. Plans are going rapidly forward for the
opening that evening when the master of ceremonies fails
to put in an appearance. The manager of the "joint,"
frantic with such a situation and sick of viewing floor
show artists who have nothing new to offer, hires an
unemployed musician who promises to put the evening's
performance over.
The second act takes place at the night club that evening.
The place is packed, the floor show successful, the
young girl hired as soloist falls in love with her old
friend (the newly-hired master of ceremonies), and the
show ends with a peppy, interesting finale.

Although "coordinated" into a musical comedy, the notvery-original "The Red Dragon" was actually a series of
acts put on in the night club by the four sororities, the
two fraternities, and Kappa Pi, the primary major's club.
A cast of ten tied it all together: Bill Wallace, Floris
Hammes, Joe Best, Helen Quande, Lois McNair, Vance
Hallack, Art Berlin, Frances Olson, Carmen Durand,
and Walt Severson, with Harry Stadum as producer and
music by "the Dragon Orchestra."
All of the school's prominent students were members of
production staff: Cecil Veitch, James Tye, Eleanor Laing,
Mibs Peoples, Larry Peterson, Verne Lewis, Oliver Asp,
Ann Hood, Aileen O'Laughlin, and Hank Booher, who
was general manager. The script was written by Best,
Hallack, Martha Atkinson and Doris Johnson; original
songs and lyrics were by Dorothy Hoel, Jules Herman,
Larry Norin, Web Rowan, Jessamine Colehour, and Enid
Peterson. Flora Frick was the coach and Jessie McKellar
worked with the dancers.
A further advance toward a unified performance was
achieved in 1935 with "Deck Rhythm," an All-College
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"Deck Rhythm," an original review written by the students in 1935, was a considerable imporvement over earlier January Jubilees according to tbe
Praeceptor.

musical comedy written and composed by MSTC
students. Bill Wallace wrote the script and Jules Herman,
Helen Peoples, Florence Williams, Al Cocking, and
Larry Norin the lyrics and music. Erling Herman
directed the orchestra, Walt Severson was production
manager, Ed Eastman general manager, and Miss Frick
adviser once again. The MiSTiC ran pictures of Wallace
and the students who had leading roles in "Deck
Rhythm," Helen Quande of Sisseton, SD, and Joe Best
of Hillsboro, ND. In its follow-up story the MiSTiC said
the most outstanding contribution was the original music
written by Jules Herman.
Jules Herman had graduated and the 1936 Jan-Jub
"Sinkeesom" used a dramatic device: instead of placing
the hundred students of the cast in a night club or
musical show ("as has been the custom in years past"),
they found themselves marooned "at the ancient roadside
dwelling of Jarvis and Juno Jitters." There was a plot for
this "syncopated somnambulism" of the hundred
students: "Ineffectually supervised by Dr. Burg and
Florinda Flutterby, deans at the college, the students take
over the sedate old house and convert it into the stage
for a sparkling musical show, with romance adding
glamour to the already lively production." Frances Olson
was general chairman and Vernon Schranz business
manager. The regular admission for adults was 45 cents,

but students were admitted for 25 cents with their
activity tickets; a Saturday afternoon matinee was put on
for grade and high school students. With its full review
of "Sinkeesom," the MiSTiC ran a picture of Alice
(Babe) Graves of Montevideo, the freshman primary
education student "who held the spotlight in the January
Jubilee."
Ed Erickson wrote the script for "Ring in the New" in
1937, which commemorated the MSTC Golden
Anniversary. Reinhold Utke, Bernice Erickson, Walter
Lund, Marion Schutt, Morton Presting, and Jessie Song
("loveliest of grandmothers") headed the cast, which
involved "a large part of the student body." The
Praeceptor also pictured Alma Flatin and Helen Peoples,
waltzers.
Tbere is no information in either the MiSTiC or the
Dragon to explain why this six-year "tradition" was
abandoned in 1938, but there was no January Jubilee that
year. As mid-winter entertainment, three one-act thrillers
were presented on January 28. The very spirited Hale
Aarnes had succeeded Ethel Tainter as head of dramatics
and may have been responsible for the substitution. Also,
the dramatic fraternity Alpha Psi Omega collaborated
with the Aquatic Club in the production of "Surf," a
water pageant. Helen Peoples, who was a member of
both organizations, was one of the directors.
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"Sweethearts" and "The Red Mill"
The music department presented Victor Herbert's
"Sweethearts" on February 3 and 4 in 1939, committing
its full resources to give the operetta a first-rate
performance:
Supporting the leading roles, and accompanying the
strong mixed chorus which forms the ever-important
background for the entire production, will be the
college orchestra, under the direction of Mr. Bertram
McGarrity. Included in the personnel are: violin, Mrs.
Daniel Preston, Rosemary Bloom, Betty Houd,
Roseltha Nesheim, and Mrs. Karl Parsons; viola,
Minerva Reynolds; cello, Sigvald Thompson and
James Bridges; clarinet, Mr. McGarrity and Irma
Vanderhoef; oboe, Ray Struble; flute, Joseph Braud
and Catherine Rue; trumpet, Donald Storslee and
Pauline Lofgren; trombone, Vernon Iverson; bass,
Lorraine Stigen; drums, Curt Remfrey; piano, Dolores
Frye.
Most important, of course, were the vocalists, and the
MiSiiC said "every heart would thrill to the lovely

'Angelus' and the catchy 'Cricket on the Hearth' duets
sung by the two leads, Marjorie Aamot and Reinhold
Utke, who were cast as the lovers, '"Princess Sylvia and
Prince Franz."'
The news article singled out a number of other
highlights. The vocal cast numbered 62:
Other well known selections include "Pretty as a
Picture", by the scheming Van Tromp (Mort Presting),

A "Deck Rhythm" act.

and the chorus; "Every Lover Must Meet His Fate",
Prince Franz and the chorus; "Sweet Hearts" and
"Mother Goose" by Sylvia and the chorus; "I Don't
Know How I Do It But I Do", sung by Slingsby the
English "swell," Alfred Richards; "There Is Magic in
a Smile," by Liane (Dagny Headland) and the
Laundresses (Elizabeth Trace, Constance Cocking,
Esther Gosslee, Muriel Longway, Patricia Hartman,
and Helen Handy); "The Game of Love" by Karl
(Gordon Anderson) and the Laundresses; "Pilgrims of
Love" and the rhythmic and captivating song and
special dance number, "Jeanette and Her Little
Wooden Shoes," by the quartet, Liane, Slingsby, Van
Tromp and the sly Frenchman, Caniche, played by
Donald Tescher.
Besides the two lovers, the Dragon pictured the entire
cast of 62 in the "Grand Finale"; the three schemers
(played by Tescher, Presting, and Richards) and the six
white geese (the laundresses); and "Curses!'~Esther
Russell (a good girl) and the villainous-looking Heinie
Stevenson and Dagny Headland~
For "The Red Mill," its second Herbert operetta, the
MS music department chose a spring date, April 19-20,
1940. "Cooperating with the music department" this
second year, said the MiSiiC, "is the Student
Commission, which has charge of the production staff."
The April 19 newspaper article spoke of a cast of 60 and
a 20-piece orchestra that had gone thorugh "a week of
intensive practice." Twelve students played major roles in
this "adventure of two American tourists in the
Netherlands": Douglas Murray and Monroe Balkenel,
Wadena; Bill Smith, Montevideo; Paul Hagen, New
Haven, CT; John Gwyther, Patricia Hartman, Mildred
Sanders, and Muriel Longway, Fargo; Alf Westly and
Esther Goslee, Moorhead; and George Dunn, Crosby.
The MiSTiC printed the names and hometowns of the
ushers for the two performances of "The Red Mill,"
following the rule that "names make news." This histroy,
however, is content to list the other 48 participants in
"The Red Mill," probably members of the chorus-very
important in Herbert operettas:

Babe Graves often posed for photographers after ber success in the 1936
January jubilee. Here she bolds an antiquated pistol. standing in front
of a rack of old rifles and shotguns: it was an MSTC Golden
Anniversary exhibit !Courtesy Clay County Historical Society! .

Allan Bard, Hilda Bestul, and Herman Koch,
Wheaton; Conn Bjerke and Milton Grein, Ulen; John
Bo:;shard, Bangor, WI; Marjory Hallberg, Spooner;
Helen Handy, Washburn, ND; Doris Hewitt, Minot,
ND; Eugene Hinkston, Battle Lake; Charles Johnson,
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Larry Murray); the "living portraits" that made up the
"Gamma Nu Dream Girl"; and the Pi Mu Phi pledges'
"Why, Oh Why, Did I Ever Leave Wyoming?" The other
acts were Beta Chi's "Little Red Schoolhouse" and the
Psi Delta's takeoff on radio commercials.
The 1948 Dragon listed the 12 "numbers" that made up
the ·~nnual AE Songfest," which was staged on
February 20. The Owls, AEs, and the Psi Delta Kappa
sorority each had two entries, and the freshmen class
offered both piano and vocal solos. Both fraternities
entered quartets and the Dragon Masquers presented
"Dance Ballerina."
There were 12 acts again on February 25, 1949,
including a German band-appropriate, perhaps, because
an intermission collection took in $106.85 for MSTC's
adopted German institution at Jugenheim. Helen
Pfeilsticker, who did an act for the Art Club, and Jeanne
Radebaugh for Gamma Nu also had appropriately
German-sounding names!

Bunny Erickson and Reinie Utke played the leads in the Golden
Anniversary jubilee "Ring in the New."

Underwood; Corrine Johnson, Fergus Falls; Esther
Larson, Thief River Falls; Leona and Luella Lewis,
Hawley; Eileen Magnusson, St. Paul; Nathanial
McConachie and Maybelle Mortenson, Frazee;
Herman Michaels, Judson, ND; Harriet and Lorraine
Pederson, Oakes, ND; Mina Peoples, Detroit Lakes;
James and Molly Preston, Freeman Fountain, Gloria
Geraghty, Maynard Reynolds, and Esther Russell,
Moorhead; Patricia Rasmusson, Florence Felde, Verla
Grumm, Betty Houd, Dorothy Schrunk, and Hazel
Trace, Fargo; Julie Urness, Leeds, ND; and Elroy
Utke, Enderlin, ND.

The 1950 Dragon did not give a separate page to the
Songfest, but the sorority and fraternity pages show that
the AEs did '~h's Black and Ab's Tired" in blackface,
the Owls harmonized on "Wagon Wheels," the Pi Mu
Phis and Beta Chis both did Indian dances (the latter
entitled "Pass That Peacepipe"}, and Delaine Redmann's
torch singing of "Body and Soul" in the Psi Delts' act
melted a snow man.
The 1951 Dragon, which avoided writeups, printed four
pictures to represent the AE Songfest: a line of Bunny
Dancers, a blindfolded girl accordian player, a male
guitarist with two vocalists, and a cabaret act. The

The AE Songfests
Alpha Epsilon carried on the January Jubilee tradition in
the songfests the fraternity sponsored each year,
beginning in 1935. Starting modestly, the AEs called
their show a Frat-ority Songfest, inviting each social
organization of the College to contribute two vocal
numbers. The shows were staged late in the school year,
on April 'I7 in 1938 and on May 19 in 1939, when
Vernon Wedul was master of ceremonies.
When the songfests were started again after the War,
their scope was expanded and they became highly
popular all-College affairs. ·~t this first annual songfest
in several years," said the 1947 Dragon about that year's
show, "the sororities and fraternities, at the invitation of
the AEs, presented a varied program of group singing,
vocal and instrumental solos, and humorous skits. "Bill
Drummond acted as master of ceremonies," said the
Dragon. So successful was this transplanted Bostonian in
his role that he was also the MC of the 1948 and 1949
songfests.
The 1947 Dragon printed pictures of the Owl barbershop
quartet (Dave Torson, Keith Wood, Herc Robinson, and

Ed Erickson wrote the script for "Ring in the New" in 1937.
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sponsoring fraternity began offering a traveling trophy in
1952; it was won that year by Pi Mu Phi with "Down
By the Sea." Also pictured in the annual was Beta Chi's
"Down Yonder," the AEs "Without A Song," and
Delores Strock and Warren Ruud doing a modern
interpretation of a chess game in the Dragon Masquers'
"MS Goes High-Brow."
The 1953 Dragon showed seven Songfest pictures on two
pages, including one of MC Fred Allen (another
Bostonian), with stage manager Ken Garland, general
manager Eddie Merck, and sound and electrician Arland
Brusven. The AEs won their own contest with "Fiesta,"
Donna Rae Pender and Al Milburn did radio takeoffs, Pi
Mu Phi presented "In Gay Paree," Beta Chi offered
"Winter Wonderland," and Psi Delta Kappa put on
"What Fools These Mortals Be."
Winning acts were not revealed in 1954, but Anna
Varriano, Pat Mohr, and Shirley lsgrig did a Hawaiian
dance for Beta Chi: Laurel Schenck, Alfrieda Thielke,
.and Gladys Woodke danced "Three Little Fishes" in the
Psi Delta Kappa act; and Jo Daubenspeck, Pat
Gunstinson, Shirley Tomlin, Shirley Bengston, and Lois
Leervig danced to "Bibbity-Bobbity-Boo" as a part of Pi
Mu Phi's "Toyland."
Titles of the acts were not provided in the 1955 Dragon
but the Psi Delta won the trophy, Alpha Epsilon got
second place, and Pi Mu Phi took third with what
appeared to be an Indian dance. The Gamma Nus
(dressed in overalls with brooms and mops) were
apparently a stage clean-up crew, the Owls had a HillBilly act, someone was Davy Crockett, and Beta Chi and
W.D.A. had dance acts.
No winners were identified in 1956, but Gamma Nu did
"Havoc in Heaven," the Owls "Circus Family," Tau Chi
Mu "Le Quartier Latin," Pi Mu Phi "Imagination into

Paradise," Psi Delta Kappa "Inspirations," and Beta Chi
"Road to Picasso." "The funds from the Songfest,"
according to the yearbook writeup, "provide several
scholarships for high-ranking graduates of high schools
in this area."
In 1957 Beta Chi won the trophy with "Vogue and
Village." "Ron White appeared as Nero at the climax of
the Alpha Sinfonia's second place 'City of Flame'," said
the Dragon, and Pi Mu Phi won third place with their
"On the Waterfront" act. Gamma Nu presented a group
of Soviet students in "Russian Roulette," the Owls
offered their version of "High Society" (a group of
derelicts), and the AEs "showed one of the class
struggles present in our country" in "Our Danger
Today."

"The Ghost of Mildew Hall"
The idea of an original student-written show returned in
1941 when "The Ghost of Mildew Hall" was presented
on April 2, 3, and 4. "This production," said the
MiSTiC, "which will take the place of the January
Jubilee, is something entirely new and different. It is
sponsored by the Student Commission and nearly all of
the 23 characters are taking their first part in a College
pla~."

("Mildew Hall" was the accepted name for the men's
dormitory created in the summer of 1932 in the
temporary one-story wooden structure commonly called
"the Student Exchange," which was built with student
and alumni funds in the early spring of 1930. Twenty-six
college men had lived in these rooms from 1932 to 1940,
taking their meals with the Comstock and Wheeler
dormitory girls in the Comstoc.k Hall basement dining
room. A fire in the summer of 1940 made it unfit for
habitation. Although the shell of the building was intact,

Tbe Grand Finale pictures the MSTC cast of Victor Herbert's "Sweethearts.'' Kneeling in front are schemers Alf Richards, Don Tescher, Heinie
Stevenson, and Mort Presting. Others who can be identified are Conn Bjerke, Lester Stroh, Jules Herman, Freeman Fountain, Maynard Reynolds,
Reinbold Utke, Esther Tarbell, Connie Cocking, Erwin Bly, Molly Preston, and Muriel Longway.
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:,; ~u. Phi use~ the "Toyland" theme in 1954: Jo Daubenspeck, Pat Guns inson, Shirley Tomlin, Shirley Bengston, and Lois Leevig dance to
B1bbtty-Bobb1ty-Boo.''

it had been empty for seven months when the MiSflC of
March 14, 1941 announced the farce-fantasy entitled
"The Ghost of Mildew Hall," to be presented in April.)
The plot of "The Ghost of Mildew Hall" involved a look
ahead into the 1950s. "The seers have dipped into the
future and found some shocking things due to take place
at MSTC come the early Fifties," the ·MiSflC story
began. "The Ghost" was a loosely-structured collection
of acts. Parts were written for Ethel, Esmer, and Esther
Johnson, triplets from Pelican Rapids who were
freshmen at MS in 1941. "The faculty and students of
1950" were naturally the major characters in the farcefantasy and murder mystery. Other characters were
"petty officers from the training corps on the campus,"
and there was a Chinese detective named Gustave Olson.
The MiSflC writeup was enthusiastic and explicit:
Really a set of caricatures, the play had no leading
roles, but Vernon Wedul, Thief River Falls, as
"Chester Wimple," director of the Jan Jub, was
priceless. The very appearance of Glenn Gunderson,
Glyndon, as "Major Operation," was enough to set
the audience going once again. When he was
accompanied by his officers, "Lt. John Lefse"
(Arnold Opgrand, Halstad) and "Lt. Oscar
Fattigman" (Trueman Tilleraas, Gary) the picture was,
complete.
-

Minerva Darnfeldt (Connie Clark, Northfield) was the
president of the college, a practical woman capable of
handling any situation: for all her position and Eastern
accent, she was found quite able to swing a wicked right
when the occasion called for action. Others in the case
included: Olie Grudge (Howard Erickson, Moorhead) ,
Harold Harbredth (Donald Babst, Grand Rapids) , Elaine
Olson (Peg Simonson, Thief River Falls), Herman Kase,
the German janitor, (Roy Heinecke, Alexandria), Hilda
Johnson, (Dolores Gaag, Wheaton), Sonia Hoffman,
(Gwen Easter, Humboldt), Axel Vjernson, the "Norsky"
janitor (Dan Murphy, Felton), Augustus Witherspoon,
(Melvyn Bowers, Dilworth), Butch McLevy (Dick Olson,
New Haven, CT), Gloria Swanson (Evelyn Eian, Ashby),
John Glencarin (Harry Hasskamp, Ulen), Charles Arthur
(George Metcalf, Barnesville), Mrs. Smedley Turner
(~farian Haukebo, Underwood), P.C. O'Malley (Niles
Jefferson, Moorhead), Gustave Olson, the Chinese
detective (Walter Olson, Beltrami), Ellie, Nellie, and
Belinda Tripp (Esther, Esmer, and Ethel Johnson,
Pelican Rapids.)
Between acts of the play Corinne Johnson, Fergus Falls,
and Margaret Watson, Fargo, played two piano and organ
duets, and piano and organ solos were played by Fritz
Balkenol, Wadena, and Jean Erickson, Pelican Rapids.
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Athletic Carnivals, Sadie Hawkins Dances
College athletic groups, led by the Women's Athletic
League, held Athletic Carnivals in the gymnasium in the
Thirties; the first such event was put on in 1935. Like
the AE Songfests which began the same year, the
Carnivals invited the participation of the four sororities.
Marco Gotta's band was advertised as a feature of the
fourth annual carnival in 1938. " Similar to the program
carried out in former years, a complete series of athletic
attractions are being planned," said a MiSiiC article a
week before the fifth Athletic Carnival was to be held on
April 21, 1939.
"Western Miners" was the theme selected for the 1939
Carnival. "All social organizations will build booths in
accordance with the theme-to be a part of the typical
mining town celebration." Football stars Jack Weling and
Frank Torreano announced the names of ten candidates
for "Athletic Queen." These ten, the survivors of a
preliminary elimination process, would be reduced to
five "by the middle of next week," and the winner was
crowned on April 21 to preside over the Carnival. The
candidates were Mina Peoples, Ruth Downey, Lorraine
Pederson, Margaret Moffit, Lois Hegstad, Barbara
Driscoll, Marjorie Hallberg, Lorraine Stigen, Gladys
Swanlund, and Pat Hartman. The 1939 Dragon had a
picture of Barbara Driscoll, "The Queen of the 1939
Carnival," receiving a trophy from Sliv Nemzek.

Homecoming and the queen pageantry was very neW at MSTC in 1929
when Dorothy Hoel was elected queen. Tbe other girls in this
photograph are dressed more like cheerleaders than queen's attendants.
Dessie Barlow, wbo sent this photograph to the College archives,
identified the girls on the queen's left as Helen Davis, Carol Herberg,
and Madge Davis.

The great popularity of Al Capp's comic strip " L'il
Abner" was responsible for a spate of Sadie Hawkins
Day dances and similar events in the years before and
after World War II. The physical education department
sponsored a Barn Dance in 1940, which the Dragon
photographed extensively, especially "Doc" Parsons of
the Science Department who (1) won the costume
contest, (2) was arrested for speeding on the dance floor,
and (3) thumbed his nose at the camera.
On April 23, 1941, Alpha Epsilon presented the
"Corncrib Follies of 1941," which was billed as "a
complete variety show, with student and faculty
performers" and promised "a night of revelry." Three
weeks before the date set, the MiSFiC said "rehearsal on
the production is in full swing":
Suggestive of what the show will include, here are a
few leads: Male quartette numbers such as "Bessie,
Belle of the Bar," "Juliana and Her Grand Piano,"
"The Shabby Genteel," and others; the one-act
original play "Curses What A Night" by Herold
Legree Lillywhite; and finally this year's novelty act
which will be contributed by honorary members of
Alpha Epsilon. The last act by the faculty will include
"capers" by the various proteges of the speech,
history, English, athletic, and education departments.
Other strongly featured parts of the show will include
Crazy Rhythm by a nine-piece band, as well as the
smooth swing of Eugene Struble, B.E. '39, on the
Hammond organ.

Nomination as a candidate was almost as prestigious as being elected
Homecoming queen: the other girls were attendants at her coronation.
Left to right: Helen D. Erickson, Muriel Dahl, Vernyl Carlson,
Marion Beardsley, and Alma Flatin (1939 Dragon).

Chapter 17
Athletics Before the Peds
Became Dragons
The College yearbook called the Moorhead State athletic
teams "Peds" instead of "Teachers" for the first time in
1923-1924, the year Alex J. Nemzek, Jr. became athletic
director, teacher of men's physical education classes, and
coach of all sports. He would hold this position for 18
years and become one of the most important figures at
Moorhead State Teachers College in the years between
the two World utlrs.
There was a triple turnover in athletic direction during
the four years before 1923. Nemzek served for a single
year in 1919-1920 before he went back to his old school,
the North Dakota Agricultural College, for farther study
and athletic competition. Former Moorhead Normal star
athlete and coach Litz Rusness filled in for two years
before going on to Northwestern University for study and
a pennanent position. And President Oliver Dickerson
brought Fred Prusha to Moorhead for a single year,
1922-1923; both the president and coach left Moorhead
the following year.
In women's physical education and sports, Flora Frick
was joined by Jessie McKellar in 1924. Together they
developed an impressive program at Moorhead State
Teachers College and would be the College's women's
physical education department until Miss Frick's death on
April 16, 1957, six weeks before her scheduled retirement.
The Praeceptors reveal an upsurge in athletics after
Nemzek came to Moorhead to stay in 1923. After only
five pages in the early Twenties, the annuals gave sports
15 pages in 1925 and 1926, and from 20 to 30 pages at
the end of the decade, including six to eight pages
devoted to women's sports. Clearly, athletics now had an
important place in MSI'C activities.
Until the end of the 1920s, manpower and inexperience
were the most serious MSI'C problems, especially in
football, which was always Sliv Nemzek's sport. The
annuals pictured squads of from 19 to 25 men each year,
more than half of the men enrolled at the College.
Not until the end of the Twenties did Nemzek have
enough football players to make up the two teams that
were essential for adequate practice sessions each week.
F.arlier, Dan Preston and C. P. Archer had scrimmaged
with the teams to give the "starting eleven" genuine
competition. And before the late 1920s, few of Nemzek's
athletes had previous football experience.
Travel distance determined the schools Moorhead
competed against in the 1920s. Fargo College, a tough
rival until the school closed in 1922, was replaced by
Concordia College. MSI'C often played NDAC across the
river in Fargo and the University of North Dakota in
Grand Forks, without much thought of winning or even
coming close to victory. These two institutions enrolled
from ten to 20 times as many men as MSI'C. At the other
extreme, Moorhead State's football teams overwhdmed
Park Region, a Lutheran junior college at Fergus Falls,
39-0, 50-0, and 92-0 between 1926 and 1928.

Sliv Nemuk when be first came to Moorhead State Teachers College as
athletic director and to coach all sports.

The nearest Minnesota Teachers Colleges were St. Cloud,
170 miles away, and Bemidji, newly-founded after World
Ubr I, 130 miles from Moorhead. Nemzek's teams usually
played St. Cloud in football and basketball and also
Bemidji after that institution began fielding teams in the
late 1920s. Moorhead's regular competition, however,
was against four North Dakota institutions located from
50 to 100 miles away: Jamestown College, Mayville and
Valley City State Teachers Colleges, and the Ubhpeton
State School of Science, a two-year institution but one
that enrolled far more men than Moorhead State.

Coach Frederick R. Prusha, 1922-1923
The 1922-1923 athletic year was unusual in several ways
and raises questions that are difficult to answer. The key
figure was Coach Frederick R. Prusha, who was brought
to MS'IC by President Dickerson in 1922 and left
Moorhead one year later when Dickerson resigned. On
the basis of his record, Prusha, a handsome young man
with a B.S. degree, deserved the fulsome introduction in
the 1923 Praeceptor: "His remarkable achievement in
turning out a championship football team with practically
an entire green squad stamps him as a coach of more
than ordinary ability... He is a hard worker, conscientious
and thorough in all he does, and though essentially a
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Litz Rusness coached tbe first MSTC football team in tbe fall of 1921 and posed with bis team. Tbe yearbook pr011ided no identification of tbe
players but Storms is in front of tbe coach, Henry Dahl at tbe far right in that middle row, Ralph Iverson at tbe far left, front, and Williams and
Gates nearest tbe ball , on tbe other side.

man's man , is popular among all students of the
college."
"The 1922 football season presented a sad spectacle
when September rolled around," said the Praeceptor.
Only nine or ten candidates reported the first week of
practice, the only experienced players being three subs
from the 1921 season . Several more inexperienced men
reported the following week, and spirits rose when
Arthur Storms (elected captain for a second year)
appeared the third week and Don Gates the fourth week.
During the first half of the season, however, the MSTC
boys were beaten in a hastily-arranged game with
Lisbon, North Dakota high school, and pushed around in
practice scrimmages with the Fargo and Moorhead high
school teams. The rest of the story, told in the words of
Praeceptor sports editor Don Gates, is too complete to
include, except in bits:
About in midseason the MSTC squad began to
function. Fundamentals such as tackling, charging,
blocking, keeping an eye on the ball, etc. came
naturally and the complicated game of football began
to be mastered. The two high school teams no longer
gained at will against MSTC ...
The Wahpeton Science game was given up for lost,
but with the game sewed up 12-0 against them, MSTC
spurted and scored a brilliant victory 13-12 over the
Wahpeton Eleven. This was merely the first of a

series of brilliant victories won by MSTC, culminating
in a series of four championships won during the
season.
Jamestown College fell before Coach Prusha's fighting
team 14-6. Valley City met defeat only at the hands of
MSTC in the Inter-State Conference The defeat of the
highly-touted St. Cloud Eleven 6-0 by MSTC was a
climax to the series of brilliant victories, the dope
spilled repeatedly; for in every game it was a case of
a team of green men pitted against old timers. The
winning of this game gave to MSTC the third and
fourth championships, namely:

1. Inter-State Collegiate Conference
2. Minor Colleges of North Dakota
3. Teachers Colleges of Minnesota
4 . Minor Colleges of the Northwest
The losing of the Concordia game, though strongly
desired and disappointing, did not affect any of the
championships won since Concordia was not in the
same conference as MSTC. The fact that both
Jamestown College and St. Cloud Teachers defeated
Concordia was a tonic for the 12-0 defeat by
Concordia.
The strength of the team lay largely in Capt. Storms,
who was a strong defensive player and organizer; and
in Gates, a sparkling offensive man with a kicking toe
par excellence. During the season he did not miss a
goal after a touchdown, made three place kicks of 20,
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25, and 35 yards, and his punting average was from
30 to 35 yards. This was in direct contrast to other
teams playing against MS'IC, who failed in every
attempt after a touchdown to register a point.
The first MS'IC football banquet took place after the
close of the 1922 season. The Praeceptor reported, ''A
very pretty, clever, and well-planned dinner party was
tendered to the members of the MS'IC football squad by
Coach F.R. Prusha on Saturday evening, November 23,
in the banquet room of Comstock Dining Hall ." The
writeup described the elaborate table decorations in great
detail and regretted that the miniature gold footballs for
the team did not arrive in time to be presented.
The 1923 Praeceptor printed the "toast program" of this
football banquet, the only one recorded in the College
archives:
GRIDIRON SPECIAL ON M.S.T.C. RAILWAY
Train No. 1922
ALL ABOARD!
Calling the Stations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Train Caller
Dr. O.M. Dickerson
Just a Passenger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Traveling Man
Daniel Preston
How the 01' Thing Runs . . . . . . . . . . . .
Engineer
Coach F.R. Prusha
Punching Tickets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Conductor
George K. Wells
Delivering the Goods . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . Newsboy
Raymond Pugh
Stations Along the Way . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brakeman
Raymond Johnson
Engine Trouble . ..... .. ..... .. .... .. .. Head Mechanic
Don Gates
Riding the Blinds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Recruit
Harold Edwards
Concordia Station and Twin Banquet Junction
George Aldrich
Quadruple Title Champions .. . ....... . .. Head Fireman
Capt. Arthur Storms
Changing Trains for Basketball ..... . .... Capt. 1922-23
Basketball Team
Walter Williams
Stations Ahead on 1923 Special .. .. . ....... Capt. Elect
(At the request of the football squad, the election of a
new captain was postponed until next fall.)
Blowing Off Steam ... .. .... . ....... . ... . Yell Leader
Elmer Hanson

eliminated Herbert Nordstrom, Floyd Meyer, Ted Freed
("who starred on the St. Cloud team for four years"),
Frank Nemzek, and Victor Anderson.
The team won only five of 13 games, one apparently by
a forfeit (1-0) over Minot Normal. But the writeup ended
hopefully: only Storms and Gates would graduate and the
rest of the first and second teams would provide
excellent experienced players for the 1923-24 teambarring eligibility problems.

Football: 1923-1929
Playing six or seven football games each year in the
early 1920s, Moorhead State had a respectable record
because most of the teams they played were probably as
light and inexperienced as they were. Joe Eifert at 169
pounds was the big man on the team; the other 18 men
averaged 149 pounds. Don Gates of Moorhead, one of
the four-year veterans, was "the main cog of the
offensive mechanism." He could run, kick, and catch
passes, but he graduated with a two-year Advanced
Diploma in 1923 to teach industrial arts and serve as a
small-town principal. The other four-year veteran on the
1922 team was Art Storms, who was pictured in the
annual wearing his "N": he had won this letter at
Moorhead Normal before World War I, although he saw
his first football after he came from Menagha,
Minnesota, to enroll at the school. In 1922 he was the
football captain for the second time and played fullback .

Wearers of the "M": George Aldrich, Theobold Boyer,
Joseph Eifert, Don Gates, Jack Greiner, Gustave
Lindblom, Oscar Nybakken, Raymond Pugh, Terry
Sharpe, Capt. Arthur Storms, Walter Williams.
The long, detailed basketball writeup was notable chiefly
for its excuses: "The 1922-23 Basketball Bubble burst
soon after basketball got underway. William Rufer and
Wallace Robertson of last year's lettermen were not in
school this year. Henry Carlander enrolled only to drop
out of school three weeks later. Jack Greiner did not
report for the squad." Many of the men who were
enrolled encountered eligibility problems, whtch

Although tbe 1922 Praeceptor listed a 22-man basketball squad, only
these six were pictured in tbe annual, presumably tbe "regulars":
back, Don Gates, Rufer, Williams: front, Robertson , Carlander, and
Storms.
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Two years later Ralph Iverson, Clarence (Rutz) Engh,
and Paul Foslien came back to Moorhead State to play
football for Sliv Nemzek. In 1924 Foslien returned "to
finish up some manual arts work" and play football.
Said the 1925 annual, "He strengthened our line, and
opponents found him hard to move. Paul first learned
football from Coach Nemzek when he filled a
quarterback position in Nemzek's 1919 Conference
Champions." Iverson and Engh had been Moorhead
Normal students before the War.
Lack of previous football experience was a serious
problem for Moorhead coaches, but so was the
determination of the athletes to accept teaching positions
when they had spent two years at the College. The 1923
Praeceptor had high hopes for Joe Eifert, their heaviest
man, who had learned to play football at MS1C: ''A
great future is predicted for him if he returns next fall."
I know he did not because he was my industrial arts
teacher at Detroit Lakes the next fall and I remember
him well: a burly fellow who chewed tobacco, Eifert had
no disciplinary problems.

Ted Nemzek was an All-Conference tackle at MSTC for two years
(1926-1927) and played some professional football later.
Art Simson, Wheaton, was a campus leader as well as a fine athlete
(1928-1932).

In nine football seasons during the 1920s, Moorhead
State won three and lost three games in 1921 and 1923
and had losing seasons in 1925 and 1927. In 1925
Nemzek's team won one game, lost two, and tied their
opponents in four games. But MS1C won four of six
games in 1922 and four of seven (with one tie) in 1926
and 1928; the team won five, lost one, and tied one in
1924; and won five and lost two in 1929.
The Praeceptor began using superlatives to describe
MS1C football players in 1925 and 1926. Three of Coach
Nemzek's brothers played on his teams and were placed
on All-Conference teams, Ted Nemzek at tackle for two
consecutive years. Frank Nemzek was an All-Conference
end in 1926 and Claude (Babe) Nemzek, the youngest in
the family, was so honored in 1928 although he played
both line and backfield positions.
The third Gates brother, Ernie, was also an AllConference tackle in 1925, and the Moorhead State

!LeftJ The Praeceptor said Ario "Baldy" Baldwin was the best
halfback in the Interstate Conference in 1925.
Johnny Ingersoll (top right) of Moorhead and Ross !Monk) Ireland of
Detroit Lakes bad played football against each other in bigb school
competition before becoming teammates at MSTC.

annual claimed that Arlo (Baldy) Baldwin was the best
halfback in the conference (the unanimous choice of the
coaches for All-Conference honors). In 1928 four Peds
were chosen for the All-Conference first team: Claude
Nemzek, Al Zech, Larry Ringdahl, and George
Edwards, with Ralph Edwards and Hjalmer Erickson on
the second team.
Coach Fred R. Prusha looms above an 11-man basketball team in the
1923 Praeceptor photograph. Back, Sharpe, Prusha, G. Edwards;
middle, Higgins, Anderson, Lindblom, H. Edwards; front, Storm's;,~
Gates, Captain Williams, Briggs, and Pugh.

Eight men served as football team captains in the
Twenties. Art Storms, as has already been noted, was
captain for the second time in 1922. The next year the
players chose a man who had just entered MS1C, though
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service and teaching stints to enroll again, there seemed
no question about his eligibility to participate in sports.

George !Foots! Edwards !left! was a quarterback at the end of bis long
MSTC career. Sievert !Cy! Bielfeldt, also from Moorhead, was an end:
bis brother Les was Moorbead's police chief.

many of his new teammates had known him at Moorhead
High: the Praeceptor said Harold Briggs "was popular
with the remainder of the team" and "a natural leader."
He was an All-Conference quarterback in 1924. In 1924
the Peds chose Hiram (Jack) Eininger of Detroit Lakes
as football captain. The annual said his teammates
respected his personality, honored his prowess, and had a
wholesome respect for his ability." The whole College
also thought well of Jack Eininger and selected him as
one of six "Most Representative Men and Women" in
1925. Edwin (Monk) Malvey from Moorhead, the 1925
captain, played both halfback and quarterback, and could
pass, kick, and run; he was placed on the AllConference second team. Hjalmer (Jelly) Erickson, also
from Moorhead, was elected captain in 1926. "Our most
versatile line man," who was "able to fill the guard,
tackle, and center positions in a creditable fashion,"
Erickson was also put on the second team by the
conference coaches.

An eligibility case even more remarkable than Art
Storms' is that of George (Foots) Edwards of Moorhead,
who was on every Ped football team from 1922 through
1928. The old Normal School five-year program (that
admitted students who had not attended high school) was
being phased out in the early 1920s, but Edwards was
still in that program. The 1922 football writeup said
"Young Edwards (who weighed 130 pounds) developed
by leaps and bounds but could not replace any of his
more experienced and older mates." He was probably
about 15 years old. The College catalogues classified him
as a "second year student" in 1922 and as a "subcollegiate student" two years later. In 1924 the
Praeceptor said Edwards had "won a berth on the
Conference second team" despite a severe injury to his
back early in the season "that prevented him from
having a brilliant season." In 1925 "Eddie" was used as
a "pinch punter"; in a game against Valley City, one of
his punts went 80 yards before it stopped rolling "Eddie
may be back next year," according to the writeup. The
College catalogue classified him as a junior-that is, a
first-year College student.
He was back in 1926 but broke his collarbone in the first
game of the season, while he was playing quarterback.
He finally returned to play "a whale of a game" against
Concordia, which Moorhead State won 12-0. The
Praeceptor concluded its writeup, "This was George's
fourth year of football at the College, and Coach
Nemzek will no doubt miss him when the 1927 season

The team chose a "giant lineman," Larry Ringdahl of
Milnor, North Dakota, as the 1927 captain. He was an
All-Conference guard. The Praeceptor said Ralph Smith
(of Moorhead), the 1928 captain, was an unusually
"heady" football player who "has the knack of imparting
fight to the players on the team." Smith was also
Moorhead State's premier debater; his debate partner,
Francis (Peewee) Bordsen, was student manager of the
football teams. Art Simson from Wheaton played with an
almost wholly new MSTC football team in 1929, when
he was captain and played tackle. Letters were awarded
to 15 freshmen, five sophomores, one junior, and one
senior. The Peds were unbeaten in the Interstate
Conference for the second year in a row, and Nemzek
was looking toward other competition in future years.

Eligibility
The determination of eligibilty 60 and 70 years ago is
difficult to fathom now. Arthur Storms, who first
enrolled at Moorhead Normal in 1915 and was awarded
the Teachers College's first degree in 1926, played on
Moorhead Normal and MSTC.teams for at least five and
perhaps six years. He did not remain at the school for 11
years, of course, but when he returned after army

Obert !Ob! Nelson was a very large tackle and Johnny Ingersoll !right!
a small fullback who relied primarily on bis wits and spirit. Both
were from Moorhead. Nelson became a Moorhead cop after bis MSTC
years; Ingersoll operated the very popular Blackhawk Cafe and Bar in
Moorhead for many years, after trying graduate 1rork in sociology at
the University of Chicago following bis 1932 graduation from MSTC.
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begins." But George Edwards returned for two more
seasons of football and basketball before he graduated
from Moorhead State in 1929. He was one of the four
MS1C players who were All-Conference selections in
1928 and "was practically the whole show in the Ped
backfield" in the 18-7 victory over Valley City.
Finally, the 1929 Praeceptor, reviewing the 1928 Ped
football season, wrote: "Edwards made his last season
his best. Besides his great open field running, he called
plays during the 1928 season. He was relied upon for the
majority of the kicking through the Ped season. Besides
being a consistent punter, it was the exception rather
than the rule that the 'Little Foot' missed the drop-kick
for a point after touchdown." Did Sliv Nemzek get a
conference ruling that Foots Edwards had been a high
school player (which he was), on the 1922, 1923, and
1924 Ped teams, and that he did not begin to use up his
four years of College eligibility until 1924? If so, the
Interstate Conference was extremely permissive. The
Praeceptor writeups show that he played seven seasons of
football and basketball at Moorhead State in the 1920s.
Edwards was not the only sub-collegiate player on those
Ped teams. Herman Webber, however, was almost twice
Edwards' weight when he played on Sliv Nemzek's 1923
and 1924 teams. The 1923 Praeceptor wrote (under a
picture of a very broad young football player who was
nicknamed "Mogul"), that "Herman Webber comes from
Perham, where he was too busy to partake in athletics
while in high school." Webber had not graduated from
Perham High School: the 1923 and 1924 Moorhead
catalogues classified him as a "sub-collegiate" student.
The 1925 Praeceptor, writing of the previous fall football
season, said, "If he comes back for additional work next
season, Ped supporters will believe they are in luck."
Webber sang in the Male Chorus, played violin and
piano in MS1C groups, and earned his two-year
Advanced Diploma in industrial arts in 1925.
The Ped football teams of the Twenties had over-age as
well as under-age players. Older than Storms, Rutz
Engh, Paul Foslien, and Ralph Iverson-who all came
back to play more football after teaching for some
years-was George Aldrich of Campbell, Minnesota. His
age can only be guessed at from the photographs and
writeups, but he had been a small-town teacher and
administrator for some years before he enrolled at
Moorhead State in the fall of 1922. The 1923 Praeceptor
said Aldrich had not played football before he came to
MS1C but was willing to do his best for his new school.
"Of his own free accord he offered his services, knowing
how badly we needed men on the green squad. In the
first four games he was to be found at center, where he
excelled as a true and accurate snapperback."
Aldrich was back for more football under a new coach,
Sliv Nemzek, in the fall of 1923. Said the 1924
Praeceptor, "During the past season 'Dad' Aldrich
enjoyed the prominence of being the oldest collegiate
player having a regular berth on a team." (Over a large
area, no doubt, perhaps the nation!) George Aldrich did
not play football for lack of other activities while he was
a student at Moorhead State. He was a member of the
first Student Activity Fee committee (an important

Harold Eastlund became a well-known school administrator in central
Minnesota. Glenwood was bis home for most of bis life.

group), and president of the Athletic Association and of
the graduating two-year "senior" class. When Lambda
Phi Sigma, the new honorary educational fraternity was
organized in 1923-24, Aldrich was the only male charter
member of that prestigious society.

Recruitment
There is no doubt that some Moorhead (and Fargo) boys
came to Moorhead State primarily to play football during
this era, in part because the coaches were local sports
luminaries like Litz Rusness and Sliv Nemzek. But there
were instances of men enticed to enroll at MS1C to play
football who found satisfying and successful careers in
education. The most interesting case is that of Harold L.
Eastlund of Moorhead, who first became a Moorhead
State student because his friends needed him to make up
a full football team. They carried him bodily to the
campus and deposited him in the president's office!
Eastlund wrote an account of how he had first enrolled
at Moorhead State Teachers College:
My mother always hoped that I would go into the
ministry, but I cannot remember that I ever gave
much thought as to what my life should be after
college. John Whaley and I had been good friends
since elementary school days .. ·\\'hen I graduated from
high school a year before him, I decided to wait for
John before going to college. But in 1920 he decided
to go to college, so I enrolled at what is now North
Dakota State, with no definite career in mind. In the
spring quarter I came down with the measles and
mumps at the same time, so I dropped out of school.
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There are a good many references in school publications
of players being ineligible to play football or basketball
because of "academic deficiencies." According to one
source of information, they were expected to do passing
work in at least two courses. There are references in the
Praeceptors to the interest shown in athletics by faculty
and administrators, not only by Preston and Archer but
also by President MacLean and Georgina Lommen, the
dignified director of the Training School. The
concessions made to athletes seem most surprising in the
matter of late registrations. Young men appearing on
campus two, three, or four weeks after classes had begun
in the fall were apparently a common occurrence. The
1924 Praeceptor football writeup said, ''Albert Grier
entered school six weeks late, which proved a handicap
to his chance of landing a regular position on the team."
(The yearbook said nothing about any handicap his
academic work suffered.) Perhaps the need to complete
farm work in the fall kept these men from enrolling with
the other students and the College made generous
concessions to the region's leading industry.

Maybe tbe-y are laughing about tbe books: Herb Moberg (/eftJ and Vic
Anderson, botb from Moorhead, came to MSTC primarily to play
football .

In September of 1921 my job as clerk in a grocery
store played out after the regular employees had
completed their vacations. I was sitting in the
Comstock Pool Hall one afternoon when Bill Rufer
and a few others came in and wondered why I was
not working. "When I said the job had played out,
they picked me up bodily, brought me up to what we
still called the Normal School, and shoved me into
the president's office with the comment, "Here is a
guy who wants to play football!" President Dickerson
said after some talk, "Well, as you know, you are
several weeks late in starting. I'll let you play football
if you can keep up to grade in two subjects," so I
enrolled. If memory serves, there were only 23 boys
in the college, and 22 of them were out for football.
We had a decent season and that year we defeated
Concordia by about 21 to 7. I also was out for
basketball that winter, and in the spring I had decided
to go into teaching as a career. That fall I taught the
8th and 9th grades at Richville and the next fall
moved to Lowry."
These teaching positions took Eastlund to the part of
Minnesota where he spent the rest of his life. As the
Pope County Superintendent of Schools for 24 years,
living in Glenwood, he became one of the state's best
known public schoql educators.

What we would now call "recruitment" was probably not
necessary for Moorhead and Fargo players in the 1920s.
Probably because they had played football, basketball,
and baseball at Moorhead High School and wanted to
continue playing together, many local young men who
lived at home enrolled at Moorhead State, where there
was no tuition and only small registration fees. Among
them were Bill Curran, Bill Rufer, Gus Lindblom, Don,
Dewey and Ernie Gates, Walter Williams, Harold and
George Edwards, Rutz and Marty (for one year) Engh,
Fred Sauvageau, Floyd Meyer, Harold Briggs, Ernie and
Vic Anderson, Carl Krumbein, Edwin (Monk) Malvey,
Frank, Ted, and Claude Nemzek, Hjalmar (Jelly)
Erickson, Horace (Hod) Eklund, Ralph Smith-and later
Cy Bielfeldt, Johnny Ingersoll, Herb Moberg, Vic
Fridlund, Ob Nelson, and Gordon (King) Grina.
For out-of-town athletes, Sliv had little to offer except
encouragement and a chance to earn a dollar a week for
weekly drill sessions in Company F of the Minnesota
National Guard, which he commanded. In other towns,
as in Moorhead, Moorhead State students recruited each
other. A good athlete from towns like Detroit Lakes,
Staples, Frazee, and Wheaton would bring more athletes
from that town to the College. Recruitment by, its own
students was Moorhead State's only device for keeping
its male enrollment up and its athletic teams flourishing.
There were standards and limits, apparently. When I was
an MSTC student in the early Thirties, I heard athletes
speak bitterly about President MacLean's refusal to make
a concession that would have allowed Marty Engh to
··come back to MSTC to play more football. The 1925
Praeceptor, describing the 1924 football season, praised
Engh highly: "Playing a bang-up game that was pleasing
to watch, Marty gave every indication that he has the
makings of a real football player. He has plenty of ability
and next season should see him in his prime. He entered
school late, overcame his scholastic back work, put extra
time into training, and got himself into shape to play in
the first game of the season. He played left halfback and
was placed on the All-Conference team." The hardest
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part of the Marty Engh story for MSTC athletes and
their followers to swallow was that he played for
Wahpeton Science and Concordia the next several
seasons: in 1926 Wahpeton defeated Moorhead State 20-0
and Concordia beat the Peds 12-0 in 1927 and 24-0 in
1928.

Careers
In the 1920s Moorhead State's program in manual
training (or industrial arts) attracted many young men: in
1924 nine of the eleven men who earned two-year
diplomas were industrial arts majors. Most of these men
taught the subject in area secondary schools for a time
but later took positions in business or industry.
Hod Eklund, who began by teaching manual training in
Pelican Rapids in 1925-1926, soon found a position with
the Northwestern Bell Telephone company. Moving back
to Moorhead at the end of his career, Hod enrolled in
Moorhead State classes after he retired, earned his
bachelor's degree, and became a popular favorite on the
campus he had left as a two-year graduate 50 years
before. Leonard C. Murray from Parkers Prairie, a twoyear industrial arts graduate in 1924, became a coach,
later a school superintendent, earned a Ph.D. in
education, was Director of Health Education for the State
of Iowa, and became a public lecturer at the end of his
career. When majors and minors in physical education
were added to the College curriculum in the early 1930s,
industrial arts lost much of its appeal to athletes. Many
of "Sliv's boys" went out to coach in area high schools,
though few of them remained coaches for long.
There were exceptions. The youngest of the three Gates
brothers, Ernie, who had starred on Sliv's teams at
Moorhead State Teachers College in the mid-Twenties,

became one of North Dakota's best known and most
successful coaches at Jamestown High School. About the
same time another Moorhead man, Hjalmar (Jelly)
Erickson, began coaching at Bemidji and compiled
equally impressive records for his "Lumberjacks." There
were many others, though none with tenure as long.
They included Ray Johnson at Red Wing and Stout
Institute, Gordon (King) Grina at Cass Lake, Leland
Vinz, Harold (Bibs) Matson, Al Zech, Obert (Abe)
Dahl, Russell (Red) Monson, Walt Fogel, Julien
Bjerkness, Joe Edlund, and many others in later years.

Al Zech of Detroit Lakes
Although many of Sliv Nemzek's boys did very well
after they left Moorhead State Teachers College, Al
Zech's career is probably the most remarkable. His
successes and affluence are especially notable because
his early years were so difficult. Moorhead State was
probably a turning point for him and his first step
upward. Al had already been toughened before he came
to Moorhead State Teachers College. To help his father
support their family of six in the locally depressed
economy of the Twenties, he regularly missed two
months of high school each fall: working in the harvest
fields, picking potatoes, chopping cordwood, shoveling
coal, and unloading hundred-pound ,bags of flour from
boxcars. His grades suffered as a result but he was
determined to go to college.
Zech was able to get through two years at MSTC
(1926-1928) and graduate with a two-year Advanced
Diploma because he was willing to subsist on day-old
cinnamon rolls (at 10 cents a dozen), sleep in the
basement of the old Moorhead Armory, and wear Armyissue clothing and shoes. Finding a kindred spirit in Sliv
Nemzek, Al enlisted in Company F of the National
Guard and advanced from buck private to officer.
Al Zech was president of his freshmen and sophomore
classes in 1926-28. Besides starring in football, track,
and baseball, he was one of the College's top debaters,
worked on the newspaper and annual staffs, had a -fole in
the class play, and was a member of the Executive
Senate and Activity Fee committee. His hopes of
continuing directly to his degree at MSTC had been
dashed when a bank failure lost the $400 he had saved
while working in a South St. Paul meat-packing plant.
But he took night classes at Moorhead State while
teaching at Dilworth, and with more credits earned in
summer sessions, he completed his bachelor's degree at
MSTC in 1931.
During these years Al Zech became the best
middleweight boxer in the area, winning both the
Northwest Golden Gloves title and the National Guard
championship. He was also on the NDAC physical
education staff while teaching in Fargo.

After teaching and coaching in Fargo and Dilworth. Al Zeeb went to
California in tbe 1930s. He bad completed bis bachelor's degree at

MSTC.

In the 1930s he went to California to teach and do
graduate work at the University of Southern California,
where he earned both his master's and doctor's degrees.
In the late Thirties he also did special graduate work at
Oxford and at the Zurich Institute.
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In California Al married a precocious English major
who had earned both bachelor's and master's degrees at
Stanford and the University of California by the time she
was 20. Together they joined the University of Southern
California faculty, Al as a professor of education and
dean of men and his wife as foreign student adviser (in
charge of screening and English instruction for the 1500
international students who came to USC annually.)
Students chose the Zechs as the most popular faculty
couple at USC. Al was a member of the California
Athletic Commission for three years while he was at the
University.
Zech, who had been both an enlisted man and officer in
the Army, became a Naval officer in World War Il,
graduating first in a class of 350 officer candidates. He
served on the Naval Physical Fitness Staff at Norfolk,
Virginia, was director of the Naval Training Schools at
Treasure Island, and was on the CQaching staff at the
University of California, Berkeley. fie organized the
training programs for 722 combat ships of the 12th Naval
District and served in the South Pacific. He retired from
the Navy with the rank of Commander.
In 1956, 1957, and 1959 Dr. and Mrs. Zech organized
and administered shipboard orientation programs on the
American President passenger vessels for thousands of
foreign students (and some government officials) corning
to the United States. Not surprisingly, when it was
decided that American college students would serve as
guides for the American Pavillion at the 1958 Brussels
International Exposition, Dr. and Mrs. Zech were sent to
Belgium to direct the program. They were in charge of
all personnel for eight months.
Continuing their international activity in the 1960s and
1970s, the Zechs conducted tours to all parts of the
globe, making 124 crossings of the Atlantic and Pacific

Following bis World War II Naval service, 'Zeeb became dean of men
and a professor of educational psychology at the University of
Southern California.

Tour conductor 'Zeeb relaxed in front of India's famed Taj Mahal,
reputedly the most beautiful building in the world.

by air or water. Their trips took them to 151 countries on
all of the continents and included safaris to 21 African
game preserves and parks. In South America they
traveled into the Amazon jungles and flew over the
Andes to Cuzco and Machu Picchu in Peru. On a
Smithsonian expedition they retraced Marco Polo's route
through Mongolia and the Gobi Desert, living in yurts
made of camel's hair. They led packing trips into the
Vale of Kashmir, through the Khyber Pass, to the base of
Mt. Everest, and into Tibet. In Africa they retraced the
route of Dr. Livingston and George Stanley to Lake
Victoria, Mombasa, and Victoria Falls.
The Zechs visited all parts of Russia, examining the
collective farm system; and they made the trams-Siberian
rail trip, visiting cities on the way. In China their trips
took them on the Huang Ho and Yangtze rivers and to
the Great Wall; in Cambodia to the ruins of Angkor Wat;
and in India to the Taj Mahal. They visited primitive
peoples in Peru and Ecuador (the Jivaro tribe), the
aborigines of Australia, the Zulu, Masai, and Bushmen
tribes in Africa, and the headhunters of New Guinea.
They conducted 16 DC3 special flights to remote regions
of the earth (including Hudson's Bay and into the
.Arctic), went down the Colorado River on a 26-day raft
trip, took a 10-day raft trip on the Frazier River, and
made a boat cruise that covered the length of the
Mississippi River. They drove the Alaskan highway, the
Pan-American highway to South America, and Al drove a
dune buggy the length of the Baja Peninsula before that
region had paved roads. In connection with the tours Dr.
Zech lectured on social, economic, and political trends
in the countries visited.
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Vinz said he had been recruited for MS1C by Al Zech,
an old acquaintance: only ten miles apart, Frazee and
Detroit Lakes were rivals in all sports. The recruitment
occasion was the District 23 basketball tournament,
which was held that year in Concordia's "new" gym
(now a maintenance building). "I vividly recall Zech's
approach during the tournament. He took us to a
restaurant in Fargo where we had a really good prime
rib dinner (the "we" included Bill Davis, the other AllConference player from Frazee, who also came to
MS1C). "We had to taxi because I had a badly sprained
ankle, suffered in the second game of the tournament
against Moorhead high school. Al mentioned the
possibility of a free room at the Armory in uptown
Moorhead if we enrolled at MS1C: Sliv Nemzek was
captain of the National Guard unit and could make this
arrangement. Al also said I might be able to get a job
working in the College bookstore."

Each summer Al comes back to the Minnesota lake country where he

grew up. Last year he posed for this picture with his cousin Otto Zech,
a highly skilled museum curator.

After 45 years of marriage, Mrs. Zech died of cancer in
1981 and Al Zech became a recluse for a time. Now he
divides his time between a five-acre enclave in Santa
Barbara, located on a cliff overlooking the Pacific
Ocean, and an adobe ranch in the desert near Palm
Springs and the Salton Sea, where his only near
neighbors are the quail, rabbits, and coyotes drawn to his
date trees for food, and the ducks in the Salton Sea.

Leland Vinz became a member of Nemzek's Company F
soon after he entered MS1C, like nearly all of Sliv's
athletes. However, he was well acquainted with Company
F before he had registered at the College or enlisted in
the Guard: some weeks earlier he had been a substitute
for a private who was unable to make the summer camp.
Jobs were scarce the summer of 1927 and I had only
worked a few days in Frazee when I got word from
Zech that I could go to camp with Company F. I
hitch-hiked to Moorhead, got "uniformed" and spent
two weeks "soldiering" at the 206th Infantry's annual
encampment at Lake City, Minnesota. I was Private
Elroy Johnson. It was a good camp with good food at
every meal.

At 81, Al Zech stays in condition by jogging and
swimming: he weighs only a few pounds more than
when he was a ranking middleweight boxer and star
MS1C football player 60 years ago. He served on the
Faculty Athletic Board at the University of Southern
California and was a member of the State Athletic
Commission for years besides referring boxing matches.
Because he still likes to travel, each summer he comes
back to Detroit Lakes for a month, where his friends
become fewer each year (his MS football teammate Ado
Baldwin died in 1985, at the age of 80.) In 1986 Al
attended a reunion of former classmates (of 50 years
ago) at Oxford, and he spent a month in East and West
Germany.

George Leland Vinz of Frazee
Nearly 40 years after Leland Vinz dropped me off at
Detroit Lakes on his way back to Frazee from a teaching
position in North Dakota, his poet son Mark became a
member of the Moorhead State English department and
my friend and neighbor. His parents made regular trips
to Moorhead following Leland Vinz's retirement in 1974.
Until his death on May 10, 1985, he and I talked a good
deal about the Moorhead State Teachers College of the
late 1920s and 1930s.

Suited up for football on this photo, Leland Vinz competed in all the
major sports and was involved in nearly all extracurricular activities
at MSTC in the late Twenties. He was track captain in 1929.
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Our company won the track and field meet-I got a first
in the discus, seconds in the 440 and javelin, and led off
the half-mile relay team which placed first. Zech won
the javelin and Wilson Burton won several medals in the
dashes. As I recall, Ario Baldwin also won several
medals in the dashes. Zech, Burton, and Baldwin were
all regulars on MSTC's football team.
Following the two weeks' Guard encampment at Lake
City, Zech and I looked for work in the Moorhead area.
We got temporary jobs on the paving crew working on
US 10 between Moorhead and Dilworth, and when this
was over we headed home. By the time school was to
start, I had earned enough to buy some clothes and sport
a $65 bank roll.
This was my financial start. In the meantime I had been
informed that I could work at the College bookstore,
getting $20 a month.
Zech and I got our room in order at the Armory. It had
a stove, a big library table, a couple of lockers, and a
davenport-type bed. We had to furnish our own sheets
and pillowcases, but we had good Army blankets checked
out from the supply sergeant of Company F. Our free
room required some janitorial work in .the building and
keeping a stove in Sliv's office going at all times. Zech
was Company Clerk, so .he took on the responsibility of
keeping the room warm. We could use the room for
studying and could use the typewriter there.
Sliv also gave us what extra jobs he coµld around the
place and the few bucks he could afford-mostly, I think,
out of his own pocket. And he always had a few odd
jobs at his home-cleaning out ashes from the furnace,
washing windows, putting up and taking down storm
windows and screens. {"Weekends we raided vegetable
gardens to make our mulligan stews," Zech remembers.)
At registration I had to pay $10.50 for tuition and activity
fee. Books were free, but we had to buy workbooks and
other items not classed as books. I recall that Doc
Archer's Psych II workbook cost either $1.50 or $1.75.
My schedule that first quarter: open bookstore at 7:30
a.m. after a 12-block walk from the Armory, work three
hours (which included distributing the mail, filling book
orders, running the mimeograph); attend four classes;
then suit up and be on the practice field by 4 p.m.
Practice usually lasted until 6 or 6:30 p.m.; then shower
and eat.
The first few weeks I delved into my cash and ate
suppers at the Blue Bird restaurant in uptown Moorhead.
Later I found a boarding club several blocks from the
campus, run by a Mrs. Miller, where two meals a day,
dinner and supper, cost $16 a month. There were 10 to
12 eating there most of the time, mostly football players.
The menu was nothing fancy but lots of meat, potatoes, a
hot vegetable, and dessert. And how that gang could put
the food away! Among those eating at Mrs. Miller's, as I
recall, were Larry Ringdahl, the football captain, Art
and George Simson, Al Zech, and Marvin Syverson.

Vinz tried to come back at Homecoming time when be made bis yearly
trip north to visit bis son Mark and family.

Early in my first quarter at MSTC I had joined
"Sliv's Army." This meant an income of $12 every
three months, for drill on Tuesday nights: the privates'
pay was $1 a drill. With this windfall I would be able
to pay my quarterly registration, with a bit left over
for incidentals or a "splurge." It was no secret that by
belonging to the Guard unit, many MS men were able
to stay in school. By belonging to the unit, we could
(on occasion), wear the warm khaki shirt and those
solid Army shoes. They wore like iron.
A year at Moorhead State Teachers College gave Leland
Vinz enough confidence to play a practical joke on
College accountant Anna J. Handeyside, a woman of
forbidding appearance and no sense of humor. Miss
Handeyside had been playing an unusually active role in
the 1928 Herbert Hoover-Al Smith Presidential
campaign.
An almost life-sized poster of Al Smith (Democratic
Presidential hopeful) was placed on the passenger side
of Miss Handeyside's car, a coupe, parked just outside
the bookstore entrance on the S.E. comer of Old
Main. Miss Handeyside was an avid Republican who
canvassed the halls of Old Main "pinning" many of
the students with Hoover buttons.
I had smuggled the Al Smith likeness from the
Armory (where the Democrats had held a county-wide
meeting) to the bookstore. Enlisting several helpers,
including several of the dorm girls, to entertain Miss
Handeyside and keep her away from the windows,
several of us positioned "Al Smith" on the seat on the
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passenger side of the car. Needless to say, there was
an immediate explosion when '~l" was found.
Admittedly, I was a bit uneasy for a time, since Miss
Handeyside issued the monthly checks to those of us
who worked in the bookstore and I could have been
looking for a new job. The secret was well kept,
however, and I was greatly relieved. I might add that
the Democrats had been very generous to Zech and
myself, awarding each of us new $10 bills for cleaning
up the Armory following their meeting.
Vinz was more than an athlete at Moorhead State
Teachers College, though he played football, basketball,
baseball and was captain of the 1929 track team-and
helped Company F win two track titles at their annual
summer encampments at Lake City. He was an Owl, a
member of A.M. Christenson's first MSTC band, of the
male chorus and school chorus, and played Fabian in
Twelfth Night in 1928. He was also a member of the
Student Council, a freshman class officer, and a member
of both the MiSflC and Praeceptor staffs. This led to a
change of College jobs for him in 1928-29: he typed for
the publications staff instead of working in the bookstore.
Since he was running out of money in 1929, Vinz
graduated with a two-year diploma and found a position
at Lafayette, Minnesota. He moved up to better positions
in teaching and coaching at three North Dakota locations
during the next ten years, at Leeds, Bottineau, and
Kenmare. During this time he completed his degree
requirements by taking summer work at Moorhead State,
graduating in 1938. He also married Bernadine Graham
of Rugby, North Dakota, the daughter of a small-town
doctor. Son Mark was born at Rugby in 1939.

The North Dakota Schools
The schools Moorhead State competed against changed
in the 1920s. An opening game in 1923 against
Alexandria (won narrowly, 3-0), was the College's last
competition against high school teams, though they
scrimmaged with the Fargo and Moorhead high schools
for several more years, until enough men enrolled at
MSTC to make up two 11-man teams.
Faculty members came out to help. The 1925
Praeceptor's summary of the previous fall's football

season told the story: "We were handicapped by a lack
of scrimmage during practice. The scrubs must be given
honorable mention for their efforts to get the regulars
into shape for hard battles. Dan Preston and Professor
Archer generously contributed their brawn and cunning
to the second stringers' lineup; and when these 'huskies'
were present, the regulars had plenty of trouble in
making gains."
The difference in reference to these two helpful faculty
members can be explained. "Professor" Archer was
close to his doctorate while Dan Preston had not yet
completed a bachelor's degree. Whether they knew this
or not, the athletes and Praeceptor staff writers were
certainly motivated by other considerations. C.P. Archer
was a new member of the faculty, almost a stranger. Dan
Preston, however, had come out to help the MS football

In February, 1941, Vinz left teaching-coaching to become
an educational adviser in the Civilian Conservation
Corps and was assigned to Company 765 in Boyes,
Montana. When World War II closed all of the CCC
camps in August, 1942, he took a position with the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration in Minneapolis, was later
transferred to Kansas City, Missouri, and remained with
the USFDA until his retirement in 1974. After retirement
Mr. and Mrs. Vinz lived at Mission, Kansas, near
Kansas City. Since her husband's death in 1985, Mrs.
Vinz has lived near her daughter's home.
When they last talked by telephone in late April, 1985,
Mark Vinz said his father was hoping to come back to
Moorhead for one more Homecoming: "It was his ties to
Moorhead State that seemed to sustain him the most in
his two-year struggle with cancer. Perhaps because I was
here, but it went much deeper than that. Some of the
happiest moments of his last years came from being
present at the NAIA playoffs-the football game in
Pittsburgh, Kansas, and the basketball games in Kansas
City, close to where he lived. Those games, the
Homecomings he was able to attend (especially the one
where he was presented with an MSU cap and shirt at
the football halftime), and the 75th reunion of the
Owls-how very much they meant to him."
Ralpb Smitb was an All-Conference guard in 1926, 1927, and 1928
and captained tbe Peds in 1928.
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were able to hold UND to single touchdown victories in
football in the early 1930s, his teams came out of these
contests with many injuries.
In 1925 MSTC played the University of North Dakota in
football and lost 54-0. At the other end of the scale, they
defeated Park Region College, a two-year school at
Fergus Falls, 39-0, 50-0, and 92-0 in 1926-1928. Fairly
regular competition against St. Cloud in football resulted
in very even scoring, but the only other nearby
Minnesota teachers college, Bemidji, was just beginning
to field teams. Casting about for competition in football,
Moorhead played two northern Minnesota junior college
teams in 1924, losing to Hibbing and defeating Itasca
College at Coleraine.

The Concordia Rivalry

This photograph of Ralph Smith was made in Washington, D.C. when
be beaded the United Fund in the nation's capital.

teams as an assistant coach and manager when he joined
the faculty in 1919. He was as familiar to the players as
their teammates.
Alex Nemzek helped set up the Interstate Collegiate
Conference soon after he began coaching at Moorhead
State Teachers College in the fall of 1923. For the next
eight years MSTC teams regularly played Valley City and
Mayville Teachers Colleges, Jamestown College, and
Wahpeton Science School in football, basketball,
baseball, and minor sports, including track and tennis.
Regular competition against these teams, plus games
each year with Concordia, completed most of the sixgame football season in the 1920s. Few football games
were played against Mayville, which made room for
contests with Park Region College in Fergus Falls and
St. Cloud State Teachers College. Moorhead claimed six
football championships in the Interstate Conference
between 1923 and 1931, though "the Peds" seldom
played Minot and Ellendale, schools also in the
conference. In basketball, Sliv's teams played on more
even terms with the North Dakota colleges.
An old rival, Fargo College, had closed its doors in
1922, and the problem of finding sports competition
without traveling too far was the prime consideration in
competing most regularly against Valley City, Wahpeton,
and Jamestown. Both football and basketball games were
occasionally played against the two bigger schools in the
area, the University of North Dakota at Grand Forks and
the North Dakota Agricultural College in Fargo. There
was not much chance of winning against these two
schools, however; and though Nemzek's football teams

The great rivalry that emerged in football and basketball
in the 1920s was with Concordia. Although the Lutheran
school only six blocks away from the MSTC campus was
founded in 1891, it did not become a full four-year
college until 1917. During Concordia's early years, its
faculty and administration had been less than enthusiastic
about sports programs for the school's young men,
reflecting the attitudes of the rural congregations that '
supported the institution and furnished most of its
students. These attitudes changed after World War I
when Concordia became a degree-granting college. The
"Cobbers" began competing in many sports, primarily
against other Minnesota denominational colleges. For
competition Concordia looked to the east and south.
Although the enrollments at MSTC and Concordia were
approximately the same in the 1920s, Concordia had a
greater proportion of men. A fierce rivalry, which
delights Moorhead fans to this day, turns out large
crowds for football and basketball games between the two
schools. Although they compete in different athletic
conferences, the MS-Concordia games have become high
points of the season for both colleges.
In football MSTC defeated Concordia 21-7 in 1921 and
lost 12-0 in 1922. Scoreless ties were played the next
three years. MSTC won 12-0 in 1926 and lost the next
three years, 14-0, 24-0, and 22-7. Three more scoreless
ties were played in 1930, 1931, and 1932.
Perhaps because their college had built a gymnasium in
1920, Concordia dominated the basketball rivalry
between the two schools in the early 1920s. The 1925
Minnesota legislature had appropriated money to replace
the small MS gym (which had four six-inch steel posts
obstructing the playing floor), but Governor Theodore
E:hristianson vetoed the bill. MSTC continued to practice
in their cramped gym and played their games on the new
Moorhead High School floor or the old Moorhead
Armory at Center Avenue and Ninth Street.
In the final basketball game of the 1926 season, MS beat
the Cobbers for the first time since 1922, and followed
up with three more wins in 1927 after an initial loss.
The two teams each won a game in 1928 but the
Cobbers swept the four games played in 1929 and again
in 1930.
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The 1926 Praeceptor tried to make its readers see
Nemzek the way MS1C students saw him:
"Sliv" of the clan Nemzek is our he-man coach.
Around this 90 percent feminine institution, it is sweet
relief to hear "Sliv's" deep rasping tones sailing out
into the hall from history classes. But it's not on
second floor Main that he chiefly holds forth. There's
a little office down below the stairs; there is what the
catalogue refers to as our gym, and there is, and don't
forget it, the field. Here the coach is at his best.
Turned out in baseball pants and the big green
sweater he carried away from his college days at the
AC after ripping up opposing lines for a season or so,
he is the picture of the stuff he drills into his menhard, clean fight. He's made a football team out of
S1C men for three successful seasons; he's kept other
sports going in good shape. Give him a gym, 50 or a
100 more men, and a fighting, roaring student body,
and watch Moorhead in athletics four, five years from
now.
Beginning with the greatly improved Praeceptors of 1925
and 1926, Moorhead State sports activities were fully
recorded in the yearbooks. Athletics had become very
important to the students, and enough men were
enrolling each fall to make up at least two football
teams. Thereafter though most attention was given to
football and basketball-and to the individual players that
made up the teams and the high points of the past
season-other sports were also given their due.

Sliv Nemzek in bis coaching "uniform": baseball pants and cap and
bis old NDAC letterman's sweater.

Sliv Nemzek
At the end of his second year of coaching at MS1C, the
1925 Praeceptor paid tribute to Coach Sliv Nemzek:
Confronted with the Herculean task of training Ped
athletes without adequate gymnasium facilities, '~lex"
Nemzek has made a good job of it. Coaching
football, basketball, baseball, keeping the minor
sports going, and drilling away at physical education
theory and practice, in addition to serving in another
department, is a man's size job. But then ·~ex" is of
that size-unquestionably.
The present ascendency of football at this college, and
a growing interest in other sports, are Mr. Nemzek's
contribution to the life of the College. In a teachers'
institution with a small male enrollment, he succeeded
in training an eleven that stood up to the best of its
class throughout a hard season and won. Basketball
was less successful, but the fault lies not in the
"---·" But a growth in manliness in the men of
the college, an increasing purposeful vigor in student
spirit, these are Coach Nemzek's chief contributions.

Baseball, which had been a major sport, receded steadily
after 1924, when MS1C had "the best team that has ever
represented our school," according to the opinion of fans
reported in the 1925 Praeceptor (two sterling pitchers,
Harold Carlstrom and Gus Lindblom, being given much
of the credit). Poor spring weather during the next
several years was blamed for the deterioration of baseball
and might also have been responsible for the lack of
attention to track events.
But there were some surprises: the 1929 Praeceptor
pictured the hockey team organized by Alois (Lottie)
Wambach and described their season of five wins and
two losses, beating the Cobbers twice and splitting two
games with NDAC. "Most of the credit for a winning
aggregation must go to Lottie Wambach for organizing,
coaching, and managing the team," said the Praeceptor.
When Wambach did not return to college the next year,
there was no MS1C hockey team. In the early 1930s
other teams were organized but none as successful as
Wambach's 1929 aggregation. There were no indoor rinks
in the Fargo-Moorhead area, and not even an outdoor
rink at the College. The MS hockey team met twice a
week on a City of Moorhead hockey rink.
The annuals referred to the support they received from
faculty and students, especially from "Prexy" MacLean.
In the second game of the 1924 season, he dedicated the
new football field located south of Old Main along Ninth
Avenue, a field used by the College for the next 35
years. The football team responded by defeating Valley
City Teachers College 32-0.
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In track competition tbe Peds usually finished behind Jamestown College and Valley City S1C in the late 1920s. They bad been fourth in 1927 and
1928; but led by "Wild" Bill Robinson from Montana, this small 1929 team earned second place. Robinson was first in the low hurdles and second
in the dashes and broad jump. On this picture, the Frazee sprinting brothers, Tonnie and Bill Davis, flank George Edwards, Sylvan Engle,
Robinson, and Mike m>kasch, lwbo was also from Frazee).

Women's Athletics
Despite the handicap of an inadequate gymnasium, Flora
Frick and Jessie McKellar developed a full program of
women's sports at Moorhead State Teachers College in
the 1920s. The first important step was the organization
of the Women's Athletic League during the 1923-24
College year: there were 49 charter members and 74
additional women in the WAA by the end of the first
year. Thereafter, the yearbooks printed pictures of the
governing board and sometimes large group pictures of
nearly 100 members.
The League established a point system to determine
membership in the highly prestigious Monogram Club.
For the first year, a girl could earn her "M" by
accumulating 300 points and a sweater with 700 points.
The qualifying requirements were later raised to 1000
and 2000 points. Succeeding Praeceptors revealed how
points were earned: 100 points for being on the first
team in any sport, 50 for making the second team, 100
points for being a sports captain, 25 points for perfect
attendance in any sport or at meetings, and 40 points for
hiking 40 miles (plus one extra point for each additional
five miles). There were restrictions: a girl could not

make more than two first teams in any term. The
Monogram Club was organized in September, 1924, with
six charter members: M~r:ion Cook, Inez Johnson, Hilma
Skoog, Edith Alexander, El Vina Hanson, and Gertrude
Thompson. Helen Bergquist and Adele Adams were later
taken into the club during 1924-25.
Field hockey, kickball, and soccer were the fall sports
offered by WAA; in winter, basketball and volleyball;
and in spring, baseball, quoits, archery, tennis, and
track. A winter track meet was held in the gym each
year through 1926 but was not mentioned in the annuals
thereafter. The events were the dash, basketball throw,
broad jump, high jump, box-step-and jump, obstacle
race, and relay. Instead of this event, the 1929 annual
·wrote of the Spring Swing Out Day competition in
archery, tennis, and baseball.
Some of the women's sports leaders were standouts in
other College activities. In writing of Marion Cook when
she graduated (with a two-year diploma) in 1925, the
Praeceptor said, in part: '"Cookie' is no genius but
neither is she a member of the indifferent 0-What-ADull-Life sisterhood. She's Irish, which considering our
predominant nationality, is some distinction. Blessed with
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four times the energy of most of us, she dashes blithely
from gym to Praeceptor meeting, to outdoor sports and
back." This red-haired girl from Winnipeg played Maid
Marion in Sherwood (Alfred Noyes' verse drama), was
editor-in-chief of the Praeceptor (which she said was
"the best in years'?......a justified claim), and was voted one
of the College's six "Most Representative Men and
Women."
The yearbooks indicate that women's basketball became a
more important activity year by year at Moorhead State
Teachers College. In 1924 and 1925 there were "outside
games" against NDAC, the Fargo and Moorhead
Business Women, and the two high schools-with the
scores recorded. Later Praeceptors emphasized
intramural play in the winter quarter, with "the finals of
the tourney played in the Armory'?......the downtown
Moorhead site that had no steel post on the playing
floor.
Few girls were able to earn the "M": the Monogram
Club must have been the smallest, most exclusive
organization on the MSTC campus. The 1927 Praeceptor
gave a full page to two girls who posed wearing white
sweaters with the coveted red "M'', Anne Amon and
Mae Bakken. Three other girls-Ruby Iverson, Edna
Weiseke, and Leona Malmen-had earned their letters by
the end of that winter term. A concluding paragraph in a
1929 annual writeup suggests that the requirements may
have been set too high: '~rla Olson is the only active
member who possesses a crimson and white 'M'. Thus
she is the only member on the campus at the present
time who is a member of the Monogram Club."

Although they gave generous space to women's athletics,
the Praeceptor editors were hard-put to illustrate their
pages. The 1927 and 1928 books had pictures of neatlyuniformed teams in a variety of poses but always wearing
white middy-blouses with black or navy ties. The lower
halves of the uniforms, displayed less prominently, were
billowy dark bloomers. Not until the 1930 Praeceptor did
the editors succeed in coming up with satisfactory
"action" pictures to represent the various sports: field
hockey with sticks poised, baseball with a girl at bat, an
archer with the bow drawn back. In basketball there
were usually pictures of from two to four teams,
identified as first and second teams, champions and
runners-up.
Earlier, the best that could be done was to achieve some
variety in the team poses. The Preston children, who
used the College campus and buildings as their
playground and became special favorites of athletic
teams, got into the act on one occasion: in the midst of
the 1928 basketball "First Team" was little Jimmy
Preston, who had charge of the ball!
Irene Felde and Helen Bergquist, both voted
"Representative Students" in 1926, were also leaders in
women's sports, the latter as a letter-winner. Irene Felde
was the first editor of the newly-founded College weekly
MiSflC; Helen Bergquist, the contralto soloist with the
Chapel Choir, was president of the Dramatic Club and
the graduating (two year) "senior" class. In 1926 Miss
Felde was president of the WAA board and Miss
Bergquist president of the Athletic Board of Control.

On the "Basketball First Team" pictured in the 1928 Praeceptor are, back row, E. Elsetb, F. Kugler, H. O'Day; front, M. Knutson, B. Renna,
jimmy Preston with tbe ball, V. Bartbleman, and Z. Cook.

Chapter 18
The Musical Flowering
Daniel Preston and his music groups did a great deal to
brighten the public image of Moorhead State Teachers
College between 1919 and 1948. First the Girls Glee
Clubs and Chapel Choir, later the Double Male Quartet,
and in the 1930s both the Choir and Band made spring
tours to northwestern Minnesota towns to give concerts in
their high schools. Preston's district music contests
brought high school glee clubs, bands, and soloists to
the Moorhead State campus in the late 1920s; and many
community people came to Weld Hall for the music
concerts that were a part of the annual Spring Arts
Festivals at Moorhead State 60 years ago. As a part of
regular College activities, the robed Chapel Choir sang
at each Wednesday convocation. A. M. Christensen's band
played at football games and marched in Homecoming
parades. Music was a regular and visible part of College
life.
Dan Preston's own story is told in the ninth chapter of
this history, which also tells something about the
Amphion Chorus, the JOO-member Fargo and Moorhead
men's singing group which earned national acclaim
under his direction. The present chapter attempts to
trace, year-by-year, the musical progress at MSIC in the
1920s and 1930s. Last are added the stories, variously
told, of some of Preston's remarkable students.

Praeceptor Evidence

Daniel L. Preston (1936) .

So multifaceted and intertwined were Dan Preston's
musical activities in the 1920s and early 1930s that it is
difficult to sort them out. The extent and quality of the
developments, however, can be seen in the pages of
succeeding College yearbooks. The fact that the music
~ections of the Praeceptors increased in scope and
mterest year by year measures the musical ferment at
Moorhead State Teachers College.

program: the songs by the 10-member Chorus were
augmented by selections by a four-member violin quartet
and by a lecture, "Experiences in Central Africa" by
F.G. Leasure. This former missionary, who taught
manual training at MSTC, also served as concert
manager. His lecture was illustrated with African
trophies.

After touring with his Girl's Glee Club in his first year
(1919-1920) at Moorhead, Preston changed the group's
name to "Chapel Choir." The Praeceptors emphasized
the annual Choir Tours: in the 1922 book there were
pictures of the full choir and "the special group selected
for the Third Annual Tour." The following year the
Chapel Choir had a larger-than-ever turnout (98) for fall
term tryouts, excellent material (according to the
Praeceptor), including many "old" members. However,
only 18 girls were selected for the spring tour to
De~~ood, Brainerd, Frazee, Detroit Lakes, and Hawley:
log1stics and the cost of the tour probably forced a cut in
the traveling choir's size. In 1923-1924 a total of 108
students tried out, but only 18 traveled to Fergus Falls,
Alexandria, Parkers Prairie, and Glenwood. In 1924-1925
the tour went north to Alvarado, Argyle, and Grand
Forks, and a Male Chorus also traveled, going south and
east to Glyndon, Rustad, Fergus Falls, and Parkers
Prairie. The 1925 Praeceptor printed this group's

The 1922 Praeceptor described the role of the Arion
Club in some de~il. The Arion Club "took charge of the
Thursday morning musicales, the members securing the
music or furnishing it themselves," and the club had
other goals: "to compile a song book which will serve
as a hymnal and school song book," to publish a
magazine (called "The Arion"), which would be
distributed to area high schools, and to work to secure
more music practice rooms. In later Praeceptors the
Arion Club's aims seemed more general, chiefly to
·promote musical activity at MSTC. Try-outs for
membership were held each term, and the group held its
own recitals. The 1926 yearbook said "the Arion Music
Society broadcast its recital program from station WDAY
Fargo." The 1927 Praeceptor was the last book to
'
mention this society, however.
Preston increased the scope and quality of Moorhead
State's instrumental music year by year. A 14-member
orchestra, nearly all strings, was pictured in 1924. The
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The members of tbis first MSTC Glee Club bave not been identified, but Rutb Preston is on ber busband's left and tbree-year-old Jane <wbo moved)
is on bis lap.

Praeceptor of that year also gave a page to the Girls'
String Quartet, Mrs. Preston's group, which performed at
College banquets, a Rotary dinner at Trinity Lutheran
Church, and made an out-of-town trip to Gary,
Minnesota.
Another page pictured a 16-member Boys' Glee Club and
a "Boys' Quartette," which included Mr. Preston, cello
and violin; Horace Eklund, banjo, saxophone; Herman
Webber, violin, drums, piano; and Harlow Bergquist,
piano, violin, saxophone. The Glee Club was pictured
wearing black bow ties, but the instrumental quartet was
much more formal: the four men wore white ties and
tails! There is no explanation why these were called
"boys" groups: the members of both were men, not
boys.
The 1925 Praeceptor also printed the full program
presented by the Chapel Choir on tour that spring. In
addition to the choir selections, there were solos by Dan
Preston (tenor), Ruth Pendell Preston (violin), Louise
Murray (soprano), Helen Berguist (contralto), a reading
by Louise Murray, and selections by a Girls' Quartet.

All members of tbis 1926 orcbestra can be identified because tbe
Praeceptor told wbat instruments tbey played. Left to rigbt, Hod
Eklund and W. Wicklund, clarinets: Dorotby fobnson, saxopbone;
Rutb and Dan Preston , violins; Clementine Small, piano; Ed Malvey,
saxopbone; Ole Sande, cello; Gertrude Lumpkin, second violin; fames
Dahl, tuba; Felix Boebme, second violin; Marvin Rice and Harold
Sand, comets.

The College Mixed .Chorus gave two sacred cantatas that
year, "Bethlehem" by Maunder and "The Seven Last
Words of Christ" by Dubois. In the later, the solos were
sung by students, "who did very creditable work, which
will probably establish a precedent of having students for
soloists."

Orchestra and Band
The new College orchestra had already "proved to be of
great value in assisting other school organizations in
their annual affairs, such as the school Chorus with its
Christmas and Easter Cantatas, and the Senior class
play." The orchestra was "being augmented gradually by
the addition of brass and woodwind
instruments ... purchased with funds given as a memorial
by the 1925 Senior class for the purpose of organizing a
band."

The 10-member 1928 orcbestra is more difficult to identify. The two
Prestons are at tbe ends and Arnold Cbristensen in tbe middle.
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Tbe Weld Hall stage was too small for this huge mixed chorus of the mid-Twenties. Tbe picture is difficult to understand because some of the women
are wearing coats and one bas a bat! Ten students are sitting on folding chairs in front of the stage, with instruments.

The 1926 Praeceptor devoted pages to two new music
groups that had been formed in response to College
needs. A String Quartet, "an outgrowth of the College
Orchestra," performed at banquets and special occasions,
said the writeup. The two Prestons, Felix Boehme, and
Gertrude Lumpkin, with Clementine Small at the piano,
made up the group. The Campus Dance Four also
included Miss Small, with Ed Malvey playing the
saxophone, Phillip (Doc) Strombo on the drums, and
·
Hod Eklund on the banjo or sax.
In the fall of 19Z7 Preston organized the Radio Girls "for
the purpose of representing the College in presenting
programs over WDAY on the second and fourth Fridays
of each month." Florence Bullard, who was "music
associate" and a supervisor in the Training School, took
over this group of 16 girls in 1928-1929. "Members of
this club are chosen at a special hearing in the presence
of the club members."
The long wished-for MS'IC band made its appearance in
1926-19Z7. It was organized "for the purpose of
promoting school spirit,'' said the Praeceptor, and
"accompanied community singing at various times."
The 1928 Praeceptor announced that "the Band is a new
but permanent organization on the campus. It has made
remarkable progress under the capable direction of Mr.
Christensen, and also through the keen interest shown by
the members and the student body." There was another
reason for the group's improvement: "The band
rehearsals are now scheduled so that they are considered

regular classes, and college credit is given to the
members."
The band played at basketball games and once a month
at Chapel exercises. "The first public concert of the
Moorhead State Teachers College Band was held March
16, 1928, 11 A.M. at Chapel."

Christensen and Others
Arnold M. Christensen had become a member of
Moorhead's education department in September, 1926,
filling in for C. P. Archer. He played the clarinet in the
MS'IC orchestra during his first two years at the school.
Christy, a very charismatic teacher and gentle campus
leader, would direct the MS'IC band until 1938 when
Bertram McGarrity joined the music department and
Christensen succeeded C. P. Archer as head of the
education department.
Dan Preston had help with his music courses and extra._curricular groups. Florence Bullard (B.A. Northwestern)
was on the faculty as music assistant from 1924 to 1929.
Harlow Berquist, who had been an outstanding
performer in the 1920s, completed a B.E. at MS'IC in
1933. For a time he had charge of music in the Training
School and directed the Campus high school band. Ruth
Preston, a fine violinist, gave her husband as much help
as she could but had a home and five children to care
for.
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Tbe 1924 "Boy's Glee Club" wore less formal attire and a group picture became possible. Left to rigbt: back, Herman Webber, Harvey Monson ,
Donald Rusness, Horace Eklund, Ernest Gates, fosepb Sanders; middle, Ed Malvey, Bill Higgins, Gus Lindblom, Rudolpb Erickson , Bruce
Robertson, Harlow Bjerquist; front , Leonard Murray, Walter Williams, Preston, Ernest Jobnson, and Carrol Brown .

A paragraph in the 1926 Praeceptor revealed Moorhead
State student appreciation of Daniel Preston:
We who have had the privilege to be a part of the
music of this institution are grateful to Mr. Preston
and his unceasing efforts. He has guided us well
and the value received cannot be estimated. We
have enjoyed his everlasting optimism and
cheerfulness; and last, though not least, those
jokes, stories, and numerous reminiscences which
have added beauty and color to our productions.
They have been factors of much importance and
necessity at Moorhead State Teachers College.
Preston had not mixed men's and women's voices in his
first MSTC organizations, although they worked together
as a College mixed chorus in presenting sacred cantatas.
He had experimented, however. In 1927 "a new type of
Chorus has been tried out by drafting the low altos from
the Girls' Glee Club and using them as high tenors in
the Male Chorus." The experiment satisfied Preston:
beginning in 1928-1929, the Chapel Choir was a large
mixed group, 52 voices that year, 38 women and 14
men.
The 1929 Praeceptor gave the results of the April 12
soloist contest, which chose four students who were
awarded trips to Milwaukee: there students from all over
the country became members of the '':All College Choir"
at the National Music Supervisors' Convention. The
Moorhead winners were Ruth Meilicke, soprano, Audre
Casselman, contralto, Robert Walls, tenor, and Edward
Skjonsby, baritone.
Preston's male choruses fluctuated greatly in size from
year to year, depending on the number of singing men
enrolled in the College. In the fall of 1928 he organized
the Male Octet. Said the 1929 Praeceptor: '':As a singing
group the Octet has made an outstanding success in

many ways. The group has made about 35 appearances
in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and North Dakota, mainly
before high school audiences and service clubs." A year
later it became the Double Male Quartet which was to
many of us the finest of all Moorhead State singing
groups. After Dan Preston's death last year, I asked Bob
Walls to write an account of that organization, which was
organized the fall he entered MSTC, 1928.

The Double Male Quartet
"Dan Preston's original Double Male Quartet was
undoubtedly the most accomplished choral group I have
ever sung in. We were organized in the fall of 1928 and
the seven of us were chosen carefully and drilled
rigorously by our demanding director and fellow
member. "We were all voice students of Dan's-Morris
Fritz and myself singing second tenor, Ruben Parson,
Art Skjonsby and Ed Skjonsby, baritone, Dwight
Sherwood and Oscar Thompson, bass. Dan sang first
tenor. Ed and Dwight were of the class of 1930, the rest
of us 1932. Eleanor Nesheim, an accomplished pianist
and teacher, served as accompanist in the beginning;
later she was succeeded by Frederic Martin, a Fargo
high school student.
"Of the original nine (including Eleanor) only two of us
·are still living, Oscar Thompson and myself, Dan's
passing being the most recent loss.
"In preparation for this assignment, and the series of
concerts sung en route, we had rehearsal sessions seven
days a week for some weeks. This caused some
grumbling in the ranks, which Dan dealt with firmly.
"The two years this group was intact were notable
indeed. At the time of the Alumni reunion in Dan's
honor a few years ago, Dwight Sherwood and I shared
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reminiscences. Prominent in our recollections was Dan's
eagerness to put us before audiences as often as possible.
So we sang at the drop of a hat, and someone was
always dropping one. The size of the audience had no
bearing on Dan's decision to appear, and neither did
audience makeup. We treated all alike, doing our best for
20 or 200. "According to a brochure printed in 1929, we
'appeared in 36 public recitals during the first year, a
number of which occurred on a short tour at
Thanksgiving time and a longer tour extending into
Wisconsin during the spring vacation when Lacrosse,
Bangor, and West Salem, Wisconsin, were visited.' The
result: a wide repertoire, well-prepared, and a
professional aplomb before an audience.
"The climax of the second year was our appearance at
the Music Supervisors National Conference in March of
1930 at Chicago's Stevens Hotel. We were scheduled to
sing for 15 minutes at the opening of the CollegeUniversity section of the convention, which was chaired
by Dr. Howard Hanson of the Eastman School of Music.
At the close of our scheduled time, the chairman-with
the approval of the assemblage-asked if we could sing
more. So we did, for a full hour! "Upon leaving the
room Dan was buttonholed by someone from a Chicago
radio station, WLS, probably the best known in the
nation, with a request for an appearance there. He
accepted, of course. Then came requests for other
appearances at the convention, including the final
banquet. This was heady stuff for a bunch of country
boys from the prairies of the Upper Midwest!
"Because our convention appearance was scheduled for a
morning session, we were attired in full formal morning
wear: striped gray trousers, braided vest, silk tie, and
cutaway coat. The purchase price was something like $50
each, if my memory serves. "While we were in Chicago
for this convention, a fierce blizzard tied up the entire
city for several days, with street cars and trucks stalled

in the middle of the streets. It was said to be the worst
storm in the city's history up to that time. "In June of
that year we entertained the Lions Club International
convention in Regina, Saskatchewan. We appeared as
often as the Lions wished, at dinners, general meetings,
etc., and we were treated royally.
"The Double Quartet sang a lot of good standard music,
stuff called 'classical' or 'semi-classical' by the public.
We tried arrangements of several pop tunes of the day in
rehearsal, but we decided immediately these tunes
weren't for us. We worked up several concert programs,
one of church music, one secular, and one varied. Every
member of the group was a capable vocal soloist and
several also played instrumental solos, and this created a
reservoir of music of great variety to suit any occasion.
"One of the first concerts the Double Quartet gave was
in a rural community in the Moorhead area (I forget the
name). The 'concert hall' was a school room with a
raised platform (six inches high) at one end for our use
as a stage. The audience sat in student desks, which
were crowded chock-a-block to the platform. I sang a
solo that evening, and right in the middle of the song I
forgot the words and stopped dead , horribly
embarrassed. A little gray-haired lady, seated in the desk
'not two feet in front of me, dropped her head and
covered her face with her hands! That what's known as
empathy.
·~t the close of our second memorable year, the Double
Quartet lost two valued members through the graduation
of Dwight Sherwood and Ed Skjonsby. They were
replaced by Claire Hallock and Erling Herman for the
year 1930-31. The spring of 1931 saw further thinning of
the original ranks, and Dan enlarged the group to
prepare for the exodus of five more in the class of '32.

The entire Male Chorus managed formal attire in 1926. &ck, Fisher, Gowenlock; third row, Ole Sande (wbo was on tbe faculty), Preusse, Preston ,
Boehme, Tollefson; second row, Malvey, Stafne, Monson, Sutton, Wicklund, Shelstad; first row, Storms, Dab!, Eklund. Clementine Small
!accompanist), Gates, Sand, and Rice.
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This is a pbotograpb of tbe great Double Quartet in their second year 11927-1928), because Freddie Martin !lower right) is their accompanist,
replacing Eleanor Nesheim! . Left to right, Dwight Sherwood, Morris Fritz, Edward Skjonsby, Arthur Skjonsby. Oscar Thompson; front, Ruben
Parson, Preston, Robert Walls, and Martin .

The 1929-1930 Chapel Choir on tbe Weld Hall stage.
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Hannaford, and Dorothy Murray, contraltos. The piano
accompanist was Constance Cocking, assisted by organist
Ruth Hannaford.
The 1935 Praeceptor noted other musical activities that
deserved recognition: the private instruction offered that
year by Miss Eleanor Nesheim (later Mrs. Karl Parsons),
piano; Mrs. Joseph Kise, voice; and Mrs. D. L. Preston,
violin. The staff offering private lessons changed from
year to year, according to the yearbooks; the College
catalogues did not usually list these people as members
of the faculty.
There were some innovations. In 1936-1937 the Campus
Boys Singers appeared in Minneapolis at the North
Central Music Supervisor's Conference. That year's
Praeceptor noted the appearance of a Boys Choir from
the Training School as part of the Chapel Choir's
Christmas concert. A spring concert at the College was
presented by this Campus Boy's Choir of Tl members;
the picture of the group showed that they were
augmented by nine men from the Chapel Choir.

Maude Wenck, when sbe came to MSTC in 1929.

''About this time Dan Preston had been approached by a
group of men in the Fargo-Moorhead community with a
request to develop a civic male chorus. He agreed to do
it if a number of provisions of his own were met in
regard to organization, government, financing, etc.-areas
whose neglect he had found caused other choruses to
flounder. Thus began the remarkable Amphion Chorus.
"I have always been sure, and I think Dan was too, that
the success of the Double Quartet was, in some degree,
responsible for the forming of Amphion."

The first dramatic musical attempted by MSTC music
groups was "Sweethearts," presented in 1939 with the
assistance of speech instructor G. Hale Aarnes. The
"January Jubilee" owed much of its success each year to
the participation of music students. The 1937 Praeceptor
says, "Original songs and dances directed by the students
under the supervision of Miss Flora Frick added much
to the action of the play ('Ring in the New,' devised to
mark the College's 50th Anniversary that year)."
The MSTC Band developed into a marching band in the
early 1930s besides playing for football and basketball
games. They also began doing two-day bus tours of
neighboring towns, playing "complimentary concerts" at
high schools in towns like Fergus Falls, Battle Lake,
Wadena, Perham, and Hawley. A home concert by the
Concert Band became a very considerable event as the
organization grew in size, skill, and uniformed splendor.

The Golden Anniversary Band of 1937
Maude Wenck
Preston's directing burdens were lightened when Maude
Wenck joined the faculty in 1929. She took over the
Radio Girls and organized the larger Girls' Glee Club,
the two groups sometimes appearing together. The 1932
Praeceptor approved a change in name for the smaller
group as "quite in keeping with the spirit of progress, of
higher aspiration": the Radio Girls became the Euterpe
Singers "in tribute to the ancient Greek patroness of
music."
For many years Euterpe presented concerts annually at
both the Christmas and Easter seasons; the beautiful
decoration of the Weld Hall stage for their Christmas
concerts was mentioned in a succession of Dragon
annuals. The Euterpe Singers' "Crucifixion" (by John
Stainer) on Palm Sunday, April 10, 1938, may have been
the group's finest performance. Soloists were De Ett
Hopkins, Miriam Murray, Jane Preston, and Mildred
Sanders, sopranos; Virginia Murray, Elizabeth Trace, and
Alma Flatin, mezzo sopranos; Phyllis Fountain, Ruth

In 1937, Christy's Golden Anniversary Band of more
than 50 members played for such community events as
the dedication of the new Moorhead National Guard
Armory and the opening of the new First Avenue (now
Main Avenue) bridge to Fargo.

This 1936-1937 season was almost a swan song for
Christensen, who had directed the MSTC Band for nine
years. For the special 50th Anniversary edition of the
Moorhead Daily News, which appeared at
C~mmencement time, on June 3, 1937, Christy wrote a
history of the band. At the end of his article he said:
"This year's Concert Band has participated in more
events, made longer and more extended trips, and been
heard by more people than any previous band. It was
particularly gratifying to the band this year to be invited
to represent the College on the Amphion Artists course.
Responding to the invitation, the band played its ninth
annual grand concert in the Moorhead Armory on April

7."
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It was still called the Golden Anniversary Band in the

1938 Dragon. In his tenth year as director, Christensen
took the band on a two-day April tour of nearby towns,
playing in high school auditoriums. The next fall Bertram
McGarrity joined the MSTC music faculty and directed
the band through the War years, though he had only 16
musicians in 1945. A talented clarinetist and fine
director, McGarrity helped organize the Fargo-Moorhead
Symphony Orchestra soon after he came to Moorhead
State Teachers College.
In the mid-Thirties Dan Preston's Amphion organization
took over the annual lyceum series that had been
supported for many years by MSTC Student Activity Fee
funds. Now the College joined with Concordia and the
Amphion Chorus in a joint series, the concerts being
held in the newly-built National Guard Armory at Fifth
Street and Third Avenue in Moorhead .
Both Maude Wenck and Bert McGarrity took leaves from
MSTC for graduate study and both acquired doctor's
degrees shortly after Dan Preston left the college.
President 0. W. Snarr, however, did not appoint either
Wenck or McGarrity to the chairmanship of the music
department after Preston left. In 1951 Bert McGarrity
resigned to become a member of the music department
of Long Beach State College in California. But for
nearly 20 years after Preston and McGarrity were gone,
Maude Wenck remained a member of the MS faculty.
She retired in 1968.
Miss Wenck was an ample lady who had a nervous tick
in one eye. She also had a good sense of humor and was

fond of telling stories on herself. One story reported by
Dan Preston said a whole class of third graders
developed a winking habit after she met their class. A
second story was in part a complaint by some of her
students in the 1950s and 1960s. Miss Wenck had her
office and classroom on the top floor of Weld Hall; once
ensconsed there, she did not like to descend until the
end of the day. Girls were sent to get her mail, to bring
her lunch, and to perform any errands that required
movement away from her office. A third story comes
from the highway patrolman who looked into her small
car with misgivings when it had rolled over on Highway
10 near Hawley after striking a hog. Miss Wenck was
still in her seat behind the wheel, unhurt. Her ample
padding, she said, had protected her.
Maude Wenck died on May Zl, 1986, in a Mason City
hospital. She had lived in her old Iowa home following
her retirement in 1968.
Many musicians developed into remarkable performers
under Dan Preston's tutelage between 1919 and 1948, far
too many for all of their stories to be told in this history.
Even a listing of names is impractical. A few, however,
can be singled out to represent many more.
In Dan's earliest years, few of his exceptional performers

became professional musicians. Three members of the
Double Quartet of 1928-1930 earned doctorates, but only
one of them in music. Oscar Thompson of Rosholt, SD,
senior class president in 1932, graduated with a major in
music but took his doctorate in education and became a
professor of education at universities in Iowa and

Tbe MSIC band on the Weld Hall steps in 1931. Director A . M. Christensen is in front, to the right of tbe drums, and student assistant director
Bob Walls between the drums.
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Euterpe in 1939.

Pennsylvania. Ruben Parson of Battle Lake had majors in
music and geography and pursued the latter field. His
Distinguished Service Award from MSU in 1979 was
presented by J. R. Schwendeman, his MSTC geography
professor, who came back for the occasion after nearly
40 years at the University of Kentucky. The exchange
between Schwendeman and Preston, then both in their
80s, was one of the highlights of recent MSU
Homecomings.

Maude Wenck, Eleanor Nesheim Parsons, and Daniel Preston were
pictured as the music faculty in the 1938 Dragon.

Ruben Parson earned his doctorate in 1943 at the
Graduate School of Geography of Clark University and
taught at colleges in Alabama, Tennessee, and Illinois
before returning to Minnesota to beco_me geography
chairman at St. Cloud State University at the end of his
career. A retired Lieutenant Colonel in the U.S. Air
Force, Parson had been an airways observer for the U.S.
Weather Bureau, a soil surveyor for the U.S.
Conservation Service, a geographer for the Tennessee
Valley Authority, and a land planner for the National
Resources Committee and the Mississippi State Planning
Commission. He published many articles and two books,
one of them a college textbook, Conserving American
Resources. The other, entitled Ever the Land: a
Homestead Chronicle, is the story of his parents'
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emigration from Sweden to central Minnesota more than
a century ago. Dr. Parson died in 1982.

Bob Walls
Bob Walls says his meeting with Dan Preston was "the
greatest thing that could have happened to a 17-year-old
kid because it charted my life from that moment to this.
It enabled me to get a college education-as simple as
that. Dan Preston put me through college and has
honored me by saying he considers me one of his
family." Walls can recall every detail of that first
meeting, and the results.
"As a junior in Washburn (ND) High School in the
spring of 1927, it suddenly appeared, through the
ministrations of a wise music teacher, Mrs. Brigham,
wife of the superintendent, that I had some native ability
as a singer, so she coached me and entered me in the
'Boy's Solo' division of the county high school music
contest, qualifying me for the state meet at UND in
Grand Forks, where I won second place.
"So my senior year was devoted to preparing for the
sure thing, first place in the 'state,' the lad who beat me
out the year before having graduated, thereby removing
himself from the competition. The result was that after
the morning preliminaries in the state contest in the
spring of '28, I found myself one of two finalists who
were to compete that evening for the top spot, and I
knew, as everyone else knew, that I was the better of the
two. It was that apparent. So I looked forward to the
evening when I would emerge with the coveted 'first.'
"Until a few hours before the evening finals, a young
man arrived, having been detained by muddy roads
(remember those pre-black-top days?), and asked to be
heard. He was, and I heard him. And I knew I was
doomed, because it was apparent that he was as much
better than I as I was superior to the other kid. The
'other kid' got bumped and the new guy and I went
head-to-head that night in the finals and of course I got
second again.

"Crushed, I excused myself from my friends after the
results were announced and walked about in the darkness
for an hour to get control of my emotions. It was the
'do-or-die-for-dear-old-Siwash' situation, and I had died.
"My two wise mentors, the Brighams, recognizing the
demoralizing effect on their youngster, approached the
judge (named Dan Preston!), and asked if he could talk
for a few minutes to their charge and give him some
encouragement to take the cuss off a disappointing loss.
Dan suggested that we meet, not for a few minutes but
for an hour the next afternoon in a conference room in
his hotel (where there was a piano), and that the
Brighams join us for dinner afterwards. This we didand I
still recall actually trembling with excitement over what I
was learning about singing in that hour with Dan. And
when it became apparent during the dinner conversation
that I could attend college only where there was
opportunity to earn my way, the offer came from Dan to
receive all my meals in the Preston home for doing
housework and yardwork, and to earn voice lessons by
singing in Dan's church choir. This I did for three years,
until I had an income: from singing, conducting a church
choir, and teaching one day a week in the Mapleton
(ND) school."
In his four years at Moorhead State Teachers College,
Bob Walls developed his magnificent tenor voice, which
won him the second place award in the National Atwater
Kent competition. His music activities were numerous:
he served as Arnold Christensen's assistant band director.
When he graduated from MS in 1932, Bob became
music supervisor for the East Grand Forks public
schools and earned a master's degree in music from the
University of North Dakota. He was head of the Valley
City State College music department before moving west
to become an assistant professor of music at the
University of Idaho. Between 1932 and 1955 Walls was a
recitalist and soloist with several symphony orchestras.
After World War II, in 1947, Bob Walls became head of
the Oregon State University music department, a position
he held for nearly 20 years. In this period he was a
three-time president of the American Choral Directors
Association. At Corvallis he founded the OSU
Choralaires and toured Europe with this group in 1971
and 1973. When Walls retired in 1974 he was made
professor of music emeritus at Oregon State. He has
published scores of compositions and arrangements,
among them "The Names of Oregon" for that state's
centennial. He received a Distinguished Alumnus award
from Moorhead State University in 1980.

Lawrence Norin

Ruben Parson (left) and &b Walls, from tbe poster advertising tbe
Double Quartet's first borne concert on March 17, 1928.

The year Parson, Thompson, and Walls graduated,
Lawrence Norin of Sheyenne, ND, entered MS to major
in music. He became the accompanist for the Double
Quartet and played drums in the band and string bass in
the orchestra. His instrument was the piano, however,
and later the organ-after 1937, when the MSTC alumni
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Herman got a position as band director at Gardner,
North Dakota, in 1935. Because Gardner was only 35
miles north of Fargo-Moorhead, Herman lived in an
apartment above the Moorhead Theater with college
friends Orrin Rife, Walt Severson, and Joe Best. This
meant daily trips to Gardner to teach, but Sam was
playing three nights a week at the Crystal Ballroom in
Fargo.
"About 9:30 one night our phone rang. Lawrence Welk's
manager said the band had an opening for trumpet and
asked me to come for a tryout. Welk's band was playing
in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, and my first impulse was
to turn down the offer. But Walt Severson, bless his
heart, firmly insisted that I at least give it a try.

Larry Norin at tbe Weld Hall organ.

presented an electronic organ to the College as its
Golden Anniversary gift. Following his graduation from
MSTC in 1935, Norin was kept on as an instructor of
piano and organ. Likeable and generous-minded, Larry
Norin was a campus favorite in the mid-Thirties, called
on often as soloist or accompanist. The whole College
mourned the cutting-short of a promising musical career
when Larry was killed in an automobile accident in
1938.

Jules Herman
Jules Herman, known as "Sam" at MSTC in the early
Thirties, delighted students with his trumpet playing, in
formal concerts or in a dance band. His career since he
graduated from the College in 1935 has been the most
widely publicized of the students who learned music
from Dan Preston. On three occasions, in 1959, 1985,
and 1987, when Jules Herman brought his band to play at
an MS Homecoming, alumni flocked back to dance to
his music.
Sam played with Lawrence Welk from 1936 to 1939 and
for five years with Wayne King, "the Waltz King,"
before organizing his own band in 1952. Like Welk,
Erling and Jules Herman had grown up in a small North
Dakota town. The Herman family was musical: their
father played the violin and baritone horn and their
mother played and taught piano. Young Jules started on
the piano but shifted to the trumpet when he was 12.
Older brother Erling first attended NDAC in Fargo but
transferred to Moorhead State Teachers College when he
discovered Dan Preston. In 1931-1932 Jules, on his
graduation from Milnor High School, joined Erling at
MSTC. For the next four years Sam sat at Dan Preston's
feet, singing in his choir, playing in the band and
orchestra, and frequently playing trumpet solos. To
support himself in College he played in dance bands.

"So I took a Jackrabbit bus south on March 18. Welk
had me play two nights and then hired me, to my
surprise. I did not consider myself as good as Leo
Fortin, whom I was replacing. I had known Leo when
he played on the staff at WDAY, and everybody
(musicians) raved about him. Of course, I was young and
Welk perhaps thought I had potential. After I got the
job, on the second night, Welk asked if I knew of a good
singer in Fargo or Moorhead who might want a job.
Again I was surprised: the last thing Joe Best had said
when I left for the tryout was, 'If you get the job, get
me on!' When I told Welk about Joe, he said, 'Bring
him along when you come.'
"Joe and I drove to Yankton in my little yellow Chev,
side-curtains flapping, on March 26, arriving there about
11 p.m. in a snow storm. About a month later Welk
moved his booking office to Omaha, where we remained
until the first engagement at the St. Paul Hotel. But Joe
Best was not too happy singing with Welk and went out
to Phoenix, where he has lived ever since."
For almost a year after Herman joined them, Welk's
band traveled in a sleeper bus and played one-night
stands. "Welk incorporated me, Jerry Burke, and
saxophonist Jay Jackoskie with himself: the intent was to
keep a nucleus together and aim for the Aragon,
Trianon, and hotel engagements." On June 3, 1937, when
the band was playing at Shakopee, a short distance from
the Twin Cities, Welk asked Jules to call his friend Walt
Severson. When a meeting had been arranged, Welk
revealed that he wanted to book some one-night
engagements at the Marigold Ballroom, the huge,
popular dance place on Nicollet Avenue in Minneapolis.
Said Severson, "Welk, you don't want to play at the
Marigold Ballroom. Let me take you to St. Paul and let's
see if we can't book you at the St. Paul Hotel Casino."
Welk resisted for some time until Severson said, "I'll
in_troduce you to Byron Calhoun, the manager." Welk
answered excitedly, "Byron Calhoun! I know him! I
played for him at Lake Placid. Let's go! I don't need any
introduction to him."
Welk, Jules and Walt crowded into Severson's little
coupe. When they reached the St. Paul Hotel, Welk
insisted on going in by himself while Jules and Walt
waited in the car. When they saw Welk coming out 20
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minutes later with a huge smile on his face, Jules said to
Walt, "He booked it!" He had, of course. Jules thinks
this meeting with Walt Severson could well have been the
most important day in Welk's musical career, because
this first engagement at the St. Paul Hotel, beginning on
June 26, 1937, was the first big step in his climb to the
top. After a second engagement at the St. Paul, Welk
went on to the William Penn Hotel in Pittsburgh, a
second huge step upward.
While playing at the William Penn, Welk added a girl
vocalist to his orchestra. She was Lois Best, who joined
the band when they went from Pittsburgh to the
Normandy in Boston. Welk appointed Jules Herman and
Maynard Wilson to be Lois' guardians and escorts; they
became constant companions, shopping, eating and going
to movies as well as performing together. When they
returned to Pittsburgh for a return engagement at the
William Penn, "Champagne Music" was born and Lois
became the first "Champagne Lady." "We made several
trips from Pittsburgh to New York for recording sessions
and a movie 'short,"' Jules Herman remembers. "That
This photograph of Jules Herman was taken when be played with
Wayne King in 1946.

•
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movie short is now available for VHS (home video):
Film Classics, the Big Bands-Welk, Morgan, Kemp and
Garber-Volume 106."
Following the William Penn engagements came others at
hotels, resorts, and ballrooms in the East. Maynard
Wilson decided to return to Omaha to marry his
sweetheart, and Lois and Jules became a two-some. They
were married while the band was playing at a resort in
Ohio: that night the bandstand was knee deep in rice.
There was a very close feeling among all members of
the Welk band, most of whom still keep in touch with
each other. But while the band was playing at the
Schroeder Hotel in Milwaukee, Lois became seriously ill
and had major surgery. After her recovery, the Hermans
decided they should settle down in Chicago when Welk
moved his band to Los Angeles.
Jules played with Johnny Davis of "Hurrah for
Hollywood" fame at the Blackhawk Restaurant for 10
months, and then for nearly four years with Griff
Williams at the Palmer House Empire Room. "In the
middle of the War several of us applied for Navy
commissions, but all of us were refused except Griff,"
writes Jules. "So we took defense jobs and kept on
playing as long as we could stand it. The Williams band
disbanded and after the War I played with Wayne King
until 1950. The nation's No. 1 sweet band was playing
the Chesterfield Hour at this time, with a marvelous big
band of eight strings, three trombones, two trumpets,
five reeds, a big choir and full rhythm section-plus
King himself with his golden saxophone. Next came two
seasons for the Standard Oil television series, hundreds
of concerts, and almost 2 ,000 recordings and
transcriptions."
Five years with Wayne King was thrilling, but Jules
Herman wanted to found his own band and did so. After

about a year playing the Chicago-Midwest circuit, Jules
and Lois decided that Minnesota could offer what they
were looking for. Since 1952 they have been the Prom
Center's "house band," in addition to playing for many
regional and national conventions held in the Twin
Cities, for the Children's Hospital Ball, the Symphony
Ball and an occasional month at Roseland Dance City in
New York.

Alf Richards and Connie Cocking
The first of Dan Preston's proteges to be honored by his
College with a Distinguished Alumnus Award (in 1974),
was Alf Richards of Glyndon, who scrambled through to
his degree in 1939 with much difficulty. ''Alf worked
nights as a bartender," Preston remembered, "and he was
often so tired he would fall asleep in classes." But not at
rehearsals or performances. After he went to teach music
and direct choirs in Battle Creek, Michigan, at the end
of World War II, Richards became a favorite son of that
city. In 1967 his high school a cappella choir toured
Europe and won highest honors at the International
"Koor-festival" in the Netherlands. In June, 1973, his
choir was invited to make a three-week tour of Romania.
Richards' choirs have presented as many as 65 programs
annually, and he was named "Teacher of the Year" in
1968 by the Michigan School Vocal Association. One of
his groups appeared as the featured choir at the
American Choral Directors Association convention in
Indianapolis. In 1974 Alf was honored as one of the five
Outstanding Second,ary Educators of America. Mrs.
Richards was another top-rated MSTC music graduate:
she died recently. Constance Cocking, taught both piano
and vocal music.

Leis Best and Sam !Mr. and Mrs. Jules Herman) made a guest appearance witb Lawrence Welk in 1965.
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Reinbold Utke was honored by MSU as a Distinguished Alumnus in
1983.

Connie and Alf Richards bad been distinguished citizens of Battle
Creek , Michigan, for many years when this picture was taken in 1942.
Alf bad been honored many times by bis city, state, and fellow
musicians as an outstanding teacher and choir director and was
recognized by MSU as a Distinguished Alumnus in 1974. Cp_pnie
taught both voice and piano for many years. Sbe died Febraruy 10,
1989, after a severe heart attack.

Reinhold Utke and Ruth Hannaford
In the late Thirties Reinhold Utke of Enderlin, ND, and
Ruth Hannaford of Glyndon were two of Dan Preston's
most sought-after soloists, and sometimes appeared
together in duets. Although they both taught music
briefly, Reinie became an administrator soon after their
marriage and Ruth a full-time mother. In 1983 Moorhead
State University honored Utke as one of its Distinguished
Alumni, in part for his long career as principal of
Moorhead's North Junior High School. His account of
coming to MSTC in 1935 and progressing to graduation
in 1939 tells a good deal about the College in the depths
of the Depression, and about Dan Preston's relations
with his students:
· ~fter graduating from high school in June, 1935, I
worked nights at the Soo Line Railroad Restaurant in
Enderlin to save money for college. To do this caused
some strain on my family because I was not available
during the busy summer season to work on the farm.
"A number of private colleges had encouraged me to
attend their schools: had money not been such a big
factor, I would have gone to St. Olaf or Concordia. That
would have pleased my mother because she wanted me to
go into the ministry. The superintendent of schools at
Enderlin recommended that I go to MSTC. Since I had
won the boys' solo (low voice) contest for the state of

North Dakota in 1934 and 1935, it was his judgment that
Dan Preston, the Amphion Male Chorus, and the teacher
training program at MSTC would meet my educational
needs.
"There was no way I could start in the fall quarter;
however, in October I felt I had amassed a small fortune,
$40, and could then contact Dan Preston. This I did. He
suggested that I audition in a sense by singing a solo at
the Fargo Presbyterian Church, where he directed the
choir. After that it was agreed I would start MSTC at the
beginning of the winter quarter in December, 1935. In
my discussions with Dan Preston he assured me that I'd
be eligible for an NYA job to help supplement the $60 I
projected I'd have saved by December. Unfortunately,
Moorhead State NYA funds were exhausted when I
enrolled. At this juncture blind faith helped me, because
if I had really calculated the fixed expenses I was to
have until the end of April (NYA pay day), I would have
gone back to the restaurant in Enderlin. After paying $21
for tuition, $5 a month for a room, and $1 a month for
cooking privileges in a basement across the street, I had
a total of $21 to see me through for the next four
months.
"In February, I was depressed and afraid I'd be forced to
leave MS for lack of funds. I had liked my first three
·-months because teachers and students respected me and
cared about me. I decided I needed to talk to someone
about my problems, and I went to Dr. Lura for counsel.
I told him I knew my parents didn't have money to help
me, but couldn't they give me some moral support? Dr.
Lura, in his wisdom, told me, 'Your parents, no doubt,
are good people, but you really can't expect them to
understand what your dreams and needs are, so don't be
too critical of them. Just hang in there!' The next day I
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I got a gift of $10 from my brother, who didn't have a
chance to go to high school and was then working as
chef in a CCC (Civilian Conservation Corps) camp. In a
few days Dr. Lura told me funds would be available soon
for my NYA job. With the assurance I had from Dr.
Lura and my brother's $10 gift, I was mentally set for
another quarter.
"Because of my restaurant experience, I was able to get
a summer job in 1936 at Lake Lodge in Yellowstone
Park, which virtually ensured my continuing at MS. I
returned to school in the fall of 1936 with $90 in my
pocket. This, plus my NYA job that had me cleaning
Weld Hall and shoveling snow from the sidewalks in
winter, gave me enough income to be solvent: as long as
cooked oatmeal and tomato soup were my main sources
of nourishment! They were cheap and nourishing.
"The fall quarter of 1936 was exciting for me. I had a
few dollars, I got into the MS Band, joined the AE
fraternity, and started dating a young lady, Ruth
Hannaford, who became my wife in 1940. What a thrill
for me to be asked to sing a duet with her for the 1936
Homecoming! In June of 1937 I became a paid soloist at
the Christian Science Church of Fargo. The contact from
MS who helped me secure this position was Eleanor
Nesheim Parsons, who was the organist there. The
position required me to memorize a vocal solo each
week, but with a payment of $5 per Sunday the incentive
to do that was strong.
"In 1938-1939 I sang in a male quartet with Alf
Richards, Gene Struble, and Mort Presting: close
friendships grew and remain to this day. Our
accompanist was Palmer Rauk and Dan Preston was our
mentor. I became a member of the 100-voice Amphion
Male Chorus, which provided experiences in
performance, musical literature selection, travel, and
social interaction ~at were unmatched in our tri-state
region. A spin-off the Amphion created was the Artists'

A railway coach picture taken in 1938 or 1939: left to right, Utke,
Presting, Richards, Struble, and Palmer Rauk.

Series which brought to this area musical stars like
Lawrence Tibbett, Marion Anderson, Jascha Heifetz, and
the Russian Cossack Chorus. And in my last year at MS
I had the good fortune to play a leading role in Victor
Herbert's "Sweethearts," a quantum leap from my first
solo performance at the one-room country school in
Pontiac township near Enderlin, N.D.
"While most of my efforts were directed toward study
and making a living, the memories I have of social
activities are very important to me: the AE fraternity
provided a much-needed self-image builder for me. Dates
with Ruth were infrequent for a year or so, not by
choice but because of the economy, and it wasn't
uncommon for us to share the costs. A typical Friday
night's outing was going to a show, usually in Fargo: we
each needed 7 cents for the street car, 15 cents for the
movie, and 25 cents for lunch, a total of nearly 50 cents
a week."

Alph Westley
·~lph Westley was my most creative music student," said
Dan Preston. He spoke about "musicality": "Westley did
not have the technical skill of Larry Norin or Palmer
Rauk, the best student pianists of 50 years ago," said
Dan, "but he had something else the others did not have,
Preston told me. The Amphion Chorus sang some of
Alph Westley's compositions and arrangements, with the
young man himself conducting, Preston told me. In my
correspondence with him later, Westley said he was
flattered but unconvinced by Preston's statement about
the "musicality." He said that technical skill and
musicality are not always paired, but they must be if one
attempts to make a living as a musician, a first-rate one.
Alph Westly never tried.
Westley's answer to my first request for information
(because I had never met him), began with an
"overview" statement and an explanation of his present
situation:
"Two brightly colored threads have run through the
tapestry of my life. The musical thread was predictable,
since my whole family was involved in music. The other
thread, totally unpredictable, was the military
communications thread. "There was an irrational linkage
between the two. When I was inducted into the Army in
1941, I used the experience of my WDAY radio program
(I had been "John Westley the Gospel Singer") as the
basis for claiming I had been a radio entertainer. I
thought this might get me a cushy job as a military
entertainer, or maybe into an Army band, certainly out
of _the line of fire! "Through the ludicrous vagaries of
chance (or indifference), the Army classifier focused on
'radio' and so launched my career in military
communications that lasted for some 37 years-first in
'the Army and then in the Air Force for 20 years, and
continuing similar work 16 more years (without losing a
stitch) as a Federal employee. "During this period music
withdrew to the background, with some minimal activity
in organizing quartets, choruses, etc. , but nothing
persistent or particularly active.
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·~fter our coming to the Boston area, the music reemerged but in the instrumental field. My oldest son,
Grieg, played the double bass (variously called string
bass, contra-bass, bass-fiddle, bass-viol, basso, etc.) with
the Junior Boston Youth Symphony, and I became
interested in seeing whether or not it was possible to
learn to play such an instrument at an age 'beyond the
bend' of 50 years of age. (I think the answer is, 'No!
Certainly not well.')
"Nevertheless I've been 'sort of playing the bass with
the Concord (MA) Symphony and the Andover (MA)
Symphony. These are community groups, but there is
such richness of talent in this area that it is quite easy to
put together a fairly competent group: last Christmas
there were 17 community orchestras (excluding schools)
which announced concerts of standard orchestral
repertoire. We do about 10 concerts a year: this year
Tchaikovsky's Sixth, La Traviata, Beethoven's Ninth with
Chorus, Mahler's Sixth, Brahm's Second, and so on.
"This has been the great joy (second to grandchildren!)
of my life. I added it up the other day and it came to
well over 150 standard symphonic works. It has been a
wonderful music appreciation course. There is nothing to
compare with the 'total immersion' of playing, hearing,
and feeling deep inside the orchestra.''
I asked Alph Westley for a biographical sketch,
beginning with an explanation of his strange first name.
'~lph" was originally the Norwegian "Ulf," modified
from "Ulv" (Wolf), he said, and was eventually shaped
into its present form. The Norwegian-ness was a most
important factor in his early life on the farm six miles
south of Cooperstown (ND), where he was born on
April 19, 1916, delivered by Dr. Martin Westley, his
uncle. His early life was filled with church, music,
Norwegian speech (in ordinary usage), school (English
usage), and farm work. "In about equal doses and
emphasis: the message of 'the melting pot' never
penetrated my father's thinking. I was told that I was
first a Norwegian, if you please, but it was okay to also
be American, which was a marginal second best in his
view. My father had always been as musically involved
as he could be in a small farming community. He had
organized male quartets, choirs, 'man's' choir. He taught
the parts by playing them on his violin, which he had
taught himself to play.''
The life of Hans Westley-the organizer and director of
the Westley Choir in 1890 (of the Westley Church, its
common designation)-took a tragic turn before Alph
was born. Like many members of the family, Alph's
father lost his hearing when he was in his late thirties,
and with it lost all sense of pitch ("Why loss of pitch?
No medical or acoustical expert has explained it to me,"
says Alph).
"It must have been a heart-breaking thing for him when
my mother's brother, Arnt Njaa, was elected to tell dad
he sang falskt (false), and should not sing with the
group. My older brother Osgood was present and tells
how first my father paled dead white, then turned red,

and stalked angrily from the room with tears brimming
in his eyes.
"That ended his music in church, but when he thought
he was alone in the barn, he would sing lustily in a
rumbling Cossack bass voice: but only the words, not
the tune, were recognizable. He would do this even if I
was around, for I 'dead-panned' it and acted as if it was
quite normal. My mother, however, who was so honest
she felt she was lying if she did't show her feelings,
would wince, grimace disgustedly, roll her eyes
heavenward, and walk out of ear-shot if at all possible.''
Alph Westley's mother had strong opinions on another
matter: "There was some disagreement about when I
started singing. My mother was positive that I sang
before I started talking at the age of two, even though
apparently I sang some of the words of the hymns. She
was also adamant that I had sung solos in church before
I was two years old: she knew this was so because it had
happened while Grandpa Westley was still living and he
had been buried on my second birthday!
"I have no memory of beginnings: it seems to me that
I've always sung and loved it more than anything else. Of
course, I was encouraged, taught, and rigorously coached
by my siblings and their spouses. I remember being
featured as a soloist with the Lutheran Bible School
choir in Grand Forks, singing Christiansen's arrangement
of 'In Heaven Above' when I was in the 5th grade (I
date events by who was my teacher in country school.)
"During my later grade-school years, all of the young
people of my siblings' generation-they were from 12 to
16 years older than I-had left our area and I was the
only 'survivor' of our home musical group. Therefore I
sang solos a lot in church and at school 'doings.' My
first and fourth high school years were spent at the
Lutheran Bible School of Grand Forks (now the Hillcrest
Academy of Fergus Falls), and here, again, music was
uppermost.

Before Alph Westley enrolled at MSTC, the eight College men who
were members of the Amphion Chorus were photographed together. Left
to right, Albert Lokken, Mervin Lyseng, Reinbold Utke, Alfred
Richards, Morton Presting, Eugene Struble, Palmer Rauk, and
William Smith.
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"Those were very happy years, indeed, not only because
of the choirs, quartets, and solos but because, for the
first time, I was immersed in a community of my own
age and 'upbringing.' (How dearly one loves his friends
at that age!) There were weekly radio programs and
mission work, singing in jails, hospitals, taverns, etc.
There were choir trips and quartet trips to nearby towns,
funeral 'jobs', and wedding jobs to supplement (usually
at $1 each!) our meager funds.
"My first year of college at Mayville State Teachers
College was an eye-opener for me when the chapel choir
'did' Handel's Messiah, and I sang two of the arias. For
me it was the opening of a whole new world: where had
this music been? I was enthralled by this 'new' music to
which I had been a total stranger. I was so moved I
could hardly sing!"
Alph Westley taught one-room North Dakota country
schools near Hannaford for two years after his course at
Mayville. "Then," he says, "I took both dollars and went
to Fargo." He got a job because "a Mrs. Berg, who had
heard me sing around Cooperstown, suggested to Mr.
Jack Johnson of shoe store fame that he hire me as a
gospel singer." For about a year (1937-38) Alph was
"John Westley, the Gospel Singer," who appeared over
Fargo radio station WDAY at 9 o'clock every weekday
morning. While he was singing at WDAY, he became
acquainted with another singer, Peggy Lee, and did a
couple of duet programs with her.
His gospel singer job paid Alph $60 a month. Its
permanent importance was in launching his "radio"
technical career after he was drafted into the Army five
years later. He first met Dan Preston in a tryout for the
Amphion Chorus which Dan had recently organized.

Preston was profoundly unimpressed by "John Westley,
the Gospel Singer," Alph remembers.
A casual meeting with Ed Fuglestad of Concordia, who
was originally from the same community and church
near Cooperstown, was more immediately meaningful
because Fuglestad bawled him out for not going back to
college: Fuglestad meant Concordia College and its
choir, then beginning to make a reputation under Paul
Christiansen (son of F. Melius of St. Olaf). Alph says,
"I tried to go to Concordia but just could not manage
the cost; and because I worked to support myself at
school, I wouldn't have had time for the choir there
anyway.''
But Westley was set on going back to college. He was
offered an NYA job back in Mayville: National Youth
Administration funds could be used to support many
campus jobs, most of them menial, for needy students.
However, becaue he was already in Fargo-Moorhead,
Moorhead State Teachers College made more sense,
logistically. Furthermore, he had a place to sleep, free,
in the chick hatchery of Mike Cousineau's Northwestern
Supply Company, where his only obligation was to
activate some switches at midnight.
This "position" had other advantages because Arvid
Benson of Hannaford (ND), who also worked for
Cousineau, made weekend trips back to his home town.
This gave Alph weekly rides to see his future wife,
Geraldine Benson. Later, after Alph Westley had become
an MSTC student, she got a job at the College in the
Student Exchange, which operated in connection with the
school post office.
The chick hatchery "was toasty warm but the
environment was more aromatic than I really

An Amphion Chorus brochure included this picture of the group photographed on the steps of the nation's capitol in Washington, D.C.
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appreciated," Alph Westley remembers. Dan Preston said
Alph smelled strongly of eggs-becoming-chickens in
those years. To pay his way through college, Westley also
did janitorial work after hours in five Fargo women's
apparel stores: Store-Without-A-Name, Dotty Dunn,
Stevenson's, Arlen's, and Husome's. The pay was about
50 cents a day for each of them.
"Chapel choir, college quartets, funeral solo 'jobs,' even
some piano accompaniment jobs kept me busy and
musically occupied," says Alph Westley about his three
years at Moorhead State. "Dan did his best to teach us
to sight-read music, but I had the handicap of a good
memory and harmonizing knack and could get by
without getting down to work at it. I took only the
required music courses, most of them from Miss Wenck.
I couldn't afford private lessons."
When he graduated from MSTC in 1941, Westley had a
major in social studies and (just barely) a minor in
music. But his personal situation had improved. Dan
Preston got him an NYA job in his junior year as his
helper in the music department and persuaded Dr.
Westley (his uncle) to lend Alph enough money in his
senior year "so I wouldn't have to work such long hours,
eat so little, and sleep less." And he could move out of
the chick hatchery. Preston was able to do even more for
his protege as the director of the Fargo-Moorhead
Amphion Chorus:
"Out of the goodness of his dear heart, Dan appointed
me assistant conductor of the Amphion Chorus, a really
great honor. There were many in the chorus who were
more qualified, but they humored Dan on this. He also
slikkered the Chorus into performing one of my vocal
compositions, 'Cossack's Lullaby' (those were the early
days of the War when the Russians were our pals), and
my arrangement of the Bach-Hassler chorale 'O Sacred
Head,' and let me conduct the chorus on all
performances of my own works.
"I was a pretty proud punk when I mounted the podium
of Orchestra Hall in Chicago. A publisher (Neal Kjos)
was there and offered to publish my compositions, but
the military draft intervened and I never got around to
sending the MSS to them. I also composed a few art
songs which quickly and quietly sank into oblivion,
without a trace.
"More or less synchronously with graduation, I got a
message from my friends and neighbors 'inviting' me to
join the Army. However, it was deferred a few weeks and
in the meantime Dan took sick from tuleremia. I
substituted for him in the early part of the summer
session (1941), teaching elements of music and (I believe)
conducting.
"The Army claimed me on June 28, 1941, and a wholly
irrational chapter of my life began. It was not to
terminate until I retired 20 years later as a Lieutenant
Colonel in the Air Force. And I had 16 years more as a
GS-13 Communications Specialist with the Electronic
Systems Division at Hanscom Field in Massachusetts."
There had been absolutely nothing in my aspirations,
training, education, motivation, inclination (or suitability)
to ever lead to that vocation. Nothing except

Geraldine Benson and Alpb Westley were newly married wben tbis
pbotograpb was taken.

'radio entertainer' in my classification file! The 'link' (to
my life for the next '3"7 years) soon surfaced.
"I was told to report to the orderly room, where a babyfaced lieutenant said he had noticed I had been in radio.
Without waiting for a reply, he told me to 'report' to a
certain building at 9 o'clock to take a radio operator's
aptitude test. I got a perfect score. They figured I must
have cheated somehow, so they sent me to Division (the
higher Army unit) radio school level to take a different
test, with the same result, and then I was hailed as a
'bloody' genius!
"That was to dog me for months because when they sent
me to radio school in Ft. Knox, Kentucky, I got so
uptight about getting ahead that I could barely pass 12
words a minute while all around me the barefoot boys
were doing 20-30 words per minute. It never became
automatic to me. While I still know the code, I could
never develop a 'short-circuit between my eyes and
fingers.' I had to acoustically recognize each separate
letter. Never mind. The die had been cast. I was in
'radio.' "During the War I was posted to Wright,Pdtterson Field in Ohio and thence, a couple of months
later, to the 8th Air Force in High Wycombe, England.
There I was the ground radio officer in various kinds of
communications activities during the war, including radio
spoof missions over France and Germany."
Westley's post-World War II Air Force career can be
summarized briefly. He was at Bad Kissingen in
Germany at the end of the War and later was stationed in
Wiesbaden, with U.S. forces in Europe (USAFE). Gerry
Benson and Alph Westley were married at Camp Polk
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after he had been in the Army a year, and now she
joined him in Germany, where their daughter Geradee
was born in 1947.
Later that year the Westleys returned to the United States
and Alph had a five-year assignment at the Pentagon
with the Air Force directorate of
Communications/Electronics. Next he joined the military
advisory group in Norway, where he was responsible for
planning and equipping the radar, navigation, and
communications systems for the Norwegian Air Force.
Alph does not mention at this point that he speaks,
reads, and writes Norwegian, thanks to his father's
strong-willed insistence. In fact, he was introduced to the
Norwegian Air Staff with the comment (from his
Norwegian host), that "Westley speaks Norwegian so
well he gets compliments on his command of English!"
After Norway he had a year as a student at the Air
Command and Staff School in Montgomery, Alabama,
before another Pentagon assignment. Westley completed
his 20 years in the Air Force Research Studies Institute
at the Air University, Maxwell Field, Montgomery,
Alabama, and then retired, with the rank of Lieutenant
Colonel.
For the next 16 years, however, he continued to serve the
Air Force as a civilian: a Communications Specialist
with the development plans division of the Electronics
Systems Division at Hanscom Air Force Base. He retired
from this position in 1978.
Westley says, "I formed various quartets, did some radio
programs, and generally helped with the music in
chapel, but the full-time nature of military life, plus a

family of one girl and two boys, kept musical activity at
a fairly low level. At Montgomery, Alabama, I did quite
a bit of solo and choir work at the Methodist Church. I
sang the tenor arias for performances of the Messiah and
Elijah, but that was about it."
Now in full retirement, Alph says that playing the bass
in community symphony orchestras is wonderfully
rewarding. "I'm the last one in the farthest back row as
far as skill is concerned. I feel lucky to be allowed to
play with groups that have such wonderful talent and
skill. That's not modesty: it's fact. I also play the bass
for the Messiah "sing" every year for the Christmas
performance in Lexington, Massachusetts, in which the
entire audience is the choir. I have been doing this for
20 years and never cease to feel a tingle when the
orchestra begins the overture. The first chorus :.\nd the
Glory' has its own distinct thrill."
He concludes, "Dan Preston was like a father to me and
I will always revere his memory. He was a person of
strong personal affections, from which I benefitted in
more ways than the music. Having me as an assistant
conductor was one of those benefits. People like Vincent
Dodge of the Amphion were better prepared and
experienced, but my protege status was the deciding
factor. To the credit of Vince and the chorus members, I
never ever became aware of any resentment or
antagonism directed toward my favored status. I have an
abiding affection for the memory of those 100 members
of the chorus. Dan made those men sing better than they
knew they could. And somehow he managed to get the
chorus to join him in my protege status."

Chapter 19
Dramatics
Maude Hayes directed the first two plays presented by
Moorhead State Teachers College: a tran$lationadaptation of Schiller's Maria Stuart in 1921-22 and A
Midsummer Night's Dream in 1922-23. Because these
two plays were a continuation and completion of Miss
Hayes' career as a director (which had begun in 1910),
the two productions have been included in the Moorhead
Normal SChoo! history.
The memorable play director of the Teachers College era
was Ethel Tainter, a native of Hawley, who graduated
with an Advanced Diploma at the Moorhead Normal
School in 1908. Later she went on to earn a Ph. B. at the
University of Chicago and a Bachelor of Expression
degree at the Dearborn School of Lyceum Arts in
Chicago before returning to teach at her Alma Mater.
The catalogues say she taught reading and public
speaking; the 1927 alumni directory listed her as
Director of Dramatics.
1 always assumed that Ethel Tainter had been one of
Miss Hayes' students whom that great lady brought back
to Moorhead when she wanted to stop directing plays
herself. Not true: Miss Tainter had graduated from the
Normal School two years before Maude Hayes joined the
faculty. Harriet Rumball, who taught from 1905 to 1909,
was Ethel Tainter's Moorhead Normal School reading
teacher: that is, her mentor in oral expression.

Jn 1909 Harriet Rumball left the Normal School to marry
Carrol A. Nye, lawyer and resident director, who soon
became Judge Nye. The Nyes were very prominent
Moorhead citizens in 1923. If Miss Tainter came back to
her old school through any personal contact, this one
seems most likely.
The Moorhead State Dramatic Club was organized "by a
group of six students" in the spring term of 1923, just
before Ethel Tainter joined the faculty. "To be eligible for
membership in this club one must have received a mark
of ;.t' in reading or have shown ability in dramatic work,
either in this or some other school," said the 1924
Praeceptor. "The Dramatic Club aims to develop the
individual, to supply him with material suitable for
community use, and to give him a knowledge of the
fundamental principles of play production."
Twenty-five were listed as members: Adele Adams, ~ra
Bacon, Cecilia and Dorothy Bartholet, Bertha Borgen,
Carrol Brown, Doris Cameron, Edna and Harold
Carlstrom, Gladys Fagle, Emily Dumert, Elsa Gronoll,
Mildred Hite, Ernest Johnson, Geneva King, Mary
MacMillan, Glen McDonald, Dorothy Moore, Leonard
Murray, Signe Nelson, Adele Ostgaard, Margaret
Pollock, Hilrd Smith, lna Varhus, and Grace Witherow.
None of these Dramatic Club members were degree
students: only three of them were at MSIC the following
year and none a year later. But despite the turnover in
membership from year to year, the Club (later with
Alpha Psi Omega) began to produce plays at Moorhead
State Teachers College.

Ethel Tainter liked this photograph, which was used in the Praeceptor
from 1924 through 1931.

Class sponsorship of plays also continued for some
years, but the performances soon ceased to be
extravagant affairs that put large numbers of the
graduating class on the stage, romantically costumed.
Pageant plays would probably have been discontinued in
any case, but the founding of the Dramatic Club was a
step toward better theatre at MSIC.

Ethel Tainter Directs Plays, 1923-1937
"The class play, Strindberg's Lucky Pehr, presented on
Friday evening, February 29, 1924, was successful from
every point of view. Ward Smith interpreted feelingly the
transformation of Pehr from a selfish and blindly
enthusiastic youth to a sane and 'manly' man. Elsa
·Gronvoll as Lisa was an admirable impersonation of the
uplifting power of pure love. George Aldrich deserves
praise for his histrionic ability in the part of the Old
Man and for his physical control as the statue. The
lesser parts were all well taken; the scenic effects were
skillfully executed; and the costuming was splendid. The
performance was a great credit to Miss Tainter, under
whose direction it was staged." (1924 Praeceptor) There
were 76 people in the cast. The Dramatic Club presented
A Christmas Morality Play by Edith Lyttleton on
December 19, 1923.
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Until the Dramatic Club became active, a "Class Play Committee" of the graduating two-year class was very important in producing plays, and
was usually pictured in the Praceptor. Maude Hayes !but not class counselor Flora Frick) appeared in the 1922 yearbook with five students wbo
were identified by their responsibilites: Mary Hughey, business manager: Ivy Lund, costume director; Irene Pehl, publicity secretary: Agnes
Mortenson, poster artist: and Arthur Storms, property man.

Tbe 1923 Praeceptor included two Midsummer Night's Dream
pictures. It was the last play Maude Hayes directed.

The seniors of 1924-25 presented Alfred Noyes' verseplay Sherwood to packed houses in two performances on
February 'll, 1925. Virtually all of the male roles in the
cast of nearly 60 were played by young men, marking
the beginning of a new era in MSTC theatre. Harold
Carlstrom played Robin Hood, Hod Eklund-Little John,
Carrol Brown-Friar Tuck, Walt Williams-Will Scarlet,
Don Rusness-Reynold Greenleaf, Harlow BerquistAlan-A-Dale, Ray Jones-Prince John, Jack EiningerKing Richard, and Frank Nemzek-the Sheriff of
Nottingham. Other men, most of them athletes, played
rustics, serfs, and the retainers of the villainous Prince
John and the Sheriff: Ernie Gates, Jelly Erickson,
Adolph Reski, Curtis Ballard, Rudolf Stafne, Edwin
Malvey, Ray Johnson, Arnold Weik, Carl Krumbein, and
Harvey Monson. Noyes, a popular poet, introduced
fantasy characters into his poetic version of the Robin
Hood story. Oberon, Titania, and Puck were played by
three girls: Helen Malvick, Gleva Severin, and Marion
Cook. The heroine, Marion Fitzwalter (Maid Marion),
was played by Gladys Krogh.
The 1925 Praeceptor devoted a page to the production
staff of Sherwood under a stage picture of the fantasy
characters. There were seven on the faculty production
staff: C. E. Huff, the class counselor; Flora Frick,
dance director; Margaret McCarten, art supervision; Dan
Preston, music director; Frederick Leasure, woodwork
and printing; Mrs. 0. J. Hagen, make-up artist; and
Ethel Tainter, general director. The student staff included
custodians of costumes, property managers, a poster
artist, and a publicity secretary-all working under
general manager Jack Bininger; he was assisted by
George Doleman, May Sontag, Frances Dommer, Curtis
Ballard, Frances Hall, and Emily Karlstrom. Custodian
Gus Nordstrom was the electrician for the play.
Jeanne D.t1rc by Percy MacKaye was presented by the
Class of 1926 on February 26. The following year the
major play was "presented by the Class of 19Z7," but
members of this class were now called sophomores.
There were a few juniors and seniors each year, but
since the play needed the sponsorship of a class, that
honor (or duty) still fell to the graduating class of two-
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year students, as it always had: the tradition was firmly
implanted. This graduating class, whether called seniors
or sophomores, was the only one (except the freshmen)
large enough to take on the responsibility. Several years
later Ethel Tainter began producing freshman class plays
also.
There were enough College men in 1926 to supply most
of the major figures of the French court in Jeanne
D'Arc, but not quite all. Romeo Bjork, Adolph Reski,
Frank Nemzek, Harvey Monson, and Rudolph Stafne
played King Charles VII and the chief figures around
him, but Constance West was Vendome, the King's
chamberlain, and a half-dozen other girls were also
dressed up to play male roles in Jeanne's downfall. In the
first act of the play, which pictured the heroine in her
home at Domremy, men were cast in only two roles,
Jeanne's father and a tavern-keeper. Irene Felde played
her brother and Lillian Oscarson was the young peasant
courting her. Jeanne Di\rc was played by Helen
Bergquist, the school's fine contralto soloist.
The Praeceptor told something about MacKaye's play
(which was highly regarded 60 years ago), pointing out
how it differed from George Bernard Shaw's Saint Joan,
which would become the accepted dramatic handling of
France's great heroine for later English and American
audiences: "The Maid of MacKaye's play never loses her
womanliness, her sweetness; she is not, like Shaw's Saint
Joan, a somewhat noisy military leader with overweening

confidence in her own powers, but a woman divinely
inspired, courageous, beautiful in the simplicity of her
great sacrifice." In the play's last tragic act at Rouen,
when Jeanne was turned over to the English and burned
at the stake, College men were assigned the roles of
guards, a monk, and the clerk who read the charges
against her.
By 1927, when she produced The Taming of the Shrew,
Ethel Tainter no longer put the entire sponsoring class on
stage in costume: only 25 students were cast in
Shakespeare's farce-comedy and there is no evidence of
interpolated dances, music, or other showy additions. It
was not only respect for William Shakespeare: the earlier
productions of much better plays-The Tempest, The
Merchant of Venice, and A Midsummer Night's
Dream-had many such additions. The emphasis had
quite evidently shifted from pageantry to dramatic
interpretation.
Frank Nemzek, who was becoming a skillful actor,
played Petruchio and Rosella Lyttleton was Katherine.
Ralph Iverson was the old gentleman of Pisa, Vincentio,
and Howard Houston played Baptista of Padua, who had
two marriagable daughters. Although College men played
most of the fast-moving young Paduans who complicate
the action-Lucentio, Gremio, Tranio, Grumio and
others-two young women shared the roles with them:
Helen Vigen and Bernice Caughey joined Ormenso
Bjork, Ralph Smith, Oscar Haugh, Al Zech, Bernard

Lucky Pehr was Etbel Tainter's first play. Tbe stained glass windows, which bad just been installed, were apparently visible in this production.
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girls-in-male-roles were the two Ruby Smiths in the
sophomore class, who played the first and second
footmen!
"Dramatics at M.S.T.C." in the 1929 Praeceptor revealed
the tone of play production at the College at the end of
the Twenties: "It has been a custom in the past to select
a Shakespearean play or one of equal merit to portray
the abilities of the upperclassmen. This custom has been
rigorously adhered to, and each year it is the endeavor of
the cast to produce a work that is just a little bigger and
just a little finer than the plays that have gone before."

Ray O. Bjork (leftJ and Harvey Monson were both "!embers of the . .
Jeanne D'Arc cast in 1926. Some years later Dr. B1ork was practicing
medicine in Helena, Montana, and Dr. Monson was a Moorhead
dentist. Bjork, an MS Distinguished Alumnus i~ 1975, stil.l lives .in
Helena. Harvey Monson died of a heart attack in 1954 while fishing
on Lake of the Woods.

Rosen, Clarence Mattson, and Elroy Johnson. Delia
O'Neil, an experienced actress who was president of the
Dramatic Club, played Bianca and Claude Nemzek was
the Pedant engaged to tutor Baptista's daughters.
The Dramatic Club, now becoming a very active
organization, staged one-act plays in Chapel and J. M.
Synge's Riders to the Sea as a part of the 1927 Spring
Arts Festival. For that Festival, the Dramatic Club also
staged two "Indian Masks," or ''.American Indian Spirit
Legends," which had probably been requested by Flora
Frick and Ella Hawkinson, the two faculty members who
were interested in such material.
Sir J. M. Barrie's The Admirable Crichton, presented on
February 18, 1928, "under auspices of the sophomore
class," marked a considerable departure from the plays
staged earlier as major productions at Moorhead State
Teachers College; but Barrie's plays (this one in
particular) were very popular in the Twenties. Elroy
Johnson played the admirable butler who takes charge
when the Earl of Loam's yacht is wrecked on a forlorn
island and the well-born characters are unable to cope.
He proposes to the Earl's eldest daughter, played by
Valborg Runsvold, and is accepted, but becomes an
unacceptable husband when the party is rescued and
returned to England. There Crichton is a butler again.
Frank Nemzek and Harold Preusse, although they were
graduating seniors, played leading roles in this
sophomore class play. In spite of class sponsorship, Eth~l
Tainter apparently chose the best actors she could find m
the whole student body. Increasingly, outstanding
students were staying in school to earn degrees, whatever
their intentions had been when they enrolled. The
attraction of extracurricular participation was probably a
factor in these decisions, dramatics-forensics as well as
athletics and music.
The other leading roles in Crichton were played by
Ralph Smith, Dick Lowry, Emma Turnblad, Florence
Bell, Elma .Karlstrom, Al Zech, Hazel Johnson, John
Costain, Gordon Hanson, and George Simson. The only

Twelfth Night, which Ethel Tainter presented on March
1, 1929, was probably her finest production up to that
time. Debaters played three of the leading male rolesClarence Gludt as Orsino, Francis Bordsen as Sebastian,
and Ralph Smith as Sir Toby Belch; in 1929 Smith and
Bordsen were seniors and experienced performers.
Margaret Taylor played Olivia, Viola Dixon-Viola, and
the diminutive Doll Cronin was Maria, so important for
her comic involvement with Sir Toby Belch and Sir
Andrew Aguecheek (played by Otis Botts).
A number of sophomores had good roles, notably Allen
Erickson as Malvolio, but also Leland Vinz, Edgar
Johnson, Glee Burrows, Simon Nokken, Ida Cook, John
Costain, Elizabeth Johnson, and Albert Gludt. The rest
of the cast included Kermit Peterson and Theodore
Wantke Guniors), Ernest Johnson (senior), Helen
Sorknes and Lottie Wambach. The four photographs
from Twelfth Night in the Praeceptor showed actors with
very heavy makeup and elaborate costumes.
In 1930 "The Annual Class Play" (no special class
specified), was The Piper, which Maude Hayes had
staged in 1913. The Praeceptor praised Lyman (Tonnie
Davis), the schools's very fast halfback who played the
title role, for his intonation and "a great deal of
sustained dramatic skill," but also thought his personality
was "especially pleasing in the part." The women leads,
played by Doris Craig and Grace Brainard, were singled
out, and Hjalmer Hill, who played Michael the sword
eater. The children were praised, especially John
Bystrom, but also Phil Costain, Philadelphia Carpenter,
Lucille and Warren Shinn, Erwin (Bun) Bly, Jimmy
Hagen Grace and Teddy Kittleson, Jimmy, Bill, and
Mary Preston, Ruth Osmundson, Martha Lou Price, Sig
and Stan Stusiak, and Nels Thysell.
The Dramatic Club continued to present one-act plays,
often during Chapel hours. In 1928-29 they put on two
plays written by club members Jean Howie and Helen
Beck, and in 1929-30 The Pot Boiler and Joint Owners
of Spain. In addition, Miss Tainter's Reading and Speech
classes presented The Kelly Kid and Allison's Lad. The
four literary societies in existence that year presented
plays (or skits) in a one-act play contest.
Tilly of Bloomsbury, Ian Hay's comedy, was presented
on November 22, 1930, by Alpha Psi Omega, the
national dramatic fraternity that had come to Moorhead
State in 1927. Although it was not the annual class play,
this presentation was noteworthy in several ways. Th~
Praeceptor, which reviewed the College plays extensively
(and perhaps pretentiously) in the early 1930s, said the
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Oscar Haugh (left), Leland Vinz (center) and Ralph Sm
activities in the late 1920s-had important roles in Miss
professor of English education at the University of Kans'
Minnesota when these pictures were taken: later Vinz joi
became one of the nation's leading United Fund director.

production had exceptional merit "due to the usual
admirable coaching of Miss Tainter . . .and also to the
fact that all members of the cast, which included several
alumni, had the benefit of much and varied experience
on the stage."
For some reason I missed seeing this play (there was
only one performance), but I remember the enthusiasm
of the College over the performance, especially the first
appearance of Lyman Bringgold, "the dark, dashing
hero." He had entered MS as a sophomore in the fall of
1930, as I did, and would be my friend and close
associate for most of that decade.
Ethel Tainter may always have driven her play casts hard,
but I think she stepped up the pace in the early Thirties
when she discovered people of unusual ability trying out
for her plays. She cast former student Frank Nemzek as
"Stillbottle, the Welwyn's temporary butler," in Tillie of
Bloomsbury because she knew he would "contribute
greatly to the success of the play." Miss Tainter knew
that she could now produce good performances by
absolute standards. Her casts were proud of what they
were doing, and it contributed a good deal to their
College experience.
Although Lyman Bringgold had established himself
playing opposite Doll Cronin in Tilly of Bloomsbury,
there was no role for him in that year's class play, Giants
in the Earth, presented on February 28, 1931. Thomas
Job's dramatization of Ole Rolvaag's superb novel is not
a good play, but the MSTC production was considered a
great success in 1931. Ray Simonitch and Viola Dixon,
both experienced performers, played Per Hansa and his
wife Beret. Lyman Davis as Hans Olsa and Louise
Murray as Serina were also veterans. New student Axel
Taflin made his reputation as a comic actor in playing
Syvert Tonsetten, and Alf Sather was a dignified
Norwegian Lutheran minister. The Praeceptor writeup
also called attention to the two sons of Per and Beret,
played by John Bystrom (with his blonde curly hair) and
three-year old Stan Murray, who played Peder Victorius.

h fright)-all active in many extra-curricular
ri:iinters plays. Many years later Dr. Haugh was
·. Vinz was teaching in North Dakota and Smith in
ed the U.S. Department of Agriculture and Smith
serving last in Washington, D.C.

Following up the success of Tilly of Bloomsbury the
previous year, Miss Tainter staged a three-act mystery,
Somebody's Crooked by Sydney Toler, on November 7,
1931. Simonitch, Bringgold, Taflin, Louise Murray,
Eileen Hiland, Delia Peterson, and Walt Fogel had
leading roles.
With such talent available, and transfer student Ruth Dahl
to play Ophelia, Ethel Tainter chose Hamlet as the 1932
class play, probably because she thought Lyman
Bringgold's acting skill and remarkable voice could carry
the long and difficult play; however, she knew a fivehour play would be impossible and cut it drastically.
Raymond Simonitsch and Louise Murray, both mature
people, were Claudius and Gertrude, and Axel Taflin
· played Polonius. I kidded my roommate Don Bird a good
deal because he was the ghost of Hamlet's father: Don
was able to manage a suitably sepulchural voice without
the aid of devices. He also played Osric, the foppish
courtier. Dan McCoy was Horatio and Walter Fogel,
Laertes. Stalwart Red Monson was a suitable Fortinbras
and Sidney Kurtz a very funny grave-digger.
We were so proud of the play that we took it to Detroit
Lakes for presentation in their new high school
auditorium the night after our Moorhead performance on
February 13, 1932. The 1932 Praeceptor was full of
superlatives that year because of the general euphoria at
MSTC as we moved into our new College buildings. The
section on dramatics began by quoting "a critical
observer" who said 1931-32 had called forth "the most
ambitious program of dramatic activity as yet attempted
.~t the College."
The 1933 season began with two one-act plays by the
Dramatic Club, followed by the three-act comedy Pigs by
Anne Morrison and Patterson McNutt. The yearbook
noted that six freshmen had roles in the cast of ten: Pigs
may have been the forerunner of the freshman plays of
later years.
The Praeceptor took pains to explain the major 1933
play, O'Neill's Beyond the Horizon: "To most people the
term 'slice of life' means some bizarre, improbable,
naughty tale, often crudely recounted." However, Ethel
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Tainter's "sterling direction" had raised this O'Neill play
to something nobler and finer, even though Beyond the
Horizon "is such a slice, and a thick one, unbuttered: a
sordid, unlovely history of some commonplace, drab,
unhappy people possessing few if any redeeming traits."
The Praeceptor liked the acting of Eugene Bininger and
Ruth Best especially. The rest of the Beyond the Horizon
cast included Lyman Bringgold, Dan McCoy, Eugenia
Paine (who had first been a student at MS in 1920),
Evelyn McGrann, Gordon Hanson, Oliver Asp, Clarence
Glasrud, and "little Marilyn Murray," who was
commended "for her grave, dignified self-possession,
absent in most children, especially amateur child-actors."
I was only slightly involved in Miss Tainter's dramatics
program, just enough to be an "insider": I had little
acting ability and liked other activities better. My small
role in Giants in the Earth (1931) was forfeited when I
got the mumps. In Hamlet (1932) Wilson Dokken and I
were cast as Rosenkranz and Guildenstein because we
were both six feet one-and-a-half-inches tall: Miss
Tainter knew we couldn't act, so we just swept on and ·
off the stage together at the appropriate times and spoke
the few lines we were allowed.
I did not intend to try out for Beyond the Horizon, but I
was in the Chapel Choir with Ruth Best and Dan McCoy
when Dan Preston announced that the play and choir
wouldn't mix. If we were going to be in the play, we
couldn't be in the choir: Dan and Ethel Tainter did not
get along well, due probably to competition for the use
of Weld auditorium. Ruth and Dan thought that if three
of us tried out for the play, Dan would be less likely to

Eugene Bininger fright!, wbo played a leading role in Beyond the
Horizon in 1933, was cast in Thornton Wilder's Our Town when be
returned to MSTC to earn bis degree in 1940. Lyman Bringgold !left!
made bis MSTC debut in Tilly of Bloomsbury in 1930. Two years
later be played Hamlet.

oust all three of us from the choir, so I decided to try
out. To everyone's surprise, I shouted and swore
enthusiastically (following the script) in reading the role
of an old farmer who orders his son out of the house
and dies at the end of the first act. I got the part and
nearly caused trouble: by straining my voice in rehearsal
a week before opening night, I developed strep throat
and was sent to Alfreda Jones' infirmary. I recovered just
in time. I suppose I was proud of myself. There was a
legend that Ethel Tainter always reserved a hospital bed
for herself at the end of a major play, and one or two
more beds for leading players.

Tbe 1929 Praeceptor pictures Malvolio !played by Allen Erickson! reading the false letter. He is being baited by the conspirators, including Feste
!played by Leland Vinz! .
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Adolph Sorenson. The Alpha Psi Omega play presented
on December 14, 1933, was Daddies by John L. Hobbes.
The honorary dramatic fraternity called on two of its
veteran performers in this production: Frank Nemzek
once again and Delia Peterson, who was an assistant
superviser in the campus school kindergarten
department. The cast also included Vance Hallack, Bill
Wallace, Donald Laite, Frances Olson, Leverett Hoag,
Gladys Flom, Norma Halvorson, Clara Jorgenson, Signe
Olson, and Margaret Fuglie.
Miss Tainter's choice of The Show Off as the 1933-34
class play was a departure from the tragedies usually
staged, and this new trend was to continue. Vance
Hallack, Gladys Flom, and Clara Carter headed a cast
that also had Leverett Hoag, Zurilla Muralt, Oliver Asp,
Odwin Lee, Vincent Schneider, and Lyman Bringgold
(who had graduated in 1933).

Members of tbe Tilly of Bloomsbury cast take a break outside Weld
Hall: standing, left to rigbt, Bringgold, Viola Dixon , Donald Ingram,
Rboda Maland, Eugene Bininger, and Ruben Parson: Ray Simonitscb
kneels in front of tbe otbers.

The 1933-34 dramatic program-in which the high point
was the presentation of the class play, The Show Off, on
February 15-began with two one-act plays on October
26. Student Gladys Flom directed Zona Gale's Neighbors
under Miss Tainter's guidance. Cast in the play were
Frances Olson, Billy Muralt, Frances McKibben,
Leverett Hoag, Dorothy Goulden, Zurilla Muralt, and
Margaret Fuglie. Bernice Cox was the student director of
The Wedding by Kirkpatrick, which was played by
Dudley Lockrem, Clara Jorgenson, Alice French, Bill
Wallace, Elaine Cole, Vance Hallack, and

"For the first time in the history of the College, an allsenior cast was used for the class play, Mr. Pim Passes
By, by A. A. Milne," said the 1935 Praeceptor. The play
followed the break with tradition that had already been
made with The Show Off. In the cast were Ed Eastman,
Betty Brown, Russell Monson, Adele Jensen, Al
Cocking, Aileen O'Laughlin, and Vivian Larson. Alpha
Psi Omega presented Tartuffe in 1934-1935, with Bill
Wallace, Clara Carter, Margaret Fuglie, Vance Hallack,
Marjorie Fields, Bill Parker, Gladys Flom, Joe Best,
Trevor Sandness, Leverett Hoag, Herman Koch, and
Bernice Maland in the cast. Six one-act plays were
presented on October 5 and April 15, the last three
directed by Margaret Fuglie, Gladys Flom, and Clara
Jorgenson of the Dramatic Club.
In 1936 an all-senior cast presented Jerome K. Jerome's
The Passing of the Third Floor Back as the major play
of the school year. Because the yearbooks of this era
were printed by the off-set process and filled their pages
with informal pictures of people and events, there was
little room for writeups: about the play, the Praeceptor
says only that it was "a quietly moving drama of middleclass life in England" and that "the Stranger, played by
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Vincent Schneider, exemplified the spirit of Christ and
transformed the lives of the people living in Mrs.
Sharpe's boarding house." (I am certain that his fellow
students liked the choice of Vince Schneider for this
role: although an active and popular student, he was
quiet, reserved, and deeply religious. After graduating
from MSTC in 1936, he attended a Lutheran seminary
and went into the ministry. While he was serving a
church in Wisconsin, he was killed in an automobile
accident in 1950.)
Also in The Passing of the Third Floor Back cast were
Mibs Peoples, Margaret Fuglie, Frank Marconeri, Walter
Severson, Clara Carter, Rudy Peterson, Maynard Tvedt,
Bernice Locke, Ruth Stenerson, Jeanette Thompson, and
Warren Matthew.
The Dramatic Club presented Charley's Aunt on
November 4, 1935. Heading the cast were Don Tescher,
Mort Presting, and Lyall Engebretson. Other players
were Alf Richards, Violet Taflin, Kathryn Hovde, Bill
Smith, Melvin Wedul, Arla Bru, Frances Gates, and
Gretchen Rehfeld.
"The Tragedies of the World War" was the subject
matter of the 1937 senior class play, Channing Pollock's
The Enemy. Milton Holtan played a young Austrian
playwright; Margaret Vowles, his wife; Melvin Wedul, a
pacifist professor, and Alf Sather, a profiteer. Completing
the cast were Frances Gates, Floyd Temple, Trevor
Sandness, Armand Larson, Margaret Johnson, and little
Gerald Schwendeman. The Praeceptor thought Wedul and
Sather "carried character roles almost to the peak of
professional acting." Another statement explains the
meaning of class sponsorship of these major plays: "the
entire class assisted in the production."
Big Hearted Herbert by Sophie Kerr was the year's
Dramatic Club production, presented on November 17,
1936, by Bernard Stolpman, Jessie Song, Joseph Bauer,
Beatrice Gingery, Ken Christiansen, Arthur Grove,
Gretchen Rehfeld, G. Lind, Harriet Ross, H. Nelson,
and Olaf Syltie.

Hale Aarnes And Herold Lillywhite
Many things changed when Ethel Tainter turned over the
direction of plays to new faculty member Hale Aarnes in
1937-38. The Dramatic Club became the Dragon
Masquers and began the year's activities by presenting
Double Door, a four-act mystery drama, as "the annual
all-college play." Dorothy Murray, Ardith McDonald,
Don Tescher, and Wilrnine Haarstick played the leading
roles, supported by Annabelle Cruikshank, Lawrence
Haaby, Helen Peoples, Fred Cramer, Ed Erickson, Alf
Richards, Mort Presting, and Ken Christianson. By some
means, Hale Aarnes had persuaded Minneapolis Journal
drama critic Merle Potter to come to Moorhead to
review the play. According to Potter (quoted in the
annual), "Youthful actors have done famously for
themselves-a corking melodrama."
Another innovation of 1938 was the presentation of the
three-act comedy Fresh Fields (Ivor Novello) by
members of the senior class to open Commencement

G: Hale Aarnes

week activities on Friday evening, June 3. Said the
Dragon: ''A cast featuring almost all new dramatic talent
made up this year's class play. Principal roles are carried
by Ruth Hannaford, Virginia Larson, Esther Bridgeford,
Tom McDonald, and John Stucky. The supporting cast
includes Marie Morrison, Edna Fredensberg, George
Heys, Helen Peoples, and Martha Lou Price. Arthur
Holmos heads the production staff as business manager,
supported by Willard Gowenlock-stage manager,
Kenneth Christiansen-technician, and Henry
Stevenson-advertising manager."
The 1939 Dragon wrote that "Shades of Shakespeare
paced the stage of Weld auditorium when the Dragon
Masquers presented King Lear." This statement can be
interpreted in several ways. It was a bold venture and
Aarnes approached it brashly: the evidence available 50
years later indicates that this production of King Lear
was notable for flamboyance, not subtlety. Pictures in the
1939 Dragon show a heavily made up and elaboratelycostumed cast. The MiSTiC questioned "the profuse
slopping about of assorted cranberry-jelly-blood and
peeled-grape-protoplasm" (when the Duke of
Gloucester's eyes were punched out). "The sadistic glee
with which various characters dabbled in their wounds
and those of their families did not achieve the desired
effect on the audience," which, the MiSTiC said, "was
also convulsed by the awkward, noisy and somewhat
prolonged decease of the tragedy's many victims."
MiSTiC editor Don Tescher, who reviewed the play
himself, was a skilled actor and seriously interested in
the theatre: he made it his career later. Don began his
review by admitting that King Lear was a stiff challenge
for a cast, and he thought the MSTC contest ended in a
draw. Some outstanding individual performances saved
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the play from dissolving into a farce, he said. "Easily
the best all-around performance was given by Morton
Presting, whose intelligent, conservative interpretation of
old age and sense of dramatic timing and gesturecombined with a resonant bass voice, excellent makeup,
and (most important of them all), admirable restraintcreated a pitiable but unforgettably magnificent King
Lear." Maude Hayes agreed with Tescher that Presting's
performance was one of the best student portrayals ever
seen on the Weld Hall stage. Ruth Dahl, who played the
Fool, accomplished the almost impossible task of making
the audience forget her sex. Said Tescher, "She
succeeded in a judicious mingling of the grotesque and
pathetic, aiding rather than impeding the growth of the
tragedy."
Other actors also did well in difficult roles: Donald
Scudder as Gloucester, Paul Hagen as Oswald, Reinhold
Utke as Kent, and Martin Barstad as Edgar. Tescher
spoke of Eugene Struble's unusually good stage voice,
but thought he was "perhaps a little too villainous to be
hateful" in the role of Edmund. His co-villains were
played by Wilmine Haarstick, Merle Husband, and
Adolph Berge. Vernon Wedul "demonstrated what could
be done with a bit part in his bright interpretation of the
Old Man."
The 1938-39 senior class play was First Lady by George
S. Kaufman and Katherine Dayton, presented on May 12.
In the cast were Annabelle Cruikshank, Olaf Syltie,
Marjorie Strand, Dorothy Murray, Tom McDonald, Edna
Peterson, Doris York, Hazel Sorenson, Virginia Murray,
Monica McCarthy, Margaret Skrien, George Serbin, Leo
Pikop, Don Weston, Avis Aamot, Violet Glasrud, John
Blair, Martin Barstad, Elizabeth

Koops, John Brula, Arthur Grove, Percy Gilbert, James
Asp, and Gene Struble. First Lady was Hale Aarnes' last
production at MSTC: he left in 1939 to complete his
doctorate.
Paul Hagen, Ruth Horien, and Norbert Arnold played
major roles in Thornton Wilder's Our Town, presented
on November 17, 1939. Glenn Gunderson, Betty
Chambers, Adeline Dekko, and Vernon Wedul played
members of the two families iinked together by marriage.
Others in the cast were James Frey, Donald Nelson,
Muriel Longway, Gerald Kelly, Monroe Balkenol,
Donald Scudder, Eleanor Schultz, Eugene Eininger,
Esther Gosslee, Wilhelm Thompson, Shirley Peterson,
Robert Taylor, P-atricia Durbahn, and the two younger
Murray sons, Larry and Roger. This play was directed by
Russell V. Peterson, a young graduate student hired to
fill Aarnes' position. At the end of the fall quarter,
Peterson returned to graduate work at the University of
Minnesota.
Herold Lillywhite, who came to Moorhead in the
speech-theatre position, had been acting head of the
speech department at the University of Idaho and could
not leave that position until the end of the first semester;
Dr. Allen Woodall and Mrs. Nell Price taught speech
classes in the interim. Lillywhite arrived in Moorhead on
January 29, 1940, and directed the debate program that
year, but there was no winter quarter play. The new
director's first play, in the spring quarter, was Kind
Lady, which was adapted from a Hugh Walpole story.
The cast was headed by Adolph Berge and Wilmine
Haarstick. Other members were Eleanor Schultz, Doris
Martin, Herman Michaels, Marjorie Houge, Ed Morgan,
Maxine Bolser, Bill Smith, Carol Raff, Eugene Eininger,

Dragon Masquers was a large and active organization in 1939. Back row, Glenna Bolstad, Pearl Bjornrud, Margaret Skrien, Merlyn Zuehlsdorff,
Hazelle Sorenson, Hazel Bright, Helen McClurg, Robert Young, Wilhelm Thompson, Eugene Struble, Marlowe Wegner, Violet Glasrud, Paul Hagen,
Lucille Thalmann, Alma Flatin, Lorraine Pederson, Leo Eastman, Margaret Cameron, Doris Martin, Harriet Pederson; second row, Ruth Hoffmeyer,
Esther Gosslee, Gwen Easter, Alice Huseby, Cordelia Nordby, Phyllis Carlsen, Verla Crumm, Genevieve Domian, Madelyn Gramer, Lauretta Allen,
Rosamond Kelty; front row, Catherine Schroeder, Vernon Franke, fames Garrity, Byron Townsend, Heinie Stevenson, Harold Gagnath, Adolph Berge,
Donald Scudder, and Kay Baldwin.
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Herold Lillywhite was pictured with an unusually large Alpha Phi Omega membership in the 1941 Dragon. Left to right, back, Lillywhite, Robert
Taylor, Geraldine Benson, Arnold Erickson, Glenn Gunderson, Donald Nelson; front. Muriel Longway, Vernon Wedul, Hazel Bright, Ruth Horien ,
and Genevieve Ramsey.

would cooperate in the production. Apparently only
Morris Smith of the second cast was called upon to take
part in the play, however.

In 1943, Alpha Psi Omega "initiated five to its active circle," bringing
its membership to seven. Left to right, Fritz Balkenol, Shirley K.
Peterson, Jean Rutkowski !president!, Barbara Heinz, and Max
Powers. Bernardine Tivis and Jean Betty St. Pierre did not appear for
the Dragon picture.

Jack Weling, and Rakel Erickson. Vince Murphy was
Lillywhite's assistant director.
In 1940 the senior play was presented in the fall, on
November 8 and 9. Lillywhite chose two casts for The
Hill Between, innovating the practice of picking "a
second cast of very capable characters to be ready to
meet any necessary changes in the roles on short notice."
Heading the first cast were Muriel Longway, Arnold
Erickson, Lauretta Allen, Michael Wokasch, Monroe
Balkenol, Maynard Reynolds, Constance Clarke, Noel
Pineur, Leslie Knox, Donald Nelson, Margaret Cameron,
Mildred Holmes, and Helen Opgrand. The first MiSTiC
story about the play said 88 seniors and underclassmen

Lillywhite decided on another innovation in 1940-41, the
presentation of a freshmen class play. Eighty freshmen
tried out for What a Life, "making it unnecessary to
have any upperclassmen in the play." Once again the
director chose a double cast. Identified as members of
the first cast were Max Powers, Joyce Swedlund, Stanley
Campbell, Marion Haukebo, Sterling Hubbard, Paul
Mahoney, Jean Page, Anne Mortenson, Howard
Christianson, Shirley Wetzel, Dorothy Lee, Raymond
Anderson, Joan Feyereisen, Gerhard Wentz, James
Anderson, Leona Mae Sharbono, Maxine Twedt,
Margaret Johnson, Truman Tilleraas, Helen Grothe,
Edith Trana, Elaine Schumaker, Lois Willert, Laura
Tanberg and Leone Bakken. The MiSTiC review on
January 31 praised the acting of Carl Krabbenhoft as
Henry Aldrich ("he was a natural for the part"), Barbara
Heinz as the popular high school girl, and Robert
Kirkconnell as the absent-minded principal. For the late
January performances of the play, Raymond Anderson
and Katherine Ann Viker were moved up from the
secqnd cast.
The 1942 Dragon recorded two plays, Ever Since Eve by
the freshmen class and Vivacious Lady by the seniors. In
Ever Since Eve, "the story of a youthful excursion into
the realm of newspaper work and the conflicts which
arise when women and young love invade a man's
domain," the players were Julie Barnard, Kathleen
Oakes, George Bigelow, John McDonald, Vernon
Kirkeby, Arthur Johnke, Jean Rutkowski, Esther Griep,
Charles Lewis, Gwendolyn Briden, and Dennis Springer.
The plot of Vivacious Lady was "show girl marries
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Play in 1944-45, either in the small make-shift Dragon or
the equally abbreviated MiSTiC. This situation continued
into 1945-46. Dr. Byron D. Murray, chairman of the
Division of Language and Literature, had both
journalism and speech-theatre on his hands when Dr.
Allen Woodall went to Boston University and Dr. Herold
Lillywhite resigned to accept a position at Stockton
College in California, after his discharge from the Navy.

In 1945 Alpha Psi Omega membership bad shrunk to four girls: left to
right, Lois Cornell, Peggy Trowbridge, Joyce Coleman, and Mary Ellen
Burns 11945 Dragon!.

professor, encounters opposition in stern father"; the best
scenes were "drunk scene, Conga line, and girl fight,"
according to the Dragon. There was a picture of a very
large cast "blurry but happy about the whole thing," and
a scene with seven characters: Blair Archer, Harold
Espeseth, Luella Lewis, Niles Jefferson, Kenneth
Wilkens, Jean Kron, and Verla Grumm.
Because of a Wartime shortage of faculty members (and
students), makeshift arrangements were made for speech
and dramatics in 1942-43 while Herold Lillywhite was
completing his doctorate at New York University. Samuel
Bridges was responsible for debate and farmed out the
program to a pair of capable students, Leona Mae
Sharbono and forensics commissioner Leonard 0.
Johnson. On December 11 the MiSTiC announced that
Rose Franken's Broadway success Another Language had
been selected as the annual senior play by a committee:
B. D. Murray ("in an advisory capacity"), Leonard
Johnson, Jean Betty St. Pierre, Monroe Balkenol, and
Shirley K. Peterson. Nina Draxten, who had come to
MS1C as a Campus high school English instructor the
previous year, would direct the play. She announced the
cast for this psychological comedy of family relations in
the December 18 MiSTiC: Dan Murphy, Jean Betty St.
Pierre, Leonard Johnson, Genevieve Johnson, Howard
Erickson, Ruth Carlson, Reynold Amundson, Marjorie
Kinneborg, Monroe Balkenol, Shirley K. Peterson, and
Selvin Rovelstad. Nels Johnson of the art department had
charge of set design and construction and Dr. Allen
Woodall directed the properties committee. The play was
presented February 3, 1943.
In January, 1944, the annual freshmen class play (to be
given the last week before the end of the winter term),
had been decided upon: Nine Girls was chosen by the
Play Production class and Dr. Herold Lillywhite. A cast
and a large production staff were announced; but before
the play was staged on Saturday, March 4, Lillywhite
had gone into the Navy and Ruth Horien Bowman took
over its direction. The nine girls were Constance Clark
and Lois Cornell, the leads; Margaret Fay and Joyce
Coleman, who supplied most of the humor; Bernice
Gunderson, Dorothy Janzen, Eleanor Johnson, Esther
Harrison, and Mary Ellen Bums-who played "Shotput."
Probably because there was no faculty member in charge
of speech-forensics-dramatics, there was no mention of a

During the spring term of 1946, however, former student
Ken Wilkens was hired as a temporary instructor and
announced that three one-act plays would be presented
on May 3. The May 8 MiSTiC reported that they had
played to "a large and responsive audience despite a
rainy night." In The Cuckoo were Elaine Nelson, Esther
Leino, Mary Ellen Jones, Sterling Hubbard, Leola
Daniels, Imogene Johnson, and Virginia Trowbridge. A
humorous note was struck at the beginning of How To
Be Happy Though Married when the members of the
cast climbed up on the stage from the audience.
"Announcer" Ralph Skogen and "marriage counselor"
George Bigelow got the play well underway, and Glenn
Ringstad "as shy, unobtrusive Wilbur Maiden won the
approval of the audience at once." Gloria Johnson and
Lyla Larson played aggressive women superlatively, said
the MiSTiC which also liked the performance of Bernice
Gunderson, Elaine Monson, and Niles Jefferson. The
third play was Three Friends, a melodrama in a London
hotel." Lyle Fair, Jake Simonitsch, and Robert Faragher
played three very different underworld types in this play.

After World War II
MS1C alumnus Allen Erickson joined the College
faculty for the 1946-47 year and produced two plays his
first year. January Thaw, presented December 4, 1946,
had a cast of eleven: George Bigelow, Francile Wilson,
Max Powers, Marion Haukebo, Daniel Wescott, Janette
Coleman, Robert Faragher, Bernice Gunderson, Howard
Binford, Mae Hanson and Larry Murray. In the
freshmen play, A Little Honey, staged February 7, 1947,
the cast was Audrey Cornell, Evelyn Brandli, Leland
Schenk, Pat Briggs, Laverne Wylie, Arlene Greuel, Bill
Mews, Darrel Geraghty, Mary Beth Hagen, Mary Jo
Weling, and Larry Anderson.
Lady Precious Stream, a four-act comedy translated from
the Chinese, was the all-College play staged November 7,
1947. Ruth Haarstick and Howard Binford headed the
cast, supported by Gladys Scheer, Robert Good,
Elizabeth Stahlem, Leland Schenk, Betty Cowan,
Leonard Olson, Mary Beth Hagen, Margaret Miller,
George Bigelow, Elton Seiler, Dick Gompf, Earl Satron,
·-Dale Barnes, Donald Layton, Paul Bjelland, Charles
Warner, Pearl Rensvold, Phyllis Evanstad, Delores Howe,
Beryl Bailey, Marlys Olson, James Dokken, Margaret
Anderson, Phillip Schwab, Marlys Meland, Lois Havren,
Ann Ness, LaRayne Oaks, and Eldon Bjornstad.
The freshmen class play, Pure As the Driven Snow or
The Working Girl's Secret, was presented on January 30,
1948. This melodrama also had a large cast: Marlys
Meland, John Lavely, Wallace Shafer, George Hagen,
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in which a father and sister tried to get justice for a boy
expelled from a naval academy as a thief and forger. In
the cast were Janette Coleman, Charles Backstrom, Bob
Woods, Betty Cowan, Richard Gompf, Leslie Bjugan,
Birgit Anderson, Mary Gorman, Ronald Worsley, and
Douglas Zischke. Gene Shiek was assistant director and
Ruth Haarstick stage manager.

Although play directing was assigned to MSJ'C alumnus Allen
Erickson after be joined the faculty in 1946, be was doing graduate
work in speech therapy, a field he pioneered at MSTC.

Elizabeth Braseth, Audrey Hylden, Helen Olson, Pearl
Rensvold, Arlys Olson, Paul Bjelland, Otto Wedul , Lois
Olson, and LaRayne Oaks. In addition, there were extra
players for a third-act party scene: Betty Cowan, Dave
Armstrong, William Scott, Charles Matthew, Mina
Otteson, and Ann Ness.

Hell Bent for Heaven was the Alpha Psi Omega spring
play presented on April 30. Marion Haukebo, Dale
Barnes, John W. MacDonald, Eugene Shiek, Dick
Gompf, and Ruth Haarstick made up the cast. To
complete a busy year, the Dragon Masquers produced
two one-act plays for convocation programs, The Curtain
and Pot-Luck.
Margaret Webster's traveling production of Hamlet on
November 16 was the most impressive performance on
the Weld Hall stage during the 1948-49 College year.
Alpha Psi Omega had put on Upstage, a one-act play
directed by Eugene Shiek during the convocation hour on
November 3. In the cast were Ruth St. John, Ruth
Wamess, Donna Owens, Milton Seifert, Kenny Pitchford,
Gordon Raaen, Betty Bielfeldt, Lorraine Larson, Betty
Kjensmo, Jeanne Knudson, Ida Jasscaak, and Betty
Johnson . Director Allen Erickson's freshmen play, The
Whiteheaded Boy, an Irish comedy by Lennox Robinson
concluded a busy theatrical month on November 19.
Ralph Gamer played the mother's darling who had failed
his college exams, Muriel Thompson-his widowed
mother, and Birgit Anderson-Aunt Ellen. Others in the
cast were Stanley McGuire, Charles Melin, Mavis
Jenson, Jeanne Knudson, Beverly Kraulik, Bill
Hannaker, Russ Tall , Eileen Donnan, and Betty
Malakowsky.
The all-College play staged by Erickson on February 8,
1949, was Terrance Rattigan's The Winslow Boy, based
on a real-life situation on the eve of the first World War

George Kaufman's dramatization of John Marquand's The
Late George Apley was the spring play staged on May 6
and 7. Dale Barnes headed the cast as Apley, a wealthy
Bostonian who clung to nineteenth century customs and
standards in the twentieth century. Also in the cast were
Beverlee Olson as his wife, Mary Lou Johnson and Ken
Pitchford as his children, Audrey Cornell as his sister,
and Paul Pawlowski her husband. Elizabeth Rost, Doug
Zischke, and Eunice Larson played Apley relatives.
Others in the cast were John MacDonald, Mary Jo
Weling, Delaine Redmann, Don Bordsen, Iva Shafer, and
James Anderson. Allen Erickson directed the play, with
Mae Hanson as assistant director and Arla Ommodt as
stage manager.
With Allen Erickson on leave to do graduate work in
1949-1950, alumnus Max Powers staged Brighten the
Corner, a farce comedy, on December 13-14. In the cast
were Charles Malme, Ivalene Elkins, Florence
McMillan, Yvonne Orvik, LaBelle Garber, Maylo
Perhus, George Easter, Harvey Stewart, and Bill Martin.
The Male Animal by Nugent and Thurber, presented on
March 2, had a cast headed by Paul Pawlowski, Audrey
Cornell, Charles Warner, Milton Johnson, and Kenneth
Pitchford. Also in the play were Beverly Kopveiler, Jerry
Kranz, Dick Swenson, Margery Johnson, Birgit
Anderson, Muriel Thompson, and Paul Pfeilsticker. Oneact plays presented in convocation on November 23 and
March 8 were directed by Ruth St. John, Gordon Raaen,
and Beverlee Olson.

Our Miss Brooks, the 1950-51 freshmen class play, was
presented December 7-8; Allen Erickson directed ,
assisted by Clarice Larson and David Bartholomew, who
was stage manager. Joan Foster headed the cast, which
included Albert Milburn, Patsy McHaney, Maynard Oss,
Frances Bates, Van Baughman, Gwen Johnson, Margaret
Johnson, Janice Leverson, Corrine Quast, Jim Fridland,
Vernon Roggenbuck, Shirley Wollertson, Dick Wicklund,
LaVonn LePage, Carol Olson, and Marlene Viger.
Fem Green, a new member of the English-speech
faculty, directed the winter term play sponsored by
Dragon Masquers. Duane Scribner, Patsy McHaney, and
Mary Lou Johnson played the leading roles in John
Patrick's The Willow and I, presented March 1, 1951.
Other members of the cast were Dick Wicklund, Wallace
Aas, Birgit Anderson, Dorothy Morrow, Robert
Carpenter, Donna Rutkowski, and young Charles
Boudrye-borrowed from the Campus School.
Allen Erickson directed an all-College cast in Ibsen's
The Wild Duck on May 14. The players were Dick
Wicklund, Patsy McHaney, Duane Scribner, Russ Tall,
Elaine LaValley, Stan McGuire, Al Milburn, Corrine
Quast, and James Davenport. Tall was assistant director
and David Hagen stage manager.
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Duane Scribner, reviewing ihe 1951-52 freshmen play,
The Playboy of the Western World, in the MiSTiC,
found Warren Ruud's set "terrifically real" and one of
the play's best assets when it was presented on
November 19-20. He also found realism in the scenes
enacted by John Kittleson, Mary Harwood, and Patricia
Thomas, but only "flashes" in the roles played by Dick
Anderson, Dennis Levin, and Arlene Skretvedt, and
'most consistency in the acting of Warren Ruud. Scribner
praised the choice of Synge's play, which he conceded to
be difficult but not beyond the cast's abilities. Minor
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roles in the production were played by Shereen Erickson,
Gordon Jacobson, Roger Murray, Charles Olson, Arlene
Fischer, and Cordelia Sandberg. Allen Erickson directed
the play; Dick Wicklund was the student director.
Oscar Wilde's The Importance of Being Ernest was
chosen as the all-College spring play presented May 14,
1952. Fern Green directed the play and technical director
Allen Erickson supervised the construction of a stylized
set. Members of the cast were Duane Schribner, Vic
Purcell, Pat McHaney, Corky Sahlberg, Dick Wicklund,
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James Highlander, added to the faculty in the winter
quarter of the 1955-56 school year, chose The
Philadelphia Story for the all-College play presented on
March 23-24, 1956. The cast included Joan Fowler, Pat
Griffin, Norma Hornbacher, Rae Iverson, Gordon Aas,
Richard Bennett, Russell Cox, Rodney Mapes, Rowland
Oyen, Cliff Strommen, and Ron White.

Although be was no longer directing plays, Allen Erickson was still
the Alpha Psi Omega adviser in 1956. Left to right, front, Rae
Iverson, Joanne Lewis, Mary Ellen Brodigan; back, Bill Parries, Cliff
Strommen. Sandy Di Brito, Rodney Mapes, and Erickson.

Neil Farney, Ron Burnett, Pat Beatty, and Janice
Leverson.

The Curious Savage, a John Patrick play, was presented
by the freshmen class on November 24, 1952; Allen
Erickson directed, assisted by students Corky Sahlberg
and Genevieve Collins. Ruth Beck headed the cast,
which included Gordon Aas, Elaine Brudwick, Dick
Cunningham, Bruce Reski, Lorna Schmaltz, Jerry
Scribner, John Soeth, Patricia Sullivan, Rheta Westad,
and Jean Widley.
John Van Druten's Bell, Book and Candle, the allCollege spring play staged on May 7, 1953, was directed
by Fern Green, with Ed Raymond and Maynard Bjorgo
as student assistants. In the cast were Rhoda Seneschal,
Duane Scribner, Corky Sahlberg, Vic Purcell, and John
Soeth.
The first play staged 'in 1954 was Moliere's The Miser
on February 9. Fern Qreen, assisted by Clarice Larson,
directed the play; Nels Johnson of the art department
was technical director. The cast included Sandy DiBrito,
Pat Gunstinson, Stan Motchenbacher, Barbara Bishop,
Rae Iverson, Tony Ludwig, Ralph Burke, Gary
Schmidtke, Marlene Jacobs, Lila Hanson, Bill Parries,
Rodney Mapes, and Barbara Caughey. Arthur Miller's
All My Sons was chosen as the all-College play to be
presented May 11, with Fern Green as director. The cast
included Gordon Aas, Rodney Mapes, Leonard Rehder,
Neil Farney, Corky Sahlberg, Roger Murray, Janice
Leverson, Lorna Schmaltz, and Ann Tveit.
Tennessee Williams' The Glass Menagerie was the
1954-55 All-College play presented on November 22,
1954. Fern Green and Dr. Allen Erickson teamed up as
director and technical director. The cast was Rhoda
Seneschal, Rae Iverson, Rodney Mapes, and Leonard
Rehder.
Erickson directed the freshmen play, Shaw's Arms and
the Man, staged March 28-29, 1955, as his last play.
Joan Fowler, Ann Solem, Nancy Blinkenberg, Owen
Hagen, Robert Ames, Dale Meyer, Clifford Strommen,
and Robert Melchior made up the cast. Rodney Mapes
was assistant director and Dr. Nels Johnson's Art 472
class designed ,and constructed the stylized sets.

The spring play was Dear Ruth, staged on May 25-26.
Anna Varriano and Ted Pease as Ruth and Bill headed
the cast; Nancy Granger and Rowland Oyen were Ruth's
parents; and Norma Hornbacher played Miriam, the
precocious younger sister. Other players were Harland
Shuck, Kathleen Zervas, Jim Thalacher, Marilyn Dahlen,
and Ron White. Highlander directed the play, with Joan
Fowler as student director.
Moliere's The Imaginary Invalid was Highlander's choice
for the fall quarter play in 1956, the production set for
November 19-20. Rae Iverson was the assistant director
and members of the cast were Ron Johnston, Gladys
Larson, Jayne Egulf, Connie Gandrud, Jack Renner,
Richard Westerlund, Francis Parent, Yvonne Kohler, Ted
Peace, Ron Olson, and Harlan Shuck.
Karl Capek's R.U.R. was produced on February 28 and
March 1, 1957, Jim Highlander directing with Joan
Fowler as assistant. In the cast were Ted Pease, Dave
Montplaisir, Jack Renner, Helen McGuigan, Cliff
Strommen, Duane Nelson, Bob Shiek, Joe Nelson,
Darrell Bertness, Bob Melchior, Dick Westerlund, Rae
Gunderson, Dick Wicklund, Ron Kossick, Wayne Irey,
Don Barry, Joanne Lewis, Sharon Chinn, Ron White,
and Orville (Monk) Moran.
Noel Coward's Blithe Spirit was staged on May 9-10,
directed by Highlander. The cast was headed by Kay
Colwell, Dick Wicklund, Marilyn Zagho, and Lynn
Kirby, supported by Connie Gandrud, Jerome Maley, and
Marilyn Dahlen.
The· fall play of 1957-58 was Emlyn Williams' Night
Must Fall, a murder mystery, presented on November
15-16, 1957. In the cast were Lowell Olson, Anita Miller,
Ron Olson, Mary Ann Jereszek, Jack Renner, Shirley
Harlin, Janice Finstad, and Art Boss. All but two of the
cast were new to the MS stage. Sharon Chinn was stage
manager. She Stoops To Conquer, staged on February
13-14, 1958, was Highlander's winter quarter play. Ron
Olson and Gladys Larson headed the cast, supported by
Lowell Olson, Sharon Chinn, James Thalacker, Jack
Renner, Virginia Svien, Bob Carpenter, Darrell Bertness,
Orville Moran, Cherie Boen, David Strand, and Gene
Witucki. Sets were constructed by the stagecraft class.
In The Male Animal, presented April 9-10, 1958, Fred
Kickertz, Gladys Larson, Jack Renner, Ron Olson, and
Harlan Shuck headed the cast. Other players were Mary
Ann Jereszek, Jim Stillman, Rosemary Malmgren,
Richard Quast, Lowell Olson, Kathy Briggs, Dez
Scheutze, and Vernon Harrison.

Chapter 20
Publications Between the Wars
Extracurricular activity can be measured accurately in
the Moorhead State Teachers College years because the
school had a weekly newspaper, beginning with the
winter quarter of 1924. Also, after 1924 the College
annual was directed by faculty members who had some
publications expertise, whereas earlier the class
counselor, whose field might be geography (Huff), or
physical education (Frick), advised the yearbook staff
The difference between earlier and later annuals is
striking: the 1921-1924 Praeceptors are.poor; the 1925
and 1926 books, when Harold Johnsrud directed the
staff, are so much better that they seem to represent a
different College.
From 1926 onward Byron D. Murray, who succeeded
Johnsrud, had publications and English as his assigned
fields: for nearly 20 years he taught journalism courses
and worked hard and effectively to train and direct
newspaper and yearbook staffs. As a result, the weekly
newspaper and the yearbooks improved year by year.
The birth of the MSTC newspaper was recorded in the
1925 Praeceptor:
A campus newspaper made its first appearance in
December of this year. Other sheets had come out
from time to time at Moorhead, but in recent years
only a small leaflet, the Weekly Bulletin, had come to
regale the College with announcements of the weekly
calendar of events and brief accounts of College news.
On the second Friday of the winter term a small,
three-column, four-page newspaper was distributed to
the students, and an appeal for support was made.
I!te Bulletin, for so it was called, carried complete
news stories of happenings that hitherto had been
briefly mentioned or entirely overlooked; it printed a
section devoted to news of the Training School, the
firing line of this our pedagogical battleground; it
contained editorials, more or less pithy; and a column
of occasionally humorous "cracks" that were widely
read and quoted. Enough students decided to invest
their money in this dubious but promising project to
make it a reality, at least for the winter term. The
paper was launched.
Errors and dullness crept in, but the attempt of the
editors was continually to make I!te MiSFiC a lively,
interesting picture of College events. A feature writer
here and there was unearthed, and several memorable
stories and shorter quips were printed to arouse
comment, gasps, guffaws, and then to fade from the
mind, as is the fate of things printed in newspapers.
With the beginning of the spring quarter the paper
was put on a sounder basis by being undertaken as
part of the Student Activity Fund. A nominal fee was
added to the quarterly amount charged students; the
paper was distributed to all members of the student
body and faculty.

Dr. Byron Murray created the MSTC publications program; and when
the new buildings were being planned in 1931, be was allowed to
design the MiSTiC-Praeceptor offices, with an inner office for
himself.

A managing editor was chosen (by competitive
examination), to serve for the winter and spring
quarters; and a staff of assistants and departmental
editors was organized from those anxious for
reportorial work. These are the students who made
I!te MiSFiC what it is today: not that we hope you
are satisfied, but that they have made a commendable
·~
beginning.
Without the College Print Shop-playground and
workshop for the versatile talents of Mr. Fred G.
Leasure-I!te Bulletin would never have come into
existence. Each Thursday afternoon the task of makeready, press work, and supervision has fallen to Mr.
Leasure, and the paper has never failed to appearfresh, neat, and well turned out on Friday morning.
Henry Weltzin, as printer's devil, and later understudy
to Mr. Leasure on the press work, is deserving of
mention as one who also served."

Harold Johnsrud's MiSTiCs
The small MSTC weekly papers published from 1924 to
1926, while Harold Johnsrud was adviser are misleading.
In format and general appearance the issues are not
impressive, perhaps because the College print shop was
severely limited in what it could produce, perhaps
because the students were without experience in getting
out a paper. The content was also uneven, some of it of
doubtful interest. But the editorial or opinion page was
highly interesting and nearly always well written. A few
excerpts follow.
The single editorial in the first issue began with
Socrates' advice to "know thyself." This advice was
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This old Miele press-with four student printers-produced the MiSTiC
each week for three decades until replaced after World War II. The
posters on the wall were other print shop products 11936 PraeceptorJ .

applied to the MSTC student body: "Do we know
ourselves?" This is used as justification for founding the
paper: "It is exactly at this point that the College
newspaper steps forward and says, 'Take me to your
heart: make a place for me in your plans. I will tell you
about yourself from week to week; I will add zest to
your College life; I will offer entertainment and
knowledge to the many, hard work and fine rewards to a
few. I will supply a meeting ground for opinions, a show
place for the conceit and vanities, the sincere efforts and
triumphs of the College. I am the College newspaper. Do
you want me to come and stay on this campus?"'

"1

The Bulletin (the paper's first name) asserted in its
second issue that it had "achieved a mild success." A
little later an editorial suggested that MSTC would
eventually have the kind of newspaper it deserved: "A
good College never yet had a poor newspaper for any
length of time. The Bulletin is the alter ego of this
College." Without mentioning the special kind of college
its student readers were attending, the editorial writer
suggested that this college newspaper might need to
arouse and inspire, not merely report the news.
"Sometimes, in the consistent dinning of class, lessonplan, study-hour, and report, we fail to remember the
inspiring work we are all engaged in . ... We are all, God
willing, trying to be educators! Is there not something
incredible in that? Something rather divinely moving?
Something everlastingly brave in making a sincere
attempt to mold and direct the plastic material of human
character? Would you exchange tasks with the bricklayer,
the coal-heaver, the dullard who turns a gear in a great
factory? Would you choose, rather than human character,
their unbending, unyielding material? The Bulletin
respectfully pauses for your answer."
The new MSTC paper's opinions and ideas were better
than its format and news articles. The editorial writers
wrote on student government, on College sororities, and
on enthusiastic support for its football and basketball
teams.
It was realized early that The Bulletin was an

unsatisfactory name for the paper. The post office
informed the College that it already had a second class
permit to mail the official College quarterly Bulletin, and
that the new publication would have to find another
name before its application for a second class permit

B.D. Murray and Vi Glasrud, examining the latest issue, are most
noticeable on this photograph, but Editor Clarence Eskildson sits in
the editorial desk "slot" 11937 PraeceptorJ .

could be considered. In the spring term of 1925 a
number of names were proposed; the May 1 issue of the
MiSTiC announced that this new name had been chosen
in a student election by a large majority.
The first issues of the weekly newspaper were published
without any names on its masthead, though six students
"who had assisted in the preparation of this issue" were
identified when the first paper appeared. On January 30,
1925, Irene Felde became managing editor and held that
position until the end of the school year.
In the first fall issues of 1925-26, a news article (and an
advertisement) asked would-be reporters and editors to
apply for positions on the staff. Theodore Wantke
became editor-in-chief and Marie Sorknes associate
editor. The January 22, 1926, issue announced that
Wantke had resigned, apparently because the MiSTiC
took too much of his time. To replace him Margaret
Maland was listed at the head of the staff as "in charge
of this issue." On April 30, when she became editor-inchief, Marie Sorknes was named associate editor and
mape responsible for editorials.

Murray Takes Over
When Byron Murray succeeded Johnsrud on the MS
faculty in the fall of 1926, he apparently got out the first
issue without a student staff. A notice in the first issue
on September IO said: "This issue of the MiSTiC is
made possible by the timely aid of Miss Hayes, Miss
Gibbon, Mrs. Vowles, Mr. Leasure, Philip Strombo and
others. The editor-in-chief and the faculty adviser wish
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to thank those who have aided in getting the copy ready
for this issue." The article then called for students to
apply (by a short test) for positions on the editorial and
business staffs. Harriet Morgan, who had been news
editor the previous year, became the 1926-27 editor-inchief; Alfred Tollefson, an outstanding student leader,
served as editor from April 29 to the end of the year.
Murray lost no time in making changes in the College
paper. With the third issue of the fall term, on
September 24, 1926, the MiSTiC came out as a fivecolumn paper. (It continued with this format until
1940-41, when it became a six-column paper for a single
year). The editorial which hailed the new five-column
paper also spoke of "the new headlines and new
appearance generally." A full staff was listed on the
masthead.
From this time forward the MiSTiC looked like a real
newspaper. Its coverage of College news was
comprehensive, always the MiSTiC's greatest strength; its
editorials did not have the interest of the small 1924-26
papers. Murray and his students may have made a
decision not to stir up controversy, as Irene Felde had
done, not to needle and provoke. Byron Murray was a
cautious man.
In 1927-28 Harold Sand was the editor for the first half
of the year and Florence Gregerson from February 17 to
June. Frances Bordsen, a sharp-witted English major and
debater, was the 1928-29 editor. But for the last six

weeks of the year, the editing was in the hands of an
editorial board of five students, both the reporting and
editing being done by a journalism class. Murray had
begun offering courses in both journalism and debate
soon after he came to MSTC, and a combined minor in
these fields was added to the curriculum. He had a dual
purpose: to prepare English majors to handle high school
extracurricular activities more effectively when they took
teaching positions, and to allow his College students to
earn credit while engaged in the extracurricular activities
of debating and writing.

The Western MiSTiC
Dan McCoy was the 1929-30 editor and Alvera Brown
associate editor. McCoy was succeeded by Donald E.
Bird in 1930-31 and Clarence Glasrud in 1931-32, after I
had been Don Bird's associate editor for most of my first
year at MSTC. Starting with no journalistic experience, I
had learned how to make assignments, write headlines,
lay out the paper and "the other tools of the trade."
MiSTiC editors always served apprenticeships in the
1930s and consequently were well prepared to take over
the demanding and time-consuming job of editing a
weekly College paper before they were appointed to head
the staff.
We created a stir among the students by changing the
paper's name to The Western MiSTiC while I was editor.

Murray was proud of the borse-sboe editorial desk that was crafted for MSTC in the St. Cloud Reformatory. Tbis photograph in the MS Archives is
labeled ""MiSTiC staff, 1936" but is included in the 1937 yearbook as the Praeceptor staff. These students, many of them more prominent in other
activities, probably wrote for both the MiSTiC and Praeceptor (which became the Dragon the next year). Standing, Pauline Eddy, Dorothy Murray,
Vivian Bergren, Ruth Horien, Dave DuVal/, Melvin Wedul, Martin Barstad, Milton Holtan, Marcella Monson, Haze/le Sorenson, Lauga
Guttormson, Art Holmaas, Martha Lou Price, Carol Raff, Grace Henderson, Elaine Hanson, Ardith McDonald, and Byron Townsend; seated,
Armand Larson, Virginia Murrray, Helen Peoples and Frances Gates Ion floor), Vi Glasrud, Yvonne Ebersviller, and Miriam Murray (at far rigbtJ.
Gene Harris, editor-pbotograpber of tbe 1937 Praeceptor, missed tbe picture probably because be was busy taking it!
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The Board of Publications (in 1938) included Henry Weltzin (printing instructor), Byro~ Murray, and a. balf dozen of the college's outstanding
students. Left to right, standing, Don Tescher, Heinie Stevenson , John Stucky; seated, Vi Glasrud, Weltzin, Murray, Don Weston, and Ken
Christianson.
·
'

Some accused us of also trying to change the name of
the College, which is half true. On December 4, 1931,
"The Western MiSTiC" appeared at the top of the front
page for the first time. Just under it we printed "Western
Minnesota Teachers College." This we changed in
subsequent issues to "Western Minnesota's State Teachers
College," which we felt was safer ground.
Byron Murray, who had incited the change, pointed out
that College newspaper rating services said MiSTiC did
not necessarily denote a newspaper and therefore was an
unsatisfactory name for a College weekly paper. Murray
also said that high school graduates from Detroit Lakes
and Fergus Falls would be more willing to attend our
College if it was not labeled Moorhead, since Moorhead
High teams had been their bitterest rivals. He convinced
us that our College's future would be brighter if we
could be clearly identified as the regional college for
western Minnesota.

Dan McCoy, Don Bird, Sid Kurtz
My immediate predecessors in the editor's chair, Dan .
McCoy and Don Bird, were talented men, though not m
the least alike. McCoy was "out in the field," teaching,
when I arrived on campus in the fall of 1930. When he
came back to complete his degree requirements a year
later, I discovered that he was a sardonic, cynical young
man who was generally disrespectful of all authority.
McCoy and his friend Sid Kurtz introduced ~e to Ma
Jackson's boarding house, then located where Owens
Hall now stands. We three and John Lind were her
original boarders, about all her very small house could

We had a school artist superimpose ornate Western
MiSTiC lettering onto a grandiose sketch of our new
main building, Macl.ean Hall. This central nameplate
was flanked on each side by our College seal, which had
recently been designed to commemorate Old Main.
Guarding each seal, on the outer edges of the whole
design, were dragons rampant!
Although this design now seems to me intolerably
"busy," it was used throughout the Thirties, and the
MiSTiC never thereafter shed its "Western" modifier.

Tbe MiSTiC office was usually full of activity. Tbere is no indication
what john Stucky. Heinie Stevenson , and Ruth Horien are doing to
this stack of papers but the suspenders indicate that the men are bard
at work.
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a few years. In January, 1940, he was offered a position
at Stephens College in Missouri, but had to find a
replacement before he could be released at Mankato: I
was the replacement.
Donald Bird died suddenly a few years after World War
II. He had been a lieutenant in the Army Medical Corps
during the war, married, and was widowed with two
children. His second wife was a former MSTC friend,
Liala Johnson Baker, whom he married a few weeks
before his death. Liala raised Don's son and daughter.

Later Editors
Dan McCoy

Sid Kurtz

hold. The next year she rented one of the houses the
alumni had purchased for use as the Training School
after the fire; they had become dwelling houses once
again in 1932. Mrs. Jackson's reputation had spread, and
about a dozen young men ate there in 1932-33.
McCoy and Kurtz were the campus jokers and jokesters
when I was an MSTC student, the enemies of smugness,
pretense, and anyone who took himself too seriously.
(After they graduated in the mid-Thirties, both of them
disappeared from our part of the country, the only trace
of them a rumor that they were in Pennsylvania in the
late 1930s, both working for a large sales company and
well up in the company hierarchy. I would give a good
deal to see them again, or even just find out something
about them.)
Donald Bird was from my hometown of Detroit Lakes, a
year behind me in high school. He went to MSTC the
year I was teaching a rural school; in the fall of 1930 we
were both sophomores, but I was new to the College.
The next two years we were roommates at Byron
Murray's, a great convenience since we often worked
with Murray far into the night, writing and editing for
the MiSTiC and Praeceptor or preparing College
publicity releases.

My successor as editor of the MiSTiC was Axel Taflin,
with Hazel Deal as associate editor. They had very
talented young sub-editors: Al Cocking, Jack Bridges,
and Cecil Veitch, who was the elected publicity
commissioner. Dan McCoy and Sid Kurtz were special
contributers. The 1933-34 editor came from farther down
the ranks, but Ed Eastman was more committed to
newspaper work than those above him in the MiSTiC
hierarchy. Eastman became a career newspaperman,
working as a Moorhead Daily News writer and editor
before moving over to the Forum when that Fargo paper
bought the Daily NeWs. Ed Eastman died in 1984 after
many years as a member of the Forum editorial staff.
The very capable Luverne Lewis was 1934-35 editor-inchief. After graduation he went on to a distinguished
career in government service. His fine editorial staff
included Maynard Tvedt, Carl Fridlund, Mabel Peoples,
Catherine Jones, Leverett Hoag, Margaret Vowles, and
Vernon Schranz. Vincent Schneider was state editor and
publicity commissioner.
Maynard Tvedt (who had the school's finest Norwegian
accent), succeeded to the editorship in 1935-36, with
Rudolph Peterson as managing editor. New members of
the editorial staff were Clarence Eskildson, Eino Aho,
Elianor Sherman, Marion Collins, and Martha Lou

Don and I were very different people. He was well
organized and hard-working and I was neither. Don
would get up at four or four-thirty in the morning and
bang away at his typewriter for some hours before I
woke up and dashed off to my first class. Fortunately,
the Murray house was almost on the campus (the house
just south of the Newman Center), and I never ate
breakfast.
When there were no jobs for either of us after our
graduation in 1933, Don went back to MSTC and started
private typing classes for MSTC students who needed
that valuable skill. The College allowed him to use a
vacant room in MacLean Hall and gave the venture its
unofficial blessing. It was the sort of thing Don Bird
would do. Several years later he got the job teaching
journalism and English at Mankato High School that I
had also applied for, but Don had driven down to apply
in person and got the position. We had both begun
graduate study at the University of Minnesota. Don
worked on a speech communications program that made
him a specialist in hearing and earned him a doctorate in

Don Bird was an outstanding editor of tbe MiSTiC in 1930-31.
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Price. Eskildson was the 1936-37 editor; new members
of the editorial staff were Donald Tescher, Violet
Glasrud, and Fred Elstad. Also in government service
after graduation from MSTC, "Esky" died very young.
Ken Christianson, a fine debater, was the 1937-38 editor,
and Carol Raff, Thelma Leaderbrand, and Virginia
Murray new members of the editorial board.
Don Tescher, who succeeded to the editorship in
1938-39, was probably the most witty and innovative of
the MiSTiC editors. A skillful actor as well as a clever
writer, Don chose to make his career in dramatics after
World War II, teaching speech and drama at Kenyon
College, playing in summer stock, and later becoming
director of the community theatre at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Most of us in the 1930s were on the ragged edge
financially. MiSTiC editors-in-chief were paid $7 a
month because the time we spent on the paper prevented
us from holding other jobs. The elected publicity
commissioners, who were automatically "state editors,"
also earned a little money by sending out news releases
to area newspapers: they usually clipped articles from
the MiSTiC which mentioned student names and mailed
these articles to newspapers in the town the students
came from. Another source of income, the one which
kept me in college, was sending MSTC news releases to
the Fargo Forum: we were paid at a rate of IO cents an
inch for the stories printed in the Forum. We did not get
paid for our stories in the Moorhead Daily News.

Special MiSTiCs
Each spring a freshmen issue of the MiSTiC appeared,
printed on green paper. A freshmen staff took over all
editorial positions on the paper, most of them "cub"
reporters who were anxious to demonstrate their editorial
abilities. Because we had no literary magazine, one of
the spring issues of the MiSTiC included a supplement
entitled "Literary Designs." The literary societies,
Althaia or Sigma Tau Delta, furnished the poetry and
prose that made up this modest publication. When Dr.
Allen Woodall joined the English faculty in 1940 and
became director of publications, literary creativity was
given a good deal of emphasis. Dr. Woodall was a

Luverne (Verne) Lewis edited tbe MiSTiC in 1934-35 and Mibs
Peoples the 1936 Praeceptor.

Although be was a fine writer and edited the MiSTiC in 1938-39,
Don Tescber chose dramatics as bis career.

prolific poet: much of his work appeared in the MiSTiC
and he published some of his poetry privately. I do not
believe he achieved much recognition or that he inspired
or unearthed any considerable talent at Moorhead.
During the war years Woodall joined the westward
exodus, accepting a position at a small California private
college.
The most popular special issue each year was the singlesheet April Fool Misfit or Mistake, focused on
vulnerable student and faculty targets. The Misfit brought
out by Dan McCoy, Sidney Kurtz, Al Cocking, and Ed
Eastman on the eve of Prohibition's repeal still seems
funny to me. The Western Misfit, dated "Six days B.B.
(before beer)," printed an account of the "secret faculty
meeting" called to determine "the intoxability of 3.2
percent beer." Everything went as usual at the meeting:
"Mr. Ballardovitch was sleeping, Dr. Starcher was
talking, MacLean was thinking, and the rest listened
inattentively to Josephus Kiseski, who was expounding,
as usual." Then a large barrel of beer was set on the
mahogony table (in the sacrosanct Ingleside), and the
faculty began drinking. Mr. Remzek and Dr. Starcher
were delegated to count off the glasses because "Beer, of
course, will be placed on sale for the students in the
Student Exchange," and it was incumbent upon the
faculty to determine if the beverage was intoxicating.
Soon Miss Hometwist bites a piece out of Starcher's ear
and Miss Stayes burns a hole in the sofa with the cigar
Blurry has given her.
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Vi Glasrud, Carol Raff, and Doris Martin work on copy and
photographs for tbe 1938 Dragon-wbicb tbat year's staff tbougbt was
a better name for tbe MiSTiC yearbook tban Praeceptor.

The students could get away with such fooling, which
focused on faculty idiosyncrasies. The best of the April
Fool editions (masterminded by Don Tescher in 1938)
was supressed because it told the truth! Its worse offense
was a story about Dr. Ella Hawkinson, the red-haired
and down-to-earth College High principal who had gone
out on the basketball floor to castigate referees in salty
language because she thought they were favoring
Moorhead High in a game with her Campus high school.
(They probably were: the little Campus School shouldn't
be allowed to threaten Moorhead High, which had won
the state basketball tournament twice!) Said Byron
Murray, in explaining why he burned this April Fool
edition: "They told the truth: that's what she said!"
This, he explained to me later, was the unpardonable sin
of the student jokesters.
I have forgotten the seven other infractions in this April
Fool edition which Byron Murray burned before the
papers could be distributed. Some students did see the
offending paper, however: Tescher had borrowed the key
to the official glass-enclosed bulletfo board, posted a
copy, and then disappeared with the key. And some
members of the College choir, leaving the Campus early
in the morning on their spring tour, got copies in the
print shop, fresh off the press!
Carol Raff was editor of the MiSTiC in 1939-40, with
Bob Durrenburger as business manager. Ed Verreau was
editor and Urban Anderson business manager in 1940-41,
when Sliv Nemzek and his Company F National Guard
Company were ordered to duty at Camp Haan,
California, on February 20, 1941. In many ways the old
MiSTiC had already come to an end because Dr. Allen
Woodall had succeeded Byron Murray as publications
adviser in the fall of 1939 and the MiSTiC became a
different newspaper. The Dragon writeups become
confusing in 1941 because Florence Felde was identified
as editor in 1941-42, and again in 1942-43 (with
Bernadine Tivis as associate editor.) Both yearbooks
picture staff or department heads as well as much larger
groups of reporters. Department heads in 1941-43 were
Margaret Stevens, Mina Peoples, Neoma Nelson, Dan

In tbe early Thirties Gorman Thompson was tbe business manager of
botb tbe MiSTiC and tbe Praeceptor.

Murphy, Jule Crume, Gwen Easter, Ruth Gilbertson,
Elaine Mee, and Luverne Naegeli. In 1942-43 the staff
heads also included Bob Faragher, Leona Mae Sharbono,
and Marcia Daniels.
In 1943-44 the staff heads were Tivis, Stevens, Sharbono,
and Betty Ann Fritzke. The 1944-45 Dragon pictures
only the whole MiSTiC staff without singling out
editors: Fritzke, Jean Rutkowski, Lois Cornell, Joyce
Coleman, Ramona Bohlin, Ruth Schillerstrom, Glenn
Ringstad, Ardath Meland, Marilyn Miller, Joanne
Curran, June Larson, Dorothy Janzen, Charlotte Heisler,
Eloise Rutkowski, Marion Berglund, Lowell Melbye, and
Jean Gardner.
Most of these people drifted far away from Moorhead
State after World War II. Lois Cornell, however, who
also edited the 1947 Dragon the year she graduated,
returned to teach English at the College in the 1950s as
Mrs. Charles Selberg. Since then her services to the
College (and university) have been invaluable in a
number of ways and she has also been the best source of
information about MS1C during World War II. Glenn
Ringstad, who returned to teach at his Alma Mater after
some years in California, is also a tie to Moorhead State
and its straitened publications of the World War II years.
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Tbe 1923 Praeceptor staff. Left to right, back, Lucille Beardsley, Miss Frick (class counselor), Nellie Hayden , Oscar Nybakken (business manager) ,
Marguerite Cannan, Clara Undseth; front, Don Gates, Elizabeth Youngdahl, Charlotte Nelson, and Marguerite Holmquist (editor-in -chief) .

The Praeceptors of the Early Twenties
It may be that the poor quality of the Praeceptors of

1921, 1922, and 1923 reflected a sag in Moorhead's spirit
during Oliver Dickerson's presidency. In 1921 five pages
were devoted to athletics (with very poor writeups), and
only a page and a half given to music. Two pages each
were devoted to the sororities and the Owls, two pages to
Camp Fire, and five pages to other organizations. The
1922 book was slightly better and the marginal
improvement continued in 1923, music now getting four
pages, Camp Fire three, the class play three; nine pages
were devoted to all other organizations except athletics,
which had 16 pages! This may be attributed to a dynamic
young coach who spent a single year at Moorhead in
1922-1923. After the first page, which was invariably
given to the Athletic Board of Control as in the older
annuals, a full page was devoted to a picture and writeup
on Coach Fred R. Prusha. The 1922 football season was
described in some detail. Each member of the squad was
pictured in a dramatic pose, with his experience, weight,
position, and home town recorded. Summaries of the
1922 football season and the 1922-1923 basketball season
were also included. There was no mention of other
sports or of women's athletics.
The 1924 Praeceptor, which pictured a new president
and a new coach, was a real improvement over the
preceding years, though it was still brought out under the
direction of the senior class counselor (geography teacher
C. E. Huff in 1924.) The book was dedicated to R.B.
MacLean, "simply to acknowledge the help and
encouragement already received from our new
executive." MacLean's statement followed:

The Apostle Paul once said, "I am a citizen of no
mean city." He spoke with pride and with the
conviction that his training and experience as a citizen
of Tarsus gave him power.
The students and Alumni of the Moorhead State
Teachers College can speak with pride of their school.
In its traditions and ideals it represents the life of the
Northwest. In the service of its graduates its influence
reaches back into the homes, schools, and
communities.
The future possibilities and opportunities of the
College are far-reaching and important; and their
realization depends upon the vision and devotion to
the cause of public education of faculty, graduates,
and students. Each is an essential part of the
Institution.
signed, PRESIDENT R. B. MACLEAN
Coach Alex (Sliv) Nemzek was pictured at the beginning
of the 15-page section on athletics in the 1924
Praeceptor. Both the football and basketball seasons had
been highly successful according to the introductory
&tatement: "Prospects looked dark at the beginning of the
school year .. . The thirteen lettermen on this year's squad
averaged only 152 pounds and were outweighed in every
game on the schedule from 5 to 20 pounds to the man . .
Referee Pete Tierney made the statement that the Peds
were the best coached and drilled team he has seen in
action this year, and that with a few more reserves and a
little more weight, we could give any team in this part of
the country a licking."
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The students elected the Praeceptor editor-in-chief each
year at the same time that they voted for members of the
Student Commission. Publications adviser B.D. Murray
had some guarantee that the editor would be competent
and responsible, because he was certainly consulted
about the two students who were nominated as
candidates for the editorship. After the election, the full
staff was selected by the editor-elect and the adviser.
There was less apprenticeship involved in becoming
editor-in-chief of the Praeceptor than of the MiSTiC, but
the position went to an outstanding student who could
count on the cooperation of other students in getting a
great deal of work done. And it went to someone wellenough known to get elected.
In 1925 and 1926 both the editors and business managers
were young women: Marion Cook and Alice
Brockmueller in 1925, Irene Felde and Delores Allen in
1926. Lucille George was editor and Claude Nemzek
business manager in 1927; in 1928 Nemzek became
editor and Albert Zech was business manager. Glee
Burrows was the 1929 editor and Ted Nemzek the
business manager. Rachel Stowe, a talented art student
who went out to teach with a two-year certificate after
editing the 1930 Praeceptor, returning two years later to
be of considerable (though unacknowledged) assistance
on later yearbooks (I received some of that help.) No
business manager was identified for 1930, but Richard
Lowry and Gordon Grina were on the business staff.
Raebel Stowe, an art major, was one of tbe best Praeceptor editors
11930). A two-year graduate, sbe went out to teach tbat year but
returned to earn ber degree two years later.

The Yearbooks After 1925

The business manager of the Praeceptor was almost as
important a position as the editor's, because good
yearbooks were expensive undertakings. The subsidizing
of the annuals through the Student Activity Fund after
1924 was a great advantage: it meant that no subscription

From 1925 onward the Praeceptors measure the health
and status of College organizations year by year. The
annuals were financed in several ways: by advertising,
the sale of books, and fees assessed against organizations
that were assigned pages to describe their year's
activities. In the earlier books the Owls, Witches, and
Gamma Neche usually had quite elaborate two-page
displays, probably because they could pay for the pages.
In later annuals each organization was allowed a single
page and paid $75; if they had only a half-page, it was
because the group could afford only $40.
The Praeceptors ceased to be the special preserve of the
senior (or graduating) classes after the 1920s, and
became projects involving the whole College. Each
annual was a major effort, and the books were closely
tied to the life of the school. In his preface to the 1927
book, President MacLean revealed his understanding of
this fact: "The Praeceptor is distinctly a student creation.
In its dress, speech and spirit, it reveals the life of the
college ........ The Praeceptor will depict the life of the
institution in its various aspects. It will lift up standards
and ideals. It will build in a very real sense for the
future. The Moorhead Teachers College of tomorrow is
being molded in the activities and thinking of the
students of today."

Tbe 1931 Paeceptor staff. Left to right, back, Pat Hewitt, Dick
Richardson, Clarence Glasrud, Bill Stevenson; middle, Shirley Morrill,
Elinor !Bunny) Linngren, Florence Renner, Dorothy Riebboff: front,
Evelyn Cook, Elvira Townsend !editor), Gordon !King) Grina
!business manager), and B. D. Murray.
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Editor Gene Harris used one of bis darkroom pictures to introduce the
feature section of the 1937 Praeceptor.

drive had to be conducted, that all students would
receive copies of the annual, and that the size of the
printing order would be known from the beginning of the
year. But more money had to be raised through the sale
of advertising, and Fargo-Moorhead merchants and
professional men knew that this was only a donation to
the students of MSTC, not real advertising. From 1927
through 1932, well-known athletes from Moorhead were
the business managers.
When Myrtle Nelson, elected in 1930 to edit the 1931

Praeceptor, did not return to college, Elvira Townsend
was chosen editor in a special election during the fall
term; Gordon Grina was business manager. Evelyn Cook
was the 1932 editor and John Ingersoll the business
manager. When I edited the 1933 Praeceptor, Gorman
Thompson, my fellow debater, was business manager.
The following year, when the first off-set yearbook
replaced the earlier letter-press publications, Cecil Veitch
was editor, Bill Stevenson managing editor, and Gordon
Hanson business manager (of both publications.) Signe
Olson was editor and Arnold Kittleson business manager
in 1935.

The yearbook photographer in 1937-38 and 1938-39, Tony Bachinski,
became the editor of the 1940 Dragon. Tony !from International Falls,
not Michigan) was a good football player and very good photographer.

The Best Praeceptors-Dragons, 1934-1943
Although the 1935 Praeceptor was the most handsome of
our yearbooks (and won All-American honors from our
rating agency) , the next three Praeceptors were also
outstanding. Mabel Peoples, a good artist, edited the
1936 annual and Walter Severson was business manager.
The 1937 Golden Anniversary Praeceptor, which
included a 10-page opening section of historical
photographs, was edited by a talented photographer,
Eugene Harris. Gene got a lot of editing help from
Melvin Wedul, who was managing editor. My sister
Violet Glasrud was the editor of the 1938 yearbook, the
first with the new name, Dragon; Donald Weston, who
had returned to take his degree after teaching for three
years, was the business manager.
The Dragons became more and more impressive: the
next three books were larger and more plush because
they had padded covers. Arthur Grove was editor and
Leo Pikop business manager in 1939; Tony Bachinski,
editor and Bob Durrenburger, business manager in 1940;
Wilbert Johnson, editor and Bob Taylor business
manager in 1941.
The Dragons reduced their size and opulence somewhat
as World War II came on: Marjorie Hallberg was editor
and Duane Moen business manager in 1942; Max Powers
was editor and Elroy Utke business manager in 1943.
The small Dragons of the next two years were edited by
Margaret Stevens, with Lowell Melbye as business
manager in 1944, and by Margaret Trowbridge as editor
and Lowell Melbye again business manager in 1945.

The 1935 Praeceptor staff. Left to right. back, Ed Eastman , Heinie
Stevenson , Bill Wallace, Clarence Eskildson, Art Berlin, Aileen
O'Laugblin: middle, Adele Jenson, Eunice Andrews, Millie Lee, Signe
Olson (editor), Gladys Flom, Mary Reck; front, W. Barry, Lyla
Gravgaard, Irene Hougard, and Elaine Hanson .

The last Praeceptors and the pre-war Dragons were
largely given over to informal (and very good)
photographs of college life. Because they were less
formal than earlier annuals, they are harder to use for
historical documentation, but it is obvious that there was
a good deal of high-spirited College life and festivity in
the years just before World War II. The yearbooks reflect
that life very well.

Chapter 21
InterCollegiate Debate
The Moorhead Daily News of March 20, 1894 reported
that students had debated an issue at the regular meeting
of the Moorhead Normal literary and Debating Society.
The topic was abstract, "Resolved, that reading is a
better source of knowledge than observation." The first
issue of the school catalogue after Frank Weld became
president in 1899-1900 asserted that "the young men of
the school maintain a debating society, and the work of
the present year has been earnest and very profitable."
Their debate topics were the pressing issues of the day:
the admission of the newly-acquired island territories as
states, the Chinese question, constructing a canal
through Nicaragua, and educational tests for immigrants.
Although the literary societies promoted by the
administration and faculty members over the years
eventually withered away, the Forum, a debating society
established before the turn of the century, was a tougher
and longer-lasting plant. In 1916, the first Praeceptor
devoted a page to this organization:
The Forum is a literary organization of the young men
of the Normal School. It began about 15 years ago as
occasional, informal gatherings of the young men at
the school building for the purpose of discussing upto-date questions, current events, and other topics of
interest to young men. From this small beginning has
grown the present organization, which is reorganized
every year toward the end of the fall term and
continues until well on into the spring term.
The purpose of the Forum is to give its members an
opportunity to participate in debate, in rendition of
varied programs, in research work, in parliamentary
practice, and in administrative work connected with
such an organization.
The members of this society have for several years
been working to bring the activities of the
organization to a plane where it will be recognized by
the Administration of the school. A committee is now
at work upon plans which, if carried out, will place
the Forum on an equal footing with Athletics.
This kind of activity did not have much in common with
the program of intercollegiate debate that Harold
Johnsrud introduced at Moorhead State Teachers College
in 1924-25. Thereafter, except for the World fffzr II years,
MS had debate squads that prepared intensively on the
year's collegiate debate topic and engaged in competition
against other colleges. There were sweeping changes in
intercollegiate debate between 1924 and 1957, however.
The size of teams changed from three to two and crossexamination was tried for several years. Instead of
appearing before large audiences, debate teams began to
participate in tournaments where there were no
audiences and each team debated many times each day
and on both sides of a question, in empty classrooms.

In the years from 1924 to 1957, 12 faculty members
coached debate, though several of them should be called
advisers, not coaches. Because no coach remained for
more than five or six years, the MSTC debate program
lacked continuity. Worse, Moorhead did not have a
Department of Speech until after the Teachers College
became a State College. Whatever their skill or devotion,
only two or three of the debate coaches had special
debate training and considered it a prime interest. But,
as usual, the debaters were the keenest minds on the
campus, and some of the Moorhead State teams
performed very impressively against other colleges.

Harold Johnsrud, 1924-1926
When Harold Johnsrud became a part of the MS English
department in the fall of 1924, he introduced
intercollegiate debate and launched a weekly newspaper
about the same time. In the January 9, 1925, issue of the
new College paper, a headline read: "Moorhead Enters
Debate Field." A month after organizing a newspaper
staff, Johnsrud organized a debate squad with a second
group of students and accepted a challenge to debate in a
triangular contest with Aberdeen Northern Normal (in
SD) and St. Cloud Teachers College. The topic was,
"Resolved, that the U.S. should abandon its immigration
policy with regard to Japan."
That year's Praeceptor gave a page to intercollegiate
debating, picturing a squad of six women and three men
with its writeup:
This annual is the first to appear at M.S.T.C. printing
a picture of a debate team. But we hope, as the
teaching profession advances in influence and dignity,
that the power of the spoken word everywhere
recognized in America will be more definitely
acknowledged in the training of teachers ...On March
5, the Moorhead affirmative team, comprising Vera
Conversf:, Marie Redlinger, and Ralph Taylor, defeated
St. Cloud, our only Minnesota opponent, by a
unanimous decision of three judges...The next night,
March 6, the negative team ventured into a stronghold
of veteran debaters at Aberdeen. The team consisting
of Raymond Jones, Alice A. Dunn, and Eva Madsen
acquitted themselves honorably and well, though
losing the judges' decision. The other members of the
squad, who assisted in preparation for the contest and
furnished opposition for the many practice debates,
·- were Gladys Woodbury, Gertrude Thompson, and
Lawrence Lee.
The 1926 Praeceptor gave two pages to debate. The team
trips were described enthusiastically (and too personally);
each debate-against the University of North Dakota,
Northern State at Aberdeen, (SD), St. Thomas and
Jamestown (ND) Colleges-was handled like competition
in athletics. The long writeup concluded: "All the
debating relations established by Moorhead State
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contestants thrust at each other's arguments
extemporaneously with keen and often satirical wit."
The next annual announced that "1930 brought to MSTC
the largest debate turnout it has ever had." Gludt and
Davis were joined by Donald Bird, Eva Larson, Thelma
Husband, Ruth Veden, Rupert Krienbring, Jordis
Haaland, Delia Peterson, Martha Prendergast, Ernest
Meyer, and Kermit Peterson. Virginia Fitzmaurice
assisted with the women's teams.

Francis Bordsen (left! and Ralph Smith bad been Moorhead State's
premier debaters (in 1928 and 1929), according to coach Byron
Murray.

Teachers College this year were pleasant. Debate has
apparently won a place for itself as an important extracurricular activity. It is not as popular as athletics, of
course. But the students and faculty of the college
supported it admirably, and there seemed to be more
interest displayed here than at other colleges visited,
where debating is of longer standing." The MSTC coach
had probably conveyed his own youthful enthusiasm to
his debaters.
On May 7, 1926, Johnsrud gave a dinner for his debaters
at Fargo's Gardner Hotel; small silver "M's" were
awarded to seven debaters and a gold "M" to Eva
Madsen, the only student who had debated for two
years.

B.D. Murray, 1926-1931
Byron Murray coached debate for the next five years,
from 1926-27 through 1930-31. The all-male squad,
which argued the prohibition issue and the McNaryHaugen farm bill in 1927, included Elroy Johnson, R.
Ormenso Bjork, Ralph Iverson, Roy Petrie, Marshal
Shelstad, Raymond Jones, Harold Preusse, and Ralph
Smith, who became the school's premier debater in his
second year of competition.

Another large squad marked Murray's last season as
debate coach in 1930-31: besides Gludt, Davis,
Krienbring, Bird, Eva Larson, and Delia Peterson, new
debaters were Wilson Dokken, Donald Ingram, Arthur
Rustvold, Elianor Sherman, Ralph Johnson, Eva
Arsneau , Ethel Gunderson, Marie Kirby, Melba Borton,
Margaret Krier, Clarence Melby, and Clarenc~ Glasrud.
I remember my first debate, at the University of North
Dakota; fortunately, I had veteran Clarence Gludt as a
partner, was able to perform satisfactorily, and was never
nervous about debating thereafter. It was a no-decision
debate but I can remember other debate trips that year,
and participating in our 4-1 victory over Mankato in the
last debate of the season. The Praeceptor noted that this
was the first debate of the newly-formed Minnesota
Teachers College Forensic League.

Peter Loewen, 1932-1936
Peter Loewen, the new English superviser in the Campus
high school, coached College debate for the next five
years; Loewen had a bachelor's degree from Carleton
and his master's from Minnesota. I felt like a veteran
and thoroughly enjoyed our debate trip through southern
Minnesota and into Wisconsin February 23-28, 1932,
with Gorman Thompson, Wilson Dokken, and Coach
Loewen. We debated St. Cloud, Macalester, St. Thomas,
River Falls (WI), Winona, Mankato, and Carleton. Other
1932 debaters were Ward Thompson, Rupert Krienbring,
Evelyn McGrann, Miriam Johnson, Sidney Kurtz, Walter
Fogel, Axel Taflin, Oliver Asp, and John Costain.

In 1928 Smith was joined by Francis Bordsen, who
became his partner for two years, Albert Zech, and
Elroy Johnson. Esther Olson and Evelyn Carlson made
up a women's team in 1928, practice debates were held
with Concordia, and there were debates over WDAY and
before the Moorhead Rotary Club. A two-credit class in
argumentation and debate was added to the curriculum.
Members of the class staged a debate at a Chapel
assembly on the topic, "Could state educational
institutions rightly debar inferior students from their
classrooms?"
The 1929 debaters were four men: Smith, Bordsen,
Lyman Davis, and Clarence Gludt. On February 28 "a
crowd of 300 enthusiastic fans" gathered in Weld Hall to
watch seniors Smith and Bordsen debate a University of
North Dakota team. "In the heat of the argument notes
were thrown aside," said the Praeceptor, "and the

Some of Carleton College's fine debate tradition was brought to MSTC
by Harold Johnsrud (left! , wbo introduced intercollegiate debate in
1924-26, and Peter Loewen , wbo coached debate from 1932 to 1936.
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In 1933 MSTC debaters completed their "heaviest and
most extensive schedule," traveling more than a thousand
miles. In addition, Wilson Dokken and Gorman
Thompson upheld the negative side of the question,
"Nationalism is a bar to peace and progress;' against the
traveling debaters from Trinity College, Dublin. Eleven
debaters made up the 1933 squad: Franklin Brown, Inez
Game, Jack Bridges, Ruth Hillestad, Martha Atkinson,
James Tye, Gorman and Ward Thompson, Krienbring,
Dokken, and Glasrud.
The 1934 teams participated in 35 debates, making a
900-mile trip west and south to meet Aberdeen,
Jamestown, South Dakota State, Dakota Wesleyan, and
the University of South Dakota: Jack Bridges, Gordon
Hanson and Luverne Lewis were the MSTC debaters.
Others on the 1934 squad were Nyal Dokken, Martha
Atkinson, Oliver Asp, Lucy Grommesh, and Eunice
Andrews. Jack Bridges and Gordon Hanson were judged
the best team at the Minnesota Teachers College
Tournament held at St. Cloud. A 1934 innovation was
the use of the Oregon style of debate, which allowed
speakers to cross-examine their opponents.
The top men's team of 1935, Al Cocking and Leverett
Hoag, went eight rounds before being eliminated at the
prestigious St. Thomas tournament. Eunice Andrews and
Rita Redlinger made a women's debate trip to meet
Hamline, Macalester, and Carleton. "In all, the squad
participated in 30 debates," reported the Praeceptor. "Of
the 17 decision debates, 12 were won by the College."
The various teams traveled over 2,000 miles. Other 1935
debaters were Charles Jahr, Maynard Tvedt, Walter
Rodgers, and Valborg Sorknes.
Debate competition now usually took place in
tournaments, and carefully selected teams argued their
cases many times each day. The quality of debating
probably improved as a result. In 1936, Loewen's last
year of coaching, Leverett Hoag, Luverne Lewis, and
Marcus Gordon were veteran debaters; Mildred
Anderson, Rose Naplin, Elizabeth Koops, and Hazel
Sorenson made up the women's teams; and Clarence
Eskildsen and Kenneth Christianson were the promising
sophomore debaters.

Hale Aarnes, 1937-1939
In 1937, new debate coach Hale Aarnes had a squad of
35 who participated in 163 debates with 36 different
colleges and universities. A group picture includes
Martin Barstad, Olaf Syltie, Dorothy Murray, Ken
Christiansen, Art Holmos, Eleanor Bjordahl, Carol Raff,
Robert Taylor, Byron Townsend, Maxine Headland,
Marrida Bjerke, George Carter, Gerhard Aasen, Henry
Stevenson, John Stucky, Armand Larson, Fern Hougard,
Lilian Heidelberger, Dorothy Hoag, Hazel Sorenson,
Elizabeth Koops, Clarence Eskildson, and Leverett Hoag.
Aarnes increased the tempo in 1938, sending
Christiansen, Holmos, Dorothy Murray, and Frances
Hanson to the Rocky Mountain Speech Tournament in
Denver, four debaters to the St. Cloud tournament, and
also took part in the St. Thomas tournament and the Red

Senior Al Cocking and sopbomore Leverett Hoag may have been the
College's best debate team !in 1935! since Bordsen and Smith.

River Valley tourney held at MSTC and Concordia. Ken
Christiansen was rated one of the ten outstanding
speakers at St. Cloud. College speakers also took part in
the Teachers College Oratory and State Peace Oratory
contests. New debate participants in 1938 included
Willard Swiers, Hazel Bright, Wilmine Haarstick,
Vernon Wedul, Jim Garrity, Alton Peterson, Don Weston,
George Heys, lone Dalen, Harriet Larson, and Ed
Erickson.
There was no debate writeup in the 1939 Dragon. The
new debaters identified were Avis Aamot, Adolph Berge,
Phyllis Carlson, James Asp, Eugene Struble, Wilbert
Johnson, Ruth Horien, Helen McClurg, Don Scudder,
Helen Wardeburg, and Vince Murphy.
In 1940 the women's team consisted of Elaine Mee and
Hazel Bright, and the men's team Harry Hasskamp, Bill
Jordan, Vince Murphy, Vern Wedul, Don Scudder, and
Adolph Berge. Debate highlights of the year were the
Red River Valley tournament at Concordia February 8-10
and the St. Thomas tournament March 4-6. In the
former the four teams collectively won 15 out of the 24
rounds. Adolph Berge won first place in discussion and
Lois Ann Hanson second in the women's division. In the
St. Thomas tourney, in which three teams were entered,
the collective score was 14 victories in 24 debates.

Herold Lillywhite, 1940~1942
Among the 16 debaters in 1941 were a number of new
names to replace the veterans who had graduated: Glen
Gunderson, Don Nelson, Duane Moen, Howard
Christianson, Paul Mahoney, Kenneth Wilkens, Robert
Kirkconnell, Vincent Stephens, Bernadine Tivis, Leona
Mae Sharbono, Stanley Campbell, and Normal Carlson.
The noteworthy event of the year, said the Dragon, was a
holiday trip to Washington D. C. "for the national
progressive discussion tournament in which all four
representatives ranked among the first 20 speakers, with
Bill Jordan and Hazel Bright bringing home the bacon in
the form of gold and bronze plaques." MSTC speakers
and debaters were winners in the Minnesota Forensics
Conference at St. Cloud. In 1941 the MS College team
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Behind Hale Aarnes on the Weld Hall steps are Marie Morrison,
Helen Peoples, Esther Bridgeford, George Heyes, Edna Fredensberg.
Aletha Brainerd, and Edith Nelson.

sponsored both a local forensics contest and a high
school debate tournament.
In 1942, Herold Lillywhite's last year at MSTC, the

Dragon had no writeup on debate activity but pictured 15
debaters: Maynard Reynolds, Kenneth Wilkens, Robert
Blakeway, Stanley Campbell, Duane Moen, Leona Mae
Sharbono, Bernadine Tivis, Dorothy Hanson, Adrienne
Norb~ Esther Griep, Donna Wilkens, Lillah Olson,
Elaine~ Mee, Dorothy Grettum, and Aagot Ueland. In the
1943 Dragon only six of these people were pictured as
the College team. The writeup for Tau Kappa Alpha, the
national forensics fraternity, noted that Wartime
restrictions on travel had confined competition to FargoMoorhead, with Concordia and NDAC, adding, "The FM Open Forum established itself as a new interest."

Debaters Ken Christiansen , Dorothy Murray, and Art Holmaas set
out on a mid-winter debate trip.

Au:m s lrutnlC':.S .:l de~ t~ cl..is.r i11 1 37. Le/r le rig/Jt, back-Martin &rstad, Olaf Syltie, Dorothy Murray, Ken Christiansen, Art Holmaas; third
row-Eleanor Bjordahl and Carol Raff (both bidden), Robert Taylor, Byron Townsend, Maxine Headland, Marrida Bjerke; second row-George
Carter, Gerhard Aasen, Henry Stevenson, Leverett Hoag, Clarence Eskildson, john Stucky; front-Armand Larson, Fern Hougard, Dorothy Hoag,
Elizabeth Koops, Lillian Heidelberger, and Haulle Sorenson.
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Allen Erickson, '33, who joined the Moorhead State
faculty in 1946, began his debate-forensics program with
two orators, Howard Binford and Margaret Miller, and
four debaters: John Nordstrom, Marion Haukebo, Bob
Tolbert, and Stan Murray. This squad debated the topic
"Labor Should Have a Direct Share in the Management
of Industry" against teams from Concordia, NDAC, and
the University of North Dakota.

Tbe blackboard matter indicates that this was a classroom practice
debate: left to right, Elizabeth Koops, Dorothy Murray, Art Holmaas,
and Leverett Hoag.
~

In 1947-48, "The MSTC debate squad's first team, Dale
Barnes and Stan Murray, won 4 of 6 in the Red River
tourney and 6 of 8 in the Northwest tourney." The
Dragon identified only three other debaters: Dennis
Ottoson, John Toedter, and Raymond Restad. "Debate
showed a substantial increase (in 1948-49), with six
teams participating," said the yearbook writeup. The first
team of Jack Nordstrom and Dale Barnes and the second
team, Clarence Strickland and Stan Murray, participated
in both tournaments. "The cross-examination method was
used this year as well as the standard style. Ruth St.
John took honors as top orator when she placed first in
the women's division of the Red River tournament. Plans
were also made this year for the establishment of a
Teachers College Debate Conference."
Alumnus Max Powers, who replaced Allen Erickson
while he was on leave, had a new set of debaters in
1949-50: Royce Sanner, Duane Scribner, Marjorie
Opgrand, Delores Anderson, Louis Malinowski, and
John Lavely. Names were omitted in the 1951 Dragon,
and a single MiSTiC article said that Arland Brusven
and Ron Burnett would represent MSTC at the Northwest
debate tournament in St. Paul March 1-3. The article
went on to say that two teams would go to Hibbing for
three rounds of debate on March 9, without identifying
the debaters. And, "MS will be represented by a mixed
team (names not released yet) in the freshmen debate
tournament to be held April 13 and 14 at the U of M."

John Stucky, Clarence Eskildson, Maxine Headland, Dorothy Murray,
and Ken Christiansen discuss their case.

The highly successful and dynamic forensics program at
MSTC in the late 1930s and early 1940s under Hale
Aarnes and Herold Lillywhite motivated some
outstanding students to do graduate work in speech.
Vince Murphy earned an M.A. at the University of
Minnesota but left teaching to become a businessman in
the Fargo-Moorhead community, and a leading MS fundraiser and benefactor. Kenneth Wilkens earned an M.A.
and Ph.D. at Northwestern University and has been a
professor of speech at St. Olaf College for 30 years.
Kenneth Christianson also earned his doctorate in speech
and has had a distinguished career: unfortunately, the
College has lost contact with him.

Allen Erickson, 1946-1953
Kenneth Wilkens was appointed an "acting instructor" in
1945-46 and had "an active program of speech
activities" underway in the spring term, according to the
1946 Victory Dragon. But Wilkens, '42, who had been
an outstanding debater before the War, went on to
Northwestern University to earn his graduate degrees.

Kenneth Wilkens.
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The 1953 Dragon cutline says: "Ron Burnett demonstrates a piece of
strategy to fellow debaters Schumm , Brusven , Vogel and Mr. Erickson,
coach, before the St. Cloud meet."

"M.S. Debaters Cover 4,000 Miles" was the 1953
Dragon heading. In a photograph, "Debaters Burnett,
Milburn, Vogel, and Brusven bask in the Arizona sun
during the International Meet held in March at Tucson."
History teacher Neil Thompson was debate "adviser" in
1954. The Dragon pictured him with Don Schulenberg,
Ron Carlstrom, Marjorie Kovell , Janice Leverson, and
Mary Coyne. The annual said, "Debate on the MSTC
campus is heard of rarely, yet the work this organization
does promotes MS among the colleges of the country."
Ron Burnett, Arland Brusven, Ronald Carlstrom, and
Leo Burley participated in a tournament held at the
University of Denver.

Lloyd Watkins, 1954-1956
In 1954, when a drop in college enrollment around the
country left many new Ph.D.s with poor job prospects,
President Snarr returned from an Eastern trip with two
of the best teachers who ever signed Moorhead State
contracts. Snarr hired them to teach communications in
his general education program. One of the two new
faculty members, Dr. Lloyd Watkins, who had his Ph.D.
in Public Address from the University of Wisconsin, was
Moorhead State's best-qualified debate coach. Besides
being a fine teacher and debate coach, Lloyd was also
one of the most amusing men I have ever known. He
needed his sense of humor: from 1954 to 1956 he
struggled against odds to establish a good debate
program at Moorhead State Teachers College. The
College had no speech department and MSTC debate had
languished for some years.
The 1955 Dragon pictured Watkins with a squad of 11
debaters: Helen McGuigan, Marlene Sievert, Dick
Bennett, Gordon Aanerud, Gerald Warner, Paul
Jenkinson, Mary Matheson, Barbara Caughey, Harlan
Shuck, Joanne Baugh, and Doris Schuster. There were
15 debaters in 1956: Garnet Badtke, Anna Mae Rebuck,
Audrey De Mars, Nancy Johnson, Chuck Olson, Helen
McGuigan, Marvel Froemming, Bonnie Kussatz, Barbara
Caughey, Rodney Mapes, Russell Cox, LeRoy Boyer,
Bob Mead, Harlan Shuck, and Jim Heifort.

Lloyd Watkins.

The last MiSTiC of the year announced that Watkins had
resigned to become associate professor of speech at the
University of Ohio. Besides coaching debate at Ohio, he
also served as an assistant to the academic vicepresident. After ten years at the University of Ohio, he
went to Idaho State University as executive vicepresident. In 1973 he became president of West Texas
State University and four years later of Illinois State
University at Normal.
In 1956 two new English teachers had charge of the
MSTC debate squad. Dr. Franklin Batdorf, the coach,
probably had some debate training or experience but in
the distant past. His assistant was Bill Marchand, a
personable young speech and English teacher who was
just beginning his teaching career. Nine debaters were
pictured with these two men in the 1957 Dragon: Nancy
Johnson, Harlan Shuck, Ron Olson, Geraldine Sorben,
Marlys Olson, LeRoy Boyer, Thomas Norby, Kay Weber,
and Joe Wilson.

Chapter 22
The Model League of Nations
Assembly
The 1931 Praeceptor, under pictures of C. Gludt, J.
Ingersoll, C. Glasrud, and D. Bird, described the Model
League of Nations sessions sponsored by three St. Paul
colleges in February of that year. Eastern colleges had
been holding such assemblies for ten years, and in 1931
Macalester, Hamline, and St. Thomas brought the idea
to Minnesota.
The Moorhead State Teachers College delegation,
representing the Kingdom of Sweden, appeared a little
late for the first meeting held in the Central High
School auditorium, and took up the report of the
Credentials Committee, the election of the president,
and a discussion on harmonizing the Covenant of the
League of Nations with the Pact of Paris. . . . At the
closing session on Saturday morning, the delegates
heard the reports on mandates, refugees, and the
Agrarian Crisis, and discussed the resolution on
traffic in opium and other dangerous drugs. After the
formal speeches and reports on these matters, the
questions were discussed in an open forum debate.
I remember that our decision to go to St. Paul was made
the evening before an early Friday morning departure. As
Student Commission president, Johnny Ingersoll had
received the invitation to the Model League sessions and
had wangled $10 of expense money for our trip. Sam
Bridges agreed to drive his car to the Twin Cities for
that amount. ~were an "unofficial," Ingersoll-appointed
delegation, three debaters and John, and we were excited
about the venture. I had been an MS student for only
five months and this would be my first-ever trip to the
Twin Cities. At the St. Paul sessions we kept quiet, overawed by the eloquence of the Gustavus Adolphus
delegation: Bernard and Harold Levander and Leland
Stark (who became an Episcopal bishop). ~came back
to MSIC exhilerated and convinced that college students
could do anything.
In the 1932 Praeceptor Don Bird and I were pictured
again, flanked by John Costain and Gorman Thompson.
~ four, with Byron Murray, attended the second state
Model League Assembly on the Carleton campus at
Northfield. I hope I did not write this (about the
Carleton Assembly) in the 1932 Praeceptor: "This year
has indeed been one of great achievement, one of the
high spots, one of the greatest being this domination,
this expanding influence to bring the attention of the
entire state to this progressive College." There was more
of the same: "Seemingly by a stroke of good fortune, the
College secured the right to represent the United States
at the Northfield meetings. The delegation of our four
men, from the round-table conference on the Manchurian
crisis to the last report at the Disarmament Conference,
dominated the sessions; their opinions, as representatives
of the United States, carried great weight, and their
suggestions were given instant attention." And more:
"Spontaneous arguments, fiery retorts, amazing in their
close and tenacious adherence to the actual viewpoint of

the nation. . . . " ~ impressed ourselves so much that
we determined to hold the third Model League Assembly
at Moorhead in 1933.

The Moorhead Sessions, April 7-8, 1933
The most spectacular happening of my senior year at
Moorhead State Teachers College was our sponsorship of
the state-wide Model Assembly of the League of Nations,
which brought 53 students from a dozen colleges to our
campus on April 7-8, 1933. I hesitate to write about this
event because of my own central involvement, but nearly
50 years later Byron Murray singled it out as one of the
high points in Moorhead State Teachers College history.
Murray, who had gone to the Northfield assembly with
us as our adviser, had agreed that we should extend an
invitation to hold the Model League at MSTC in 1933.
We were in the process of moving into four new
buildings on our campus, and our new buildings gave us
confidence: we wanted to show them off. Our invitation
was accepted.
The host colleges usually housed delegates in their
dormitories for the two days of the conference, and we
were concerned that we did not have a real men's
dormitory at MSTC. We speculated airily that Concordia
and NDAC would help us out. I think some men did stay
in Concordia dormitories on April 7-8, 1933. I know that
I took care of one delegate: he was a young man from
Macalester, their single delegate, and I ousted my
roommate in Mildew Hall to give him a bed!
I remember something else. Student delegates from some
of the colleges were arriving and registering on Friday
morning. On the spur of the moment I decided to
introduce them to the MS student body at the 10 o'clock
convocation to arouse interest in our Model Assembly
and make sure that we would have people attending the
sessions. Twenty delegates had registered by 10 o'clock,
and I introduced each of them by name and college
without any notes. This feat pleased and surprised me. I
was "on a high."
Most of the meetings were held in our new gymnasium,
which was pictured in the 1933 Praeceptor, the
delegations seated at tables on the floor and students and
townspeople filling the bleachers as at a basketball game.
We managed to show off more of our new buildings,
however, using the small but attractive Campus School
. auditorium and holding a tea in Ingleside, which we
considered very elegant, and a banquet and luncheon in
Comstock dining hall.
The 1933 Praeceptor printed a full report of the 1933
Model League Assembly:
Twelve colleges of Minnesota and North Dakota sent
fifty-three delegates to Moorhead on April 7 and 8 to
cooperate with the International Relations Club of the
College in presenting the third annual Model League
of Nations. Interested crowds of students and
townspeople from the surrounding vicinity filled the
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Points of interest during the evening were speeches by
Rolf Daehlin, Concordia, in Chinese, a fiery talk in
German by Lyman Bringgold of M.S.T.C., an address in
Italian by Emil Genetti, also an M.S.T.C. student-the
three representing these countries.
On Saturday, April 8, the formal business meeting was
held, and the College of St. Catherine in St. Paul was
selected as a meeting place for the Model League in
1934. At 9:30 a.m. the second meeting of the Assembly
was opened, with Clarence Glasrud again presiding.
Discussion on the disarmament question gave rise to
many dramatic moments, of which perhaps the foremost
was the fiery speech of the delegate from Russia, Oliver
Asp, in which he hurled accusations right and left, until
he was halted by a haughty reprimand by the presiding
officer.
Clarence Gludt

John Ingersoll

Clarence Glasrud

Donald Bird

One o'clock Saturday afternoon witnessed the final
gathering of the Assembly at a luncheon at Comstock
Hall, which was attended by 300 people, among whom
were many of the outstanding personages of Fargo and
Moorhead. C. Douglas Booth delivered an address and
Dr. C.A. Duniway of Carleton gave a short talk, after
which the third annual Model League of Nations was
declared adjourned-an outstanding event of the year.

assembly halls to capacity at the three sessions of the
League which were open to the public.
The first session of the League, a meeting of the
Council, was held at 1:30 p.m., April 7, in the Training
School auditorium, and was preceded by a short address
by C. Douglas Booth of London, England, a noted
authority on international affairs. At 4:00 p.m., an
informal tea was given in Ingleside for all delegates, and
at 6:30 they assembled again for a banquet at Comstock
dining hall.

John Costain

Glasrud

Bird

Gorman Thompson

The first plenary league session was held before a
packed house at 8:00 p.m., appropriately decorated with
flags of all nations. Dr. J. William Terry, managing
editor of the League of Nations Chronicle, delivered an
address on the international crisis. Then with Clarence
Glasrud presiding as chairman, the session was formally
opened.
The roll was called in French by Gorman Thompson,
Secretary General of the Model League. Following this
the Manchurian situation was discussed, with orators
filling the gymnasium with various pleas and arguments.
The Chaco and the Leticia disputes were also taken up
by the assembly before adjournment.
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Our new gymnasium was the Model League Assembly Hall, with the
podium at the far end.

An afterword of importance: when Joe Kise realized that
a dozen colleges would be sending delegations to our
campus in early April, 1933, he assumed a leadership
role in preparation for the affair. He worked chiefly with
Don Bird, who was as serious, organized, and efficient
as Kise: they developed a mimeographed agenda which
was sent out to the participating colleges. We borrowed
small international flags that had been used by the
Herbst Department Store in a sales promotion, and our
print shop produced identifying badges in French on blue
silk. We were determined to put on a good show, and we
did. The other colleges were impressed by Moorhead
State Teachers College!

The International Relations Club
As already noted, before the 1933 Model Assembly came
to our campus Joe Kise had become our adviser, though
Byron Murray, with whom most of us had worked
closely in publications and debate, was still involved. But

Thompson, Bird, Costain, and I (with some others) had
also been students in the specialized political science
courses that Kise taught during those years, including
one called ·~merican Diplomacy" the previous year. I
remember Kise telling us in the fall of 1932 that Norman
Thomas, the Socialist candidate for president, would
speak from the back platform of a train as it passed
through Fargo. Until then we had been only mildly
interested in the Hoover-Roosevelt Presidential campaign.
We heard Norman Thomas say: "They will tell you that
if you vote for me, you will throw away your vote, but if
you vote for what you don't want and get it, how's that
for throwing away your vote?" Norman Thomas was the
most eloquent speaker in the nation, and his five-minute
speech made us Socialists. We sponsored a political rally
on the MSTC campus. Our candidate out-polled Franklin
Roosevelt lITT to 103, but the conservative student body
cast more that 200 votes for Herbert Hoover. During that
year, 1932-33, the International Relations Club, though it
had only a limited membership, became the most active
club on the campus, our great affair, of course, being the
Model League Assembly in the spring.
I do not know just when we organized an International
Relations Club at Moorhead State Teachers College. It
was probably in the late winter or early spring of 1932,
after we had returned from Carleton. If we were going
to put on a Model League of Nations Assembly, we
would need a sponsoring organization. I know that I was
elected president of the club, because that made me the
presiding chairman of our Model Assembly the next
year.
We were sponsored by the Carnegie Endowment for the
League of Nations Association of Minnesota. This
connection was important because the Carnegie

The 1932-33 International Relations club: Top row, Sydney Kurtz, Cecil Veitch, Clarence Glasrud, Wilson Dokken, Franklin Brown, Frederick
Dommer; second row, Gorman Thompson, Ward Thompson, Axel Ta/lin, Edward Eastman, Kenneth Johnson , James Bridges; front Edith Alexander,
Bernice Cox, and Hazel Deal. Other members were Charles Jabr, Don Bird, James Tye, Carl Maedl. John Cbisbolm, Willabelle Wasson , Alice
Nelson, Helen Walker, and Harry Stadum.
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Endowment sent us all the information we needed about
the League of Nations and, also without charge, the two
speakers who added a good deal of distinction to our
sessions. I am sure the College gave us some money to
run the conference, but it could not have been very
much.

Later International Relations Club Activity
The respectful writeup in the 1934 Praeceptor shows that
the momentum of triumph carried over into the next
year. A picture showed 15 students in black robes
listening intently, in judicial dignity, while another
student pleaded his case. The writeup explained:
Although not being hosts to the Model League
Assembly this year, forensic activities relating to
international affairs were actively carried on under the
auspices of the International Relations Club.
Under the direction of Delia Peterson, a play
representing the Permanent Court of International
Justice in action, "The Lotus Case," was given. The

formality of the procedure was impressive and gave an
excellent dramatization of the workings of the Court.
Fourteen members of the International Relations group
attended the Model League of Nations and Pan-American
Conference held this year at St. Catherine's College at
St. Paul. ..Those attending this year were: Luverne
Lewis, James Tye, Russell Monson, Eleanor Laing,
Herbert Lange, Jack Bridges, Carl Maedl, Vernon
Schranz, Nina Jorgensen, John Chisholm, Harry Stadum,
Marguerite Eastman, Nyal Dokken, and Angeline
Muldoon. These people represented the United States,
Italy, Cuba, Central American republics, Iraq, and the
Netherlands at various sessions of the conference.
At the Missouri Valley Conference held at Grinnell
College, two representatives from the College were sent,
Wilson Dokken and Arnold Kittleson, accompanied by
Mr. Kise.
The International Relations Club remained active for
some years but could never match the enthusiasm of
1933.

Members of tbe MSTC International Relations Club wore robes when they sat as the Permanent Court of International Justice. The Praeceptor did
not identify these 17 people but I can recogniz.e most of them since I bad graduated from MSTC the previous year. Left to right, Nina Jorgenson,
Vincent Schneider, Signe Olson, Aileen O'Laugblin, Milo Monson, Carl Maedl, Delia Peterson, Antoinette Henderson, not known, Russell Monson,
Odwin Lee, Arnold Kittleson, three unknowns, Ed Eastman, and Vernon Schranz, speaking.

Chapter 23
Nemzek's Heyday
Even at the beginning of the 1930s, when the six
Montana "sheepherders" made their mark on the school's
teams, both football and basketball took a sharp upward
tum at Moorhead State Teachers College. The most
important factor was probably the increased enrollment
of men. There were a hundred men at the College in
1930-31 and nearly two hundred in 1932-33.
Sliv's football teams had easily beaten the North Dakota
colleges that made up the rest of the Interstate
Conference, and he broke out of the old league when the
football scores became too one-sided in 1930 and 1931.
Nemzek always sought tough competition and continued
to play both of the North Dakota universities, even
though losses to NDU and NDAC usually marred his
season records.
When the Northern State Teachers College Conference
was created by the six Minnesota colleges, Nemzek's
teams dominated football competition for several years
and were always a strong force in league play. In
basketball they continued to do less well, even after
Moorhead finally got an adequate gymnasium in the
1931-32 rebuilding program. Nemzek was primarily a
football coach and had less skill on the basketball court.
During the Depression Era of the 1930s, Nemzek's
football squads increased in numbers and athletic skill,
from 28 in 1929 to 38 in 1930, 44 in 1931, and 52 in
1932. The Montana infusion had added leadership and
spark to Sliv's teams from 1929 to 1932; the Michigan
men filled many positions on Moorhead State football
teams thereafter, even though talented players also came
from area towns like Detroit Lakes, Breckenridge,
Staples, Frazee, Wheaton, and others.
Almost as though the Michigan players had broken a
Scandinavian-German-Anglo-Saxon monopoly at
Moorhead, players began coming from Minnesota's Iron
Range and International Falls in the 1930s, their Slavic
and Finnish names indistinguishable from those of the
Michigan men. Many careers of the Michigan men are
outlined briefly in Chapter 24. To represent other
football stars who are mentioned only casually in this
history, the careers of the 1933 and 1934 football
captains following their graduation from MSTC are
sketched at the end of this chapter.

The Montana Stars
The 1929-30 athletic year heralded Sliv Nemzek's great
teams of the Thirties. The 28 men who turned out for
football gave him his largest squad and he had an
assistant coach in Ray Johnson, who had returned to
complete requirements for a bachelor's degree after
several highly successful seasons of coaching in
Montana. Johnson brought with him four outstanding
athletes from Manhattan, Montana-Chet Gilpin, Hank

Coach Nemzek goes over a play at bis desk with two backfield stars of
the mid-Thirties: fullback Vince Yatcbak of Bessemer, Michigan and
quarterback Walt Scbeela of International Falls.

Booher, Bill Robinson, and Hank Ruegamer, all of whom
would be MS standouts in the next few years. Younger
brothers Buzz Robinson and Bud Ruegamer came a year
later.
Letters were awarded to 22 men at the end of the 1929
season, 15 of them to freshmen and five to sophomores.
In their last season as "Peels," the MSTC football team
lost to NDAC 21-6 and to Concordia 22-7; but the team
captured the Interstate Conference title for the fourth
time in six years and defeated BSTC and Huron College.
Freshman fullback Herman Krajeck from Wheaton
scored the only touchdown of the game to defeat
Bemidji, and Moorhead sports writers praised the
playing of Herb Moberg at roving center and the
.sensational running of halfback speedsters Tonnie Davis
of Frazee and Bill Robinson-whose "last wild dash"
ended the Jamestown game and clinched the conference
title for the Peds. Among other players singled out for
special praise were Captain John Ingersoll and Captainelect Chet Gilpin.
MSTC finished third in conference basketball competition
with a 7-3 record, but Bill Robinson was the second high
scorer in the conference. In track, Robinson was the
standout in a triangular meet, winning the low hurdles
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and finishing second in the 100-yard dash, high hurdles,
220-yard dash, and broad jump.
In 1930-31 Nemzek had 38 men out for football and
again had an assistant coach, Bill Curran, a Fargo
teacher who had been a Moorhead State star ten years
earlier. Only NDAC scored against the team now called
"the Dragons," and though that game was lost 39-21,
MSTC had scored more points against the Bison than
any 1930 opponent. No other team had crossed the
Dragon goal line. The Concordia game ended 0-0.
Moorhead's old Interstate Conference foes were beaten
47-0, 33-0, 45-0, and 39-0. Bemidji State Teachers
College fared no better, losing 33-0.

Outstanding regulars of the early 1930s were halfback Tonnie Davis of
Fraue !left) and tackle-fullback Herman Krajeck from Wheaton.

Moorhead sportswriters praised the performances of
fullback Herman Krajeck (whose brother Jim was also
singled out for blocking a punt in the NDAC game), and
the play of a new end, Ross (Monk) Ireland of Detroit
Lakes. Looking toward the next season, Art Simson, the
veteran tackle from Wheaton, would be the only man
lost through graduation. Obert (Ob) Nelson of Moorhead
was elected captain for the 1931 season. Concordia's fine
1930 team had the ball inside the Dragon five-yard line

Most of these 1930-31 basketball players were also football standouts: back, M. Christianson, Harold !Bibs) Mattson, Nemuk, Chet Gilpin, John
Ingersoll; front, Herb Moberg, Marshall Lien, Art Simson, Hank Booher, and Bill Robinson.
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three times but were unable to score: Herb Moberg of
Moorhead stopped two of their drives. In their five highscoring games, speedy halfbacks Davis and Robinson and
fullback Krajeck were joined in scoring by Johnny
Ingersoll and substitute quarterback Vic Anderson.
In basketball the newly named Dragons won their first
conference basketball championship, and defeated the
Bison early in the season: however, they won only one
game out of four played with Concordia, who were
champions of the Minnesota Collegiate Conference. A
comment in the Praeceptor at the end of the 1931
basketball writeup is worth noting: "A record of missing
only 21/2 days of school work was also accomplished in
the season's schedules."
Though 44 men turned out for football to start the
1931-32 sports year, the Dragons were without a
conference and forced to seek new competition. Scores
of 50-0 against Valley City and 54-0 against Jamestown
show why Nemzek helped break up the old Interstate
conference. A 40-yard end run by Tonny Davis, a
"tremendous leap" over the line by Johnny Ingersoll, and
the interception of a lateral pass by Monk Ireland
defeated River Falls (WI) State Teachers College 12-0. In
the Homecoming game Moorhead out-played (and often
threatened to score against) Northern State of Aberdeen,
SD, but had to settle for a 0-0 tie. The Concordia game
was also a 0-0 tie, both teams excelling with their
defensive play: Dragons highlights were Chet Gilpin's
handling of punts and Herman Krajeck's line play after
being moved to tackle from his old fullback position.
MSTC lost to NDAC 19-6 and to NDU 14-0.
The Dragons may have played their best football in the
first game of the season when they met St. Thomas
College in a night game in St. Paul. Although rated the
underdogs, Moorhead State pushed the Tommies all over
a muddy field but lost 7-6, even though they crossed the
St. Thomas goal-line three times. However, Bill
Robinson's kick-off return through the whole Tommie
team was .disallowed as a score because an official ruled
that he had stepped out of bounds on the 20-year line.
Tonnie Davis' 40-yard run to cross the goal line was
called back on a holding penalty. And the Dragons failed

Only Wilbur Bailey is recognizable on tbis 1934 bench picture:
Although he was an All-Conference tackle in 1933, he was not in
uniform because he was an assistant coach, not a player.

to convert on the only touchdown that was allowed. I
remember that St. Thomas game and our excitement at
the play of the Dragons. Walt and Al Cocking and I had
driven to the Twin Cities in their Model A Ford to see
the game. The Twin City sports writer, noting the new
name adopted by Moorhead State Teachers College, said,
"On the basis of last night's football game, the Dragon is
clearly St. Thomas' lucky symbol."
The most exciting sports events of my years as a student
were the five basketball games played against Concordia
in 1932. The Cobbers had won three out of four games
in 1931, as well as their conference title. The Moorhead
High School players who had won the Minnesota State
tournament in 1928 and 1929 had gone over to
Concordia as a team, and the sports writers constantly
referred to them as "the wonder team." Four of
Moorhead State's basketball players were from Montana:
Bill and Buzz Robinson, forwards (though they did not
play well together), and Chet Gilpin and Hank Booher,
guards. Stringbean Cliff Rasmussen, stocky Herb
Moberg, and Johnny Ingersoll completed the MS team.
The games were played in the old Moorhead Armory,
which was packed to capacity well before the games
began. The tension was electric. The two teams won
alternate games, the Dragons winning the first, third,
and fifth. In the final game Bill Robinson fouled out
after scoring three spectacular baskets. Buzz Robinson
came in to replace him and scored two more to win the
game Zl-22.

The Northern Teachers College Conference
Before another football season began, Moorhead State
became a member of a new athletic conference. The
January 22, 1932 MiSTiC was enthusiastic about "the
Powerful Loop" that united the six Minnesota Teachers
Colleges:
MSTC is now a charter member of the newly
organized Northern Teachers College Athletic
Conference, the much rumored and discussed loop
which became a reality at the formal meeting and
election of officers January 16 at Minneapolis.
Withdrawing from the Interstate Conference after
dominating that group for the greater part of the time
since 1924, the date of its organization, the College
was without athletic affiliation for a short time but
was actively engaged in the formation of the new
loop.
The other charter members include the other five
teachers colleges of Minnesota: St. Cloud, Winona,
Mankato, Bemidji, and Duluth. The conference,
however, may admit colleges from other states, as the
name indicates. Thus with a new conference,
promising new state wide attention to the Dragons as
well as to the other strong teams from such schools as
St. Cloud, Winona, and Mankato, another milestone
is made in college history ...
Eligibility rules for the Northern T.C. League were
formulated at the Minneapolis meeting. Freshmen may
participate, and students may compete for four years.
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and Russell (Red) Monson sophomores; and three
freshmen, end Wayne Stephens and tackles Vernon
Schranz and Dave DuVall (two huskies who had grown
up near the MSTC campus).
The basketball record for the 1932-33 College year was a
little better, the Dragons finishing second in the
conference (behind Mankato), with a 4-2 record. The
team lost two out of three games to Concordia. Against
Duluth STC, Harold (Bibs) Mattson set a Dragon scoring
record with eleven field goals and three free throws.
Hank Booher, in his last game for MSTC, paced the
Dragons in a last minute rush to defeat St. Cloud 34-33.
Booher was an All-Conference guard and Bibs Mattson
of Moorhead was elected captain for the coming year,
"the first Dragon basketball captain in four years."

Joe Edlund, the 1934 co-captain, coached at Hawley following bis
graduation but was killed in an automobile accident in September,
1936.

The new Northern League will begin its career with
the football season next fall: St. Cloud, Winona, and
Duluth are down on the Dragon schedule for 1932.
Complete schedules and other material will be
forthcoming soon as the executive board gets its plans
underway.
It was the beginning of a new era in Dragon athletics,
according to the 1933 Praeceptor, which noted that 52

Sliv Nemzek had the aid of two of his recently graduated
stars during the 1933 football season, Chet Gilpin and
Hank Booher. The Michigan gang, who had first made
their appearance the previous fall, became a factor but
the season was a lack-luster one, thanks in part to an
early snowfall that made good football difficult. The
Dragons began with two ties under Captain Jim (Porky)
Blaine of Frazee: 7-7 against Duluth and 0-0 against
Concordia. After a 28-0 victory over Wahpeton Science,
a 2-0 loss to Bemidji, and a 13-0 win over Aberdeen,
MSTC lost its last three games, 12-6 to Winona, 20-0 to
NDAC, and 7-6 to River Falls. Wilbur Bailey at tackle
and diminutive Milton Hollister at halfback won AllConference honors. Jim Blaine at guard and Maynard
Thompson at end were placed on the second team.
The bright spot in the 1933-34 basketball season was
winning the final game against Concordia with a long
shot just before the final gun. Buzz Robinson, playing
his last season, was an All-Conference selection, Bibs
Mattson made the second team, and Wally Erickson and
Carl (Caca) Fridlund were given honorable mention.
Like Mattson, Fridlund and Erickson were Moorhead
High graduates.

men had turned out for football practice in 1932.
Nemzek had two assistant coaches, Chet Gilpin, who had
become a Campus School superviser following his
graduation, and Bill Curran. The Dragons "emerged as
co-champions with St. Cloud and Mankato," said the
yearbook. Since Moorhead did not play either of those
teams in 1932, however, the championship was not a
glorious one. The Dragons had beaten Winona 14-13 and
Bemidji 9-0, and lost to Duluth 7-6. The rest of the
season was mediocre, too, with losses to UND 24-0, to
NDAC 20-6, and to Concordia 20-7. Aberdeen was
beaten 7-6.
MSTC was beginning to depend on a new group of
football players, though four seniors were still mainstays:
Captain Hank Booher (end), Herb Moberg (center), Bill
Robinson (halfback), and Herman Krajeck (fullback).
Booher and Robinson were put on the "mythical" AllConference team and Herb Moberg and quarterback
Matty Knauf on the second team. Emerging stars were
guard Clarence McAllister and tackle Wilbur Bailey, both
juniors; halfback Joe Edlund and tackles Julien Bjerkness

Diminutive Milt Hollister, a very speedy halfback, and brainy
quarterback Walt Scbeela were two of the backfield stars of the great
1934 and 1935 Dragon football teams.
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The Michigan Invasion
The 1934 Dragon football team may have been Moorhead
State's best (to date), even though they had to forfeit the
conference title when Vince Yatchak and Marco Gotta
were ruled ineligible because they had appeared on the
Purdue campus for a few days at the beginning of
football practice that fall. The conference games forfeited
were a 26-0 defeat of Winona and a 17-0 win over
Duluth. Playing without Gotta and Yatchak, the Dragons
defeated Bemidji 44-0 and St .. Cloud 13-6.
After an opening game win over Jamestown College
19-4, the Dragons played to a 13-13 tie with Concordia:
two passes from Hollister to Wayne Stephens matched a
pair of blasts across the goal line by Bob Fritz, the
Cobbers' superlative fullback. The climax of the
undefeated season was a 13-12 victory over the NDAC
Bison. For the Dragons, Joe Edlund plunged over from
the five-yard line and Hollister slid over the goal after
Wayne Stephens had snared a long pass on the Bison sixyard line. MSTC bottled up Fritz Hanson, the speedy
Bison halfback from Perham (though he passed for the
first NDAC score). An 80-yard punt by Sleepy Yatchak
brought Dragon fans to their feet.
Evidence of the Dragon superiority in their league was
the placing of six men on the All-Conference team:
Wayne Stephens and Frank Marconeri, ends, Evard
Serbin at tackle, and co-captain Edlund, Walt Scheela,
and Hollister i~ the backfield. Marco Gotta and Vince
Yatchak were, of course, not eligible. Co-captain
Bjerkness, Schranz, and Wally Erickson were placed on
the second team.
The Dragons won and lost some basketball thrillers in
1935. There was no question about their two losses to
NDAC (led by "the unstoppable Bud Marquardt", whose
brother Bob was a Dragon football player.) But MS beat
Concordia in three straight games to take possession of
the trophy awarded by the Moorhead Daily News to the
city champion. The Dragons placed third in their
conference, which was very strong in 1935.

In basketball MSTC had one of its best balanced squads
in 1935 and nearly all members of the team were from
Moorhead. Top stars were Captain Caca Fridlund at
guard, Bibs Mattson playing his final season at forward,
and Maynard Thompson, a sharp-shooting defense man
(all from Moorhead.) Also oil the team were Herbie
Lange, Dave DuVall, and Wally Erickson, also from
Moorhead, and Christianson. Four other players did
much to make the season a success said the Praeceptor:
"Doc" Elstad (from the Campus High School) , Odis
(Oats) Legrande, and Bill Ackeson from Moorhead, and
Orrin Rife, a transfer, who was a Wahpeton Science
letterman.
The 1935 football team was as good as the 1934 Dragons
who lost the Conference title on forfeited games. The
only two losses were to NDU 13-6 and to NDAC 7-0.
Concordia was beaten 20-0, Wahpeton Science 39-0, and
four conference opponents by lop-sided scores: Duluth
32-0, St. Cloud 19-0, Bemidji 44-12, and Winona 38-9.
The Michigan gang made large contributions to these
victories, but there were other stars, including Milt
Hollister and Ross Stephens, who had missed much
action in previous years because of a severe injury.
Elmer Johnson, Vern Schranz, Dave Duvall, and AllConference Evard Serbin were outstanding tackles, as
were veteran Neil Wohlwend of Barnesville and AllConference Chu-Chu Marconeri, both ends.
In the 1935 backfield, Willard Burke of Detroit Lakes,
Orrin Rife, and Joe Formick of International Falls, who
spelled Yatchak at fullback, were star performers. Senior
Bob Marquardt had been a steady center for several
years, but Pete Meyers was an All-Conference selection
at that position: Nemzek had never had such a wealth of
talent on his football teams. In basketball the Dragons
did less well in the 1935-36 season, winning only the
last of three games against Concordia and losing more
than they won in the conference and other games. Vern
Zehren of Breckenridge emerged as their star performer.

Left to Right: Gt:?rge (Pete! 1'1eyer was an All-Conference center in 1935 after be captured that position; end Wayne Stephens made the 13-12 win
<YVer NDAC possible "?' ~atcbmg a pass on. the ~x-yard line (be was All-Conference in 1934! . Tackle Elmer Johnson, was elected president of the
M~ ~t~ent Comm1ss1on in 1937. Despite bis appearance on this photograph, Willard Burke was a very speedy and elusive halfback in the
m1d-Tb1rt1es.
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In the last football game of the 1936 season, the Dragons
lost their first conference game in three years, 6-10 to St.
Cloud. They defeated Bemidji Tl-6 and Mankato 13-7.
Concordia was beaten 3-0 on Marco Gotta's second
quarter place-kick, and the Dragons overwhelmed
Jamestown College 45-0. Nemzek continued to play both
of the big North Dakota universities, losing to UND 33-7
and to NDAC 14-7. Walt Mikulich, a splendid guard,
captained the 1936 team, but the Praeceptor called
Marco Gotta, "the Mighty Midget," the sparkplug of the
team. He and Yatchak were elected captains for the 1937
season. Joe Formick, playing center, was an AllConference selection, along with Marconeri (end), "Big"
Serbin (tackle), and Yatchak (fullback).
Billy Burke was a halfback of All-American caliber, said
the annual, and quarterback Scheela "the brains of the
team." Because he was a four-year letterman, the book
labeled their 210-pound tackle "Pa" DuVall. Merv Snyder
and Bob Eames were a pair of superlative linemen from
Detroit Lakes, who shared honors with Michigan guards
Mikulich, Ielmini, and Torreano. The yearbook also
hailed a flock of promising freshmen led by Jack Weling
of Breckenridge. In 1936-37 basketball, the Dragons
regained the Moorhead Daily News trophy by beating
Concordia two out of three games. Their conference
record against strong opposition was not impressive.
The 1937 Praeceptor (which became the Dragon the
following year), resorded very lively activity in other
sports-track, baseball, tennis, and intramurals-but gave
special attention to swimming, which had developed into
"the most popular and well-attended sport on the
campus" under the leadership of the Aquatic Club. There
were two pages of swimming pool pictures, perhaps
because Praeceptor photographer-editor Gene Harris was
one of the best swimmers! Both wrestling and boxing,
sports with only student coaching, also received
attention.

Vern !Blackie! :lebren of Breckenridge and John !Red! Ielmini of
Bessemer, Michigan, were 1938 co-captains.

In the fall of 1937 the Dragons defeated Concordia 7-6
when Jack Weling recovered a Cobber fumble, Len
Peterson caught a pass in the end-zone, and Yatchak
kicked the extra point. In conference play MSTC beat
Bemidji 24-0, Mankato 33-0, and lost to St. Cloud 14-12.
Nemzek scheduled two new opponents in 1937: his team
defeated Lacrosse (Wisconsin) STC 13-6 but bowed to
St. John's University 19-6 in a game of lost
opportunities. MS was defeated by the NDAC Bison 13-6.
Marco Gotta and Doc Elstad shared the quarterbacking
in 1937 after Scheela had graduated the preceding year.
Halfback Vern Zehren and guard Red Ielmini were
elected co-captains for 1938.

Permanent Possession of the Daily News
Trophy
In 1937-38 the Dragon basketball team placed third in the
Northern Teachers College conference, split two games
with NDAC, and won the deciding game (of three)
against Concordia to give them permanent possession of
the first Moorhead News trophy: the Dragons had won it
for three straight years. MSTC standouts were Pepper
M..artin, their star guard (from Moorhead), who was an
All-Conference selection, and Orv Schwankl of
Breckenridge, a forward on the second team.
In intramural competition, non-specialists from several fields joined
forces. "Tbe Stevadores," 1936 champs, included John Wilson !track!,
Jesse Foster !band and orchestra!, Merv Snyder !football!, Ken
Christianson Idebate! and Ross Stephens lfootballJ.

Without mentioning that the Dragon football team had
failed to win a game in 1938, the yearbook said
Moorhead State had played "the toughest schedule in the
school's history." It may have been true, because the
team lost to the NDAC Bison 20-13, to the Winnipeg
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development of Weling, Putney, and Kellet from reserves
to regular positions."
The 1939 football team had a 4-3-1 season but gloried in
a 45-0 "smothering" of St. Cloud and a come-frombehind score to tie NDAC 13-13. The fall began with a
6-0 loss to Concordia, a 6-0 win over Bemidji, and a
20-7 loss to South Dakota State. The Dragons lost the
conference championship to Winona 13-7 in the final
game of the season: halfback Ed Webber was run out of
bounds inches short of the goal line on the last play of
the game. Guard Jack Weling was All-Conference, along
with another guard, Bob Eames, "an invaluable part of
the Dragon grid machine." The yearbook also praised
"the scintillating open field running of Dick Hammond
(Staples) and the air tight defense and headwork of
Johnny Hermes." Sliv Nemzek's assistant coaches for the
1939 football season were Ed Hammer and J.P.
Schroeder, both College, high school supervisers.

Tbe Dragon, evidently trying for individual pictures of as many 1938
football players as possible, settled for a variety of uniforms as long as
the background was consistent: top, Munari !tackle), Noland lhalfJ,
Schranz lend), Hansmann !tackle), Pahula lend); second row, Kiiskila
!guard), Hammond, lhalfJ, Clauson !fullback), West !tackle), Gronner
lend); third row, We1ing !center), Braker !guard), Fitch !guard),
Altobell lhalfJ, &chinski !center); bottom, Taschuk and Webber !both
halfbacks).

Bombers 20-0, and to South Dakota State 14-6. The
bright spot of the season was a 6-6 tie with Concordia.
In their conference Moorhead lost to Winona Zl-0, to St.
Cloud 7-6, and to Duluth 14-2. The Dragon featured the
six graduating seniors on the 1938 team: the co-captains,
Vernon (Blackie) Zehren (quarterback) and John (Red)
Iielmini (guard); two four-year lettermen, Frank Torreano
(guard) and Charles (Butch) Balzarini (fullback); and
John Brula (tackle), a three-year letterman from Soudan,
Minnesota, and Bill Walz (end), a two-year letterman
from Perham.
In 1938-39 basketball, the Dragons again won two out of
three games against Concordia and earned the first leg
on a new Moorhead Daily News trophy. They did less
well in conference play. The yearbook said "the high
spot of the season was the hair-raising game with
Bemidji Teachers here on January Zl, in which the
Dragons edged out the Beavers by a score of 49-48 in
two over-time periods." The 1939 Dragon pictured the
Daily News championship trophy (now in MS1C's
permanent possession), and three Moorhead basketball
standouts: co-captain Berthold (Pepper) Martin (guard),
co-captain Orville Schwankl (forward), and guard Vernon
Zehren, all four-year lettermen. The yearbook also
mentioned sophomore Glenn Preston, whose 123 points
was the highest in the conference, and "the rapid

Because the 1940 Dragon was edited by Tony Bachinski,
who was both a photographer and a football player, it
included superb football pictures and an unusual writeup.
Two pages were devoted to pictures taken during football
practice, with an accompanying essay on "the work that
goes to make up a winning football team," beginning
with the first day of practice. The writeup ends:
"Football is not all serious work. The team would go
stale if there weren't a letdown sometimes. A little
clowning now and then goes a long way in keeping up
team morale and spirit. It's behind the scenes life in a
football camp like these that makes football much of the
fun that it is for the contestant. It's a lot of work, plenty
of bumps, but it's a lot of fun too." Bachinski
photogrpahed seven seniors in distinctive poses: Vic
Clausen, Erwin Eraker, Jack Weling, Bob Eames,
Leonard Peterson, and Jerry Gossen. The writeup added:
"Other lettermen, inactive in football this past season for
various reasons, are Tony Bachinski (International Falls),
Edison Smith (Wadena), and Eugene Bininger (Detroit
Lakes)."
In basketball the 1939-40 Dragons won only five games
against 17 losses, their poorest season in many years.
The yearbook printed individual pictures of Virgil
Robinson, Chuck Putney, Fred Kellet, Glen Preston,
Curls Nelson, Pete Young, Gene Hotz, Jack Weling, Walt
Haskins, Tony Pahula, and Kenny Tate.

The National Guard and Sliv Nemzek Go To
Camp Haan
Sliv Nemzek's last season of football coaching (1940)
- began with a 13-6 loss to NDAC but reversed itself with
three victories: 26-0 over Mankato, 13-6 over Aberdeen,
and 31-19 against Winona. The tide turned again with a
21-12 loss at Bemidji, followed by a 6-0 defeat by
Concordia, which scored the game's only touchdown in
the first three minutes of play. The Dragons' 18-0 victory
over Duluth S1C gave the team second place in the
Northern Teachers College conference and a 4-3 season.
The 1941 yearbook played up three seniors: Captain Al
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Gronner, an All-Conference tackle, quarterback Johnny
Hermes, and fullback Fred Kellet, who was out much of
the season with injury. The other players pictured on the
1940 squad were Dick Olson (end), Jack Naylor (center),
Pete Ingberg (halfback), Ralph Rothrock (guard), Lyle
Fair (guard), Henry Luther (fullback), Tony Pahula
(end), Ed Hansmann (tackle), Clair Flood (center), Nels
Jessen (end), Gene Hotz (halfback), Kenny Tate
(halfback), Duke Pineur (center), Donald Knie
(halfback), Bob Fielder (tackle), Pete Skinner (end),
Floyd Garven (guard), Bill Butler (halfback), and Henry
Berg (tackle). In his final year of coaching, Sliv Nemzek
had assistants he could not have dreamed of earlier in his
career. Marco Gotta was backfield coach, Jack Weling
and Bob Eames line coaches, and Ed Hammer handled
the freshmen.
In 1940-41 basketball, the Dragons lost much of the
previous year's squad during the season. All-Conference
guard Preston had dropped out of college in the spring
of 1940 and Fred Kellet was out for the season because
of a football injury. The biggest loss, however, was due
to the departure of the National Guard on February 20,
1941, which took Robinson, Hotz, Haskins, Pahula, and
Holzer of the 1940 team and freshmen Tate, Knie,
Nelson, Ness, Wickland, and Fair to Camp Haan,
California. Ed Hammer, who took over basketball
coaching from Nemzek, built a new team around four
veterans: Captain Chuck Putney, Gordon Nelson, Donald
Young, and Paul Johnson. Other members of the team
were Bob Fielder, Don Jacoby, Harold and Howard
Erickson, Ted Jacobson, Gil Lysaker, Herb Colmer, and
Pete Young.
Coach Hammer, assisted by Dr. E.M. Spencer of the
education department, did not have high hopes for the
1941 football season after Sliv Nemzek had taken 29
lettermen with him when the Moorhead National Guard
became a part of the U.S. Army the previous February:
only Floyd Garven and Bob Fielder of the 1941 team had
played the year before. "More than three-fourths of the
squad had never played college football," said the 1942
Dragon. But, though the MS team lost all of its seven
games, four were by only one touchdown. Most

promising, only three of the 25 men who won 1941
football letters graduated in 1942: Herb Colmer, Ken
Jenson, and Morris Smith. Bob Fielder and Floyd
Garven won letters again, and Garven, the 1941 captain,
was re-elected for 1942. Nine other 1941 lettermen would
return to play football for MS in 1942: Marvel Deike,
Dan Murphy, Bernard McGuire, Joe De Mars, Hunter
Helgeson, Harold Erickson, Hugo Lehrer, Maurice
Zuehlsdorff, and Tony Malfeo. There were eleven other
1941 lettermen: John McDonald, Don Schlattman,
George Olson, Howard Hoganson, Tony Poliseno, Art
Johnke, Bob Blakeway, Harry Thompson, Dick Ryan,
Clayton Tandberg, and Burdette Coleman. Some of them
returned to play football at MSTC after World War II
ended.
Even with the disruption of their squad by the Army
call-up, the 1941 Dragon cagers had a respectable .500
percentage in games won and lost, finishing in a tie for
third place in their conference. "The outstanding
basketball event of the year," said the yearbook, "was
the three-game series with Concordia." The Dragons
regained possession of the Daily News trophy by winning
the first and last of three games, the first 53-52 in
overtime and the last 48-46 in another overtime tussle.
During the 1941-42 college year, the Dragon basketball
team won 12 and lost 11 games, which the yearbook
thought was "comparatively successful." They placed
third in the Northern conference, a familiar standing.
Though the Daily News trophy went over to Concordia,
which won two games before the Dragons took the last
of the series, a rare victory over NDAC was partial
consolation. Regulars on the 1941-42 team were captain
Herb Colmer and Marvel Deike from Detroit Lakes;
Gordon (Curls) Nelson, Bob Fielder, and Bernard (Bum)
McGuire, all of Staples; and Harold Erickson from
Moorhead. The yearbook also pictured six reserves:
three freshmen, two sophomores, and football star Tony
Malfeo, a junior. The underclassmen were Richard
(Deedy) Forseth of Detroit Lakes, Bob Lakie and Floyd
Garven of Barnesville, Jim Rude of Crookston, and Bob
Bruns from Fargo.

Tbe 1940 Dragon, anticipating the track season, posed four men on a wrestling mat in starting positions: Hammond 100- and 200-yard dashes and
220 low hurdles; Koshnick, 880; Hotz, broad jump; and Webber, 440 and high jump.
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The 1942 football team, which won two games and lost
five, had new coaches again, Roy Domek and Hubert
Loy. Nine returning lettermen joined 13 new players,
most of them freshmen: Curls Nelson, Dave Pender,
Norman Olson, Richard Wright, Tom Snarr, George
Garven, Wally Solien, Roy Rustad, John Poliseno,
Howard Erickson, Don Nelson, Norm Felde, and Collins
Olmstead. In 1942-43 the Dragons did a little better in
basketball, \Vinning 12 of 20 games, including two out of
three over Concordia and a victory over NDAC. The
y~arbook said the season's highlight was a revenge
victory over conference champions St. Cloud (who had
beaten the Dragons earlier) "in a hotly contested battle
in which six men out of an eight-man squad were
banished on fouls." Wally Solien of Moorhead was the
only new man on the MSTC squad. Marvel Deike, coscoring leader, was selected on the All-Conference team.
McGuire, Nelson, and Fielder all made the second team.
In the War year of 1944, the Dragons played an eightgame basketball schedule with limited travel. Neil
Wohlwend, who was a physical education instructor of
the Air Corps cadets on the MS campus, coached a team
that defeated NDAC twice but lost to the team fielded by
the 346th Air Corps cadet unit on the MS campus. A
team coached by Roy Domek played 14 basketball games
in 1944-45 but won only three. The small annual
published that year explained some obstacles: ''Although
starting the season with seven men, the Dragons played
most of the season with six men and the last three with
only five." The yearbook pictured six: Russ Moe, Stan
Herlick, Don Morgan, Don Nelson, Harry Weitemier,
and Harry Woods.
The Dragons had respectable baseball and track teams in
the Thirties and early Forties. In 1940 Neal Budrow set
a new conference record in winning the two-mile run
and Bob Koshnick, Dick Hammond, Ed Webber, and
Gene Hotz were "consistent point winners" in track
meets on the eve of World War II. We had tennis and
golf teams and won some matches. There was hockey,
boxing, and wrestling activity at times. Yearbook
photographs liked to take pictures of diving, swimming,
and acrobatics in our new swimming pool and
gymnasium, but this history will not try to record all of
these sports activities. I won and lost some tennis
matches for MS in the early Thirties and coachedmanaged our team: a half century later our records do
not seem worth recording.

Sliv's "Boys"
Alex J. Nemzek became a Moorhead realtor when he
returned to his hometown with a medical discharge
toward the end of World War II. Because of his heart
condition, he could not have returned to coaching even if
he had got on with President O.W. Snarr, which he
emphatically did not. But he became a highly respected
civic leader and was elected mayor of Moorhead in
1948-50. When the Franciscan Sisters determined that
Moorhead needed a hospital to replace the small
structure which dated back to 1907, Nemzek headed a

Sliv knew this was a ridiculous "uniform" for a football coach but
posed anyway.

successful fund drive to help the Order build a new St.
Ansgars in 1954-56.
When his former athletes needed housing and sought to
get established in Moorhead after the War, they naturally
turned to Nemzek. Though no athlete, I knew and liked
Sliv also and he found us the house which we still live
in. In calling a savings and loan office to arrange
payment, he introduced me as one of his boys and
therefore a good risk. I was proud of the distinction he
conferred upon me and of course got a good loan.
Although many of Sliv's boys graduated from MSTC
with physical education majors in the 1930s, only a few
became coaches. Joe Edlund, the 1934 co-captain, was
coaching at Hawley when he was killed in an automobile
accident in September, 1936. Walt Mikulich succeeded
Rank Booher at Breckenridge and was highly successful,
his basketball team winning the state championship. He
went on to other positions at West Allis, near
Milwaukee, and in the Panama Canal Zone before
retiring. "I remember getting a wire (while we were on
parade for Memorial Day in 1939) for a coaching job in
Sleepy Eye, Minnesota," writes John (Red) Ielmini.
"Sliv said, 'Drop your gun and go and accept it.' I am
still here." lelmini taught for only three years, however,
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Sliv Nemzek (extreme left! held summer. coacbi?g clinics at MSTC in the r id-Thirties. Each summer be brought name coaches like Hunk Anderson
of Notre Dame to Moorhead. As the uniforms in the front row show, Drag1 n players were involved in the teaching.

two before going into the Army and one year after his
discharge, but he continued to live in Sleepy Eye until
his death in 1987.
Chet Gilpin and Don Anderson were both excellent
coaches and supervisers in the Campus School for some
years and T. Edison Smith did some coaching. Neil
Wohlwend stepped into Nemzek's coaching position at
Moorhead State after World War IL The most successful
in this field was probably Elmer Johnson, who was first
a coach and later athletic director at Fullerton Junior
College in California.
Some of Sliv Nemzek's athletes became school
administrators after earning advanced degrees in
professional education. Eugene (Dutch) Eininger became
one of Minnesota's best city superintendents, his last
position being at Chisholm. Chet Gilpin had a
distinguished career in the Los Angeles area. Orvin
(Dick) Richardson and Vern Schranz both held important
positions at Ball State in Muncie, Indiana. Hugh
Schoephoerster is a teacher, writer, and administrator. He
and Schranz have both been honored as Distinguished
Alumni.
More commonly, Sliv's athletes have gone into business
like the Serbin brothers and others already mentioned. '
The many opportunities available after the end of World
War II tended to lure most of Sliv's boys out of the
teaching and coaching field.

Jim Blaine of Frazee
James Blaine from Frazee, Minnesota (now living in
Umatilla, Florida), was the star guard and captain of the
1933 football team. He graduated from Moorhead State
Teachers College in 1934 with a major in geography.
Some years ago I asked him about his life after he left
Moorhead and he told how and why-in relating his own
story after graduation from Moorhead State-he never
had a chance to try teaching:
"I applied for one teaching job during my senior year
(Spring, 1934), at West Fargo. I went out for the
interview before the school board and found about 20
other applicants for the same position, some of them

with five to 15 years of experience. I didn't have the
Chinaman's proverbial chance for that or any other
teaching job at the time. That summer I got a job
working in a lumber yard in Fargo and then in the fall
started working at Swift's packing plant in West Fargo.
The job there consisted of carrying quarters of beef from
the coolers into refrigerated freight cars. I almost got
bow-legged from all that weight on my shoulders. The
following spring (1935), I went to Excelsior, Minnesota,
to visit my sister and her husband and to look for a job.
I landed one with the City Park Board, supervising the
bathhouse and beach on Lake Minnetonka.
"Ever since graduation I had been haunting the post
offices and watching the bulletin boards for Civil Service
examinations for various positions. Some were for
teaching jobs, as in Indian schools, islands in the Pacific,
etc. In college I had become the principal appointee of
one of our Senators for West Point (my sophomore year)
but failed the math part of the exam: Kate Leonard's
College algebra wasn't good enough for some of the
calculus. Also, while in Excelsior I took an exam for the
Navy Air Corps but failed the physical on that: I got so
excited my pulse rate was too fast to satisfy the doctor.
"The park job petered out by fall and I got a job with
the Northern States Power Co. as a grunt on the line
crew out of Excelsior, and I also worked quite a bit of
the time on the tree-trimming crew. You may remember
the winter of 1935-36. I was doing all outside work and
we didn't work when the temperatures were lower than
20 degrees below zero. Except for emergencies, we
didn't work for about six weeks straight in January and
February: during that period it dropped once to 54
degrees below. In the spring (1936) I got a job in the
NSP office taking care of the meter records and typing
letters for the boss of the outside crews.
"In July I got a telegram from the FBI offering me a job
as a fingerprint examiner. They got my name off the
Civil Service register on one of the jobs I had taken an
exam for. I talked it over with my boss (a good friend),
and he advised me to take it. He said the FBI was a
growing agency and that he had nothing better to offer
me there at the power company.
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Julien Burkness (Bjerkness) of Doran
An especially notable military career has been that of
Colonel Julien Burkness (simplified from Bjerkness). A
farm boy from Doran, Minnesota, he spent his first year
on the MS campus completing his high school work,
graduating from the new College high school as class
valedictorian in 1931. He joined Company F of the
National Guard as a high school student and spent ten
years in the Guard and Rare from 1930 to 1940.

fames !Porky) Blaine (left) as a member of the 1931 Dragon football
team. Julien Bjerkness !Burkness) graduated from MSTC in 1935
!1935 PraeceptorJ.

"In two weeks I was off for Washington by air. I left the
Minneapolis-St. Paul airport early on the morning of
July 26, 1936, and arrived in Washington just as the sun
was setting. The plane was a two-engine job: the
su~ports for the wings criss-crossed through the cabin,
which seated about 20, and we had to step over and
stoop under them.
"The fingerprint section of the FBI had about 200
employees, mostly young men with college degrees, like
myself. I soon learned that many of them were going to
night school to study law or accounting: to prepare
themselves for better jobs in other government agencies
or to apply to become Special Agents in the FBI. As you
know, under J. Edgar Hoover a degree in either law or
accounting was a prerequisite for any applicant for
Special Agent. I had no intention of being stuck in a
clerical job, so in September I enrolled in law school for
the three years necessary for a degree. I attended
Columbus University in Washington, D.C., which I
understand was later absorbed into Catholic University. I
got my appointment to New Agents Class in January,
1940, and I was really proud when I was issued my
badge, credentials, and gun.

A good high school athlete in football, basketball and
track, Julien played guard on the undefeated 1934 MSTC
football team, which he co-captained with halfback Joe
Edlund. Burkness won recognition for citizenship and
scholarship as well as sports ability at Moorhead State.
He graduated in 1935 with majors in mathematics and
science. Burkness put himself through MS working as a~
evening instructor at the Fargo YMCA and as night agent
for the Northern Pacific railroad; he also took care of
Flora Frick's lawn and did some teaching in the Training
School.
After teaching and coaching at Battle Lake from 1935 to
1937, and at Carthage, Illinois, from 1937 to 1941, he
became a USAF physical training director before entering
active service the following year. He had earned his
M.A. at the University of Iowa in 1939 and was working
toward his Ph.D., which he received from the USAF
Institute of Technology in engineering management.
In four years of combat duty in the Southwest Pacific
and Korea, Burkness served three years as a squadron
commander, flew the first mission over Saigon, and
made eleven landings as one of General MacArthur's
strike commanders. He won a battlefield promotion to
major. MacArthur selected him (as a combat
commander) to observe the surrender of the Japanese on
board the battleship Missouri in 1945.

·~fter three months in New Agents' School, I was sent
out to my first office, Philadelphia, as a regular
investigative agent. After about six months I was brought
back to Washington to the Laboratory to start training as
a Document Examiner (handwritng expert). This was due
to a review of my personnel file, which indicated a
"scientific" background at MSTC. I think my student
teaching in chemistry was the big item to them.

"That was my work for the next 261h years. We had a
generous retirement plan and agents could retire at age
50 with a minimum of 20 year of agent service. It was
hard _and interesting work. I put in many 12-15-hour days
working on special cases (kidnapping, etc.), including
lots and lots of weekends. "I was glad to retire when I
reached 50 in 1962. We moved to Florida in 1963,
mainly to get our two sons into a smaller school system
and out of the turbulent Washington area."

Although their other sports pictures are not interesting, Dragon
photographers did much better in the swimming pool. There was a
special reason: Gene Harris, the editor of the 1937 Praeceptor, was
also a fine swimmer (and vice president of the Aquatic Club).
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At the end of the War Colonel Burkness served as
assistant dean of the USAF Institute of Technology at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio from 1947 to
1952. During the next ten years, up to his retirement in
1962, he was a research, development, and testing officer
at Air Force headquarters in Washington, D.C. He was
the USAF representative on the American Council of
Education and its representative to the American Society
for Engineering Education for 16 years. For eight years
he was a member of President Eisenhower's Scientific
Advisory Board, and he spent a year as a USAF
laboratory officer on atom and hydrogen bomb tests.
Burkness was honored as a Distinguished Alumnus of
Moorhead State in 1975. Retired since 1962, war injuries
and a heart attack prevented him from coming to
Moorhead to receive his award. He lives at Pompano
Beach, Florida.
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There was no swimming competition. Dave DuVall was president of the co-educational Aquatic Club; Flora Frick was the adviser !1938 Dragon).

Chapter 24
The Michigan Gang
Before World »Ur II nearly all students who attended
Moorhead State Teachers College came from the
immediate area: the Minnesota counties within a
JOO-mile radius plus the adjacent North Dakota territory,
especially Fargo just across the Red River bridges. Only
a few students from more distant points found their way
to MSTC. There were no foreign students in this era, no
Blacks, Asiatics, or Hispanics, no students from the
&st, South or ~st, none from the nation's large cities,
and not many from Minneapolis or St. Paul. The family
background was usually rural or small town; the "city
element" at MSTC came from Moorhead and Fargo.
Nearly all of the students were of Scandinavian
(especially Norwegian), German, or British extraction.
There were two exceptions to this generalization. In
1928-29 Ray Johnson, from Manhattan, Montana, who
had earned an Advanced Diploma at Moorhead in 1925,
came back to complete his bachelor's degree and serve
as Sliv Nemzek's assistant. Johnson had coached a good
football team at Manhattan the year before, and his
basketball team had very nearly won the state basketball
championship, losing in the final game.
Six of Ray Johnson's fine Montana athletes came to
Moorhead State Teachers College with him: Bill and
Buzz (George) Robinson, Hank and Bud (Howard)
Ru.egamer, Chet Gilpin, and Hank Booher. They were
outstanding athletes and personalities at MSTC the next
few years. Gilpin and Booher were elected Student
Commission presidents in 1931-32 and 1932-33.
Chet Gilpin and Hank Ru.egamer graduated from
Moorhead State in 1932, Hank Booher in 1934, and Bill
Robinson and Bud Ru.egamer in 1935. Gilpin remained in
Moorhead until 1938 as a science and physical education
supervisor and coach at the Training School and an
assistant to Sliv Nemzek. He earned his M.A. at the
University of Chicago in 1936 and his &LD. at the
University of Southern California in 1952; he has been
retired (for some years) from his position as professor of
educational administration at the University of Southern
California. Hank Booher became a career military man
after World »Ur II. The Robinsons worked in a number
of positions for the California DNR. Bud Ru.egamer was
the first coach at Sacred Heart Academy (now Shanley
High School) in Fargo for some years. Hank Ru.egamer
became a highly successfal automobile dealer at Hardin,
Montana.
A much larger and longer lasting invasion from the
outside world began in 1932. Four football players from
Bessemer, Michigan-John Chisholm, Eino Aho, Ronald
Gilbert, and Emil Genetti-searching for a place where
they might work their way through college and play
football, made contact with Coach Sliv Nemzek in
Moorhead. Several legends about that meeting were
current in Moorhead, one saying that they had been
taken off a freight train by railroad detectives and turned

Walt Mikulich, Stretch Abo, and John Chisholm, members of "Sliv's
army" in 1934, are now spearheading a drive to set up a scholarship
fund. Purpose: to bring upper Michigan football players to Moorhead
State once again.

over to Moorhead Police Captain Jack Nemzek, who
promptly contacted Sliv. There was no truth in this story:
they hitch-hiked into Moorhead in separated pairs in
August, 1932, and found Hank Booher throwing a
football to a friend at the old Moorhead Armory. They
told Booher they were headed for the University of North
Dakota or North Dakota State College. The four decided
on Moorhead State Teachers College instead of the North
Dakota schools after talking to Hank Booher and Sliv
Nemzek.
Eino (Stretch) Aho, whose account of the long trip from
Bessemer, Michigan, to Moorhead is included here,
didn't get to MSTC until a year later because he couldn't
find the $17.00 he would need to register. His three
friends entered Moorhead State Teachers College that
fall, however, and many others followed later. Aho first
registered in March, 1934.
Most of "the Michigan Gang" were athletes, some of
them outstanding, and several earned reputations in other
areas. But by common consent, Eino Aho, the gangling
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Finnish boy whose athletic career was modest, was the
brainiest of the Michigan boys, and I first turned to him
for information on the Michigan Gang. Since then I have
been helped by Walt Mikulich and by Ray (Kirby)
Kuklenski on the post World War II Michiganders.
I discovered that Stretch Aho had written an account (in
1982), of the 1932 expedition from Upper Michigan to
the Red River Valley. His friends Ronald Gilbert and
Emil Genetti had died, but John D. Chisholm verified his
story and added information Aho did not have. And
Stretch s family had kept the postcards he wrote along
the way. Aho had sent his account of the trip to others
of the Michigan Gang and asked for reactions from
them: the information from John (Red) le/mini and
Leonard Peterson used in this chapter came from their
replies to Ahos inquiry.

!Left! He was called "Wild Bill'.' Robinson for bis antics on tb.e
football field and basketball court. !Rigbtl Despite bis casual
appearance on tbe football practice field, Cbet Gilpin was always a
gentleman in appearance and manner. He became a respected member
of tbe MSTC faculty after bis graduation in 1932.

In his reply to Stretch Aho, Leonard Peterson-who had
lived across the street from him in Bessemer and
followed the others to Moorhead in 1936--said that
leaving the badly depressed mining towns of Michigans
Upper Peninsula in the Thirties was like an escape from
Appalachia. The stories of the Michigan Gang are as
various as the individuals themselves, but they are all
positive about their experiences at Moorhead State, even
those who studied here only briefly.
The second Michigan invasion after World War II is a
separate story, though closely related even by blood.
Some of these new Michiganders were younger brothers,
or nephews in the case of the Gottas. All together, there
were four Mikulich siblings, four Gottas, three Kellets,
three Serbins, two Ahos, two Gilberts;-and their friends

After graduating from MSTC in 1935, Bill Robinson worked as a bus
driver in Yellowstone Park. He is in tbe driver's seat in tbis pboto,
labeled, "Y.P.T. Buses Leaving U. P. Station: West Yellowstone,
Montana. " !Courtesy Dessie Barlow Walseth.I

Buzz Robinson was slimmer and lighter tban Bill and didn't play
football. In 1930, however, be was a cheerleader during tbe football
season. The MSTC football field was soutb of Old Main and tbe
Wheeler and Comstock dormitories, wbicb are visible bebind tbe nortb
bleachers !Courtesy Dessie Barlow Walseth.I

Jobn Cbisbolm, wbo graduated in 1936 witb majors in political
science and physical education, was tbe first of tbe Michigan Gang to
become an outstanding MSTC student. He was a member of tbe
Student Commission and active in tbe International Relations Oub,
tbe January Jubilee, tbe Owls, and tbe Newman Club-besides
lettering in football. Jobn was also a top student scholastically and
was elected to Kappa Delta Pi.
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and teammates. The athletes who made up the second
Michigan Gang were as impressive as the first, but their
stories are less poignant: there was no l'atchak who was
killed on Okinawa, no Torreano who lost his life near
his parents' old home in Italy. And the new Michigan
Gang was never hungry.
Stretch Aho is still the most loyal Dragon and true-blue
ex-Gogebic citizen: in a trip back to Moorhead this year
he instituted the "Upper Peninsula of Michigan-Dragon
Athletic Scholarship" through the MSU athletic
department and the MSU Foundation. He also wrote a
$5,000 check to start it! The sum collected passed
$15,000 this past summer.

A Trip to the Future
(by E.R. Aho, with assistance from John D. Chisholm)

More than a half-century ago, on August 6, 1932, four of
us-John D. Chisholm, Emil Genetti (Primo), W.J.
Ronald Gilbert (Funnel) and myself, Eino R. Aho
(Stretch)-started on a trip that was to change our lives.
We traveled from the Northern Michigan city of
Bessemer on a "blind" quest to find a college, and
ended up at Moorhead, Minnesota.
That year of 1932 was one of frustration and almost
desperation in much of the iron mining country of
Northern Michigan, including Goegebic County and the
city of Bessemer, in the Western part of the Upper

Frank Marconeri (on the left), came to Moorhead State two quarters
after Chisholm, Genetti, and Ron Gilbert lwbo is next to him). Eino
Abo is in back and John Chisholm on the right !July, 1934) .

Peninsula of Michigan. The mines were working only a
few days a week, and only heads of families could hold
jobs in the underground iron mines. Since lumbering had
long since been finished in that part of the country, and
farming was of the hard-scrabble, small family type, the
whole work-force was primarily dependent on the mines.
Young people coming out of the high schools found little
to look forward to in the depression economy. Very few
were able to go to college.
This economic situation faced the four of us who met at
John Chisholm's house several times in July. Ron Gilbert
and I had attended the Michigan College of Mining and
Technology during the 1931-32 school year, but we had
been unable to continue because of financial difficulties.
John and Emil had not been able to start college. So
here we were, a Finn, a Cornishman, and an Italian
meeting at a Scotsman's home to see what we could do
for ourselves. We decided to try to go to college, and to
the same school.
John Chisholm observed later that our only medium of
exchange was the U.P. (Upper Peninsula) football
championship we had won in the fall of 1930.
Unfortunately for the individual players, that
championship had been won through fine team play by a
very light but fast team, superbly coached. Most of the
individuals on the team were not heavy enough for
college football competition. John D. at 149 pounds,
Stretch at 145, Ron Gilbert about the same, and Primo
with only a little more weight: none of us were a college
coach's dream prospects, especially as linemen. One
coach, Jack West, of the University of North Dakota,
had interviewed some of our players, including
Chisholm, in 1931, but had showed little interest. Thus
our mood was of a "last chance," almost desperate
nature when we met to compose a letter to Coach Jack
West. John added 10 pounds, bogus, to his weight to
enhance his chances. We agreed to wait for an answer
from West; if one did not come in a short time, we
would take off on a trip to visit the University of North
Dakota. We would also stop at North Dakota State
College in Fargo on the same trip.
When no reply had been received after more than a
week, we made definite plans for the trip. We decided to
hitch-hike and hit the freights if hitch-hiking was not
successful; and we further decided to split into two
groups, John Chisholm and Emil Genetti traveling
together and Ron Gilbert and I. We planned to carry
minimum luggage. Our finances were meager. I know
that Funnel and I had a ten-dollar bill as our capital
funds: we hid the bill behind the patch (elbow leather
patch) of our football sweaters, which we carried or
wore to assist in hitch-hiking. I think we tentatively
planned to rendezvous in Duluth at the end of the first
day and then to meet in Moorhead, Minnesota, but that
part of our planning is vague in my memory.
And so, on the 6th of August, 1932, we started out. I do
not remember much about the first day of travel, except
that Ron Gilbert and I walked quite a few miles in
Ashland, Wisconsin, a strung-out town along Lake
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It was prophetic that the four Michigan "pioneers" spent their first
night in Moorhead in the National Guard Armory. They all promptly
;oined the Guard, which made them eligible for Minnesota status and
saved registration fees when they enrolled at MSTC.
Pictured at summer Guard camp in 1934 are Abo, Chisholm, and
Mikulich in back and Ron Gilbert, George Serbin . and Frank
Marconeri kneeling.

Superior's Chequamegon Bay. We also did a lot of
walking through Superior, Wisconsin. We did not start
the trip at the same time as John and Emil, and we did
not see them during the day. Since U.S. Highway 2 is the
only road across northern Wisconsin, we must have
passed through Iron River, Brule, Maple, and Poplar
before getting to Superior.
We were dropped off at the edge of Superior in the
afternoon and walked many miles along the waterfront
before catching ride into Duluth . Our driver even paid
the 5-cent toll across the bridge, so up to this point we
had spent no money. We had carried a lunch of
sandwiches and fruit prepared by our mothers. One
incident is .etched in my memory in connection with
Superior. As we walked along the street fronting the
iron-ore loading docks, we passed through a district that
had many houses of prostitution. We were young and
naive, but there was no mistaking the gestures and calls
of the "girls". There was a particularly insistent one, a
redhead, who called after us until we were a block away.
John Chisholm writes about Superior and his experience
that day: "Regarding Primo and me, I know that we
made it to Duluth that first day, although it was almost
dark when Primo and I got to Superior. I knew from
having lived in Duluth that Superior was a strung-out
town, so we took a streetcar to the toll bridge. It was
almost dark when we reached the bridge, and as we
approached its shadows we ran into the same ladies of
the evening that you did. I recall one black prostitute
standing on the side of the road trying to interest us, and
also others calling after us as we continued on. Primo
and I undoubtedly stayed with my relatives in Duluth
that night."
A postcard I wrote to my brother from Duluth on August
6 verifies some of the first day's incidents: "Dear Jolly
(Brother Hjalmer)-Made Duluth O.K. in 6 hops.

a

Arrived 5:30 P.M. Got stranded for a while in Ashland
and took the wrong road out and had to walk 3 miles to
make connection with U.S. 2. No plans as yet for
tomorrow."
By the time we had crossed the Superior-Duluth toll
bridge, day was waning, and although we had only made
120 miles, we decided the best thing to do was find a
place to sleep. We found a suitable hotel in our price
range (SO cents for a room) which was reasonably clean
and not a flophouse. After paying for the room from our
"extra" cash (about $2.00) which we carried in our
pockets, we found a restaurant and enjoyed our first full
meal of the day. We probably paid 35 or 40 cents for a
hamburger steak dinner.
We were tired and ready for bed as soon as we had
eaten and taken a short walk around the block. Our
tentative plan for a meeting with John and Primo was
forgotten. Trying to get ready to sleep was a problem.
The room was very narrow and the bed (a % bed) filled
one end of the room from wall to wall: it was too small
for both of us to get into at the same time. So Ronald,
who was about 5'7" in height, got into the bed first.
Then I put a chair near the side of the bed, got my head
and shoulders into the bed, my rump onto the chair, and
my feet again into the bed-in an elongated and rather
uncomfortable arc. But we slept the sleep of the tired.
The next day was not much different from the first:
much walking and few rides. I .have a note written on a
postcard from Wadena saying that we left Duluth at 3:00
P.M. I cannot account for the lateness of our leaving
unless we did not get a ride until then. I know that we
walked a long, fairly steep hill from bottom to top: the
hill which takes U.S. 61 out of Duluth to the south is
several miles long. We finally got a ride to the junction
with Minnesota Highway 210 at Carlton, and here we
turned west. Through the forested area of Minnesota we
walked and rode and walked some more. Lunch was a
roll and coffee.
The shadows began to descend when we reached
Tamarack, Minnesota, a crossroads in the swamps, some
60 miles from our starting point of Duluth. Mosquitoes
began to emerge from the swamps where the tamaracks
stood as thick as quills on a porcupine's back. In
desperation, with no hotel or railroad station or
community building in sight, we went to a nearby
farmhouse and asked if we could sleep in their barn for
the night. After hearing our story, the farmer (whose
name may have been Murphy but there is no certainty on
that point) first checked to see if we were smokers and
carried matches. Then he took us to the barn, pulled
some hay down, and provided us with blankets. He then
invited us into the house for supper. We slept like logs
that night. Early in the morning the farmer invited us in
for a hearty breakfast of ham and eggs, pancakes,
potatoes, and coffee. The farmer wanted no money or
work from us (we offered to work), but wished us well
on our journey. With good thoughts about a kind
Samaritan, we started out again.
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Stretch Abo did not identify the dozen soldiers taking their ease at Camp ~ipley in 1936, but Herbie Lange and Marconeri are at the left and Vince
Murphy (with the rifle) closest to the camera, the faces of Red Monson an, Ross Stephens visible next to him in the middle foreground. Al 'Zeeb is on
the right and Chet Gilpin stretched out on the ground on bis right. I cam Jt identify the others.

Travel was difficult. We were not skilled in hitch-hiking.
There were fewer cars on the road than there are today,
and perhaps the sight of two hitch-hikers, one being 6'4"
tall, may have dissuaded some motorists from giving us
a ride. Anyway, we walked many miles because we just
got tired of standing in one place. By late afternoon we
had reached Wadena, approximately 110 miles west of
Tamarack. We had supper and looked for a cheap place
to bed down. We noticed a "Midnight Express" truck
unloading, and helped the driver unload; then we asked
if we could sleep on the quilts in his truck. He said it
would be O.K. since he was staying overnight to pick up
a load in the morning. The quilts were warm and
welcome because there was a chill in the night air. A
good night's sleep refreshed us.
I wrote a second card to my brother from Wadena:
"Aug. 8, 1932 - Dear Jolly - Arrived here 5:45 (P.M.)
Left Duluth yesterday P.M. (3:00). Will arrive in Fargo
tomorrow-we hope. Slept in a barn last nite and had
supper and breakfast-all for 5 cents. Spent $1.35 so far.
So long, Stretch."
Funnel and I did our washing and cleaning up at a
service station the next morning. We encountered. more
traffic on this 4th day of the trip because a highway from
the Twin Cities had joined our road from Duluth (at
Motley). Even so, rides were scarce. At one point we
even took a ride on a horse and wagon rig for about a
half mile. From Detroit Lakes west the forests
disappeared and the prairies began. At Lake Park we
debated whether the place was a recreational park or a
lake because we could not see any buildings. A year
later we found out it was a town but just off the highway.
The change from forest to prairie was gradual, and it did
not come to us forcefully until we stood on the hills just
east of Hawley and saw miles of grainfields with only a
few clumps of trees. The golden stalks of wheat bending
before the sweep of the prairie winds, wave after wave:
to us forest dwellers, it was a sight we remembered a
long time.

By early afternoon we were in Moorhead on the very
western border of Minnesota. Hungry as usual and also
thirsty, we each purchased a quart of buttermilk for 5
cents from the Fairmont Creamery in the center ·of
Moorhead (a town of 10,000) and we bought some sweet
rolls from a bakery. Funnel asked where the nearest park
was and a bystander directed us to Island Park in Fargo,
North Dakota, across the Red River. We walked about 12
or 15 blocks to get to the park, and by that time the
buttermilk was quite warm. We ate and drank. All of a
sudden Funnel said, "I don't feel so helluva good," and
proceeded to empty the contents of his stomach behind
some bushes.
We assumed that John and Emil Genetti had already
arrived in Moorhead. A postcard that I mailed on the
9th of August verifies this: "Howdy. Arrived here 10:20
A.M., leaving Wadena about 7:00 this morning (that's
100 miles already). John and Primo are in town, but we
haven't made connections as yet. Saw miles of wheat
fields along the road. (Illegible) the wheat is harvested.
Send you another tomorrow. Eino."
John writes about their trip from Duluth and first day in
Moorhead: "We had gotten a ride shortly after leaving
Duluth, heading west, in the back of a closed truck
containing barrels of fish. The driver said it was mostly
Jutefisk for the Norwegians around Moorhead. The
reason I know it was our first trip (as compared to later
trips to Moorhead) is that the driver would talk to us
th.rough a small opening in the back of his cab, and after
some time informed us that we were crossing the
Mississippi River. That event for me at the time was a
big thrill. I thought it odd that such a historic event was
happening while I was in the back of a fish truck and
unable to see the mighty river. The reason we were not
(riding) in his cab was that there was a sign on his cab
door reading 'No riders'. We could not be seen with him
in his cab. Of course, he could also have been leery of
us."
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I am vague about the first events of our stay in
Moorhead and about how we contacted John and Primo.
John writes: ''About what occurred immediately on our
arrival in Moorhead, I am quite clear on some facts and
vague on others. Obviously it was time to start looking
for a place to sleep and also to try to communicate with
you and Funnel regarding our arrival in Moorhead
(Note: John and Emil arrived two days before we did).
We had passed a building on the way into town that
looked as though it might be a jail. (Note: One of our
tentative contact places was to be the local police
station.) It turned out to be the old National Guard
Armory.
On the street on the west side of the building, two or
three guys were tossing a football around. One of them
turned out to be Hank Booher, the captain of the 1932
(MSTC) football team. We told him we were looking for
a place where we could bunk for the night and asked for
directions to the police station. We also mentioned the
purpose of our trip. I remember clearly what Hank
Booher said: 'Why do you want to go to that agricultural
college (North Dakota State College)? We have a brand
new college ;md campus (Moorhead State Teachers
College) here in Moorhead. The old school burned down
two years ago.' After agreeing to meet with his football
coach, Alex Nemzek, the next morning, Booher told us
that we could sleep that night on the sofas in the
American Legion room in the armory.''
John Chisholm continues: ''As to the events of the
following day, Coach Nemzek came into the Legion
room while (we) were still sacked out on the sofas the
next morning. He had been told by Hank Booher that
two other Michigan lads were expected and that we four
had been members of a winning high school football
team. Sliv did not have a great deal to say except to ask
us if we would like to see the campus. While we were
riding in the car with him, he asked what positions we
had played on our high school team. On arrival at the
campus, we learned that it was Old Main that had
burned and that it had been replaced by MacLean Hall,
a good-sized and good-looking building. Except for Weld
Hall, the other buildings on the campus were quite new.
They seemed to me more than adequate for the then 700
full-time students. The campus grounds were a sea of
mud and the plantings small, but the lay-out for the side
walk-ways and center fountain were just about completed.
We knew it would be quite attractive when finished. We
were somewhat surprised that the football field ran east
and west like our high school field.''
Further from John: "We then stopped in Sliv's
(Nemzek's) office very briefly, where he asked a few
questions about the two of you. He then said quite
simply, 'If you would consider enrolling here, I will do
what I can to get you part-time jobs.' On the way back to
the armory he stopped at the Comstock Hotel in
Moorhead, where he talked to the owner about a board
and room dish-washing job for me. I recall the owner of
the hotel telling Sliv, 'The trouble with your college kids
is that they want to go home for every holiday, even
Valentine's Day.' Sliv then told him, 'Except for

Hank Booher, a Montana native, helped considerably in bringing the
Michigan gang to MSTC. When they found him throwing a football
outside the old annory, be invited them in and the next day took them
to the MS campus and Sliv Nemuk. 11932 Praceptor Hall of Fame
pboto.J

Christmas, that isn't likely since John comes all the way
from Michigan.' I never forgot what the (hotel) owner
had said on that occasion, so if I had to be away on
football trips, etc., I got my own replacement. I now had
the security of a job waiting for me after our return to
Moorhead. From the standpoint of my invested time in
the B-and-R job, it was relatively expensive, requiring
four hours of work a day, seven days a week. However, I
kept the job for the better part of two years.''
I believe that Ronald and I made contact with John and
Primo early that afternoon, and that we met with Coach
Nemzek on the afternoon of the 9th of August. We slept
in the armory that night, but the events of the next
morning and early afternoon are vague in my memory.
John has much better recall, although he was not quite
sure. He writes: "There are two other events that come
to mind which I remember quite clearly except for the
time frame, i.e., whether thay occurred on the last day
you were in Moorhead or after the three of us returned
·there. If you can remember, we met the College
president whom Funnel referred to as 'Prexy,' and the
then dean of men, Dr. Locke. We went to the president's
office wearing our letter sweaters and sat side by side in
proper decorum on a row of chairs in his reception
room. President MacLean came out of his office to greet
us, his secretary, Phebe Vowles, following behind. Would
you believe that none of us stood up until Mrs. Vowles
who was standing behind the president, motioned for us
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This building at 904 Center Avenue was Moorbead's first National
Guard armory. Built in World War I years, it was replaced by a new
armory constructed in the mid-Thirties at 222 Sout~ Fift~ ~treet. I~
1988 the Minnesota National Guard abandoned this building (wb1cb
will be razed!, for a new armory constructed at 1002-15tb Avenue
North.
The original Moorhead armory, which was so important in the co!lege
careers of many MSTC men (including nearly all of the athletes! m the
Twenties and early Thirties, was not razed when the Guard moved to
new quarters. The State of Minnesota sold the building to Harris
Brothers, who added a new front. For the past quarter century the
remodeled structure bas housed Francis Peterson Inc., an automotive
firm: the new front is a sales display room and the old armory the
repair garage.

to rise? We did so in unison. This was our first lesson in
up-grading our manners after leaving the mining town of
Bessemer. President MacLean showed more than casual
interest in us and graciously expressed the hope that all
of us would enroll there."
John continues: "Next we went to Dr. Locke's office;
since it was almost lunch time, he suggested that we go
to the Bluebird Cafe in downtown Moorhead for lunch.
He did not indicate that he was buying our lunches, but
I suppose with all the attention we were getting, we
assumed that he would. I remember very clearly that Dr.
Locke ordered a hot beef sandwich, which was the least
expensive item on the menu. All of us followed suit with
the same item. We were mildly surprised that we each
had to pick up our own tab. It was back to reality and
probably a good thing, because living almost solely by
our own wits would be the norm for the next four
years."
I imagine that the reason my memory is so vague
concerning some of these events is because I had made
up my mind that I would be unable to attend the college.
I was planning to go to Detroit, Michigan, to work in a
bowling alley that winter, so I was not as much
interested in some of the things that happened in
Moorhead. I did not have the $17.00 needed for the first
term's tuition and could see no way that I could get it by
the time school would start.
Some of my plans were mentioned in a postcard I mailed
from Moorhead that day, the 10th of August: "Still in
Moorhead but figure to leave this P.M. or tomorrow
A.M. for Minneapolis and St. Paul and then for the farm
where Funnel worked. Funnel hasn't time to make the
trip to Detroit, so we're coming back to 'ye olde home
town' and then I'll leave for Detroit. Can't say for certain
yet tho', nor can I say when I'll be back if I do go.
Yours, Eino. P.S. Red River is only as big as Sewer
Creek now and just as stinky."

Late that same afternoon we suddenly decided to start on
the return trip, although it was not a particularly
auspicious time of day (4:00 P.M) for four people to t~
to hitch-hike in a group. Finally we got a nde to Detrmt
Lakes about 50 miles east. On the way the driver pulled
off o~ a side road parallel to the main road and hidden
from the main road by a line of trees and brush. He
asked if we would like a drink. I was sitting in the front
seat with the driver, the others in the back seat. Not
wanting to be contrariwise but not really wanting a
drink, I took a small drink. This was during the
Prohibition period and whatever it was burnt my throat,
made me gasp for air, and brought tears to my eyes. The
driver said something like, "That's 190 proof grain
alcohol, and we generally mix it with malt." He offered
the others a drink, but they politely refused. We then
proceeded on to Detroit Lakes.
We could not get a ride out of the town and finally ate
something at one of the cafes. We stood around the
railroad station and noted that freights were moving
through. We jumped into an open freight car of a train
going east, not knowing for sure whether the train was
headed for the Twin Cities or for Duluth. It was a local
freight and stopped at all the towns and villages along
the way. I remember that we looked out occasionally
from the open door and watched the north star, and
knew we were heading generally east, the direction we
wanted to go.
We must have dozed off and finally found ourselves in
the siding (railroad yards) at Staples, where we appeared
to have stopped for good. John remembers that "One of
us left briefly and came back with a half-dozen caramel
rolls. We sat on some boards from a shed that was being
torn down and disposed of the fancy breakfast in short
order. Not being accustomed to such high living, I
became slightly nauseated, and for years after that I was
leery of caramel rolls." We gave up the idea of trying to
continue by freight when we saw some railroad bulls
(security personnel) in the area.
Here the four of us split up; John and Emil headed for
Duluth while Ronald and I started for the Twin Cities.
Actually the road splits at Motley, 7 miles east of Staples

Ron Gilbert's brother Percy (left! followed him to Moorhead in 1936
and Frank Torreano came a year earlier. Torreano was killed in Italy
in November, 1943. (1939 Dragon photograph.!
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someone in the darkened interior kicked at his fingers
and Funnel dropped and rolled onto the gravel alongside.

Vincent (Sleepy! Yatcbak was
tbe most spectacular of tbe
many fine Michigan athletes.
Pfc. Yatcbak was one of tbe last
of tbe College's World War II
casualities: be was killed on
Okinawa May 30, 1945. (1938
Dragon pbotograpb.!

where U.S. 10 heads for Minneapolis-St. Paul and
Minnesota 210 heads for Duluth. I remember that Funnel
and I had a long wait on the edge of Staples before we
were picked up. We had lunch in Little Falls, and as we
were standing under a tree near the cafe, I felt something
on my head. I said, "Funnel, a damed bird crapped on
me." I thought Funnel was going to roll in the gutter as
he collapsed with laughter.
We made it to St. Paul and walked through much of the
town. We could not get a ride and finally found out the
reason. A driver had been murdered by two hitch-hikers
the previous day in Minneapolis, and nobody was
picking up any hitch-hikers, especially traveling in pairs.
We tried getting out to the south toward Albert Lea,
which is near the Iowa border and the area where
Funnel's relatives owned a farm. But as we walked
across the Mississippi River on a long bridge, Funnel
said, "Stretch, let's not keep on trying to get to Albert
Lea. It's already the 11th (of August); time is getting
short if I'm going back to Bessemer and then return to
Moorhead by Labor Day."
I agreed and we started on a long walk through St. Paul
to north St. Paul. I don't know how many miles it is, but
I do know that it was dark by the time we stopped and
had something to eat. I remember a lake: it may have
been Keller Lake at Maplewood where we ate. We
started again to try for a ride on U.S. 61 towards Duluth.
Finally a panel truck stopped and we got in. Right away,
as soon as he started to drive, we saw that the driver
was drunk as a skunk. We looked at each other as we
weaved down the road at high speed and asked if he
would stop and let us off. He didn't seem to appreciate
our request very much, but he did stop and we hopped
out. I don't think we went more than five or six miles
with him.
We then tried to catch a freight train. We saw a train
standing on a siding and it was heading north. So,
spotting an open freight car, we approached as the train
started to move very slowly. I told Funnel to get in first
and I ran alongside and planned to get in as soon as
Funnel had pulled himself into the car. But as Funnel's
fingers reached up and grabbed the edge of the car door,

Between the freights and the highway, we managed to get
rides as far as Sandstone, Minnesota. We were so tired
we lay in the street with our heads resting on the curb.
A policeman came along and suggested we go up to the
railroad station, so Ron and I trudged up to the station.
Inside, in the waiting room, were those long wooden
benches with iron dividers; we curled around the
dividers and slept. In the morning we found out that two
freight trains had passed through and we had not heard
them. On Aug. 12, I mailed my last postcard on the trip:
"Jolly-Made St. Paul yesterday noon and couldn't get
out of the city to the south. Have been on freights twice
for short distances. Am now on way to Duluth on
Highway 61. May even beat this card home. Yours, Eino"
Unfortunately, our luck at hitch-hiking continued to be
rather poor. Furthermore, once we got past Superior,
Wisconsin, I made quite an error in judgment. We came
to where the highway was being repaired, and a detour
led off to the left, along Wisconsin State Highway 13. I
said to Funnel, in effect: "Let's not take this detour; I'll
bet the repair will end in a mile or two." So we walked
along U.S. 2 for at least 12 miles: the detour ended at
Maple, Wisconsin!
When we reached Ashland, it was too late to continue,
so we checked in at the police station. They furnished us
with cots and blankets, and we spent our last night on
the road there. The day we got home, on the 13th of
August. I have a note written on some lined paper that
summarizes the trip: 8 days, 915 miles, and total cost
$6.00.
Ronald Gilbert was a first-class person, especially so as
a fellow traveler. He was never down-hearted, even when
we made very poor time. At times we faced some rather
hairy situations and he never lost his cool. He could
make friends with anyone. We had a ball on this trip, as
we had on many other occasions. I still think of him
many, many times.
Whether or not you could call this trip a success, it was
a definite turning point in our careers. Ron, John, and
Emil returned to Moorhead State Teachers College that
fall. Emil later transferred to Michigan State, went on to
gain his medical degree, and later had a career in the
military, retiring as a colonel. Ronald Gilbert graduated
from MSTC and worked for many years for Fairbanks
Morse after serving in the military in W.W. II. John
Chisholm also graduated from MSTC and later had his
own successful insurance business in Chicago. I also
graduated from MSTC, after entering in March, 1934.
However, the most important immediate benefit from our
trip was that it opened the way for others from the
Gogebic Range of Michigan to enter and graduate from
Moorhead State Teachers College. I don't know exactly,
but it seems to me that at one time there were as many
as 15 at MSTC at the same time. Almost all of them
worked their way through college. We were known as
"the Michigan Gang."
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The Athletic Record
Sliv Nemzek would have had good football teams at
Moorhead State in the 1930s, but with the invasion from
Michigan's Upper Peninsula he had superb teams,
especially from 1934 to 1938. Four of the Michigan men
were football captains during these years: Walt Mikulich
in 1936, Marco Gotta and Vince Yatchak in 1937, and
John lelmini (with Vern Zehren) in 1938.
After World War II, Michigan players held or shared the
captaincy for five years, from 1948 to 1952.
The Michigan invaders did equally well in the selection
of All-Conference teams: two were picked each year
from 1934 through 1937. The post-War record was even
better: two Michigan men were selected in 1947, three in
1948, the same three in 1949, one in 1951, and one in
1952.
John Chisholm was the first of the Michigan boys to
receive athletic recognition at Moorhead. According to
the 1932-33 Praeceptor, 52 men turned out for football
that year-more than the entire male enrollment until
1930. Twenty players were given "star" attention in the
yearbook, their individual pictures enclosed in stars.
Among them is freshman guard J. Chisholm. Genetti and
Ron Gilbert were also on the football squad.
Tackle Evard Serbin ("Big Serb") was voted an allconference tackle in 1935 and Yatchak a member of the
backfield. Walt Mikulich, Gotta, Yatchak, and John
lelmini were all Dragon football captains or co-captains
in the late 1930s. Like John Chisholm, Mikulich, "Red"
Ielmini, and Frank Torreano were all guards, and
outstanding ones. Butch Balzerini was a fine fullback,
overshadowed somewhat by the powerful "Sleepy"
Yatchak. George Serbin, (always called "Little Serb"),
was a halfback who got little chance to play because of
the abundance of talent on Nemzek's teams. Gerald
(Jerry) Gossen was a promising halfback on the 1937 and
1938 teams, especially notable for his precision kicking,

Butch &lzerini (lejtJ was a fullback and Red Ielmini a guard (and
co-captain) on the 1938 football team.

he did not remain at Moorhead State, however. Chuck
Kellet was a basketball standout at the end of the
Thirties. The earlier Michigan athletes at MSTC usually
starred only in football, although Yatchak was the
College shot-put champion and most of them participated
in other sports, especially baseball. The post-War
Michigan athletes were outstanding in a number of
sports.
Leonard Peterson, who had added both weight and
strength since he was an under-size high school player,
remembers how he first broke into a Dragon football
lineup. A very large and tough North Dakota State player
had "clobbered" Neil Wohlwend, the starting end that
Peterson was backing up. Although badly scared when
he had to go into the game, he got instructions from Big
Serb and Mikulich, who were playing next to him. The
Michigan trio "did a job" on the NDAC terror and
evened the odds. Peterson also went out for basketball
and made the squad of ten players that Sliv Nemzek
used. He was not a starter but was useful to the
Dragons: "The first five was the finesse unit. The
second was made up of a bunch that resembled football
linebackers. We were quite physical and· often more
successful than the starting unit. "In the middle of his
junior year, he quit basketball when the squad was asked
to "hang around over Christmas holidays to practice and
play in the New Year's Classics-tournaments that meant
nothing."
Eino (Stretch) Aho went out for football with his friends
and was a second string center for two years but "I just
didn't have the muscular structure that would have
allowed me to play first-rate college football." His coach
recognized the problem. "Sliv told me he would rather
that I dedicated my efforts to tutoring some of the
Michigan Gang who were having trouble with their
studies. So I did that, and Sliv would hand me a twenty
dollar bill once in a while to help me make ends meet.
What a wonderful person he was to all of us
Michiganders!"

Marco Gotta (tieing bis shoe laces) and Stretch Abo (at bis locker)
were members of the Alpha Epsilon championship intramural
basketball team in 1936.

Stretch denies the rumor that he wrote exams for two of
his friends in one of Sam Bridges' history classes. He
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John Stefanie, lleftJ and Warren Paynter were both musicians. The
informal pictures are from Eino Abo's photo album.

Paynter were musicians and both graduated from
Moorhead State with music majors-though "Stiffy," a
fine student, also had majors in biological and physical
science. "They played under Abby Andrews, who
conducted the WDAY orchestra," writes Walt Mikulich.
"In addition to their radio work, this was the featured
band at the Crystal Ballroom in Fargo and they also
played on the road. Their featured soloist was Peggy
Lee!"
Stefanie, Torreano, and Evard Serbin !Big Serb) , standing. and
Balzerini kneeling in front.

writes, "Rumors have a life of their own, but wouldn't
life be a lot less interesting if there were no rumors? I
would much prefer to tell about one of the Michigan
Gang, a 'D' student in high school or close to it, with
whom I worked every night when he first came to
Moorhead. I showed him how to study. After two
months, he was on his own and finished College: they
were not dumb but had really never sat down and
studied."
Aho admits that he was the valedictorian of the 1931
Bessemer High School class of 101 students_..!'consisting
mainly of first generation Americans from more than 20
nationalities." But he questions my suggestion that he
was the brainiest of the Michigan Gang. "I may have had
the highest academic rating, but I was certainly not the
brainiest in other fields. Evard Serbin and George Serbin
far excelled me in business 'smarts'." In athletic
intelligence, Aho singles out two outstanding "brains":
Marco Gotta and Walt Mikulich.

Stefanik graduated from MSTC in 1939. Paynter returned
to complete his work at Moorhead State after World War
II, graduating in 1950. He served as a band man and
high school principal in northern Minnesota.
And not all of the Michigan Gang were men. After Walt
Mikulich graduated and took a coaching job at ,cr
Breckenridge (succeeding Montanan Hank Boohe,r); his
two sisters came to Moorhead State Teachers College in
the late thirties, and a younger brother after World War
II.
Mary Mikulich was at Moorhead State for two years,
1937-39, leaving to enter the Bellview Hospital School of
Nursing in New York City. After taking her B.S. degree,
Mary remained at the hospital until she was
commissioned in the Army Air Force Nurses Corps in
1943. She was in the Corps until 1946. Sophie Mikulich
joined her sister in Moorhead in 1938 and remained at
the College for three years. In 1942 she left to take a
defense industry job in New York. The fourth Mikulich,
younger brother Victor, was at Moorhead State for a year
in 1946-47. He transferred to the Michigan College of
Mining and Technology at Houghton, graduating as an
electrical engineer in 1950.

Not All Athletes
Although it was athletics that first brought the Michigan
Gang to Moorhead State Teachers College, and though
their reputation as a group was inevitably linked to
football , not all of the subsequent invaders from the
Upper Peninsula were athletes. John Stefanik and Warren

Teaching and Other Careers
Seventeen of the Michigan Gang earned degrees at
Moorhead State between 1936 and 1942, and eleven
others after the War, between 1950 and 1953. Because
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the College they had attended was a Teachers College,
most of these graduates tried teaching, and some of them
made teaching and coaching their life careers.
Of the four who made the original trail-blazing trek to
the Red River Valley, only Stretch Aho became a
teacher, and then only for a time. He taught at East
Grand Forks for four years, before and after World War
II and earned his M.A. at the University of North
Dakota in August, 1948. He taught for three years at
Newberg, Oregon, from 1948 to 1951, before being
called back into military service during the Korean War.
He retired in 1968 with the rank of lieutenant colonel
and worked as a librarian in Dayton and Newberg,
Oregon, until he retired again in 1979. Emil Genetti,
after earning his degree in medicine at Michigan
(following a single year at MSTC, 1932-1933), remained
in military service at the end of World War II. He
retired as a colonel and is now deceased. John Chisholm
had his own insurance firm in Chicago. Now retired, he
lives in Arizona. Ron Gilbert was a successful salesman
for the Fairbanks Morse Company. He is deceased.
Arthur Aho, though he left Moorhead State after four
quarters, became a teacher in the Detroit public schools.
Charles Balzerini was the head of the social studies
department in the Dearborn (Michigan) High School. He
died in 1982. Percy Gilbert was a teacher at Warren,
Minnesota until his death in 1986.
Frank Marconeri was a teacher in several Minnesota
school systems until his retirement. John Ielmini taught
for only a year at Sleepy Eye, Minnesota, before taking
a position with a produce firm. Evard and George Serbin
both taught for a few years. Warren Paynter became a .
band instructor in northern Minnesota and John Stefanik
was also a teacher.
Leonard Peterson writes that he was paid $135 a month
to teach and coach at Sebeka, Minnesota, before World
War II, but his living expenses were only $30 or $35.
Because he had a low draft number, he opted to go into
national service with Sliv Nemzek's Moorhead National
Guard unit in February, 1941. Peterson remained in the
military service after the end of World War II and retired
as a lieutenant colonel. He and Aho, who had lived
across the street from each other in Bessemer, Michigan,
had a brief visit in Korea. After leaving the military,
Leonard taught for a time in Pacific Grove, ~alifornia
before his final retirement.
Two of the Michigan Gang had especially memorable
coaching careers. Fred Kellet coached basketball at
Brainerd High School, very successfully. Now retired, he
lives at his lake home near Brainerd.
After his basketball team at Breckenridge High School
had won a state basketball championship, Walt Mikulich
took a coaching position at West Allis, Wisconsin. From
there Mick went on to teach and coach for a number of
years in the Panama Canal Zone. Now retired, he lives
in Sequim, Washington.
Although both Evard and George tried teaching, all three
of the Serbin brothers became successful businessmen.

Ray (Kirby) Kuklenski was a fine light-heavyweight who won Gol~
Gloves honors from 1946 to 1950. Kirby, an All-Conf~ence guard in
football, also developed other MSTC boxers. After coaching football at
Wahpeton High School for some years, be returned to Moorhead and
Diemert's Comer Bar became "Kirby's." (1947 Dragon photo)

After owning a hardware store and trying the oil
industry, Big Serb became part owner of a fleet of buses
in Rochester, Minnesota. Now retired, he lives in
Minnesota. Little Serb was an importer in New Orleans
when last heard from. Younger brother Bob, who lives in
Los Angeles, is the vice president of the Englander
Furniture Company.

Scrambling Toward Degrees
In the hungry Thirties, the young men who were
identified collectively as the Michigan Gang earned
enough to eat regularly while attending Moorhead State
Teachers College in a variety of ways. They were not
tender plants. They could hold jobs that required brawn
and guts.
In the summer before they first went to Moorhead, Butch
Balzerini and Red Ielmini (uncle and nephew) discovered
that there was a lumberjack strike near Bessemer. "The
sheriff hired us to ride shotgun with the state troopers,"
writes Ielmini. "They gave us a shotgun. They paid us
$5 a day and we saved $35 each. That started us off."
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Jimmy Gotta !left! and Otto Klug, who starred in football, basketball, and track for MSTC from 1946 to 1950, were Representative Seniors in 1950.
Most post-war sports pictures are poor, unfortunately.

Between Stretch Aho's first trip to Moorhead in the fall
of 1932 and his matriculation in March, 1934, he went
to Detroit to set pins in a bowling alley for some
months. This was apparently a sure-fire but not very
well~paying job. Leonard Peterson, Abo's neighbor in
Bessemer, spent three years working before he could
afford to think of college. He writes, "Went to Detroit in
Fall of '33 and did the usual, pinsetting, and small job
routine, working in a dairy shop, helping a painter, etc."
Working in Detroit at such jobs was not a profitable
venture for Peterson. "Returned to Bessemer the
following spring, broke and with only the clothes on my
back." He adds an enigmatic note of explanation (which
Aho presumably understood): "That was the year
Smokey Ziegler stole all our clothes that fit when he left
Dexter to work for Chev." Peterson describes "a
miserable period" in his life working for the WPA in the
summer ("filled in for Dad") and the CCC in the
winter-in camps between Sault Ste. Marie and St.
Ignace. "Home again for summer '35 and worked for a
heating contractor. The job was to do asbestos insulation
on steam and hot water pipes. Luckily I have
claustrophobia and couldn't handle the tunnels and tight
places." Peterson's luck changed in the summer of 1936
when he worked on a highway crew building a section of
U.S. Highway 2 out of Wakefield, Michigan. A friendly
straw boss promised him steady work with the large
Morrison-Knudsen Construction firm. Peterson explained
why he did not accept this tempting offer: "Then in
early August I went to a dance at the Irondrome in
Bessemer and ran into a motley crew from a strange
place called Moorhead State. And a lanky character
suggested I enroll there and he'd help me out by giving
me a job in a service station. And if I made the team I'd
open many doors leading to jobs, wealth, beautiful
women, etc."

Peterson 's father went along with his desire to go to
college and Leonard was off to Moorhead with $50. He
paid $40 that fall for out-of-state tuition. Sliv Nemzek
solved that problem thereafter for his Michigan athletes:
they joined his Minnesota National Guard unit, which
automatically made them citizens of the state. Their
three-months checks for weekly Guard drill were $17,
exactly the amount needed to register for a new term.
The National Guard Armory also gave them a place to
sleep. They were not supposed to wear Guard issue,
shoes, or clothing to College but often did.
For a few years, several of the Michigan boys held a
highly-desirable job in the MSTC heating plant. Frank
Marconeri, Frank Torreano, and Red Ielmini all held this
job, which the latter described: "Torry and I got up at
5:00 A.M. and fired the boilers; we shoveled coal and
cleaned out the ashes. I don't remember the engineer's
name-a little old man." Leonard Peterson also aspired
to this job: "I'd been trying to get a boiler room job as
an engineer, like Marconeri and Torreano. I was
scheduled for it and had my engineer's license. But they
upped the boiler rating and required a 1st Class license
rather than a 2nd and I lost out. I would have been rich
had I landed it: you worked double-shift over the
weekend, starting Friday." The same thing may have
happened to Red Ielmini because he next had a job in
the school laundry room, in the basement of the physical
education building (now Flora Frick Hall). "I did all of
the laundry for the Phy. Ed. department, plus the
laundry most of the Michigan Gang brought down."
The Michigan Gang did not depend solely on campus
jobs. Downtown Moorhead employers found that these
young men were not interested in going home on
weekends or even holidays. They would also work long
hours and could rise to emergencies.
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The second day he was in Moorhead Eino Aho got a job
as a sandwich man at the Golden Pheasant bar and cafe,
"though I didn't know the difference between a Denver
sandwich and a hamburger when I applied. I had a
lenient boss."
Red lelmini said he peeled a bushel of potatoes and a
bushel of onions for supper each day (for some time) at
the Black Hawk cafe and bar in Moorhead. But he got a
better job: "I ran Eddie's Hamburger Shop on Center
Avenue from 7:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. for a full term and
all summer. Some nights we would go out to La
Florentine in Dilworth to help out at the crap table.
Some Michigander from Chicago and Bessemer was the
bartender there. His name was Frank. I also helped out
at Diemerts."
"We coordinated our efforts and helped each other out,"
says Stretch Aho. "If a job opened up downtown, we
often heard of it first and notified any of the
Michiganders who were temporarily out of work." Aho
was in a position to help some of the others because he
early became a trusted employee: "In the fall of 1934 I
got a steady job working for Allard Bergland at the
Skelly service station in downtown Moorhead. I kept this
job for the rest of my college career and was manager
afterwards." He ran this station after he graduated in
1937, until he found a teaching position at East Grand
Forks.
Through a service station contact, Leonard Peterson
worked in the wheat harvest near Moorhead one
summer: "Good job!-excellent food, nice bed, and top
dollar. Now I could return to school with money to
burn, .which I did as a sophomore. I was broke by
Christmas!"
Peterson also was able to get a summer job in Bessemer,
which was unusual: "My dad's friend was superintendent
of the water works in Bessemer, so I'd leave for home as
soon as school was out and read water meters for two
weeks at $5 per day! Then it was time for summer
camp." National Guard units spent three weeks each
summer at Camp Ripley near Little Falls. Peterson said
their pay was enough to pay college fees. And the weeks
at summer Guard camp were a generally pleasant
experience.
Getting back to their homes in Bessemer (or the nearby
towns of Ironton, Wakefield, or Puritan) was not easy to
manage for the Michigan Gang. Writes Red lelmini, "I
didn't get back to Bessemer for two years. After one
Guard camp, five or six of us jumped a freight from
Little Falls to Duluth. We hitch-hiked from there."
About his first trip to Moorhead with his uncle Charles
Balzerini, lelrnini writes, "Butch and I put all the clothes
we owned into one suitcase. We had a ride with a beer
man to Duluth and then hitch-hiked to Moorhead. It took
us two long days."
Help from home was nearly always out of the question.
"I received $35 from one of my brothers in the years I
was at Moorhead," says Eino Aho. lelrnini probably
speaks for most of them when he says, "My four years

at Moorhead were pleasant, in a way, but every hour I
had off (from classes and football) I had to work. I
didn't have a dollar from anyone. Study came after work.
It was tough but fun."

The Second Michigan Gang
The second Michigan invasion of Moorhead State after
World War II was probably due chiefly to blood
relationships. Fred Kellet's younger brothers Chuck and
Al were football players, and though Sliv Nemzek was
not back at the College after the War, Neil Wohlwend
was coaching football. The earliest of the pre-War
Michigan Gang had played with him on Nemzek's teams
from 1932 to 1935.
Walt Mikulich also had a younger brother to send to
Moorhead, but he stayed only one year. The crucial man
for the post-War Michigan Gang, however, was Marco
Gotta, who married and lived in Moorhead after his
graduation from MSTC in 1937. At the end of his service
in World War II he returned to Moorhead, started
Sportland (a sporting goods firm) in partnership with
Arlo Baldwin, and was appointed State Motor Vehicles
Registrar.
Four men from Bessemer were the outstanding football
stars at Moorhead State Teachers College in the years
immediately after the war, and two of them were Marco
Gotta's nephews. Joe Gotta, a very smart quarterback,
was at MSTC two years before transferring to the
University of Minnesota to study dentistry. His brother
Jim, an end and a fine basketball player, was an AllConference selection on the 1948 and 1949 football
teams. Two other Michiganders surpassed this
achievement. Fullback Otto Klug and guard Ray
Kuklenski were All-Conference for three years, 1947-49.
Klug was also a basketball player for the Dragons and a
track man, the shot put being his best event. Jim Gotta
was outstanding in both the high jump and broad jump.

Joe Gotta, Kirby Kuklenski, Chuck Kellett, and Otto Klug wore new
double-breasted suits when they posed in front of a Moorhead Armory
door. They were husky young men but the tailor must have used
shoulder pads generously (Courtesy Monica Kuklenski).
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Another Gotta, Jack (or Jocko), was at Moorhead State
for less than a year before going on to become a star and
later coach in the Canadian professional football league.
Other athletes from Michigan excelled at Moorhead State
after Klug, Jim Gotta, and Kuklenski graduated. Bob
Serbin was a defensive end and co-captain of the 1950
Dragon football team. He is now a Los Angeles
businessman. Chuck Kellet was the quarterback of the
1949 and 1950 team. After graduation he was employed
by the Nabisco Company in Fargo but died of leukemia
in 1953, two years after his graduation from MSTC. Al
Kellet, who played center on the 1949-51 Dragon football
teams, graduated in 1952. He was co-captain of the 1951
team with Billy Finn. Al returned to Michigan and
employment in the iron industry after his graduation
from Moorhead State. Robert (Puzzy) Pallin was a tackle
on Dragon teams from 1949 to 1951. Following his
graduation in 1952, he returned to the Upper Peninsula
to become an Ironwood High School teacher. He died in
1987.
Five MSTC football stars from the Upper Peninsula posed together in
1947: left to right, Jim Gotta, Otto Klug, and Chuck Kellett in back,
Kirby Kuklenski and Joe Gotta kneeling in front (Courtesy Monica
Kuklenski!.

"Kirby" Kuklenski's athletic career was more unusual.
He was the best light-heavyweight boxer in the
Northwest and coached a Moorhead State boxing team
while he was in college.
Klug, Jim Gotta, and Kuklenski were also outstanding
area coaches for some years, Klug at Litchfield, Gotta at
Moorhead High School, and Kuklenski at Wahpeton. All
three have retired from coaching, Klug to become an
administrator at Litchfield, Gotta to continue teaching,
and Kuklenski to become a businessman. He returned to
Moorhead to purchase and operate Diemert's Bar, which
became "Kirby's," a well-known watering place.

Bill Mazurek was a tough running back for four Dragon
football teams before graduating in 1952, with majors in
social studies and physical education. He is still teaching
in Ironwood. Billy Adrianson, a running back, took a
teaching position at Colorado Springs following his 1952
graduation . He is now retired and lives in Colorado. Bill
Jennings played both football and basketball at Moorhead
State. Also a 1952 graduate, he became a teacher and a
very successful writer of children's books. Now retired
from teaching but still writing, he lives at Rice Lake,
Wisconsin.
The last Michigan star at Moorhead State Teachers
College was Billy Ihlenfeldt, who was an All-conference
halfback and co-captain (with Ralph Crews) on the 1952
team, conference co-champions. He was voted an
Outstanding Senior the year he graduated, in 1953. An
elementary and physical education major, Ihlenfeldt
taught and coached at Circle Pines, Minnesota, until his
retirement.

Chapter 25
The Four Bureaucrats
Byron Murray, and other Moorhead State faculty
members also, liked to recount the successes of the
College's graduates in the 1920s and 1930s. The most
spectacular accomplishments were those of the young
men Joe Kise helped steer into US. government service
in the 1930s: available teaching positions were not
attractive and hard to find, and at the same time F.D.R.
was expanding the scope of federal services.
Although 1 knew the story of these young men in a
general way, 1 asked the pioneer among them to tell it
fully and accurately. Luverne Lewis of Hawley, who was
a very promising freshman at Moorhead State when 1
was a senior, has written an account which I converted
into a first person narrative (after my two introductory
paragraphs.) Lewis, who trimmed the first syllable from
his name, entitled his piece "The Four Bureaucrats." The
rest of this chapter is his account.
"Between 1930 and 1940 four young men who had just
earned their degrees at Moorhead State Teachers College
were selected for graduate training in public
administration at the University of Minnesota. All four
went on to long and significant careers in the US.
government. Rising to the top ranks of the civil service
and the foreign service, they were appointed to positions
which they found challenging and satisfying and for
which they received numerous awards for distinguished
service. They all served in the Armed Forces in World
Uizr II. Altogether their government careers totalled
about a century and a quarter.
"The four men-M!rne Lewis, Marcus Gordon, Clarence
Eskildsen and Arthur Holmaas-entered government
service when the New Deal was in its prime. New
programs were being created and new agencies
established to tackle economic and social problems
brought on (or aggravated) by the Great Depression.
New talent was being sought to direct these programs. It
was a good time for competent, well-trained and
idealistic young people to enter government service. The
four MSTC alums were assigned important work almost
immediately and rose rapidly through the ranks."

Verne Lewis of Hawley
"I was the first to be selected by the University of
Minnesota. In the spring of 1936, prior to graduating as
a political science major, I was seeking an alternative to
a high school teaching job. Such jobs, if they could be
found, paid about $900 per year. Such a prospect did not
seem exciting.
"A two-inch news story appearing in the second section
of the Minneapolis Journal one spring day caught my
eye. It was an announcement of the formation of a
Center for Graduate Training in Public Administration at
the University of Minnesota. A two-year program would

be started in the fall of 1936: it entailed one year on
campus and one year as an intern in a government
office.
''A maximum of fourteen persons would be selected for
admission to the program, and only eight of those would
be persons fresh out of college. Fellowships and
assistantships paying $600 per year were being offered. It
seemed made-to-order for me because I had long been
interested in public affairs.
"I immediately submitted an application to the training
center and asked for a personal interview. Professor
Lloyd M. Short, Director of the Center, replied promptly
but said an interview would be premature at that time. I
wrote again, renewing my request for an interview. This
time Dr. Short graciously granted my request and set up
a series of interviews with members of the selection
committee. A few weeks later I was selected for the
program.
"Some years later Short told me that I probably would
not have been selected except for my persistence in
seeking an early interview. Competition for the slots was
keen. There were 90 applicants. The others selected were
all from large universities like Chicago, Wisconsin and
Kansas.
"I remember that bus fare to Minneapolis was about $5
round trip, but I do not remember who loaned me the
money. I hope I repaid it because it turned out to be an
excellent investment. That trip was the first leg of my
journey to a career in the federal government.
''Apparently liking the kind of graduates MSTC was
producing in those days, especially Joe Kise's political
science majors who had experience on college
publications under the tutelage of Byron Murray, Dr.
Short selected three more graduates in subsequent years.
Gordon was selected in 1937, Eskildsen in 1938 and
Holmaas (then Holmos) in 1939.
"In addition to showing academic competence in the
classroom they had demonstrated leadership abilities in
extracurricular activities. They had served as presidents
of campus organizations (including the Student
Commission), as editors of the student newspaper, and as
members of the debate team. All had been elected by the
Moorhead student body to the College Hall of Fame.
Such leadership qualities, Short thought, could be
important qualifications for executive posts in
government.
''All four of the men started their government careers
with the U.S. Department of Agriculture in Washington
D.C. I was one of 40 students selected by the National
Institute of Public Affairs for internships in government.
I was assigned to the Office of Budget and Finance of
Agriculture. Following a year of internship and a year as
a Littauer Fellow in Public Administration at Harvard
University, I returned to the Agriculture Budget Office as
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Verne Lewis

a full-fledged employee, serving for several years as an
assistant to the director.
"The experience I gained in that office led to promotions
to other positions: budget officer and (later) assistant
manager of the Hanford office of the Atomic Energy
Commission; assistant to the director of the U.S. Bureau
of the Budget; and deputy assistant secretary for Budget
and Finance of the U.S. State Department. I was also
staff director of a White House task force on technical
assistance to developing countries, and from 1965 to 1970
the U.S. representative to the International Atomic
Energy Agency in Vienna, Austria-appointed to that
position by President Johnson and confirmed by the
Senate. Because of that appointment I was listed in Whos
Who in America.
"During my 33 years in the federal government, I was
active in professional societies, moon-lighted occasionally
as a visiting professor in graduate schools of public
affairs and wrote some articles for professional journals.

Marcus Gordon

One article, "Toward a Theory of Budgeting," published
in the Public Administration Review in 1952, was later
designated by that journal as a classic in the field. The
article has been reprinted numerous times in this country
and abroad and is widely used in university classes.
"After my retirement, I taught graduate courses in public
administration at the University of Washington for a
number of years. I am serving on the city council of
Mercer Island, Washington, where we now live. My
wife, Margaret Fuglie Lewis, also a graduate of the
College, and I have two sons and a daughter. I received
the Distinguished Alumnus Award from MSTC in 1973."

Marcus Gordon of Hendrum
"Marcus Gordon, also a recipient of the MSTC
Distinguished Alumnus Award, was selected for the
second class of the Center for Public Administration of
the University of Minnesota. Starting his career in the
Department of Agriculture in personnel work, he held
such positions as chief of the National School Lunch
Program and deputy director of the Food Distribution
Administration before he joined the Navy for a two-year
stint in World War II.
"Gordon's extensive career in international work began
after that War, first as administrative officer in the U.S.
Embassy in Spain. Later he served as the first executive
d'frector of the Point Four Program, which was initiated
by President Truman to assist in developing the resources
of poor countries.
"He went to Ethiopia as the first director of the Agency
for International Development, and later served that
agency in several other countries-Libya, Tunzania, and
Vietnam-and in Washington as director of African and
European Operations. His last assignment was that of

Signe Olson !left! edited tbe 1935 Praeceptor and Margaret Fuglie
was elected Homecoming queen tbe next fall.
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Clarence Eskildsen

Deputy Secretary General of the Central Treaty
Organization, headquartered in Ankara, Turkey.
"Now deceased, Mark Gordon lived after retirement in
Miami. His wife, Jane, three sons, and a stepdaughter
survive him."

Clarence Eskildsen of Karlstad
· ~fter his year at the Center for Public Administration in
1938-39, Clarence Eskildsen also started his career in the
Department of Agriculture. His early years were largely
devoted to work in budgetary and program analysis units
in the production and marketing agencies of that
department. He was drafted in mid-1941 and spent the
entire War in the Army. Afterwards he resumed his
career in Agriculture as an assistant to the Director of
Finance, as Budget Officer of the Department, and in
other capacities.

Arthur Holmaas

"Clarence Eskildsen had a remarkably productive career,
but he and his family endured some very hard knocks
along the way. His service in the Army was longer than
that of most draftees, and he was separated from his
family much of the time. He was also separated from his
family when they were forced to evacuate Korea during
the war there. Thought to be of the wrong political
coloration when the Republican administration came to
power in 1952, he was unceremoniously ousted and
unemployed for several months. Despite that setback, he
was subsequently appointed to important positions in
agriculture by the same Republican administration. His
brilliant career was cut short when he was stricken with
leukemia in 1967. He died a few months later.
"Esky married Signe Olson, who is also a graduate of
MSTC, class of 1936. He is survived by Signe, two sons
and a daughter."

"While in the U.S. Army, Eskildsen was assigned to
Harvard University for several months of intensive study
in the economics, culture, and politics of China and
other Far Eastern countries. These studies served him
well when he was assigned to Korea in 1949 as an
agricultural economist for the U.S. Aid Mission (then
ECA). He directed the preparation of rehabilitation plans
for that war-torn country, which became the basis for the
first United Nations program there. Later he served in a
similar capacity in the Philippines.
"In 1954 he received an appointment in the Foreign
Agriculture Service of the Department of Agriculture,
where he stayed 13 years. His assignments included
service as agricultural attache in both India and
Germany. His final positions were those of associate
administrator of that service and deputy assistant
secretary of Agriculture.

Melvin Wedul and Marcus Gordon at MSTC in 1936. Tbe "four
bureaucrats" maintained close contact with their college friends after
going into government service.
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Art Holmaas of Newfolden
''Art Holmaas, the last of this quartet to take Professor
Short's course, also was introduced to the Department of
Agriculture via an internship in the National Institute of
Public Affairs. Unlike the three MS1C men who
preceded him, he devoted his entire career to that
agency-except for a stint in the Coast Guard in World
War II and short details to other agencies.
"In much of his career Holmaas was concerned with the
production, marketing and distribution of food. During
World War II he worked on manpower problems of
farms and food industries, and after the war on problems
of wage stabilization in agricultural industries. Then he
drew a number of assignments as a management analyst
dealing with an extensive reorganization of the
department.
"He was director of budget and finance of large
agricultural marketing and consumer functions from 1954
until his retirement in 1972, except for a term as
associate director of the national school lunch program
from 1967 to 1969. His last position was director of

budget and planning for the Food and Nutrition
Service-which had budgets in the multi-billion dollar
range.
"Because of Arthur Holmaas' knowledge and expertise
developed during three decades of service in the
department, secretaries of agriculture and other high
officials called upon him frequently to undertake special
assignments. Among these was a task force assignment to
review all programs of the department conducted in the
various states. He drafted comprehensive amendments to
the School Lunch and Child Nutrition laws. When the
administration decided to separate its marketing and food
programs, he was designated to draw up plans for a
separate Food and Nutrition Service which included food
stamp, commodity distribution, and child nutrition
functions.
''Among Art's numerous awards was a Certificate of
Merit for "distinguished leadership and outstanding
personal contributions toward increasing efficiency and
effectiveness of the Food and Nutrition Service." His
biographical record was included in the first edition of
"Who's Who in Government" in 1972. Inclusion in that

1'1ark Gordon posed for this picture on May 11 •. 19.54, in front of the American embassy in Addis Ababa-with two fellow Minnesotans, Dr. Joseph
Simonson (center), the U.S. Ambassador to Ethiopia, and Rex S. Anderson, director of the Imperial Highway Authority.
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Verne Lewis fleftJ served as deputy U.S. representative to tbe International Energy Agency in Vienna from 1965 to 1970. Dr. Sigvard Eklund !right)
was director general of tbe agency during tbat period.
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document, according to its publisher, was "limited to
those individuals who have demonstrated outstanding
achievement in their own field of professional endeavor
and who have, thereby, contributed significantly to the
betterment of contemporary society."
"Holmaas now lives in Mt. Jackson, Virginia, where his
involvement in the work of government continues: he has
served on the planning commission and the town council
in that community. He and his wife, the former Jean
Cannon, have three daughters and a son."

Common Elements
"While the details of the government careers of these
four men differ considerably, there are significant
common elements. They were especially trained for
executive work in government, not only at Minnesota but
in further graduate studies at other universities, through
internships and other on-the-job training. They were
generalists capable of performing in a variety of agencies
and in different capacities. They were deeply interested

in making government work better; they had
opportunities that challenged the best that was in them;
and they found their work deeply satisfying.
"Deep and enduring friendships were formed at
Moorhead State Teachers College in those years, based
in part on similar backgrounds and similar experiences
during the Depression. All four of us were farm boys;
we were all financially strapped; and, like many students
of that era, we had to work to pay college expenses. We
became close friends at MSTC, were all members of the
Alpha Epsilon fraternity, and followed each other's
careers in government with great interest. We had one
other thing in common: when we started our studies at
the University of Minnesota we had not the slightest idea
of the kinds of careers that were ahead of us.
"Finally, with four other fraternity brothers (Melvin
Wedul, Maynard Tvedt, Rudolph Peterson and Vincent
Schneider) we started a round robin letter upon
graduation. It has been making the rounds for half a
century, with Mrs. Tvedt and Mrs. Eskildsen now
substituting for their deceased husbands."

Vice President Hubert Humphrey presented a Presidential Citation to Arthur Holmaas on April 23, 1965 for bis work as director of budget and
finance of the agriculture department's marketing and consumer /unctions. While making the presentation, Humphrey said, "This was beyond your
wildest imagination when you left that Minnesota farm!"

Chapter 26
The MSTC Families
Few generalizations can be made about Moorhead's
students in this era except that most of them came from
the immediate area and nearly all were "strapped." The
summaries of enrollment by Minnesota counties and
"other states and counties" printed on the last page of
the catalogues told the same story year after year. About
15% of the students came from North Dakota, 2% from
other states (most of them from South Dakota), and
65-70% from the dozen Minnesota counties closest to
Moorhead. There were usually two or three students from
Canada, 20 or 30 from the Twin Cities, and the rest
from other parts of Minnesota, about half of the state's
lf7 counties being represented by at least one student.
More than a quarter of the student body came from
Moorhead or Fargo.
Why and how did students come to Moorhead State
Teachers College in the 1920s and 1930s? There were
some efforts to advertise the College, like Dan Preston's
choir tours which began in 1921, but Moorhead State did
not overtly recruit students. Indeed, when I began
teaching at MSI'C 40 years ago, President Snarr told me
that an attorney general's ruling forbade it: state money
could not be expended to increase enrollment and thus
spend more state money. I was told that football
recruiting for one of our colleges had elicited this ruling.
In the 1930s the MiSTiC published a special, wellillustrated issue each spring which was sent to the
graduating seniors of area high schools. These
promotional issues emphasized the new buildings on the
Moorhead campus and the many extracurricular
activities that guaranteed lively college years. ~ry
occasionally Byron Murray also produced a slick-paper
brochure for promotional purposes, to let high school
graduates know what kinds of programs the College
could offer. Sending out College personnel to recruit
students in area high schools was unthinkable until
comparatively recent years.
~ were aware, of course, that our most effective
recruitment was done by our students. If they liked
MSI'C, and most of them did, they would tell their
friends. The importance of this kind of recruitment was
demonstrated in the late Fifties when MS was finally
beginning to grow toward a thousand students. Students
were so incensed when their Student Center and
postoffice boxes were taken away by President Knoblauch
and Larry Nelson that they went back to their home
towns and recruited in reverse. That year the enrollment
at MS actually dipped a little instead of increasing by at
least a hundred students, which was the expectation.

'.:4 son or daughter often follows his brother's or sister's
footsteps," said a January 16, 1931, MiSTiC article
headlined "MSI'C Lays Claim To Distinction As the
Family College of the Northwest." Nearly half of the
article was devoted to the four Nemzek brothers-Alex
Jr. , Claude, Frank, and Ted-who earned degrees at

Dr. Charles Green, who came to teach history in 1933, inaugurated
"Parents' Day" as a popular fall event soon after be ;oined the MSTC
faculty. Tire and gas rationing, and a shortage of farm workers,
suspended the program in 1942. After Green's unexpected death in
1943, when be was still a young man, no one seemed ready to promote
Parents' Day again after the end of World War II.

Moorhead State Teachers College. All of them were
athletes, but Frank had roles in a number of Ethel
Tainter's plays and Claude earned his Ph.D. and became
a professor of education at the University of Detroit.
Niece Agnes Nemzek (Mrs. W.J. Gowenlock) earned her
degree at MSI'C in 1938. Nephew James A. Nemzek was
an MS student after World »Ur II, and other Nemzeks
came later.
the MiSTiC article identified four members of the
Sorknes family of Madison, Minnesota: the story was upto-date in 1931, but there were actually seven Sorknes
sisters who graduated from Moorhead State, two of them
'twice! The MiSTiC also enumerated five Maland sisters
from Marietta (there were six), but overlooked the six
]ohnsons from Minneota, who were at MSTC about the
same time.

ZlO

Marie Sorknes who bad earned her Advanced Diploma at MSTC in
1926, was a ~ember of the faculty from 1930 to 1970. She helped six
younger sisters come to Moorhead. A teaching family, most of the
Sorknes sisters took a normal training course in their hometown of
Madison and taught rural schools before coming to MSTC.

Tbe six Maland sisters who came to MSTC in the late Twenties and
early Tbirites: left to right, standing, Margaret, Laura, Rhoda, Nellie,
and kneeling, Bernice and Thelma.

The Sorknes, Maland, and Johnson (from
Minneota) Sisters

Marie Sorknes took only her two-year Advanced
Diploma at MSTC (in 1926); h~r bache~or's and i_naster's
degrees came from the University of Minnesota, in 1929
and 1935. She was a Training School and later College
teacher at MS from 1930 to her sudden death in 1970.
Marie helped her younger sisters financially, which helps
explain the remarkable record of six others registering
for at least two years of college work from 1925 to 1942.

When MSTC faculty members talked about remarkable
families in the early 1930s, they spoke of the Sorknes
sisters, the Malands from Marietta, Minnesota and
nearly always also mentioned the equally notable Johnson
sisters from Minneota, Minnesota, whose name was a
common one but whose capabilities were very
uncommon.
Marie was the first and most notable of the seven
Sorknes sisters from Madison, Minnesota, who attended
Moorhead State Teachers College from 1924 to 1950 and
all graduated from the two-year curriculum. Two of them
returned for bachelor's degrees at MS later and three
others earned them elsewhere.
"Both of my parents had been teachers at one time;' .
says Ruth Sorknes, "and Madison had a normal tr~nin~
department which many of us attended before teaching in
a rural school for a year or two." Marriage ended the
teaching careers of five of the handsome Sorknes sisters,
but Marie and Ruth-the first and last of the sevenchose lifetime teaching careers instead. Both of them
earned master's degrees.

Louise the next Sorknes sister, followed in Marie's
wake: ~he, also, took a two-year program at MSTC in
1925-Zl followed by a bachelor's degree at the U of M.
She tau~ht at Canby, Benson, and Red Wing, and high
school mathematics at the Fort Leavenworth Army post;
she married R.A. Engleson in 1936 and their daughter
also became a teacher. Louise died in 1980.
Helen Sorknes got her two-year certificate at MSTC in
19Z7-29 and came back much later to earn a bachelor's
degree from MSC in 1967. She married S.A. Beck in
1931; their son and daughter became teachers. Helen's
teaching was at Ortonville and three South Dakota towns;
she has lived at Ortonville since 1958.
Corinne Sorknes took the two-year course at Moorhead
State from 1930-32 and added a degree later at Mankato
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State. She married L.J. Plotnik in 1936 and also has a
son and daughter who went into teaching. Corinne's
teaching experience was at St. Hilaire, Canby, and
Faribault, where she has lived since 1942. Her husband
was also a teacher at Canby, Benson, and Faribault.
Doris Sorknes earned her Advanced Diploma at MSTC
in 1930-32 and married C.A. Englund in 1937; their two
sons are in mass communications. She attended Huron
(SD) College and Scottsbluff (NE) College without
taking a degree. After teaching at Ruthton, Sanborn, and
Morris, Minnesota, Doris also taught at Scottsbluff,
Nebraska, where she and her husband live in retirement
after 51 years of marriage.
Valborg Sorknes earned her two-year certificate at MSTC
in 1933-35, was a supervising teacher in the Affiliated
Schools (at Clearview), and taught at Appleton and
Sleepy Eye, where MS classmate John lelmini was also
teaching. They were married when he was discharged
from the Army in 1944; their two daughters became
teachers. Val died in 1981 and John in 1987.
Ruth Sorknes, the youngest of the seven, earned her twoyear in 1944 and bachelor's degree in 1950, both at
MSTC, and completed a master's degree at Bemidji State
later. After a long career, teaching first at Barnesville
and in El Monte, California, and for many years in
Fargo, Ruth is retired and living in Moorhead. She
writes that her two brothers, Herbert and Harold, also
became teachers and administrators, though neither of
them attended MSTC. However, Harold's son, also
named Harold Sorknes, earned his bachelor's degree at
Moorhead State in 1968 and is teaching in the Sisseton
(SD) Community College.
Six Malands
The 1931 MiSiiC identified five Maland sisters as
Moorhead State students: Rhoda '25, Margaret '26,
Thelma, Nellie, and Laura, but there were six when
Bernice enrolled the fall after the article was written.
And there could have been seven except that sister Effie
"copped out on us and became a nurse," Nellie Maland
Youngren writes. Once again an older sister was a factor
in bringing the younger Malands to MSTC: Rhoda
became a Training School supervisor after graduating
with an Advanced Diploma. She left Moorhead in 1932,
married a young farmer, and lived near Madison, only
10 miles from Marietta and "almost in South Dakota."
Margaret, most adventurous of the Malands, was editorin-chief of the MiSiiC in 1926 and torn thereafter
between teaching and journalism. When I was an MS
student in the early 1930s, she had left her Moorhead
Junior High English position to write news and features
for the Moorhead Daily News. She also taught at Canby
for two years but "wanted to move to a place with cool
summers-the heat bothered her so much." Nellie quotes
a recent letter from her sister: "The Alaska Steamship
Company had a gold-colored folder, all about the 'Land
of Gold.' It was tourist-oriented but the part that
intrigued me was the summer temperature. So I wrote
every six months for two years but always got the same

form letter from the superintendent of schools. When
one (newly-hired teacher) backed out of a position just as
school was to begin in the fall, I got a wire from him."
Margaret had been ready to go back to newspaper work
when she got the wire: "I was set to go to Dickinson,
North Dakota, to work on a newspaper but had no
binding contract and went right out." To Alaska, of
course. Nellie says her sister taught junior high school
English in Juneau until she retired. "Now at the age of
86 she is still there, in a nursing home. All her friends
live there and she considers it home. She never
married."
Thelma Maland, the next sister, had a good soprano
voice and sang in Dan Preston's glee clubs and choir.
She attended Mankato STC and taught country school
before coming to Moorhead, where she earned her
Advanced Diploma. She taught fourth grade at Marshall
but married ("about 1934") and moved to Oklahoma,
where she still lives. Thelma's husband could not tolerate
Minnesota winters, says Nellie, but as a result she does
not see her sister often.
Nellie was one of the lucky 1932 graduates who got a
job. She taught five years at Russell, Minnesota, and got
a $5 raise from her starting salary of $80! There she met
and married Earl Youngren, who left teaching to work
for Green Giant; the couple have now lived in Lesueur
for nearly 50 years and raised a son and daughter. In
their retirement, the Youngrens spend the coldest months
each year in California.
Laura Maland lost interest in college or was more
interested in the young man she married; quite young,
which was unusual behavior a half century ago. Bernice
graduated from MS and taught at Louisberg and Ceylon
in southern Minnesota; she married there but died at the
age of 42 from an apparent heart attack. Nellie, Effie,
Thelma, and Margaret are the surviving Maland sisters
in 1988.
Six Johnsons (from Minneota)
I am guessing, because their name was a common
Scandinavian one, that the writer of the MiSI'iC article
published in 1931 overlooked the six Johnson sisters
from Minneota who were MSTC students or members of
the faculty-staff during this same period. Their story, in
brief, is told by Doris Johnson '34, who was chosen for
the MS Hall of Fame even though the Praeceptor said
she was "only a two-year student"; she was also elected
secretary-treasurer of the Student Commission. Doris
says Georgina Lommen was responsible for the Johnson
sisters coming to Moorhead State Teachers College from
the Icelandic town of Minneota, which was closer to
Mankato "where young ladies from Minneota usually
studied if they planned to become teachers."
"Prior to going to Moorhead, Miss Lommen was at the
University of Minnesota and was a close friend of a
relative of the Johnsons. She employed my sister Joan as
her secretary when she became director of the MSTC
Training School in 1925. My sister Ragnhild went to
Moorhead as a student in 1926 and at the end of her
freshman year replaced Joan as Miss Lommen's
secretary. Joan left to attend the U of M in 1927.
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Regnhild worked for two years (as the Training School
secretary) and then went to the U of M.
"Thordis graduated in 1930, Doris in 1934, and Elaine,
the youngest Johnson, came to Moorhead in the fall of
1934. She transferred to the University after two years at
MSTC. Our eldest sister, Maria, also had MSTC
·
connections, although she graduated from Mankato in
1924. For one year, possibly two, she was a teaching
supervisor in a rural school where MSTC students did
their student teaching." (Records show that Maria
Johnson was the first supervisor at the large Clearview
School southeast of Moorhead when that school,
Sunnyside, and Oak Mound became the nucleus of the
system of Affiliated Schools in 1925.)
"Maria was the only one of the sisters who did not
marry and made a career of teaching: for about 40 years
she was a junior high school teacher in International
Falls. We had one brother (number three of the seven
children), who was a U of M graduate. In 1988 Joan,
Thordis, Doris, and Elaine are the surviving Johnsons."
Two of the Johnson sisters were teachers during the
Depression Era until better opportunities became
available during Wartime: "Thordis and Elaine both
taught school in Minnesota until WW II days, when they
went to Washington, D.C., to work in government
positions." Earlier, their older sisters who had been
Georgina Lommen's secretaries had abandoned the field
of education for business positions and Doris followed in
their wake. "After graduating from the University (of
Minnesota), Joan was director of personnel at Bauer and
Black, in Chicago; and Ragnhild followed Joan into the
same area of work, as personnel director of the Kendall
Company in Walpole, Massachusetts. Sometime in the
1950s she became co-director of a new program
sponsored by Radcliffe and Harvard: a graduate
Management Training program for Women in Business.
"You will recall how difficult it was to get a teaching job
in 1934" (when Doris graduated from MSTC.) "With my
sister Joan's help, I was employed as a secretary in the
corporate office of the International Harvestor Company
in Chicago. I worked there until Chet (Gilpin) and I
were married in 1936, as well as the following summer
when Chet completed work for his MA at the University
of Chicago."
Because they attended MSTC at the same time, many of
these sisters knew each other well, and were roommates
at times. They may also have been academic rivals for
the very highest honors at MSTC.

Parent's Day
I became aware of Moorhead State's Parents' Day-a fall
event of some importance begun just after my
graduation-because the Peoples family of Detroit Lakes
found it an attractive occasion to visit the MSTC
campus. George Peoples was judge of probate and his
wife Milla was a former teacher: both were notable
people in my hometown and my close friends. Three of
their four daughters graduated from MSTC in the decade
before World War II.

To identify this 1936 Parents' Day football game picture, the 1937
Praeceptor says. "Mr and Mrs. Peoples and all the little Peopleses."
But the five children in front are not, nor is Vi Glasrud, who is seated
between Helen Peoples (her roommate! and Milla and George Peoples
of Detroit Lakes.

The eldest daughter, Mabel (Mibs) Peoples, entered MS
in 1933 as a sophomore transfer from a California junior
college. She was elected to the MSTC Hall of Fame in
1935 and edited the Praeceptor in 1936, the year she
graduated. Mibs became a commercial artist in St. Paul
and married artist Walter Swanson.
Helen Peoples, much interested in swimming and dance,
graduated in 1939 after starring in Flora Frick's aquatic
shows for several years. She was in the 1938 Hall of
Fame. Helen married Benjamin Lloyd Hammond and
lived for some years in Bozeman, Montana. When the
Hammonds moved to Fargo-Moorhead, Lloyd graduated
from MS, taught music in Fargo, and started a music
store. He died in 1982. Helen taught in the Fargo
schools for a number of years.
Mina Peoples, now Mrs. Blake Miller of Richland,
Washington, graduated in 1942 after equal involvement in
publications and music and as president of the Gamma
Nu sorority. Mina taught English and has directed school
and community activities involving art, music, and
dramatics.
The fourth Peoples daughter, Joyce, studied home
economics at the University of Minnesota. Her youngest
daughter Nellie, now Mrs. David Mattis of Apple Valley,
Minnesota, graduated from MSU in 1984.
Although the Peoples clan attended Parents' Day in full
force each year, they found themselves outnumbered by
larger MSTC families. The event was always scheduled
for an early fall Friday, when the Dragon football team
was playing a home game under the newly-installed
lights; Dr. Charles Green of the history department was
general chairman of this event for some years. In
preparation for the sixth annual Parents' Day scheduled
frn: October 4, 1940, he urged students to make
reservations for their parents as soon as possible: Millie
Dahl needed to know how many luncheons to prepare for
(cost-25 cents). Seats (complimentary for parents), had
to be reserved for the football game against Aberdeen.
''A highlight of the day will be a special convocation at
11 o'clock, consisting mostly of student talent. At the
luncheon in Comstock dining hall, a program of
welcome by students and responses by parents,
community singing, and special musical numbers will be
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mothballs. Charles Green died in 1943, and with no one
to take the initiative, Parents' Day was not re-instituted
when the War was over.

Eastlund, Nordstrom, and Others
Alice Eastlund Nordstrom, who graduated from
Moorhead State in 1928, calculated recently that
members of her family had taught for a total of 7'if7
years! She surveyed the teaching careers of members of
four Moorhead families who intermarried - the
Eastlunds, Nordstroms, Westrums, and Ericksons - to
arrive at her total.

Mina Peoples !left) entered MSTC as a freshman in 1938 after ber two
older sisters bad graduated. Like them sbe majored in English, and
like Mibs sbe edited tbe yearbook. Mina was Dragon editor-in-chief in
1942. Mabel Peoples !right) edited tbe 1936 Praeceptor and following
ber graduation that year became a commercial artist in St. Paul where
this photograph was made by one of ber friends. !Courtesy Helen
Peoples Hammond)

Mrs. Nordstrom (the daughter-in-law of ·Gust Nordstrom
of Chapter 30), arranged her teachers by generations.
About half of her 43 teachers were Moorhead State
graduates, including Alice '28, her sister Gladys Eastlund
Westrum '26, her brother Harold Eastlund '23, and his
wife Signe Erdahl Eastlund '25. These four were in the
second generation of Mrs. Nordstrom's calculations, as
were two other Moorhead State graduates: Hjalmer
(Jelly) Erickson '26, and his sister Thelma Erickson
Holen '29. Most of them taught in Minnesota towns:
Pelican Rapids, Detroit Lakes, Olivia, Bemidji,
Clearbrook, Kinney, Glenwood, Anoka, Wadena, Elbow
Lake, Windom, Audubon, Barnesville, as well as
Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Some, especially in the fourth generation of teachers,
ventured farther afield: to Jamestown and Fargo in North
Dakota, an Indian reservation in South Dakota, Bozeman
and Helena in Montana, Twin Falls in Idaho, Las Vegas
in Nevada, Montgomery in Alabama, and to schools in
Arizona and Virginia. And two young men went much
farther, to Guam, the Philippines, Indonesia, and
Malaysia.

Like most Detroit Lakes kids, tbe Peoples sisters spent their summers
in or near a lake. Left to right, Mina, Joyce, Helen !with tbe family
water spannielJ, and Mabel. Tbis snapshot probably dates from 1930,
tbe year I entered MSTC. !Courtesy Helen Peoples Hammond.)

presented," said the September 20 MiSTiC. An open air
concert by the MSTC band, directed by Bertram
McGarrity, followed the luncheon.
The schedule for the 1941 Parents' Day on October 4
also included campus and class visitations. Neoma
Nelson, the MisnC editor, presented scholarship awards
to the highest ranking students of the previous year's
classes. These were presented on behalf of Kappa Delta
Pi, the national honorary education fraternity; the money
involved was minimal ($10), but the honor was great.
In 1942 an article in the October 16 MisnC was
headlined "Parents Invited to Homecoming." "With tiregasoline rationing and acute farm labor shortages in
mind, the Parents' Day committee has cancelled the
annual campus visitation day for this year and possibly
for the duration." Dr. Green's committee thought parents
might be invited to visit the campus at Homecoming, on
October 23-24 in 1942, "when the school will be on
parade." Homecoming, ·however, was next put in

The Ekerns of Lake Park
The four Ekern sisters graduated from Lake Park High
School (near their family farm) and went on to
Moorhead Normal School to prepare for teaching
careers. Laura, the eldest, took only the one-year
elementary course in 1910-11 and failed to get an
acceptable teaching position. After working in a county
office and bank in Detroit Lakes, she married Otto
Bilstad, a businessman, and moved to Fargo, where she
still lives at the age of <Jl.
Her three sisters all graduated with the Advanced
Diploma, which qualified them for elementary school
positions anywhere. After teaching in Minnesota schools
for some years, all three took more attractive positions in
western states, the destination of hundreds of capable and
ambitious Moorhead State graduates 60 and 70 years
ago. Nora Ekern graduated from Moorhead Normal in
1916 and taught at Herman and Thief River Falls in
Minnesota before going on to Livingston (Montana),
Tulsa (Oklahoma), and Casper (Wyoming). After her
marriage to Edwin A. Thomas, who became the city
engineer of Klamath Falls, Oregon, Nora did some
substitute teaching. She died in Klamath Falls in l<J77.
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Teachers College. After she married a fellow Klamath
Falls teacher, however, she and her husband attended
summer sessions and earned their degrees at the
University of Oregon. Mr. and Mrs. Clemens live in
retirement at Medford, Oregon.

The Nine Lysengs from Hitterdal
Most faithful of all Moorhead State families, and the
most numerous, are the Lysengs of Hitterdal: nine of the
family's twelve children attended the College between
1923 and 1949. Gilman and Gerhard were needed to
operate the family farm and Grant joined the Army, but
seven daughters and two sons became MSTC students.

Tbe Jorgensons of Erskine are not represented in this chapter because
Agnes fPegJ Kise (on the left), could persuade only Clara fToots) to
follow her and graduate from MSTC. I remember Ovid and Carl
Jorgenson as MSTC students in the early 1930s but neither of them
stayed to graduate from any program. As this photograph shows, Peg
Kise also persuaded her little sister to become as incredibly well
groomed as she was. Now (as this MSTC history is being completed),
Toots, Mrs. Ross Donebower of Detroit Lakes, is the only surviving
Jorgenson of eight brothers and sisters. Agnes Jorgenson Kise died in
January, 1989.

Alpha Ekern entered the Moorhead Normal School in
1920 and graduated from Moorhead State Teachers
College in 1922, with an Advanced Diploma. She taught
at Wheaton and Coleraine in Minnesota before going to
Spokane, Washington, where she was a primary teacher
until her retirement in 1964. By coming back to attend
summer sessions, she earned her bachelor's degree at
MSTC. She died at Lake Park, her old home, in 1978.
Henrietta, the youngest sister, earned her Advanced
Diploma at MSTC in 1922-24 and taught mathematics at
Detroit Lakes Junior High School. She, too, went west
to take a position at Klamath Falls, Oregon. Henrietta
Ekern Clemens returned to spend summers with her
parents at the family farm near Lake Park in the late
Thirties and attended summer sessions at Moorhead State

Alma LysengMrs. Paul Foslien

Mervin Lysengalso Lysingf

Alice LysengMrs. George Kuehnel

The Lyseng grandparents emigrated from Norway to
homestead in Clay County more than a century ago.
Gust and Elizabeth Lyseng took over their farm and
raised a large family there, three miles south of Hitterdal
and 28 miles from Moorhead. Gust Lyseng loaned
money to his daughter Mabel for a year at Moorhead
State Teachers College in 1923-24, and he helped his
other daughters with tuition and living expenses when
necessary.
The first Lyseng girls who came to Moorhead rented
rooms at the O.K. Lee home, and living there became a
tradition in the family: the girls were able to make their
own meals, as did many MS students of that era. They
had an advantage in the Lyseng farm's nearness to
Moorhead: on weekends they could go home to stock
their food shelves. "Dad usually took us back and forth
in his Studebaker," says Estelle, "but train service was
also available when needed to make the 28-mile
Hitterdal-Moorhead trip."
The Lyseng parents probably gave more help than most
families who have twelve children were able to give. But
even if they could get help from their parents and older
sisters, the Lysengs worked their way through college to
the best of their ability and repaid the money that was
loaned to them. The Lysengs also gave their daughters
and sons a musical heritage. "Mother and Dad both
played instruments," says son Mervin. "My older sisters
sang very well; they had trios, quartets, and sang for
public performance. Most of us studied piano. Gladys,
Alma, Grace, and Alice were all church organists."

Norma LysengMrs. Arthur Sannes

Arley Lysenga G.I.

Tl5
Mabel Lyseng, the family pioneer at Moorhead State,
taught country schools and helped younger family
members. Estelle Lyseng studied at MS for two years,
1925-TJ, with money loaned by her father and elder
sister. She also earned money doing housework for
Jennie Owens and Margaret Bieri, and for Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. White (White taught science at MSTC.)
Gladys Lyseng had a year at MS in 19Tl-28, enough to
earn a rural school teaching certificate, and she, too did
some housework for Margaret Bieri and for Katherine
Leonard, the two teachers she likes to remember. Gladys
married Julius Holte, who farmed near Hawley; two of
her daughters and one gradndaughter graduated from
MSU.
Alma Lyseng borrowed $90 from her sister Estelle for
one year at MS in 1929-30. After teaching a rural school
near Ulen for three years, she repaid her sister and paid
her own way at the College in 1933-34. She taught two
more years in a rural school and four years at a churchsponsored orphan's home. In 1940 she married MS
graduate Paul Foslien and moved to Washington. After
ten years away from teaching while their daughters were
young, Alma returned to the schoolroom to complete 33
years of teaching (at all levels through junior high
school) before her retirement. Paul was an industrial arts
teacher for 44 years. Because their families lived in
Minnesota, the Fosliens often came back for summer
sessions at Moorhead State Teachers College. Before her
retirement Alma Lyseng Foslien earned both bachelor's
and master's degrees. Although she remembers all of her
MS teachers affectionately, she recalls Maude Wenck
especially. Because Miss Wenck was often late getting to
one of her classes, she asked Alma to start the class for
her: "It was scary at first but it gave me selfconfidence."
To pay his way at MSTC, Mervin Lyseng worked for
President MacLean "doing whatever needed doing," but
he also was a "jobbing musician" and played for most of
the school dances between 1933 and 1937. When he went
into the Navy, he got a new name, "Lysing," thanks to
the poor handwriting of the doctor who delivered him or
the Clay County Clerk of Court who recorded his birth.
Although he earned his bachelor's degree at MSTC in
1937 as Mervin Lyseng, the U.S. Navy insisted that his
name was Lysing, as recorded in County records. He has
never taken the time and trouble to make the correction.
Grace Lyseng Stordal, now living in Roseau, earned a
two-year certificate at MSTC in 1937 but went on to
complete her bachelor's degree at Bemidji State Teachers
College.
Alice Lyseng worked in the MSTC education office
while earning her two-year elementary certificate in
1938-40. Her closest associates and friends were
education department head Arnold M. Christensen and
his secretary, Miriam Murray. Like the rest of the
Lysengs, of course, Alice had several classes from
Daniel Preston. "When he first saw me, he said, 'Oh,
yes, another Lyseng-that's fine, go find a chair."' When
Alice married George Kuehnell and went to California in

1942, she dropped out of teaching to raise three children.
She went back to the classroom with some misgivings,
after nearly 20 years, to study at California State
University at Long Beach. In the rush and confusion of
registration day, she heard the name "Christy" repeated
several times before she found Dr. A.M. Christenson,
who had left MSTC to join the Long Beach State
University faculty. When she discovered that it really was
her old MS friend, her return to student status became
much more pleasant. Alice retired in 1983 after 20 years
of teaching at Torrance, California.
Norma Lyseng, youngest in the family, earned a two-year
certificate in 1945-47, working at Martinson's jewelry
store after school, on Saturdays, and during the summer
months. She completed work for her bachelor's degree in
1963-64. Now married to Arthur Sannes, she teaches
kindergarten at Fertile.
Although two years older than Norma, Arley Lyseng had
a military obligation to fulfill before coming to MSTC.
When he arrived in 1946, the G.I. Bill helped get him
through college in 1949, but so did part-time work at
Reinhard Brothers in Fargo, the West Fargo stockyards,
and construction work. He took his B.A. at MSTC in
music but earned an M.S. later and went into
administration.

The Lewis Family from Hawley
The Lewis family of Hawley, Minnesota, has been
extensively (and intensively) involved with Moorhead
State since 1931. Seven of the eight children of Arthur
and Kate Lewis and eleven of their 22 grandchildren
have been students at MS: some member of the Lewis
clan was enrolled almost every year from 1931 through
1985, a span of 54 years. In addition, their eldest
daughter, Beatrice, was a member of the staff for 38
years, from 1934 to 1972, first as an assistant in the
office of the registrar and business manager and later as
the accountant in the business office. Five of the Lewises
found wives or husbands at MSTC: the couples who met
at college are Margaret Fuglie and Verne, Luella and
Kenneth, Susan and George, Marilyn and Ron, and
Corrine McGrane and Mark. Charles' wife (Ida
Svendeson Wagner), is also an MS graduate but they met
after college days.
The Lewis children who attended Moorhead State are
Beatrice, Elda (Mrs. Walter Gill), Verne, Luella (Mrs.
Kenneth Jensen), Leona (Mrs. Arnold Anderson),
Charles, and Susan (Mrs. George Sorenson). The
grandchildren are Marilyn, Phyllis, and Barbara Gill;
Muriel and Douglas Jensen; Mark, Lee, Neil, Jan, and
Ilo Lewis (Charles' children); and Diane (daughter of
Milton and Marilyn Lewis Krogh.) Marilyn Gill is now
Mrs. Ron Oliphant, Phyllis is Mrs. Paul Brackelsberg,
Barbara is Mrs. David Rath, Muriel is Mrs. Charles
Joop, and Jan is Mrs. John Baer.
Most of the Lewises and their spouses were active in
extracurricular affairs and several graduated with high
academic honors. One served as president of the Student
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Commission and others were officers in student
government organizations. One was an editor-in-chief of
the student newspaper and some were key staff members
of the annuals. One or another participated in almost
every extracurricular activity on the campus, including
debate, dramatics, art, music, and sports, social
sororities and fraternities. One was a Homecoming queen
and several were selected as representative seniors (or
members of the Hall of Fame) .
As one might expect of graduates of an institution that

was a teachers college for many decades, many members
of the Lewis clan had long teaching careers: Ken holds
the record, 39 years; Ron has 'I7 years and is still going;
Leona is next with 21 years. Altogether the clan has
chalked up a total of over 140 years of teaching: much
was in Minnesota elementary and secondary schools but
some was at the college and university level and in
European schools.
Elda, the first Lewis to enroll at Moorhead State, was
only able to attend college one year, just long enough to
obtain a certificate qualifying her to teach in one-room
rural schools. This was in 1931-32, one of the worst
years of the Great Depression: family finances could not
be stretched to enable her to stay at MSTC any longer.
In fact, but for the financial assistance of her sister, Bea,
who was then working at her first job, Elda probably
would not have been able to go to college at all. She
taught in rural schools for five years.
Arthur and Kate (Plummer) Lewis were married on December 18,
1906. Friends of their MSTC sons and daughters will detect strong
family likenesses.

Family finances did not improve much throughout the
depression years, and Bea and Elda provided
indispensable aid to several of their brothers and sisters

To bring tbe Lewis family up to date pictorially (for this publication, of course/) tbe daughters and sons, with spouses, posed for this photograph
outside tbe Hawley Methodist Cburcb in August, 1988, and included a pair of cousins at tbe extreme left: Arthur and Marietta Plummer of Isle,
MN., who unfortunately never found their way to MSTC. Most of tbe rest did, even some spouses. Back row, Plummer, Ida (Svenkinson) and
Charles Lewis. Arnold Anderson (wife Leona Lewis in front of bim), George Sorenson (wife Susan Lewis in front), Elda (Lewis) and Walter Gill,
Nelson Krogh (wife Marilyn Gill in front of Mr. Gill), Vern Lewis, bis wife Marge (Fuglie) in front of Mr. Krogh. Kenneth Jensen (and wife Luella
Lewis in front) . This identification leaves only Beatrice Lewis in tbe blue suit at tbe left, next to Mrs. Plummer, though Bea Lewis would not need
identification: few MSTC people were as well known.
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who attended MSTC in that era. In later years Bea also
helped nephews and nieces, sometimes by letting them
use one of her bedrooms without charge. But these
students also had to help themselves and most of them
worked to pay part of their college expenses. Some
members of the family made their own clothes and
cooked their own meals, and a good part of their food
supply came from the Lewis farm near Hawley.

lived so far from Moorhead that it was impossible to
go home for food each weekend, I don't know how or
if we could have attended college, but I think we
would have made it some way because of our parents'
influence. As an example, my mother told my sister
Betty that she had two choices: she could go to
school or she could stay home and milk cows and
weed onions. The choice was not difficult.

The Hoags of Harwood

My two younger brothers, Richard, Donald and I
attended College High for part or all of our high
school careers. Both of them graduated from NDAC
(now NDSU). Richard became an MD and Donald a
professor of horticulture at NDSU.

"I am sure my early history is not much different from
many others," wrote Leverett Hoag in response to my
request for family histories, especially the struggle for
education in the Depression Era. It is different, however,
because the Hoags had to leave home to get even high
school educations. Fifty years earlier the Hoags might
have registered in Moorhead Normal's five-year program
for students who did not have an opportunity to attend
high school while living at home. That program had
been phased out in the 1920s but Ella Hawkinson had
carefully nurtured a small College high school to cap the
Training School program on the MSTC campus. Leverett
Hoag tells how this MS Campus high school prepared
some of his family for college:
Our family lived on a small dairy farm about ten
miles northwest of Fargo. In those days that was too
far for commuting. There was no high school in the
nearby village of Harwood, so we had to go away for
high school as well as college. This meant that during
most of the 1930s there were three or four from our
family living in Fargo or Moorhead during the school
year and doing light housekeeping in two rooms. Each
weekend some or all of us would go home and return
on Sunday with food for another week. If we had

Altbougb sister Dorothy Hoag was one of tbe top women atbletes at
MSTC in 1932-1933 land tbe two years before), sbe went out to teach
with a two-year diploma so Leverett could enroll in tbe fall of 1933.
Wbile bis sister was teacbing, be became a top debater and was elected
president of tbe Student Commission; sbe returned for ber final year at
MSTC in 1936 and they both received their degrees in 1937.
Tbe 1932 Praeceptor labeled tbis picture "Upper Class Basketball":
left to right, front, Dorothy Hoag. Loretta Meyer, Jeanie Gibb; back,
Ruth Roragen and Mabel Mickelson .

My sisters Dorothy and Betty attended high school in
Fargo and were ahead of me at MSTC. In the fall of
1932, when she was in her junior year, Dorothy
realized that unless something happened there would
be three of us in college the next year, which would
be too much for our family to finance. Therefore she
changed from a degree to a two-year program; in
1933, when I entered MSTC, she went out to teach for
three years.
In 1936 Betty graduated and started her teaching
career at Mapleton, North Dakota. After teaching
later in Braham, Excelsior, and Wayzata, Minnesota,
she moved to Nevada to teach. Later she and her
family moved to Ogden, Utah, and she taught
advanced math in the Odgen High School for many
years.
After Betty graduated in 1936, Dorothy returned to
MSTC and both of us completed our bachelor's
degrees in 1937. She taught a year in Renville,
Minnesota, and enrolled at the teachers college in
Greeley, Colorado, where she earned her M.A. After
teaching a few years in Sterling, Colorado, she
entered a training program for physical therapy. She
was employed as an instructor in the physical therapy
program in the University of Colorado Medical
School in Denver, where she advanced to the position
of technical director of the physical therapy program.
After I graduated from MS, I enrolled at NDAC to
take more chemistry. (Thus I started my ninth year of
light housekeeping!) The following year I was
employed by the Watertown, South Dakota, schools to
teach chemistry and math. After five years there we
(he had married in 1940) moved to MSTC to teach
physics in the Army Air Crew program. When that
program closed, I endured a short stint in the Navy
near the end of World War II. This was followed by
four years working in .a farm implement business in
Watertown before I realized that business was not my
field. In 1950 my wife and I and our three children
moved to Minneapolis, and I enrolled at the
University of Minnesota, where I earned my Ph.D. in
geography. By then our fourth child had arrived.
I taught one year at Northern State Teachers College
in Aberdeen, South Dakota, and two years at Kansas
State University in Manhattan before joining the
geography staff at the University of Minnesota in
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Duluth. In due time I was promoted to associate
professor and professor and served two terms as
department chairman. I retired in November, 1983.
Leverett Hoag says he is very grateful for his parents'
selflessness but does not think it was unique among
parents who sent their sons and daughters to Moorhead
State during the Great Depression: "My wife, the former
Lauga Guttormsson, who graduated from MS in 1938,
was one of seven children of a minister in a small town
in southern Minnesota. I do believe they made a greater
sacrifice to send her to college than even my parents
did."

The Murrays of Wadena

Vivian Murray Ile/ti was elected to tbe Hall of Fame in 1937, ber
sisters Dorothy (rigbti and Miriam (not pictured) in 1939. Miriam
Murray was tbe education department secretary and therefore bad less
time for extracurricular activities land for pictures) than ber sisters.

Miriam, Virginia, and Dorothy Murray were the best
known family group at Moorhead State Teachers College
in the late 1930s because they were a much-sought-after
vocal trio who appeared on many programs, both on and
off the campus. Younger brother Douglas Murray, also
highly talented musically, came to MSTC when his
sisters graduated.
All four Murrays were elected to the College's Hall of
Fame, Virginia in 1937, Dorothy and Miriam in 1939,
and Douglas in 1943. He was just able to earn his B.S.
degree before going into military service that spring; a
music major, he played a trombone in dance bands,
appeared on radio programs, sang in the Amphion
Chorus, and directed the Congregational Church choir.
The Praeceptor credited him with musical compositions,
original arrangements, and orchestration.
Their fellow students did not know that the mother of
these four, Bessie Van Houten, who had graduated from
the Moorhead Normal School in 1904, had been the
school's most popular vocal soloist and had played Robin
Hood in the 1904 production of Ivanhoe. After teaching

Dorothy, Vir.ginia, and Miriam together at tbe Caton home
Anaconda, Montana, in 1978 "on our way to Alaska.''

and attending the Northwest Music Conservatory, she
had married A.C. Murray of Wadena. Dorothy Murray
married Harold W. Nielsen of Winner, South Dakota;
Miriam, the Reverend John R. Caton of Anaconda,
Montana; and Virginia, John McArthur of Salem,
Massachusetts (who died in February, 1988).
After graduating in veterinary medicine from the
University of Minnesota in 1952, Dr. Douglas Murray
was the owner of the Murray Animal Hospital in Coon
Rapids, Minnesota until he was killed in an automobile
accident in 1985.

The Haukebos of Underwood

Douglas, tbe youngest Murray, was elected to tbe Hall of Fame,
graduated, and went into military service in tbe spring of 1943. This
picture was taken in 1978, when Doug was a veterinarian. He was
killed in an auto accident in 1985.

Clarice (Kelly) Haukebo of Underwood, who was the
first of her family to attend MSTC, entered college to
become a teacher at a time when job prospects looked
dubious. Her mother had been a student at Fergus Falls
High School when R.B. Maclean was superintendent
there, and Mrs. Haukebo wrote to ask the advice of the
Moorhead State president: "Would a young girl be wise
to train for teaching when there was such a shortage of

Kelly Haukebo, when she enrolled at MSIC.

Grace Haukebo Landin in 1957.

Catherine Haukebo received one of the first
scholarships ever awarded by MSIC, in 1942.

positions?" MacLean could not guarantee teaching
positions, but he answered, "Good teachers will always
be in demand." Kelly Haukebo said, "We interpreted
that diplomatic answer to mean 'yes' and I enrolled at
MSTC."

frame, two-story hospital at Seventh Street and Sixth
Avenue in 1893. Busy and successful doctors employed
young men to drive their "rigs" and take care of their
horses. Dan Preston remembered holding such a job in
Wisconsin from 1912 to 1915, when he was a teenager.)

Getting through two years of college in the 1930s to
qualify for an elementary school teaching position was
not an easy task. "What made college possible for many
of us during those years were the campus jobs funded by
the Federal Education Relief Act (FERA), later the
National Youth Administration (NYA)." Kelly remembers
"doing all sorts of things" for Deans Lumley and Lura,
and for Mrs. Vowles, President MacLean's secretary.

Grace says she was happy to follow in Kelly's wake
when it was her turn to go to college. She remembers a
physical examination by Dr. Olga Holie Johnson,
Moorhead's woman physician, the 10:15 p.m. curfew on
weeknights (midnight on weekends), and that room and
board in the College dorms cost $22 a month.

Clarice Haukebo Falk, now retired after many years of
teaching (as well as raising a family), looks back to her
MS years nostalgically. She remembers Dahlie and
Jonesy presiding firmly in Comstock and Wheeler, how
proud the students were of their new buildings, and the
circular campus plan of 50 years ago. Although money
was scarce at MSTC, hearts were high. "I was happy to
be in college," says Kelly. "I must have been selling
Moorhead State on my trips home, because four siblings
chose to take their places in the registration lines on the
campus later.
"Earning board and room meant doing all sorts of things
for many people, and that proved to be an education in
itself," says Kelly. "I remember learning from all of the
faculty who had jobs for students to do. The tuition cost
of $17 per quarter included free use of textbooks, a
health fee, and an activity fee. Somehow Dad provided
that amount and I was happy to be in college."
Grace Haukebo, who entered MS two years after
Clarice, says she had heard of Moorhead before her
elder sister came home with tales of happy college life.
"My father told of his early days driving a horse and
buggy for Dr. Darrow." (Darrow, who came to
Moorhead more than a hundred years ago, built a wood-

"We all ate in the main dining room (in the basement of
Comstock Hall) under the strict supervision of Miss
Dahl. White table cloths, eight at a table, and no food
left the dining hall. We all stood by our chairs until the
bell was gently tapped for grace (silent). No food or
smoking was permitted in the dorm rooms. If my
recollection serves me right, smoking was not permitted
in any of the College buildings at that time. No one had
cars except a very few who drove from their homes to
attend."
Like her sisters, Grace also worked for Dr. Lura. She
says one of her duties was taking attendance at the
compulsory chapel services conducted by President
MacLean. Like her sister she remembers the relaxation
of occasional movies, which cost 10 cents, 15 cents, or
as high as 25 cents: this usually meant walking to
downtown Fargo and back, avoiding Front Street. On one
uccasion Grace remembers running to the Fargo Theatre
with my sister, Vi, to see Pygmalion, presumably
because they started late. They walked back to Comstock
Hall.
Because of their high scholastic standing and unusual
promise as teachers, both Clarice and Grace were hired
as supervisory teachers in Moorhead State's Affiliated
Schools, Clarice at the handsome new Gunderson School
north of the city and her sister at Clearview. Grace
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Haukebo Landin recalls her years at this school ten
miles south and east of Moorhead, which was large
enough to have a teacherage where supervisors and
practice teachers lived. "Fall would give us 25 additional
children (from families of Mexican seasonal farm
laborers); they would leave by November but be back
again in April. We never had enough desks or supplies
to accommodate this sudden population shift. And I
remember the school year 1940-41 vividly because of the
vicious early and late blizzards on November 11 and
March 15, the worst we had ever witnessed." Clearview
was a large consolidated school with a two-story brick
building situated out on the prairie: it had a clear and
unobstructed view of much Red River Valley farm land.
Grace said they referred to their school as Clearview
Castle!
After Grace came Catherine Haukebo, who received one
of the first scholarships MS ever awarded. Cathy went to
Europe with the Red Cross in WW II, married Major
Edward Blount, and returned to complete her degree at
MS after her oversees service. Cathy Haukebo Blount
died in 1960.
Marion Haukebo earned her bachelor's degree in 1949.
In 1951 she married MS alum Max Powers, who taught
speech at MSlC in 1949-50 while Allen Erickson was
on leave.

Max Powers of Lake City
I still find it difficult to write about Max Powers. He
was my high school student at Lake City, 350 miles
southeast from Moorhead, and found his way to MSlC
with the help of my sister Vi, who was also his teacher.
He was called into service in World War II before the
1943 Dragon, which he edited, had been distributed to
the student body. Max returned to MSlC to complete his
B.S. degree in 1947. When he died in 1971, a few years
after he had completed his doctorate at the University of
Denver, his friends put the following statement in the
copies of the complete file of MS yearbooks presented in
his honor to the Mass Communications "Forum":
In Memory of Max Powers, 1922-1971
As a Naval officer aboard an LST in World War II,
Max saw many of his men killed when a kamikaze
plane hit his ship. From this experience Max never
fully recovered. He felt guilty to live and see his men
die. At his request, Max's ashes were scattered on the
Pacific to join his Navy brothers.
After the end of World War II Max Powers returned
to Moorhead State College to take his B.S. in 1947.
He earned a master's degree at the University of Iowa
and his Ph.D. at the University of Denver. He taught
one year at Moorhead State College, eleven years at
Mankato State College, and two years at Stanford
University.
In 1951 Max married Marion Haukebo, whom he met
when they played husband and wife in an MSC
production of What A Life. They have three children:
Jeremy, Bryson, and Kaja.
Left out from this account is the unique quality of
Max Powers. He was an iconoclast, a liberal in
religion and politics. Best of all, he had a tremendous
sense of humor. Some of us will remember him as the
funniest mimic we have known.
Below, the names of Max's friends appeared: Tessie and
Dewey Bergquist, Karen Kivi, Bernice and Howard
Binford, Bob and Vi Laflin, Ruth and Allan Erickson,
Bea Lewis, Barbara and Soc Glasrud, Vi Petrie, Doris
and Gerry Haukebo, Glenn Ringstad, Jane Johnston,
Marcheta and Duane Scribner, Gen King, and Lois
Selberg.
Two of Max Powers' brothers followed him to Moorhead
State. Jack Powers graduated in 1952 and is now
associate professor of biology at Concordia. Younger
brother Bill Powers, a fine athlete, was at MSlC only
briefly.

Marion Haukebo and Max Powers, ;ust married, in 1951.

After Clarice, Grace, Cathy, and Marion Haukebo, two
more of their siblings attended MSlC, Noel in 1950 and
Frances (Tess) in 1954. Dr. Noel Haukebo, now a Fargo
physician, transferred to the University of Minnesota,
where he earned his MD. Tess, who graduated from the
MS College high school in 1948, married Dewey
Bergquist in 1951. Both Tess and Dewey had been MSlC
students, but Tess earned her B.A. at NDSU. She died
November 7, 1988.
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Sometimes Max was overcome by bis own mimicry: July 4, 1968.

Tessie Haukebo, when she graduated by the Moorhead State College
High School in 1948.

Clarice Haukebo Falk and Grace Haukebo Landin are
both retired. Marion Haukebo Powers, after teaching
English for a number of years, is a junior high school
principal in Mankato. Gerry Haukebo, their younger
.
brother, attended Concordia instead of MSTC because his
closest friend was at Concordia. He returned to teach
there and pioneered the Language Villages, which are
now internationally known. In 1967 he became director
of student teaching and chairman of the education
department at Moorhead State; in 1974 he was appointed
director of College Relations and in 1978 vice-president
for public affairs. Gerry's wife, Doris Alley, attended
MS in 1977 and 1979, as did their sons Joe and John and
daughter Heidi.

institution had acquired a new reading teacher, Maude
Hayes (in 1910). Young Cornell was enormously
impressed with her reading, as was everyone, but when
his turn came to read, he tried to follow her example
exactly, including the Hayes Alabama accent.

During one summer session in the late 1950s, three
generations of Haukebos attended MS: Cora Woldy
Haukebo, her daughters Catherine and Grace, and
Grace's daughter Lana, who was in the Campus School.
Tess Bergquist's husband Dewey attended in 1948 and
their daughter Carol in 1977. Grace's daughter, Catherine
Landin Davidson, attended in 1978-79. There has also
been a cluster of Haukebo cousins: Jeffrey, Craig and
Kevin of Battle Lake, and Knut , who came to MS from
Norway. Jeffrey Haukebo, now managing editor of the
Norwood Times, and his wife, Betty Fesler, both earned
BS degrees at Moorhead in the 1970s.

The Cornells of Rustad
Clarence Cornell, a young furmer from Rustad, eight
miles south of Moorhead, took a winter "short-course"
at the Moorhead Normal School not long after the

"Young man, are you imitating me?" Maude Hayes
asked sharply. He was, of course, because he was a
natural mimic, but his intentions were entirely respectful
and he made his peace. In 1916 Cornell married Delia
Hall, who had also attended the Normal School briefly.
Their five daughters all attended Moorhead State
Teachers College and four earned bachelor's degrees.
Daughters Miriam and Dorothy Cornell enrolled at
Moorhead State before Maude Hayes retired and were
able to take English courses from the teacher who had
impressed their rather so much nearly 40 years before.
Miriam (now Mrs. Russell Rogers) , earned her degree in
1940, and Dorothy (Mrs. Stan Mackey), got her two-year
certificate in 1939. Ruth Cornell (Mrs. Frank Gore),
graduated in 1944, after her two older sisters and Miss
Hayes had left the College. Lois (Mrs. Charles Selberg),
was a Wartime student, graduating in 1947. Audrey (Mrs.
"charles Mahan) , a freshman while her sister was a
senior, earned her bachelor's degree in 1950.
All five of the handsome and spirited Cornell girls
married soon after they began teaching. Miriam,
Dorothy, and Audrey now live in California and Ruth
Cornell Gore in Port Angeles, Washington-a reminder
of the westward movement from the Red River Valley in
the World War II era.
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Delia (HallJ and Clarence Cornell in 1955, after all of their daughters
were safely graduated from Moorhead State Teachers College.

Charles and Lois Selberg returned to build a home on
the Cornell farm . Lois had earned a master's degree at
the University of Minnesota and began part-time teaching
at MS in 1960; since that time she has also been an
administrator at the College. Following the assassination
of Dr. Martin Luther King in 1%8, Lois Selberg started
Moorhead State's first Minority Students program. Later,
after Dean Charles Simmons staged the first Fourth of
July celebration on the MS campus, she directed that
annual event for twelve years and made it Moorhead
State's most popular College-community outreach
program.

The Dehlin Brothers of Graceville
The six Dehlin brothers of Graceville, Minnesota, have
set several Moorhead State family records. Because there
were two sets of twins, four Dehlins were enrolled
during the same school year, 1950-51, and all six
brothers graduated from the College between 1951 and
1959. The Dehlin record marks two important changes in
Moorhead State. Earlier, sisters had sometimes been in
attendance at the same time, but brothers very seldom.
The College had become equally male and female.
In previous years, also, sisters (and sometimes brothers)
had gone out to teach to help younger siblings go to
college. The Dehlins were not interested in teaching but
in business careers, anticipating the Moorhead State of
future years. In other ways, however, the Dehlin story
was a familiar one. How did the six sons of the Alvin
Dehlin family, owners of a Ben Franklin store in
Graceville, Minnesota, all make their way through
college within a ten year period? The same way many
MS1C students had done earlier: by working part time.
In a MiSiiC feature article on Dale becoming the sixth
Dehlin to be initiated into the Alpha Epsilon fraternity,
he is quoted as saying that he washed dishes in the

Lois Cornell came back to teach English part-time as Mrs. Charles
&Iberg a few years after MSTC bad become Moorhead State College.
Sbe bad done some teaching in Minnesota and California and bad a
master's degree from tbe University of Minnesota. Lois bas done many
things at MS since 1960, in and out of tbe classroom, and can claim
some notable innovations. Sbe bas proved to be tbe College's most
flexible administrator.

College cafeteria and was a part-time janitor at
Moorhead's St. John's Episcopal Church "to lessen the
financial burden on my family."
Maynard Dehlin was the first in the family to graduate
from Moorhead State (in 1951), in commerce, art, and
biology. He had first registered with his identical twin
brother, Leonard, in the fall of 1947. The next fall they
were joined by another set of identical twins, Floyd and
Lloyd, who continued at MS to graduate in 1952, their
fields being business, physical science, and mathematics.
Leonard interrupted his college work for two years and
graduated in 1953, his fields were business and art. Fifth
brother Eugene entered MS in 1950 and graduated in
1954 in business, mathematics, and geography. That year
the sixth Dehlin, Dale, came to Moorhead State. He
graduated in 1959.
Although the Dehlin brothers went separate ways when
they graduated from Moorhead State, their lives followed
similar tracks: all of them majored in business, although
their other fields varied from art to the sciences,
mathematics, and geography.

Chapter 27
President O.W. Snarr, 1941-1955
1he retirement of R.B. Macl.ean in 1941 after 18 years
as president caused changes at Moorhead State Teachers
College. Byron Murray's statement in "Our Family Story"
(completed in 1981 for his children and grandchildren),
reveals the situation on the College faculty as MacLean's
retirement neared. "Dr. Kise was a candidate (for the
presidency), one whom MacLean favored. Several of the
faculty thought the Board should look outside for a new
president. Kise had some qualities in his favor, but he
had no real college administrative experience. Samuel
Bridges was head of the social studies department, had
been here longer than Kise, and perhaps thought he,
rather than Kise, should be considered. Kise had been
dean of men for two or three years when there were very
few men students, and had operated in a very
authoritarian manner."
I was surprised on reading Murray's reminiscence to find
no mention of Dr. C. P. Lura. There was a general
impression in later years that there had been two good
faculty candidates for the presidency, Kise and Lura, and
that neither of them was appointed by the State Teachers
College Board because Resident Director Gosslee would
not favor one over the other. I had always wondered why
the able and likeable Cap Lura would become a
candidate, thus spoiling the chances of Joe Kise,
MacLean 's heir-apparent. I knew that Kise had a good
deal of community support, but I did not know that
MacLean had actually made known his support for Kise.
Murray's statement continues: "Mr. Bridges asked for a
meeting with Dr. Gosslee, local board member, and
asked Green, Dildine, Christensen and Murray to go
with him. Gosslee seemed impressed with the idea that
the faculty as a whole was not strongly for Kise. 1he
final outcome was the Board chose Dr. Otto Snarr, head
of education at Mankato, as the new president-and the
result was that we would find him about as authoritative
(authoritarian?) as we feared Kise would be."

Who Was Snarr?
"Appointed at the August meeting of the State Teachers
College Board, President Otto Weldon Snarr opened the
fifty-fourth year in teacher education at MSTC," said the
September 12, 1941 MiSflC under a banner headline.
The story went on to say that the board had earlier
"decided to eliminate local faculty members as
candidates for the presidency." After naming the board
members, the MiSflC said, "Illness of Dr. G. L.
Gosslee, resident director of MSTC, delayed appointment
action as Dr. Gosslee was a member of a committee for
investigation of prospects."
The MiSflC article noted that Mrs. Snarr, like her
husband, had a master's degree from the University of
Chicago. Son Tom Jr., age 20, and daughter Gwendolyn,
age 17, would be students at MSTC, Gwen

Otto Weldon Snarr when be became president of MS1C in 1941.

Snarr as a freshman. The family purchased a house on
the corner of Thirteenth Street and Fifth Avenue, a block
north of the College Training School.
0. W. Snarr was born at Romney, West Virginia, on
August 6, 1886: at age 55, he was the oldest man ever
elected to the Moorhead State presidency. He was
educated in rural schools and in the state normal school
at Shepherdtown, West Virginia, before taking his B.A.
in 1917 at the University of West Virginia. Immediately
after earning an MA at the University of Chicago in
1919, he came to Minnesota: he was director of teacher
training and later head of professional education at
Mankato State Teachers College from 1920 to 1941. ·
'In the summer of 1941 Snarr resumed graduate work
toward his doctorate at Chicago, work carried on in
summer sessions from 1924 through 1941. The degree
was awarded on December 19, 1941, a few months after
he had assumed the Moorhead presidency. The title of
his dissertation was "The Education of Teachers in the
Middle States: A Historical Study of the Professional
Education of Public School Teachers As a State
Function."
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go into the back room where the new books were
processed and talk books; he was a very well-read
man in a wide area of subjects. He was fond of
musical comedies and had a fabulous collection of
recordings. On his trips he would go to musicals and
other theatrical productions; he was in his element as
he talked about the shows, wishing others could have
been there, too.
In O.W. Snarr of Mankato, Moorhead State Teachers
College got a president who had a program in mind for
Moorhead State Teachers College, and for all colleges
like it. "Those who advocate a curriculum constituted of
a common body of knowledge have coined the phrase
general education. As commonly applied to a college
curriculum, general education is rapidly supplanting the
familiar phrase liberal education." These sentences are
from the dissertation Mr. Snarr was completing at the
University of Chicago in the summer of 1941, when he
was elected to the Moorhead presidency. Perfecting such
a program of general education for MSTC and putting it
into practice became his chief concern for the next 14
years.
The coming of a new president meant some disruption at
Moorhead State Teachers .College, and some resentment.
The faculty that had served together for 18 years under
Ray B. Macl..ean had made MSTC one of the best
institutions in its class: their teacher's college had
developed a distinctive tone and spirit in the 1930s. They
considered Moorhead superior in every way to all of the
Dr. Gilbert L. Gosslee was resident director in 1941: that is, be was
the member of tbe State Teachers College Board wbo lived in
Moorhead. Resident directors did not have tbe special duties and
responsibilities of men in their positions a half century earlier, but
other board members ususally deferred to their wishes in matters
pertaining to tbe college in their town .

Karen Kivi, who came to know him better than most of
the faculty, offers a picture of President Snarr in her
"Life Around the Great Circle":
Dr. Snarr was a determined man; when he set his
Dutch mind on some objective, he got it done. He
was also a shy man who would have loved to be able
to meet people· informally and make small talk-a
quality he admired in me. Because he recognized
early that I had no ulterior motives like promotion in
mind when we visited, I had a relationship with him
that very few of his faculty members enjoyed. Not
that he didn't demand as much of me as of his other
faculty. We had our bouts in which my Finnish
temper would get riled up as he would ask questions
which the resources of the library could not answeroften questions about legal matters needing tools
which we didn't have, thanks to the fire. He would get
irked, but he would simmer down, as I usually was
able to give him the name of the tool in which the
answer could be found and refer him to a law office
in the area.
The times I enjoyed most were those in which he
would come to the library and I could tell by the set
of his chin that he was in a chatty mood. We would

President R. B. MacLean bad reached the retirement age of 68 in 1941 .
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Minnesota teachers colleges except St. Cloud, which was
much larger than the other five schools and had
developed impressively under President George Selke.
Caswell Ballard, Maude Hayes, and Margaret Bieri had
just retired, and Katharine Leonard would soon follow
them; but most of the faculty and administration had
been at Moorhead for at least ten years, many of them
for nearly 20 years: Jennie Owens, Kise, Bridges,
Schwendeman, Murray, Tainter, Christensen, Holmquist,
Frick, McKellar, Fitzmaurice, Preston, Weltzin,
Corneliussen, Wenck, Lumley, Mathilda Williams, Karl
Parsons, Sarah Hougham, and Millie Dahl. In the
Campus School were Lommen, Hawkinson, Durboraw,
Heston, Solem, Sorknes, Undseth, Korsbrek, and Agnes
Carlson. Cap Lura had joined the Moorhead faculty in
1932, Charles Green in 1933, Mary B. Williamson in
1936, Glenn Dildine and Ed Hammer in 1937, Bert
McGarrity, Jessie Askegaard, and Ragna Holen in 1938;
Nels Johnson, Jonathan Westfall, James Schroeder, Allen
Woodall, Herold Lillywhite, Ed Spencer and several
others came in the next two years.
Perhaps because he was ill at ease when he faced a
faculty so used to each other, Otto Snarr seemed brusk
and uncompromising. It did not help matters that the
faculty knew it was their own fault, and Dr. Gosslee's,
that this opinionated and unappreciative outsider had
become president of Moorhead State Teacher's College
instead of Joe Kise or Cap Lura. The faculty also

Political Science professor Joseph Kise, who bad a Ph.D. from
Harvard, was a candidate for the MSTC presidency to succeed
MacLean, who favored bis candidacy.

discovered that President Snarr was fair, honorable, hardworking, and scrupulously honest but at the same time
they found that he was not a confident or fluent speaker
and did not make a good impression in public
appearances.
Before his fellow members of the American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education, Snarr could show to
good advantage. Before the College student body he
seemed ill at ease, and probably was despite his good
intentions. Before a community gathering he was not a
good spokesman for the College. Before legislative
committees he was least effective of all, often lecturing
them on the virtues of Moorhead's General Education
program. According to business manager Charles
Thurber, "We would have done better in St. Paul if he
had stayed at home."
President Snarr retired on June 30, 1955. In early July
he and Mrs. Snarr moved back to Romney, West
Virginia, just after his sixty-ninth birthday. He died there
in 1966. Mrs. Snarr died in 1972.

Faculty Changes

Karen Kivi, who joined the MSTC library staff in 1947, wrote about
President Snarr nostalgically in her "Life Around the Great Circle."

Half of Moorhead's faculty left the College to take other
positions during the .1940s, but World War II was more
responsible than O.W. Snarr for this considerable
turnover. The 20 who left Moorhead (the year they had
come to MSTC in parentheses) were: Dan Preston (1919),
Ella Hawkinson (1920), Georgina Lommen (1923), Agnes
Carlson (1924), A. M. Christensen and Henry Weltzin
(1926), J. R. Schwendeman and Olga Korsbrek (1928),
Verna Heston (1929), Karl Parsons (1930), C.P. Lura
(1932), Glenn Dildine and Ed Hammer (1937), Bert
McGarrity (1938), Jonathan Westfall, Allen Woodall, and
Jim Schroeder (1939), E.M. Spencer and Herold
Lillywhite (1940), and Nina Draxten (1941).
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Miss Draxten, a fine scholar-teacher, who served as a
War-time USO director, would not have returned to
MS1C whoever was president; and when discharged
from the Armed Services, Hammer, Schroeder, and
Lillywhite might probably have taken other positions
whatever the situation at Moorhead; Schwendeman and
Woodall took jobs more to their liking at the University
of Kentucky and Boston University in 1943. Good
opportunities for scientists or science teachers after
World War II almost certainly lured Karl Parsons, Glenn
Dildine, and Jonathan Westfall away.
Dislike of President Snarr's administration may have
figured in the other displacements, though Cap Lura
would certainly have accepted the presidency of his Alma
Mater (Mayville SlC) in any case. Georgina Lommen
decided to retire. "Miss Lommen was the first of the
faculty to decide she didn't want to serve under President
Snarr's administration," Byron Murray wrote in his
family history. "She was near retirement and could
afford to retire. I'm sure she couldn't help thinking of
Snarr as director of the Mankato Campus School, and
how could he presume to tell another director with more
years of experience how to run a campus school?" Of
the others, only Dan Preston and Bert McGarrity
certainly left because of disagreements with Preident
Snarr. As for Ella Hawkinson, A. M. Christensen,
Henry Weltzin, Verna Heston, Agnes Carlson, and Olga
Korsbrek: some dislike for Snarr and his policies may
have impelled them to leave MS1C after they had taught
happily so many years under R.B. MacLean. But the
times were generally disruptive during and after World
War II, and opportunities were opening up as they had
not in the Thirties. Other factors than Snarr's presidency
may have been most influential in their decisions to leave
Moorhead.

A.M. Christensen !left!, who bad been at MSTC for more than 20
years, and E.M. Spencer, who bad joined the faculty in the late 1930s,
were both education Pb.D.s like Snarr; but both left MSTC to take
positions at California colleges.

President Snarr had the support of the MS1C faculty but
few enthusiastic supporters. Some endured his regime
only because they did not want to leave MS1C. When I
visited the MS1C campus following my discharge from
the Army in 1945, I was told immediately, "He will soon
retire. He does not have many years left." Snarr could
have retired at the age of 65 in 1951, but he remained'
until he was only five days short of his sixty-ninth
birthday.
A different person might have won over the MS faculty :
some, at least, liked the idea of a president from outside
the faculty, for a variety of reasons. But the first two
men Snarr added to the faculty-Paul Heaton in 1943 and
Harold Addicott in 1944, both of whom taught at MS
until they retired-were highly critical of the president
who had hired them. And so was I, though Snarr had
hired me.
Although they must often have felt they could do better
in his place, there was no word of criticism or lack of
support for Snarr from Joe Kise and Cap Lura. He did
not appoint either of them to positions of responsibility
in his administration, however, though both were many
years younger than he and might have lightened his load.
It is probably understandable that he appointed E.M .
Spencer and Glenn Dildine, newer members of the
faculty, instead, and both served the College well until
they took other positions in 1947.
In 1949 Snarr named Byron Murray to be Director of the
Upper Divisions, equivalent to a college dean's position.
Thereafter the College had three administrative heads
under Snarr: Murray, Glaydon Robbins, and Delsie
Holmquist were directors of the Upper, Professional, and
Lower Divisions. I think Mr. Snarr avoided the use of
"dean" because he connected the term with the liberal
arts college systems he disliked.

Football roach Fritz Bierbaus got a good smile out of Snarr when be
presented him with "the President's Cane" after the Dragons beat St.
Cloud 7-0 on October 7, 1949. The cane, which one of the presidents
bad presumably left in the other's office by mistake, bad become a
symbol of football supremacy for these two Minnesota teachers colleges.
For Bierbaus, who bad been the St. Cloud quarterback for three years
when be bad been a student there, the trophy bad added meaning
because be defeated bis former coach.

The faculty member in whom Snarr put most trust was
Delsie Holmquist of the English department. This
cultivated and able lady had the right qualifications: a
master's degree from the University of Chicago, a clear
and rational mind, and a gift for quiet persuasion. As
Director of the Lower Divisions she had charge of the
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General Education program that was developed and
refined year by year from the early Forties until Snarr
retired. Students knew that Miss Holmquist "was second
in power under Snarr'!..-quite understandably as General
Education changes steadily altered the curriculum. She
served on many councils and committees and seemed to
have infinite patience during (what seemed to me)
interminable deliberations.

Soarr's Financial Battles
Few people knew that President Snarr began a bitter
battle for money to operate MSTC soon after he became
president. His chief antagonist was Thomas Driscoll, the
State Commissioner of Administration: the Snarr-Driscoll
correspondence in the MS archives documents the
struggle. Ross Collins examined. the exchange of letters
while preparing an article on O.W. Snarr in 1986 and
became an apologist for the Wartime president. The
sharp enrollment decline from 1941 to 1944 "might have
given a man like Driscoll reason to question any college
budget," said Collins, "but what transpired at Moorhead
was more than fair questioning."
From a financial point of view the new president had
taken office at a difficult time. After the election of
Harold Stassen as governor of Minnesota in 1938, his
Republican administration put through a sweeping reorganization of state government. As a result the
Commissioner of Administration was given control of all
expenditures of state funds in an attempt to eliminate
fraud, waste, and carelessness. The State Teachers
Colleges found themselves in a financial straight jacket.
The State's aim was always to save as much money as
possible, not to provide quality education.
Snarr found that Moorhead State's budget was inadequate
in many ways because of this penny-pinching strategy.

When he discovered that Moorhead was being funded at
a lower per-student ratio than the other Teachers
Colleges, he protested to the president of the State
Teachers College Board, Warren H. Stewart of St.
Cloud. The answer Snarr received on September 20,
1941, was a cruel one: "When we went about the
business of selecting a president for Moorhead,
paramount consideration was to get a man skilled in
administration ...Questions were raised as to whether or
not your training and experience were sufficient. It may
put you in an unfortunate light if your first appearance
before the board gives an indication that you are having
perhaps unexpected difficulty..."
But Snarr did not back down. He wrote back
immediately, "I cannot withhold the financial problems
which confront this institution." Ten days later he wrote
to Stewart, "Unless the Department of Administration
can be induced to release funds, the operation of the
college will be seriously affected." Stewart was
apparently convinced. Late in 1941 he wrote to the State
Commissioner of Administration: "It will probably be
necessary that the Moorhead college may need special
consideration. The college operates on the smallest
student appropriation of any of them (the State Teachers
Colleges)."
Why was Moorhead operating on the smallest per-student
appropriation when Snarr took office? I had not known
this until Collins examined Snarr's correspondence, but I
can believe that R.B. MacLean operated his college more
frugally than any in the state. It was said that he found it
difficult to spend the money Franklin Roosevelt was
making available for public works projects: they seemed
wasteful, like throwing public money away. MacLean
may have run the College on a bare-bones budget in the
Depression Era while his fellow teachers college
presidents were less careful about spending the state's
money.

Delsie Holmquist, Byron Murray, and William H. Waite were the College's major administrators under Snarr: they beaded general education, the
upper divisions, and professional education (1949 Dragon).
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Moorhead State tried for a Navy training program early
in the War. Although one was assigned to Minot State
Teachers College, Moorhead's effort failed, for whatever
reason. "President Snarr had called several faculty
meetings to see whether we could get a military
assignment," B.D. Murray recalled. He went on to say
that MSTC eventually got a unit almost by chance and at
the expense of its nearest collegiate neighbor. "Such an
opportunity opened up in March, 1943, by a last-minute
shift of an Army Air Corps detachment from Concordia
to Moorhead State because we could clear the two
women's dormitories by finding rooms for women in
private homes, and also because our facilities were better
all-around than Concordia's."

Adjustments to the Military

Wben W.H. Waite left after two years at Moorbead(l947-1949), be
was replaced by Glaydon D. Robbins.

For the next 16 months Snarr was faced with a
succession of forced adjustments which had to be made
quickly and decisivly. The MiSTIC reported near the end
of this program that MSTC had received "favorable
comment from high army officers" (December 17, 1943).
According to Captain A.J. Bazata, then in command of
the training program at Moorhead, the individual
attention given trainees at MSTC deserved special praise.
"Invariably, all visiting and inspecting parties have been
impressed and have favorably reported on the cooperation
and coordination between all the local authorities as the
most distinguishing characteristic."

There is no identification on this photograph except that it was taken by Fargo Forum photographer Merle Nott. The man on Snarr's right looks
like Resident Director Oscar Rusness. The ot~er man was probably a state or national official.
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President Snarr and his staff had gone to considerable
trouble to accommodate the military. "Since the training
program was inaugurated, the College has made
extensive alterations in some of its buildings, providing
most desirable facilities," Captain Bazata said. He also
reported that the College and the Army had just
completed a new contract "which will continue the
program indefinitely." Six weeks later word came that the
program was being terminated.
Snarr appointed Dr. E.M. Spencer director of
Moorhead's Army training program. "He will work in
close cooperation with the president and matters
pertaining to the program will be cleared through his
office," said the March 26, 1943, MiSflC. Dr. Glenn
Dildine, another of Moorhead's newer and abler teachers
was given charge of academic instruction, with
'
responsibility for instructional needs, personnel
adjustments, and the scheduling of classes. In the next
few weeks new faculty members had to be hired, many
of them coming from area high school staffs. Although
most remained at MSTC only while Army cadets were
being trained, alumnus Neil Wohlwend became the
College football coach after the War and Addison
Meineke a member of the physics faculty.
Millie Dahl had the most difficult task when Air Corps
cadets came to the Moorhead campus. Housing the
soldiers in the two old dormitories that had served MS
women for a half century created endless problems for
her. An overflow of cadets had to be billeted on the
second floor of the College Training School, which
meant that high school students shared first floor rooms
with the elementary grades. The problem of feeding an
Army contingent was even more difficult for Miss Dahl
?ecause only an old, cramped kitchen and the dining h;ll
m the Comstock Hall basement were available for use. I
would guess, however, that the MS cadets were the bestfed soldiers in the Army.
President Snarr requested a salary adjustment for Miss
Dahl because she was responsible for housing and
feeding 500 soldiers in facilities that normally
accommodated 200 College girls. In addition, Snarr
wrote, Miss Dahl "has general charge of the cafeteria
which takes care of the civilian students." This cafeteria
was the Student Center which Snarr and the Student
Commission had providentially brought into being in
1942-43. After it opened in April, it became Dahlie's
responsibility to staff and supply its fountain and kitchen.
The State Civil Service director turned down Snarr's
request that Miss Dahl's salary be raised: ''.After careful
analysis of the material in your letter, it would appear
that there is insufficient evidence to establish an
emergency." Rule 19.2 of the Civil Service Code forbade
such an adjustment, wrote Mr. Pennebaker from St.
Paul. But Snarr was persistent, and he may have seen a
chance in writing to a different civil service functionary.
Four months later, a Mr. Smith wrote that Rule 19.2
made provision for an adjustment in Dahlie's salary from
$180 to $215 a month. Smith added that "Mr. Theodore
S. Driscoll, Commissioner of Administration, did not

Millie Dahl purchased a home just outside the College gates, which
she sold later and moved back to Comstock Hall after the military left
MSTC.

concur with us in our approval," and enclosed a copy of
Driscoll's disapproving letter. It is not clear whether
Millie Dahl actually got her raise or not. Probably not.
Snarr handled the Wartime enrollment and personnel
problems of the College firmly, and he deserves credit
for successfully staffing both military and civilian
programs in 1943 and 1944. He also sent some members
of the faculty off to do graduate work when the College
enrollment dropped, usually to the University of
Chicago.

The Committee System
President Snarr's response to the Wartime emergency
created by the attack on Pearl Harbor and U.S. entry
into World War II was to appoint a committee. J.R.
Schwendeman was made chairman of the Wartime
Policies Committee, which included Glenn Dildine
Georgina Lommen, A.M. Christensen, Byron Mu;ray
and S.G. Bridges. Duties and functions of this group are
outlined in Chapter 28, "MSTC in World War II."
Faculty committees were, of course, in existence before
but most of them were working committees with
assignments such as passing judgment on student loans,
dividing up the activity fee money, choosing the lyceum
numbers, or arranging commencement activities. There
was a three-person committee on publications and larger
social, alumni, and publicity committees.

.~9~1,

President Snarr's first committees in 1941 matched
MacLean's fairly closely. Because he had been on the
campus only a few weeks, Snarr continued MacLean's
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"Nineteen faculty committees named by President O.W.
Snarr will direct a wide range of projects on the Campus
for the year 1942-43." This beginning of a news story in
the October 2, 1942 MiSflC might have given the
College an indication of things to come: the president
put himself on six committees as the MSTC began its
second year under his administration. The fall enrollment
was 386 students.

teachers in the Middle States." This study, which was
quoted at some length, was Snarr's Chicago doctoral
dissertation.
The new president was working his way toward an
administrative system. The first and largest "committee"
was the Faculty Council of 19 people, nearly half the
1942 faculty. There were large committees on personnel
and guidance and on curriculum and scholarships; other
new committees-on professional relationships, fiscal
research, placement, library, buildings and grounds,
convocations, health, recreation, and physical
education-averaged six members. There was still no
publicity committee but separate bodies assigned to
student and College publications.

The president's "Report to the Faculty" dated September
7, 1942 explained the need for each of the 19 committees
and their assigned responsibilities. One of the
explanations is especially significant: "The Curriculum
and Scholarship Committee will need to concern itself
particularly with the program of General Education."
"There should be flexibility and individuality in the .
minimum and maximum hours specified by each
department," said Snarr. "To serve as a background for
the work of the Curriculum and Scholarship Committee,
several pages are here presented from a recent study of

"Since satisfactory integration cannot be secured either
through divisional organization, through general courses,
or through a combination of the two, the College· has
resorted to a functional organization of the faculty," was
the beginning of a news story in the MiSflC on
September 24, 1943. "Four major committees, each
designated a Council, have been created."
Each week faculty mailboxes received mimeographed
lists of the committees (and councils) meeting that week,
the membership of each, and the time and place of the
meetings. All of them met regularly and often, their

appointments except that he put himself on four
committees and created three new ones: the curriculum
and chapel assembly committees, and a large committee
on publications which apparently encompassed the old
publicity committee-a mistake or misunderstanding
about functions.

Mrs. Snarr serves tea (or coffee) to Allen Erickson at a reception in Ingleside, with a group of College girls standing ready to assist at the junction.
At tbe right, Barbara Glasrud talks to President Snarr and Resident Director Rusness.
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meetings fitting into the 8 to 5 College day like classes.
Meetings lasted 50 minutes: since decisions were not
made, they did not run overtime.
President Snarr's committees became a trademark of his
administration. Byron Murray wrote later that the
English department (after he had succeeded Maude
Hayes as chairman) had worked effectively to revise the
freshman English courses: "We led the way in the
emphasis Snarr was placing on general education, but
because our ideas didn't come out of a committee he had
appointed, he paid little attention to our program." The
president was suspicious of College departments: their
interests and points of view were too specialized.
"Divisions," which had broader scope, were preferred.
It may be that many faculty members went along happily

with the new committee system in the years when World
War II caused enrollment to drop sharply. Fewer students
allowed time for such meetings and the system may have
given teachers a feeling that they were involved in the
operation of the college. Some may have been flattered
to be appointed to committees: it was a sign of
presidential favor. The faculty soon discovered, however,
that President Snarr reserved decision making for
himself. Membership on committees or councils did not
impose any responsibility on the faculty, except that of
attending meetings.
When the Army's Cadet-Training program terminated in
1944-45, there were only 210 students on the MSTC
campus. It was a good year for faculty members to take
leaves, and B.D. Murray was at the University of Iowa
completing work on his Ph.D. The Murray family kept
in close touch with the situation at MSTC, however. In
"Our Family History" Byron wrote: "From several
sources in Moorhead we heard that with the small
classes Snarr had all the faculty working feverishly on all
kinds of committees-just to say that they were kept
busy, I suppose."
When enrollment increased in 1946 and 1947 with the
veterans coming back to college, the situation changed. I
soon became impatient with committee meetings after I
joined the faculty in 1947: teaching 16 hours and working
out new preparations for four courses took a good deal
of time. The MiSTiC and Dragon staffs had to be revitalized because wartime disruption had broken down
our old system of experienced editors training their
successors. Press releases had to be sent out and I was
attempting to improve our public and alumni relations.
My uphill battle on these fronts made me highly critical
of O.W. Snarr: college presidents should take the lead in
public relations and he did not.
I had another objection to the interminable committee
meetings I attended during the Snarr years: they gave the
impression that the College was run democratically, that
policies and decisions came out of these meetings but
this was not so. President Snarr often said, "All power is
vested in me by the State Teachers College board." He
genuinely felt that he must reserve all decision-making to
himself, as an obligation. Like most of the faculty, Flora
Frick accepted Snarr's administration and its policies

Although be looks glum on tbis picture, President Snarr was always
happy wben be could bring a minority celebrity to tbe campus. As
usual there was a reception in Ingleside after tbe speaker bad
addressed tbe student body in Weld auditorium.

without much audible protest. But one day, after some
meeting that I do not remember, she turned to me and
said, "I do not mind a dictatorship: what I cannot stand
is dictatorship masquerading as democracy."

General Education
Those who excuse O.W. Snarr's shortcomings as a
builder and public relations promoter of the College say
that he was primarily interested in ideas. I think this is
essentially true, but he also insisted on stubbornly
imposing those ideas on the College. He was wholly
committed to a thorough-going professional education (or
training) for teachers, which was his field. He became
one of the leaders in the newly-formed American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education.
While he was completing his doctoral dissertation at the
University of Chicago the summer before he became
president of Moorhead State Teachers College, Mr. Snarr
had been converted to the University of Chicago brand of
general education. When he assumed his Moorhead
position that fall, he began preaching the new gospel
with the fervor of a convert.
In the first year of his MSTC presidency, Snarr began
his conversion of the College to a program of General
Education as an underpinning for professional teacher
training and specialization in academic areas. The faculty
was not hostile to the idea, though there was no doubt
some foot-dragging. Long-time teachers thought their old
program had served .the College well, and they may have
resented an outsider who wanted sweeping changes.
Because the enrollment was shrinking, there was time for
frequent committee meetings to debate the changes Snarr
proposed.
During Snarr's first years at MSTC, three influential
faculty members each spent a year "doing special work
in the collaboration center on human development at the
University of Chicago": in 1943-44, Dr. Arnold M.
Christensen, chairman of the education division; in
1944-45, Dr. Glenn C. Dildine, chairman of the division
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their integrated relationship possessed by an individual at
any time in his progress toward intellectual, emotional,
volitional, and social maturity."'
A special issue of the quarterly Bulletin explained how
the new program had been worked out, presented to the
faculty, and approved. Members of the Council on
General Education were associated with four divisionsLanguage and Literature, Social Studies, Science, and
Music-and represented a cross section of the faculty.
Each member had experience in teaching freshman and
sophomore classes and was familiar with the survey type
of course. Each member was subsequently appointed
chairman of a committee to deal with his or her
particular area.
The following statement appeared in the "State of the
College" Bulletin published in August, 1945, after the
MSTC General Education program had been in effect for
a year. Work in the student's freshman and sophomore
years would be in five areas: Communications, the
Humanities, Social Studies, Biological Science, and
Physical Science. "In the Humanities and the Sciences,
general courses were adopted as the most effective means
of organizing the materials and as the most satisfactory
procedure in securing the aims of the program."

Dr. Paul Heaton did bis best to work witb Snarr's program of general

education. But tbougb Heaton bad impeccable credentials, witb a
Pb.D. in economics from tbe University of Chicago, be was unable to
persuade Snarr to allow business programs to develop at MSTC.

of science and mathematics; and in 1945-46, Delsie
Holmquist, chairman of the Council on General
Education. The September Zl, 1945 MiSflC clarified this
matter: each year six "collaborators" from the faculties
of teacher training institutions assembled at Chicago.
Each year a different subject was taken up by the group.
The objective was to develop a new "point of view"
toward the chosen subject.
If MSTC students were not aware of the General
Education revolution Snarr was promoting at the College,
they became better informed after the May 19, 1944
MiSflC announced that the new College catalogue for
1944-45 was ready for distribution. Students learned that
new courses had been set up as a result of extensive
curriculum changes worked out during the past year. The
MiSflC, echoing the words of catalogue editors Snarr
and Holmquist, announced:
"Revisions have been made in order to provide a broad
cultural background for students during the first two
years of college life. It is the purpose of the College to
provide a general education for its students as an
essential aspect of teacher education and as a foundation
for more specialized work. The educational point of view
of the College," the statement went on, ..."consists of
'education as personality adaptation and development.' By
personality is meant the 'sum total of the understandings,
the appreciations, the special abilities, and the skills in

Besides describing the new courses that had been
developed, the 1944-45 MSTC catalogue also introduced
the Division of General Education for the first time: "In
view of the fact that the program of General Education
cuts across the divisional organization which is based
upon various areas of subject matter serving the program
of specialization, the administrative organization is
necessarily different from that of the other divisions. The
instructional staff is drawn from the other divisions. The
program is administered under the general supervision of
the Council on General Education."
"To ensure education beyond high school in each of the
significant fields of knowledge," said the catalogue, the
State Teachers College Board in 1943 had set up
minimum requirements in the degree curriculum, to be
completed in the first two years: 8 quarter hours in the
fine or applied arts, 4 hours of psychology, 12 hours of
language and literature, 8 of physical and health
education, 8 of science, and 12 of social studies. In
addition, students were required to take a geography
course either as a part of their science or their social
studies program.
Prior to the introduction of the Division of General
Education, all MSTC students seeking a degree had
taken a number of "constants" which were "designed to
give a broad view of the socially valuable aspects and
cultural implications in the major fields of knowledge."
These required courses included a year of freshman
English, a year of biology, and single courses in
American history, American government, sociology,
economics, world literature, art appreciation, music
appreciation, geography, mathematics, and hygiene and
sanitation. There had been no attempt to fuse or
integrate these courses. How they related to each other
and fitted into the whole realm of human knowledge was
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not considered: this was the knowledge a student should
have when he was awarded a bachelor's degree and was
certified to teach.
The new MS1C General Education requirements were
"integrated," and they were a good deal more extensive
than those specified by the State Board. In the 1947-48
catalogue, the total number of required General
Education hours was 72; it was reduced to 68 the
following year and then to 64. Included in the General
Education curriculum were courses in Communications,
the Physical and Natural Sciences, Social Studies,
Humanities, and Personal and Social Growth.
Except for one course, which only the best entering
freshmen would take, the new Communications courses
were essentially the basic freshman English courses the
College had offered for years. Much of the teaching was
remedial in nature: grammar, usage, and writing basic
English prose. The content of these courses differed
greatly, depending on the teacher, but most of them tried
their best to improve student writing.
If test scores indicated that a freshman had already
mastered these English skills, she or he was permitted to
take ''Advanced Communications" instead of the basic
courses. This new course was true general education. "It
is expected that all areas in General Education will assist
in the selection of materials for this course," which
would help the student develop "a set of attitudes that
will make possible the acquiring of a satisfactory
philosophy of life." This course may have been too
utopian for the MS1C faculty: the course was not taught
very often and soon disappeared from the catalogue.

Another course began to appear in its place:
"202. Reading in Comparative Prose. This course is
designed to give students an opportunity to read and
analyze ten of the world's great novels, and to develop
a sensitivity to individual literary approaches.
Lectures, discussions, and weekly papers are based on
such selected readings as Huckleberry Finn, Moby
Dick, 'The Scarlet Letter, Pere Goriot, Madame
Bovary, Pride and Prejudice, Great Expectations, 'The
Uizy of All Flesh, Crime and Punishment, and Anna
Karenina. Four hours."

Industrial Arts department. Because my discipline was
literature, he believed that I would try to re-shape the
freshman Communications courses into non-General
Education English courses.
The Sciences
The courses in the Physical Sciences were worked over
by the Council on General Education. An exerpt from
the Council's lengthy statement explains what was done
and why:

Emphasis on the scientific method as a means of
arriving at truth and as a way of thinking is
supplemented by an historical, humanizing treatment
of what is happening about us and how human beings
through the ages have arrived at the explanations
presented. Science is treated as a record of human
accomplishments .... During the fall quarter the survey
is introduced through Physical Science IIO,
Mathematics and Astronomy.
The second course of the series, given during the
winter quarter, is Physical Science lll, The Earth
Sciences. Beginning with the theories of the origin of
the earth, the study includes the development of the
atmosphere, lithosphere, and hydrosphere and the
formation of minerals and rocks. The third and last
course of the series is Physical Science ll2. This
course is designed to acquaint the student with the
more important scientific principles and advances in
those fields generally included in chemistry and
physics, and to relate their applications to man's social
and economic progress.
In the 1944-45 catalogue, 28 hours were required in the
Natural Sciences. Besides the three new freshman
physical science courses, students took a year of biology
and general psychology. After Jonathan Westfall left the
college in 1947 and A.M. Christensen (who taught
psychology) a year later, the science requirement was
reduced to 24 hours in 1947-48 and to 16 hours in
1948-49. Dr. Genevieve King became the science

This course was my sole contribution to Moorhead's
General Education program. When I first offered it in
1949-50, it was taken by students excused from the first
Communications course because their basic skills were
sufficient. Later it was a General Education elective.
When I had been invited to propose a course to the
Council on General Education, I was influenced by two
simple factors: shock that even the superior students
coming to MS1C had not read such books in high school
and the availability of inexpensive paperback classics for
the first time. I subsequently taught this course to several
thousand MS students.
I was not a member of the Committee on
Communications, however. When Snarr had appointed
me chairman of the Division of Language and Literature,
he informed me that I had no more to do with the basic
Communications courses than the chairman of the

Art professor Nels Johnson and Snarr pose with the portrait of the
president Johnson painted. It bangs in Snarr Hall.
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The Humanities Sequence
The real innovation of 1944-45-and one of the two
sequences that made Moorhead's General Education
program distinctive-was the Humanitie.s program ,
.
designed by Delsie Holmquist. As Presi~ent Sn~rr s chief
aide from the beginning, she was the chief architect of
Moorhead State's program in General Education. A fine
teacher and a realist as well as an idealist, Miss
Holmq~ist believed that a good General Education
program was the best way to ensure a sound liberal arts
education for Moorhead's students before they began
teacher training and specialization in a particular fiel~.
With the State Board requirement of 8 quarter hours m
the fine arts and literature as her starting point, she
decided on a study of "three transitional eras in the
stream of Western civilization," examining the art, music,
and literature created during those eras as well as the
ideas and historical movements that brought them into
being.

Delsie Holmquist of tbe English department became Snarr's most
trusted lieutenant and bead of the general education program at
MSTC. Her special concern, however, was the humanities sequence she
developed-and taught (with others!. after 1944-45.

chairman at MS in 1947 and began a series of
skirmishes with President Snarr that produced a 12-hour
General Education science requirement by the early
1950s.
Social Studies
The first four catalogues that listed general education
courses (from 1944 to 1948) retained the old Social
Studies "constants" that had been required in MSTC
degree programs for more than a decade: Twentieth
Century U.S. History, Principles of Economics,
Introduction to Sociology, and American Government.
Without fanfare, a three-quarter sequence in Social
Studies was substituted in the 1948-49 catalogue. "These
courses are designed to integrate some of the materials
usually offered in the elementary study of Sociology,
Political Sciences, and Economics." The new courses
would study "problems and controversial issues and less
attention will be paid to technical aspects of the usual
courses."
The 1954-55 catalogue states: "The purposes of the
social studies sequence are (1) to make the student aware
of the nature of the society in which he lives and its
relations to other nations, and (2) to develop in the
student the ability to analyze social problems and arrive
at his own reasoned conclusions. The program is
organized around the theme of social change and human
rights. The student is encouraged to develop clear
concepts of human rights and responsibilities and to
apply these concepts especially in the economic and
political spheres."

Although the three-quarter Humanities s~quence w?s
maligned by some faculty and students, it was. a fair .
attempt to enrich the lives of MS students by mtroducmg
them to the Florentine Renaissance, the Age of Reason
(as reflected in 18th century England) , and the social
protest and revolt against tradition in America between
the two World Wars.
The strategy used in teaching the Humanities sequence
remained the same for 20 years. "Three days a week are
devoted to lectures in various fields by members of the
faculty committee, and one .day to small discussion
groups. Many of the lectures are built arou~d illustrati~e
materials projected on the screen or recordings played m
the classroom ...weekly discussion groups are kept small
in order to encourage the expression of ideas on the part
of individual students ...
"Rather comprehensive examinations at the mid-term and
at the end of each quarter are a feature of the course,"
said the description of the Humanities sequence. Because
hundreds of students were enrolled in the Humanities
.
courses year after year, the~e con:ipr~hensive .
examinations were necessarily objective, multiple-choice
questions being used most commonly. Some bright
students ridiculed such testing, of course. When
hundreds of students were required to take the course
each year, many of them unwillingly, charges of cheating
went around the Campus and great pressure was exerted
on secretaries, locks, and mimeograph rooms. Miss
Holmquist's office was remarkably successful in
preserving the integrity of the examinations, however.
One obstacle the course faced was that few of the
students enrolled were really prepared to take such a
course. From 1944 to 1947 a preparatory Humanities
course entitled ''An Approach to Meaning in the Arts"
preceded the other courses. This was "a study ~f the .
organization of materials in the arts, together ~i~ a b~ief
consideration of aesthetics." The course description said
''Attention is given to the place of the Humanities in
various modes of living." I assume that the course was
dropped because not enough faculty members were
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Former Minnesota Governor Luther Youngdahl was a Federal judge when be delivered the MSTC commencement address in 1954. Left to right,
Resident Director Rusness, Bishop Emery !Episcopal, North Dakota), Youngdahl, and Snarr.

available to teach it successfully to the large numbers of
students enrolled.
In the 1950s Delsie Holmquist found newly-hired MSTC
faculty members capable of teaching the Humanities
courses successfully. Neil Thompson came in 1952,
Joseph Satin in 1954, and Gerald Ippolito in 1959: all
were superb scholar-teachers, fully competent to teach
the Humanities sequence with conspicuous success. And
there may have been others. In the late Fifties and early
Sixties the course became a remarkable experience for
students lucky enough to get into the Satin, Thompson,
or Ippolito sections.
Personal and Social Growth
If the Humanities courses were Delsie Holmquist's
special contribution to the general education of MS
students from 1944 to 1967, the other unique Moorhead
sequence-in Personal Growth and Development-was
Catherine Cater's. Miss Cater had taken her Ph.D. at the
University of Michigan in English, but with a
considerable admixture of philosophy and anthropology.
She had also completed a librarian's course at Fisk
University to improve her job opportunities and this
brought her to MSTC. When President Snarr offered her
a contract for 1949-50, the only opening he had on the
staff was in the library, and in. her first year at
Moorhead State she was a librarian. In 1950, however,
when I took a two-year leave to complete my doctorate,
there was an opening in the English department: in this

position she was instrumental in developing the Personal
Growth and Development sequence that she was
admirably qualified to teach.
The catalogues of the 1950s offered a succinct rationale
for this sequence. "The courses in Personal and Social
Growth aim: (1) to help each student to become adjusted
to college life; (2) to introduce him to new social and
academic experiences; (3) to present opportunities to be
utilized for futhering his own personal development; (4)
to provide him with a systematic approach to the study
of ideas and methods of critical thinking."
Personal and Social Growth 110 dealt with problems of
personal adjustment to all phases of college life. The
second. course in the sequence concerned personal and
community health problems. Personal and Social Growth
213 was called "Critical Thought: an analysis of critical
approaches to the nature of reality and human values."
The first course, essentially an old, non-credit
,9rientation course that had been given real substance and
a better name, was necessary because many students in
the Fifties came to Moorhead State Teachers College illprepared to do college work. It was not really a college
course, in my estimation, but perhaps a necessary
compromise with reality. The two sophomore Personal
Growth courses were another matter: a good deal of
practicable sociology, anthropology, psychology, and
philosophy was put into these courses, as the descriptions
show. They bear the mark of Catherine Cater, who
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taught them superbly to hundreds of MS students in the
1950s.
When Alex Karmarkovic interviewed President Snarr a
few weeks before his retirement, the president cited the
general education program, the introduction of broad
majors and minors, and professional leadership centered
around human growth and development as his chief
contributions to Moorhead State Teachers College.
At the end of the long commencement address he
delivered at MSTC on June 6, 1955, a month before his
retirement, Snarr congratulated the graduates on being
recipients (at their small college) of a distinguished
program of general education. They would not have had
such a unique educational experience in most other
colleges, he told them. "This new educational concept of
liberal education was first tried out in the social sciences
in Columbia College in 1920, later in the Chicago
College Plan in 1930, and still later in Harvard in 1945.
Other first rate universities could be added to the list
but not more than eight or ten state teachers colleges!·
Among these colleges Moorhead State Teachers College
was recognized "on a nationwide basis," for its
pioneering role. MSTC had "lifted itself by its own boot
straps into recognition for its program of liberal
education-a type of program essential for promoting the
democratic ideal-a program of General Education."
Karen Kivi maintained contact with Mr. Snarr after his
retirement and return to West Virginia. In her "Life
Around the Great Circle" Karen writes: "In the early
50s we were a Mecca to which other colleges sent
personnel to see how our programs worked. One of the
cruelest blows to Dr. Snarr was the general deterioration
of his program as he viewed it after he retired. The
cause of the decline was mostly lack of leadership and
faculty interest. Specialists in narrow fields do not like to
teach generalized courses nor do most of them have a
background to do it with competence, so the program
died."
The 64-hour program in General Education Mr. Snarr
left at MSTC when he took his way back to West
Virginia may have been the best beginning the College
program has had. Providing, of course, that Cathy Cater
taught the PG courses; that the communications sequence
really was an honest freshman English mixture of
composition and literature; that the social studies courses
were taught by Neil Thompson, Amos Maxwell, and Ed
Blackburn-and Paul Heaton and Joe Kise, if they had

time; that Gen King directed and taught the science
sequence; and that Delsie Holmquist had the help of
people like Joe Satin, Neil Thompson and others like
them in teaching her Humanities course. The integrity of
the program depended on the quality of those who taught
in it.

Afterword
But the usurpation of the students' first two college years
by these general education courses caused some
problems. I thought our students should begin a foreign
language when they started their freshman year, but they
were prevented from doing so by a block of four general
studies courses, all required, which filled their programs.
I got no sympathy from President Snarr when I lodged
this protest because there was no place for foreign
language study in his program of general education.
Because I was a "specialist" as chairman of the English
department, I had no right to interfere with the education
of students during their first two years at Moorhead State
Teachers College, the exclusive preserve of General
Education.
Otto Snarr's doctrinaire approach to general education
and his insistence on the supremacy of professional
education antagonized many of the faculty at Moorhead
State during his 14 years as president, but there was no
organized opposition. There was more opposition from
the outside, especially from alumni who thought MSTC
had deteriorated during his administration. I was both a
faculty member and an alumnus, of course, and my
efforts to improve our public relations made me acutely
aware of Snarr's shortcomings as a president. There was
no question that our standing as a college in FargoMoorhead and the surrounding area was too low and we
thought O.W. Snarr was responsible.
During Snarr's last four or five years at the College,
while Ray Sorenson was an important member of the
administration, Snarr's stock fell to a new low with many
of us. When we began taking steps to see that he was
not succeeded by another president like him, I made
some enemies. There were people on the faculty who
thought a good man was being insulted and did not
deserve such treatment. Nonetheless, many of us were
determined to turn the College in new directions, and to
find dynamic leadership. We did not anticipate either a
Knoblauch or a Neumaier: these two presidents were less
scrupulous than Otto Snarr but they were far more
effective.

Chapter 28
MSTC in World War II
The beginning of J#Jrld Uizr II on September 1, 1939,
when Hitler's armies invaded Poland, did not directly
affect Moorhead State Teachers College, but the
beginning of American preparedness did. In the summer
of 1940 Congress authorized draft registration for men
from 21 to 35 years of age. By the end of that year the
first men were inducted for a year of service; a year
later the draft was extended beyond the single year
originally specified.
The nationalization of state guard units had a more
direct influence on Moorhead State College than the
early draft. Coach Sliv Nemzek commanded Moorhead's
Company F (later Battery F) for 15 years, and nearly all
of his football players were guardsmen. After many
months of waiting to be called up, Battery F left by train
for Camp Haan in California on February 20, 1941.
Twenty-eight football lettermen and their coaching staff
left for Camp Haan. The Dragons, with only two
returning lettermen and new coaches, lost all of their
games that fall. In 1942, under another pair of coaches
who were new to the College, a depleted football squad
continued the school's losing streak but won the final two
games, the last football at MSIC until the fall of 1946.

For Moorhead State Teachers College, news of the »Ur
during 1941 and early 1942 focused on Camp Haan.
Because so many of the students who had left with
Battery F were athletes, the sports pages carried most of
the reports sent back from the California camp, but there
were other articles scattered through the MiSTiC. This
continued after the attack on Pearl Harbor, until College
men began going into the Armed Services in large
numbers.
Despite the MiSTiC's emphasis on military news after
Battery F was called into national service, College life
went on as usual in 1941 and I942. Enrollment records
had been set in 1939 and 1940. The first sharp drop came
in 194I, when 5(Jl students registered, 387 women and
120 men. In 1942 the October 23 MiSTiC reported that
the registration total was 410. In 1943-44 the enrollment
had dropped to 214 and in 1944-45 it was 216.
In the first years of the »Ur there were articles about
MSIC graduates and former students in the Armed
Services, but the Uizr had not received much attention
until the Guard left. At its I940 convention, the
Minnesota Educational Association adopted a resolution
calling for 'i:m effective and honest national defense
which includes a complete utilization of all our
resources." The MEA also commended school boards

!his pictu'.'e from the MSU a:chives is a reminder that rifles, uniforms, and military drill were not strange to many of the men at MSTC. Probable
1dentificat1on fby_Bob Koshmckl : Sergeant Roy Nordstrom explains the 1903 Enfield to Art Phillipp, Don Monson, unknown, Gene Hotz and
]o~nny_ Altobell !in the front row! and Mel West, Clair Flood, Dick Hammond, and Don O'Day (wbo see less well from the back row!. Presumabl
y
drill night at the Moorhead Armory, probably in 1940, fall quarter.
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'Jor guaranteeing the positions of employees who may be
called for military service."
Until the attack on Pearl Harbor, College activities
continued to be lively (as reported in the MiSTiC.)
Under speech director Herold lillywhite, the debate
teams made extensive trips, including one to Washington
D.C. during the holiday season. An innovation was a
freshman play, What a Life, by Clifford Goldsmith,
presented on January 30 and 31, 1941. A dual cast was
named and blocks of tickets were sold to area high
schools. A three-day high school speech tournament was
put on in early December, 1940, and repeated the
following year. Parent's Day programs, begun in the
middle 1930s, were full-scale affairs in 1940 and 1941:
Bertram McGarrity's band played special concerts and
parents were inviied to attend College football games.
Homecoming activities were lavish.
Much attention was paid to the Coffee Forums held in
Ingleside on Monday afteinoons from 3 to 5 p. m. , with
discussion topics announced in advance in the MiSTiC.
For September 22, 1941, the topic was, "How can studies
help build morale and pride in MSIC as an outstanding
College of the Northwest?" A sentence was added to the
announcement, "Don't forget to bring your nickel for
refreshments." Three new faculty members were
announced for 1941: Nina Draxten in English and Donald
Anderson physical education at the Campus High School,
and Evangeline lindquist, the new school nurse.

Pearl Harbor
Incredibly, there was no mention of the Japanese
bombing of Pearl Harbor and the entry of the United
States into World War II in the December 12, 1941
MiSflC. The paper was full of other news. Maude
Wenck would direct a program of Yuletide music on
December 15 and 16, faculty men had gone to Lake Park
to hear President Snarr address the Schoolmasters' Study
Club on "The Basis on Which We Justify Our
Educational Practices." Eight colleges were participating
in a two-day conference at MS1C to discuss the topic,
"Resolved: that after the War the nations of the world
should form a federation embracing the RooseveltChurchill eight point peace program." Famed lecturer
Burton Holmes interrupted his Lyceum series travelogue
on December 8 while the audience heard "the half hour
talk by President Roosevelt," but the MiSflC article did
not mention the reason for the President's talk!
When the next issue of the MiSI'iC appeared, on January
16, 1942, the main story was the awarding of a Ph.D. to
President Snarr by the University of Chicago.
President Snarr appointed a faculty Wartime Policies
Committee: J. R. Schwendeman, chairman, Dr. Glenn
Dildine, Dr. A. M. Christensen, Georgina Lommen, B.
D. Murray, S. G. Bridges, and himself ex-officio. This
group would consider an accelerated College program to
produce teachers more rapidly and would seek ways to
make students available for agricultural and industrial

Tbe 1941 Dragon bad a picture in its feature section labeled "MSTC &ttery 'F Men." Tbe pbotograpb was not a good one but tbe men were
identified: back row, Neal Budrow, Ingvold LeVang, Clarence Johnson, Jobn Fitch, Donald Knie, Al Mauritson, Jack Schlosser, Donn Storslee; third
row, Norman Stadum, Vernon Iverson, Berthold Martin, Bob Kosbnick, Orrin Wangsness, Harvey Olick, Ervin Bly, Jack Weling; second row,
Wilbert Johnson, Al Gronner, Scott Sheffield, Richard Holz.er, Dale Clausen, Jobn Hermes, Bud Marquardt, Gene Hotz; front row, Bob Wicklund,
Dale Brooks, Clair Flood, Cyril Karsnia, James Frey, and Arthur Phillipp. Karsnia and Clarence Johnson transferred into tbe AAF, became pilots,
and were killed during WW II.
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The War became a much more serious matter for
Moorhead State Teachers College during the 1942-1943
school year. As the U.S. approached total mobilization in
the summer of 1942, the MiSflC's War news articles no
longer focused on Battery Fat Camp Haan. Each issue
now carried articles about alumni in the Armed Services
all around the globe.

Of this Annory drill picture the Dragon says only: 'Sergeant Johnsen
and bis platoon stand at attention while Pvt. Clausen looks on." With
a magnifying glass Bob KDsbnick discovered that be was standing to
the right (and behind) Wilbert Johnsen and that on bis left were Clair
Flood, Ingyald LCl'ang, Bud Marquardt, Don Knie, Dale Clausen,
and Gene Hotz .

work during vacation periods. The faculty also
announced a series of evening discussion meetings to
take up such topics as "How to Win the War of Nerves"
(which would be directed by the College psychology
department).
On January 30, 1942 the MiSflC reported the War
Policies Committee was making an inventory of College
facilities available to take care of a group of Naval
cadets: a request for information had come from the
Ninth Naval District in Great Lakes, Illinois. An
advanced Red Cross course offered by Flora Frick, Ed
Hammer, and Don Anderson enrolled 60 students. The
Coffee Forum discussion on the contribution of College
students to civilian morale was led by a Congregational
student minister from the University of Wisconsin. The
next Coffee Forum took up "How Does the War
Determine What We Will Wear?" This broke down into:
"Shall men abandon ties for the duration? Shall girls
wear slacks in place of silk hose?"

Some of the MiSflC articles about the War seem a little
ridiculous 45 years later: the September 18, 1942 issue
identified the 13 women students who had signed up for
Air Raid Warden duty on the campus under the direction
of MSTC engineer Theodore Bekkerus. "If enemy planes
fly over Clay County, 30 different stations will be on
hand to spot them and warn against air raids," Lt.
Patterson of the "Auxilary Service Corps" told MSTC in
Chapel. "Military authorities," he said, "believe it is not
only possible but also probable that before this War is
won, this territory will be subject to raids."
The November 13 MiSflC announced that Dr. Joseph
Kise had been appointed Chief Air Warden at MSTC and
that a city-wide blackout was scheduled for November 16
from 10:00-10:30 p.m. Full instructions were given,
including "Do not use phone but keep radio on." Later,
the MiSTiC reported a nine-state blackout on December
14.
An article in the first issue of the MiSTiC for the
1942-43 year listed the 40 MSTC men who were
enrolled in Army, Navy, and Marine Corps reserve
programs that enabled them to remain in College until
called up for active duty. The MSTC physical education
offerings were enlarged " to include the course in military
physical education required of all men in the reserves."
An obstacle course was being constructed to complete
this program.
Coach Edwin J. Hammer directed the MS physical
education program after Sliv Nemzek left with Battery F,

Generally, the College went on as usual, holding a
Valentine masquerade dance, going off to speech meets,
and playing hard-fought basketball games against
Concordia and conference rivals. At the end of the year,
in the special May 15, 1942 issue of the MiSflC intended
for high school seniors, this announcement-advertisement
appeared:
"MSTC Offers You ...

1. Completion of a College Course in 2 'h to 3 years.
2. Completion of a Two-Year Course by Fall, 1943.
3. For men 18-20, a chance to stay in College while
preparing for service in Army, Aviation, Naval
Aviation, Marine Corps. MSTC offers courses in
physics, chemistry, shop, meteorology, mathematics,
mechanical drawing, radio theory, calculus,
trigonometry, astronomy, statistics, and geologycourses particularly needed in training for Army
ground and flying officer candidates and Naval
positions."

Tbe Dragon identification is complete: "These men are inspecting a 30
caliber machine gun . Standing are: Cpl. Hotz, Cpl. Knie, Sgt.
Kosbnick , Pvt, Holden, Cpl. Karsnia , and Pvt. LC!'ang. Seated are:
Pvt. Holden, Cpl. Mac Bane, Pvt. Monsen, Cpl. Bly, and Cpl.
Sheffield." There were two Holden brothers in Battery F.
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Jean Carstens. Sergeant Clair Flood's wife, Molly
Preston, was with her husband at Palacios, Texas.

Damaged by fire and no longer in use as a men's dormitory, Mildew
Hall stored onions for a time in a Wartime emergency.

but he was now called up for active military service. To
replace him, the College hired Moorhead High
basketball and track coach Roy Domek and Hubert Loy
from the Ferris Institute in Michigan, who would also
teach physical science courses in replacement of Karl
Parsons. Parsons ahd been granted a leave of absence to
do War research work in physics at the University of
Michigan.
But the normal program of the College continued.
Homecoming plans went forward; Dan Preston and Bert
Garrity, naming the personnel of the choir and band,
said prospects looked good for both groups; and
President Snarr announced that a Student Center would
be installed opposite the Student Exchange on the first
floor of MacLean Hall. This 25-by-48-foot space had
been filled with lockers, which would be moved to
empty classrooms nearby. Although $800 of College
funds were available for the project, the president said
money would be solicited from campus organizations.
The project got underway slowly: the March 12, 1943
MiSTzC reported that work had started on the Student
Center, which would have booths and tables to
accommodate 74 people. A grand opening, with
elaborate entertainment, was held on April 13. This
"Student Center;' meager though it seems 45 years later,
came to mean so much to MS1C students that there was
a near rebellion when President A.L. Knoblauch
eliminated it 14 years later.
In the first fall issue of 1942 the MiSTzC sports page
carried a long article, the "first in a series on MS1C
Servicemen." This first article told about Neal Budrow
James Garrity, Sliv Nemzek, Ed Fuller, Vernon Iverso~,
Jack Weling, Clair Flood, John Ingersoll, Bob Taylor,
Henry Stevenson, Oats Le Grand, Arthur Phillip, John
Hermes, Cyril Karsnia, Bun Bly, Don Knie, Grant
Herreid, Herb Colmer, Armand Larson, and Paul Hagen.
John Costain became the fourth Army officer in his
family when he was commissioned a second lieutenant.
His brothers, Major James (married to Martha Atkinson
'34), and Lt. Phillip were both West Point graduates (and
both later killed in the War), and 1st Lt. Arthur Costain
was stationed in Alaska. Three MS1C women were in
the WAAC: Eleanor Laing, Arlene Askegaard, and Irma

The October 1, 1942 MiSTzC carried the headline,
"Students Pick Onions, Spuds, for War Work." The
article said Dr. J.R. Schwendeman had organized a small
army of 238 students who were "making a tangible
contribution to the nation's War effort ... picking potatoes
and onions and topping beets." Because of the urgency of
the situation (unexpected cold weather that threatened the
crops), MS1C would be closed for two days, the time to
be made up later. In addition, 25 College men had
hauled onions for two days that week. When the students
turned in their accounts of onion picking a month later,
Schwendeman reported that a total of $1,938.72 had been
earned during the three-day onion holiday, with some
accounts still to come in.
MS1C's first reported War fatality was the death of Lt.
Woodrow Syverson in a plane crash at Chadron,
Nebraska, on October 18, 1942. The November 6
MiSI'i.C said Syverson, an MS science student, had gone
to Camp Haan with Battery F in February, 1941, and like
many of the other guardsmen had transferred to another
branch of the Army. The paper carried a picture of the
young pilot. He was buried at Pelican Rapids, his home
town.
On January 8, 1943, the MiSTzC reported that Dr. Snarr
and President J.R. Brown of Concordia had conferred
with Governor Harold Stassen over a Naval unit that
might be assigned to MS and Concordia jointly; the
problem of legality of contracts would be taken care of
by a bill the governor was proposing to the legislature.
The Naval unit did not materialize.
Ne~s articles explained military communiques on the
callmg up of reservists: "Both the Army and Navy are

Lt. Leslie Heidelb~er, an AAF navigator in England, was killed in a
plane crash on April 26, 1943. 11940 Dragon pbotograpbJ.
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urging students to remain in school until called to active
duty." Eight MSTC Air Corps reservists were called to
report on February 20, 1943: Alton Peterson, Glyndon;
Dan Murphy, Felton; Gordon Nohre, Thief River Falls;
Hugo Lehrer, Red Lakes Falls; George Scanlon, Seattle;
Reynold Amundson, Pelican Rapids; Douglas Sorem,
Fergus Falls; and Donald Schlattman, Alberta.
The February 26, 1943 issue of the MiSI'iC reported that
"spring term registration shows that most men who have
not actually been called to the Armed Services are
planning to continue at the College. Such statements as
'I'm going to stick until I have to shoulder a rifle' ~re
characteristic. Faculty members seem to feel that this
was not chiefly due to expectations of a quick victory but
to the desire of students to make the best use of the time
left." Three weeks later the Seventh Service Command in
Omaha ordered 12 Army reservists at the College to
report for active duty at Fort Snelling on March 26.
They included Orville Austin, Howard Erickson, and
Stanley Campbell of Moorhead; Norman Felde and
Burdette Coleman of Fargo; Robert Layton and John
Poliseno of Dilworth; Monroe Balkenol, Wadena; Glenn
Johnson, Barrett; Melvin Evans, Hawley; Frank Boresek,
International Falls; and Paul Schumm, Sabin.
Infantryman Bob Layton was killed in Germany on
March 16, 1945. ·

Air Corps Cadets Come to Moorhead
The College itself entered the War at the end of March,
1943, when the first detachment of Air Cadets came to
the campus for five months-700 hours of academic and
military training. In the next 16 months 1650 Army Air
Corps men went through this program at MSTC. Dr. E.
M. Spencer of the education department was the MS
faculty director of the program, Dr. Glenn Dildine had
charge of academic instruction, and Millie Dahl directed
the mess and living quarters.
With only hours notice, the 200 girls living in the
Comstock and Wheeler dormitories were required to
move out and find living space elsewhere. The March 26
MiSii.C said a dozen MSTC men had "gallantly turned
themselves into porters and stevedores" to help the girls
vacate the dormitories by the Saturday, March 27
deadline: Marvel Deike, Joe DeMars, Max Powers, Bob
Fielder, Reynold Amundson, Floyd Garven, James
Mauritson, John Newberger, Bob Lakie, William
Menzhuber, Carl Peltoniemi, and Richard Benson.
The Army Air Corps detachment sent to Moorhead
under the command of Lt. Richard F. Burke was part of
a nationwide program of the War Department. Thousands
of Air Reserve men were inducted into the Army as
privates for academic and limited military coursework
before beginning their flight training. Although regular
College work would continue as before for. MS students,
President Snarr announced that adjustments would have
to be made to accommodate the cadet program.

One hundred air cadets of 346tb CTD posed on risers in front of tbe MSTC physical ed~ation building !now Flora Frick f!all! for this carefully
arranged photograph. The MSU archives also identify the servicemen but names are not included here because none from this squadron became
regular MSTC students.
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Wohlwend, who had been teaching and coaching at
Pelican Rapids and Breckenridge: they would teach
physical education. Coach Nagel of Fergus Falls would
also join that staff. Harry Kaeding of Moorhead High
and Werner Brand from Hawley would teach
mathematics. Lawrence Bohnoff and Superintendent
Gates of Buffalo, North Dakota, would teach physics.
Addison Meinecke of Staples High School would teach
physics; James R. Shunert, former principal at Aitkin,
physics and mathematics; Harry K. Hutter of the
Northern State Teachers College at Aberdeen, geography;
Mrs. Doris Fry, a Fargo and Moorhead substitute
teacher, mathematics; and Mrs. Sigurd Mundhjeld, the
wife of a Concordia professor, English. A week later
four more additions to the physics staff were announced:
Dr. Charles Swisher, physics department chairman at
NDAC and J.J. Mccutcheon of the same department;
Walter Dunkelberger, a theatre technician, and James S.
Perlman of the University of Minnesota. H.J. (Jack)
Eininger was released by Fargo school superintendent
Kirk to teach history 1/6 time in the winter term of
1943-44 (which probably means that he taught two
classes.)

Captain Arthur ]. &zata was the commanding officer of the 346th
College Training Detachment during most of its 16-month stay at
Moorhead State Teachers College in 1943 and 1944.

The cadet training schedule had four major parts:
academic, military, physical, and flying. The last would
come after completion of the five months at Moorhead,
when trainees would be sent to a Flight Training
Command Classification Center as cadets and assigned to
training as navigators, bombardiers, or pilots. At MSTC
they would study mathematics, physics, current history,
geography, English, and civil air regulations. Physical
training would be stressed, of course. All instruction
would be in the hands of the MSTC faculty, with Lt.
Burke and his staff acting in an advisory capacity. The
?fficers. w~uld "have direct supervision of the military
mdoctnnat1on program, which will include infantry drill,
ceremonies and inspections, first aid, and customs and
courtesies of the Service."

Another group of MS students in the enlisted reserve
received orders to report for active duty on June 17,
1943; this allowed Doug Murray of Wadena and Maurice
Zuehlsdorff of Moorhead to graduate with their class on
June 4. The others called up were John McDonald of
Hawley, Leland Fett of Judson, North Dakota, Otto
Snarr Jr. and Gerhardt Wentz of Moorhead, and Marvel
Deike of Detroit Lakes.
With only a shrinking handful of male students enrolled
at MSTC, the 300-400 girls on campus welcomed the
500 air cadets, even though their accelerated program
allowed the soldiers limited free time for socializing. The
May 14 MiSTzC announced that music for the AllCollege prom on May 29 in the Moorhead American
Legion building would be furnished by an orchestra
organized by the air cadets. The article also stated that
students could secure guest slips "for Army students and
other guests" from Dean of Women Jessie Askegaard.
Prom tickets would be 50 cents per couple.
The entire complement of air cadets helped crowd Weld
auditorium to capacity on the evening of May 5 when the
Student Commission dedicated its War Memorial Honor
Roll, which listed "over 275 students and faculty from
the College during the past five years who are in the
Armed Forces of the nation." Dr. Joseph Kise presided
over ceremonies, which included the advancement of the
colors by American Legion representatives, greetings
fro!ll the mayor, Legion commander, and detachment
commanders, martial music by the College band, and an
informal community sing directed by Dan Preston.

The April 9 MiSTzC named the MSTC faculty members
"who have taken on new duties in cooperation with the
new program": Flora Frick and Jessie McKellar, first
aid; Roy Domek and Hubert Loy, physical training; Nels
Johnson and Dr. Jonathan Westfall, civil air regulations;
Bert McGarrity, mathematics; Dr. Joseph Kise and S.G.
Bridges, history; Mabel Lumley, Dr. Allen Woodall,
Dels~e Holmquist, B.D. Murray, and Ethel Tainter,
English. Dr. Schwendeman had returned from St. John's
University to teach geography, and Dr. Westfall would
direct a physics staff which was made up of people new
to the College.

Leslie Heidelberger, MSTC '40, of Dumont, an AAF
navigator stationed in England, was reported killed in a
plane crash on April 26, 1943. Heidelberger had taught a
country school for three years before entering MSTC.

Among the new faculty hired for the cadet program were
former Dragon athletic stars Elmer Johnson and Neil

The most interesting development of the 1943-44 school
year, and most noticeable in the issues of the MiSTzC,
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was the considerable interaction between regular students
(nearly all girls) and cadets. A fall issue of the MiSTIC
announced the first formal cadet ball for the graduating
class of the 346th CTD (College Training Detachment) to
be held at the Fargo Elks Club on October 5, and listed
the cadet committee members who had arranged the
event. Two more of these balls were reported later in the
year. Cadet graduation ceremonies were also reported in
the MiSTICs, along with the awarding of honors to
individual cadets.
An editorial in the first MiSTIC of the year had
important advice for new students: "Let's keep in mind
the few rules and regulations Captain Bazata mentioned
when he talked to us a week ago. One thing we should
keep uppermost in our minds is the one concerning
conversations between us civilian students and the
aircrew students while they are on duty. They are
considered on duty at all times other than those
designated for Campus Night and those hours after the
parade on Saturday and Sunday... A list of the regulations
we must observe in regard to our relations with the
aircrew students .. .has been posted on the administrative
bulletin board downstairs. They are there for your
convenience-why not get them well in mind?"
The College shrank greatly in 1943-44: 220 students had
registered by the end of the fall term. "Campus NightS
(of which there have been two so far)," reported the
September 24, 1943, MiSTIC, "have replaced last year's
social hour for a very obvious reason-namely the
shortage of male civilian students. The cadet basketball
games, followed by an hour of cadet-student dancing,
have been a more than satisfactory substitute."

But College classes continued to elect officers, the art
department scheduled exhibits, and much attention was
given to the fall MEA conventions, which discussed
post-war education. Adjustments, primarily curtailment,
took many forms. The MiSTIC began the year with a
single-page issue but decided that an alternate week
publication would work better. The Dragon published a
small, badly-starved annual in the spring of 1944. Bert
McGarrity had only 16 players in his band, and Maude
Wenck's Euterpe singers replaced the Chapel Choir (Dan
Preston had a year's leave) at weekly convocations.
Football was out of the question but a small basketball
squad began · playing teams representing the cadet
squadrons stationed at the College. The Dragon ·cagers
performed well, more than holding their own.
Even though only 210 regular students were enrolled at
MS1C in September, 1944, the dual civilian-Army
program of the College required some additions to the
faculty. Four were hired to teach physics: Leverett Hoag,
the 1937 Student Council president who had been
teaching at Watertown, South Dakota; John Woolridge of
Minneapolis; Carlin Dahler of Pelican Rapids; and W.
R. Millem of Crosby. In addition to his College duties,
Woolridge also taught science in the Campus high
school. Alumnus Floyd Temple of Mountain Lake and
Arthur Hoode of UND taught physical education to
cadets. Orda Pederson, Ann Fritzke, and Helen
Wardeberg were new Campus school supervisors. That
year Dr. Paul Heaton, a Chicago University Ph.D. who
had been teaching in Chicago, took over the courses
formerly taught by S.G. Bridges and Dr. A.M.
Christensen.

'-

Civilian instructors, officers, and enlisted men of the "permanent party" responsible for the 346tb CTD were assembled for this photograph in
Ingleside-some time in late 1943 or early 1944. Most of the civilians can be identified: standing, left to right, E. M. Spencer, Henry B. Weltzin,
Glenn Dildine, John ™'<>ldridge, Carlin Dahler, Neil Wohlwend, Rov Domek, Elmer Johnson, Henry Risbrudt, _ , _ , Paul Heaton, Flora
Frick, Bert McGarrity, _ , Jonathan Westfall, foe Kise, ].R. Schwendeman, _ , Werner Brand, Allen Woodall, and Floyd Temple; seated,
President Snarr (with Capt. Bazata at bis right), Ethel Tainter, Delsie Holmquist, Jessie McKellar, Ella Hawkinson, and Mabel Lumley.
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The housing of some Air Corps cadets on the second
floor of the Campus school curtailed the program of the
high school and forced the Training School elementary
and secondary classes to crowd into half of their usual
space. As a result, their enrollment dropped considerably
because the Moorhead public schools faced no such
problems.
Some regular "civilian" news still appeared in the
fortnightly MiSTiCs: the four girls honored as
Representative Seniors and the six chosen for inclusion
in Whos Who in American Colleges; the girls pledged to
sororities; MEA and other educational meetings
involving faculty members; Shirley Litke chosen as
queen of the Delta Psi Kappa Carnival and Leap Year
dance; a lyceum series ending with a concert by the
Minneapolis Symphony, directed by Dimitri Mitropoulos;
and Student Commission elections held as usual (Gordon
Nohre, one of the few non-military men on campus, was
elected president).
The Art Club scheduled exltibits. The YWCA continued
its Thanksgiving Vespers services for the second year in
1943. Dorothy Dodds and Blanche Larson were in
charge: as a part of the services, the Dean of Women,
Mrs. Jessie Askegaard, directed "the detachment glee

club." The YWCA followed up their success with
Christmas Vespers on December 12.
There was some dramatic activity at the College but the
biggest stories involved the speech department's Herold
Lillywhite, who was granted a Ph.D. in the summer of
1943 after spending the previous year at New York
University. He returned to his MSTC duties as head of
the speech department in the second summer session. On
February 18, 1944, however, he was commissioned a
lieutenant Gg) in the Navy and ordered to Hollywood
Beach, Florida, for a seven-week indoctrination course.
Lillywhite, who had come to the College in 1939, did
not return at the end of World War II, having found
attractive professional opportunities on the West Coast.
On March 10, 1944, the 346 CTD air crew students
staged "Sound Off, Mister," a show picturing cadet life
at MSTC. The event, open to civilian students and the
public as well as cadets, included a dancing chorus of
MSTC girls. In January Dr. Lillywhite announced the
cast of a freshman play entitled Nine Girls, with a
performance scheduled for the last week of the winter
quarter: Constance Clark, Lois Cornell, Margaret Fay,
Joyce Coleman, Margie Ellingson, Arla Hepola, Anna
Fluvog, and Mary Ellen Burns ("as Shotput, an athletic,

Issues of the Guidon-a 32-page classbook published by each squadron at graduation-reveal something about their activities at MSTC and a good
deal about the attitudes of these cadets toward the College, their instructors, and the people of the Moorhead area .
Squadron 7, which came to Moorhead in July, 1943 and graduated in early October, is the most important in MSTC history because Joe Kolba of
rural New Jersey (Andover) and Bill Drummond from Boston were members of Flight 28 of this "Eager Beaver'" squadron. Tbe October, 1943
Guidon describes the reactions of these hundred men who came to Moorhead after 28 days of basic training at sweltering Keesler Field, Biloxi,
Mississippi in mid-July and found the MSTC campus a country club (before their training began). Tbe climate was exbilerating and the dormitory
food wonderful.
The members of Squadron 7 pictured here are not identified in the Guidon, but Kolba and Drummond are not bard to find: foe is third row from
the back and third man from the left; Bill Drummond is almost directly below him, two rows down.
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jovial co-ed.") Two weeks later an extensive production
staff was announced and a note added that "the direction
of the play has been taken over by Ruth Horian
Bowman." Still later, March 4 was set as the date for
presentation of the play and a "final" cast was
announced: Eleanor Johnson, Bernice Gunderson,
Dorothy Janzen, and Esther Harrison now had roles.
The cadet squadrons held formal graduation balls in the
Fargo Elks Club ballroom on October 5 and December
17, 1943, and on February 18, 1944. But the same
MiSflC issue that announced this last ball also reported
that the Army program at MSTC would be terminated in
four-and-one-half months, the last class scheduled for
graduation about June 10. A January 29 Army order
announced that no new trainees would be sent to
Moorhead: it was one of 70 college training detachments
being closed.
The MiSflC began to publish casualty reports in
1943-44. Captain Frank Torreano, who joined the Army
four months before Pearl Harbor, had been a member of
the first American contingent sent to Europe. After
service in North Africa, his unit was among the first to
invade Italy. Torreano died from injuries suffered
November 7 on the Italian front, not far from the town
his parents had left when they emigrated to Michigan.
Most of the other casualties were pilots, navigators, and
bombardiers: Cyril Karsnia killed in New Guinea while
piloting a B-20 attack-bomber; Lt. Henry Berg over
Europe; Lt. Phillip Costain while commanding a
Liberator bomber squadron over Europe; and, closest to
the students, Lt. George Scanlon-who had been at
MSTC and Student Commission president a year
earlier-reported missing April 9, 1944 when his Flying
Fortress en route to Europe failed to reach its
destination. Lt. Jake Simonitch, reported missing in
April, returned from a German POW camp after the
War, and John Gwynn, who had gone to Camp Haan
with Battery F in February, 1941, was wounded in action
but survived the War.
The presence of the 346th CTD had a strong impact on
MSTC students. At the end of the cadets' stay in spring,
1944, Lois Cornell and Dorothy Janzen, writing in the
MiSflC, looked back on the 16 months past.
"What will MS be like without the Army? Some of
the Freshmen can't imagine going to College where
there is no uniform. It won't be long, however, until
the campus is once more entirely devoted to civilian
student training. Perhaps this will have its advantages,
but all in all MS will not see the 346th Detachment
leave without regrets. Its year's occupation of the
campus has left many memories in its wake.
"If all the girls at MS were asked to give their
opinions as to what the cadet-less college will be like,
they'd probably say the same thing: 'Kind of bleak'
or, 'Rather feminine, isn't it?' As a whole, the
teachers will miss the cadets too, (bless 'em.) It will
be some time before they again get so many students
who really want to learn something. For a little over a
year now they've been experiencing that sought-after
thrill of teaching students who have prepared their
assignments.

The air cadets did not get actual flight training until after graduation
from their ten-week program at MSIC, but "in the final stage" of
their training in Moorhead (according to the GuidonJ, "each day tiro
shifts of 'junior birdmen'" were packed into Army trucks and hauled
to Fargo's Hector Airport. There they were taken up in Piper Cubs for
a taste of flying.
After grad~tion they went to Santa Ana, California, where a series of
tests determined whether they irould be trained as pilots, navigators, or
bombardiers.

"The cadets had varied opinions of Moorhead and
MSTC, opinions which usually depended on whether
or not they had girls here. Some liked it here; some
didn't; some didn't appreciate it until they became
gunners; some didn't appreciate it; some liked it
better than they thought they would. Most of them
didn't fully approve of our weather: one cadet wrote
home saying he had asked to be sent up North but
this was going a little too far! However, the citizens of
Moorhead proved that Southerners aren't the only
ones who can be hospitable, especially when they
opened their homes to air students on Christmas and
Thanksgiving.
Campus Life
"In many ways the presence of the air students at MS
has made up for the drop in male civilian students.
For a long period, every Wednesday night was
'Campus Night,' which consisted of an army
basketball game, follo~ed by a dance in the big gym.
However, this was later discontinued. One event which
was always anticipated by many coeds was the regular
squadron party, which each squadron held before its
graduation. Formal cadet balls were also held around
graduation time. Interesting to watch, especially to
cadets' wives who followed their husbands to
Moorhead, were the Saturday parades and also 5
o'clock drills ...
"All during the army's occupation of the MS campus,
civilian students have enjoyed the varied serenades of
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the air students as they made their way across
campus. Reminiscent of the days when convocation
saw a full house every week were the chapel program
which both cadets and civilian students attended.

Graduation Exercises
"Not to be forgotten soon are some events which did
not directly concern the civilian students. Graduation
exercises were held as each squadron left. Another
issue which loomed importantly was guard duty at the
gates from 6:00 p.m. until Reveille. The establishment
of a haircut detail in Mildew Hall right on the campus
was an epoch-marking event. Walking the ramp
became a rather regular occurence for some cadets,
and the third story hall floor almost began to sag
under the strain.
"One welcome recess from the daily routine in the
life of MS cadets was Cadet Day. An impressive
parade and close drill, the highlight of the day, was
executed by about 650 cadets who were here at the
time. In the center of the campus a cub plane that had
been taxied in was exhibited. Sports events took place
most of the day, and an open-air dance was held on
the street in front of the Legion Hall in the evening.
"Cadet Day was declared by Mayor Bergland to be
August 14, 1943, upon request, in order to give the
people of Moorhead and the surrounding vicinity, the
cadets' wives, and their relatives opportunity to
inspect the Army set-up here. The barracks, the
Student Lounge, and the Student Center were kept
open for the convenience of the visitors.
The Guidon
"The Guidon, the publication of each squadron
beginning with Squadron 4, began as a newspaper. It
was originated by Captain Bazata to strengthen bonds
of fellowship between members of the squadron.
Later, the Guidons began to grow in size and scope
and soon developed into well-organized, attractive and
valuable books. The rivalry which grew up between
squadrons in the production of the Guidons probably
contributed greatly to the success of. the undertaking.
Each publication contained pictures of graduates and
the administration staff, side-lights on the cadet life at
MS, and a valuable history in pictures and literature
of their stay here.
"In November a Cadet Glee Club was formed under
the able direction of Mrs. J. H. Askegaard. With
Betty Christianson as accompanist, an average of 30
cadets practiced twice a week. Before the Glee Club
was discontinued in April, they sang over the radio
once, at the squadron graduations, at Vesper services,
etc. The band provided music for practice, dress
parades, graduations etc. , until December, when it
was disbanded because of the cbld. Meanwhile the
Drum and Bugle Corps carried on until spring.

Squadron 12 was at MS1C in mid-winter, 1943-44. Since nearly all of
the air cadets came from other parts of the U.S., most of them bad
never experienced such cold weather.
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Santa Ana, California to be classified and assigned to
training as pilots, navigators, and bombardiers."
Volume VI of The Army Air Forces in World Uizr II
(University of Chicago Press, 1947), tells something
about the training program that sent 60,000 Army Air
Corps cadets to 150 colleges around the nation in April,
1943. "The college program, to put it bluntly, came into
existence not so much to meet an educational need as to
hold a backlog of aircrew candidates."

There was a longer lasting result of the coming of air cadets to MSTC.
Bill Drummond of Boston married Charlotte Jackson from Cbafee
while be was here and Joe Kolba !from the same air cadet squadron
and flight! married Virginia Burley from Gardner. Drummond and
Kolba met !by chance, on the Center Avenue bridge! when they
returned to the Red River Valley (and their brides! after the War. Both
enrolled at MSTC and became two of the most respected post-war
students and Valley citizens after graduation. Pitcher Joe and catcher
Bill were also a highly effective battery and important factors in the
Dragons' domination of the Steve Gorman baseball league after WW
II. Son Mike Kolba, here held by bis father, was a deferred asset.

Changes Made
"On the other hand there have been, of necessity,
several changes which might be called inconveniences
brought about by the Army program. However,
civilian students have exhibited a commendable
attitude toward these and have been glad to cooperate.
The first realization of this came when girls were
notified that the dorms would be closed to student
occupation and that dorm girls would have to ·find
apartments for the remainder of the year. Then there
were the demands on classroom space and teachers'
time and, of course, hall space. Many were the times
when some poor individuals were caught
unsuspectingly between two or more flights
approaching from different directions. And who could
forget those touching rows of big, black overshoes
placed neatly side by side outside the classroom
doors. On several occasions the gym was taken over
by the Army for temporary sleeping quarters, and Phy
Ed students found themselves cast into the small gym.
Moreover, it has only been during this spring term
that the swimming pool has been open for student
use. Yet, all in all, there has never been any serious
movement or complaint against the cadets ...
"Each air student received 700 hours in academic and
military instruction and 10 hours in the air. About
1650 cadets have come to MS and have been sent to

The Army Air Corps (which had become the Air Force
by 1947), had begun "to recruit aviation cadets in excess
of its immediate needs and to hold them in an inactive
enlisted reserve until needed." Although the Air Corps
was expanding rapidly after the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor (and U.S. entry into World War II), they realized
that the expansion would have to continue at an
accelerating pace for some years in order to defeat both
Japan and Germany. In early 1943, however, the Air
Corps was embarrassed by its backlog of 93,000 high
quality men who were awaiting classification and
instruction. Some of these men were becoming
discouraged after six or seven months of waiting, and the
situation was coming to the attention of selective service
boards and the War Manpower Commission.
Air Corps Commanding General "Hap" Arnold
proposed that the problem be solved by calling these
men into active service. They would be given a fivemonth period of college training "to make up educational
deficiencies." The program that was devised suffered
because it was developed so hastily. "It failed to
establish a clear definition of its educational purpose,"
says the Air Force history. There was wide variance
from college to college in the emphasis on discipline, but
the historians thought this phase was probably the
college program's most valuable component: it helped
adapt students "to the standard regimen of Army
training."
By November, 1943, however, moves were being made to
liquidate the program. Enough men were now "in the
training pipeline," and few men remained on inactive
status. The Flying Training Command decided the
college program was not really essential "and that it was
creating an unfavorable public attitude by holding
combat-age personnel in colleges while fathers were
being drafted into military service." The Secretary of
War approved final liquidation of the program in July,
1944. (Information on the CTD's was found by MSU
Archivist Terry Shoptaugh.)

;\_Nearly Empty Campus
At the beginning of the 1944-45 school year, MSTC
enrollment had increased by 44 to a total of 345,
according to the MiSflC. Adding up 103 freshmen, 62
sophomores, 20 juniors, and 'I7 seniors totaled only 212
students, but to arrive at an enrollment of 345 the
newspaper included 36 Cadet nurses (who took
psychology from Paul Heaton and chemistry from
Jonathan Westfall) "and CJ'! who are enrolled in In-
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The 1946 Victory Dragon pictured 14 Gold Star seniicemen: Lt. Henry Berg, killed March 9,
1944 O'l'er Germany; Lt. Donald Handegaard, killed June 6, 1944 O'l'er Cherbourg; Lt. Cyril
Karsnia, killed March 23, 1944 O'l'er Wewauk, New Guinea; Pfc. Robert Layton, killed March 16,
1945 in Germany; Ensign Tony Malfeo, killed January 12, 1945 on Livgayen Gulf, Philippines;
James Mauritson, died July 1, 1945 in Oakland, CA; Lt. George Scanlon, killed April 9, 1944
between Labrador and Iceland; Lt. Norman Skinner, killed April, 1944 O'l'er England; Lt. Douglas
Sorem, killed June 22, 1945 O'l'er Balikpapen; Capt. Ralph Specht, killed December 18, 1943 in
Italy; Lt. Herman Sundstad, killed June 5, 1944 in Burma; Woodrow Syverson, killed October 18,
1942 at Chadron, Nebraska; Lt. Vernon Wedul, declared dead June 23, 1945; Lt. Merlynn
Zuehlsdorff, missing in action in the Southwest Pacific.
I have found Dragon photographs for Heidelberg, Torreano, and Yatchak, also listed among the Gold Star seniicemen !without pictures) in the 1946
Dragon. I have found none for the other eight who are listed without pictures: Pfc. Dennis Bellmore, killed January 26, 1945 in France; Lt. Philip
Costain, killed February 24, 1944 O'l'er Germany; Lt. Harluff Jessen, killed March 15, 1945 O'l'er Germany; Capt. Clarence Johnson, killed
September 23, 1944 O'l'er Holland; Sgt. Paul Johnson, killed June 11, 1944 in France; Sgt. John McCarten, killed January 1945 in southern France;
Ensign Noel !Duke! Pineur, killed May, 1944 in the South Pacific; and Leonard Saunders, killed September 23, 1943 at Salerno, Italy.

Service Education courses." This slender number was
still an increase of 131 over the fall of 1943. The campus
seemed empty, however, after the departure of the 346th
CTD during the summer. Five former servicemen were
attending MSTC under the government's rehabilitation
program in 1944-45: Bob and Andrew Wenino from
Fergus Falls, discharged by the Marine Corps and Navy
after extensive duty; James Cochran of Moorhead;
Anthony Poliseno of Dilworth; and Gordon Nohre, who
had gone from MS to the Air Corps in 1943, had
returned to the campus as an aviation cadet in the 346th
CTD, and was now again enrolled as a regular student.
He was elected Student Commission president in the
spring of 1944.
There were faculty changes in the fall of 1944. Dr.
Joseph R. Schwendeman resigned to become head of the
geography department at the University of Kentucky; he
was succeeded by Harold Addicott, a native of southern
Ohio, who was a graduate of Ohio State and Clark
University. Addicott had not lost his distinctive (near
Southern) pronunciation in 15 years of teaching at
Mayville (ND) State Teachers College, and he did not
lose it at Moorhead.
Dr. Glenn Dildine, chairman of science and
mathematics, went on leave to do special work in the
collaboration center on human development at the
University of Chicago; Dr. A.M. Christensen returned to
his MSTC post as education chairman after a year's leave

in the same Chicago project; Karl Parsons continued his
leave to do research in chemistry at the University of
Michigan; Nels Johnson was working on his doctorate in
art at the University of Minnesota; B.D. Murray was
completing his doctoral work at the University of Iowa;
Martha Kleppe of the education department was also on
leave. Samuel Bridges came back after a year of graduate
study at the University of Minnesota, and Daniel Preston
returned to head the music department after a year at the
University of Syracuse.
Editors Jean Rutkowski and Betty Fritzke said the
MiSTiC had become a tabloid to save paper and printing
time, but they also speculated that its role had changed
somewhat: a paper coming out twice a month was not so
much a newspaper "as a journal of opinion, a digest, or
even a semi-literary publication, perhaps a combination
of all three." There were, of course, some of the usual
activities to report, for even with the small student body
a· surprising number of things went on at the College.
However, the 1944-45 MiSTiC was more notable for its
special issues than for the news it reported. Nearly half
of the third issue (October 20, 1944) was taken up by the
College directory; the March 9, 1945 issue was the
Foundation Day Edition, devoted to MS history-noting
that the Minnesota legislature had established the school
on March 5, 1885.
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died in the South Pacific: he had been rescued by natives
and returned to his unit after his plane was shot down on
an earlier mission. Lt. Herman Sundstad of Perley was
killed at Mystkying five days after going into action on
the Burma front.

Some MSTC girls took Wartime jobs in Washington, D.C. toward the
end of World War II. Left to right, Dorothy Janzen, Lyla Larson, Lois
Cornell, and Vii;ginia Pearson posed for this photograph at the Del
Rio restaurant at 727-15tb Street N.W. Present-day MSU students will
find their bats and long glO'lles bard to believe, but the prominent wine
glasses might have surprised their contemporaries more.

As in previous years, a spring MiSiiC was aimed at high
school graduates looking for a college: the lavishlyillustrated April 20 issue was printed in sepia on coated
paper, with a banner headline reading, "Present Teacher
Shortage Has Created Unusual Opportunities in the
Teaching Profession." Salary tables followed. The usual
green freshman issue tabulated the 38 seniors who would
graduate; and a "Literary Designs" issue, dated
Commencement Day, June 1, 1945, edited by Marjorie
Pawlowski of Perham, was a Sigma Tau Delta project.

The most notable special issue, however, was the
November 17 MiSiiC devoted almost entirely to the more
than 400 MS students, alumni, and faculty men and
women in the Armed Services. It was not a mere listing
of names but a surprisingly complete account of each
individual's War record. More than that: many of these
young people were married to MS girls and the Wartime
whereabouts of their spouses and children was also
noted. Much of this information came to the College in
letters written by the servicemen themselves, and these
were quoted, sometimes at length. The letters offer a
very human picture of a nation at War.
The preparation of this remarkable issue of the MiSiiC
must have done much to make the 1946 Victory Dragon
possible. That yearbook was a more formal record of
"the 500 men and women of MSTC who have given so
gallantly of their lives and services in World War II."
The yearbook included a good many pictures but the "In
Service MiSiiC' of November 17, 1944 was warmer and
more readable, in spite of the painfully small type and
the now yellowing paper. (It deserves to be preserved
before the War-time paper it is printed on disintegrates.)
The killed or missing-in-action lists in regular issues of
the MiSiiC became longer before the War in Europe
came to an end on May 8, 1945. Fighter pilot Donald W.
Handegaard of Dale was killed on D-day and Sergeant
Paul Johnson of East Grand Forks on June 11, 1944. Pfc.
Leonard Sanders of the U.S. Fifth Army had been killed
in action near Salemo in September 1943, and Lt.
Norman P. Skinner died in a plane crash "somewhere in
England" in April, 1945. Lt. Noel Pineur, a Navy pilot,

Listed as missing in the MiSiiC (but later as killed) were
Captain Ralph Sprecht, an Army pilot shot down in Italy
on December 18, 1943, and Lt. Vernon Wedul, who was
declared dead June 23, 1944. (He had bailed out of his
plane over the English Channel after a bombing mission
to Cherbourg.) Lt. Merlynn Zuehlsdorff, the pilot of a
Liberator bomber, was lost over New Guinea in June,
1944. Captain Clarence 0. Johnson, who had left MSTC
with Battery F, was reported missing in action
September, 1944 when his plane was lost over Holland.
Others listed as missing in action were later found in
German prison camps: Lt. Henry Luther, whose plane
was forced down January 13, 1944, in Italy, and Lt. Jake
Simonitch, the navigator of a Flying Fortress lost over
Germany March 8, 1944. The April 20, 1945 MiSiiC
reported that Lt. Dan Murphy, bombardier of a B-26,
had been missing over Holland since March 23; Dan
came back from a German POW camp at the War's end.

MiSTiC "In-Service" Edition
The MiSiiC was being sent to the men and women in
the Armed Services, and a great many wrote to the
College about their Wartime experiences. Some visited
the campus on their leaves or furloughs. The addresses
(which have been eliminated in this account), obviously
helped Moorhead State people write to each other and
sometimes arrange meetings. This 10-page "In-Service"
edition published on November 17, 1944, was a kind of
alumni directory, the last MSTC was to have for many
years.
The "In-Service" edition had large pictures of that year's
MS students selected for Whos Who in American
Colleges on the front page. Next came "Profs
Greetings'!,_Christmas messages from each faculty
member on campus that year. These were not very
interesting because they were addressed to an abstract
entity, "the MS man or woman in Service."
The men "Killed in Action" came next, with some
pictures, followed by the "Missing in Action." Then
came five alums, honorably discharged and back at
MSTC, and after that the "Faculty in Arms," nine of
them. These were a varied lot, including Lt. Col. Alex
J. Nemzek, Jr., who had come back to Moorhead with a
medical discharge in 1943, and Lt. Col. C.P. Archer,
who had left MSTC for the U of M in 1938, was now
"Mode Commandant of the South and Southwest Pacific
branch of the Armed Forces Institute," sometimes called
the Foxhole University. The next section was "Women at
War":
"Tee. Sgt. (T/4) Arliene Askegaard, Fort Hamilton,
Brooklyn, spent 15 months in North Africa.
"PFC. Nina Bowyer is in the motor pool at Camp
Ritchie (MD), and she thinks that the camp is the most
beautiful in the USA.
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"Dorothy Constance Brown, Yeoman 3/C, Washington
D.C., enlisted in September, 1943, and is working with
the Bureau of Ordinance.
"E. Joan Clark, Sp.3, Los Alamitos, California, is a link
trainer.
"PFC. Mildred Distad, SPS-J, Lexington, Virginia,
directs the WAC Glee Club which contributes music to
hospitals, service centers, churches and broadcasts to
service centers. She also serves as soloist and organist at
the post.

"Frances L. Olson, American Red Cross, was one of the
first of ARC people to arrive in France after D-day. She
has followed the invasion forces through France, and
from her latest letter we hear that she is in Belgium. She
serves donuts and coffee and passes out gum, candy,
stationery, and cigarettes to our boys over there.
"Lt. Helen Opgrand is in Brisbane, Australia. She is a
Special Services officer and, with non-commissioned
officers helping her, she has charge of the Special
Service activities on the post.

"PFC. Ethel Hatlie Dunn, USMCH, US Marine Post
Exchange, Philadelphia, was married to PFC. Robert
Dunn, USMC veteran of Guadalcanal, on September 3,
1944.

"Pvt. May C. Opgrand, Ft. Des Moines, Iowa, after
completing her basic training will go into physical
therapy work. Helen and May have a younger sister who
is taking Cadet Nurse training at the University.

"PFC. Ruby Dwyre, MCWR, U.S. Naval Hospital,
Corona, California.

"Lt. Virginia C. Pearson, USMSR, El Toro, Santa Ana,
California, is a welfare and recreation officer for the
men and women in about the largest Air Station in the
U.S.
.

"Lt. Phyllis Hendrickson, Arlington, Virginia, is in the
Signal Corps and enjoys her work in the Army very
much.

"Pvt. Esther Griep, USMC, is an instructor at Camp
Lejuene, North Carolina.
"Florence Grover, SK 3/c, is a disbursement officer. She
was at Hunter College, New York, and at Milledgeville,
Georgia, before being transferred to Florida (Miami).
"Lt. Dorothy G. Hoag, M1199, Officers SectionFitzsimmons General Hospital, Denver, Colorado, trained
as a physical therapist aid and was commissioned June,
1944. She is now instructing WACS in physical therapy.
"Ensign Helen Holt, USNR, Naval Air Station,
Memphis, 'Would like to hear from any former Pi Mu
Phis who happen to be in the service (especially in the
Navy).'
"PFC. Margaret 0. Johnson, USMCWR, Mojave,
California, is an advanced aerial gunnery instructor. 'I
like my work as a woman Marine very much-I have
never been sorry I joined. Boot camp was a little rugged
but I wouldn't have missed it for anything.
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"Marion Jane Peltoniemi, S 13, Link Trainer N.A.S.,
Daytona Beach, Florida.
"Vivian Rauk is a program director for the Red Cross
Recreation overseas.
"Pvt. Willabelle Wasson, after two weeks training at Fort
Oglethorpe, Georgia, will be a member of the first
combat unit of the Signal Corps women to be sent
overseas.
"Elaine Wilcox, Sp. (T) 2/C, Ground School N.A.A.S.
Cecil Field, Jacksonville, Florida, is a link instructor and
loves the work.
"Lt. Alvera Wood has seen service in New Caledonia
and New Hebrides Islands.
"Lenore Skarvold, (MS 1944), was among sixty-five girls
to leave for Hunter College, New York, the first of
November."

"Ensign Elizabeth Koops is serving at Notre Dame.
After receiving her BJ;. frnm MSTC and her MA from
Northwestern, she was a speech instructor at USD at
Vermillion when she enlisted.

"Surnames in Service" was the next category. The entire
"Service Directory" is too extensive to be included in
this history, but about 30 MS men have been selected
from the 400 to represent all of the Navy, Marine, and
Air Corps men of all ranks serving around the globe.
Because nearly all of these 30 were married to MSTC
girls (or had sisters at MS), the number of alumni is
doubled. Taken together, these brief items reveal the
involvement of the College in World War II and much
about the War they served in:

"PFC. Irene McQuegg, BU Hq: 2nd Air Force,
Colorado Springs, Colorado.

"Pvt. Alan Dean Andrews was at Hondo, Texas, a year
ago. His wife is the former Mabel McCabe (MS '42).

"Gladys Klabunde (SPAR), USCG Trasta, Co. Y25, Palm
Beach, Florida.

"Lt. Mary Mikulich, Army Nurse Corp. AAF Conv.
Hosp., Miami Beach, Florida.

"Luverne Naegeli, S 2/C, Naval Air Station, Miami,
Florida.
"Helen K. Nelson, S K 3/C USNR, Federal Bldg., San
Francisco, California.
''Alice Nolin, AS, Regiment No. 43, USNTS (WR), the
Bronx. Alice's regiment was recently reviewed by Mayor
LaGuardia and President Roosevelt.

"2nd Lt. Blair Archer, Hondo, Texas, has been an
.Jnstructor in navigation since he was commissioned in
August of this year. His wife, the former Dorothy
Orvedahl of Moorhead, and one-year-old daughter,
Carole, are in Hondo with him.
"Pvt. Martin Barstad, SFAAF, is a radio mechanics
instructor, and we believe friend wife, the former Beryl
Stevens (MS), is with him at Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
"Ensign Earl Bjelland is on the high seas. This fall he
met Ensign Conn Bjerke in an English port-wonder if
MS was their chief topic of conversation? Earl is
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navigator on an LST and went in on D-day. Ensign Conn
M. Bjerke received his commission at Northwestern in
May and is now stationed on an LST as a navigator.
"Ensign Clarence M. Bjork is working with Radar in the
Pacific area. His sister, Myra, who is a freshman at MS
this year, reports that wedding bells will ring when
Clarence returns to the U.S.
"Pvt. Robert Blakeway, USMCR, has been stationed oh
New Caledonia, the Solomons, and the New Hebrides.
"Lt. John Blair went overseas in January, 1943, to Iran
with colored troops, and has been stationed there ever
since. He is with an Engineers regiment.
"Lt. Ervin W. Bly arrived in Minnesota October 26,
after having served in Africa and Italy with the Army
Intelligence Corps, to find that his parents, the H. Elmer
Blys, had left Moorhead for a visit with relatives in
South Dakota and then to California for the winter.
"Bun" left Moorhead with Battery F.
"Melvyn K. Bowers, Route 2, Lake Park, Minnesota,
received a medical discharge, was attending college in
Fresno, California, and is returning to MSTC.
"Lt. Willard Burke, 318 Montezuma Road, Montgomery,
Alabama, is stationed as an instructor at the Air Base.
His wife, the former Irene Wicklund (MS), and daughter,
Barbara Jean, were with him when they spent a month's
leave in Moorhead this summer visiting at the Wicklund
home.
"Capt. Julien Burkness brought Mrs. Burkness to
Moorhead this summer to visit at his College just prior
to his departure for New Guinea. He has been assigned
to the 13th Air Force Headquarters as Assistant Chief of
Staff, A-4.
"Eugene Eininger, Sp ''X' 3/C, Camp Edwards,
Massachusetts, is a physical training instructor. He has
his family with him on the East Coast. He saw Bud
Ruegamer several times in Bainbridge, Maryland and
also saw James (Porky) Blaine in Washington, D.C.
"Sgt. Ervin B. Eraker, ASN, Cutbank, Montana, is a
member of the weather unit. We were glad to have the
Erakers (nee Ruth Eklund) on the campus in August.
"T/Stg. C.R. Eskildsen, Warrentown, Virginia, has been
studying the Chinese language at Harvard University for
the past nine months. He and Signe Olsen were married
at Fort Knox in June of 1943. Signe is at present making
her home with her parents in Fargo.
"Clair V. Flood participated in the Southwest Pacific
operation, becoming a 1st Lt. in New Guinea. He
married Molly Preston and they have a son, Danny.
"S/Sgt. Elvin Marlowe Foss, Camp Crowder, Missouri.
His wife, the former Dorothy Dettman, is with him.
"PFC. Lawrence Haaby is with the Infantry somewhere
in Belgium. His wife, the former Delores Syverud, and
son are living at Roseau, Minnesota.
"Harry W. Hasskamp, CMM, is spending a lot of time
in the Pacific Theatre. He spent a short leave with his
wife, the former Patricia Hartman, last spring and they,
too, visited on the campus.
'

"Lt. Robert Hickethier, 3rd Photo Recon, Salina,
Kansas, has been pilot on bomber missions in South
America, the Aleutians, Africa and Egypt. His wife, the
former Helen Handy (MS 1942), is at present with him.
"Lt. Eugene B. Hotz was on convoy duty to Pearl
Harbor after December 7, 1941, stationed in England for
a year, and the most recent word from him came from
Luxemburg.
"Capt. George R. Hull is in England with the
Intelligence Department of the Army Air Corps. He has
been overseas two years and served in the African
campaign, the Italian invasion, and also in the invasion
of Southern France. His wife, the former Dagney
Headland, is waiting for the War to be over.
"Lt. Gordon Hundeby, Leavenworth, Kansas, is a
meteorologist with the Air Corps. His wife, the former
Ruth Wangsness, is with him.
"Lt. Donald Hunt flew a detachment of officers of
General Arnold's staff around the world, visiting every
post of command of the U.S. Army. After a short leave
in the U.S., he returned to an overseas base. His sister,
Maxine, is a student at MS this year.
"Lt. John lelmini was honorably discharged on
September 9, 1944. In June, 1944, he married Valborg
Sorknes. He is again teaching at Sleepy Eye, Minnesota.
"Lt. (j.g.) Charles H. Jahr is a communications officer
in the New Guinea area. His wife, the former Noreen
Keough, and daughter are making their home in
Breckenridge for the duration.
"Lt. Robert A. Koshnick has been an instructor in the
Artillery School, Savannah, Georgia, but at the present
writing is awaiting orders for a transfer. Mrs. Koshnick
(nee Betty Christensen) and son, Robert Arthur, Jr., have
been "down South" with him.
"Lt. (j.g.) Verne B. Lewis, Arlington, Virginia, writes:
~m doing administrative surveys with the view to
reducing personnel wherever possible. "Decapitation of
excess bureaucrats" is what some folks call it.' Mrs.
Lewis (Margaret Fuglie, 1936), and two sons reside in
Arlington.
"Lt. Thomas R. McDonald is an Oxygen Officer and
has recently been assigned sea duty on a Plane Carrier.
He was married January 15, 1942, to Delores Kron and
they have lived in California, Florida, and Virginia.
"2nd Lt. Russell S. Monson, USMC, Corpus Christi,
Texas, and Nina Jorgensen were married in Moorhead
June 3, 1944.
"Lt. Alton Peterson, Romulus Army Air Field, Romulus,
Mfoh., and Alyce Peterson (2-year grad of 1943) were
married in the summer of 1943.''

Chapter 29
Intergroup Relations
This chapter title will be misunderstood by today's
students, faculty, and alumni: there were virtually no
Black, Oriental, Hispanic, or Native American students
at Moorhead State Teachers College. Don ~ston, my
closest friend in 1932-33, is one-quarter Chippewa, and
his post-War teaching career (after his discharge as a
Naval lieutenant in 1946), was in various Indian schools
in the Dakotas and Montana. But in the early Thirties,
perhaps because he came from Waubon on the edge of
the White &rth Reservation, I sometimes charged ~sty
with "thinking and acting like an Indian," without
knowing whether or not he had any Indian blood. I
hoped he was part Chippewa: it seemed to me a mark of
distinction to be part Indian, not "pure" Norwegian, like
me. ~ Norwegian-Americans were the most ordinary
variety of Red River Valley people.
The students (also faculty and support staff) at Moorhead
and at other colleges in the area were almost exclusively
of Anglo-Saxon, German, or Scandinavian extraction
until the 19(j()s. There had always been a few Jewish
students, usually from old Fargo families, and there may
have been Jewish faculty members before World War II
although I can't remember any. The student body was so
homogeneous that the students from the Upper Peninsula
of Michigan stood out because they had names like
Marconeri and Yatchak. It seems strange to say this now
because by the late Fifties my friends (and outstanding
teachers in our department), were Joe Satin from
Philadelphia and Gerry Ippolito from the Bronx. Our
College president was John Neumaier, a refagee from
Hitler's Germany who soon changed Moorhead State into
a much more heterogeneous and cosmopolitan place.
From the Twenties into the Fifties, many Moorhead State
Teachers College students (and the communities they
came from) may have been hostile, through ignorance,
toward the groups who were most often discriminated
against. So far as I know, however, it had not occurred
to anyone to bring in Black students and teachers (and
other minorities), to give MSIC students a chance to
know them. There was ignorant prejudice in FargoMoorhead 50 years ago, and probably more in the rural
areas around us. I remember some Ku Klux Klan activity
in Detroit Lakes directed against Blacks, Jews, and even
Roman Catholics. A fiery cross was burned when a very
good Black jazz band played at Detroit's lakeside dance
pavillion for a week. I do not think anything came of
that demonstration and few people paid any attention to
it-but perhaps the pavillion manager decided not to hire
any more Black bands.
In the early 1920s, near the beginning of his career as a
grain dealer in Moorhead, young Max Goldberg was
asked to get rid of Mr. Colliton (a Roman Catholic),
who was his elevator manager. The penalty for refasing
to do so would be the loss of farmer customers who were
Klan members. Goldberg told the Klan emissaries that

he found this a strange request addressed to him,
considering the organization's anti-Jewish stance. In any
case, he said he would run the Moorhead elevator his
own way and continued to do so-without losing
customers.
Just before I came to teach at MSIC, Marion Anderson,
the magnificent Black contralto, was brought to
Moorhead as a part of the lyceum series. She was
refased a room at Moorhead's Comstock Hotel until Joe
Kise took care of the matter by threatening the hotel
manager with legal action. I do not know the details and
I hope Miss Anderson was not embarrassed: perhaps the
hotel had declined to accept the lyceum committee's
request for a reservation for her until Kise intervened in
his straight1orward, no-nonsense way. I believe the great
lady stayed at the Comstock, surely one of the most
distinguished guests who ever honored that hotel: it was
not a very good one but the best we had until the F-M
was built shortly after the War.
"When I arrived on campus in 1947," Karen Kivi wrote
in 'Life Around the Great Circle,' "I heard much about a
program of intergroup relations which had been
conducted in the campus school. Our library still has
files of tests, forms, etc. which were used. It struck me
as peculiar that the program seemed to stress children
learning tolerance and love for Jews and Blacks, but not
a word about Chicanos. At that time there were at most
50 Jews and a dozen Blacks in the Fargo-Moorhead
area, but every summer families of Mexican-Americans
came up to work in the Valley, as they still do. Though
the program (of intergroup relations) brought some
national acclaim for MSIC, I never felt it worked at
home."
I also arrived as a new faculty member in 1947 and soon
became even more critical of Intergroup Relations: it was
a four-year study program that focused on "interracial
conflicts" that had already been resolved. The America
First and anti "hyphenated-American" campaigns of the
World War I era had indeed pitted "ripe old Americans"
against their "foreign neighbors" who were "the vast
immigrant part of our population." The study looked
backward, not ahead to the campaigns for minority
rights of the 1950s, 19(j()s, and 1970s.

Congregational Respectability
~oorhead

State's WASP orientation, very strong in the
Normal School, lasted into the Teachers College era, at
least up to World War II and perhaps beyond. The
school was proud of its New England heritage derived
from founder Solomon Comstock of Maine, President
Livingston Lord of Connecticut, and President Frank
Weld of Maine. And there were many early faculty
members from New England, most notably Katharine
Leonard of Vermont, who taught all mathematics courses
at MS from 1906 to 1941 and marshalled commencement
ceremonies at the College for many years.
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We all acknowledged that the Congregational Church of
Moorhead, much changed from the New England church
of the Puritans, was almost the official church of the
Normal School and State Teachers College. A.L.
Knoblauch once pointed out that all of the institution's
presidents had been members of the Congregational
Church and that he was the sixth! Most MSTC students
had Lutheran backgrounds but took the Congregational
leanings of our College for granted. At least I did.
I had some acquaintence with the Congregational Church
both in my hometown of Detroit Lakes and in
Moorhead, and I sometimes filled in for friends as a
substitute Sunday School teacher: both churches seemed
broad-minded about my exclusively Lutheran religious
upbringing. I think most MSTC students found the
Congregational congregations the least doctrinaire, most
broadly tolerant of Christian churches. For one thing,
there were no strictures against dancing, which Lutheran
churches opposed vigorously a half century ago. My
rural and small-town Lutheran upbringing reminds me
what my elders talked about 70 years ago. Card playing
was a sin, especially on Sunday. The devil was in the
fiddle, which was played for dances. Smoking cigarettes
was a sin: if God had intended people to smoke he
would have provided chimneys in their heads said one of
our preachers.
I grew up in the Prohibition Era, when liquor was illegal
as well as sinful. People could be separated into two
categories, those who drank and those who didn't: that
is, into respectable people and drunkards. There were
cracks in this facade because many German-Americans
could not see any necessary evil in beer, even during
Prohibition, and many Scandinavian men deviated in
various ways. Their wives, however, knew that if families
were to become accepted by the "Yankees," who were
the social arbiters, they must be teetotalers. This was
even more important than lace curtains on windows,
napkins at meals, neatly-trimmed lawns, rigorous
observance of the Sabbath, and a loss of accents-if
Norwegian-Americans aspired to become first-class
citizens of the United States. Like those who attended
the Episcopal, Presbyterian, Methodist, Congregational,
and Baptist churches.
When I came to Moorhead State Teachers College as a
student in 1930, Miss Leonard, Miss Hayes, Miss
Owens, and Miss Lommen, especially (with support
from others on the College and Training School
faculties), seemed a formidible phalanx of respectability.
Cas Ballard would brook no deviation from correct
behavior in or out of the classroom. Sam Bridges was a
clergyman. C.P. Archer thought if students had too much
rope they would stray into trouble, and teachers must
become models of behavior in their communities. Byron
Murray discouraged deviation from the norm, and Joe
Kise was probably the most puritanical of all. There
were dissidents, of course. Sliv Nemzek grumbled about
"the old women of both sexes" who dominated the MS
faculty. My friends and I protested angrily when our
placement director could not find teaching jobs for us in
the early Thirties, even lousy jobs in tiny crossroad
towns where we would teach half the high school

subjects, do our own janitor work, and direct the
Lutheran church choir and the Boy Scout troop-for $55
a month. We blamed Georgina Lommen, our placement
director, for this situation, and we grumbled that the
MSTC faculty members were more concerned about an
appearance of respectability than the acquisition of
knowledge.

The National Study
When I began to teach at MSTC in 1947, the College
was much involved with, and took very seriously, its
participation in a nationwide study of Intergroup
Relations. I thought it was a waste of time (of my time,
at least), because I had almost no interest or confidence
in such psychological, sociological, professional
educational studies and surveys. The opening paragraph
of the January 17, 1947 ~stem MiSflC introduced the
"study program" to MS students:
MSTC's program of intergroup relations is part of a
four-year study program, now in its second year,
existing throughout the United States. Of primary
interest to the group of educators directing the survey
is the pre-service education of young people planning
to enter the teaching field. Of course, persons who
don't plan to become teachers benefit from this
program also, since their influence upon society at
large is also of tremendous importance.
Dr. Ella Hawkinson, principal of the College high
school, was chairman of the MSTC Planning Committee
on Intergroup Relations. On November 14-16, 1946, Miss
Hawkinson and science professor Dr. Jonathon Westfall
attended "the first in a series of work conferences" at
Trenton, New Jersey. ·~t this outspoken convention, the
delegates (from the 20 participating colleges) helped each
other by offering frank, experimental statements of
policy": so the MiSflC reporter understood Ella
Hawkinson or President Snarr to say. The delegate
returned to their 20 colleges "armed with many more
tools to attack their particular problems."
The article said Moorhead State "was selected to
represent that great middle-western territory of our
country where rural-urban and and income differences
are probably the primary issues of intergroup relations."
Intergroup problems would be assessed "in the mood
and manner of scientists . . . to discover the way group
processes . . . work, and their immediate and long term
effect." Racial, religious, and ethnic ("immigrant
cultures") problems would be explored, but also "ruralurban differences" and "social class level cleavages."
Tb~ scientific investigators would try to discover how
such problems and prejudices affected "children in our
schools."
Our superiority complex as a nation has resulted in
interracial conflicts involving the vast immigrant
portion of our population. The ripe old Americans of
the country have been slow in recognizing their
foreign neighbors as equals. During our history,
national unity has always reached its high point during
periods of war-time emergency. However, after the
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secession of hostilities, we have unfailingly drifted
back into an era of complacency and isolationism.
Twenty teacher training institutions around the United
States were participating in "this very thorough study,"
each one selected for a reason: Moorhead State was able
to conduct the most "extensive" investigation, probing
attitudes in its campus school, grades 7-12, as well as in
the College. "Each college attacks its particular problem
itself, although under the direction and advice of the
national council." Group conferences, traveling directors,
and bulletins would bind the 20 separate investigations
into a unified national study.
The Moorhead State Intergroup Relations Committee had
a plan "to locate significant intergroup problems and
their possible solutions." There were four steps: (A)
Preliminary testing of students and faculty to find out
how we think and stand in relation to others and then
analyze our opinions regarding other social groups. (B)
Formulate a clear-cut philosophy regarding intergroup
relations. (C) Determine precisely what our problems are
here, and then select from these, two or three which
seem to be most crucial. (D) To plan a program of
actions and carry it out.
Thus far, said the MiSflC, one set of preliminary
examinations had been taken at MSTC by Campus
School students and supervisers and the whole College
student body and faculty: "We are including everyonefrom the grade students of the campus laboratory school
to the faculty itself."
In any case a staff was at work tabulating the results of
the preliminary testing at Moorhead State "with
reference to separate problems and people." The MiSflC
paragraph concluded, "These studies will be advanced as
time permits."

Foreign Students and Foreign Aid
Karen Kivi says President Snarr "felt strongly about
having students at the College meet people of different
cultures, so he hired people of minority groups-an
innovative move in the late 40s." Kivi identified Dr.
Catherine Cater, Estelle Lau ("a Hawaiian"), Catherine
Conradi ("an educator with an English orientation"), and
Dr. Genevieve King from West Virginia, Dr. Snarr's
home state. These names do not establish Miss Kivi's
assertion very convincingly, but she was right about
Snarr's democratic, liberal convictions.
In the decade following the end of World War II, MSTC
students shared their classrooms occasionally with
students from other parts of the world; but those who
attended the College briefly did not come to Moorhead
as a result of efforts by administrators, faculty, or
students. On the other hand, MSTC made these
"outsiders" welcome and everyone seemed glad to have
them on the Campus. Generosity to a German teachers
institute that needed help indicated that the post-War
generation was part of a larger world community than
the Moorhead State Teachers College of the Twenties and
Thirties.

Dr. Ella Hawkinson, in her last few years at Moorhead State Teachers
College, was the chief figure in the school's participation in a national
study of Intergroup Relations, which involved the Campus School more
than the College proper.
Shortly after this photograph was taken she resigned her MSTC
position to teach history and political science at Hope College in
Holland, Michigan. She bad a Fulbright lectureship in Norway in
1952-53. Miss Hawkinson died at the home of a sister in St. Paul
shortly after her return to the United States Ion January 27, 1954!.

Svein Stokkeland
Appropriately perhaps-considering the concentration of
Norwegian-Americans in the Red River Valley-the first
foreign student to come to Moorhead State Teachers
College was Svein Stokkeland from Kleppe parish,
Stavanger, Norway, who came to Moorhead State
Teachers College on September 24, 1947, on a
scholarship from the Royal Norwegian Ministry of
Education. He had a year's leave from a high school
teaching position to study English and American
literature and American history. The MiSflC published
three articles by Stokkeland in January and February on
the Norwegian school system, and how it contrasted with
American schools and colleges.
To come to American for a year of study, Stokkeland
had left his wife and five-year-old daughter on the family
farm in the care of his mother and brother. He was twice
the age of most MS students, conservative and selfeffacing. But though he had only a little contact with
'MSTC students during his year of study at the College,
they raised money for a Stokkeland family Christmas gift
in mid-October, 1948, following the Norwegian teacher's
return to his homeland the previous summer. Aware that
Norway was recovering from the German occupation in
World War II and still short of many necessities,
practical gifts of cloth and clothing were purchased by
Jessie Askegaard and Millie Dahl for the Stokkeland
Christmas box and put on display in the Dean of
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Jugenheim (Hesse), enrolled 'I75 students preparing to be
teachers. The school had been visited by a group of
American social studies teachers who recommended the
school for help because of its work in the
democratization of German education.
First efforts at MSTC were undertaken by the Owl
fraternity, which sent a 40-pound package of aid mater~al
shortly before Christmas of 1947. In correspondence with
Dr. Joseph Kise, the director of the German institution
said his students needed writing materials, soap, food,
and clothing: some of the German students were
displaced Jfersons, refugees from parts of eastern
Germany taken over by the Russians.
After their initial effort, the Owls asked the MSTC
Student Commission for assistance, though the fraternity
would continue to spearhead the drive and would
package and ship the materials collected. Owls in charge
of the drive were Bob Wenino, chairman, Thomas
McDougall, Jim Rude, Herc Robinson, and Donald
Nelson, working with faculty members Kise and
Clarence Glasrud.
Religious commissioner Bill Drummond assumed
direction of the project on the all-College level and
persuaded campus organizations to set up collecti~n
boxes to receive clothing and other needed matenals.
The MiSflC published frequent reports on the progress
of the drive: on April 20, 1948, a front-page picture ·
showed twenty-two 70-pound packages tied up and
labeled for shipment, with the drive leaders busy at
work.
President Snarr liked to pose for pictures like tbis one, wbicb
emphasized bis broad education interests. He is signing tbe autograph
book of Koicbi Masuda, dean of Japan's Kobe University, on December
15, 1950. Dean Masuda, wbo was a professor of education and
psychology, was one of a group of Japanese educators making a study
of American educatioral practices. !Moorhead Daily News pboto).

Women's office before they were sent off. Included
among the gifts was a dressed doll for Svein's six-yearold daughter, from the Wheeler and Comstock dorm
girls. Money was sent to cover customs duties.
''American college students have a wonderful opportunity
to help European students rebuild their schools and
libraries by contributing money or old clothes to the ,
World Student Service Fund now," Demetrious Cordas of
Greece told MS students at an all-College Forum on
November 1, 1948. A University of Chicago student after
coming to the U.S. in 1947, Cordas was giving up a
college quarter to work for a cause he ~ought had great
promise. Reconstruction in a direct, personal way would
link American college students with their classmates
across the sea, said the young Greek.
Aid for a German College
MSTC had already taken a step in that direction. In.
1947-48 Moorhead State Teachers College students
"adopted" a German teachers-training i~stitution i~ the
American-occupied zone. The "Padagogisches Instltut
Darmstadt," housed in Schloss Heiligenberg at

The following week there was more detailed information
about the Jugenheim institution, its programs and
problems. An enrollment of 400 students was expec~d in
the coming year, according to Director Professor Fehx
Trost. Drummond said the College's efforts had only
begun: "This first large shipment has aroused the
College to re-double its efforts to help because now
we've proved to ourselves that we definitely can help this
college get back on its feet."
Professor Trost furnished a list of his students who
would like to correspond with Americans of their same
age, either in German or English. Names and add~esses
were available in the MiSJ'iC office or from Dr. Kise.
"MSTC's aim is to aid in re-building a democratic
Germany, mainly through training the young men and
women who will be its new citizens," said the MiSflC
article. A May 28 article reported that the first two
shipments had been received by the American military
government in Hesse and would be forwarded to the
school at Jugenheim. On November 19 a letter from a
German recipient of the needed clothing was published
in the MiSflC; and Professor Burr W. Phillipps of the
University of Wisconsin, who had visited the Jugenheim
institute, "found them ·a swell bunch, both students and
faculty," but badly in need of help.
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Three Nigerians
Three young men from Nigeria lived in Ballard Hall,
worked at campus jobs, and made considerable and
favorable impact on MS1C students between 1951 and
1956. Though they reached Moorhead State in different
ways, they came by ship and train by way of Great
Britain and all three arrived in the middle of winter. The
half dozen MiSTzC articles written about them always
pointed out that they had never before known
temperatures lower than 65 degrees Fahrenheit and were
adjusting to below zero weather in Moorhead.
Sebastian Isola Kola-Bankole arrived on the MS1C
campus on October 24, 1951, from Lagos, Nigeria.
":Arrangements for Kola's attending MS1C were made
through a friend in Chicago," said the MiSTzC, which
printed a picture of the new student being greeted on his
arrival by T. Edison Smith (director of Ballard Hall,
where Kola would live), MiSTzC editor Duane Scribner,
and Dean of Men John Jenkins. At MS, the young
Nigerian would take preparatory work in engineering. He
hoped to study in the U.S. for four years. He had a
better than "B" average at MS1C, failing only the
freshman social studies course he attempted.

The next reference to Kola-Bankole was Shereen
Erickson's interview printed in the January 11, 1952
MiSTzC. He had spent his vacation visiting in Fargo, but
found an American Christmas very different from the
Nigerian national holiday celebrated at the end of the
harvest season.
The first article abut Kola-Bankole had said, "L.A.
Willams, also of Lagos, who was to have accompanied
'Kola' (as he prefers to be called) was detained because
of passport trouble and will arrive sometime in
December." The MiSTzC of February 22, 1952 revealed
that Williams had another problem which prevented his
coming to study in the U.S. "He must have a financial
sponsor who will guarantee that he won't become
destitute. He has his passport, and is ready to leave at
any time, but can't find a sponsor."
"Why can't some MS1C organization take it upon itself
to sponsor Williams?" the MiSTzC asked. "Or why
couldn't several organizations work together to help bring
Williams over here?" Kola had paved the way effectively:
"Our first experience with a Nigerian student has been
pleasant, to say the least. Why not repeat the
experience?" The MiSTzC had another argument:
·~ctually, being a financial sponsor probably won't be

Carl Rowan, who was making a national reputation as a writer on American race relations, bad not yet made bis move from Minneapolis to
Washington, D.C. when be came to MSTC to speak on March 19, 1954, at 8 p.m. Tbe MiSTiC said Rowan bad come to Moorhead to do an article
on MSTC for the Minneapolis Tribune. At this session in Ingleside, ]aroslav Kruta is on President Snarr's left, Walter Seidenkranz sits in front of
the fireplace, Ray Sorenson is in the foreground, and Herb Johnson, the Student Commission president, is at bis left.
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expensive, because if Kola himself is an example, the
students are quite willing to work and capable of making
their own way." The article ended with an appeal. "This
is a good chance to help international relations. It could
also give some group of MS'IC students a feeling that
they are really contributing something through their
organizations."

Rufus was an athlete and had been very active in sports
at his Nigerian Catholic high school-captain of the
soccer, body-building, and boxing teams. At MS'IC he
scored points in track meets, tieing for first in the high
jump in a triangular meet with the two North Dakota
universities. After trying track shoes, he jumped more
successfully bare-footed.

Kola-Bankole spent a year at MS'IC, happily, and went
on to the University of Minnesota. Although nothing
came of the proposal to bring his friend Williams to
Moorhead State through organizational sponsorship and
financial guarantees, a second Nigerian student arrived in
mid-winter 1953-54. According to the first postChristmas MiSI'iC, "Christopher Ojuri of Ebute-Milta,
Nigeria, is expected to arrive in Moorhead, Thursday,
January 14, in order to enroll as a student at MS'IC."
Ojuri graduated from high school in 1949, had been
employed as a draftsman in his native city, and expected
to major in science. He was especially interested in
biology.

Rufus Bankole took pre-engineering course work at
MS'IC and intended to transfer to another school for an
electrical engineering program. He remained to take a
degree at MS'IC, however, graduating cum laude with a
broad science major. His B.A. was completed after the
second summer session in 1959 (with two courses
transferred from the University of Minnesota.)

Two weeks later a second article reported that "Chris"
had arrived, was enrolled as a pre-medical student, and
found Americans very cordial: ·~fter he had been in
school a few days, Chris commented, 'I feel right at
home and the boys have been very nice to me."' He
revealed that he had been married six weeks before
leaving for America and that he planned to have his wife
join him in about three years. Though different tribal
customs permitted some men to have as many as ten
wives ("I know a man who has a hundred!") Ojuri
believed in having only one wife. Although his grades
were good, Ojuri stayed at MS'IC for only two quarters.
Two years later the same reporter (DeLayne Riedberger)
wrote a MiSflC article about the expected arrival of a
third Nigerian. Rufus Bankole was expected in Moorhead
during Christmas vacation, 1955, to enroll for the winter
quarter as a pre-engineering student. "Many people are
responsible for Rufus' coming to MS'IC. His brother,
Kola, who was a pre-engineering student here in 1951, is
now finishing his studies at the University of Minnesota.
Kola was a popular and very well-liked student at MS'IC
and has done a great deal to help get Rufus here."
Rufus Bankole reported on some of his difficulties in
getting to the U.S. to study. Besides money for the trip
over, he had to deposit funds which would ensure his
return expenses to Nigeria when his education was
completed. Through Dr. James Perlman, a former MS
physics teacher, he had been granted a scholarship from
the Irving D. Blumberg Memorial Fund to cover his
books and tuition. The MS'IC Newman Club had
guaranteed his support while in the U.S., and the
College promised him part-time work.
An interview with Rufus Bankole in the January 20,
1956 MiSflC revealed that he found Moorhead even
colder than he expected from his brother's warning.
However, he had been even colder in London during a
three-week wait for a ship to the United States:
"Sometimes I had to sleep with suit and shoes on there."
A storm coat and long underwear helped in Moorhead.

The Hawaiians
To many MS students, the five Hawaiians who came to
Moorhead State in 1955 seemed nearly as exotic as the
Nigerians, even though these students were American
citizens and Hawaii would soon become the 50th state in
the Union. Although they had graduated from Americanstyle high schools and were the same age as most MS
students, four of the young Hawaiians were of Japanese
ancestry and all of them had grown up on tropical
islands.
Kenneth Sugiyama led the way, arriving by plane on
March 16, 1955 in time to register for the spring quarter.
Ken was a sophomore who had attended the University
of Hawaii for two semesters. He was taking an
elementary education major and would return to Hawaii
to teach. ·~ likeable person with a good sense of
humor," the MiSflC reporter said Sugiyama had come
"attired in a typical Hawaiian short-sleeved shirt ...with
four orchid leis around his neck." When he encountered
a March blizzard shortly after his arrival in FargoMoorhead, he tried to buy a stormcoat but couldn't find
one small enough!
The first fall issue of the MiSii.C introduced freshmen
Jean Okumoto and Frances Kimura from Hanapepe on
the island of Kauai, who had written letters to many
colleges and universities before choosing Moorhead State
Teachers College. They were taking elementary education
courses. Joseph Whitmarsh and Tatsumi (Tats) Tanaka,
also freshmen, were from the province of Kona on the
big island of Hawaii, which was also Ken Sugiyama's
home. Advice from a high school counselor and Ken's
parents had brought Joe and Tats to MS'IC. Both were
physical education majors, but Tats would take a science
minor and Joe would concentrate on speech. In the
MiSTiC photograph, the five Hawaiians looked on as Joe
Whitmash modeled a storm coat.
The Hawaiians had mixed careers at MS. Although she
earned good grades, Jean Okumoto left the College after
two quarters; Joe Whitmarsh left after five quarters. The
other three graduated from Moorhead State College,
however. Both Kenneth Sugiyama and Frances Kimura
earned their B.S. degrees in elementary education in
1958. A year later Tatsumi Tanaka earned his B.S. in
secondary education; he had a major in physical
education and a minor in history.

Chapter 30
The Caretakers
When a group of Moorhead Normal students produced
the school's first yearbook in the mid-Nineties (twenty
years before the Praeceptors began to appear annually),
they praised "the polished appearance" of the
institution's building. More than that: the editors called
Janitor Friberg '~n able and trustworthy man and a
friend to each pupil." In ensuing years Moorhead
Normal (and later Teachers College) students often
singled out custodians for special recognition: the 1926
Praeceptor was dedicated to Gus Nordstrom, a special
favorite at the school, who died in December, 1925. His
daughter and three sons were MS students.
Nordstrom was honored for his 25 years of service to the
institution and his many kindnesses to students. Thirty
years later Chris Hansen was recognized for an even
longer period of service, as well as for his special
qualities. And when a former heating plant was
converted into a classroom building a quarter century
ago, it was named for a family that had been connected
with the College through four generations. Michelle
Grier, the fourth generation, graduated from Moorhead
State in 1966: her father, grandfather, and greatgrandfather had been heating engineers at the College.

Andrew G. Friberg, 1888-1903
On one of the introductory pages of the first Normal
School catalogue, 1888-89, are listed the names of the
president, four faculty members, and ''Andrew G.
Friberg, janitor."
Andrew G. Friberg (sometimes spelled "Freeberg"), the
Normal School's first custodian, earned the gratitude and
respect of Livingston Lord's faculty. He was fastidious in
caring for the new building entrusted to him in 1888,
sweeping and polishing the wood floors until they shone.
A half century later a daughter remembered her father's
trips to the building (when evening rhetoricals were
scheduled), to light the kerosene lamps in the assembly
room, the only part of the building provided with
artificial lighting. The Normal Red Letter noted his
retirement after 15 years of service in the fall of 1903:
Janitor Freeberg, who has served the school since its
first year, has given up his duties and will retire to a
farm, where his declining years may be spent in peace
and quiet. Mr. Freeberg invariably performed his
duties in a faithful, conscientious manner, and all of
the old students will join in wishing him prosperity
and unlimited happiness." (October, 1903)
The practice of listing maintenance personnel was not
followed in all of the catalogues during Livingston Lord's
presidency, but the 1894-95 publication listed "Frances
Wheeler, preceptress" and ''Andrew G. Friberg, janitor"
after the faculty roster. The 1895-96 catalogue identified
a helper for Friberg: "Gustaf Euren~janitor, Wheeler

Hall." The next year Euren was replaced by Nels
Anderson, who held the position for many years.
During the first dozen years of Frank Weld's presidency,
no maintenance people were listed in the catalogues.
Then, in the 1911 publication, a number of "Employees"
appeared following the faculty. There were seven in 1911:
John H. Norton, engineer; Edward Oberg, assistant
engineer and night watchman; Gust Nordstrom, Nels
Anderson, Ivar Strom, Mrs. Nellie McBain, and Arvid
Edin. Their addresses were also given (as they were for
the faculty): in 1911 all of the maintenance people lived
across the street from the Normal School on Eleventh
Street, or at other locations within a block or two of the
school. Mrs. McBain's house was on the present site of
Owens Hall.
Employees were listed in the catalogues for another four
years and then the practice was discontinued. In 1915
Oberg and Anderson were replaced by Hjalmar Johnson
.and Karl Bjorklund; the other names remained the same.

Gust L. Nordstrom, 1899-1925
Best loved of Moorhead State custodians was Gust L.
Nordstrom. On the last page of the 1924 Praeceptor was
a snapshot with the caption, "Gus-Last but not Least."
Two years later the 1926 Praeceptor printed another
informal picture of him at the front of the annual, "In
Memory of Gus Nordstrom, who served the Moorhead
Normal School and State Teacher College 1899-1925."
When Gus Nordstrom died on December 2, 1925, the
campus flag was flown at half mast until the funeral.
The College choir sang at his funeral.
Nordstrom was much more than the custodian in charge
of the main College building. Drama programs
sometimes included "Gus Nordstrom-electrician"
among the credits. Elaborate equipment (for that day)
had been installed in Weld auditorium when it was built
in 1915, and Nordstrom produced the special lighting
effects that impressed audiences 70 years ago.
An editorial in the December 4 MiSflC revealed what
this custodian had meant to the College:
Gust is gone. Taken by the hand of death after a
quarter of a century of honest, faithful service. Giving
of himself freely at all times to the institution which
he loved. Conscientious in the discharge of duty and
,_ always loyal to the interests of those whom he served.
Such was Gust.
Gust Nordstrom was for many years head janitor at
our institution. He has been the most familiar figure
about our halls to students and faculty alike for two
decades. Students came to him for help, well knowing
that if possible their requests would be granted. So
too faculty members appealed to Gust, feeling sure
that he would give them intelligent and efficient
service.
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This picture appeared on page 4 of the 1926 Praeceptor: "In Memory
of Gus Nordstrom, who served the Moorhead Normal School and State
Teachers College 1899-1925.''

attended Moorhead State Teachers College; all six of the
children, including Ronald and George, had been Model
School students. When Old Main burned four years after
Gust's death, Mrs. Nordstrom rented rooms to
construction workers building MacLean Hall and the
other new campus structures. Genevieve was an MSTC
student in the years immediately after the fire and
remembers, especially, the processions across the campus
on April 10, 1932, when the College library was moved
from its temporary quarters in Weld Hall to the new
MacLean Hall library (now the College bookstore).
Gus Nordstrom was the janitor for the main building at
Moorhead State. When other men were added for the
women's dormitories and Weld Hall (after its
construction in 1914-15), he encouraged his two brothersin-law to apply for custodial positions and they also
became Moorhead State employees. August Peterson was
the Weld Hall janitor and Gust Erickson took care of
Wheeler and Comstock halls up to World War IL The
dormitories were fumigated during the summer months,
after the end of summer school in July or August. Teenaged Algot Erickson, helping his father one summer, was
overcome by the fumes: Gust Erickson found his son
dead in a hallway.

He will be missed. To the present faculty and student
body as well as to those who return after the lapse of
years the lack of that genial presence will be sadly
felt. But the smiling face, the ready remark and the
pleasing personality will linger long in memory.
According to the Nordstrom family, Gust started working
at the Normal School in 1900: he served through Frank
Weld's presidency, Oliver Dickerson's, and succumbed to
a brain tumor two years after Ray MacLean became
president. His salary at his death was $50 a month. His
daughter Genevieve remembered her happiness at being
allowed to help Gus clean all the blackboards and erasers
at the end of each day. Later she heard people say that
chalk dust had caused her father's tumor.
This daughter also remembers her fright as a small girl
when her father was taken away by police: a small fire at
the school had been caught in its early stages and
extinguished, but Nordstrom was charged with
negligence. Very soon, however, the true cause of the
fire was discovered and Gus was exonerated.
The school had no car or truck until the mid-Twenties.
Nordstrom carried the large mail bag from the Normal
School to the Moorhead post office each day and
brought mail back for distribution. "Often my brother
and I would meet him and make the round trip to the
post office with him," says the daughter.
The Nordstrom home was only a block from the campus
and the family was completely involved with Moorhead
State. "Our home was a meeting place for teachers, male
and female," says daughter Genevieve. "Our Sunday
meal was graced with teachers." Genevieve and three of
her five brothers (Rupert, Herbert, and Harold) had

August Peterson became the Weld Hall janitor when that building was
constructed in 1914-15. His brother-in-law Gus Nordstrom bad
encouraged him to apply for the position.
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Gustave and Ida Erickson . Gus took good care of Wheeler and
Comstock balls and the dormitory girls for most of the MSTC era.
Erickson was also a Nordstrom brother-in-law.

Gus Erickson of Wheeler and Comstock
In the years between the two World Wars, ·Gus Erickson
became a special favorite of the Wheeler and Comstock
dormitory girls. The March 24, 1939 MiSflC printed an
interview with Gus, with his picture in a characteristic
pose-broom in hand, scratching his head:
To the casual observer he may be just the janitor of
Comstock and Wheeler Halls, but to the 150 girls
who make those halls their home during four years of
College life, "Gus" Erickson is also their personal
shoemaker, carpenter, and all round "fixer-upper" as
well as fatherly counselor and conversationalist. "The
most popular man of the campus" might truly
describe him, or, as he so modestly puts it, "The
busiest man in the girl's dormitories."
Leaning comfortably on his large dust mop, and
scratching his head in his own characteristic manner,
Gus stopped a moment from his morning routine to
reminisce. Girls who have come and gone during the
20 years of his duties have changed very little. "There
are always quiet ones and noisy ones," he grinned.
Looking back over a span of 20 years in his capacity
as caretaker of the two halls, Gus sees a panorama of
gradual development and events mixed with both
pathos and humor that have become unforgettable
memories for him. There was the time he was called
up to one of the floors to save a group of screaming
girls from an uninvited bat, another time to chase a
sparrow which found itself trapped between two
window panes. And then there was also the time he

fetched a perfectly good misplaced evening dress out
of a pile of rubbish about to be burned, which made
him the hero for all time.
Coming to Moorhead at the age of seven from
Sweden, Gus has seen the College grow: from the
one lone building, surrounded by a wide expanse of
prairies, to the beautifully-landscaped campus which is
ours today. His father helped in the erection of that
first building, known as Old Main, and he himself
assisted in the building of Comstock Hall.
He is an indispensable part of the two dormitories.
The girls have learned to expect the usual early
morning greeting, "Whose junk is this out in the
hall?" as the noise of his brooms and mops on the
stairs announce his coming.
And so with the mingled memories of cram sessions,
midnight feeds, vile fudge, involved discussions of life
and its problems-and all else that tends to make
dormitory life what it is-will also be stored the
cheery good mornings, the good-natured grumblings,
the many little kindnesses and sparkling conversation
of Gus.
There were pictures of Gus Erickson at work in the 1940
and 1941 Dragons. The captions speak of his "cheery
good-morning greetings" and "his mock-serious threats
to sweep the girls onto the fire escape and lock them out
there for turning on the fire hose or sweeping their rugs
in the hall."

Chris and Ellen Hansen, 1926-1956
The year following Gust Nordstrom's death, in August,
1926, a man identified in the records as "J.C. Hansen"

Chris was "J.C. Hansen" in the College records.
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joined the Moorhead State Teachers College janitorial
staff. His years of service very nearly spanned the entire
existence of MSTC, for the school had been a College
for only five years when Chris Hansen came to work.
And when he retired it was only a few months short of
transformation into a State College:
During the last ten years of his service, Chris Hansen's
wife Ellen worked in the small student center that had
been established in Macl.ean Hall in the War years. She
was as outgoing as Chris was reserved, and the couple
were campus favorites.
The December 7, 1956 MisnC described the
combination birthday celebration for head custodian
Chris Hansen and the recognition party for the two
people who together had served the College for 40 years:
Hansen's white head was familiar to everyone as he
went about his duties, which included fixing chairs,
doors, lights, etc. in all the buildings. As head
custodian he laid out the work for the entire janitorial
staff.
A big smile and an equally large bit of humor are
what students remember about Mrs. Hansen. Anyone
who was at school at the time was handed a witticism
along with his change at the Center, and had many
good laughs over Mrs. Hansen's remarks.
Hansen's loyal and continual service is exemplified by
the fact that he has accumulated the maximum
number of sick leaves without using them.
A permanent cottage in Park Rapids is the place of
the Hansens' retirement.

The Grier Family
"Grier Hall," a small building almost hidden behind
MacLean Hall, is named for a family that has had a
connection with Moorhead State for over four
generations. Michelle, Duane Grier's daughter (now Mrs.
Orval Lund of Winona), was a student but her father,
grandfather, and great-grandfather were College
engineers.
The building named for this family was constructed as
the new MSTC heating plant when the campus was
rebuilt after the 1930 fire. When a new and much larger
heating plant was built four blocks east on 18th Street,
the towering smoke stack next to the old heating plant
was dismantled and the building itself reconstructed.
From the outside Grier Hall is a modest one-story
building, but there was much more to the old heating
plant below than above ground level. Now a two-story
building, it houses the speech therapy offices and
classrooms.
Elbert Grier, the first of the family to be connected with
the College, was a Nebraskan who came up to
Minnesota to fish in 1914 and decided to stay. He bought
the model farm created by Lew Huntoon, the Moorhead
banker and Normal School resident director who died

Ben and Duane Grier in 1963, when the elder Grier retired after 24

years of serYice.

suddenly in 1915. Much of present-day Moorhead south
of Concordia is built on this property.
Elbert Grier worked for Moorhead State as an engineer
and passed the job on to his son. His grandson, Duane
Grier, still owns the manual his grandfather used:
Handbook of Calculations for Engineers and Firemen,
Relating to the Steam Engine, the Steam Boiler, Pumps,
Shafting, Etc., by N. Hawkins, published by Theodore
Audel & Co., 1890."
Ben Grier, Elbert's son, learned to be an engineer by a
kind of apprenticeship system and sometimes substituted
for his father. He worked at Moorhead's municipal plant
for three years during World War II and then succeeded
Ted Bekkerus as chief engineer at the Moorhead State
plant. Ben retired from MSTC in 1963 after 24 years of
service.
On the present site of Owens Hall there were three
houses before the College expanded in that direction.
One of them was owned by Ben Grier, and Duane Grier
was born on the Moorhead State campus! The family
had moved to a new house on Tenth Street when Old
Main burned on February 9, 1930: Duane, then ten years
old, could watch the building burn from a safe distance
that cold night. He remembers seeing typewriters thrown
out of second story windows!

Elmer Klungness, d. 1939
Before World War II, and before the need for parking
space covered such plots with asphalt, there was a small
flower garden between MacLean and Grier Hall (then
the heating plant). This modest plot was sometimes
identified as "Klungness Gardens." There was a small
bronze marker at its edge: "Elmer Klungness, 1882-1939:
This memorial was presented to the College by the
children of the Campus School in 1941."
The garden had been started after the construction of the
new buildings by an assistant engineer named Elmer
Klungness. He was a very tall man, whose stiff knee
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must have made it difficult to do hand gardening. But
when he had spare hours while tending the boilers in the
heating plant during the summer months, Klungness
converted a plot of untended ground into a highly
attractive small flower garden. His project caught the eye
and attention of President R.B. MacLean, who liked to
visit with the gardening engineer when he found a
chance. The two men became good friends: both were
unusually quiet, almost taciturn, and not much inclined
to making small talk. It was as if each had found a
kindred spirit in the other.
But on January Zl, 1939, while Klungness was shoveling
coal into the furnaces, one of the large overhead coal
conveyers dropped without warning, killing him instantly.
The accident had a double impact on MacLean: he had
lost a good friend and felt somehow responsible because
he was the head of the institution where the accident
occurred.

Urban Blaisdell, d. 1987
Elmer Klungness would like the present MS campus,
with its dozens of well-tended flower beds ablaze from
early summer to the first hard frost. Much credit for the
flowery campus should go to another taciturn
maintenance man, Urban Blaisdell, who came from
Norridgewock, Maine, to the Red River Valley after
service in World War II and became a member of the
Moorhead State staff in 1968.
When the biology and botany departments moved across
campus to the building that would be named King Hall,
they vacated a greenhouse at the south end of Hagen
Hall, just inside the College gates. Thereafter, the
maintenance staff could propagate their own plants in the
greenhouse they inherited and set them out in beds
around the campus in early summer.

then you can teach the rest." Equipment in the old
austere days was almost non-existent. Until World War II
the maintenance people relied on one old Ford truck
with a wooden bed and a reel-type lawnmower. They had
a wheelbarrow and several shovels. The tools the
engineers and maintenance workers used were their own
tools, Duane Grier recalls, even the pipe wrenches.
Both the 1940 and 1941 Dragons identified and pictured
the maintenance staffs of those years. On a page of
pictures the 1940 annual said, "Working behind the
scenes, oft forgotten, but whom we respect for their
excellent service." Then identifying pictures: "Mr.
Peterson shows Mr. Grier on the steam dials that the
dormitories have plenty of heat" and "Mr. Bekkerus
stokes the fire." Other posed pictures showed Anton
Netland, . Joe Gallagher, and Gus Erickson with brooms,
and ten women in the kitchen: M. Bloomquist, G.
Olson, Mrs. Jensen, G. Gronski, T. Aaberg, H. Omberg,
0. Erickson, V. Holson, Mrs. Balkan, and D. Olson.
Pictures of the custodial staff in the 1941 Dragon
included a view of the heating plant (now Grier Hall)
and the physical e,ducation building (now Frick Hall)
from the east. Othe.r photographs are identified: "Ted
Bekkerus checks the steam valves-before Ben Grier
relieves him ... Frank Gerke tests water for its chemical
content ... John Pearson reads the coal scale to see if he
has a bucket fulL" On a page that showed the main
entrance to MacLean Hall, there were two pictures, with
captions: "John Staska checks the label to make sure he
has the right brand" and "Elmer Bly and Elwin Brown
discuss the problems of the day." ''Anton Wicklund and
Joe Gallagher pause in their day's occupation for a

Squads of work-study students tended MS flower beds
under Blaisdell's direction, and this work continues:
evidence that Moorhead State still has a soul, and has
concern for more than the necessities a hundred years
after Livingston Lord and J. Paul Goode planted the first
trees on the prairie in front of Old Main. Urban
Blaisdell died September 24, 1987.
A gardener of a different kind in the Depression Era of
the 1930s was Anton Wicklund who tended a large
"kitchen garden" just east of Wheeler and Comstock
halls. Wicklunds's plot provided fresh vegetables for
Millie Dahl's dining hall.

"One Big Family"
During the Teachers College era, some of them
remember, custodial workers were like "one big family,"
the older workers teaching the younger ones how to do
things. Duane Grier remembers learning how to sand and
refinish floors from Christ Hansen. As late as 1959,
when the College was preparing to open the new heating
plant, Ben Grier told his son, "Duane, you go and learn
how to operate the new plant from the field engineer and

Henry !DutcbJ Ortner made bis way to a bachelor's degree while be
worked as an engineer. Tbis picture from tbe 1954 Dragon shows bow
be made tbe two roles fit together.
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Dutch Ortner, the ingenious jack-of-all-trades who earned bis B.S. degree and built two houses and a workshop while working as a College engineer,
was almost as well known as a family man. Their eight sons surround Inez and Dutch Ortner in this Christmas picture of ten years ago.

friendly chat" appeared with photographs of the College
Training School (now Lommen Hall). On a page with a
picture of the Comstock Hall porch and east side, "Gus
Erickson pushes his big shovel through the snow drifts."

As with the faculty, the War years brought an almost
complete turnover in the maintenance staff, only Ben
Grier and Chris Hansen remaining at MSTC. Two of the
new maintenance men hired after World War II had
useful special skills. By sheer chance Henry Ortner had
become the pen pal of an MSTC student during World
War II and later came to Moorhead from Niagara, New
York, to marry Inez Ortner. A skillful plumber and
mechanic, Dutch Ortner made his way through
Moorhead State while working at the College, and after
graduation taught industrial arts at Moorhead High
School. The ingenious Ortner built his home and shop
just south of the College. Or rather, two homes: when he
and Inez had eight sons he had to build a larger house,
where Inez still lives. Hard-driving Dutch Ortner died
after a heart attack in 1981.
Emery Carpenter, another skilled workman, was at
Moorhead State from 1946 to 1964, but died even
younger than Ortner. "Emory taught me to plaster and to
lay brick and blocks," says Duane Grier.
By the end of the Teachers College era, the College
maintenance staff was divided into people assigned to the
heating plant, grounds, and janitorial services. Although
there was some turnover, most of the staff liked their
positions at Moorhead State Teachers College and served
for many years, becoming as much a part of the College
as administrators or faculty members.
In 1957, at the end of the MSTC era, when Ben Grier
was still chief engineer, the other heating engineers were
Duane Grier, Henry Ortner, Carl and Roy Jacobson, and
Ray Omoth. Emery Carpenter was building foreman,

When be retired from Moorhead State University in 1985, Duane Grier
was director of the physical plant and one of the institution's firmest
links with MSTC.
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Alfred Erickson and Archie Soeth general repairmen,
and Vernon Jordahl and Odin Gunderson groundsmen.
The janitors with some years of service were Nels
Hansen, Ole Reiersgord, Olander Olson, H.T. Jordahl,
Morrie Marsden, Clarence Rice, Carl Olson, Edward
Olson, and LeRoy Welch.
Titles changed over the years. Although Chris Hansen
was head janitor, he was classified as general repairman,
a title that his successors Alfred Erickson and Archie
Soeth also carried. In 1969, however, Gust Carlson, who
held the same position, was classified as "building
service foreman"; and when Bob Thorwaldson took over
the position at Carlson's retirement, he became "building
services manager."

The Secretaries
Before World War II MSTC had secretaries who served
the president, the director of the Training School, and
the registrar-business manager. In addition to these three
important staff members, only a half dozen people had
been employed in secretarial or clerical positions for
short periods at Moorhead State Teachers College:
Dorothy Thumm, Martha Mead, Eleanor Burrell, Violet
Glasrud, Leo Pikop, and Helen Euren.
Though College departments were not given civil service
secretaries until after the Teachers Colleges had become
State Colleges and began to grow rapidly, about 15
names were listed each year in post-War catalogues under
a "Clerical Staff' heading. This group included the
secretaries in the president's and Training School offices,
Ruby Solien in the College bookstore, and Beatrice
Lewis in the business office. Lois Ritter's account of the
situation in 1956, when she came to MS, can best
explain the clerical/secretarial staff after World War II,
in the last Teachers College decade: "Thelma Holmberg
Wegner, Bea Lewis, Ruth Mikkelsen, and Kathleen
Corcoran were in the Business Office. In the Admissions

Fifty years ago the only secretaries at MSTC, Martha Mead and
Beatrice Lewis, worked witblfor Jennie Owens. President Maclean bad
a secretary, of course, and Georgina Lommen, wbo bad charge of tbe
Training School and teacher placement. Tbe trio pictured bere
managed admissions, tbe business office, and tbe work of the registrar.

Office, Lorraine Kaelberer, along with several welltrained student workers, tended to the transcripts and
records under the direction of Dr. Earl Foreman.
"In Placement was Joyce Vollmers, who left in the
winter of 1957 to be married. At the insistence of Mr.
Thurber-I would have preferred to stay in the safe and
less complicated Holmquist/Murray spot-I moved into
her position in Placement. Mr. Sorenson had been hurt a
few months before that time, his health was failing, and
there was much confusion in the office. He not only
tended to student and alumni placement but to the
continuing education program, setting up courses,
collecting fees, etc. It's a miracle that we all didn't end
up in jail until things sorted themselves out.
"Yvonne Hirsch Herrick was in the Personnel Office,
working for Miss Mohn and Dr. Jenkins, and later Carol
Stewart and Dr. Jenkins. Patricia Kertscher was in the
Post Office Exchange and Eleanor Chial in the
Mimeographing Department. Hazel Barker and Jessie
Fevig were in the Campus School. Ruby Solien managed
the Bookstore. Gladys Johnson was secretary to President
Knoblauch when I arrived, having worked for Dr. Snarr
from the late 1940s to his retirement in 1955.
"When I started working at MSTC, I replaced Janet
Traaseth as secretary to the directors of the Upper and
Lower Divisions (Murray and Holmquist), working half
time for each of them. At one point I complained to Mr.
Thurber that my workload for Dr. Murray was pretty
skimpy, and he responded by having me report for half a
day to Miss Holmquist's office, two hours per day to Dr.
Murray, and one hour each to the Library and the
President's Office. I spent most of the afternoon chasing
up and down stairs and uncovering typewriters. Not a
very productive arrangement! It became obvious, quickly,
that I was not cut out for typing library cards, and that
time of the day was reassigned to either Murray or the
President's Office.
"My working in the President's Office, while certainly
not an extensive assignment, did help me when, in the
summer of 1957, Mrs. Johnson became quite ill and was
away from the office on sick leave for that whole
summer and I was called in to substitute for her. It was
a very busy time: Dr. Knoblauch was heavily involved
with legislative presentations, faculty hiring was
booming, and the name change proposal to State College
was taking much of his attention.
"Mrs. Johnson returned to her office in September of
that year, but her health was such that it was difficult for
her to assume all of the responsibilities. She moved to
the Placement Office and later to the Field Services
. Office, working for Dr. Miller. I came into the
President's Office in the spring of 1958 and worked for
Dr. Knoblauch until his departure that summer, for Dr.
Neumaier when he arrived in September, and for Dr.
Dille since he assumed office in 1968.
"The clerical staff worked from 8 to 5 each weekday,
plus half-days on Saturdays, when I first began. Thank
goodness the Saturday morning work was dropped a
couple of years later!
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"When I think about it now, I marvel at the kind of
work we had to do: there were no Xerox machines for
use in Placement, and Admissions record-keeping and
student recommendations were typed by hand (with 8 to
10 copies needed each placement season.) Grades were
put on transcripts by hand: for many years they were
entered by hand, pen and ink, but by the time I arrived
we were typing them on the transcripts. On one Saturday
morning after the end of each quarter we would all
gather (all of the secretaries, plus Ruby, and including
Hazel and Jessie from the Training School), in MacLean
Hall, and worked together to put the grades on student
transcripts.
"We were a small group, and we got to know each other
pretty well. The campus was small. There were many
more chances to share experiences than there are now.
The little lunchroom across the hall from the post
office/switchboard closed not long after I started
working, but we did enjoy coffee and lunch at the little
cafe on Seventh Avenue (Sharel's), and in the coffee
room in Comstock Hall. Ingleside, in those days, was
reserved for lace tablecloth/white glove/special occasion
teas, and was off limits to the casual drop-in."

In the 1956 Dragon, nine people were pictured at the end of tbe
faculty section under an "Office Staff' beading: !1st row) Hazel
Barker, Eleanor Cbial, Jessie Fevig, !2nd rowJ Thelma Holmberg,
Lorraine Kaelberer, Beatrice Lewis, !3rd row) Evangeline Lindquist,
Ruby Solien, C. H. Thurber.

In the 1950s the Training School (or Laboratory School),
had two secretaries who continued into the State College
era: Hazel Barker in the director's office and Jessie
Fevig in the high school. Earlier, ten secretaries had
served for shorter periods in the ,Campus School offices:
Betty Britton, Marilyn Frank, Elnear Elton (later
Perkins), Lillian Hanson, Shirley Hagman, Eleanor
Seilor, Evelyn Gantzer, Millie Kastet, LaVon Olmstead,
and Lois Mortrud.
There was a high turnover in secretarial positions in the
post-War years, and a number of women held clerical
positions at MSTC for short periods. In addition to the
people mentioned in Lois Ritter's account, the College
catalogues identify 30 others: Joyce Aadland, Grace
Adams, Dorothy Bacon, Marjorie Berg, La Verne
Brudvig, Dorothy Camrud, Bernice Christensen, Maxine
Dahlsing, Lucile Edwards, Marjorie Lundquist, Dorothy
Lyster, Ruth Mathews, Betty Jo Maxwell, Alida Nelson,
LaVerne Philbrick, Esther Possehl, Merlene Racek, Betsy
Robinson, Carol Robinson, Margaret Sprague, Elaine
Stennes, Dona Stine, Adeline Tyler, Evelyn Warford, and
Arlene Zeiszler.

Chapter 31
The Post-War Faculty
Moorhead State Teacliers College acquired an almost
wholly new faculty during O.W. Snarr's 14 years as
president. The 50 people who were College teachers,
Training School supervisers, or administrators in 1941
had seen little faculty turnover for a decade: in the next
few years half of them left Moorhead State. Only a dozen
of the pre-Snarr faculty remained to serve under another
new president after 1955.
World Jfflr 11 was more responsible for the large turnover
than the coming of President Snarr, though some left
because they did not like his administration. Ten faculty
members retired in the decade after the end of the Jfflr.
But saying that Snarr hired 40 new faculty members does
not reveal the extent of the turnover between 1941 and
1957: more than 120 people were members of the MSIC
faculty or administration in this period, though some of
them remained for only a year, and one or two less than
a year.

Clark University
Columbia University
Columbia University
Harvard University
Northwestern University
State University of Iowa
University of Chicago
University of Chicago
University of Chicago
University of Minnesota

Geography
Education
English
Political Science
German
Education
Botany
Education
English
Education

9

3
1

2

1
1
1
1
1
7

'IUl'AL:

Only a year-by-year listing can identify all of these
people, many of whom left no mark on MSIC during
their brief period of service. To show how the College
changed in this era, faculty and administrative hiring
will be considered by departments and most attention
given to the 40 people who became "pennanent"
members of the Moorhead State faculty.
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9
"Faculty Preparation" by Dr. Paul Heaton was printed as
an issue of the MSTC quarterly Bulletin in 1944. Four
years later 10 of the 13 people with doctor's degrees had
left MSTC, with only Snarr, Heaton, and Kise
remaining. Byron Murray returned from a sabbatical at
the University of Iowa with his Ph.D. in 1945 and Dr.
Genevieve King became a member of the faculty in 1947.
But Dr. Edgar Martin, also hired in 1947, remained only
one quarter; Dr. William Waite stayed two years,
1947-49, and Dr. Nora Congdon from 1948 to 1950. The
situation improved in the early 1950s, but Snarr could
not claim the proportion of doctorates his presidency had
started with until his last year in office. In 1954-55 there
were 23 doctorates on a Moorhead State faculty that had
not increased very much in total numbers.

Faculty Quality

Administrative Structure

Maintaining the quality of the MSTC faculty during this
period of rapid turnover was a considerable problem for
the incoming president. "Moorhead State Teachers
College has an exceptionally well-trained faculty," said a
study made by Paul Heaton in 1944. "Of the 44
members of the present faculty, 41 hold the master's
degree and 13 of these 41 hold the doctor's degree also.
Moreover, the degrees were obtained from universities of
high rank."

The annual catalogues indicate that President Snarr
experimented with the structure of the College in the
1940s, or was working gradually toward the organization
he wanted. In the 1942-43 catalogue the College was
divided into seven divisions: art and industrial education,
education, health-physical education-recreation, languages
and literature, music, science and mathematics, and
social studies. The catalogue identified "fields" (not
departments) within each division: these fields each
offered majors and minors.

Heaton explained what he meant by "universities of high
rank": "the American Council on Education has studied
the universities of the country and has listed those which
were judged to have adequate provision in faculty and
equipment for graduate work in given departments."
Using these guidelines Heaton found that "nine of the
doctor's degrees and 25 of the master's degrees of the
members of the Moorhead State Teachers College faculty
were obtained from especially distinguished
departments." To support his judgment of the MSTC
faculty, Heaton provided a tabulation, the first column of
numbers listing the doctorates and the second the
master's degrees:

A few · years later the instructional program was divided
"functionally" into three parts: I. General Education, II.
Professional Education, and ill. Academic Education.
There were four divisions of academic education:
Languages and Literature, Science and Mathematics,
Social Studies, and Special Fields. The first three of
these divisions ·each had a chairman. "Special Fields"
'did not because it was a collection of departments, each
with its own chairman: art, health and physical
education, industrial arts, music, and (after 1950)
business education. In 1952 a sixth "department" of
special services listed · 11 courses in geography, seven in
library science, and four in home economics.
Whenever he could, President Snarr avoided two terms
often used in academic organization, "department" and
"dean." He thought departmental organization led to
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narrow specialization, which was to be avoided: general
education was a greater good. He apparently considered
"dean" a liberal arts term and Snarr was fully committed
to professional education. Liberal arts, he once told me,
was the very opposite of general education.
The division structure of Moorhead State Teachers
College during Snarr's presidency made the very small
academic faculty less apparent. Even in 1954-55, his last
year, when the College was beginning to grow, there
were only five faculty members to teach all of the
courses in the Division of Science and Mathematics,
seven in Social Studies, and nine in Language and
Literature-including two major administrators and a
librarian. Students earning majors in many fields took all
of their courses from a single instructor.

Administrative Appointments
In 1948 Snarr made two non-teaching administrative
appointments: Dr. Nora Congdon (later Mrs. Thomas
Jenkins) worked only with Snarr himself and left
Moorhead State after two years, but Ray Sorenson
affected the lives of many faculty members and students
during his eleven years at Moorhead State.
Nora Congdon was listed in the College catalogues as
"Research Assistant to the President" but was popularly
known as "the dean of mimeographing." Mr. Snarr had
become much involved in committee work for the
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
and wanted his committee reports prepared impressively
for his colleagues. His research assistant, well qualified
with her education doctorate, turned out beautifully
mimeographed and carefully stapled committee reports
on good quality paper. To many MS1C faculty members,
who were teaching four courses and attending countless
time-consuming committee meetings each week, the
activities of Dr. Congdon seemed an affront. She had an
A.B. from Wheaton College (Illinois), had attended the
Baptist Missionary Training School, and earned both an
A.M. and a Ph.D. at the Colorado State College of
Education at Greeley.
Ray R. Sorenson (B.S. Carleton, M.A. Columbia
Teachers College) became Director of Placement and InService Education in 1948. Faculty members knew that
Sorenson, who had been a member of the State Teachers
College board when he was superintendent of schools at
Tracy, was a long-time friend of President Snarr.

sagged, faculty members were sent out to teach courses
off campus in many of the larger towns in northwestern
Minnesota: in all of these centers, courses that satisfied
degree requirements were in demand. During the War
years and immediately after, teaching positions had been
filled by two-year graduates because degree people were
not available. In order to hold their positions, however,
these teachers-many of them married women who were
returning to the classroom after raising families-were
now expected to make satisfactory progress toward their
degrees.
Summer school enrollment in this era was very high as
many of these people returned to the teaching profession.
A few came back to MS1C during the school year, but
many more preferred to take evening courses in towns
like Breckenridge, Crookston, Detroit Lakes, and Fergus
Falls (where I taught an English class to 62 students in
the spring quarter of 1953.) If MS1C could send out
faculty members to offer the desired courses, large
classes of teacher-students would appear. Extension
courses became big business in the early 1950s, and Ray
Sorenson was the factotum of the enterprise.
Some classes were far afield. Joe Kise, Paul Heaton, and
I all taught extension courses at Morris in the 1950s,
before that town had a branch of the University of
Minnesota. Kise drove down and back (over two hundred
miles), getting back to Moorhead after midnight. Heaton
and I were more cautious: we took a Great Northern
train to Morris, arriving just before our 7:00 p.m.
classes, having had dinner in the diner on the train. We
stayed overnight in the very modest Morris hotel ($2.75
for a room) and came back by train in the morning. Our
enrollment at Moorhead State was so low in the 1950s
that Kise, Heaton, and I could be sent off campus to
teach.
In 1949 Snarr filled the second and third positions in the
administrative structure he had worked out for Moorhead
State Teachers College. Delsie Holmquist was already
Director of the Lower Divisions and he now appointed
B.D. Murray Director of the Upper Divisions. His
domain was the junior and senior years of College, when
students would specialize enough to earn majors and
minors.

The post-War "Baby Boom" created a great demand for
teachers, and many MS1C graduates were attracted to
positions on both the East and West coasts. There was
some objection that Minnesota was subsidizing the
training of teachers for the rest of the nation while
neglecting its own schools, especially those in small town
locations where salaries were low and living conditions
unattractive.

The third position was Director of Professional
Education: "the professional courses are designed to be
functional and to furnish the student with technical
ability, human understanding, and enthusiasm which will
make for effective educational work in the public
schools" (MS1C catalogues). To earn a B.S. degree,
MS1C students were required to take at least 34 hours of
pr.Qfessional education, including student teaching and a
special methods course. Glaydon Robbins, who was hired
to head the Division of Professional Education in 1949,
was an important member of the College faculty until his
retirement in 1974.

The "In-Service" part of Sorenson's position, usually
known as "Extension," brought him into contact with a
large share of the faculty. As Moorhead's enrollment

The MiSTzC article that introduced the 19 new faculty
members coming to the College and Training School in
the fall of 1949 played up Robbins' appointment:
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A native Minnesotan, Mr. Robbins has done all of his
undergraduate and graduate work-including all
requirements for the Ph.D. degree except a
dissertation-at the University of Minnesota. In
1943-44 he served as assistant director of the U of M
high school, and later as superintendent of schools at
Stillwater from 1944-46. Since then, he has been head
of the department of education and philosophy at
Simpson College, Indianola, Iowa.
Robbins and Snarr were both professional educators, but
Glaydon Robbins was affable and far more outgoing than
Snarr. He became secretary of the Moorhead Rotary
Club and ran a district convention so efficiently that
some of his fellow Rotarians thought he was the logical
man to become the MSTC president when Snarr retired
in 1955.
Snarr had apparently tried to get away from the Dean of
Men, Dean of Women positions when he appointed a
Director of Student Activities in 1947. His appointee
remained at Moorhead State for only a single year,
however. I joined the faculty that year; I remember
Edward Selden's liking for elaborate organizational charts
but little else about him. The position did not suit Selden
or perhaps he did not fit into the position. The following
year Snarr appointed a Dean of Men from within the
faculty, John Jenkins, who had come to Moorhead State
to teach social science in 1945. The Student Activities
position was not mentioned again.
The College had four Deans of Women within seven
years after Jessie Askegaard retired in 1949. Dr. Frances
Dillon was Dean of Women from 1949 to 1953. A
succession of English teachers had held this position in
the Normal School era and for some years thereafter.
Frances Dillon, however, had just completed work on her
doctorate in education at the University of Chicago in
the summer of 1949, when she joined the Moorhead
faculty.
Although Miss Dillon was Dean of Women for only four
years, she was a leading member of the professional
education department until her retirement in 1969. She
had taught at Pomona College, the Mary Wheeler School
in Providence, Rhode Island, and Bradley University, and
she had served as a SPARS (Coast Guard) lieutenant in
1943-45. After her retirement Miss Dillon continued to
live in Moorhead and retained contact with the rapidlygrowing College. She died in December, 1986.
Mrs. Virginia Wilder, who was Dean of Women and
Head Dormitory Counselor for Women in 1953-54, did
both her undergraduate and graduate work at the
University of Alabama. She had been a teacher-adviser
for girls at the Pierre, South Dakota, Indian School
before coming to Moorhead. Neither faculty or students
at MSTC knew quite what to make of Mrs. Wilder, a
genteel Southern lady.
Elinor V. Mohn, who held the position from 1954 to
1956, was from Gonvick, Minnesota, and had earned
both B.S. and M.A. degrees at the University of
Minnesota. She had taught mathematics and commercial

subjects in area high schools and had held business and
stenographic positions. Miss Mohn did her graduate
work in student counseling.
The September 14, 1956, MiSI'iC said "Miss Carol
Stewart, who has assumed the post of Counselor of
Women, was awarded her B.S. degree at St. Cloud and
her M.S. at Syracuse University, where she was a
student dean." Some of us remember that this lively and
attractive young lady drove a Thunderbird. She was
stopped by a highway patrolman one day "for no
apparent reason except that she was driving a
Thunderbird!" says Karen Kivi. Karen was one of
Carol's many admirers: "I, for one, will put Carol
Stewart at the head of the list as the most effective dean
of women we have had to date. She developed the
dormitory counselor system; she set and enforced
guidelines for householders who had College students
living in and working for board and room." Carol left
MS to be married and went to live near Marshall,
Minnesota: when Southwest State College was
established, she became its first Dean of Women. Later
she gave up the college position to become counselor at
Marshall High School.
Vernon E. Olson, a University of Chicago Ph.D., was
appointed Moorhead State's first Director of Off-Campus
Student Teaching in 1951. He was a specialist in
educational psychology and left the College for a position
in the St. Paul public school system, where he could
work at his specialty.
The year after Snarr retired, Moorhead State hired its
first psychologist to teach psychology, although for more
than 20 years a dozen courses had been listed in the
"psychology section" of the professional education
offerings in the College catalogues. "Dr. John Paul Smith
has been appointed to fill a newly-created position as
instructor of psychology," said the September 14, 1956
MiSI'iC. "Now the college will be able to offer courses
in 'pure psychology."' J.P. Smith, who remained at
Moorhead for three years, had his bachelor's degree
from Western Washington, his Ph.D. from Ohio State,
and had both college and public school experience.
When Jennie Owens retired in 1951 after 28 years at
Moorhead State Teachers College, Earl Foreman became
registrar. In the 1954-55 catalogue, Snarr's. last, he is
identified as Director of Admissions, Records, and
Evaluation. He had A.B. and M.A. degrees from
Bradley University and Ed.M. and Ed.D. degrees from
the University of Illinois. Foreman became the chief
transition figure between the Snarr and Knoblauch
administration. Knoblauch seemed to have little
.confidence in the faculty and administration he found at
Moorhead, but Earl Foreman was an exception. He
served for some weeks as acting MSTC president in the
summer of 1958 when Knoblauch left to take his new
position as president of Western Illinois University.
Subsequently he went to Illinois to become a part of
Knoblauch's administration there. Both Mr. and Mrs.
Foreman died not many years after their move to Illinois.
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The Training School
. Throughout the Teachers College era, the Training
School was an important segment of the institution. Its
dozen teachers and administrators constituted about a
quarter of the MSTC faculty. They were members of that
faculty (though in a special sense), attended faculty
meetings, and participated in College decision-making.
The College and Training School were tied together in
various ways. A number of teacher-supervisors eventually
moved _across cam~us to become members of the College
professional education department. In special fields like
art, music, and industrial arts, College faculty members
also served as Training School supervisors.
Considering the post-War volatility of most campuses, the
Moorhead State Teachers College faculty changes were
probably not unusual but the turnover in the supervisory
and administrative positions at the MSTC Training
School-after Georgina Lommen resigned as director of
the school in 1943-seems unusual.
Dr. Ella Hawkinson, the College high school principal
who built that school into a four-year accredited high
school after she came as the first junior high school
principal in 1920, left Moorhead State in 1948 when she
was very near the end of her career. Dr. Warren Gauerke
was principal of the College high school from 1948 to
1950 and Dr. Jasper Valenti from 1950 to 1953. Snarr
then appointed Werner Brand, who had been the
mathematics supervisor for ten years. Before Alice
Corneliussen became the elementary school principal in
1951, Charlotte Junge had held that position from 1944 to
1947, Jessie Knapp (later Mrs. Steele) from 1947 to
1949, and Catherine Conradi from 1949 to 1951.
In the College high school, Viola Petrie in English and
Jane Johnston in science arrived in 1945 and remained
members of its faculty until the high school was closed
25 years later. Lyl Solem, a Moorhead State graduate,
taught even longer. She came to MSTC as a junior high
school English and geography supervisor in 1929, and
she died in 1963 while she was still a member of the
Campus school faculty.
As for the changes in the elementary grades after 1947, a

year-by-year account will give an idea of what was
happening. The 1947 MiSiiC article introduced Jessie
Knapp, the new Elementary School principal, and five
new elementary supervisors: Florence Davis, Margaret
Carlson, Mary Louise Peterson, Bernice Blakely, and
Charlotte Newberry. Only two of them were on hand the
following year, but Shirley Andrews, Mrs. Ann
Hoihjelle, and Lois Ann Hanson had been hired. In 1949
only two of these supervisors remained at Moorhead
State, but Dorothy Dodds, Bertha Camp, and Margaret
Carroll joined the faculty. After Jessie Knapp married
rural school supervisor Lysle Steele, both of them took
other positions.
"Miss Alice Corneliussen was transferred from the
professional divisions of the College to direct the
elementary school," said the September 28, 1950
MiSiiC. The same issue announced that "new

elementary supervisors include Mrs. Marion Adelberg,
kindergarten, and Arthur Adelberg, grade four." (Ethel
Durboraw, who had brought the kindergarten program to
Moorhead Normal in 1914, had retired in 1950 and
returned to her family home in Iowa.)
Alumna Bertha Camp, whose parents were Fargo
residents, came back to teach at her old school in 1949
when her mother died. She had been a training school
supervisor at St. Cloud STC, and an exchange was
arranged-with Mary Peterson of the MS faculty going to
St. Cloud. In 1950 Miss Camp took Werner Brand's
place as teacher of mathematics in the Campus high
school, which left the fourth grade supervisor's position
open for Arthur Adelberg.
A 1945 MS graduate, Dorothy Dodds, who joined the
faculty in 1949, replaced Orda Pederson, who had been
the first grade supervisor from 1946 to 1949. When the
Adelbergs resigned their positions in 1953, Dorothy
Dodds moved to the kindergarten position held so long
by Mrs. Durboraw. "Dorothy has probably trained most
of the pre-school and kindergarten personnel in this
area," wrote Karen Kivi in 1975. Miss Dodds retired in
1985.
Margaret Carroll was fifth grade supervisor for a year,
1949-50, after Marie Sorknes moved across campus to
the education department. Bertha Camp was the fifth
grade supervisor in 1951-52; after her resignation in
1953, Ruth A. Hanson (an MS two-year graduate in
1927), assumed this position. She became a supervisor of
student teaching and instructed the PFY program when
the Campus school was discontinued in 1971.
In 1953 Mrs. Bernice Anderson, a 1924 MSTC two-year
graduate, replaced Lois Ann Hanson as the third grade
supervisor and Vilma Ujlaki was the fourth grade
supervisor from 1953 to 1956. Orda Pederson returned to
the Campus school faculty in 1954 when Mary B.
Williamson retired as second grade supervisor; she was
succeeded by Mrs. Helen Martin in 1959.
Laura Scherfenberg, one of the best known and most
highly respected members of the elementary school staff,
joined the faculty as first grade supervisor in 1952. A
St. Cloud graduate, she took an M.A. at Minnesota did
additional graduate work at Northwestern and had '
experience in both public school and teachers college
positions. "There are innumerable parents who belong to
the 'Laura Scherfenberg Fan Club' for taking their
children in tow and teaching them reading and other
skills with a firm but gentle hand," writes Karen Kivi,
who also points out Miss Scherfenberg's extensive
service to the College, community, and her church after
she retired in 1973.
Two other MSTC alumni who were superb teachers of
the intermediate grades joined the Campus school
elementary supervisory faculty in 1954 and 1956. Mrs.
Monica McCarty Ducharme, a 1939 Moorhead State
graduate, took over the sixth grade in 1954 when Grace
Gregerson moved across campus to the education
department. Mrs. Ducharme and her husband (1933-35
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MSTC athlete Louis Ducharme) lived in Barnesville, and
Monica became one of the College's first commuters.
She retired in 1980.
Mrs. Betty Brown Bergford served both as a grade
school and College high school supervisor after 1956.
She had earned a two-year certificate in 1930 and
became a supervisor in the affiliated school at Oak
Mound. She married Harold Bergford, raised her family
across Sixth Avenue from the Campus School, and
completed her MSTC degree requirements in 1953. After
the Campus School closed, Betty supervised student
teachers as a member of the education department; these
duties took her to Europe in the spring term of 1973-74,
when she supervised MS student teachers abroad.
The shifts of personnel in the Campus elementary school
after World War II may have looked like a game of
musical chairs, but there were changes in the Campus
high school that were even more complex. Social studies
especially, sometimes coupled with another subject or
activity, had a new incumbent nearly each year. From
1946 to 1957 this position was held by James P.
Schroeder, Fred D. Schneider, Charles Boss, Estelle Lau,
Dorothy DeHaan, Myron L. Kennedy, Floyd Temple,
Richard B. Jenson, Betty Bergford, and Robert A.
MacLeod. Because the Campus high school was small,
these people always had additional assignments, teaching
science or mathematics or coaching. MacLeod was also
an assistant to College football coach Loel Fredrickson
in 1956-57. J. Mark Perrin, another assistant College
football coach, held the high school social studies
position in 1957-58.
In special fields like art and music, the Campus school
was served by College faculty members for several
decades. In 1950, however, Iletta Holman was employed
as an art teacher in the high school and remained until
1955; Jane Bolmeier held the position in 1955-56 and
Mrs. Helen Boen Scheer, a 1939 MSTC graduate, on a
half-time basis in 1956-57. In that year also, Jerold
Sundet was hired for music and dramatics in the Campus
high school.
Despite the many changes in campus school personnel,
there were a half dozen instructors who served steadily
from World War II until legislative and State Board
action forced the closing of the school. These people
gave stability to the institution, which was known
variously as the Training School, Laboratory School, or
Campus School. The first two names usually referred to
the elementary grades and sometimes the junior high
school; the top grades were nearly always referred to as
the Moorhead State Teachers College High School.
Donald Anderson taught physical education at the school
for 20 years, from the time he graduated in 1942. Don
served in the U.S. Army during World War II and
afterward held reserve status in the Army. He was the
commanding officer of the Moorhead National Guard
unit when it was called up during the Korean War.
Despite his absences, however, he was a College High
School mainstay, and became a highly respected member
of the College faculty after the Training School closed.

Werner Brand, who first came to the MS campus to
teach mathematics to Air Corps cadets, was another
College High stalwart who also did some coaching. In
1953 he became the school principal. Shelda Ann
Jacobson (later Mrs. Everett Warren), who received one
of the first master's degrees awarded by Moorhead STC
in 1955, joined the College high school staff that year to
teach mathematics. Shelda Warren is still teaching in the
MSU mathematics department and is now the faculty
member with the longest service at the University.

Science Faculty Changes
Establishing an adequate science faculty was a problem
for many years following the end of World War II. The
1946-47 catalogue listed Karl Parsons "on leave of
absence for study." During that school year two high
school teachers, Carlin Dahler and Robert Brush, taught
physics and chemistry. Dahler had taught Air Corps
cadets at MSTC two years earlier.
A number of people were hired in 1947. Dr. Edgar
Martin was on campus only a quarter before leaving to
take another position. Dr. Genevieve King, who had also
been hired to teach the biological sciences that fall, was
the mainstay of the sciences at Moorhead State Teachers
College for many years: King Biology Hall was named
in her honor after her retirement in 1974. A.L.
Meinecke, who joined the College faculty in 1947 to
teach the physical sciences, had also taught Air Corps
cadets during the War years. Addison Meinecke had
earned his B.A. at Fargo College (which went out of
existence in 1922), and had added an M.A. from the
University of Wisconsin. Otto Schultz, James W. Genet,
and Viola Knecht were also hired in the sciences in
1947-48 but remained only a year. John W. Renner and
Jeanne Marie Hellberg also taught for only a single year,
in 1948-49.
But Mason Boudrye remained a member of the faculty
for ten years after he came to teach biology in 1948.
Many of us found him an attractive colleague and
regretted his departure at the end of the Teachers College
era. Olaf Anfinson taught physics from 1949 to 1952; his
wife, Mary Jane (Martin) was a dormitory counselor and
the Anfinsons lived in the Wheeler Hall preceptress
apartment. Mary Jane and Ole left for positions in the
Los Angeles area. Ruth Bruson was a fine biology
teacher from 1949 to 1952 but left Moorhead to continue
her graduate work.
Dr. James Perlman, who succeeded Anfinson from 1952
to 1954, completed his Ph.D. at the University of
Minnesota after teaching physics to Air Corps cadets at
Moorhead during the War. Dr. Allen Page and Dr. Paul
Tasch both came to MSTC in 1954, Tasch as a
replacement when Mason Boudrye was on leave for a
year. Page was a member of the MS faculty from 1954
to 1960, when he left to take another position. Dr. F.
Paul Ralston, Jr. taught a single year in 1955-56 and
Richard R. Richart from 1956 to 1958.
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Perhaps because Marion Smith was the entire
mathematics department in the post-War era, her field
was linked to the sciences and Miss King was chairman
of the Division of Science and Mathematics.

Library
Bernard Gill succeeded Sarah Hougham as head librarian
when she retired in 1950: he held the position until he
retired in 1980. Ruth Ann Rogers was an assistant
librarian from 1943 to 1947. Karen Kivi and Elsie Lee
both came as assistant librarians in the fall of 1947.
Mrs. Lee left the library after a year to raise a family,
returning to fill special positions later. Karen Kivi,
however, remained to become one of the most popular
members of the College faculty. Five years before her
retirement in 1980, she wrote "Life Around the Great
Circle, or Moorhead State College Before J.J. Neumaier,"
a personal history· of her first ten years at Moorhead
State. Karen has allowed me to quote freely from her
history, and I am grateful.
Walfred Erickson had served as assistant librarian in
1946-47. Byron Murray told me he had hoped that
Erickson would stay to replace Miss Hougham but that
the new man declined to work under her for three more
years. Helen Jacobson, who graduated from MS as
Helen Opgrand in 1940, replaced Elsie Lee as an
assistant librarian in 1948. In 1950 Lillian Langemo
joined the staff while Karen Kivi was on leave; when
enrollment declined sharply that year, there was no
position for her at Moorhead after Karen's return. Miss
Langemo later became head librarian at Valley City State
College.
Marvel Wooldrik was a "permanent" addition to the
library staff in 1950 when she became the first full-time
librarian of the Campus School and teacher of the
College library science courses. As head cataloger, Miss
Wooldrik also supervised the change-over from the
Dewey Decimal to the Library of Congress system. She
retired in 1976.
When Marvel Wooldrik moved from the Campus School
to the College library, her old position was filled by
Dorothy M. Jefferson, a 1945 MS1C graduate who
earned an M.S. at the University of Minnesota in 1960,
and resigned to marry Harrison Storandt. Following her
husband's accidental death, Dorothy returned to her
family home in Moorhead: "She continues her
professional career in the Processing Center of the Fargo
public schools," writes Karen Kivi.
Elsie Lee rejoined the MS library staff in 1955, serving
in the Campus School library for a time and later in the
College library. Says Karen Kivi: "She often reminds me
of that first year when I was sure I wouldn't last the
year: the prairie wind, the rainy, cold fall, the general
coldness of the faculty, Miss Hougham-all were a bit
hard to take..." Elsie Lee also retired in 1980.

Business Education
Paul Heaton succeeded in creating the Department of
Business Education at Moorhead State Teachers College
despite the opposition of President Snarr. Heaton's
credentials were impeccable: he had a Ph.D. in
economics from the University of Chicago. Snarr did not
like having business courses taught at his general
education-based teacher training institution, but he
grudgingly permitted them because of student interest.
Heaton was listed as a member of the Division of Social
Studies in the 1948-49 College catalogue, but in 1950-51
and thereafter he was chairman of the Department of
Business Education. Heaton foresaw the demand for
business courses and would have expanded its offerings
beyond the educational field, but Snarr was stubborn on
this point. To him Moorhead State was a teacher training
institution even though non-teaching degrees had been
authorized in 1946 in response to the demands of
returning World War II veterans for non-teaching
programs.
"Offering courses in the new business education
department at MS1C this fall will be Lawrence M.
Anderson, Fargo, late of the West Fargo Motor and
Equipment Company," said the September 27, 1949
MiSflC. Anderson was a Mayville S1C graduate who
would teach typing, shorthand, and business
administration. A year later the MiSflC announced that
Ralph Lee and Lorraine Schueller would teach courses in
business education at Moorhead S1C. Lee was a St.
Cloud graduate and Miss Schueller held B.S. and M.A.
degrees from the University of Minnesota. Lorraine left
Moorhead to teach at Mankato State, where she had
been a student. Ralph Lee, however, became a mainstay
in the business education department. When Elsie and
Ralph Lee came to Moorhead in 1947, Ralph taught
business courses at Fargo High School. In 1950 Ralph
Lee and Lawrence Anderson exchanged positions, and
Lee began his 20-year tenure at Moorhead State.
"Miss Evelyn Ruth Larson will teach business education
in the College," said the September 14, 1956 MiSflC
article on new faculty members. She was an NDSC
graduate who had taught in the Fargo public schools and
at Interstate Business College. A later article said she
would offer course work in merchandising. From this
modest beginning Evelyn Larson, year by year, played an
important role in the development of Moorhead's
business programs. She earned an M.A. at North Dakota
and her doctorate at the University of Minnesota.
Countless students have relied on her counsel and
effective training.

Music
President Snarr passed over faculty members Maude
Wenck and Bert McGarrity in appointing a music
department chairman in 1948 following Dan Preston's
resignation. McGarrity left MS1C, completed his
doctorate in 1952, and took a position at Long Beach
State College in California. Maude Wenck finished her
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doctorate in 1953 but remained a member of the
Moorhead faculty. H.D. Harmon, who had a B.F.A. in
Ed. from the University of Nebraska, an M. Mus. Ed.
from the University of Michigan, and a Ph.D. from the
University of Iowa was appointed chairman of the music
department in 1948.
Yvonne Harmon was as proficient a trumpet player as
her husband, and their duets were featured in many
school and community concerts: later their eldest son
made the Harmons a trio. In 1967 Harmon took a
position in Illinois, but Yvonne and H.D. kept their
Minnesota lake cottage near Dunvilla and retained
contact with their friends of the "old" MSTC faculty.
The Harmons have recently moved back to
Fargo-Moorhead.
Adele (Jenson) Johnson taught piano and organ at MSTC
from 1945 to 1949, succeeding Iva Fillebrown, who had
held that position since 1939. Ray Votapka filled Bert
McGarrity's position in the Moorhead State music
department from 1950 to 1953.
Two MS musician~ who had developed their skills under
Bert McGarrity came back to. teach at their Alma Mater
during the Harmon era. Art Nix, a World War II veteran
from Enderlin, North Dakota, who had been president of
the Student Commission in his senior year at MS,
succeeded Ray Votapka as band director in 1953 and
spent the rest of his career at the College. He retired
from college teaching in 1983.
Jerold Sundet, a fine McGarrity clarinetist who earned
his bachelor's degree at MSTC in 1949, received an
M.A. at Pacific University before joining the Moorhead
faculty in 1956. He began grade school band instruction
at MS and developed an excellent Campus High band.
Jerry earned a doctorate and left Moorhead to teach at
Minot (ND) State College. Besides teaching music at the
College, he directs the Minot Symphony Orchestra.
Alice Bartels from Winner, South Dakota, joined the
faculty in 1948 as a substitute for Maude Wenck, who
was completing her doctorate on a sabbatical leave. Miss
Bartels, who had a BFA from the University of South
Dakota and an M.A. from Iowa, remained at MS as a
member of the music department until her retirement in
1982. She continues to live in Moorhead.

Industrial Arts
Co-chairmen Marlowe Wegner and Otto Ursin were the
Moorhead State Teachers College industrial arts faculty
after Henry Weltzin resigned his position in 1945.
Vincent Anderson, a 1942 MSTC graduate, had joined
the faculty late that year after his discharge from the
Army but left teaching to start his own business at the
end of the 1946-47 college year. Ursin joined Anderson
at Moorhead State in the fall of 1946, giving MSTC a
two-man department to handle College and Training
School industrial arts classes. Ursin had a B.S. from
Bemidji STC and a master's degree from the University
of Minnesota. Marlowe Wegner graduated from
Moorhead State Teachers College in 1942 and earned his

M.A. from the University of Minnesota. He and I came
to MSTC together in the fall of 1947 and worked
together closely: Marlowe taught printing and the MiSliC
was printed in his shop. We became close friends and I
learned about his service in the U.S. Air Corps that flew
"over the hump" from Burma, supplying Chiang Kaishek's army in China.
Marlowe Wegner earned his doctorate at the University
of North Dakota in 1955 and Otto Ursin was awarded his
doctorate at Bradley University in 1956. Wegner and
Ursin both retired in 1982.
Donald Geurts, a 1951 graduate who earned a master's
degree from Minnesota in a single year, joined the
industrial arts faculty in 1952 to teach woodworking and
to handle most of the College High industrial arts work.
In 1956-57 Lawrence V. Marinaccio was a member of
the department for a single year; he was a veteran
teacher who had an M.A. from New York University
and 14 years of teaching experience at Bridgeport,
Connecticut.
Two other men, technically members of the industrial
arts faculty, were assigned other duties as their major
responsibilities. In 1955-56 Frank H. Reighard, who had
been employed as city building inspector at Stoughton,
Wisconsin was assigned to "devote half of his time to the
planning of buildings and grounds at MSTC." When
Reighard resigned after a single year to take a position at
the University of Wisconsin, President Knoblauch
replaced him with Lawrence 0. Nelson, who had "come
from Ph.D. studies at Michigan State University to take
a post in the administration and industrial arts
department." Nelson graduated from the Teachers
College of Connecticut in 1949, taught industrial arts at
Stamford high school, and received his M.A. from the
University of Connecticut.
Larry Nelson had served as assistant director of the
University of Connecticut summer school and extension
programs under Al Knoblauch, who soon found a
position at Moorhead State for his trusted lieutenant.
There was much work for him in the college
administration as Knoblauch embarked on an extensive
building program at Moorhead. However, when
Knoblauch took another presidency at Western Illinois
University in 1958, Nelson resigned his MS position.

Physical Education and Coaching
Edwin J. Hammer had first come to MSTC in 1937 as a
College high school supervisor (in science and other
.~ubjects), and coach. When Sliv Nemzek and his
National Guard unit were called into national service in
February, 1941, Hammer coached a College football team
that had only one returning letterman. The team lost all
of its seven games, though not by large scores. Dr. E.M.
Spencer of the education department was assistant coach.
Hammer's College basketball team won 12 and lost 11
games in 1941-42. Called into military service in 1943,
Ed Hammer did not return to teach at Moorhead after
the War.
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Donald N. Anderson stayed on at Moorhead State after
his graduation in 1941, to teach physical education in the
Training School and coach College High sports. When
the Campus School was closed in 1971-n, Don came
over to the College faculty and was one of its most
generally respected teachers at the time of his retirement
in 1979. Chester Gilpin had developed a good College
High sports program in the 1930s (1932-39) and
Anderson picked up where Gilpin left off when he went
to California. Anderson was a World War II Field
Artillery captain from February, 1943 until he was
mustered out of the Army. He succeeded to Sliv
Nemzek's old position as commander of the Moorhead
National Guard unit in 1946. Soon after Don returned to
Moorhead from a sabbatical leave in 1949-50, his Guard
unit was called into national service and Don saw more
military action in the Korean War. At the College high
school Anderson developed a model small high school
athletic program: his teams competed very successfully
in a conference that included the small Minnesota high
schools in the area.
Roy Domek came to Moorhead State in 1942 as a
physical training instructor for Air Corps cadets. Roy
coached MSTC basketball teams thereafter until 1954-55.
With Hubert Loy, Domek also coached football in 1942.
After coaching basketball and serving as athletic director
for a number of years, Domek remained on the College
physical education faculty until he retired in 1972.
Neil Wohlwend, MSTC '34, was one of the four area
coaches who came to the College in 1943 to instruct and
condition Air Corps cadets. He returned to MSTC in
1946 as football coach and physical education teacher but
resigned his position three years later to go into
business. In the 1970s Neil Wohlwend served a term in
the Minnesota House of Representatives. He died in
1978.
Thomas Edison Smith, who had been a student leader
and football and golf star at MSTC from 1937 to 1941,
returned to his Alma Mater in 1949 as a one-year
replacement for Don Anderson in Campus School
physical education. Smitty remained at MS until his
retirement in 1978. No faculty member was more
flexible: he taught driver training at the Campus high
school for several years, filled in as a College football
coach (with Dick Jenson) in 1955-56, and served as
College placement director. For more than a quarter
century, he was a member of the Department of Health,
Physical Education, and Recreation and served as
chairman for a time. Health education was his primary
field.
Smith followed his bachelor's degree from Moorhead
State with a master's from the University of Minnesota;
he earned his doctorate at the University of North
Dakota in 1953. "Smitty took me on as a special student
in driver education in 1951," writes Karen Kivi. "He and
Ruth were building their house on 12th Street; I paid for
my driver education with cases of beer! Smitty has
specialized in marriage and family life and sex courses,
golf-teaching, and winning area tournaments."

Frederick William Bierhaus, a St. Cloud STC graduate
and athletic standout, had his master's degree from the
University of Minnesota when he came to MSTC in
1949. Fritz Bierhaus was the most successful football
coach at the College between Sliv Nemzek and Ross
Fortier. He was also a very lively, dynamic personality
who enlivened a College that needed sparkle very badly.
In 1955-56 Bierhaus went to the University of Colorado
on sabbatical leave to earn his doctorate in recreation
and counseling. When a position was offered to him at
the university, Fritz resigned his Moorhead position, a
considerable loss to the College.
In 1956, after Fritz Bierhaus resigned his Moorhead
position, Loel D. Frederickson was hired to coach
football and teach physical education. He held both B.S.
and M.A. degrees from the University of Minnesota.
From 1949 to 1952 he was head football coach and
athletic director at Carthage College in Illinois, and later
at Davenport (Iowa) High School before coming to
Moorhead. Loel gave up football coaching in 1960 but
remained a member of the physical education faculty
until his retirement in 1984.
Laurence R. MacLeod came to MS in 1954 "to fill the
temporary vacancy caused by the leave of absence of Mr.
Roy Domek, who is continuing graduate study at the
University of Colorado." (September 24 MiSI'iC.)
MacLeod had his B.S. from Mayville STC, where he had
been a basketball and baseball star. He coached at
Halstad for three years and completed an M.A. at the
University of Colorado in 1954. Domek continued to
serve as athletic director when he returned to the campus
in 1955 but retired from coaching. In the next decade
Larry MacLeod became one of Moorhead State's most
successful coaches. His quiet, engaging personality made
friends for him among faculty members who were not
much interested in athletics. Many of Larry's basketball
players who did not make athletics a profession looked
back on their years under his guidance at Moorhead
State with pleasure and gratitude: among his other
virtues was his concern for an athlete's full academic
program. MacLeod gave up basketball coaching in 1968
but continued to teach physical education until he took
early retirement in 1981.
Henry A. Lasch, brought to MS by President Knoblauch
as chairman of physical education and athletic director,
made few friends at Moorhead in his less than two years
on the faculty. His manner was domineering and many
found it abrasive, though some may have been charmed
by his ability to call square dances. President Knoblauch
had antagonized a part of the faculty by pressing for an
athletic fieldhouse instead of a science building, and
Lasch angered many others by his arbitrary behavior
when the structure was being planned. Knoblauch and
Lasch left an open court where a swimming pool could
be located when funds were available, which proved to
be a mistake in planning. They insisted on a clay floor
because a true fieldhouse must have such a floor for
some indoor sports activities. Joe Satin, who wanted an
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adequate hall for symphony orchestra concerts and other
large public gatherings, argued that a dirt floor
fieldhouse would become the largest enclosed swamp in
the Northwest!
As I remember, Knoblauch announced that the College
must have a hockey team and that an ice rink could be
added later in a clay-floor fieldhouse. We were still a
small college when the fieldhouse was planned and built
nearly 30 years ago. When we began growing rapidly,
the facility was expanded to include an Olympic-size
swimming pool more than a decade later, with better
facilities for women's sports and physical education. The
Knoblauch and Lasch plans were discarded. Hockey has
not come to Moorhead State since the days of Lottie
Wambach more than 55 years ago. The special clay floor
proved impractical and was replaced with a permanent
composition floor in the 1960s.

Flora Frick, 1889-1957
Flora Frick, who had come to teach women's physical
education at Moorhead Normal in 1919, died April 16,
1957, at the age of 68. She was to retire that summer. At
her request, I had scheduled a first year German course
for her to teach in 1956-57; &he had ideas about the way
languages should be taught and enjoyed teaching her
small class. Miss Frick had majored in German at Butler
University, where she took her B.A. in 1911, and at
Northwestern, where she earned an M.A. in 1912, and
she wrote her master's thesis in German!
When Flora Frick made her first trip to Europe in 1949,
spending most time in Germany and Denmark, she told
me that her parents had promised her a European
vacation in recognition of the two degrees she had
earned while still in her early twenties, but the trip was
to be made in 1914, when World War I broke out. Now,
finally, she would see Germany, which had been so
important in her studies and in her family background. I
helped her get a passport, an awkward procedure in
Fargo-Moorhead 30 years ago.
By any measure Flora Frick must be rated one of
Moorhead State Teachers College's most memorable
people and finest teachers. She was 30 when she began
teaching at Moorhead Normal, and extremely energetic:
besides her sponsorship of Play-Days each May, she
organized and directed Camp Fire activities, was
Moorhead's Red Cross director for many years, and
wrote and directed many pageants. The early Praeceptors
reveal that even from her first years she was also
regarded as "a character" by her students, as well as one
of their most respected and best-loved teachers.
Miss Frick's loose-jointed, "sloppy" carriage became
legendary, and her sharp tongue that whipped the lazy
into line. As she grew older she began calling her
students "infants," which the best of them knew to be a
term of endearment. The small swimming pool-which
she and Sliv Nemzek managed to have included in the
physical education building completed in early
1932-opened a new activity for Miss Frick and her

Aquatic Club, with their "Surf' water pageants.
''Ask anyone who knew Flora and you'll get a different
story," writes Karen Kivi. "I remember her as a thorn in
Dr. Snarr's hide, who took special delight in not
fmishing her doctorate before she retired." Miss Frick
had written children's plays and pageants that were
published by D.C. French, the leading publisher of playbooks, and the company paid her royalties for many
years. She had done graduate work at the University of
Wisconsin and was near her doctorate at New York
University. One dissertation, nearing completion, had
been lost in the 1930 fire; Miss Kivi hopes someone
might find, finish, and publish its successor.
Flora Frick was a very smart lady, a good writer, and a
considerable scholar, as interested in languages and
mythology as she was in physical education. The Flora
Frick of her last few years was not quite the bristly Miss
Frick of 20 and 30 years earlier, when many faculty and
students feared her incisive behavior and sharp tongue.
Her father had lived with her for some years until his
death in 1943: she had great respect for him and often
quoted his opinions. Just before World War II she built
the distinctive one-story "Frick House" on the corner of
Eleventh Street and Ninth Avenue, now owned by John
Tundberg. She always had a dog: her companion in her
last years was an immensely fat and spoiled Dachshund.
A kind of guardian, who had the task of disposing of
Flora Frick's complex possessions after her death, was
Inez (Raff) Ortner, a former prized student and long-time
neighbor and friend. Inez was helped in her difficult task
by other admirers of Miss Frick: Gen King, Karen Kivi,
and Shelda Warren.
Jessie McKellar, the elegant lady who had come to
Moorhead in 1924 and was Flora Frick's partner for
more than 30 years, remained on the faculty into the
Neumaier decade. She lived with a sister in Madison,
Wisconsin, following her retirement, and died there
October 23, 1988.
President Knoblauch attempted to rejuvenate the women's
physical education department by hiring Roxie Diver,
who had been on the University of Michigan faculty.
Karen Kivi explains why this lady did not satisfactorily
replace Flora Frick: ·~ccording to students she was an
excellent teacher, but she had an addiction to alcohol.
One fine day she arrived on campus to be met by her
department head, who ordered her off campus. She was
a smart gal-she knew her rights; she hired an attorney
and the College had to pay her salary for the rest of the
academic year. She left and went to Superior State
eollege."

Social Studies
Three men added to the social studies division in the
Fifties made history and political science very attractive
to MSTC students. Neil B. Thompson, who joined the
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faculty in 1952, taught American history and was an
essential member of the team-taught humanities sequence
(which all students were required to take in their
sophomore year.) Neil came to MSTC with a master's
degree from Kansas State and completed his doctorate at
the University of Minnesota during his 15-year Moorhead
tenure.
Amos D. Maxwell, who came to teach political science
in 1953, had both bachelor's and master's degrees from
Oklahoma A. and M. and a social science doctorate
from Syracuse. An enthusiastic liberal Democrat, he was
elected to the Moorhead city council, and both Amos
and Betty Jo Maxwell were attractive sponsors-advisers
of College organizations during their eight-year stay at
MS. Amos resigned his Moorhead position in 1961 to
join the faculty of his Alma Mater, Northeastern State
University at Tahlequah, Oklahoma, where he was
chairman of the social science division from 1969 to
1974. Maxwell died of an apparent heart attack on
September 15, 1981; Betty Jo Maxwell had died two days
earlier after a lengthy illness. Amos was 60 and Betty Jo
56.
Edwin Blackburn (Michigan Ph.D.) came to MSTC to
teach history in 1956. He was a fine teacher, and during
their seven-year stay at MS Ed and Pat Blackburn
contributed a great deal to the College community. He
resigned his position at Moorhead State in 1963 to join
the faculty of Parsons College in Iowa and went on to a
Wisconsin position later.

Language and Literature
Byron D. Murray, who headed the MSTC English
department after Maude Hayes retired in 1939, became
chairman of the Division of Languages and Literature
when President Snarr converted the College departments
into larger units. The other members of the division
during World War II were Delsie Holmquist, Mabel
Lumley, Ethel Tainter, Virginia Fitzmaurice, Herold
Lillywhite (on military leave), and Allen Woodall.
Murray took a year's leave in 1944-45 and completed his
doctorate at the University of Iowa. Soon after he
returned to Moorhead, Lillywhite and Woodall resigned
and Murray had to find faculty members to handle
speech and journalism courses and extracurricular
activities. Alumnus Kenneth Wilkens was hired
temporarily in 1945 before he went off to graduate work
(and a permanent position later at St. Olaf College). In
1946-47 Murray brought Allen Erickson, '33, back to
Moorhead State to handle all speech activities: debate,
forensics, and dramatics. Erickson's interests shifted to
remedial speech and reading, however, and he did his
graduate work in this field.
Mabel Lumley and Ethel Tainter continued to teach the
basic English courses until they retired, Lumley in 1948
and Tainter in 1954. Delsie Holmquist was so involved
with the new general education program that she was
only technically still a member of the Division of
Languages and Literature. Mrs. Pauline Mundhjeld,

whose husband was Concordia's mathematics chairman,
taught basic English (now called "Communications")
courses in 1946-47, as did Mrs. Dorothy Jackson who
taught at Moorhead from 1947 to 1949.
In the rnid-1940s Sarah Hougham and Ruth Ann Rogers,
both librarians, were listed as members of the Division
because three library science courses were appended to
the English-speech-journalism-foreign language offerings.
By taking these courses, an English major could be
certified as a teacher-librarian.
Another teacher who joined the Moorhead State faculty
in 1946-47 might have been listed with the Division of
Languages and Literature people, along with Virginia
Fritzmaurice, who taught French and Spanish. Dorothy
E. Johnson, an Augustana College (Rock Island, Illinois)
graduate who had completed her course work for a
Ph.D. in history at the of University of Minnesota, came
to MS in 1946 to teach American history and German.
She took a sabbatical in 1956 to work at Western
Reserve University and decided not to return to teach
under President Knoblauch. After completing her
doctorate, she took a position at Old Dominion College
in Norfolk, Virginia. Karen Kivi says: "Dorothy was
research-oriented; she had spent some time as a
researcher for the U.S. Air Force in Canada. Normal-age
undergraduates had little rapport with her; the more
mature student learned history and loved it."
Byron Murray brought Allen Erickson (in 1946) and
myself (in 1947) to the Moorhead State faculty to direct
speech and journalism activities because he had known
us well as undergraduates 15 years before. From a
practical point of view however, neither of us should
have been hired: Allen was no longer primarily
interested in dramatics and I was trying to get away from
journalism, which was my chief responsibility at
Moorhead when I was hired. Although I taught both
English and journalism at Lake City and Mankato high
schools from 1936 to 1942 (when I went into the Army),
I was doing my graduate work in English and American
literature at Harvard.
Dr. Catherine Cater was a member of the Language and
Literature faculty for a dozen years after 1949. Although
she taught some English courses during that time, her
primary interest and contribution was in the new general
education courses. Dr. Cater worked with Delsie
Holmquist and Snarr in developing a three-quarter
sequence in Personal and Social Growth that satisfied the
president's general education ideals. These PG courses,
especially as taught by Miss Cater, were important parts
of their academic life for hundreds of MSTC students
during the 1950s.
When Byron Murray was elevated to the position of
Director of the Upper Divisions in 1949, I was appointed
acting chairman of the Division of Languages and
Literature. To relieve me of my journalism duties, Dick
Adams was hired to teach those courses and become
adviser of the MiSflC and Dragon. Adams had taken a
bachelor's degree in journalism at the University of
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Missouri and a master's degree at Minnesota. When I
returned to Moorhead in 1952, after two years of
graduate work at Harvard, Dick Adams was gone. He
and lvo Mersman (education and psychology) had not got
on well with President Snarr, and the faculty had to be
cut because the enrollment dropped from 801 in 1950 to
580 in 1952-53. Adams was replaced as newspaper and
yearbook adviser by Walter Seidenkranz. I do not
remember if he taught journalism courses, or if anyone
taught them during those years: Seidenkranz had little
experience or competence in journalism.
Seidenkranz and E. Fern Green had been hired in 1950.
The MiSTiC article about the new faculty who came that
year said: "Walter W. Seidenkranz will direct the work
in communications in the division of language and
literature. He received the B.A. 'cum laude' from
Carleton College, the M.A. degree from the University
of Minnesota, and has completed all course work for the
Ph.D. degree at the University of Minnesota. Since 1942
he has been a member of the University of Minnesota
English faculty. From 1945-50 he taught communications
at the University Farm School."
In point of fact it was not Seidenkranz but Marie
Sorknes, a member of the College Division of
Professional Education, who was put in charge of the
communications program. After a year Miss Sorknes was
succeeded as director of communications by E. Fern
Green. The September 28, 1950 MiSiiC said Miss Green
would "teach methods and materials courses in English
and communications in general education." She would
also assist Allen Erickson with dramatics. Her most
recent teaching experience had been at Joplin Junior
College and the University of Missouri laboratory
school. Miss Green married Henry Wiedemann at midyear, 1954-55; after his death in 1969, she taught at
Ferris State College in Michigan.
Minnie Johnson (B.A. St. Olaf) taught communications
for a year in 1954-55, and Mrs. Mary Aarnes for three
months in 1955. President Knoblauch hired Franklin P.
Batdorf (Cornell Ph.D.) to teach English and coach
debate in 1956; he remained on the faculty until 1959.

Two other men-Joseph Satin (Columbia Ph.D.) and
William Gillis (Edinburgh Ph.D.)-became highly
important members of the Division of Language and
Literature at the end of the Teachers College years. Satin
was on the MS faculty from 1954 to 1963 and Gillis
from 1956 to 1964. Both men left Moorhead to become
chairmen of university English departments, Satin in
Texas and Gillis in Illinois.

The People Who Came to MSTC
Between 1941 and 1956
(If there is a date after the person's name, he or she
remained at Moorhead State until retirement on that
date; a number will mean that the person remained that
many years.)
1941:

Donald N. Anderson (1979) B.S. MSTC-Training
School director of physical education (later a Masters
degree from Iowa).
Nina Draxten (2) B.S., M.A. Minneota-College high
school English and dramatics.
1942:

Roy Domek (1972) B.A. Hamline, M. Ed. Minnesotaphysical education.
Hubert M. Loy (1)-B.A. Nebraska Wesleyan, M.A.
Highland University-physical education.
1943:

Anne K. Fritzke (1)-Diploma MSTC-fifth grade.
Orda Pederson (3)-Diploma Valley STC-fourth grade.
Helen L. Wardeberg (1)-Diploma MSTC-sixth grade.
John H. Wooldridge (1)-B.E. Mankato STC-College
High School science.
Paul Heaton (1971) B.A., M.A. Minnesota, Ph.D.
Chicago-social studies, business.
Ruth Ann Rogers (1) B.A. Oklahoma College for
Women, B.S. in Library Science Illinois-library.
Harold Addicott (1969) B.A. Ohio University, M.A.
Clark University-geography
1944:

Werner Brand (1975)-B.A. Concordia, M.S. University
of North Dakota-College High School mathematics
(later a doctorate from Colorado State College of
Education).
Ann Dubhe (3) B.S. Minnesota-third grade.
Jean Hamilton (3) B.S. Akron U.-fifth grade.
Charlotte Junge (3) B.A. Colorado S.C. of Ed., M.A.,
Ph.D. Iowa-elementary school principal.
1945:
Harold Addicott (/eftJ, joined the MSTC faculty in 1944. Don
Anderson fright) became a member of the faculty in 1941 but spent
most of the next five years in military service.

Marion Smith (1982) B.A. Macalester, M.A.
Minnesota-mathematics.
Jane Johnston (1980) B.S. Minnesota-College High
School science and mathematics (earned M.A. and Ph.D.
at Minnesota later).
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Catberine Cater came to MS as a librarian in 1949 but was an outstanding general studies teacher for more than a decade. Frances Dillon was
dean of 'lromen from 1949 to 1953 and a member of the education department until her retirement in 1969. Marion Smith taught mathematics at
MSTC from 1945 until her retirement in 1982. Neil Thompson taught American history at Moorhead State for 15 years, beginning in 1953.

Viola Petrie (1971) B.A. Lawrence, M.A . WisconsinCollege High School English.
Vincent Anderson (2) B.S. MSTC-industrial arts.
Lysle Steele (3) B.S. Mankato STC-rural education.
Mildred Green (1974) A.B. Hamline-College High
School social studies.
Alice Campbell (1) B.S. Minnesota-College High
School English.

1946:
Allen G. Erickson (1973) B.E. MSTC, M.A.
Minnesota-speech and dramatics (earned doctorate later
at Oregon).
Otto Ursin (1982) B.S. Bemidji STC-industrial arts
(earned doctorate later at Bradley).
Dorothy E. Johnson (10) B.A. Augustana, M.A .
Minnesota-history and German .
Neil Wohlwend (3) B.E. MSTC-physical education.
Pauline Mundhjeld (1) B.A. Midland College, M.A.
Nebraska-English.
Robert J. Brush (1) B.S. Minnesota-science.
Carlin Dahler (1) B.A. St. Olaf-physical science.
1947:
Genevieve King (1974) A.B., M.S. West Virginia, Ph.D.
Iowa-science.
A.L. Meinecke (1958) B.A. Fargo College, M.A.
Wisconsin-physical science.
Karen Kivi (1980) B.S. Minnesota, M.S.
Illinoi~-library.

Elsie Lee (1980) B.S. Minnesota-Library.
Marlowe Wegner (1982) B.S. MSTC-industrial arts.
(M.A. and Ph.D. later at North Dakota).
Clarence A. Glasrud (1977) B.E. MSTC-English
(M.A. and Ph.D. later at Harvard) .
Edgar Martin (one quarter) M.A. and Ph.D.
Michigan-biology.
William Waite (2) B.A. Saskatchewan, M.E. Manitoba,
Ph.D. Chicago-administrative dean.

Edward H. Selden (1) B.S. Superior STC, M.A.
Minnesota-dean of men.
Otto Schultz (1) B.S. Ellendale Normal School, M.S.
North Dakota-physical science.
Dorothy A. Jackson (2) B.S., M.A.
Minnesota-English.
Jessie Knapp (later Mrs. Lysle Steele)(l) B.E. St. Cloud
STC, M.A. Chicago-elementary school principal.
Margaret Carlson (1) B.E. MSTC-third grade.
Florence Davis (1) B.S., M.A. Minnesota-first grade.
Bernice Blakely (1) B.S., M.A. Columbia TC-fifth
grade.
Mary Louise Peterson (3) B.S. Minnesota-fourth grade.
Charlotte Newberry (1) B.S. MSTC-sixth grade.
Fred D. Schneider (1) B.S. Nebraska, M.A. Colorado
State College-College High School science and social
studies.

1948:
Mason R. Boudrye· (8) B.E. Superior STC-biology.
John W. Renner (1) A.B. South Dakota-physics and
chemistry.
Warren E. Gauerke (2) B. Ed. Milwaukee STC, M.A.
Wisconsin, Ph.D. Chicago-College High School
principal.
Perry T. Olson (1) A.B. Ripon, M.A. Chicago-social
studies.
Catharine M. Conradi (2) M.A. Chicago-elementary
school principal.
Ann Hoihjelle (1) B.S. MSTC-sixth grade.
H. Duane Harmon (19) B.F.A. in Ed. Nebraska, M.
Mus. Ed. Michigan, Ph.D. Iowa-music chairman.
Lois Ann Hanson (5) B.S. MSTC-third grade.
Nora Congdon (later Mrs. Thomas Jenkins)(3) A.B.
Wheaton College, A.M., Ph.D. Colorado State College
of Education-research assistant to the president.
Ray R. Sorenson (1960) B.S. Carleton, M.A.
Columbia-director of placement and in-service
education.
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Dorothy Dodds joined the faculty in 1949 and took over Mrs. Durboraw's kindergarten position in 1953. Laura Scherfenberg was the MS first grade
superviser from 1952 to 1972. Amos Maxwell taught political science at MSTC from 1953 to 1962. Edwin Blackbum taught history from 1956 to
1963.

1949:
Glaydon D. Robbins (1974) B.S., M.A. Minnesotadirector of professional divisions (Ph.D. at Minnesota
within the year.)
Frances Dillon (1969) B.A. Wooster College, M.S.
Wisconsin, Ph.D. Chicago-professional education, dean
of women.
Catherine Cater (12) B.A. Talladega College, M.A.,
Ph.D. Michigan-library, English, personal and social
growth.
T. Edison Smith (1978) B.S. MSTC, M.A. Minnesotaphysical education in College High School (later
doctorate at North Dakota).
Thomas C. Jenkins (2) B.A. Centenary College, M.A.
Houston-professional education (later doctorate at North
Dakota).
Dorothy Ann Dodds (1985) B.S. MSTC-kindergarten
(later M.A. at Colorado State College).
Frederick William Bierhaus (6) B.S. St. Cloud STC,
M.E. Minnesota-football coach.
Dick E. Adams (3) B.J. Missouri, M.A.
Minnesota-journalism.
Ivo J. Mersman (3) B.S. Emporia STC, M.A
Chicago-professional education.
Lawrence N. Anderson (1) B.A. Mayville STCbusiness education.
Alice M. Bartels (1982) B.F.A. South Dakota, M.A.
Iowa-music.
Bertha Camp (3) B.S. NDAC, M.A. Columbia TCfourth grade.
Margaret Carroll (4) B.S. Kearney STC, M.A.
Chicago-fifth grade.
Ann Wingert (1) B.M., M.A. Wisconsin-music.
Estelle Lau (1) B.A. Southern California, M.A.
Chicago-College High School social studies.
Olaf Anfinson (3) B.E. Winona STC-physical science.
Ruth Bruson (2) B.S., M.S. Northwestern-biology.
Charles Boss (1) B.A. Central College, M.A. ChicagoCollege High School social studies

Max H. Powers (1) B.S. MSTC-speech-dramatics.
1950:
Bernard Gill (1980) B.A., M.S. Illinois-head librarian.
Ralph Lee (1981) B.S. St. Cloud STC, M.B.Ed.,
Colarado-business education.
Walter Seidenkranz (1966) B.A. Carleton, M.A.
Minnesota-English.
Marvel Wooldrik (1976) B.S., M.A., B.S. in L.
Minnesota-library.
E. Fern Green (3.5) B.S. Southwest Missouri SC, M.A.
Missouri-English.
·
Lorraine Schueller (6) B.S., M.A. Minnesota-business
education.
James Pearson (1) B.A., M.A. Oklahoma-geography.
Lillian Langemo (1) B.A. Valley City STC, B.S. in L.S.
Denver-library.
Ray L. Votapka (3) B.M., M.M. Northwestern-music.
Jasper J .. Valenti (3) A.B. CCNY, M.S. Alabama
Polytechnic Institute, Ph.D. Chicago-College High
School principal.
Iletta M. Holman (5) B.S. Minnesota, M.S. Iowa
State-College High School art.
Myron Kennedy (1) B.S. St. Cloud STC, M.A.
Minnesota-College High School social studies.
S.M. Melby (1) B.S., M.A. Minnesota-College High
School science.
Arthur J. Adelberg. (3) B.S. Illinois-fourth grade.
Marion C. Adelberg (3) B.A. Miami
·university-kindergarten.
1951:
Earl Foreman (7) A.B., M.A. Bradley, Ed. M., Ed. D.
Illinois-registrar, director of admissions.
Vernon E. Olson (3) B.E. Western Illinois SC, M.A.,
Ph.D. Chicago-director of off-campus student teaching.
Grace Gregerson (1971) B.E. MSTC, A.M. Chicagosixth grade.
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1952:

Laura M. Scherfenberg (1972) B.E. St. Cloud STC,
M.A. Minnesota-first grade.
Neil B. Thompson (15) B.S., M.S. Kansas State-history
(later a doctorate at Minnesota) .
James S. Perlman (2) B.S. Illinois Institute of
Technology, Ph.D. Minnesota-physical science.
Donald C. Geurts (2) B.S., MSTC, M.A. Minnesotaindustrial arts.
1953:

Arthur J. Nix (1983) B.A., B.S. MSTC-band.
Amos D. Maxwell (8) B.S., M.A. Oklahoma A. and
M., S. Sc. D. Syracuse-political science.
Virginia C. Wilder (1) B.A., M.A. Alabama-dean of
women.
Mary B. Greene (l)-director of food services.
Vilma E. Ujlaki (4) B.A. Oberlin, B.S. Bowling Green
SU-fourth grade.
Ruth A. Hanson (1972) B.S. MSTC, M.A. Minnesotafifth grade.
Floyd A. Temple (1) B.S. MSTC-College High School
science and mathematics.
1954:

Laurence MacLeod (1982) B.S. Mayville STC, M.A.
Colorado State-basketball coach.
Joseph H. Satin (8) B.S. Temple, M.A., Ph.D
Columbia-English, humanities.
Lloyd I. Watkins (2) B.S. Southwest Missouri SUC,
M.S., Ph. D. Wisconsin-speech, forensics.
Allen D. Page (6) B.A. Ripon, M.A. Ohio State, Ph.D.
Wisconsin-physics.

Jane Bolmeier (1) A.B. Duke, M.A. North CarolinaCollege High School art.
Lois Early (1) B.S. Michigan State-dietician.
Betty Brown Bergford (1974) B.E. MSTC-College
High School social studies, fifth grade.
Mary Aarnes (3 months)-English.
1956:

Carol Stewart (7) B.S. St. Cloud STC, M.A.
Syracuse-dean of women.
Evelyn R. Larson (1988) B.S. NDSU-business
education (later
William Gillis (7) M.A. Boston U., Ph.D. Edinburghjournalism and English.
Franklin P. Batdorf (3) B.A., M.A. Missouri, Ph.D.
Cornell-English, debate.
Richard R. Richart (7) B.S., M. Ed.
Missouri-science.
John Paul Smith (2) B.S. Western Washington SC,
Ph.D. Ohio State-psychology.
Edwin Blackburn (7) B.A. College of Seneca, M.A.
Indiana, Ph.D. Michigan-history.
Loel D. Frederickson (1984) B.S., M.A. Minnesotafootball coach.
Lawrence V. Marinaccio (1) M.A. New York
University-industrial arts.
Lawrence 0. Nelson (2) B.S. Connecticut TC, M.A.
Connecticut-dean of administration.
Jerold Sundet (4) B.S. MSTC.-Campus School music.

Elinor V. Mohn (2) B.S., M.A. Minnesota-dean of
women.
Paul Thsch (1) B.S. CCNY, M.S. Pennsylvania State,
Ph.D. Iowa-biology.
Monica Du Charme (1981) B.S. MSTC.:_sixth grade.
Orda Pederson (3) B.S. MSTC-second grade.
Richard B. Jenson (1) B.S. Illinois-College High
School social studies, coaching.
Minnie H. Johnson (1) B.A. St. Olaf-communications.
1955:

Frank H. Reighard (1) B.S., M.S. Wisconsin-industrial
arts.
Mildred Holstad (1976) M.M. Drake U.-music.
Shelda Ann Jacobson later Mrs. Everett Warren (still
teaching) B.S., M.A. MSTC-College High School
mathematics.
Marcel Stratton (1985) B.F.A. Nebraska, M.A.
Chicago-art and humanities.
F. Paul Ralston, Jr. (1) B.A. Simpson, M.A. Drake,
Ph.D. Kansas State-biology.

Carol Stewart (left! was dean of women and Bill Gillis fright! taught
English and was director of publications from 1956 to 1963.

Chapter 32
The College High School
The founder of the College High School was Ella
Hawkinson, who came to Moorhead in 1920, just before
the Normal School became a State Teachers College. She
joined the faculty as the first principal of the junior high
school, which became an advanced entity beyond the
upper grades of the elementary school. During the 1920s
she gradually added more seconda7 work until the first
class of eight students was graduated from "the new
College High School" on June 2, 1930 (May 30, 1930
MiSTiC).

THE MOCCASIN
Spring Term

The 1932 Moccasin (a magazine-yearbook published by
the school), printed a capsule "History of College High
School" (signed by Lucille Scheid.) It is not completely
accurate: the Teachers Colleges had been authorized to
grant degrees eight years before 1929.
College High School is only a little more than ten
years old, but in that time its progress has been so
phenomenal that within a few years it promises to be
a model Minnesota high school.
Up until 1921 there were only the first eight grades in
the Training School. In the fall of that year the ninth
grade was added, followed by the addition of the tenth
grade the next year. When in 1929 the State
Legislature voted that teachers colleges may grant
degrees, the last two years of the high school
curriculum were added.
Several factors led to the establishment of a Campus
High School. When MS became a four-year College,
degree students were required to do student teaching on
the secondary level. Practice teaching was then done on
campus as a part of the regular classload. As an
instance, in the winter term of my senior year I
registered for four courses: Shakespeare, second year
French, American Foreign Policy, and student teaching.
F:ach morning from nine to ten o'clock I taught a part of
the year-long survey of English literature to about 20
high school seniors under the supervision of Peter
Loewen.
Sub-collegiate work at MSI'C was being phased out at
the same time that the College High School was
developing. There was some over-lapping of the two.
Musically-talented Millie Distad transferred from Fargo
High after three years to combine her fourth year of high
school and first year of college at Moorhead State. She
sang in Dan Preston's Girls Glee Club and first Chapel
Choir in 1921, and took part in other College activities.
The College catalogue listed her as a third year student:
that is, she was completing the third year of the old Fi.ve
lear program. She was presumably teaching for a year
in 1921-22 because she is not listed as a student in any
class; she returned as a junior in 1922-23 and a senior
the next year, earning her Advanced Diploma in 1924.

Students still occasionally appeared on the ·MSI'C campus
without high school diplomas even after sub-collegiate
work had been phased out. I do not know how or why
this happened, but I can cite two instances. Among the
eleven students who graduated from the College High
School in 1931 were Arthur Skjonsby of Rosholt, South
Dakota and Julian Bjerkness of Doran, Minnesota. Art
took both high school and college work from 1929 to
1931 and was a member of College music organizations
.during that time. And I remember Miss Hawkinson
telling me that Julian Bjerkness was seven credits short
of High School graduation when he transferred from
Doran to the College High School in the fall of 1930.
His high school class load was very heavy in 1930-31
but Julian was mature, highly-motivated, and accustomed
to hard work.
The May 30, 1930 MiSTiC reported that the new College
High School would offer double classes that met for 120
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In the first three Praeceptors after she joined the MSTC faculty in
1920-21, Ella Hawkinson was portrayed wearing a distinctive bat. The
Praeceptor used a new photograph after 1924 but could not reveal her
actual appearance: she was six feet tall and bad abundant red hair.

minutes each day during the 1930 summer session. This
program would serve a double purpose: high school
students could make up work and College students would
have an opportunity to do secondary school practice
teaching during a summer session. Because it was small
and flexible, the new high school could be a remedial
institution (in part), but during the 1930s MS College
High also developed into a "regular" high school for its
students. Despite its small size, access to a College
faculty and facilities allowed the school to offer a wide
range of subjects; and with the aid of MSTC student
teachers, the high school supervisers also sponsored an
extensive program of extracurricular activities.
Moorhead residents were admitted to the College High
School by application, most of them after completing
their elementary work in the Training School. The 1932
Moccasin said students would be admitted 'on the basis
of entrance examinations after 1931." Since Normal
School days some Moorhead (and occasionally Fargo)

families had sent their children to the Model School (or
Laboratory or Training School) because the teaching
faculties and smaller classes promised superior
education. The number of students from Harwood, North
Dakota, attending the College High School in the 1930s
indicate that the Harwood school district had made an
arrangement with Moorhead State Teachers College
because Harwood had no high school. Before the largescale consolidation that came about later, several rural
Clay County districts made similar arrangements to bus
their high school students to the MSTC campus. This
explains why seven Kassenborgs from rural Glyndon, five
Bannermans, six Lackmanns, and seven Nokkens from
rural Moorhead, and ten Krabbenhofts from Sabin
graduated from the College High School.
By 1932, when the school was graduating its third class
of thirteen students, Ella Hawkinson and Georgina
Lommen (who was Director of the Training School), had
moved the new campus high school forward in important
ways. According to the Moccasin: "During the past year
College High School took three progressive steps which
fu.rthered its progress considerably. »e ·were recognized
as an accredited high school by the North Central
Association of Secondary Schools, we chose our first
members to the National Honorary Society in June, 1931,
and we were admitted to the Minnesota High School
League. This organization includes athletics, debate, and
declamation."

The Moccasin is a special story, a student magazine
produced in the 1920s by junior high school English and
printing classes working together. It may have been
unique in the nation for students on that grade level.
The early issues always had the same cover: a stylized
wood-cut of the Minnesota State flower, the mocassin
flower.

The 1922 Praeceptor devoted a half-dozen pages to the junior high school, with this picture of more than 50 students posed in front of the Model
School building that burned with Old Main in 1930. The writeup said, "The junior High School ... stands out as a distinct department in the
training school." The organizations of the junior high school "speak well" of that department, said the annual, and described their activities.
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An early Praeceptor included a picture of the Boy's Club. The 1922 annual said: ''.A Boy's Club is being organized to do some nature study work
on biking trips; at the same time they will get some practical knowledge of first aid. The aim of this organization is to make the members physically
fit for athletics." Since Dan Preston was an "honorary member" of the Boy's Club, the group probably also did some singing. The Praeceptor listed
the members instead of identifying the boys on the picture: George and Harold Edwards, Oscar Oldsgaard, Gustave Lindholm, Horace Eklund,
Walter Bjorke, Lester Williams, Oscar Johnson, Maynard Rundgren, Harold Nordstrom, and Walter Bielfeldt.

There were special activities in the lower grades of the Model School also in the early Teachers College years. The Preston family bas preserved this
photograph of the first and second grades: Jimmy Preston is at the xylophone and Ted Moos is the boy with the drum at the far right. Janice
Christensen IA.M. Christensen's daughter) is at the other end of the first row, with a trumpet, and Billy Wallwork is about the middle of the back

row.
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The Faculty
The 1932 Moccasin also hailed the impressive
development of a College High School faculty between
1920 and 1932: "The growth of our faculty is
noteworthy. In 1920 only one full-time and one half-time
instructor-together with assistants in music, penmanship,
and physical education-comprised the entire faculty of
the Training School. Today we have five regular
,
instructors, three of whom have a master's degree or its
equivalent, and five special supervisors, in addition to
the Director of the Training School."
The 1932-34 MSTC catalogues record Ella Hawkinson as
principal and supervisor of the College High School and
four others as associate supervisors: Lyl Solem, Verna
Heston, Karl Parsons, and Peter Loewen. Solem and
Heston had joined the faculty in 1929, Parsons in 1930,
and Loewen in 1931. The two men also had College
responsibilities in 1932-Loewen as debate coach and
Parson as chemistry instructor-but both were "regular"
College High instructors in English-speech and the
sciences. Though the catalogue credits only Georgina
Lommen and Ella Hawkinson with master's degrees, the
other College High faculty members all earned M.A. or
M.S. degrees in the 1930s.
The next MSTC catalogue (1935-36) listed Chester Gilpin
(B.E. 1932) as a College High associate supervisor and
Harlow Berquist (B.E. 1933) as "music and band in the
Training School." For many young men who attended the
school in the Depression Era, Gilpin was a very
important person. He also assisted Sliv Nemzek with his
College teams in the 1930s, and was an officer under
him in Moorhead's National Guard, but Chet gave full
and effective attention to his College High students
during his tenure from 1932 ·to 1939.
Fifty years later Gilpin regretted that "time, distance,
and the flow of years" had brought "a near cleavage with
the staff members and students I loved so dearly, and in
whom I had great confidence and pride." He
remembered "the high potential for learning in the
bodies and minds of the Training School students .. These
young people were unsophisticated, wholesome, highly
intelligent ... To a large degree they were first generation

Jane ]obnston (left! and Ly! Solem, near the beginning of their long
careers as Campus High School supervisors.

The 1938 Dragon posed three College High supervisors with the school
principal for the faculty section: Verna Heston, Aileen Scboeppe, Lyl
Solem, and Ella Hawkinson.

Americans, whose parents and grandparents were
European emigrants."
Gentle, low-keyed Harlow Berquist had less contact than
Chet Gilpin with most of the College High students in
the 1930s, but the school band and vocal groups were
important factors in the development of the small
Campus High School. Oscar Thompson, who graduated
from MSTC in 1932, said he had planned to interrupt his
college work to teach with a two-year certificate until
Miss Lommen hired him to conduct the College High
band (part-time). Both Thompson and Berquist were Dan
Preston "products," and four of the five Preston children
graduated from College High in the 1930s.
For Chet Gilpin and his Campus High School teams,
their coach's close relationship with Sliv Nemzek and the
College was very important because the high school had
no athletic facilities. Nemzek blamed Georgina Lommen
for allowing the Training School to be built without a
gymnasium: she didn't want athletic odors permeating
the fine new building, Sliv said. But frugal R.B.
MacLean was partly responsible. He was proud of the
fact that after MSTC's new facilities had been completed
in 1932, $25,000 was turned back to the state (of a total
appropriation of $765,000).
Gilpin left Moorhead State in 1939 for careers in
education in California. His successor, James P.
Schroeder, was the College High coach and teachersupervisor of social studies and science from 1939 to
1949, though military duty during the War and
educational leave afterwards cut his tenure almost in
half. Don Anderson, who had been a student teacher and
part-time coach under Jim Schroeder, became the preeminent College High coach of the post-War years. He
tJecame a member of the faculty in 1941. Floyd Temple
did a fine coaching job at the College High School in
1943-44 after the regular coach had been called into
service.
Before the Teachers College era ended in 1957, a number
of other men also coached Baby Dragon teams.
Anderson's positions with the National Guard and Army
Reserve took him away from Moorhead, and he also
took educational leaves for advanced study. His MSTC
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A number of other people were College High
teachers/supervisors for shorter periods after World War
II. Alice Campbell taught English in 1945-46 and
Mildred Green social studies the same school year. Fred
D. Schneider taught science and social studies in
1946-47, and Estelle Lau and Charles Boss social studies
in 1948-49. The ,College High School (and the whole
Training School) got its own art teacher in 1950 when
Iletta Holman joined the staff. Myron Kennedy taught
social studies and S.M. Melby the sciences in 1950-51.
Donald Geurts, a 1952 MSTC graduate, taught industrial
arts in 1952-53. Shelda Ann Jacobson, who had earned
Moorhead State's first master's degree, joined the
College High faculty to teach science and later
mathematics in 1955. Jane Bolmeier came to teach art
the same year, and Jerald Sundet to teach music in 1956.

The Students

Warren Gauerke and jasper Valenti were College Higb School
principals for short periods after Ella Hawkinson left MSIC in 1948,
but Werner Brand-pictured bere with Jane Johnston-guided tbe school
for many years after be moved up from mathematics supervisor to
principal in 1953 (1954 Dragon).

teammate, T. Edison Smith, replaced Don at College
High on two occasions, the first in 1949-50. Mathematics
teacher-supervisor Werner Brand did some coaching
when needed, and MSTC athletes John (Otto) Klug and
John (Blackie) Varriano filled in briefly. Brand coached
the Baby Dragons after Anderson left for Korea early in
1951, but Don was back for the 1952-53 season and
afterwards. Dick Jensen coached and taught social
studies in 1954-55, and Robert (Buzz) MacLeod in
1956-57.
Nina Draxten, an outstanding teacher of English and
dramatics, was on the College High faculty from 1941 to
1945. After returning to the University of Minnesota
following her four years at MSTC, Miss Draxten did
important research and writing on leaders of the
Norwegian immigration to the United States. John H.
Wooldridge taught science in 1943-44.
Werner Brand first came to MSTC in 1943 to teach
mathematics to Air Corps cadets. When that Army
program ended, he remained on the MS faculty to teach
mathematics at the College High School. After Warren
Gauerke and Jasper Valenti had each served two or three
year stints from 1948 to 1953, Brand succeeded to the
principalship.
Viola Petrie and Jane Johnston both came to the College
High School in 1945 to become teachers/supervisors in
English and science/mathematics. Both served MSTC for
many years-beyond the life of the Campus school
itself-and later became members of the College faculty.

The first College High graduating class had an eventful
senior year. The Model School Annex to Old Main was
the newest (1908) and most fire-resistant part of the
complex that burned on February 9, 1930, but firemen
were unable to keep the fire from spreading through a
connecting corridor from Old Main to destroy the
Training School also. When elementary and secondary
school classes resumed a week after the fire, they were
housed in six private dwellings purchased by the Alumni
Association.
This makeshift arrangement was possible because
Training School classes were small in 1929-30. Eight
students made up the first College High graduating class
that received diplomas at Commencement exercises on
June 2, 1930. They were Leonard Hendrickson, Julian
Jacobson, Sigurd Malen, Clarence Meyers, Helen
Nickolson, Helen Reierson, Albert Rensvold, and Myrtle
Syvertson.
I remember some members of the second graduating
class of eleven people because I did my sophomore
practice teaching during the 1930-31 winter term in a
house located at 604 Eleventh Street. An upstairs
bedroom was large enough for my class of four students.
Members of the graduating class of 1931 were Ann
Beckstrom, Julian Bjerkness, Leveta Bryson, Ralph
Laird, Ann Meyers, Earl and ·Eunice Oss, Florence
Simonson, Arthur Skjonsby, Florence Stevens, and
Harris Vowles.
Bjerkness, who had been in my class, impressed me a
good deal. He was a powerfully-built but very modest
farm boy who became Miss Hawkinson's pride and
challenge: she arranged courses so he could graduate
from high school in a single year and go on to College.
A fine athlete, he was able to participate in school
activities, work part-time, and still graduate as
valedictorian of his 1931 class. He went on to MSTC the
following year, became co-captain of the unbeaten 1934
Dragon football team, and graduated in 1935 with a
major in mathematics. In 1975 he was named a
Distinguished Alumnus for his outstanding Army Air
Force record during and after World War II.
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When I was an MS sophomore in 1930-31, I assumed
that Art Skjonsby was at least that far along in College
because he had been a member of Preston's magnificent
1929-30 Double Male Quartet. In that era, however, farm
boys who attended high schools with limited offerings
often had difficulty earning all the credits needed for
graduation if farm work interrupted their regular
attendance, which probably explains why Art Skjonsby
came to MSTC before he had graduated from high
school. Art got his bachelor's degree from MSTC after
the 1934 summer sessions with a major in history and a
minor in music.

the Evangelical Lutheran Church), preached the
baccalaureate sermon for the Class of 1935 "in the
College chapel" (Weld auditorium). The following year
the baccalaureate sermon was delivered by the Reverend
Father Lambert Weckwerth of St. Joseph's Roman
Catholic Church, with the invocation and benediction by
the Reverend C.L. Brewster of the First Congregational
Church. There was a good deal of music at the 1936
baccalaureate: freshman James Preston sang a solo; his
sophomore sister Molly joined Eunice Harris and Eileen
Herreid in a trio, and the senior chorus sang selections
by Gounod and Beethoven.

The Class of 1932 was only a little larger than the first
two College High classes: Lois Brurud, Dorothy Copa,
Rose Davenport, Vernon Jacobson, Earl Martin, Olga
Mortenson, John Nemzek, Clarice Olson, Clarence and
Margaret Scheid, Ulrick Skauge, Olga Stusiak, and
Freida Ystebo.

Activities of the 1936 Class are very fully documented
because Harold Nelson was a member of the class and
his proud mother kept a scrapbook. Her son
quarterbacked the Baby Dragon football team, played
forward on the basketball team, and earned district
honors in oratory and debate. Newspaper clippings
record the athletic and forensic acivities of the College
High School in the mid-Thirties: "With my name
underlined," Nelson explained apologetically in
presenting this remarkable scrapbook to the MSU
archives.

By 1933 the College High graduating class had increased
to 21, which became the average size of future classes. I
saw this growth as an MS student: my class had only
four students during the 1930-31 winter term but when I
did student teaching in English in 1932-33 there were
about 20 in my class, perhaps all of the graduating
College High seniors.
From this class I remember Hugh Price and Leverett
Hoag because they volunteered in class and were
excellent English students. The other members of the
class were Ethel Alderman, Dorothy Bertholf, Alfred
Briggs, Dagny Edlund, Adeline Finney, Frances Grover,
Mary Holmquist, Florence Johnk, Charles Kirkevold,
Alice Lea, Floyd Maring, Charlotte and Clifton Olson,
Florence Omer, Lawrence Peterson, Henry Schnathorst,
Irene Sonsalla, Delores Swenson, and Mae Thortvedt. At
MSTC Leverett Hoag was elected president of the
Student Commission in 1936.
The Class of 1934 had 23 graduating seniors: Barbara
Akesson, Adelaide Anderson, Chester Baker, Harold
Bekkerus, Donald Boothroyd, Marion Bostrom,
Ferdinand Elstad (who became an MSTC quarterback),
Ferdinand and Kenneth Engelstad, Raymond Grover,
Florence Iverson, Roy Jacobson, Delores Kelly,
Annabelle Kreps, Maurice Martin, Dorothie Nemzek,
Ellen O'Day, Lily Orud, Martha Lou Price, Clarence
Risnes, Herman Sundstad, Stella Stusiak, and Theodore
Winquist. After graduation Sunstad enrolled at MSTC.
He was killed in Burma on June 5, 1944.
Phillip Costain of the Class of 1935 went to West Point:
he was killed on February 24, 1944, piloting a bomber
over Germany. Other members of the class were John
and Mary Adams, David Bryson, Marie Correll, Mildred
Egge, Dorothy Hanson, Borghild and Elna Headland,
Gladys Johanson, Edward Johnson, Margaret Krogh,
Mary Kugler, Thomas McCormick, Frances Nemzek,
Ralph Pederson, Robert Peterson, Fannie Stusiak, Ralph
Wetmur, and Kenneth Whitnack.
The Reverend F.A. Schiotz, then pastor of Moorhead's
Trinity Lutheran Church (and later national president of

Besides Harold Nelson the other members of the Class
of 1936 were Harold Amundsgaard, Bernhard Bekkerus,
James Bly, Claire Carlson, Evelyn Correll, John Hansen,
Emil Headland, Dick Hoag, Helen Jacobson, Lorraine
Krabbenhoft, Grace Meyers, Ethel Nemzek, Florence
Reiss, Lucille Shinn, Verna Thysell, Earl Tritchler, and
Merlynn Zuehlsdorff. After earning the Distinguished
Flying Cross for valor, Lt. Zuehlsdorff was reported
missing in action while piloting his plane in the
Southwest Pacific early in World War II.
Alton Peterson, the 1937 valedictorian, returned to
Moorhead after flying planes "over the hump" from
Burma to China in World War II and now heads the
Moorhead auto firm founded by father. Other members
of the Class of 1937 were John Aabye, Jacqueline
Anderson, Blair Archer, Erwin (Bun) Bly, Gerald
Grover, Dagny Headland, Esther Hexom, Doris Holm,
Donald and Lyla Johnson, Florence Meyers, Floyd and
Leslie Nelson, Annetta Nielson, Minnie Orud, Florence
Peterson, Jane Preston, Esther Schumm, Eugenia
(Jennie) Stusiak, Sadye Swindeck, Irene Tompte,
Margaret Vanden Bos, and Muriel Wetmur.
John Bystrom of the Class of 1938 had played "Peder
Victorious" in the MSTC dramatic production of Ole
Rolvaag's Giants in the "Earth in 1931. Bystrom earned
both his bachelor's and graduate degrees at the
University of Minnesota and became a professor of
spee.ch at the University of Hawaii. The other 1938
graduates were Phillip Archer, Porter Bergland, Ethel
Brekke, Ralph Davis, Mildred Ferch, Percival (Freeman)
Fountain, Phyllis Grover, Dorothy Green, Wanda
Hegland, David Johnson, Betty Ann Kiefer, Naomi
Kramer, Mildred Kreps, Florence Kuehl, Cecilia Lee,
Helen McClurg, Margaret Mollner, Glenn Monson,
Clarence Morgan, Frederick Ogren, Arthur Phillipp,
Molly Preston, Carolyn Sannes, Dorothy Schill, Marion
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Campus School students were included in important All-College events. When Maclean Hall cornerstone-laying ceremonies were scheduled for
October 24, 1931, at Homecoming, the lower grades ltopJ waited in front of their temporary school buildings. The school band led a parade
!middle), followed by high school girls in white dresses !bottom! . Tbe College faculty came next.
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Harold Nelson (left! and Merlyn Zuehlsdorff of the class of 1936
became MSTC freshman the following fall .

The faculty picked Florence and Alton Peterson (not related! as the top
ranking students of the 1937 class. Alton was the class president.

Schneider, Stanley Stusiak, and Doyle Whitnack. Using
his other name, Freeman Fountain graduated from MSTC
in 1942 and then added a B.A. from Stanford in 1943
and a B.S. from UNO after World War II. He took his
M.D. at the University of Colorado in 1951 and practices
in Scottsdale, Arizona. Dr. Fountain was honored as a
Distinguished Alumnus of MSU in 1979.

Russell Gullings, George and Jeanette Green, Kathryn
Hammett, Jewell Hexom, Doris Johnson, Edwin
Kassenborg, Gene Kelly, Teddy Kittleson, James
Nemzek, Doris Safgren, Donald Scott, Virginia Smith,
Joseph Strub, and Harry Thompson .

Much the largest class to graduate from the College
High School was the Class of 1939, which had 'J'7
members: William Askegaard, Burdette Benson, Lorene
Briggs, Phyllis Dahlquist, Willis Euren, Eileen Pridgen,
Geraldine Garrett, Wallace Gwynn, Harriet Halvorson,
Eunice Harris, Durward and Lester Hegland, Clarence
and Orland Holden, Ivah lngwalson, Helen Krabbenhoft,
Edgar Kvant, Orville and Lois Larson, Elaine Mee, Elfie
Mayer, Marion Monson, Mary Nemzek, Ernest Olson,
Leone Peterson, Adelaide and Florence Pescke, Herbert
Paulson, James Preston, Edwin Sadler, Mary Simonitsch,
Sigurd Stusiak, Vey Thompson, Joseph Tritschler,
Kathryn and Wilbert Wolter, and Maurice Zuehlsdorff
(who became the business manager of Moorhead State
College in 1958).
Many College High graduates went across campus to
enroll at MSTC, but Ted Moos from the Class of 1940
went on to St. John's University and then the University
of Minnesota School of Dentistry. His sidekick, Bill
Wallwork, went to Harvard and came back to FargoMoorhead to head his family's auto firm . Dr. T.C. Moos
succeeded to his father's dental practice in Moorhead.
Other members of the 1940 class were Herman Bariletti,
Howard Bekkerus, Juna Berg, Arlene Bly, Jack Brown,
Janice Christenson, Estelle Fiskum, Wanda Grover,
Mildred Johnson, Ruth Johnk, Lester Kragnes, Betty
Nelson, Gloria Nielson, Doris and Marie Peterson,
Gordon Rehder, Irene Safgren, Milton Sanger, Rhoda
Schroeder, Birdie Smith, Charles Stain, and Joyce
Tiegen. Janice Christenson became a professor at the
University of Texas and the recipient of many awards and
honors.
Close friends Mary Preston and Mary Wallwork
graduated together in 1941 with Jewell Alrick, Dorothy
Bariletti, Delores Belsly, Florence Brendemuhl, Margaret
Briggs, Nestor Buth, Ruth Dahlquist, Leahdore Fuehrer,

Identical twins Ray and Roy Schram became worldfamous figure skaters as members of the Ice Follies in
the 1940s and 1950s, sometimes skating shackled
together. Also members of the Class of 1942 were
Beverly Benson, Charlotte Bostrom, Leland Brendemuhl,
Samuel Bridges, Viola Gunsch, Patricia Gorman, Milo
Haugen, Andrew Hermann, Phil Hoglund, Thelma
Holden, Joyce Johnson, Loretta and Marvin Krabbenhoft,
Theresa Ledeboer, Donald Morgan, Lois Nelson, Robert
Nemzek, Vivian Novachek, James Oberg, Elaine
Phillipp, Dennis Rehder, Eithnea and Marion
Schwendeman, Ralph Simpson, Raymond Smith, Gloria
Sundet, and Dorothy Wiger.
Ruth Schillerstrom, who won national recognition for her
leadership in the education of the visually handicapped,
was named a Distinguished Alumna of MSU in 1975. She
and her husband, Phil Hoglund of the Class of 1942,
raised three sons, one of them an MS student in the
1960s. Also in Ruth's 1943 class were Robert Bariletti,
Kathryn Borscheid, George Brittenham, Elaine and
Johnnie Gwynn, Betty Kuehl, Angeline Mollner, Marilyn
Murray, Katherine Nemzek, Helen Orud, Marvin
Peterson, Marion Rolfer, Robert Schumm, Charles
Simonitsch, Marqueta South, Eris Stophilbeen, and
Harry Woods (a superb athlete.)
For a number of reasons, the College High enrollment
dropped sharply in the final years of World War II and
only nine students graduated in 1944. In the class were
Duane Baker, Dixie Brendemuhl, Kathleen and Patricia
Ferris, Floyd Holden, Richard Jackson, Dorothy
Kassenborg, Virginia Oleen, and Ruth Robinson.
With the end of the War in sight-and College High
School students restored to their classrooms when the
Air Corps cadet units left the MS campus-enrollment
increased again in 1945. That year's graduating class
included Birger Anderson, Earl Berg, Fred Cory, Hollis
Eil, Kenneth Elstad, Shirley Hagman, Clarence and
Maxine Hanson, Hugh Hoglund, June Huesmann, Mavis
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was named a Distinguished Alumnus of Moorhead State
in 1974. At that time Dr. Schoephoerster was Director of
the Minnesota Right to Read program and a special
assistant to the Minnesota Commissioner of Education.
Hugh graduated from the Campus high school in 1950
with Barbara Asp, David Bartholomew, Bonnie Baugh,
Dorothy Foldenaur, Clifton Jacobson, Effie Johnson,
Margery Morgan, Barrett Nokken, Eugene Oelke, lone
and Marlene Olson, Beverly and Genelle Peterson,
Patrick Pinckney, Robert Rinke, Cleo Salberg, Mark
Schumm, Harry and Lillian Soberg, Carol Swenson,
Amelia Wheeler, and William Zebley.

Jane Preston and Blair Archer bad a special distinction as members of
the Class of 1937: their fathers were leading MSTC faculty members.

Johnson, Glenn Krabbenhoft, Allen Ledeboer, Shirley
Lundquist, Myron Monson, Edna Orud, Ruth Simpson,
Glenn Suedel, Shirley Stempf, Robert Wear, Allan
Wiger, and Woodrow Wilson.
Twenty College High students graduated in 1946: Francis
Allen, Frederick Anderson, Charles Cleveland, Richard
England, Alverna Frisch, George Gwynn, Mary Green,
Arliss Halvorson, Jack Hillrud, Allan Kassenborg, Ruth
Kittleson, Marvin Krafve, Fred Kreps, Richard
Mickelson, June Oleen, Carol Robinson, Ronald Reski,
Donald Sannes, Donna Thorson, and Edsel Wicklund.
The names suggest two sets of twins in the Class of
1947: Patricia Bane, Robert Benson, Thomas Curran,
Eleanor Haugen, Ruth Kreps, Carolyn and George
Lackmann, Evelyn Lindsey, Eloise Monson, Ethel
Motschenbacher, Donald Miller, Donald and Ronald
Ogren, Richard and Robert Roberts, Irma Schumm, and
Gerald Soberg.
Frances Haukebo's older brothers and sisters had
attended high school at Underwood, MN; but while they
were in college in Moorhead, Tess attended College
High, graduating in 1948. Other members of her class
were Lois Amundson, Robert Belsly, Betty Bielfeldt,
Robert Brolling, Delene and Delores Ellingson, Paul Fee,
Beatrice Haugen, Donald and Verne Johnson, Beverly
Leerhoff, Donna Mickelson, Vernon Olson, Evageline
Peppas, Thomas Reski, Mary Seaton, Ruth St. John,
Bessie Marie Tarwater, Leonard Walters, and Margaret
Witherow.
Orlow Nokken of the Class of 1949 became a member of
the Moorhead State faculty some years after his
graduation from College High (and later from MSTC.)
Also in his class were Helen Bernhardson, David
Ellenson, Lila Hagestad, Betty Johnson, Layton
Johnston, Loisjean Johnson, Joanne Jones, Glenn
Kassenborg, Jean Kreps, Roland Lackmann, Clarice
Larson, Joyce Ledeboer, Richard Miller, Frank Mollner,
Jeanete Ogren, Ida Orud, Gene Pederson, Richard Reski,
Paul Swanson, Herbert Stennes, Lillian Wadnizak, and
Phyllis Wilson.
Hugh Schoephoerster, who was a good athlete and
student leader first at College High and later at MSTC,

The Class of 1951 had only eleven graduates, the only
small class of the post-War years. Graduating that year
were Joanne Amundson, Roger Haugen, Jeanne Holte,
Wayne Jacobsen, John Johanneson, Anna Mae Knutson,
Grace Olson, Donald Pinckney, Richard Remore,
Delores Soberg, and Carl Swenson.
In 1952 the number of seniors had gone up to 28: Jerry
Arzdorf, Duane Bartholomew, Phyllis Baugh, Gunder
Bjonfold, Joanne Boelter, Nancy Brandt, Patricia
Bullock, Bradley Farnham, Roger Hegland, Darlene
Jacobsen, Donna and Stanley Johnson, Wayne Junge,
Duane Karlstrom, Margie Kassenborg, Janice
Krabbenhoft, Dorothy Ledeboer, Joseph Olson, Una
Orud, Merlin and Patricia Peterson, Bruce Reski, Ruby
Rivinius, Janice Schoephoerster, Gwen Thayer, Bette
Sorenson, Dwight Smith, and Eloda Wilson. Bruce Reski
was elected president of the MSTC student commission
when he was a College junior in 1955.
In 1953 there were 22 graduates: Vernette Abrahamson,
Carolee Adams, Tom Addicott, Charles Bartholomew,
Ruth Baugh, Karen Folden, Diane Gray, Marlyce
Haugen, Genelle Hauge, Nick Heisler, Howard Jacobson,
Yvonne Johnson, Betty Kelting, Elden Myrben, Dorothy
Olson, Carol Peterson, Robert Roebuck, Darleen Rood,
Duane Sherwin, Ruth Seidenkranz, and Elaine
Stromberg.
In 1954, 17 graduates: Daryl Abrahamson, Dennis
Anderson, Joanne Baugh, Mary Brennan, Gwendolyn
Ek, Ronald England, Carol Erjavec, James Foldenaur,
Larry Foreman, Joyce Gehrke, Colleen Garrity, Richard
Gray, Elaine Karlstrom, Larry Leach, Carol Lunos,
Douglas Nielson, Irene Soberg, and Lyle Witt. Larry
Foreman, who married classmate Elaine Karlstrom,
became a specialist in theatre set design after graduating
from Moorhead State and was a member of the MS
faculty in the 1970s.
In 1955, there were 30 in the graduating class: Joan
Brabender, Ronald Dibble, Gladys Ellingson, Charles
'Emerson, Roberta Erjavec, Wayne Freedland, Colleen
Gallagher, LaVern Garman, Claudia Green, Esther
Haugen, Ruth Hauge, Carol Halvorson, Sally Hersrud,
Herman Holland, Mary Johanneson, Erling and Joy
Johnson, Delores Leach, Darleen Olson, Larry
Rasmussen, Norma Rice, Janice Sherwin, Gloria Soberg,
Diane Reski, Roger Richter, Nancy Richardson, Dorothy
Skrei, Elaine Tufton, Robert Tabatt, and JoAnn Walden.
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In 1956, 24 seniors graduated: Cleo Anderson, Harold
Anderson, Mary Jane Arzdorf, Donald Bannerman,
Leland and LeRoy Betz, Norman Brakke, Jeanette
Dibble, Eddie Emmerick, Allan Everham, Roberta
Gamer, Lester Holte, Myron Holland, Gordon Knauer,
Diane Larson, Mavaise Leach, Glenn Nokken, Judith
Olson, Sharon Orvedahl, Clark Poehls, Henry Qualley,
Martin Soeth, Rona Robbins, and Donald Volker.
In 1957 there were 25 graduates: Harold Anderson,
Eugene Bakko, Evonne Brooks, Roger Cuthbertson,
Luverne Eid, Patricia Everham, Karen Gordon, David
Jenkins, Marlys Jacobsen, Shirley Johnson, Gordon
Kassenborg, Keith Kirkhom, Cordell Krabbenhoft,
LeRoy Ledeboer, Gary Larsen, Beatrice Lunde, Susan
Madsen, Kent Marsten, Byron Ogren, Robert Olson,
Howard Qualley, Douglas Slocum, Marilyn Tufton, Gary
Videen, and Lois Zaske.

The Moccasin
Writing, editing, and printing The Moccasin for a decade
may have been the most remarkable achievement of Ella
Hawkinson's junior-senior high school. The publication
began in 1922 as "Christmas Greetings from the Model
School," a 12-page booklet "printed in the School Print
Shop of the Moorhead State Teachers College. The work
was done by the boys of the ninth grade assisted by the
boys of the College." The "Greetings" included an
invitation: "The Model School wants you to know
something of its activities .... This holiday booklet is but
suggestive of all that your children and their teachers are
doing." Reports from the kindergarten, primary, lower
intermediate, and upper intermediate departments filled
the first part of the booklet and "activities and
organizations of the junior high school" were given the
last half-dozen pages. There was an article on the
Moorhead fire department by George Roberts of the
eighth grade, "Indians at War" by Edward Bridges of the
seventh grade, and Gladys Hill's letter to her father
describing the ninth grade's visit to the Fargo flour mill.
The first publication entitled The Moccasin appeared in
March, 1923, "Issued by the Junior High School of the
State Teachers College, Moorhead, Minnesota" and
"Printed in the MSTC Print Shop under the direction of
G.K. Wells." The leading editorial said, "We wish to
show our gratitude to our state and our love for the state
school, The Moorhead State Teachers College, in the
selection of the name for our paper, The Moccasin": the
cover design of the first three issues was a stylized
wood-cut (or linoleum block) version of a mocassin
flower, the Minnesota state flower. News of the
elementary grades followed complimentary statements
from President R.B. MacLean or the Training School
director in all of these early issues, but each issue (in
MacLean's words), "offers an opportunity for the
students to express themselves and acquire skill in the
use of English . The effort of the students in accepting the
responsibility for this publication is to be commended."
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The spring 1925 Moccasin did not haw the best designed cO'Ver but
this i~sue (including its cO'Ver) is the most interesting today. Ella
Hawkinson's interest in history of the area led to the organization of
the Clay County Historical Society under her leadership.

The 1924 Moccasin said the magazine was issued three
times a year, and that the spring issue was prepared by
the ninth grade English class. (An earlier undated issue
had been prepared by the tenth grade English class.) But
there was an added statement under the masthead of the
spring issue: "Due to excess work in the Print Shop, the
Moccasin for the winter term could not be published.
This unusually large copy (20 pages) contains much of
the material which would have appeared in the winter
number." The contents, besides news of honor rolls,
sleigh rides, civics class debates, and sports events, were
poems and articles, nearly always signed.
Ella Hawkinson and her students were seldom able to
publish three issues a year, but in 1924-25 three
Moccasins were printed. In the fall issue, which had an
early-day printing press on its cover, there was an
editorial on "The Book" and articles on "Ancient
Records," "Medieval Writing," "The Difficulties
Gutenberg Had in Inventing the Printing Press,"
"Colonial School Books," "Indian Records," "Results of
an Adventure in Paper Making," and a
chart ."Development of the Alphabet." The winter issue
(a Gothic cathedral on its cover), had articles on ·~rt As
a -Living Project," "Mural Decoration," "Holy Grail
Study," "Michelangelo;' Raphael," "Leonardo da Vinci,"
·~ Contrast Between Greek and Modem Sculptors,"
"Cathedrals," "Westminster Abbey," ·~n Hour with
Miss McCarten (the College art teacher)," and "What
the Study of Art Has Done for Us." These two issues
had 32 and 26 pages, but the spring term Moccasin had
48 pages, the high point reached by the publication. The
subject matter was Miss Hawkinson's abiding interest,
local history.
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Glaydon Robbins wore a chefs bat and Campus School supervisors and parents wore ethnic costumes to "dress up" an attractive smorgasbord buffet.
I can identify bis helpers in part only: Glaydon's right, Jessie Boudrye (caplessJ and Puddy Anderson; to bis immediate left, Dorothy Dodds and
·
Lois Hanson.

On the cover of this spring 1925 Moccasin was a Red
River ox cart with its half-breed driver walking along
side, and the title page read "History of Our
Community." Below was printed "Dedicated to the
Pioneer," a sketch of a frontier scout, and a quotation
from Hamlin Garland. The first few pages were general
and inspirational: poems entitled "Pioneers," ''A
Tribute," "To the Pioneers"; and articles, "Our Heritage
from the Pioneers," "The Vision of the Pioneers," and
"The,faith of the Pioneers." All were written by the
eighth graders who edited this Moccasin: Edith Wagner,
Nels Halvorson, Violet Grier (business manager), Ruby
Anderson, Adele Grina, Pearl and Ferne Bean, Marjorie
Garrow, Harry Miley, and Ranseler Wyatt.
''A Project," signed Ella A. Hawkinson, explained the
decision of the eighth grade civics class to study the
development of their community. The students sought
and received help from the Agassiz chapter of the
D.A.R., the College library, the Minnesota Historical
Society, and a number of individuals still living in 1925
who had helped found the city of Moorhead. Articles on
"Fur Trade," "Buffalo Hunting;' and similar topics were
clearly the work of eighth graders, sometimes confusing
and inaccurate. A few, like editor Edith Wagner's "Dog
Trains" and "Red River Carts," were remarkably well
researched and written. In addition to the signed articles
and poems by students, The Mocassin also included a
number of substantial articles on the early history of the
region that are not signed, very probably the work of
Ella Hawkinson and her student teachers.
Ella Hawkinson's local history project (and publication)
in her junior high school class led to the 1925 AllCollege pageant, ''At the Gate of the West," written by

Flora Frick and her pageantry class with help from Ella
Hawkinson. It was presented by College and junior high
school students-with four genuine pioneers participating!
(See Chapter 9, Section 7; there were further
developments a few years later. Ella Hawkinson decided
there was sufficient interest in the community to support
a permanent organization and a museum. She founded
the Clay County Historical Society in 1932 and was
allotted space in the new College buildings to house a
museum. The Society began collecting artifacts and
archival material.)
In 1925 there was also a Christmas number of the
Moccasin that included a pageant, not ascribed to anyone
but probably Flora Frick's contribution: "Christmas in
Plymouth Days." Christmas poems by students from the
fourth to the eighth grade were signed, as were stories
with Russian and Biblical settings by eighth grader
Barbara Robertson ("Where Love Is There God Is Also")
and ninth grader Pearl Bean ("The Other Wise Man).
The prose and poetry in the last half (or non-Christmas
part) of this winter term Mocassin can probably be
explained by Miss Hawkinson's article on "Conduct
Building": "The elementary and junior high school have
launched upon the project of building up better habits of
conduct or manners, finer ideals of character, and a
deeper appreciation of the elements in worthwhile
living." The articles include "Our Ten Commandments
of Good Sportsmanship" (under a picture of the winning
1925-26 College High basketball team, with coach Arlo
Baldwin), "What Is Beauty," ''Are We Americans," "The
Kind of Woman I Want To Be," and "What Sort of a
Man I Should Like To Be" (by editor-in-chief Donald
Anderson.)
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Therefore, only spring issues of the Moccasin are found
in the archives and were probably the only ones
published from 1926 through 1932 (the last). In 1926,
"The Knighthood of Youth has been the object of your
study in the past year," according to Georgina Lommen's
introductory letter. The longest selection included was a
pageant enacted by twelve members of the eighth grade,
entitled "Knights of 1926." Eighth grader Grace Harriet
Hagen (Frank Weld's granddaughter), edited the 1927
Moccasin, which opened with "Making the Best of One's
Self' by the editor. There were a number of essays by
seventh and eighth graders on Franklin, Grant, Lee,
Washington, and Lincoln, the year's theme being
"greatness" and "great men." "This issue of the
Mocassin is devoted to the study which you have made
of occupations and vocations," said R.B. MacLean's
introductory letter to the 1928 publication. Although
there were the usual essays on class visits to a bank, the
police department, and a garage, this Moccasin included
eight pages of articles by student teachers Elvira
Townsend, Ethel Werner, and Ralph Smith on such
subjects as "Children's Marks and Their Occupational
Interests" and reproductions of forms used, like
"Guidance Personnel Record."
"The sustained interest of our junior high school students
in their study about ships and in the building of fine
handsome ships testifies to the fact that the symbolism of
the ship is still a challenge to youth," wrote Georgina
Lommen in the 1929 Moccasin. There were pictures of
models of the "Golden Hind," the Mayflower," and a

Spanish pirate ship, with their builders; and a 12-page
pageant entitled "Those Who Go Down to the Sea in
Ships," by Flora Frick ("with the cooperation of Miss
Hawkinson"). It was presented for the Training School
on April 11 and the College the following day.
Elementary students wrote poems about trees (six
pages).
In 1930 the Moccasin became the yearbook of the
graduating College High class, but only in its first two
pages, which printed eight formal portraits of the
graduating class. The next 20 pages included poems and
short essays on "World Friendship and Understanding,"
the year's project. In its last pages the 1930 Moccasin
announced that "the College High School offers a full
six years high· school course conforming with the
recommendation of the State Board of Education."
Constants in the upper four years were English I, II, III,
IV, Algebra, Geometry, general science, biology, physics
or chemistry, modem history, American history, social
problems, and physical education. "Electives will be
added with the growth of the school," said the article.
For 1930-31 they would be: Latin I, Caesar, Vergil,
French I (open to grades 8 through 11), art history,
applied arts, printing, mechanical drawing, woodwork,
metal work, band, chorus, elements of music, history of
music, ancient and medieval history, commercial law,
economic history, and business organization.
The slim (15 page) 1931 Moccasin began with pictures of
the eleven graduating seniors and their commencement
program, which was "dedicated to the promotion of

College Higb English supervisor Peter Loewen 11931-36) involved junior and senior ~gb scbool stud?Zts in forensic events. Tbis group land location)
bave not been identified but tbe numbered individuals are: 11J Donald Hoag, 12) Dick Hoag, 13) Billy Wallwork, 14J Harold Nelson, 15) Harold
Tbysell, 16J Peter Loewen, 17J Helen McClurg, IBJ Alton Peterson, 19J Elaine Mee.
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World Peace." There were articles on England, the Alps
of Switzerland, a visit in Brittany, the fjords of Norway
and Sweden, bull-fighting in Spain, the Olympic Games
in Los Angeles, 1932, the Monroe Doctrine, Our Study
of Fairy Stories, and Monuments of Peace (which was
illustrated) .
In 1932 the Moccasin became a 24-page high school
yearbook: there were portraits of the faculty and seniors
(with statements about each of the latter); group pictures
of the lower classes and the football, basketball, and
debate teams; three page of humor; and three pages of
advertisements. In subsequent years the seniors created
yearbooks that were not printed but included pasted-in
photographs and mimeographed material.

Competition
Don Anderson discovered recently that beginning in
1920, Ella Hawkinson's first year at MS, the junior high
school had an athletic association to handle basketball
and track activities. In 1921-22 this association financed
short trips by the basketball team. College athletes
coached the junior high teams (the "Baby Peds"): Ted
Freed, Perry Johnson, Joe Eifert, Glen McDonald, and
Ernie Anderson in the early Twenties. In 1924 the
College football captain coached an eleven-man junior
high team that won praise from The Moccasin: "This is ·
the first year the Junior High School has had a football
team that is very good." Another MS star, Ario Baldwin,
had a basketball team in 1925-26 that won ten of the
thirteen games played. Ann Amon coached fine girls'
teams while she was student teaching, and Menser
Anderson of the MSTC basketball team coached his
Campus High team to a 6-4 record in 1927.
The 1930 Moccasin said "The College assistant coach"
(Ray Johnson) directed a College High squad in 1929;
the next yearbook pictured Chet Gilpin with a basketball
team that won 10 out of 14 games in 1929-30. Gilpin and
Hank Booher coached the 14-man Baby Dragon 1931
football squad that had a 2-4-1 record, but the 1931-32
basketball team (coached by Gilpin and Obert Nelson)
won 11 of their 13 games. Two sophomores and one
eighth grader played on the football team.
"Baseball, kittenball, volleyball, hockey, archery, quoits,
and track fill the spring term sport calendar for both
boys and girls," said the 1930 Moccasin. "Pageantry,
folk-dancing, and campfire activities add to the girls'
interests." Don Anderson, who began his Training
School teaching and coaching a decade later, says, "Girls
tournaments were held in such sports as ping pong and
aerial darts and a team of Campus School senior girls
played the College girls' team on several occasions." The
1927 Moccasin recorded two notable victories of the
College junior high girls' basketball team coached by
student teacher Anne Amon. "In both games with the
College teams, we were victorious. We defeated the
Wildcats with a score of 16 to 14, and the Pedettes,
17 to 16."

In 1932 the College High School acquired its own coach
and its athletic record improved impressively. But though
Chet Gilpin (a 1932 MS graduate) was an excellent
coach, Moorhead State's campus high school had
difficulty providing enough manpower for eleven-man
football during the 1930s. The situation was better in
basketball and the Baby Dragons teams of 1937-38 and
1938-39 were good enough to be "seeded" into the
District 23 tournament.
The Nelson family scrapbook records numerous Baby
Dragon victories (and defeats) in football, basketball, and
track in the mid-Thirties. Harold Nelson was captain of
the 1936 College High track team, a sport in which the
school excelled probably because of help from College
track stars. "We won medals, trophies, and other honors
for our school," wrote Nelson when he sent the
scrapbook to the archives, and he wondered what had
happened to them after the College High School went
out of existence. "One year we lost only one football
game and that was to Moorhead High. We had at one
time seven sets of brothers on our football team."
Coach Jim Schroeder introduced six-man football at
College High in 1941, and his team won five games and
lost only two. Cal Lundquist was high scorer for the
Baby Dragons with 80 points. Ten players earned letters.
When Don Anderson returned from Army service to
coach all sports after the end of World War II, the Baby
Dragons began playing eight-man football. Though it was
a small school, College High offered its students good
opportunities for athletic competition. Funds were short
for extracurricular activities, however, and coaches wives
often washed football jersies. Parents helped with minor
clothing repair and the equipment used was often secondhand. Awards dinners were plain affairs, sometimes
served by parents in the school's lunchroom.

Coach Don Anderson and bis 1953-54 basketball team: left to right,
Doug Nielson, Don \biker, Larry Leach, Coach Anderson, Dennis
Anderson, Richard Gray, and Lyle Witt.
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"More than 600 attended the dinner on August 8 in the
banquet hall of Fargo's Holiday Inn. Tables were set for
each class, with a large banner hung from the ceiling to
identify the year of graduation: this separated some high
school sweethearts, briefly. Before dinner was served at
8:00 p.m., pictures of each class were taken, with one
or another of vintage cars as back-drops. Those of us
who ordered copies could judge the aging and state of
preservation of our classmates! Our former science
teacher, Karl Parsons, a favorite with all of us, visited
with many of his former students during the dinner and
enjoyed dancing afterwards as enthusiastically as the rest.

Anderson's football team carried bim off tbe field after tbeir victory
over Audubon on October 28, 1955.

Reunion
On August 7-9, 1987, the College High alumni of
1921-1971 held a reunion and celebration of the school's
50 years of existence-two months before Moorhead
State University's Centennial Homecoming. Jane Preston
Bekkerus describes the three-day festival which College
High graduates (with the help of the University Alumni
office) held on and off the Moorhead campus:
''August 7 was registration day in the old high school
building (built in 1931-32, now Lommen Hall). A
museum of items represented many classes: yearbooks,
pictures of individuals and student groups, and letters
from College High alums who could not attend our
reunion. Those of us who wanted to live on campus
were assigned dormitory rooms, girls and boys on
different floors: we signed for bedding, arranged our
rooms, and found our bathrooms 'down the hall.'
"There were group parties on August 8 and a bus tour
of Fargo-Moorhead for alumni who had not been back
since their school days at the College High School.
Kathryn (Hammett) Johnk hosted a get-together for her
class of 1941 on the old family homestead. My sister
Mary was in this class and attended the party with sister
Molly (Preston) Flood of the Class of 1938 and Mary's
husband, John Gwynn of the Class of 1943. There was
golf at the Ponderosa course for many on the second day
of our reunion, but the big events were a luncheon and
evening dinner.
"The noon luncheon at the Doublewood Inn in Fargo
was a Letterman's Club affair, but some wives also
attended. The featured speaker was Gary Larson of the
Class of 1957, who was a football star at College High
and Concordia before he became one of the 'Purple
People Eaters' of the Minnesota Vikings. T. Edison
Smith and other former Baby Dragon coaches also spoke
at the luncheon.

"Harris Vowles of the second graduating class of 1931
spoke at the dinner and Harold Nelson of the Class of
1936 described the choosing of the school colors and
adoption of the 'Baby Dragons' name. Hildegard
Usselman Krause entertained us on the organ, as she had
over radio station WDAY when we were Campus High
students. A 'count-down' identified the alumni who had
come the farthest to attend the reunion and two were left
standing at the end: Dr. Ron Peterson (son of Alton and
Alice Peterson of the Class of 1937) and my sister, Molly
Preston Flood, who both came from the Hawaiian island
of Oahu. Ron came from the little town of Aiea and
Molly from Waianae, three miles down the road!
"On August 9, the last day of the reunion, a pig-roast
was held at the Fairhills Resort on Pelican Lake. The
five Preston 'children,' however, spent the day with Dad
at his Pioneer Manor apartment in downtown Fargo: at
90, and in a wheelchair, he had been unable to attend
any reunion events. We had a wonderful reunion of our
own that day. That evening he suffered a massive heart
attack, became unconscious, and died on August 11. His
was a happy ending, with his five children around him."

Chapter 33
Publications After the War: or,
Backstrom, Binford, Warner, Scribner
& Co.
Byron Murray brought me back to Moorhead State
Teachers College in 1947. Many veterans seeking
doctorates at Harvard and elsewhere interrupted their
programs about this time to teach for two or three years.
M> were tired of depending on the G. J. Bill and being
broke all the time.
Moorhead State Teachers College seemed dispirited and
defeatist when I came back, shockingly unlike the MSIC
I had attended in the 1930s. President Snarr was
determined to establish a Chicago-style program in
general education at Moorhead State. I was not much
involved in the effort and so perhaps I underrated it.
What seemed important to me (because of the position I
was hired to fill), was the seeming impossibility of
"selling" the concept: Minnesota legislators were not
impressed when Snarr talked to them about general
education and students were not attracted to the school.
Locally, Concordia College was growing impressively and
Moorhead State was not. Enrollment was increasing at
the other Minnesota State Teachers Colleges but not at
Moorhead.
The factor that kept me at Moorhead from 1947 to 1950,
and from 1952 onwards, was the quality of the best
students. I worked intensively on school publications with
MS students from 1947 to 1949. The school newspaper
usually attracts the best students and I found this to be
true at MSIC when I returned. Between 1947 and 1950 I
had the good fortune to teach and work with Charles
Backstrom, Howard Binford, Charles Uilrner, Bill
Hannaher, Iva Shafer, Duane Scribner, Russ Tall, Mil
Straus, Jim Dokken, Shereen Erickson, Ken Pitchford, .
and many other superb Moorhead State Teachers College
students. This chapter will single out only a few of them,
those whom I came to know best.
Moorhead State has honored four of these people as
"Distinguished Alumni" in recent years, and some others
deserve that recognition. Backstrom earned a doctorate
at the University of Wisconsin and became a professor of
political science at the University of Minnesota. Bill
Hannaher studied Slavic languages at Minnesota and
served for some years in the US. Consular Service in
Yugoslavia. He then earned his doctorate at Columbia
University and has worked for two decades as an
interpreter and translator for the Central Intelligence
Agency in Uilshington, D.C. Howard Binford became the
foremost journalist in the Fargo-Moorhead area after he
converted a struggling travelers guide into one of the
best community magazines in the nation. And Chuck
Uilrner built a small-town newspaper into the
conglomerate that includes 13 newspapers. Paul
Pawlowski, Russ Tall, and Garth Stouffer have also had
good careers in newspaper work.

Howard Binford sparked tbe revitalization of MS1C publications after
World War II 11950 Dragon!

Duane Scribner's first full-time work was at the
Moorhead Daily News while he was still an MSIC
student; later he wrote for the Red River Scene and was
city editor of the Worthington Daily Globe after he had
spent a year in graduate school. He began teaching
English in Henning, moved to the St. Paul suburb of
Mounds View, and became an outstanding "teacher of
teachers" of English at Moorhead State and the
University of Minnesota. Then abandoning education for
politics and administration in the 19(J()s, he served as
Administrative Assistant to Senator Uillter Mondale and
was a top aide to U of M President Malcolm Moos and
Governor M>ndell Anderson. Since June 191!1 he has
been director of public affairs at Dayton Hudson
Corporation, and for. the past five years also program
director of the Dayton Hudson Foundation.
-M> acquired a Moorhead State chapter of Alpha Phi
Gamma, a national journalism fraternity, in 1947-48 and
began to sponsor annual conventions for high school
journalists on the Moorhead State campus. All of us
were keenly aware that our College lacked the kind of
public relations program and recruitment effort that
would enable Moorhead State to keep pace with other
institutions. To improve this situation we would bring the
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Byron Murray once again directed publications at tbe end of World War II ~ben Allen
Woodall took another position. The 1945 MiSfiC Staff: standing, Murray. Rosemary Dodds,
Glenn Ringstad; seated, Dorris Alexander, Eloise Rutkowski, and editor-in-cbie/ Lois Cornell.

Eloise Rutkowski became MiSTiC editor-in-cbief in
1946-1947.

best students from area high schools, those who edited
school papers, to our campus and try to impress them
with our journalistic expertise. Although this effort might
not increase our enrollment appreciably, we hoped it
would attract especially bright high school graduates to
MSTC.
After I moved out of the MiSTiC office in 1949 to head
the English department, I had less contact with the
newspaper and yearbook staffs than in my first two years
on the College faculty. But on a generally lackluster
campus too accustomed to losing, there was a new
vitality in a crucial center: the student newspaper office.

Some of tbe pictures in tbe MSU archives labeled "MiSTiC staff' are
actually classes in journalism tbat were taugbt in tbe MiSTiC office.
The students in tbe picture reveal tbat tbis was a journalism class
Binford taugbt in 1949-1950, wben be was a part-time instructor.
Recognizable among tbe students are Norm Felde, Maurice Wilson,
and Jerry Kranz, all looking toward Binford: none of tbem were
members of tbe publications staff

The MiSTiC Recovery After World War II
Increasing the paper's size to 18 by 12 from the Wartime
condensed 13 by 10 sheet was "a long step toward
peacetime 'normalcy'," according to the 1946 Dragon
writeup. The MiSflC had come out only every other
week in 1945-46 and 1946-47, and bi-monthly publication
lessened its value as a college news source. Nonetheless,
the paper had some excellent editorial staffs in the years
immediately after the War. Lois Cornell was editor-inchief and Glenn Ringstad associate editor in 1945-46;
Dorris Alexander was business manager, Rosemary
Dodds circulation manager, and Eloise Rutkowski news
editor of the MiSflC.
Eloise Rutkowski moved up to editor-in-chief of the
194:6-47 MiSflC, with Myrle Townsend as news editor
and George Bigelow as managing editor. "Bigelow and
Stirling Hubbard were in charge of finances and Audrey
Cornell circulation manager," according to the Dragon,
which revealed other information about the paper:

The visible evidence sbows tbat tbis was a class in "The Production of
&bool Publications": tbe windows sbow tbat it was tbe winter
quarter; and my appearance proves tbat tbe pbotograpb was taken 40
years ago, in 1948 or 1949. Don Bordsen is tbe student on my rigbt
and Jerold Sundet across tbe editorial desk, on tbe far left .

•

Through the efforts of Virgil Robinson and Armin
Johnson, the staff attempted better photography. Lyle
Fair, Don Schlattman, and Bob Bruns were in charge
of the sports coverage. Bob Bruns, art editor, was the
illustrator of the Denny Dragon cartoons . . . .
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Another major change . . . . was the larger amount
and better quality of feature material. Charles
Backstrom revived "Life on the Great Circle," which
had been originated by Ringstad the year before.
Howard Binford was the author of "Ramblin' Round"
and editorial staff supervisor of the print shop
activities. DeWayne Mansager, O.J. Austin, and Max
Powers were frequently represented on the feature
page.
The MiSTiC became the center of my existence when I
came to Moorhead State to teach English and journalism,
advise the newspaper and annual staffs, write press
releases, and try to improve public and alumni relations.
The MiSTiC was a good place to start, for several
reasons. The College paper was sent to the home
addresses of all students: but before the paper could be a
really useful public relations device, it had to be
improved.

,,

The spring term before I came to Moorhead, Orville
Austin, a senior, ahd been appointed MiSTiC editor for
the 1947-48 College year, but Charles Backstrom and
Howard Binford seemed to offer more promise in a rebuilding program because they would be at MSTC for
several more years. Austin told me that Backstrom was a
fine columnist who shouldn't be disturbed in that
assignment, and that Binford had given up on the
MiSTiC. Before long, however, Backstrom as associate
editor and Binford as managing editor were getting out
the MiSTiC. We turned it into a four-page weekly again
at the beginning of the winter quarter and were
publishing some six- or eight-page issues: our special
occasions were Homecoming, the annual MEA
convention, and the high school press conventions we
sponsored each spring. We inaugurated a new system of
staff change, with new editors taking over at the
beginning of the spring term to prepare for the coming
school year. In 1948 Backstrom became editor, Binford
associate editor, and Paul Pawlowski, a freshman from
Perham, managing editor.
By this time I was free of concern for the MiSTiC,
except that I still taught journalism courses in 1948-49.
From the beginning (in the fall of 1947), I had converted
my journalism students into MiSTiC reporters
automatically-a system that had worked well for me in
teaching high school courses. I do not remember all of
the staff members of the MiSTiC listed in the 1948
Dragon writeup, but some of them performed notably.
Senior Mearel Nesteby was news editor for a time, the
business manager was James Dokken, the sports editor
Donald Layton, the circulation managers Pat Briggs and
Garth Stouffer, and our printers (whom we also
considered member of the MiSTiC staff) were Arthur
Phillipp in 1947-48 and Charles Melin and Lee Roy
Thomas in 1948-49-plus Binford, who did much of the
printing, and some other editorial staff members who
were also invited in printing the paper.
The MiSTiC staff pictured in the 1949 Dragon included
nearly all of the active writers and editors that year
except Charles Warner and freshman managing editor
Bill Hannaher: Stouffer, Dennis Ottoson, Beverly

.

We often used print shop pictures to point out that

~e

- ...

-·

printed the

MiSTiC in our own shop. The top picture shows the press that printed
our paper; the middle one shows type set by band, and the lower

picture demonstrates "making up" a page of the paper on a "stone:·
Unfortunately, these pictures show only the backs of people's beads.
The young man with curly hair is Bud Melin, our favorite printer.
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"MiSJ'iC Presents Dynamic Picture of College Life" was
the two-page headline in the 1953 Dragon. Eugene
Sullivan was editor-in-chief that year and a considerable
array of talent identified as MiSJ'iC staffers: Shereen
Erickson (news editor), Rhoda Seneschal (features),
Keith Olson, Pat Ferris, Ron Burnett, Delores Strock,
Pat Sullivan, and Roger lwen. Phyllis Baugh and Nancy
Brandt handled circulation, Arland Brusven and Karl
Dyre were photographers, and the print shop crew
included Bud Melin, Norm Pryzbilla, Bob Utke, Don
Ferrie, Glenn Hagen, Bruce Listoe, and George Poole.
In 1954 Shereen Erickson was editor-in-chief, Barbara
Benson managing editor, Don Short and Pat Ferris sports
editors. The yearbook pictured a sizeable reportorial
staff: DeLayne Riedberger, Wanda Splitstoser, Donna
Freeman, Stan Motschenbacher, Donna Rae Pender,
Ralph Morben, Gerald Warner, Betty Ogg, Darlene
Tweten, Joe Bratton, and Helen Stoddart.

Duane Scribner fleftJ edited the MiSTiC to end the censorship
contrcwersy in 1951. Vic Purcell edited the "Literary Designs" issue
f1953 Dragon).

Kraulik, Binford, Lanetta Engel, Mary Ann Phillipp,
Backstrom, Marcella Landberg, Ronald Worseley,
Pawlowski, Lorraine Peterson, Ada Stennes, and Russell
Tall. Bill Hannaher became the MiSJ'iC editor-in-chief in
1949-50, his sophomore year at MSTC. The following
year he transferred to the University of Minnesota to
prepare for the Foreign Service. Among the promising
freshmen on the staff were Mil Straus, Arleen Forseth,
Mary McCann, and Duane Scribner.

Betsy Robinson became editor-in-chief and Barbara
Benson was managing editor in 1955. Joan Hallett was
business manager and Herb Zervas advertising manager.
New to the MiSJ'iC staff were Joan Fowler, Norma
Hoving, Pam Bartel, June Johnson, Joan Fett, Anne
Anderson, Dick Seal, Elaine Erkkila, and Elmer
Reseland. Printers were Bob Utke, Les Kertscher, Larry
Plonty, Al Cogswell, and Gary Schmidtke.
Barbara Caughey edited the MiSJ'iC in 1956 and Harlan
Shuck moved up from managing editor to be editor-inchief in 1957. Bob Utke was ad manager and Joanne
Baugh business manager in 1956; Elmer Reseland headed
the business staff in 1957. Helen McGuigan was
managing editor and Dave Montplaisir sports editor.

"Kenneth Pitchford, sophomore, has been named by the
Board of Publications to head the MiSJ'iC as editor-inchief for the year 1950-51, Dick Adams, MiSI'iC adviser,
announced yesterday," said the lead article in the March
21, 1950 paper. Pitchford had journalistic experience as
feature editor on the Moorhead High School Spud and
on the MiSJ'iC. His two top assistants also had
impressive credentials, according to the article: news
editor Pat Olness and feature editor Eileen Donnan had
served as editors-in-chief of the Moorhead High Spud
and the Fargo Central High Cynosure. Freshmen Jere
Cooper and Dick Reski would succeed Russ Tall on the
sports desk, Janette Coleman would be alumni editor,
and the rest of the staff would be carry-overs from
retiring editor Bill Hannaher's staff: Marley Strong,
compositor, Bud Melin, printer; Garth Stouffer,
advertising manager; and Maynard Wedul, circulation
manager.
Duane Scribner was the 1951-52 editor, with Joanne
Hanson as business manager and Marcheta Lund and
Donna Noyes in charge of circulation. On the writing
staff were Barbara Benson, Janice Leverson, Pat Beatty,
Russ Tall, Gene Sullivan, Don Short, Hugh
Schoephoerster, Keith Olson, and Mac Holbrook.

Like many other MiSTiC editors, Gene Sullivan stripped down, put
on a printer's apron, and made up pages "on the stone" in 1952-53
(1953 Dragon).
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"Barbara Benson, managing editor, holds a meeting with staff reporters. Pictured, left to right, are B. Benson, Wanda Splitstoser, DeLayne
Riedberger, Donna Freeman, Walter Seidenkranz (adviser), Stan Motscbenbacber, Donna Rae Pender, Pat Ferris, Ralph Morben, Gerald Warren,
Betty Ogg, Darlene Tweten, Joe Bratton, and Helen Stoddart" !1954 Dragon!.

Large staffs were pictured both years in the MiSllC. In
1956 the new people were: Mahala Brantingham, Frank
Leidenfrost, Bonnie Wee, Margaret Ryan, Jim Heifort,
Pat Lupkes, Harriet Preuss, Una Orud, Glory Lemke,
Barbara Kranch, Marilyn Dahlen, Rachel Briggs, Avonel
Schmidt, Gamet Badke, Leland Brown, Fran Berkley,
Harold Kohler, Marvel Froemming, and Elinor Messner.
New members of the MiSllC staff in Moorhead State's
last year as a Teachers College were Dick Bennett, Kay
Colwell, Marvis Ege, James Nelson, Dolores Goodyear,
Myron Sondreal, Stella Nelson, Mary Ann Jereszek,
Beverly Mann, Patricia Beringer, Clarice Gunter, Sharon
Chinn, Sue Torgerson, and Beverly Butenkoff.

Censorship?
In the winter quarter of 1950-51 there was a
confrontation over censorship between the Student
Commission and the administration-appointed Council of
Student Affairs, on the one hand, and the MiSllC staff
on the other. Caught in between these adversaries was
the Board of Publications, which was made up of the
MiSllC and Dragon editors, the publications and print
shop advisers, the publicity commissioner, and three
faculty members appointed by the College president. As
a result of this quarrel, the editor-in-chief of the MiSllC,
Kenneth Pitchford, resigned. An idealistic poet, Ken left
MSTC at the end of the year and completed his college
work at the University of Minnesota. Publications
adviser Dick Adams also left MSTC at the end of that
college year.
Under the headline "Pitchford Quits Job; MiSI'iC Minus
Editor," a story in the February 13, 1951 College weekly
began, "The ~stem MiSllC makes news itself this
week, for this issue may be the first of its kind in
history to come out without an editor." Publicity
commissioner Russ Tall had taken responsibility for
getting out the paper, said the article. Both editor-inchief Pitchford and managing editor Duane Scribner had
resigned: the masthead still carried the slogan
"Something more than a bulletin board" but listed no
staff names.

The 1953-54 MiSTiC was well photographed: Sbereen Erickson, who
bad moved up to become editor-in-chief, types copy (or headlines! while
Pat Ferris looks on and Chuck Olson peers at what she is typing
!1954 Dragon!.

The February 20 MiSllC included three lengthy articles
on the editorial page explaining the censorship issue that
involved editor Ken Pitchford and adviser Dick Adams.
The first article, headed ·~ editors see it" and signed
"The MiSllC Staff," began with the statement that the
editor-in-chief and editorial staff had resigned their
positions on February 12. Then, "Their resignation came
as a part of a chain of events which started when the
president of the Student Commission appeared before the
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Council on Student Affairs and requested that some sort
of action to improve the policies of the MisnC be
taken."
The next step, said the editorial, was "a directive from
the Council on Student Affairs to the faculty adviser of
student publications (Dick Adams) requesting that he put
into effect immediately a definite plan of weekly
meetings of the publications board with staff members of
the MiSflC. Adams and the board interpreted the
directive to mean that they were expected to pass
judgment on all copy before the MisnC went to press.
The Council on Student Affairs then met with the
Publications Board and made it clear that "the directive"
had been misinterpreted and no direct censorship had
been intended. "The Board of Publications regrets this
misinterpretation and feels that the issue could have been
avoided by less hasty action on the part of all groups and
individuals concerned, itself included." The February 20
issue of the MiSTiC had the former editorial staff in the
masthead except that Pitchford's name was missing and
Duane Scribner was "acting editor." At the beginning of
the spring term, and in 1951-52, he became editor-inchief and the newspaper continued on its way as it had
for nearly 30 years.
Because I was away from MSTC when this controversy
erupted, I asked Duane Scribner and Russ Tall what
really happened and why. It seems clear that Pitchford
used his position to attack Snarr's leadership and policies
in a series of editorials and finally caused the president
to order Dick Adams to preview and modify all MisnC
copy. Pitchford was looking for a cause and forced a
confrontation, which led to his dramatic resignation of
the editorship. He had some student support, but many
disliked him and distrusted his motives.
Editor Scribner had his own confrontation with President
Snarr a few months later: "In spring of that school year
(1951), three or four faculty members were laid off
because the enrollment had shrunk (Korean War/National
Guard call-up.) Adams was one of them. Snarr wrote a

Pat Ferris !standing) succeeded Don Short as MiSTiC sports editor in
1954 !1954 Dragon).

New publications adviser Dick Adams (/efti appeared in the 1950
Dragon, and Howard Binford, though a graduating senior that year,
also appeared with the faculty because be bad been hired !on a parttime basis) to teach some journalism courses and work on press
releases.

statement for the MisnC pointing out how much these
layoffs would bring fresh perspectives to courses-or
something like that. At any rate, it seemed consistent
with 'general education,' and probably was. The MisnC
printed the communication with a rebuttal alongside.
Pitchford said something to me like, 'at last!'
"Snarr called me in, jumped all over me, and demanded
a retraction, an apology, or both. It was my first and
only time in his office alone with him. I told him we
would carry additional comments or a response in
whatever form he chose, but wouldn't retract or change
anything in the MiSflC's stance on the issue. He never
followed through. At the end of my tenure as editor, he
sent me a very nice note about what a good job I had
done at the MisnC under trying circumstances."
The 1950-51 school year was an unhappy one in many
ways at Moorhead State Teachers College. Freshman
Barrett Nokken died October 14 of injuries sustained the
previous day. The MiSTiC said he died "of a head injury
he received Friday, October 13, in the annual MS
freshman-sophomore sack rush, a traditional part of
Homecoming activities. Also injured in the rush were
Don Wheelhouse, Herb Stennes, Vic Purcell, Dick
Wicklund and others suffering minor injuries." President
O.W. Snarr, when informed of the death, stated ...If sack
rushes become a part of the Homecoming program in the
future, there will have to be more careful supervision by
the College." There was no sack-rush at MSTC
thereafter.
The Dragon football team won no games in the fall of
19.~0 and the basketball team fared only a little better.
The Korean War caused 41 MS men to withdraw from
college: of that group 18 were national guardsmen who
went to Camp Rucker, Alabama, when the 47th (Viking)
Division was federalized. The MSTC guardsmen
included Fred Allen, Dewey Possehl, Charles
Samuelson, Orlow Nokken, Ted Nemzek, John Lavely,
and Joe Drummond. The other men who withdrew from
MSTC enlisted in the Air Force, Marines, or Navy.
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There was much uneasiness on the Campus about draft
policy, especially about whether upperclassmen would be
deferred until they finished college. The January 23 issue
of the MiSTzC featured a front page editorial headed,
"Draft Policy Need," signed with editor Scribner's
initials. The following day Dean of Men John Jenkins
outlined "new selective service proposals" of the armed
services at a meeting of MSTC men in the Student
Center. Jenkins urged students to "stay in school as long
as possible, because the armed forces will soon enact
officer training programs that will enable students to
finish their college educations." But enrollment declined
(to under 500 students at one time) and there were fewer
men than women at MSTC-though "not alarmingly
fewer!"

Post-War Dragons
The 1946 "Victory Edition" of the Dragon was a return
to a full-size, 100-page yearbook. Joyce Coleman and
Marilyn Murray edited the book, with Dorris Alexander
as business manager. Following eight photographs of an
attractive, mid-summer campus, the "Victory Dragon"
was dedicated "to the 500 men and women of MSTC
who have given so gallantly of their lives and services in
World War II." The editors were able to assemble formal
photographs of 142 men and women, which were
matched by capsule service records: date of entry, rank,
branch of service, and theater of operation. This section
was followed by 50 informal pictures and a listing of the
330 "Servicemen" (which included some women) that
the staff had been able to identify.
After the 20 pages devoted to the military, the rest of the
1946 Dragon pictured a College that was beginning to
return to its pre-War status. By including formal
photographs of all of the secretaries, business office
personnel, and cook "Ma" Jackson, the editors produced
a respectable ''Administration and Faculty" section. Less
than half of the 52 people pictured taught College
classes, however. The enrollment when the 1945-46
College year began had been only 243. The Dragon
listed 34 seniors and 48 graduating sophomores (five
were not pictured). There were only 14 juniors, 34
degree sophomores, and 112 freshmen in the album
section. Most of the pre-War organizations were
represented in the 1946 Dragon but the group pictures
were nearly all girls. There had been no football team in
the fall of 1945, of course, and a basketball schedule was
just emerging. The "inexperienced 14-man squad that
showed up for the first practices" succeeded in winning
the last game of the season against the Duluth Bulldogs
54-47, at Duluth. Another sentence says a good deal:
"Virg Robinson entered school at 5 o'clock one afternoon
and that same evening took over the center position on
the Dragon squad."
The fall 1946 enrollment was 604, and editor Lois
Cornell had more to work with in producing the 1947
Dragon. Dorris Alexander was associate editor, Robert
Bruns art editor, and Carl Peltoniemi business manager.
This Dragon was a lively yearbook and pictured an equal

number of male and female students. There were a few
more faculty members, 40 seniors, 44 juniors, and 66
degree sophomores, (who appeared before the graduating
sophomores). The latter numbered only 42 (pictured),
but there was a listing of 40 more sophomores who were
neither pictured nor classified. More promising, however,
were the 261 freshmen who were pictured; the names of
86 others were also included.
Dorothy Jones edited the 1948 Dragon, with Armin
Johnson as associate editor and Larry Murray as
business manager. The following year photographer
Johnson became editor, aided by two very capable
assistants, Iva Shafer as associate editor and James
Dokken as business manager; I was the faculty adviser.
Looking at these two Dragons now nearly 50 years after
we produced them, I see some virtues, though I do not
think either the 1948 or 1949 annuals were especially
distinguished.
I still like the map cover of the 1948 Dragon, which
shows the dozen Minnesota (and parts of three North
Dakota) counties which constitute the College's chief
support area. I also like the 17 photographs in the
opening section, with the following statements in large
type:
As fertile and productive counties make up a
progressive state, so active minds and healthy bodies
make up a thriving community. From untilled earth
and undeveloped plans has grown a modern school
and a flourishing countryside. Endowed with nature's
beautiful gifts of lovely lakes and fertile fields, we can
also obtain the seed of learning which will bear the
fruit of knowledge. Let us, like nature, sow that seed.
The photographs are of fields, lakes, schools, highways,
grain elevators, and small-town streets. Nearly half of the
1948 seniors (55 in all) were ex-servicemen who had
first enrolled at the College just before the United States
entered World War II. There were 66 juniors, and 140
sophomores pictured and 90 more identified. The annual
also pictured 165 freshmen and identified 80 others.
Moorhead State was still a very small college.
Photographers Armin Johnson and Bob Olson began to
improve their work by producing their own negatives and
prints in these two annuals. There was still much room
for improvement because the lab facilities were primitive
and awkward, and the College-owned photographic
equipment had been "liberated" by Air Corps cadets.
The equipment used in 1948 and 1949 was owned by
Armin Johnson. Adviser Dick Adams continued the
process of training the yearbook and newspaper staffs .
and then letting them train their successors. Subsequent
editors of the Dragon had nearly always served
apprenticeships for several years before they undertook to
plan and produce their own books. The same was true
for the art editors and photographers, who were allimportant in these annuals.
Phyllis Evenstad was editor-in-chief of the 1950 Dragon
and Ray Duane Berg and Arla Ommodt associate editors.
Howard Binford was business manager. This Dragon
bears the mark of Ray Berg, an art student who had
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considerable skill and imagination. The second Dragon
produced under Dick Adams' confident direction (in
1951) was a tour de force : except in the faculty, album,
and sports sections, no names were used. To identify any
of the students pictured, a reader must turn to the index
for names and then try to match them with people. Only
on the last page of the book, under a series of statements
labeled "Bouquets" and signed by Mary Landburg, does
the reader discover that she had edited the annual, and
the others who had worked on it. Sample bouquet
statements:
Mr. Adams for not blowing up too often and for
pulling us out of the holes we fell into ... Hewie Flom
and Jim Lien for being very good photographers and
for usually taking the pictures. Bob Berg for doing
such a terrific job on the art work and for not griping
when they had to be redone several times. Jack
Powers for being a good morale booster. Dick Reski
and Arlene Williams for working on the sports when
they didn't have the time. The janitors for not
sweeping up all the negatives that fell on the floor.
Although he had no training in journalistic work, Walter
Seidenkranz worked faithfully with Dragon staffs from
1952 through 1957, the last Teachers College years.
Fortunately, each year the Dragon staffs propagated fit
successors. The 1952 editor-in-chief, Mil Straus,
associate editor Mary Ann Phillipp, and art editor Bob
Berg all had much experience before they began work on
their Dragon. George Poole was business manager and
John Johannson, Arland Brusven, and Karl Dyre were
the photographers. Arland Brusven succeeded to the
editorship in 1953, with Shereen Erickson as associate
editor and Kenneth Garland as business manager.
Brusven and Charles Olson were the book's
photographers.
Because Shereen Erickson became the editor of the
MiSTIC in 1954, Gloria Pastorius headed the Dragon
staff. Norma Hoving was associate editor, Darrel Schutze
business manager, and Arland Brusven chief
photographer. Norma Hoving moved up to Dragon
editor-in-chief in 1955, the year President Snarr retired.
Daisy McKenzie and Chell Soeth were assistant editors
and John Ness business manager.

Howard Binford, '50
My first year of teaching at Moorhead State would also
have been my last had I not met Howard Binford and
Charles Backstrom soon after I moved into the
publications adviser's glass-enclosed cubicle in early
September, 1947. Sophomore Howard Binford came into
my office to see what the new MiSTiC adviser was like.
Although some upperclassmen considered him
bumptious, I soon realized that Howard could become
our publications' savior, the student who would
regenerate the MiSTIC and perhaps our whole
publications program. He and I developed a mutual
liking and respect and Howard agreed to come back to
work on the MiSTIC: we enlisted Charles Backstrom and
embarked on a re-building program.
Howard Binford came from a farm in extreme
southwestern Minnesota, in Rock County, near Luverne.
The eldest of seven children, he combined his father's
crop and brought out a special freshman issue of the
MiSTIC simultaneously the year after I first met him,
driving the 280 miles between Moorhead and Luverne to
accomplish these tasks. He (1) sold all the ads, (2) wrote
all the articles and headlines, and (3) printed a 16-page
special MiSTIC which was ready when the first 1948
freshmen came on campus. It was his idea and his
project and I still marvel that he could do it. Although
he had scant time for sleep during those two weeks, I
know that he also made some detours to the Gunderson

The Dragon had co-editors in 1956 for the first time
since 1946: Chell Soeth and Joan Hallett. Joan Fowler
and Connie Battreall were assistant editors and Elmer
Reseland business manager. John Haugo, the 1957
Dragon editor, lacked experience on earlier annuals but
was an unusually capable young man. He had a number
of capable sub-editors with experience, Chell Soeth in
charge of layout and Connie Battreall of copy: both had
the status of assistant editors. Cliff Strommen was
business manager.

Howard Binford of Lu11erne High School.
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"Tuition" was only $18.75 each quarter when Howard
Binford first registered at MSTC in the fall of 1946, and
books could be checked out of the textbook library when
a student presented his registration slip. Howard met his
future wife when he and Bernice Gunderson were both
in the cast of January Thaw, the spring play directed by
Allen Erickson in 1947. They were married at
Georgetown at the end of the 1950 summer session,
when Howard graduated. Howard summarizes his four
years as an MSTC journalist:
Dr. Murray got me involved with the MiSflC in my
freshman year. Since I went to work at the Daily
News at 4:00 a.m. each day-tearing down the paper
and re-distributing the type, for 60 cents an hourthere wasn't much time during the day but I squeezed
some in. I had an 8:00 Spanish class from Virginia
Fitzmaurice.

MSTC students voted Howard Binford a Representative Senior in 1950.
11950 Dragon).

farm near Georgetown, 18 miles north of Moorhead, to
see Bernice. Howard had already found the girl he
wanted to marry.
Howard's first publication was the San Peperdine Times,
which was run off on the District 29 ditto machine: the
paper's name came from the creek that flowed past the
Vienna Township rural school. The second was the Echo,
the Luverne High School paper, and he was also coeditor of the Cardinal (yearbook) and salutatorian of the
Class of 1946 (85 graduates).
Although no one from his family had ever gone to
college, Howard was determined to do so and tried for
South Dakota State College at Brookings, which was
only 50 miles from Luverne. But returning War veterans
had taken up every possible rooming place in Brookings,
on and off the campus, in the summer of 1946. In
August, however, a visit from an uncle and aunt who
lived in Moorhead provided a solution. Merle and Edna
Emery, who lived just south of the Clay County
courthouse and St. Ansgar Hospital in north Moorhead,
offered room in their house: "There are three colleges in
Moorhead and Fargo, and you can help babysit with our
kids."
So I got on a Greyhound bus in late August with one
suitcase, $25 in my billfold, and a used bicycle which
I took apart so it could be stowed on the bus. I
enrolled at Moorhead State because it was the closest
to Emerys' house and the least expensive. The first
person I met was Dr. C.P. Lura, and for the first few
months I figured he was the president! Besides Cap
Lura I soon met (and liked) Paul Heaton, B.D.
Murray, ·Delsie Holmquist, Joe Kise, Virginia
Fitzmaurice, and Sam Bridges. That first fall they
were combining flax just south of the football field
(the old one), across Ninth Avenue, which kept me
from feeling lonesome in my new surroundings.

My work on the MiSTiC was important because it
gave me enough journalistic credibility to get a job on
the Rock County Star-Herald in Luverne. Al
Mcintosh hired me the next two summers to fill in
while editor Irid Bjerk was on vacation. I worked on
the paper when I could get away from helping my dad
on the farm.
But my life really began at Moorhead State in the fall
of 1947 when Marlowe Wegner and Soc Glasrud
joined the faculty. Wegner taught industrial arts,
including printing, and soon made me "college
printer," and Glasrud shifted the MiSflC staff
positions so Chuck Backstrom and I edited the paper.
For much of the next three years my time was split
about evenly, often until midnight in the MiSTiC office
with Glasrud and then sometimes all night in the print
shop in the basement of Weld Hall with Wegner,
when we were printing the paper. Plus weekends.
Duane Grier still laughs at some of our antics during
those years. Business manager Charlie Thurber trusted
Backstrom and me with keys so we could work nights
in the Weld print shop and then put the papers in
student post office boxes in MacLean Hall after we
had the papers printed and folded. There were others
working with us at times, printer Bud Melvin, Chuck
Warner, and Paul Pawlowski. A couple of times we
almost burned Weld Hall down: the old Miehle press
had a gas flame that dried the newsprint and removed
static, and if the press stopped running the paper
could catch fire. It is just as well that most people
didn't know what we were doing. Wegner and Glasrud
knew, of course, and were sometimes there with us.
I supplemented my income during these years by
._ writing for the Moorhead Daily News, after they had
promoted me from printer's devil to reporter and then
to city editor. I also wrote for Stan Cowan at the
Fargo Forum during vacations and sometimes wrote
most of the stories for special editions. And I was a
"stringer" for United Press International.
When I became English chairman and Dick Adams
replaced me as MiSflC adviser, in order to make his
many duties more manageable, we engineered
Binford's appointment as public relations or publicity
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director while he was completing his senior year. He
took a lighter academic schedule, later adding enough
hours to complete his B.S. degree by attending
summer school. For the College it was a great bargain
because Howard had become a skillful and hardworking newswriter. And both Adams and I were on
hand to advise him.
In 1950 the College appointed Binford to a part-time
position in alumni relations. His duties were to build
up a file of alumni addresses, write news items about
MS alumni, and undertake an up-dated alumni
directory. During the War years and after Snarr's
assumption of the presidency, College alumni files and
contacts had been totally disrupted. I remember that
we could not send out announcements about the 1947
Homecoming because we had no names and addresses
of alumni!
I worked hard at building up a file of alumni names
and addresses between 1947 and 1950, using untrained
student help, but I had barely made a start when I
went back to Harvard. I turned over what I had done
to Binford and hoped for the best. But Howard had
just graduated and married: he could not afford to
hold a part-time job which was so boundless that he
could not hope to satisfy the Alumni board, Snarr, or
himself.
Howard tried selling insurance for a time to augment
his income, having been persuaded by a Fargo general
agent that his abilities as a salesman made him a
natural in this field. He served as city editor of the
Moorhead Daily News under five different publishers
before that shaky enterprise was sold to the Fargo
Forum. When that happened, Howard began working
for a new publication, the Red River Scene, founded
as a Moorhead bi-weekly by his Daily News cohort,
Jim Peterson.
Wayne Peterson, who had built the Moorhead Daily
News into a successful small-town daily during the
Depression years, had sold the paper and a succession
of owners had tried to continue an independent,
competing paper in Moorhead without success, which
explains the "five publishers" Binford had worked for
over a five or six-year period. Peterson, now a broker
of papers, knew Howard's capabilities and his desire
to own and edit a paper, but Binford reluctantly
decided against trying to buy the Hawley Herald, or
papers in Deer River and Fertile, Minnesota, or Red
Oak, Iowa. Instead, realizing that he needed to learn
more about selling if he was to become a successful
publisher, he went to work for the Rusco Window
Company in Moorhead.
Moorhead Rusco was a big company, their territory
extending from Alexandria, Minnesota, to Spokane,
Washington, and Howard, as sales manager, proved to
himself and everyone else that he could sell. He was
the top Rusco salesman in the nation one year, but by
1962 he was tired of selling and still longing to edit
and publish.

Werner Brand, when he was Moorhead State's placement
director, alerted Binford about a teaching position in
1962, an opening which Brand thought Howard was
uniquely qualified to fill. The North Dakota State School
of Science at Wahpeton wanted a communications
instructor who had a teaching degree in English,
experience in journalism, and at least five years in
business. Howard drove to Wahpeton to be interviewed
by President Bill Haverty and Jim Horton, who was then
director of the school's trades-technical division. They
hired him to begin teaching in two weeks, even though
he hadn't been in a classroom of any sort for ten years
and had no teaching experience.
Binford's teaching assignment was five classes daily, 25
students to a class. In addition, he was the adviser for
the Dakota Scientist, the weekly newspaper, and
supervised its printing in the school's print shop. For
four years Howard drove to Wahpeton daily, getting to
the Science School campus at about 5:00 a.m. After
completing his five classes and advisory-supervisory
duties, he drove back to Moorhead and worked on the
Red River Scene evenings. He continued to cover city
council and school board meetings as long as Jim
Peterson owned and edited the Scene. Teaching full time
and commuting a hundred miles each day-and getting
out two issues of the newspaper each week-meant that
Binford sometimes got to bed only five nights out of
seven.
Howard and I often talked about teaching
communications during his years at Wahpeton. He agreed
that in addition to writing frequent papers, students
should read significant prose, fiction or non-fiction, if
their writing was to improve, and he experimented. I had
just edited a collection called The Age of Anxiety, which
was published by Houghton Mifflin in 1960, and my
former student used that paperback textbook for one
quarter out of loyalty to me.

Teaching a news writing class in Moorhead State's new Mass
Communications program: Howard demonstrates the relationship of
the "lead" to the rest of the story by using a blackboard diagram .
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I'm proud to have introduced culture to Wahpeton
Science when I taught there. Kids who were majoring
in such fields as Auto Body, Electronics, Printing,
Drafting, and Diesel Mechanics read novels by
Steinbeck, Hemingway and Faulkner-if they were in
my communications classes.
Why did I quit? For two reasons. During the spring
quarter of 1966 there weren't enough communications
students to fill my five classes, so I was assigned to
teach third quarter calculus. I hadn't taken any math
beyond high school geometry and I was completely
over my head.
Besides, John Meyer had purchased the Red River
Scene and wanted me to be his editor and general
manager. Meyer became one of my closest friends in
the next few years, and still is, though he has now
sold his newspapers in this area to the Forum and
retired to California.
Howard was torn between editing and teaching in the
mid and late Sixties. For a time he worked on writing
a textbook better suited to the students and program
he found at Wahpeton Science than anything available
in the 1960s, and he found a publisher willing to
consider his book. But the Wahpeton episode in his
life was concluding. Moorhead State College offered
him a position as the first instructor hired in the
newly-created department of Mass Communications.
Howard remembers the new department's very modest
beginning:
In the fall of 1967 I had five students in two classes,
except that two of them were in both, so there were
only three people taking Beginning News Writing and
Copy Editing. By the spring term of that College year
we had 30 or 40 majors and things were building. At
the time I left the MS faculty eight years later, we
had 200 majors and I think there are 400 now.
I finally told Roland Dille, who had succeeded
Neumaier as president of MS, that I would quit
teaching because The Guide (which I had started in
June, 1968), required all of my time. Dille persuaded
me to take a leave for one year instead of resigning,
and he promoted me from instructor to assistant
professor, with tenure. Managing editor Cal Olson of
The Forum took over my classes.
A year later I did resign my MS position, however, to
devote full time to The Guide, which was developing
into a Fargo-Moorhead magazine-not just a traveler's
guide.
The full story of Howard Binford's Guide, as the
publication came to be known, would require its own
chapter. Howard quickly built up the struggling
traveler's guide into something much more than that.
He wrote lively local interest articles and composed
imaginative ads for prospective advertisers, which he
then sold. He continued to solicit all the advertising
that supported the Guide. Gradually, as the
publication grew, he employed assistantsphotographers first because his magazine used a great
many color photos of Fargo-Moorhead people

Binford receives an award for top achievement in advertising: Charles
Bohnet of the Forum made the presentation.

and places. His cover photographs and stories became
the Guide's most notable feature.
Binford did not confine his activities to the Guide,
although soliciting advertising, interviewing his "heroes,"
writing articles, and making up the pages (including
advertisements) would have kept several ordinary people
busy full time. Gradually his two cities, and a large
surrounding area, came to know him as well as anyone
living in the Red River Valley, and Howard has been
recognized and honored in many ways.
"I've been involved in my share of community affairs,"
said Binford, citing membership on the board of
directors of the Fargo Chamber of Commerce as
evidence. Some years ago he conducted state-wide
workshops for the Small Business Administration and the
Minnesota Newspaper Association. "We must have done
at least 100 of them, partly because I was certified as a
vocational education instructor." In 1973 the Advertising
Federation of Fargo-Moorhead gave him its Silver Medal
Award, and in 1977 North Dakota State University
designated Howard its Outstanding Business Leader. In
1979 he received the James C. Acton Award for
Community Service from the Fargo Eagles Lodge, was
designated Marketer of the year by the Fargo-Moorhead
Sales and Marketing Executives in 1978, and was given
the Fargo Jaycee's Community Service Award in 1979.
"The most significant honor, without a doubt, came in
September of 1985 when former cover subjects of The
Guide held a recognition dinner for Bernice and me,"
said Howard. "They established a $15,000 endowed
scholarship in journalism at the three Fargo and
Moorhead colleges/universities. I taught journalism
courses at Concordia College for three semesters on a
part-time basis. And since I lectured at NDSU on several
occasions and even taught night classes there, this
scholarship was most appropriate," says Binford. "It is a
thrill each spring to be invited to participate in the
awarding of these scholarships."
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Howard sometimes said I had taught him to write, which
both he and I knew was not true but was a generous
thing for him to say. Dave Anderson, a bachelor, was a
neighbor and friend of the Binfords as well as their
pastor, and he usually joined Howard and Bernice in
their regular patronage of the restaurants that advertised
in the Guide. "We ate hundreds of meals together," says
Anderson.
Although I think my coming to teach at Moorhead State
Teachers College in 1947 was an important event in
Howard Binford's life, the greatest influence was James
Russell Wiggins. "Uncle Russ" also graduated from
Luverne High School, where he had also edited the
&ho, and he had published the Rock County Star before
advancing to the St. Paul Pioneer Press. There he was
editorial page editor, Washington correspondent, and
editor before going to Europe as Dwight Eisenhower's
G2 (intelligence) head during World War II. Russ
Wiggins became assistant to the publisher of the New
York Times after the War, and then editor of the
Washington Post for 21 years before President Lyndon
Johnson appointed him U.S. Ambassador to the United
Nations. Binford kept close touch with his "Uncle Russ"
and gloried in his achievements.

Howard and Bernice Binford with Senator Rudy Boschwitz, wbo came
to Fargo in 1985 for the recognition dinner: former Guide ccver
subjects established a $15,000 endowed Binford scholarship in
journalism at the three Fargo and Moorhead colleges/universities.

While he was soliciting advertisements for the Guide,
Howard added a sideline: when he did not see a C-400
plaque on an office wall he signed up the firm or
individual he had called on as a member of that
Concordia College fund-raising "club." Together Howard
and Bernice Binford enlisted more than 100 C-400
members and received the Soli Dei Gloria award for
their efforts.
Unfortunately, Binford's fund-raising for Concordia was
misinterpreted by some people at his Alma Mater. They
charged that he bad-mouthed Moorhead State, which he
may have done at times in spite of his strong feelings for
his old college. He was conservative politically and
economically, strongly business oriented; attracted to
Rudy Boschwitz from the beginning of his political
career, he became one of the Minnesota senator's trusted
friends.
Although impressed by John Neumaier after he became
president of Moorhead State College in 1958, Binford
had little liking for the liberal, left-leaning faculty and
students that flocked to Moorhead State during the tenyear Neumaier presidency. Howard's ideal college
president was Dr. Joseph Knutson of Concordia, who
shared his conservative philosophy.
As each issue of the Guide came off the press, Howard
brought copies to Joe Knutson, to me, and to the
Reverend David Anderson, who was the pastor of
Moorhead's Trinity Lutheran Church from 1972 to 1984.

For 15 years the Guide was printed at Fargo's Knight
Printing Company and Howard worked closely with its
president, Steve Gorman. In the early 1980s, Binford
transferred his allegiance to Kaye's Printing in downtown
Fargo, and in 1986 sold the Guide to that firm. "I had
maintained a hectic schedule for 18 years and decided it
was too risky to continue as a one-man operation. I was
getting older and Kaye's met my asking price, requiring
that I stay with them for five years as special projects
editor. I now had the best of both worlds."
Anyone acquainted with Howard Binford will understand
that his sale of the magazine would stop far short of full
retirement. He continued his monthly column in the
Guide and wrote a half-dozen cover stories each year,
plus several special sections. "I devote about two-thirds
of my time to advertising sales and the remainder to
writing." In 1986 he instituted his annual publications,
Pride, a lavish production featuring the institutions and
businesses of the Fargo-Moorhead area.
Howard Binford's seemingly inexhaustible energy and
enthusiasm never left him but his health did. He
recovered from a heart attack without slowing down
appreciably, but early last year found that he needed
throat surgery. His natural inclination was to have it done
at the Fargo Clinic but Bernice and Howard drove down
to Rochester after Easter and he entered the Mayo
·Clinic.
Dave Anderson was there with them when the operation
was done last May. "We listened very attentively when
the surgeon explained what he had been doing for 8 'h
hours. It was really no surprise when the term 'smoker's
cancer' was used. But our hearts grew heavy when the
doctor said, 'There are no guarantees for the future.
We'll take one day at a time and hope and pray for the
best."'
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Moorhead area is really like through interviews with the
people who live here.''
Charlie Backstrom had grown up in the Red River
Valley, called Moorhead home for a number of years,
and attended Moorhead State Teachers College with
Binford for three years. In 1978 he was Dr. Charles
Backstrom, professor of political science at the
University of Minnesota. Even though Binford and
Backstrom had "cut their journalistic teeth" together on
the staff of the MiSTiC, Howard wondered if his old
friend would find The Guide's boosterism, optimism, and
pride in local accomplishments "corny.''
Binford published Backstrom's reply as "Our
Anniversary Message" in the July, 1978 Guide:
Don't stop writing up people around Fargo-Moorhead
because a few people fear that you are creating
'heroes.' Every community has heroes: the people
who do the work of the world and do it well, and
beyond that, who realize that they are a part of a
larger community and reach out to do the
community's work too. But these folks are usually
'unsung' heroes-not very many people pause to
recognize their worth to the whole area.

Howard Binford sold The Guide to Kaye's Printing in 1986 but
continued to write a monthly column and published the impressive
annual Pride. Early in 1989, however, Kayes discovered that The
Guide could not exist without Howard, who died January 15, 1989.

For nearly eight months Howard battled to recover.
"'This is a tough one,' Dave Anderson remembers
Howard saying frequently during those eight months, 'but
we're going to beat it.' Many of us hoped and prayed that
he would succeed.'' And although we knew the odds
were against him, we knew also that Howard Binford
was no ordinary man. The terrible operation and its
aftermath did not change Howard's personality nor his
view of life. Some of us began to believe that he could
defeat his cancer, so great was his courage and will to
live.
But a week into this new year Binford had to return to
St. Luke's hospital and heavy sedation. He died January
15, 1989. Fargo-Moorhead crowded Trinity Church for
his funeral on January 19.

Charles Backstrom, '49
Our campaign to rejuvenate MSTC publications in
1947-48 worked particularly well because Charles
Backstrom and Howard Binford liked each other. They
were very different but complemented each other, and
each admired the other's abilities. They still do.
When Binford wanted to celebrate the 10th anniversary of
Ihe Guide in 1978, he wrote to Backstrom. A brochure
which was prepared for advertisers summed up Howard's
"philosophy" in writing articles for Ihe Guide:
·~ttempting to tell the story of what life in the Fargo-

But is isn't primarily for their own glory that we need
to make them 'sung' heroes. Young people desperately
need 'role models~real human beings they can see
who are making it in life and who have been effective
in changing their community into a better place. The
world seems so big and complicated, and the famous
people elsewhere in the nation one reads about or
sees on TV do not seem like real folks like you and
me. We need to hear about the lives of meritorious
people right in our own town in order to picture
ourselves as being able to make it at all, and as being
able to make a difference in the world. Only in that
way do we have the hope and motivation to try
ourselves.
An early foreign observer of American democracy,
Alexis de Tocqueville in the 1820s, feared that the
pressures toward equality in this country would result
in jealousy of high achievement, and would therefore
pull down every special person to the lowest common
level, resulting finally in the demise of democratic
government. We can't afford to let this happen.
Instead, we must seek out and recognize those people
who constantly push for quality, for excellence in their
own lives, and who make special contributions to the
political, economic, artistic, spiritual and social life
around them. Only in this way will we all become
good enough to survive and prosper.
Your series of personal articles in the Guide helps
keep this happening.
Howard added an editorial note_.!'Thanks Chuck. In
those four paragraphs, you captured the heart of what
we're trying to do with this magazine-while reaffirming
my long-held opinion of why newspapers and magazines
are quite different from most businesses up and down
Main Street. Publications like this have souls. They
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as less scatalogical'.. .while we tried to buy milk for the
kids."'

At left, Charlie Backstrom as an MSTC student; at right, Professor
&ckstrom 40 years later.

breathe the life and spirit of the citizens of the
communities they strive to reflect."
Howard explained to his readers, "Charles Backstrom is
one of those friends whom you might not see for ten
years, but then, when you get together for an evening,
both of you can pick up the conversation as if you had
never been apart."
Backstrom enrolled at MSTC in January, 1947, midway
into the winter quarter, only days after being discharged
from the Army. He recalls having to get special
dispensation to step into the middle of second year
French-which was readily granted by Virginia Fitz
Maurice (who had taught his high school French
teacher), but not so easy to wrest from Delsie
Holmquist, director of the Lower Divisions.

Before the end of his first MS year, he had become
associate editor. At that time MSTC was the only
Minnesota state college with a print shop on campus and
the only college that printed its own student newspaper.
Marlowe Wegner of the Industrial Arts department
supplied the printers, but when the MiSTzC became a
larger paper the expanded workload sometimes meant
that no regularly trained printers were available. The
editors had to prepare the copy Tuesday through Friday,
then spend Friday night through Monday night setting
type, running the press, folding the papers, and then
distributing them in the student mailboxes by Tuesday
morning. Weld Hall, which housed the print shop in its
basement, was locked at 5:00. At first, before they were
entrusted with keys, Backstrom and Binford had to make
sure a window was left unlocked at all times in order to
get the work done.
The revamped MiSTzC energized the whole College.
Well-advertised campus activities were widely-attended.
Special issues, such as one on Cas Ballard at the time
Ballard Hall was named, created a sense of history.
Stories filled with student names brought recognition for
participation. Campaigns sponsored or supported by the
MiSTzC-such as raising funds for a new curtain for
Weld auditorium-engendered long-neglected alumni
loyalty. Occasional scoops kept students waiting for each
issue.

With this, plus some transfer Army College and GED
credits, he was able to put a history, French, and
physical science minor together with his social studies
major, making a lot of extra credits. A close reading of
the catalogue convinced him he could substitute his
language credits for the professional education credits
and qualify for the new Bachelor of Arts degree as well
as the Bachelor of Science. Counting the bulk of one's
credits twice was not the intent of the College, and his
application for two degrees precipitated an administrative
crisis. But he got both degrees.
Backstrom was invited to resurrect a column, "Life on
the Great Circle," in the MiSTzC. It had been a general
events and gossip column, but Backstrom made it into a
barrage of quotes, puns, trivia observations, gadfly gibes,
and barbed comments about certain teaching practices.
This irreverence seemed to stimulate students to about
the same degree that it offended the faculty. One MiSTzC
issue was burned and reprinted without some (now
forgotten) objectionable comment, and another item was
censored before publication. To illustrate the tenor of the
times, the latter was a parody on "School Days," which
ended " ...while we raised a couple of kids." "Since this
obviously brought to mind a certain activity that
sometimes results in children," said Backstrom, it had to
be stricken-even though the reference was to the
married students inhabiting the G.I. huts at the edge of
the campus. It was changed to the less metrical as well

Hard-working Professor Backstrom finds time for travel: in tbe summer
of 1987 be posed for tbis snapshot in front of Rievaulx Abbey, a
Cistercian ruin in tbe English M idlands, witb friend Marilyn Potter
(left) and wife &rbara fMeyerJ Backstrom.
A few years ago tbe Backstroms spent a sabbatical year on an isolated
farmstead in southeastern Minnesota , a venture wbicb restored tbeir
souls tbrougb close communion witb nature while Charles concentrated
on bis writing.
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One scoop almost didn't happen. Backstrom had asked
President Snarr if the MiSflC could publish the
architectural drawing of Ballard Hall as soon as it was
ready. But one Friday night he discovered the colored
drawing posted in the president's glass-encased bulletin
board in MacLean Hall. Backstrom opened the case and
kept the print in his desk until Monday morning. When
he went with it to the president's office, shocked
secretary Gladys Johnson threatened punitive action. But
when Backstrom confronted the always-in-control Snarr,
the president admitted his mistake and gave the go-ahead
to the MiSflCs first release of the architectural drawing.

partly in recognition of the extensive legislative and
congressional internship programs he supervises.
Backstrom is married to the former Barbara Meyer and
they have four grown children. In 1960 he became the
first alumnus of Moorhead State to be its commencement
speaker. In 1966 he gave the dedicatory address for
Virginia Fitz Maurice Grantham Hall, and in 1972 he
received the Distinguished Alumnus Award of Moorhead
State University.

The MiSflC continued to grow as an independent force
after Backstrom moved on. A couple of years later, when
Kenneth Pitchford was editor, some free press issue
arose. At a tense Publications Board meeting over the
issue, Art teacher Matilda Williams (it was reported),
cried out in frustration, "This would never have
happened if it hadn't been for Charles Backstrom."

On a morning in the fall of 1947 Howard Binford and
Charles Backstrom were talking about how much time
was consumed getting MiSflC copy to the typesetter,
waiting for the product, finding errors-or sometimes not
finding them until the paper was printed-hauling the
type back to the basement of Weld Hall, and printing the
paper.
Charles Warner, a freshman from Aitkin heard their
conversation. "I've been a linotype operator for five
years. I'm working on the Moorhead Daily News now, 7
to 10 in the morning selecting stories off the AP wire
and headlining them, and 7 to 10 in the evening on the
crap machine" (setting the ad guts and other difficult
matter.) "I could set the type," said Warner. Neither
Binford nor Backstrom appeared impressed by the offer,
but never missing a bet, Howard mentioned the
conversation to Wegner and me. Checking the matter
out, we found that Chuck Warner was a member of the
football team, did indeed work six hours a day at the
News, and had impressive credentials as a linotype
operator.

While at MS, Backstrom acted in The Winslow Boy and
impersonated "Digby O'Dell, the friendly undertaker," as
an entr'acte for the AE Songfest. He sang in the Choir
and Veterans' Chorus, and was a member of Alpha
Epsilon fraternity during his last year on campus. He
maintained a 4.0 grade point average, graduating with
special honors in 1949.
Backstrom taught journalism and social studies for two
years at Moorhead High School. Students dedicated the
1951 Cho-Kio yearbook to him. He then earned his
M.A. and Ph.D. in political science at the University of
Wisconsin. His thesis, "The Progressive Party of
Wisconsin 1934-1946" won the G.G. Herfurth Award as
the best social science dissertation of 1956. He was an
assistant professor of political science at Eastern
Michigan University in Ypsilanti for two years. In 1957
he won a Congressional fellowship from the American
Political Science Association, serving with then-Senator
Hubert Humphrey and Congressman Carl Elliott of
Alabama, and stayed in Washington another year on
Congressman Elliott's staff.

Charles Warner, '51

Marlowe Wegner and I were going to put up $500 apiece
to buy a very old typesetting machine available in West
Fargo; when President Snarr and business manager
Thurber joined our informal "company," the sum
dropped to $250 each. We all got our money back when
regular financing could be arranged.

The political science department of the University of
Minnesota appointed Backstrom assistant professor in
1959, promoted him to associate professor in 1963, and
to full professor in 1970. In addition, he was executive
director of the Minnesota state unit of the National
Center for Education in Politics. His published works
include co.authorship of The Politics of Mental Health
(Columbia, 1968); Recount (National Documents, 1964);
Survey Research (Northwestern, 1963, and Wiley, 1981);
and articles in many books and journals. His work on
gerrymandering has been cited by the United States
Supreme Court. He has served as an elections consultant
to the Star Tribune, WCCO radio and TV, and
Minnesota's Attorney General.
Backstrom spent a sabbatical leave year with the District
of Columbia Government in Washington, and another
with the CBS News Election Unit in New York City. In
1987 he was awarded the University of Minnesota's first
Tate Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Advising,
Chuck Warner was a four-year football letterman at MSTC (1949
DragonJ.
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grabbed/borrowed one, stopped at the Student Center for
an egg, and hurried to the Moorhead Country Club for
the initiation. Fire burned in "old" Owl eyes when it
was learned Warner had an AE ceremonial paddle! Bob
Fielder and Tony Poliseno, both very big and very strong
Owls, took turns blasting the linotype operator until the
AE paddle was kindling. Fortunately, Otto Ursin, an AE
adviser and Industrial Arts instructor, never knew what
happened to his paddle.
Warner earned four varsity football letters, was a
member of the MS track team, organized and managed
the Dragon boxing team, and recruited a softball team
which included all his football pals and won the
intramural championship. He was also the only football
player in the College choir, had roles in College plays,
and was certainly the only athlete to become managing
editor of the MiSflC as well as sports editor of both the
MiSflC and Dragon. He was on the Freshman
Commission, was All-College Homecoming chairman,
and ran the Owls' fiftieth reunion.
But the highpoint of Chuck's College career, he says,
was meeting, wooing, and winning his wife. Eunice
Larson of Lake Park, Psi Delta Kappa's Homecoming
queen candidate, soloist for Maude Wenck's Euterpe
Singers, and an Outstanding Senior, Class of '51 became
Mrs. Charles Warner in June, 1952.
Warner was honored as a Distinguished Alumnus of MSU in 1981
when be was president of the Minnesota Newspaper Association.

Chuck Warner began setting type in the winter quarter,
but things were not always harmonious. The good thing
was that Warner had been a sports editor on the Park
Rapids paper and was soon writing stories and a column
for the MisnC. And he'd write them on the linotype.
Being a free spirit, however, there were times he was
hard to find when type was supposed to be set. The
MiSflC was usually printed at night and put in the boxes
at MacLean Hall before classes the next morning. One
nice evening Howard Binford begged and pleaded with
Warner to get the type set, but Chuck and his friend
from Aitkin, LeeRoy Thomas, who was also a printer,
liked sitting on the grass in the middle of the Great
Circle. Shortly before midnight Binford gave up. There
would be no MiSflC that morning. About 1:00 a.m.
Warner and Thomas got serious, Warner knocking out
the type with vengeance while Thomas made up the
pages. They had their own ideas about how to make up
the paper, but when Binford moved into MacLean with
less spring to his steps than usual, he was greeted by a
friend: "Gosh, Howard, this is one of the best MiSflCs
ever!" (This is Warner's version: the "friend" may have
been coached to make that judgment!)
Our linotype operater did things his own way even away
from his machine. He managed to be so busy while
egging for the Owls that he didn't even have an egg on a
paddle, a crucial reguirement. On the big night for his
initiation, Father Owl Art Phillip, who also worked in
the Industrial Arts Department and helped print the
paper, asked Chuck where his egg was and how come he
didn't have a paddle. There wasn't much time. Chuck
had noticed some paddles in the Industrial Arts office,

Warner became a newspaper publisher soon after his
graduation from MSTC. Following an attempt at starting
a paper at Page, North Dakota, he bought the Brownton
Bulletin in 1953. In a 14-year period from 1973 to 1986,
the Bulletin received 114 state and national awards for
journalistic excellence and in 1985 it was judged the
outstanding weekly paper in the state of Minnesota. The
sports pages and a hard-hitting editorial page highlighted
the paper. In 1981 he became president of the Minnesota
Newspaper Association. The Bulletin was the paper with
the smallest circulation ever to have an MNA president.

A Warner family Christmas picture from the 1970s: Chuck, Eunice,
Charlie. Beth, Mary, and Kay. More recent Christmas pictures include
in-laws and grandchildren.
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After making the Brownton Bulletin a good and
profitable paper-and serving on the town's fire
department, the City Council, School Board, and as
mayor-Warner added to his newspaper holding papers at
Norwood-Young America, Fairfax, Olivia, Winthrop,
Gibbon, Hutchinson, Glencoe, and Wadena. In 1986
Chuck gave the Brownton Bulletin (business, equipment,
and brick building) to the Minnesota Newspaper
Association. Not only was the Bulletin a prize-winner, it
was also one of the best-equipped small town papers in
the state. The MNF has used some of the $80,000 gift
for a letter press museum at the Minnesota State Fair.
The rest of the money has gone toward educating people
in the profession.
On the wall leading to Warner's office in Brownton are
his state and national awards plaques for journalistic
excellence. Displayed in his inner office is the certificate
for being named a Distinguished Alumnus of MSU
(1981), four varsity football letters from MS, a citation
for being named to the Minnesota Amateur Baseball Hall
of Fame (1971), and the Brownton Bulletin's award for
being the top weekly paper in the state (1985).
There are also two WCCO Good Neighbor awards and a
picture that includes Norm Felde, Ray Kuklenski, Jim
Gotta, Glenn Melvey, Alvie Lund, Duane Sundby,
Blackie Varriano, John DiBrito, Keith Woods, Roy
Domek, T. Edison Smith, Marco Gotta, Don Anderson,
and Neil Wohlwend. It was taken at the old Silver MooJ;l
cafe in Moorhead after a game against the MS varsity in
1963. Charles H. Warner was 38 years old in 1963 and
he played that game against the Dragon football team
with two broken ribs!

Duane C. Scribner, '53
Easily the most notable MSTC graduate of the 1950s is
Duane Scribner, who has had a half-dozen remarkable
careers which he considers all part of a single career: a
life-long commitment to community service, involvement
in determining public policy, and the protection of
opportunities for people to make their way in the society
and economy.
He entered Moorhead State Teachers College after
graduating from Worthington, Minnesota High School in
1949. He was not quite 18 but already had some wellhoned language skills and a strong interest in politics and
government. He had been a varsity debater, an editor of
the student newspaper, and part of the team that
developed and operated the WHS school radio program.
And he was the Minnesota State High School League
and National Forensic League state champion in original
oratory.
Scribner was the second of five children in the family of
a railroad telegrapher and seventh in his high school
graduating class of 149. He was recruited to MSTC by
Max Powers, a Worthington teacher and MSTC graduate
who was returning to MSTC the same year to replace
Allan Erickson on his sabbatical.

Marcheta (Lund) and Duane Scribner in 1989, 39 years after they met
while working on the Comstock Hall dishwasher.

Scribner had no money and Max offered to find him a
campus job that would support him at MSTC. Scribner
had made up his mind only a few weeks before
graduation that he would become an English teacher, and
only made it up because one of his Worthington teachers
pushed so hard. He was determined not to start college
in Worthington, which had a highly regarded junior
college, even though the family had no resources to
assist him in going away to school. He wanted
desperately to leave town.
Scribner arrived on a train (free transportation) at
Moorhead with an old suitcase in one hand, an
aluminum laundry case in the other, and his high school
debater suit, to start college. It was the first time he had
ever seen Moorhead: to him it was a new land.
He quickly found the college, the job washing dishes in
the College cafeteria, and Catherine Cater. Eventually he
found the MisnC, the campus theater, a few good
friends, Marcheta Lund, and what he has always thought
of as his real hometown. Max Powers left after a year,
but Scribner stayed.
Worthington was 270 miles away by highway, more than
400 miles away by train, and not a place that drew him
back. Moorhead State had challenges and real freedom.
Scribner, probably like many other 17-year-olds right
after World War II, felt somewhat adrift. He hadn't been
shaped by going to war and didn't have the world-
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wisdom and perspective of the veterans he found at MS.
But he also hadn't grown up in or near Fargo-Moorhead,
like so many other ,students at MS.
At the May 1987 MSU lOOth Anniversary Grand Banquet
commemorating the announcement of the Minnesota
Legislature's decision to place a state normal school at
Moorhead-where he spoke briefly as a student from the
1950s-Scribner remembered that "we didn't have a good
sense of our prospects and possibilities. Of course we
weren't totally unformed or uninformed. We did know
that we didn't have money. I was a committed oneworlder and a junior socialist who already knew how to
use language as a lever and a weapon when I came to
Moorhead State. But I wasn't very organized or directed
or planned or defined. And I wasn't alone in that. Maybe
the war and post-war adjustment kept us on pending, not
too sure what was up, at least long-term."
Scribner took full advantage of campus life, and to this
day considers MSTC to be his second home, if not his
first, and the place where he became a real person. Even
though he worked a lot of hours at the campus cafeteria

dishwasher, he had so little money after paying college
costs that there was almost nowhere else he could go.
It was clear from the beginning that he would not need
to worry about failing his classes, and there were plenty
of opportunities to follow up on his speech and
journalism interests. Besides the MiSilC and debate, he
tried out the play Max Powers was directing, failed to
make the cast, decided to keep trying, and added the
skills and rewards of stage performance while a student
at Moorhead State. Plays became, and remain, his
favorite form of literature, although poetry is a close
second. He taught and directed plays throughout his high
school teaching years and preferred them over any other
literary form for the freshman English courses he taught
at Moorhead State in the early 1960s.
As Scribner remembers the faculty, they did a lot more
than teach classes. He was told early that Joseph Kise
characterized him as "bright, but not very thorough,"
and has struggled to do better than that ever since. In his
1987 comments, Scribner said that the faculty to whom
he responded "picked on me and helped me find my way

In 1967-following bis election to a six-year term in the U.S. Senate-Walter Mondale used this photo to announce !and introduce) bis new
Administrative Assistant. The inscription on the photo: "'To Duane-much admiration, respect and total dependence, your greatest admirer Walter F.
Mondale.''
The job as Mondale's chief-of-staff took Scribner out of higher education into 15 years of public policy and public administration.
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Scribner believes he was very shy all through college and
a long time after (and before), and still is. He couldn't
deal socially with very many people, and then only one
at a time.
But in his second year at MSTC, Scribner did manage to
deal socially with Marcheta Lund, a freshman from
Canby. He never went out with anyone else after that
first fall quarter of 1951, and they married just after
graduation in 1953. They have five daughters and four
grandchildren (as of Autumn 1988), and have also been
best friends for years. "It was like falling in love with
the girl next door in our hometown," he said in his 1987
speech, "... our partnership has been so strong for so
long, I think, because we shared the Moorhead State
community in those years."
At the MiSI'iC, Scribner discovered alternative lifestyles,
diverse personalities, brilliant and erratic minds,
deadlines and compromises, crusades and conflict,
ethical dilemmas and conflicts of interest, personal flaws,
and leadership responsibilities. He learned the strain,
fatigue, frustration, and satisfaction of taking stories from
the typewriter to the printing press, typesetting
corrections and headlines by hand, putting type into
columns on the chases, standing by for the press run,
getting the paper distributed, and barely making it
through 8 a.m. morning-after classes in the dead of
winter in overheated classrooms.
Duane is currently director of public affairs, for the Dayton Hudson
Corporation and program director of Dayton Hudson Foundation,
where be bas responsibility for Social Action giving. He joined Dayton
Hudson in 1977.

into and through the rotton boroughs of Great Britain,
George Bernard Shaw, Religion and the Rise of
Capitalism, and Plato's Republic, just to name a few
things.
"They challenged and nurtured my imagination, my
social and ethical behavior, my values and conscience
and sense of responsibility for others ... They brought me
up."
Of a half dozen very important faculty members,
Scribner remembers Catherine Cater, whom he first met
in the MSTC library, as the most significant influence on
his education and development at Moorhead State. Her
freshman critical thought course challenged just about
everything he thought about himself and the world. "I
could feel myself opening up like some kind of flower
every time I was in her presence," he recalls. "She
really knew how to get to me, and she never stopped
pushing on me. I wanted to earn her respect more than
anyone else's before and since. In the times I have
mentored others, I have tried to do it as much as
possible her way."
On the other hand, Scribner first really learned about
music from his roommate, Bob Neilsen from Wolverton,
whose record player constantly played classical
symphonies and operas at a high volume "to get the
overtones." Ken Skjegstad from Henning, Royce Sanner
from Hallock, and a few others became close friends.

The intellectual, political, and production dimensions of
the MiS1iC in the early 1950s has had so many
significant effects on Scribner's approach to his life and
work that they could be a metaphor for the way he gets
things done and gets on. Life on the MiS1iC destroyed
illusions, built self-confidence, and provided a style of
decision-making and task completion that have remained
with him.
"By my senior year," he said in his 1987 speech, "I was
working full time at the Moorhead Daily News as a
reporter and Saturday editor, at age 21. We produced the
MiSI'iC on campus, it was controversial, and I didn't find
any surprises at the News. I could put the paper together,
understand the ethics and strategies of dealing with
conflict .. .I learned and then applied it at work and got a
chance to understand and learn from my mistakes,''many of which Scribner remembers vividly and uses as
examples to this day.
Scribner left the Daily News with editor Jim Peterson to
start the weekly Red River Scene, working through the
summer after graduation and then going on to a year of
graduate work in English at the University of Minnesota.
His study of the history, structure, and Midwest
·.characteristics of the English language with Harold B.
Allen strengthened his life-long interest in the uses of
language. At the same time, he found graduate study in
English at the University lacking in relevance in the
threatening social and political climate of the early
1950s, and finished the year at the University determined
to try something else for a while.
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He was also expecting to be drafted, so Marcheta and
Duane returned to Worthington, where ,he worked as city
editor of the Worthington Daily Globe, whose publisher
and managing editor were turning it into a significant
regional newspaper. The challenge was iml!lense. Every
day he chose the regional, national and international
news and edited most local news; wrote all the headlines
and laid out eight to 16 full-size pages; and took selected
local and regional news, feature, and editorial
assignments after the Globe went to bed at 12:30 p.m.
There was a great deal of immediate feedback: all but
the women's page were his every day, mistakes and all ,
as they rolled off the press.
However, the long-deferred draft notice came, Scribner
passed his physical, and the Worthington draft board
suggested he take a teaching position for the rest of the
year. In January 1955, he started what would be a
13-year stretch of high school, college, and university
teaching by taking a position at the Henning, Minnesota,
public school. A new baby and the end of the Korean
draft followed that summer and fall.
For six-and-a-half years, he taught junior and senior high
school English, speech, journalism, remedial reading,
and history : first at Henning and later at Mounds View
High School in the northern suburbs of St. Paul. He

Five Scribner daugbters and tbeir parents posed for a Cbristmas card
pboto in 1981. Tbe pboto was taken by Cbarles Backstrom at tbe top
of Prospect Park bill: tbe Scribners and Backstroms bave lived across
tbe street from eacb otber in soutbeast Minneapolis since 1971.

supervised one or more of the associated theater, speech,
debate, and school newspaper activities at both schools.
He devoted his summers to graduate work in the teaching
of English and to special assignments at the Worthington
Globe. His growing interest in English curriculum,
linguistics, and supervision of student teachers eventually
led him to return to Moorhead State, where he began
work in the English department in 1961.
For four years at Moorhead State College, Scribner
taught freshmen and prospective English teachers
enthusiastically and aggressively. He broke new ground
in the English language and English methods courses,
become a regional extension resource for secondary
English teachers, and built the visibility, rigor, and
excellence of English teacher preparation and in-service
education at Moorhead State. In 1963 he proposed that
the College allow him to seek and hold joint
appointments with Concordia and North Dakota State
colleges, but the idea foundered because Moorhead State
felt it would "not be clear whom you work for." In 1964
he developed and successfully applied for Moorhead
State to be the site of one of the first federally-supported
Summer Institutes to upgrade inadequately prepared
secondary teachers of English, and managed the eightweek program in 1965.
During those years Scribner also provided leadership in
the developing Minnesota Council of Teachers of English
and was a co-founder/editor of Minnesota English, a
journal for secondary English teachers. He began to
participate in the national conferences and academic
politics of the National Council of Teachers of English
and also became a faculty activist and secretary of
Moorhead State's Faculty Senate. Late in the fall of 1964
he decided that a doctorate was critical to his academic
skills, credentials, and leadership potential. He left MSC
in August 1965 and the six Scribners moved back to
southeast Minneapolis, a teaching assistantship at the
University of Minnesota, and a Ph.D. program in
Education Communications.
In addition to full-time graduate course work, Scribner
quickly became an instructor at the University's College
of Education, taught in the undergraduate and graduate
courses for teachers of English, and worked in Project
English, the federally-supported effort to develop a new
English language curriculum for the schools. The
following spring he became full-time assistant director of
one of five federally-supported regional education
laboratories while he studied for preliminary oral exams
for the Ph.D. degree. His exams were set for May 1967
and he was exploring opportunities in English education
at !!lajor universities.
Controversy over the war in Vietnam was raging. But for
the first time in more than ten years, Scribner had
avoided major involvement in DFL political campaign
activity during the 1966 campaign that produced a bitter
battle for the governor of Minnesota. So when he arrived
home late one December afternoon to find that newlyelected U.S. Senator Walter F. Mondale was on the
phone, he was mystified. He did not know Mondale,
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Duane, former GO'Vernor and Senator Wendell Anderson, and Marcbeta-at a reunion of the Anderson office staff in the mid-1980s. Duane spent 6J.2
years with Anderson and was responsible for preparing and communicating bis policy and program messages.

who had attended a coffee party at the Scribner home in
Moorhead during a previous campaign for Attorney
General of Minnesota.

Administration and served as a major resource to the
senior officers of the University of Minnesota for the
next two years. The dissertation was set aside.

Mondale told Scribner he was looking for a senior staff
person to help him advance his career in the Senate. By
early February, Scribner had passed his preliminary orals
at the University, had turned down an English education
offer from a major East Coast public university, and
accepted a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to work in
Washington. He started work as Mondale's chief of staff.
The Scribners spent the next two-and-a-half years amid
the excitement and turmoil of 1967 to 1969 in
Washington. Their fifth daughter was born there.

In January 1971, newly-elected Governor Wendell
Anderson asked University President Malcolm Moos to
lend his new administration two people to assist in
preparing a budget and program for the Legislature. For
the next six months, Scribner managed the development
and preparation of eight messages to the Legislature,
then reviewed the bills it passed and recommended
action on them to the Governor. Though he returned to
the University, Scribner stayed in contact with the Office
of the Governor: early the next year he was asked to
return full time to that office as Program Director and
Communication Director.

After the fall of President Lyndon Johnson over the
Vietnam War controversy-and the defeat of Hubert
Humphrey in the 1968 Presidential election-Scribner
decided to return to Minnesota and his Ph.D. program.
Mondale was now well-established as a young senator
with great opportunities before him: Scribner stayed
through the transition to a new chief of staff in
Mondale's office and spent as much time as he could
spare at the Library of Congress working on a
dissertation.
Back in Minnesota he took a part-time job in the Central
Administration of the University in the fall of 1969. As
Director of University Relations, Scribner re-established
that department as a strategic arm of Central

During Anderson's remaining years as governor, Scribner
became his major program and policy staffer, tracked the
administration's heavy success record at the Legislature,
and managed the preparation of virtually every formal
message, major speech, or public statement by the
governor. By 1976 he was ready for another challenge.
After Anderson was appointed to the U.S. Senate, .
Scribner stayed briefly with Governor Perpich to produce
his State of the State and Budget messages to the
Legislature and staffed Senator Anderson for several
months in St. Paul and Washington. He was recruited by
Dayton Hudson Corporation to become Director of
Public Affairs on the Corporate Staff in Minneapolis.
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Education Assistance Foundation, the largest student loan
guarantee agency in the country, which he helped to start
while in the Minnesota Governor's Office. He was a
member of the Minnesota Humanities Commission from
1980 to 1984 and chaired it in 1983-84.

Scribner took the Dayton Hudson position in mid-1977
because he had never worked in the private sector except
for brief stints at three newspapers. The corporate
responsibility movement was prominent: Dayton Hudson
had a reputation for positive community involvement, the
company was growing rapidly, and its future was very
promising. Still a regional company, Dayton Hudson was
beginning to see itself as national and was perceived that
way in the industry. Scribner's federal and state
government experience was needed as they continued to
expand. In 1984 he became Program Director of the
Dayton Hudson Foundation and currently manages their
Social Action giving program in the Twin Cities.

Scribner was appointed by Governor Perpich to the
Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board in
1982, served as its President in 1986-87, and is currently
Secretary. He was awarded the Moorhead State
University Distinguished Alumni Award in 1976, and
received the first Dayton Hudson Corporate Staff
Outstanding Community Service Award in 1983.
The Scribners live in Southeast Minneapolis. They are
the parents of Kirsten (Bruce) Mebust, Lisa (Scott) Sater,
Kathleen (Daniel) Fee, Maria Lynn and Emily Jo
Scribner, and have four grandchildren (at the moment):
Solveig and Anna Mebust, Brenna Sater, and Peder Fee.
Lisa and Scott Sater are both MSU graduates.

Scribner doesn't think about his professional record as a
series of careers: he has always focused on community
service, public policy, and provision and protection of
opportunity for people to make their way in the society
and economy. He is a member of the Board of High
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t}wart, wr~aF=mrna in gratt=
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About 16,000 high Khool studenta from Hawley, Climax,
and Gackle, N. D~ ue expected to attend t he lh'llt annual
Crime Clinic to be held at MSTC April 8. The clinic Is planned
to counter the good work of t he Scdal Studies Conference
taking place April 6.
SpotL\Urt-d liy local hootleggurs, tJw
crime '-·link will ht: dire<:ted by Cay lord 8. B0Lhit1s, hc·ad uf personal rc(.TCation . It aims to kal'h crime k<:hniqut.'S to 1111trai11cd juvrnile delim1ut·nts who han· 1101 had the advant1tgo
living in l.ar~1 ~ urban areas.
Bohbins s;1)'S , "Too much is done

or

for the good child while we are
neglt.....:ting the opportunity to give the
Juvenile <lelin(]ut:nt adequate training in how to make a living.

Dermitory girls
will be branded
It has been offidally announcc.-d
that fire escapt..-s will now be put to
use. Since spring is arriving it seems
nt!CCSSary to proVide eotrancEC into
the dormitories other than the front
doon. But, however, we must ask
that tho.e planning to UJe the Sre
escapes sign up on the time sheet.
Thia ii to prevent any coojestion in
the heavy traffic that nUght occur.
Each Boor counaelor will now take
on the extra duty u traf6c patrol·
wom11n. In case there ii some mi1-up
aod dormitory retidenb get lost, do
not hesitate to ask for directions
from one of the capable six women on
.... patrol.
Since tho d rying up of Laite Agaisiz, beaches are no longer available
on campus. Here again the dormitorit's
have consented to sun bathing on the
roofs. Caution : Pleue do not pile
"""' than three deep - roofs are
weak!
Bec:aUJe ol the large number Of
girls wanting to use the beach facilities, everyone must take tum.a. Two
lines will be fonned. One Une will
ttart from the south window of second
8oor ComatQck. Please have the line
run down the stairs to the lounge.

"We should takt: advantage of h is
1ru: linations an<l devl'lop them to the
utmost . A tt!c:c:nt survey showed that
must ~linnesot a juvenile delinquents
muldn t kuock oH a gas station if
they tried."

ft·r~~:~nl t~~~(thM~~

ina
faeolty members, t':1perts in their
fi(·l<ls.
While Bobbins himself will <lirect
the safe.-crack.ing seminar, Soren S.
Hayson will advise attending <lelinqu·
t·nts on how to get a position in a
mob.
Howell Dreadribon, phy1ical oducation department, is to teach the
use of brass ~nuklt"S and Gilliam Willis
instructs in check forging. N. 0. Bel.
son, aub:tant to the assistant business
manager, will be <.'Onsultant for James
Beer, who will teach a teminar in
embezzling.
Otha thort courses to be given are,
Tenoriam 2 11, taught by Patience
Glaurood and Prudence Satan. The
text for the course will be ..Know
Your Mau Mau" . by ~I Tomcat.
Student> who wish to enroll lo Zip
Cun 2 10, must take Tire Sluh.ing 1 11
and Switch Blade 112 u prerequisites.

Doagla is gioen for
nero student onion
.Mr. N. 0 . Belson, ...iatant to the
assb:tant business JDUl8:ger· hu re.

vealed to . a r<p>rter that the legislature la IOOD to appropriate $8 mtl-

llon for the coavenlob ol tho liua

depot into a student union.
·
The appropriation will be used ..,_
tirely for renovatiop of the edlBce to
provide necaaUy faCiliti... Four m.llbon of the awn will be allotted for
a hat check rooin. Belson. ·predicts
it will be the fancjeat hat cheek n>aro
this aide ol the 11ea· Rlver.
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Blflcll-jflcll find
poller fire fflllf
/Jv Doc Beflton
Dr. Hall Beaton luis cntcrc<l a new
subject in tht: hushwss <."Urriculum .
In memoranda 110. 2 of that drpartJJH:nt issue.'<.! rct:t:ntly, hu 11nootm<.-ed
the addition of Aclv:im.1..-d Poker Playing 459. Only seniors who . havt• had
Poker 368 may rt· ~istt:r.
The course will consist of a series
of practice games de;.,It by Dr. Beat·
on . Ch ips will IN.· snppliOO, hut stu·
dents must brini.t their own cards.
Beaton rxpcd.s all 1.:nrulla-s to be
wcll-httlt-<l an<l (.'llfrying no srrore

~:~~ ~~~i,d'1h0«~;c ro1:1/o~~.

rom

T his'll he th' !ex t
course, but l'll ex ped ;.1
for gradu ate <:redit.

s

(femmi4diole Otte~#

&oo4 ?Na, ""' 'teQo/t

l'n·siclt•nt Heel SnS)'tp 1e l·allc.'<I the
11wc.'ting to onlrr. A mCasun• for purchasing vodL:a vending ma<.-him:s , tn
he· installo<l in ~lcLca n H all, was pro·
posud hy Commissar Bamlstrmu . ll r
puintt:tl out that the measure indmlt'<I a clause· staling tha t frt •t• douhlc
shots samples he distrihuktl in tht•
Studt·nt CA.·nter (tu indoc'lri natc uon-

Dagum tbtodcyntnga tbrym gdru
nnon,bu tba atbtlingas tlltn frtm
b y H v1ding Shook

An olllcial Interdict has been placed on marriages between
MSTC high supervisors and student teaA:hers, according to t he
latest weekly directive from the office of principal W. E.
B!'&Jldinglron.

Weekly directive for the first week of April # 2, published
this week on neat ditto paper, says in part: " As of this date,
no jlermisslon will be granted for marriages between teaching
supervisors and student teachers, regardless of gender, age,
major ftelcl, or that other highly-touted commodity, romance."
Belson agrees
., At last' .. crackled Brandingiron in
his f.lee• "'we've got it in print oflici·
ally. ' The principaJ said his office has
been trying for years to get this di·
rective couched in official tenninology.
When u ked what prompted his
action Brandingiron admitted that
no su~h marriages have ever occur·
red ·to ' his knowledge, but he added
. ::,,..d~=~:...in

tim~

saves hiring a

was easy to get ·this thing done. All
we· had to do was hold a fat.."Ulty meet·
ing without sendi?g o~t notices .."
Furthe~ re~la uon.s . mcl~ded m the
weekly d11ect1ve, which is a weekly
bulletin published every day, were a
postivf' prohibition of volleyball in the
second floor corridor while cht.sses are
in session and a restatement of the
~hool policy on student teacher attu ; .tudent teachen

were

reminded

1·011-;rnm ·r)o). T11is w:u promptly s.-,:.
onilt'<I hv Commissar G1Klaht~. "ls
thnc: a firth?", 1..·rit'<I Herl. ..Aye,
Captai11. stc:uly as slw goc -s," si~hcd
si: ·vcnal 1.1111knh"l.l <.'<>111missan.
Foruln Commissar Frumy Jow1cr
maclt' a n entnm<.'t' . . . 11ccompanied by
thrown ldssc:s and rt.•d satin garten
( prup<·rty of the Alvin) which were
inclisc..Timinatr.ly distributed.
Koh Doubt.son proposed the adoption of a reciprocal trade agrttment
with the Hay C. Ho pointed out that
the agrt:ement wou l<l create an evensteven male-female ratio in bQth
schools. Hetta Bayes urged that com·
miSS01rs <.'<>nsider this, with the stipulation that manure removen be in·
stallr.J in McLean and Weld cg.
trances.
Rudy's representa tive Jimm Sellikker was then c-Jlled upon to ·submit
his weekly report to vice-commissar
Liff Slummin, who announced the in·
stallation of school signed check
blanks in Rudy's as a aervice to bank·
mpt student soal::s.

Drama teacher
to get $18 L.S.
Jamie Lowlander, head ol the Dragon Basquen, has annouoced the ·~
pointment of an auiltant drama

coach, Christopher

).

Greene,

ol

The last MSTC April Fool Mistake used the opening lines of the Anglo-Saxon epic poem Beowulf for its main headline: this is the top half of the
front page, dated Monday, April 1. 1957.

Chapter 34
The Veterans Return and MSTC
Changes
All American colleges were changed by the influx of
veterans after the end of World Uizr II. The young men
(and some women) who had served in the Anny, Navy,
and other branches of the Anned Forces were older and
more experienced than the students who had enrolled in
the past. Their coming also meant an increase in size for
nearly all colleges and universities. Not Moorhead State
Teachers College, however; and-except for a clear need
for a mens' donnitory-the comparatively new facilities
built at Moorhead in the early Thirties were able to
accommodate the invasion of veterans without strain.
But Moorhead State changed even though it did not
grow. For the first time since its founding ()() years
earlier, the institution now enrolled as many men as
women. And though it retained its Teachers College
name until 1957, the school became a State College in
fact in 1946 when the State Teachers College Board
authorized the granting of non-teaching degrees. This
move even had President Snarr's support despite his
insistence that Moorhead State remain primarily a
teacher-training institution.
The College was changing in many non-academic ways.
The school now had business managers, who were
answerable to the State Department of Administration as
the president was to the State Teachers College Board.
When the State stopped supplying textbooks to students, a
College bookstore became a necessity. The school
continued to operate its own food service, but instead of
going back to the pre-War family-style method of serving
food, MSIC retained its Uizr-time cafeteria lines.
Comstock dining hall was a more hurried and less
gracious place and student table manners declined.
About half of the pre-Uizr faculty had left MSIC before
the veterans arrived. Many of their replacements
remained only a year or two and faculty year-by-year
turnover came to be expected. Pre-War student1aculty
relationships were still possible, but now were the
exception instead of the rule. Even though Moorhead
State remained a small college, the administration,
faculty, and students did not return to their pre-Uizr unity
in the school's last decade as a state teachers college.
On the other hand, more money was available in the
post-Uizr years. Besides the government support veterans
received, students could get jobs, loans, and even
scholarships in the 1950s. Because of the post-War "baby
boom," there was an on going demand for teachers, but
many returning veterans (and other students) chose to
take non-teaching degrees. Opportunities outside of
education looked attractive to young men, ·especially;
beginning salaries for teachers were still very low.
One important new major, in business education, was
developed in tf!e post-Uizr years, thanks to the insistence
of economist Paul Heaton. In the Teachers College era,

however, this program gained ground slowly because of
President Snarr's opposition.

Why Didn't Moorhead State Grow?
In 1947 O.W. Snarr had been president for six years and
was firmly established in that office. The disruptions and
recurring emergencies of the War years, though they had
made his job difficult must also have made it easier for
him to assume full control. Few things could have gone
on as they had under President MacLean after young
men began to be drafted and were enlisting in large
numbers. Even young women entered the Armed
Services in 1942 and after, and some College employees
went to the West Coast to find employment in the new
defense plants.
Inevitably, MS1C enrollment dropped sharply and
shortages and rationing forced adjustments. The College's
contribution to the War effort finally turned Moorhead
State into an armed camp, with guards at the College
gates and classrooms crowded with Air Corps cadets. In
such a situation faculty and students naturally rallied
behind President Snarr.
The enrollment at Moorhead State Teachers College had
reached a high point of just under 700 students in the
last two years of President MacLean's administration. In

The most notable Veterans' "presence" at Moorhead State Teachers
College was the Vet's Male Chorus, organized with the aid of Dan
Preston and including bis two sons in its membership.
First row: Jim Preston, Duane Anderson, Arley Lyseng, Chester
·Bakkum, Charles Matthew, Leslie Knutson, Stanley Murray, Robert
Arnold, Berneil Olson, Robert Brown, Myron Dahle, James LaRock;
back, Clifford Gilbertson, Erwin Schlick, Bill Preston , Martin Eia,
John Lavely, Bill Mews, Charles Backstrom, Ed Gobematz, David
Lake, Roy Fraki, Henry Megrund, and Kenneth Hagen.
When Preston resigned bis MS positiDn, the Vet's Chorus honored him
at a dinner party on March 6, 1948 at Fargo's Gardner Hotel. The
MSTC music faculty and College music majors and minors were guests
of the Vets Chorus at the dinner. Invited also were members of the
other Fargo-Moorhead music groups Preston bad directed: the Ampbion
Chorus, the Women's Chorus, and the Gethsemane Church Choir.
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the fall of 1939 there were 699 students, counting 34
extension and evening students. A year later there were
679 registered, not counting such special students. Other
figures were also encouraging. Slightly more than half,
348, were degree students in 1940, and there were 285
freshmen, a school record.
In 1941-42, the first year of O.W. Snarr's presidency, the
enrollment had already started a downward trend, with a
total of 5(Jl students registered. The calling up of
Moorhead's National Guard unit in February, 1941, took
the 149 officers and men of National Guard Battery F to
Camp Haan in California, including the College football
team. Even before Pearl Harbor young men were being
drafted each month. Some students stayed out of college
to fill the teaching vacancies caused by the draft, and
there was the pull of well-paying War industry jobs, most
of them on the West Coast.
In the fall of 1942, only 386 students (increased to 410 at
mid-term and 413 at the end of the quarter), enrolled at
Moorhead State, a little more than half the pre-War
number. Enrollment declined even more. There were
only 214 civilian students at the end of the fall quarter in
1943-44, 216 in 1944-45, and 243 in 1945-46.
A recovery began in 1946-47, when 604 students
enrolled, and this upward climb was expected to
accelerate the following year. But the enrollment increase
was only 44, to 648 students, in the fall of 1947 when I
joined the faculty. I felt the disappointment keenly: one
of my assignments was to send out press releases, and
the College had predicted that the enrollment would
grow by at least 150 students. It was not a good press
release to send out.

To make matters worse, the enrollment at Concordia
College, our near neighbor, went up to 1,'117 by 1948,
almost twice our number. At Mankato State Teachers
College, enrollment was soaring. Yet the enrollment at
Moorhead State, Mankato State, and Concordia had been
approximately the same all through the Depression Era
and up to World War II.
For me, matters soon became still worse. After I arrived
on campus, President Snarr announced that he wanted
me to work on alumni relations. Did he know how angry
the alumni were? When I contacted the president and
secretary-treasurer of the alumni association, they were
interested in only one topic: how to get rid of President
Snarr and replace him with Joe Kise! I discovered that
Snarr had overlooked the alumni the previous spring
when he staged a "victory dinner" to celebrate
Moorhead State's legislative appropriation for a men's
dormitory. The alumni leaders said they, not Snarr, had
secured this appropriation for the College, a claim I
knew to be essentially true.
It is difficult to say and harder to prove exactly how a
college president's personality and policies affect
enrollment. Paul Heaton blamed President Snarr for not
allowing a broad-scaled development of business
programs, which might have increased enrollment
considerably. Business manager Charles Thurber
despaired over Snarr's inability to convince legislative
committees that Moorhead needed more money for
faculty, staff, and physical improvements. In a more
general way, many faculty, alumni, and friends of the
College argued that Moorhead State Teachers College
needed a more dynamic president if it was to keep pace
with other institutions.
While every other college grew substantially, Moorhead
State's enrollment in the nine post-War years of Snare's
presidency was very nearly what it had been in the last
years of MacLean's administration. Although there is no
necessary relationship .between the size and quality of a
college or university, of course, Moorhead State needed
the normal growth it should have had in the years after
World War II. In the early 1950s there was a nation wide
decline in college enrollments with the end of the boom
in returning veterans and a call-up of reserves for the
Korean War. Moorhead State enrollment fell to 533 in
1951 and 580 in 1952, which mandated a cut in the size
of the faculty.

Housing

Business manager Charles Thurber was one of tbe most positive forces
at MSTC wben I joined tbe faculty in 1947. He always appeared witb
tbe faculty in tbe Dragon album section, deservedly.

Housing became a serious problem for MS students and
fac,µlty at the end of World War II. Moorhead's
population had been 9,491 in 1940, climbed to 14,870 by
1950, and to 23,050 by 1960. Streets were being put in
and houses built in the area south of Moorhead State
Teachers College as soon as building materials became
available after the War's end. Apartment buildings were
almost non-existent: many families were renting the
basements of their homes that had been hastily converted
into living quarters. Most of these basements were highly
unsatisfactory places to live, but they were the only
housing available for some new faculty people.

The 1948-50 pages in Ginny Kolba's photo album show why MSTC students referred to the
housing units as "Fertile Acres." Tbe numerous dress-up kids sit on the concrete step in front of
the Kolba unit, the west half of ours, and Ginny Kolba and Mike (with a mother and daughter
I can't identify! have swings rigged up on the clothes line poles behind our unit. As for the
over-crowded playpen, the telephone booth reveals that the location is just south of our ''front
yard.'' !The snapshots are from Virginia Kolba's photo album on the next three pages also!.

A considerable turnover in faculty meant that many new
MSTC families sought housing in the post-War years.
And though Moorhead State's enrollment had not grown,
Concordia's had, quite impressively. Married students at
both colleges and many faculty members were in
competition for houses or apartments to rent at a time
the city had virtually none available.
Fortunately, the housing shortage in college towns was a
national, not a local problem. Returning veterans differed
from most students attending college in previous years in
that many of them were married. To provide housing for
married students attending colleges in all parts of the
country, the government moved temporary structures
from military bases to college campuses. At Moorhead
State 30 units were located along the College side of
Fourteenth Street, between Sixth and Eighth Avenues.
The "official" name for these units was "Dragon
Terrace," but the number of babies and small children to
be seen on the eastern edge of the campus caused many
students to refer to it as "Fertile Acres."
The exterior of the MS units was aluminum-painted
corrugated iron. The floors were concrete. Each unit had
two bedrooms, a very small bath and shower, and a
larger room that was living room and kitchen, the latter
partially set off from the main room and equipped with
an ice box and electric stove. A space heater (and a hot
water heater) in the living room was supposed to be
supplied with fuel oil carried in to fill a small tank;
inventive ex-G.I.'s soon rigged up copper tubing to bring
oil in from 50-gallon drums set up behind each barrack
unit. The first occupants also built small storm-porches,
a practical necessity in northern Minnesota; otherwise
the unit's only door would open directly to the elements.
Veterans attending Moorhead State shared their barrack
units with faculty families who occupied half of them.
Students paid $21 a month rent, the faculty $42;
electricity, water, and garbage collection were paid for by
the College. Though this was inexpensive housing,
faculty families lived in these units through necessity, not
choice. Inevitably, there were student complaints that
housing intended for returning veterans was usurped by

faculty members. In the first MiSflC of the 1949 fall
term, columnist DeWane Mansager (a Dragon Terrace
resident) wrote facetiously that the units could soon be
referred to as "Faculty Flats!" An editorial in the
October 11 MiSflC discussed the issue:
The purpose of the units, according to the Federal
Housing Administration, was to provide housing for
married veterans and their families. The FHA made
no distinction between faculty members or students
and included a provision for a small percentage of
non-vet faculty members. However, the units now
belong to the College and are no longer under the
supervision of the FHA.
The students' question is this: "Why should we, who
can't afford it, have to acquire "downtown"
apartments at a high cost when there are faculty
members, some vets and some not, with relatively
high monthly salaries, residing in the units?"
Faculty members are, however, paying approximately
two times as much rent as the students. A good
·- competent faculty is the goal of the administration at
MSTC.
In order to acquire high-calibre instructors, it is
necessary to provide housing, which is a serious
problem in Moorhead and throughout the nation. It is
especially difficult for the faculty to hunt for a place
to live since they are usually from other parts of the
country, and to spend a week or two in Moorhead
before school starts would entail considerable expense
and inconvenience.
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Tbe Kolba snapshots give a fair picture of tbe converted Army barracks we lived in, happily. Joe
Kolba shielded tbe glaring corrugated iron of bis walls witb a fine growth of morning glory vines.
Tbe screens were presumably taken off to wasb tbe windows. Tbe wooden planks tbat led to tbe
campus proper were very necessary in mud time. Tbe date: June, 1947.

The editorial mentioned a complaint of some Dragon
Terrace student residents, but added that "the MiSllC is
not quite convinced that such an attitude exists":
In speaking with residents (students), we learn that
there exists on the Terrace an attitude of distinction
between faculty members and students-a "PrivateGeneral" attitude, such as existed in the service.
Housing on the Terrace, said the writer, was handled by
a committee of a faculty member and three students who
live on the Terrace, and the dean of men. Though trying
to be fair, "their job is a thankless one." The MiSllC
believed the students on the Dragon Terrace waiting list
had a legitimate gripe. "We intend to air the entire
situation in hopes that it may help lead to a satisfactory
solution."
Approximately one-third of America's veterans attended
college on the GI Bill, but since they did not come to
MSTC in the expected numbers, competition for the units
on the Moorhead State campus was not severe. And as a
Dragon Terrace resident for two years (from 1948 to
1950), I can attest that there was no noticeable facultystudent cleavage. When Barbara and I moved into a
Dragon Terrace unit in September, 1948, our best friends
were Ginny and Joe Kolba and small son Mike, who
lived in the other half of our building, and the
Mansagers. The Dragon Terrace wives had an
organization, a kind of ladies aid society, and I think
they came to know each other better than their husbands
did. To my knowledge, no Dragon Terrace wife held a
job. Many of them had small children, which gave rise
to the "Fertile Acres" tag.

The structures were temporary and expendable: it was
understood that they would be razed in a few years when
they were worn out and no longer needed. Therefore,
occupants had free reign to adapt and decorate them to
suit their needs, and could be made into highly attractive
living quarters, especially if the veteran was an industrial
arts major.
Although the yards around the units were small, there
was space behind each of them for clothes lines, and
garden plots were available to the west of the units. We
shared common problems: Fourteenth Street was a
country road with shallow ditches, not a paved street
with curbs. When it rained, and during the spring
breakup, we parked our cars on the nearest paved street,
Sixth Avenue. In the cold and snowy winter of 1949-50,
the temperature dropped so low one night that fuel oil
congealed in the copper pipes that brought it into our
units. Lights came on all over Dragon Terrace as our
living quarters grew cold in the early morning hours.
After they were warmed sufficiently (sometimes with
blow torches!) for the oil to flow again, we insulated and
covered our pipes with snow and thus prevented a
recurrence of this near disaster. The same winter a
blizzard piled huge snowdrifts against our doors: all of
us had difficulty getting out, but the first men able to
force their doors open enough to get out then shoveled
away the snow from their neighbors' doors.

The Foxhole
When MSTC began enrolling equal numbers of women
and men in the years just after the end of World War II,
a men's dormitory-which had never been considered
seriously before World War II and would not have been
economically feasible-now became a necessity. But no
men's dormitory was available at MSTC.
Moorhead was a town of less than 10,000 people at the
end of WW II and housing construction was just
beginning south and east of MSTC. Six blocks away
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tiny stateroom with triple bunks on each side of the
space. In the 'Foxhole' I had the bottom of a two-decker.
And also, you were free to come and go whenever you
pleased."
MS housing improved for Grandy: ''At the beginning of
my second year, I found myself over in 'MacLean
Annex; though many stayed in the 'Foxhole' for some
time yet. I sort of liked the 'MacLean Annex': I know
that I appreciated the short distance to my early English
Lit class. And then, after the 'MacLean Annex' sojourn,
we all moved into the newly-constructed and sumptuous
Ballard Hall. It was like moving into a very fine hotel,
filled with conveniences, including a lavish central room
where one could meet guests. Believe me, it was much
appreciated, especially by this fellow who had been
discharged from the Navy not too long before. It was
luxury."

DuWane Mansager (1958 Dragon: Who's Who picture).

Concordia College grew impressively after the War; and
although Concordia had room for some of its new men
students in aging dormitories, far more rooms were
needed. For Moorhead State there was no alternative to
finding housing on campus, somehow, if the veterans
were to attend the College.
The unfinished basement of the Training School had
considerable space, concrete floors, and no partitions.
The building was only 14 years old and the basement
had never been used for anything except storage; sizeable
windows opening onto window-wells made the area less
basement-like than the basements of other College
buildings. MacLean Hall had no basement. In the late
1930s, however, the two College fraternities, who did
their own work, and the sororities with hired labor had
excavated and partitioned off meeting rooms: these were
now taken over by the College to house male students.
Because the MacLean Hall "basement area" had been
only partially excavated and not intended for any use,
there were no windows and doubtful ventilation. As a
final move, the College moved double-decker bunks into
several first floor MacLean Hall classrooms, available
because College enrollment had not risen as expected.
Such living accommodations were not advertised to
attract prospective veteran students, but they did not
drive away those who came to MSTC. Tommy Grandy of
Cass Lake (MN) arrived in Moorhead by bus and
carried his bag on his shoulder to the MS campus: "I
found my way to what they called the 'Foxhole; the
men's quarters in the basement below MSTC High
School. . .'The Foxhole' was certainly no place of beauty.
But I must admit it was better than what I was used to.
On the ship I had recently left, six of us had bunks in a

foe and Ginny Kolba bring son Mike borne from the hospital and to
the MS campus for the first time. About 20 years later Mike became
the College's most celebrated actor and-after some years in New York
City-came back to the Campus as an Artist-in-Residence.

The Vocational Guidance Center
The United States anticipated problems when large
numbers of demobilized veterans began returning to
college. Although some of them would merely resume
the educational programs that had been interrupted by
military service, others who had not considered anything
except finding jobs would now very probably be
interested in further education or training that was
subsidized by the government, especially since they
would be paid a cost-of-living allowance while they were
s'6 engaged. Clearly, most of these people needed advice
and guidance.
"The United States Veterans Administration has entered
into a contract with MSTC to establish a Veterans
Vocational Guidance Center" on the MSTC campus said
the first fall issue of the Mstem MiSflC, dated
September Tl, 1945. Beginning October 1, this Center
would provide counseling service and advice "to veterans
of the Second World War in western Minnesota who are
in need of special training for vocational rehabilitation or
who are seeking training to qualify for employment."
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Mike Kolba and bis parents when we first became acquainted with them. Joe Kolba was tbe star pitcher for tbe championship MSTC team, wbicb
explain's Mike's costume. Joe graduated in 1949 and Barbara and I worried about tbe new tenants in tbe west half 1623) of our housing unit 1621)
for 1949-50-needlessly, for we_got Fritz Bierbaus and family as neighbors.

The services available to disabled veterans were
described at some length, and the process of making
application for such benefits. The government
compensation paid to veterans having service-connected
disabilities were not extravagant in 1945: $92 would be
paid to a single veteran, $11.50 additional for a wife or
dependent parent and $5.50 extra for each dependent
child.
Most veterans fell into a different category: those who
were eligible for training or education urider the G.I.
Bill. The Guidance Center on the Moorhead State
campus made counseling available to such veterans, too,
if they were eligible and made applications for such
counseling to the Veterans Administration. But, "If a
veteran of this class has already selected the institution
he wishes to attend, he need not report for counseling,"
said the MiSTIC, which explained that in 1945 the
regular G.I. benefits were $50 a month to a single
veteran, $75 if married , and up to $500 a year in tuition.
So important did the College consider the Veteran's
Guidance Center that the 1946-47 MS1C catalogue listed
four of its vocational advisers with the College faculty:
Oliver S. Glover, Ph. B. and M.A., University of
Chicago; Ruth K. Hill, Ph.B. , Shurtleff College, B.D.
Rochester Theological Seminary, and Ph.D., University
of Chicago; John Jenkins (B.S., NDAC); and John Edling
(B.S., University of Iowa). The October 11, 1946
MiSTiC, however, said the Minnesota State Teachers
College Board had voted to discontinue the MS1C
Veterans Guidance Center on January 1, 1947. "During
its first year of existence, its services have been made
available to more than 900 returned veterans," said the
MiSTiC article.

nominees for election to office. Members of the
committee were John W. MacDonald of Aitken
{chairman), Donald Storslee of Ada, Sherlock Sorem of
Fergus Falls, James Cochran of Moorhead, Normal
Carlson of Fargo, Einar Rokke of Newfolden, Richard
Forseth of Detroit Lakes, Weldon Gray of East Grand
Forks, Ross Hawley of Wolverton, and Alice Nolin of
Fargo. At the next meeting MacDonald was elected
president, Rokke vice-president, Cockran secretary, and
Alice Nolin treasurer.
The last MiSTIC of the year (June 6, 1947), included a
large picture of MS1C veterans marching in the Clay
County Homecoming parade on May 19: a large
contingent of men (and possibly some women) in various
Army uniforms preceded a smaller group of sailors.
Their appearance in the parade concluded a successful
year for the Veterans Club, said the MiSTIC, noting their
activity in lobbying for a men's dormitory and
sponsorship of lectures on veterans' problems, both
national and local. A Veterans Chorus was organized,
directed by World War I veteran Dan Preston. Son
Jimmy Preston was a tenor soloist with the group.

The same issue of the paper queried MS veterans on
their feelings about the G.I. Bill, the article beginning
with an introductory paragraph on the importance of the
bill and those who were taking advantage of it. Reactions
ranged from "It's a dream come true" to "I find it
impossible to get along on $65 a month."
Two weeks later 300 MS1C veterans met in Weld
auditorium to make plans for an organization. A
committee of ten students was chosen to outline
objectives for a Vets Club, draft a charter, and submit

Tbe winter of 1948-49 was cold and snowy.
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Tommy Grandy in Panama, 1943.

Grandy and Bill Galvin from Staples sit on a Foxhole bunk:
November, 1947.

The Veteran Impact
The fact that returning veterans converted Moorhead
State into an institution that was as much male as female
(for the first time since its founding 60 years earlier) was
their greatest impact on the College. "The returning
veteran was some years older than the ordinary college
student," says Tommy Grandy, "coming to enter college
when he should have been leaving college." Grandy
continues:
The returning veteran (or G.I.) was unique in several
ways. I believe he was the first in recorded history to
return from regimentation and to be subsidized for
going to college. Just about all of them were children
of the Depression years. I know that my folks had a
very tough time getting through the Depression, and
they ended up after the years were over with little or
next to nothing. They were not singular, of course,
because many families were in the same boat. But I
am thankful for the many things they gave me, often
going without themselves in order that I might have.
I would not have been able to go to college without
the GI Bill, and that applies to many of the veterans
that returned. It would have been possible, I admit,
but it would have been tough. I would probably have
gotten a job at the local box factory, which most
likely would have ended my dreams of college. That
is just the way life went in those days: one thing leads
to another-job, marriage, family, and a home-and
the circuit is established.
Like many other Gls, Tommy Grandy could not forget
recent experiences that set him apart from students who
had not experienced war: "I was grateful to be still in
one piece after lwo Jima, Okinawa, the Philippines, and
Mog Mog, and my mind reasonably good-though still
subjected to nightmare sounds of bombardment. Worse
than that were memories of the typhoon off Okinawa on
October 9, 1945, the worst experience of my life. More
than 130 of our ships were driven aground when the
winds reached 140 mph: ships were broken in two and
people were floating in the water all around.
Hopelessness got into my veins and twisted my insides:
when I looked outside, it seemed almost impossible that

Tbis photograph of the Ballard Hall lounge that appeared in the 1952
Dragon supported Tommy Grandy's assertion: "It was like moving
into a very fine hotel, filled with conveniences, including a lavish
central room where one could meet guests." Certainly, after Foxhole
living, "It was luxury."
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the world was still there. I was filled with a sense of
appreciation that I had made it and could continue on."

John Jenkins became a valuable member of the MSfC faculty and
administration soon after first coming to the College as a vocational
adviser to veterans.

The College knew that men who had experienced such
things could not be handled the way their students had
been in the past. Karen Kivi wrote that "the Dean of
Men of those (post-War) years had many a challenge
when someone would bring liquor and-heaven forbid!women into the 'Foxholes.' Tempers flared and nerves
still raw from War experiences would send a man
amuck. The traffic between the Veteran's Hospital (in
Fargo) and the campus was great.''
This seems an exaggeration, but Miss Kivi recounts
some experiences with veterans in the library. One filled
a squirt gun with water and squirted girls' backs as he
walked past them in the library. "One day I caught him
filling his weapon at the water fountain. I inquired if he
didn't think his antics weren't more appropriate in
another kind of state institution about 50 miles away (the
State Hospital for the Insane at Fergus Falls.) His reply
was that he had considered transferring many times." Just
before closing time one evening Karen found an array of
contraceptive devices laid out on a library table in a
distant comer, for her to find when she made her rounds
before closing for the night. She swept the stuff into a
wastebasket and went on her way. A group of veterans
were waiting for her reaction. And she remembers the
alcoholic veteran who came into the library several times
one blustery winter day looking for his overcoat (which
one of the boys had hidden in the Foxhole.) When she
found him with his coat later, she also decided her

The original Veterans Chorus was photographed next to a grand piano in the Moorhead Armory: the bunting suggests that they performed on some
patriotic occasion. Unfortunately, not all of the men can be identified. Front row, Ray Johnson, Martin Eia, Chester &kkum, George Aldrich, Jim
Preston, Duane Anderson, Bob Brown; middle row, Alvin Ollenburger, unknown, James LaRock, Don Morgan , Arley Lyseng, Bumeil Olson, Dave
Kegel, Kenneth Klooze; back row, Jerry Sundet, two unknowns, Stirling Hubbard, and a last unknown. Other members of the Chorus were Dean
Anderson, Robert &rtels, Arvid Cbristopherson, Charles Simonitsch, and Donald Greseth.
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The 1947 Dragon pictured tbe Student Corporation board of directors (witb Miss Fitzmaurice absent): M. E. Kraj'Ve, treasurer: Donn Storslee,
president: Norman Carlson, secretary: and Dr. C. P. Lura.

concern for him had been unnecessary: "He had enough
alcohol in him to keep him warm."
The veterans had a lively interest in both girls and
alcohol. "Shortly after I was _discharged from the Navy,"
says Grandy, "someone told me on a late Saturday night
that the best looking girls in the world were from the
Fargo-Moorhead area. When it came to choosing a
college, I said, 'Well, if we're gonna go to school, why
not go to one where there is something to look at.'
That's how I came to go to school at Moorhead State."
He wasn't disappointed: "On the first day that I attended
classes at Moorhead State, I could not believe my eyes!
These beautiful girls were everywhere, dressed in
myriads of different colors, all shades of pinks and blues
and yellows. After all those many days and nights spent
away from home and in strange environments, it was
incredible!"
Despite the state laws forbidding alcoholic beverages on
the Campus, I saw bottles under bunks when I invaded
the Foxhole to find College printers that had not
appeared to get out the MisnC. (These expeditions
scored some points for me, incidentally: I was known as
the one MS faculty member who took the trouble to see
how our veterans fared in their makeshift dormitory!)
But the veterans usually drank off-campus. Writes
Tommy Grandy:
Like most veterans at MS (and elsewhere), we got
acquainted with all the bars in the area about the first
week we landed on the beach. The little "City Club"
on Center Avenue was a favorite, also the
"Blackhawk," the ·~uarium Bar," and the "Tile
Tavern." A small place called the "Silver Moon" was
a favorite because one of the fellows residing in the
Foxhole was a bartender: we had a standing invitation

to visit at the end of the bar where "mistakes" would
be sent our way by the friendly bartender. Many an
hour was spent nursing a "mistake" until the next one
came our way. In Fargo there w~e spots we would go
to when we could afford it. One on Front Street was
quite popular for a while, and occasionally the "Bison
Bar." After the big hotel was built in Moorhead, we
would gather there, probably because they served free
popcorn with the beer. Here the Senior Men's Club
was established: Charlie Warner was elected president
and I was declared to be "the Whip."

The Bookstore
Bookstores appeared on all of the Minnesota State
Teachers College campuses in 1947 when the state
discontinued its practice of furnishing textbooks: before
that time students checked out books for the courses they
were taking. They showed their registration slips at a
special College library counter at the beginning of each
term and returned the books after taking final
examinations.
Moorhead State Teachers College's bookstore had a
unique beginning, however, which is detailed in a March
26, 1954 MisnC article headed "History of Bookstore":
During the past ten years, a small candy counter
located near the College post office has evolved into
the present Student Exchange Bookstore which is an
integral part of MS. After the outbreak of the Second
World War, a store was established in the Physical
Education building to supply the 500 Air Force men
who were training here. The airmen could not leave
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the campus, so the store was a necessity. Staffed by
members of the Student Commission, the store
showed a 2,000 percent profit during this period.
A proposal was made to use this money to begin a
store which would serve the regular student body by
handling articles of practical use. Under the direction
of Dr. O.W. Snarr, president, a corporation was
organized on June 3, 1944. Dorothy Jefferson, Gordon
Nohre, Dr. Glenn C. Dildine, (adviser of the Student
Commission), Dr. C.P. Lura (dean of men) , and Miss
Virginia Fitzmaurice (now Mrs. Grantham) signed the
articles of incorporation and became the first board of
directors.
In 1947, the State of Minnesota decided to discontinue
to furnish textbooks for students, so it became
necessary for the small candy store to expand in order
to facilitate the sale of textbooks and related materials.
Mrs. Ruby Solien was hired by the board of directors
to be manager of the store, a position which she
continued to hold. Under the corporate plan, each
student was charged $ .25 in addition to the activity
fee for the operating expenses of the store.
The Student Exchange corporation continued until the
spring of 1952 when the student body voted to
dissolve the corporation. The store now operates
under the student activity fund , but it keeps its own

identity and controls its own funds. Under the new
set-up, the number of students on the Bookstore Board
was to be increased on March 24, 1954, from three to
five, thus outnumbering for the first time the faculty
members on the board. The name of the store was
changed to Student Exchange Bookstore.
, It is the duty of the Bookstore Board to keep a watch
on the finances of the store and to distribute the
profits for the benefit of the student body on projects
not provided for by state funds. Bookstore profits are
used for such projects as Homecoming expenses, to
provide five annual scholarships of $90.00 each, and
to donate food on the day high school seniors visit the
campus. The Bookstore also helps finance the big
issue of the MiSTiC which is distributed to each high
school student in the area; it provides the Student
Directory for less than cost; and it sells books and
supplies at the lowest possible cost.
The occasion for this lengthy account of the Bookstore's
history was the election of the first student-controlled
Bookstore Board. The College business manager and the
faculty adviser of the Student Commission were exofficio members of the board; two other faculty members
and five students were elected by the students.
Faculty members Don Anderson and Neil Thompson
were elected to the newly-constituted board on March
24, 1954. Students elected were juniors Dareld Hirschey

The yearbooks of the early 1950s pictured a crowded bookstore. Tbe store was housed in a single large Maclean Hall classroom: first door, to the left
for a person using the main entrance (now room 171J.
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Basketball star john Torgerson !who bas no trouble seeing), and Bill Parries !behind him), watch a transaction in the MSTC Bookstore.

and Alvin Rudisill, sophomores Lois Neilson and Dick
Cunningham, and freshman Tony Ludwig. ''At the first
meeting of the new bookstore board, a president, vicepresident, and recording secretary will be elected," said
the MiS'nC. "In the past, students have always filled the
offices of president and secretary. The College business
manager was always a member of the board and the
College business office handled the duties of a treasurer,
who was therefore not elected.
During World War II MSTC was assigned a business
manager by the Minnesota Commissioner of
Administration and (for two years), an accountant, C.O.
Brown. Three men served as business managers of
Moorhead State Teachers College, Henry Risbrudt and
M.E. Krafve, briefly, and Charles H. Thurber from 1947
to 1958. Thurber, a young and personable Air Corps
veteran, was a very popular member of the College
administration and one of Moorhead State's most
enthusiastic promoters.

Innovations
In most ways MSTC resumed its former activities when
the War had ended and returning veterans brought
enrollment up to its pre-War levels. There were changes,
of course, because different people directed most of the
activities, and the changing times brought with them new
activities. Sadie Hawkins Day dances were popular in the
decade after the War's· end. Eventually the presence of
World War II veterans became less obtrusive, though the

MiSTiC had a "Veterans Column" in a few of its issues
in 1947. The draft continued, however, and military
service continued to be a major concern for MSTC
students.

When the 1947 legislature appropriated funds to build a
men's dormitory at MSTC, the College's first building
project since 1932 became a major concern. After a site
was selected during the 1947-48 College year, excavation
and construction went on through the next school year,
the MiS'nC carrying pictures of the work in nearly every
issue. The project continued for several more years when
the original funds were found to be insufficient to
complete the dormitory. A second legislative
appropriation was made by the 1949 legislature and the
project finally completed in 1950, though the first wing
had been completed and occupied in 1949. The State
Teachers College Board accepted the recommendation of
the MSTC Alumni Association in May, 1949, and named
the building in honor of Caswell A. Ballard. A special
16-page issue of the MiS'nC dated June 3, 1949 was
devoted in large part to the building of Ballard Hall and
·- to the man it was named for. The paper included a lastminute article: the news that Cas Ballard had died at
Cedar Falls, Iowa, on June 2.
The most impressive College activity of the decade
following the end of World War II was the MiS'nC.
Although athletics, music, dramatics, and debate also
recovered, the students who produced the College weekly
newspaper far exceeded any pre-War publications. The
last 1947-48 issue was an eight-page issue dedicated to
former president R.B. MacLean, who had died on
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separately, is usually a panel discussion or a speech."
(MiSflC, December 4, 1953).

The new faculty effort of the post-War era was the
offering of "College Night" classes. ''A unique plan to
open up almost all MSTC facilities for one evening each
week to citizens of Moorhead, Fargo, and the
surrounding area will begin next Tuesday, March 4," said
the February 29, 1952 MiSflC. The classes would
continue for twelve weeks and would range "from
discussions and lectures on human behavior and
contemporary problems to a short course in travelers'
Spanish, to swimming and various other types of
recreation or work on one of several hobbies." Dr. Byron
Murray, who coordinated the program, said 27 faculty
members were offering their services and College
"shops, studios, lecture halls, discussion rooms, the new
Fine Arts Center, library, gymnasiums, swimming pool,
and the Student Center lunch room will open to serve
needs of those who enroll."

Adviser Catherine Cater (standing! and student Janice Leverson
prepare an MSTC radio broadcast (1953 Dragon).

August 10, 1947. The following year the same staff
produced eight-page issues each week and ended the year
with the sixteen-page Ballard issue.
MiSflC staff members were also responsible for the

College's most impressive outreach effort of the post-War
years. As members of Alpha Phi Gamma, the national
honorary journalistic fraternity, they sponsored a high
school publications convention on the Campus each year.
On March 3, 1948, this event was attended by 16
schools: Fargo, Wahpeton, Moorhead, Thief River Falls,
P-arkers Prairie, Odessa, Elbow Lake, Crookston, Fergus
Falls, Hawley, Perham, Bagley, Dilworth, Lake ?ark,
Detroit Lakes, and the MSTC Campus high school. The
following year the convention was moved up to the fall
quarter. At the October 15, 1948 event, 182 students from
27 high schools were in attendance.
There were new activities also on the MSTC campus
after the War. "Concentrics," a "bull-session" type of
group, was founded and given its name by new instructor
Catherine Cater. It proudly claimed to be "the most
disorganized organization on campus. It has no regular
meeting time, no regular place to meet, no president or
officers of any kind, no regular membership, no duesnothing but lots of talk." And the talk, which sometimes
involved Concordia and NDAC students, ranged from
discussions of Le Corbusier and T.S. Eliot to "the basics
for a Dynamic Peace."
Dr. Cater also became the adviser for MSTC's Radio
Workshop, which produced a half-hour public service
program every Sunday evening over radio station KVOX:
"The program is divided into two parts of 15 minutes
each. An original script, a narration, or an adaptation of
a book or a play is generally included during the first
part; the second part of the program, which is done

The next MiSflC reported that the program was
"extremely successful." President Snarr was "very
pleased with the attendance and the reactions of the
public toward the courses. Most popular were oil
painting and travelers' Spanish, with over 30 enrolled in
each course. Approximately 100 people attended the first
night's courses. Two sessions were held during the next
school year, the first beginning Tuesday, October 9 and
the second January 13, 1953. Double sessions were held
(during the fall and winter quarters) in 1952-53, but the
program was reduced to a single session in the winter
term in 1954-55.

Chapter 35
Post-War Athletics

Neil Wohlwend and Roy Domek

Moorhead State's athletic record in the decade following
the end of World J#zr II undoubtedly suffered because of
the frequent changes in its coaching staff. The College
no longer had a single coach handling all sports, as Sliv
Nemzek had done from 1923 to 1940. But four men
coached football at MSTC from 1946 to 1957 and
baseball and track direction changed just as frequently.
In basketball the situation was better, Roy Domek
coaching until he was succeeded by Larry MacLeod in
1954.

Neil Wohlwend ''57, who had been a star end on Sliv
Nemzek's mid-Thirties teams, returned as a physical
education instructor for Air Corps cadets in 1943. After
Army service, he came back to his Alma Mater to coach
football from 1946 to 1948. Wohlwend's football leaders
in 1946 and 1947, when Moorhead State Teachers
College fielded teams for the first time since 1943, were
veterans like .himself. The 1946 season was disappointing
for Wohlwend and his team of veterans. The team had a
2-3-2 record: the Dragons tied Concordia and Duluth by
identical 7-7 scores, defeated Wahpeton 14-7 and Winona
6-0, and then ended the season by losing to Bemidji 0-6,
Stout 12-15, and St. Cloud 0-14.

MSTC made its best showing in baseball in this era, even·
though in this sport, also, there were four coaching
changes: Neil Wohlwend 1947-49, Fritz Bierhaus 1950-52,
T. &lison Smith 1953 and 1954, and Larry MacLeod
1955-57. In the spring of 1956, MiSflC sportswriter Dave
Montplasir reported that the Dragons were "opening
their quest" for their sixth Steve Gorman League
championship in nine years. The record actually was five
championships in eight years because no champion
emerged from league play in 1950, when officials called
off the race due to poor spring weather. The Steve
Gorman league included the three Fargo-Moorhead teams
plus three nearby North Dakota colleges: Jamestown,
Mayville, and Valley City. After the league was organized
in 1948, the Dragons captured championships in 1948
and 1949, in 1952, 1953, and 1954.

The happy surprise of the 1946 football season was
freshman Jerry Kranz from Frazee. Kranz was very fast:
and though he lacked size, he threw himself into every
play, whether he was carrying the football or blocking
for other ball carriers. For MS, the best play of the
season was Otto Klug's long pass to Virg Robinson
which saved a 7-7 tie in the Concordia game. Dick
Hammond and Virgil Robinson, both from Staples and
both backfield men, were the 1946 football captains.
Tackle Bob Fielder and halfback Jerry Kranz were AllConference choices that season. Otto Klug, Jim
MacDonald, and Glen LeGrande won conference
honorable mention.
Roy Domek, who had coached basketball at Pelican
Rapids and Moorhead after starring at Hamline

Tbis Dragon pbotograpb of tbe 1948 basketball squad includes many of tbe top atbletes of tbe years immediately after tbe end of World War II: left
to rigbt, Roger Bagne, Ray Spencer, Da11e Torson, Jim McDonald, Otto Klug, Jack Garrett, Wally Solien, Jim Gotta, Don Maglougblin, Joe Gotta,
Keith Woods, and Glenn Mel11ey !1948 Dragon).
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University in the 1930s, joined the MSTC coaching staff
in 1942 and led the Dragons to a second place finish in
the Teachers College conference that year. As the War
ended, veterans began returning to change the basketball
picture at MSTC from week to week in 1945-46.
Maurice (Chub) Ness was the hero of a 44-41 loss to
Concordia because his spectacular shooting forced the
game into two overtime periods. In conference play, the
Dragons won only the season's last game, defeating
Duluth 54-47 on their own floor.

going into the Army in 1943, was elected football captain
for 1947. He led the Dragons to a very good 6-2-0
season, which was marred only by a 7-20 loss to
Concordia in the second game of the season after MS
had run up a 31-0 score against Wahpeton in the season's
opener. The only other loss in 1947 was an unlucky 3-6
loss to Duluth, which had been transformed from a
teachers college into a branch of the University of
Minnesota after World War II but remained in the
Northern Teachers College conference.

In 1946-47 the Dragons won all of their home basketball
games to tie for second place in the conference. Better,
they beat Concordia twice and split two games with
NDAC. Walt Van Meter led Dragon scoring with 213
points, followed by McGuire with 205. MSTC won the
conference track meet with a well-balanced squad. Jack
Garrett set a new conference record in winning the high
jump, Jim Gotta and Dave Torson tied for second place
in this event. Other point-getters were Andy Dodds, who
won the 440; Virgil Robinson, who took the shot put;
and Forseth and Woods in the pole vault, Scheel in the
220, Garrett and Conzemius in the hurdles, Stan Murray
in the two-mile, Klug in the shot put, and Withnell in
the discus.

In the conference, the Dragons beat Mankato 7-0,
Bemidji 20-7, and St. Cloud 12-6. The other two
victories were over Manitoba 19-6 and Stout 7-0. Pat
Mongoven was the hero in the Homecoming game
victory over St. Cloud: he intercepted a Huskie pass and
threw one to Jim Gotta in the end zone. Klug and Joe
Gotta had done well, too: Joe recovered a St. Cloud
fumble on the kickoff and Big Otto plunged over for the
first Dragon score. MS should have had the conference
title but settled for a second place tie with St. Cloud :
they had to forfeit the victory over Mankato because an
ineligible player had been used.

In baseball MS won seven and lost three games;
"highlights of the season," according to the Dragon,
"were victories over Concordia and NDAC and the
steady pitching of Joe Kolba and Buzz Gray, along with
Norm Erickson's stellar relief performances. Gray
pitched a no-hit, no-run game against Concordia in 1946.
Because Kirby Kuklenski was a skillful boxer, MSTC had
a program in that sport in 1946-47. Both he and
middleweight Leland Schenck won local titles at
Wahpeton and went to Minneapolis. Schenck won his
first bout before he was eliminated; light heavyweight
Kuklenski won two bouts before losing in the semifinals.
Bernard (Bum) McGuire from Staples, who had been a
football and basketball star at Moorhead State before

Altbougb there was no organized program, MSTC bad a fair amount
of equipment in the small gym where individuals could irork out. Lee
fTigerJ Johnson fright) kept in very good shape but was not big enough
to compete in the major sports.

The basketball season ended with a disastrous road trip
that blackened the Dragons' record, but the team had
scored a 50-42 victory over Concordia and won one
from North Dakota State. MS had also begun conference
play well with victories over Duluth and Mankato in
games played at Moorhead. Bob Fielder, Van Meter, and
Mac Dahl from Staples made All-Conference. Moorhead
State won the Steve Gorman trophy in baseball, winning
six of seven games. Stars were Captain Don Corcoran,
Norm Felde, Joe Kolba, Max West, Glenn Melvey, Bill
Drummond, Alvie Lund, and John Conzemius.
Fullback John (Big Otto) Klug was the most celebrated
of the post-war Michigan stars at Moorhead, as Vince
Yatchak had been in the 1930s: Klug was the 1948
football captain and was voted the most valuable player
in the conference. The 5-4 Dragon record was not a
distinguished one, but all of the games were close and
better luck might have given the Dragons a conference
title. They lost the season opener 7-20 to a very tough
South Dakota State team that had too much of
everything. In the second game Coach Wohlwend used
his whole squad in racking up a 32-0 score against
Wahpeton .Science. A 13-7 win over Manitoba was
sandwiched between a 13-6 victory over Bemidji and a
6-0 win at St. Cloud (to spoil their Homecoming.)
Unfortunately, Mankato spoiled Moorhead's Homecoming
.(and. hopes for a conference title) with a last-minute
80-yard pass play. Jerry Kranz had scored a touchdown
on a reverse and Alvie Lund had kicked a field goal to
give Moorhead State a 10-7 lead. When the game was
almost over, Mankato added its last minute touchdown,
which many of us can still see happening!
Terrific line play and two plunges by Klug won the
Bemidji game. At St. Cloud Jerry Kranz passed to Keith
Woods very late in the game for the only score by either
team. Pat Mongoven scored the first touchdown against
Manitoba, but a last minute pass from Woods to Norm
Felde won the game for Moorhead. Another of
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Moorhead's speedy backs came into his own in the
Winona game, which was won 19-13: Don Corcoran
scored two MS touchdowns. An unlucky 0-6 loss to
Duluth cost Moorhead a tie for the conference title with
the Mankato team that had "stolen" a victory with its
long pass in the Dragon Homecoming game. The heart
may have gone out of the Dragons with that loss: they
lost to Concordia 13-22 on Armistice Day to end a
season that had almost been a glorious one. The Cobber
game was played in snow and slush, but Wohlwend
thought his team should have won it. He resigned his
MS coaching position to become Marco Gotta's partner
in the ownership of Sportland; Neil bought out Arlo
Baldwin, star MS halfback of the 1920s, who went into
the printing business.
Coach Roy Domek's 1948-49 basketkball team used the
fast-break successfully, with Roger Bagne of Erskine
streaking down the floor. Joe Gotta had gone to the
University of Minnesota to study dentistry and Dave
Torson transferred to North Dakota State to take his
degree in business administration (the program President
Snarr did not want at MSTC.) Bagne was an exciting
player, however, and kept MS fans from mourning the
loss of Torson and Gotta. Captain Jim Gotta, Otto Klug,
and Keith Woods were the returning Dragon veterans in
the 1948-49 season . Rapid and rangy Jack Garrett had
not returned to college, but towering Curt Mccamy of
West Fargo transferred to MSTC from NDAC. Led by
Jimmy Gotta and McCamy, Moorhead won three out of
four games with the Bison in 1949. Freshman Ken
Johnson from Staples gave promise for the future.
Track, always hassled by uncertain spring weather during
a short season, had been further disrupted in the spring
of 1948 when Moorhead's National Guard unit was
dispatched to South St. Paul to keep order during a
troublesome strike. The MS squad had showed promise
when they took second place in the Bison Invitational
meet early in the season: Dave Torson won first in both
the high and broad jump competition and John
Conzemius captured the high hurdles. The team took
second place again the following week in the Jamestown
Invitational but had to cancel out of the Beaver Relays at
Bemidji when military duty took most of their team.
The weather allowed MSTC to play a 15-game baseball
schedule in 1949 and the Dragon nine won their second
Steve Gorman league championship in two years. Captain
Joe Kolba gave up only eight hits, struck out 33 batters,
and allowed no earned runs in 23 innings. The team also
led the northern half of the Northern Teachers College
conference but were beaten by the southern leaders,
Winona, who thereby took the conference crown.
Speedballer Bob Peterson and curve-baller Joe Kolba
combined to pitch a no hit game against Concordia on
May 3, and they ended league play with a 12-4 win over
the Cobbers on May Zl, the Dragons using four pitchers
in the game: Gordy Harstad, Bob Peterson, freshman
Dewey Sundby, and Kolba.
In tennis, Captain Clayton Lee led the Dragons to a tie
with Duluth in a triangular meet at Bemidji and to a

Fritz Bierhaus (1950 Dragon).

third place finish in the conference meet, behind
Mankato and St. Cloud. His teammates were Bob (Texas
Jim) Rich, Mike Merck, Glenn Melvey, Bob Shelland,
and Glen (Herc) Robinson.

Fritz Bierhaus Coaches Football
New coach Fritz Bierhaus, a pre-War St. Cloud
quarterback, set up a training table for his newlyacquired football squad at Sharel's Coffee Nook in 1949.
Guard Kirby Kuklenski and halfback Keith Woods, who
were co-captains, led the MSTC gridders to a 3-4-1
season that was better than those numbers show. The
Dragons topped a good Eau Claire (Wisconsin STC)
team 25-6 in the opening game and gave UNO all they
wanted in the second, losing 0-6. In the third game they
upset a favored Bulldog team at Duluth 13-6 and made
their new coach look good by beating his old St. Cloud
school 7-0 in the fourth contest; Keith Woods passed to
Jim Gotta for the only touchdown of the day. In the
Duluth game Gotta caught a pass on the Moorhead
15-yard line and ran 85 yards to score and tie the game;
Keith Woods' touchdown then won it for Moorhead. The
other co-captain, Kirby Kuklenski, played the best game
of his great four-year career against Duluth. Alvie Lund
kicked the extra points in both the Duluth and St. Cloud
games.
Mid-point in the season, however, fortune turned against
the Dragons. They spotted Mankato two early
touchdowns and couldn't quite catch up: John Conzemius
and diminutive Billy Finn led a great rally, with help
from Jerry Kranz's blocking, but Mankato won 14-13.
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weather led to the cancellation of the Steve Gorman
League baseball season in 1950.

]obn (Otto) Klug from Michigan was probably the outstanding football
star of the years after WW II. He could also throw the discus pretty far
(1949 Dragon) .

In this game Conzemius ran 51 yards for one touchdown
and passed 39 yards to Norm Felde for the other. John
starred again the next week against Winona in another
catch-up effort that gained a 20-20 tie after Winona had
led 20-6. Klug plunged over for the first two MS
touchdowns and Conzemius ran 82 years for the third.
Moorhead lost its 1949 Homecoming game to Bemidji in
the rain, 6-13, and had no better fortune in the last game
of the season: the Concordia Cobbers won 14-12 because
they were able to block both Moorhead kicks. There
were heroics for MS in this game, however: Klug ran
back a kick-off 89 yards after Concordia had scored
first. And Don Corcoran turned in 60 minutes of superb
quarterbacking in a losing cause. Kuklenski and Woods
won All-Conference honors. The 1949 football season
was the last for some of Moorhead's brightest stars of 40
years ago. Eight four-year lettermen put on their spikes
for the last time in the Cobber game: John Conzemius,
Norman Felde, Jim Gotta, Chuck Kellett, John Klug,
Jerry Kranz, Kirby Kuklenski, and Keith Woods.
Although the 1949-50 basketball season wasn't one of
Moorhead's best, Roy Domek's cagers showed flashes of
greatness. Jim Gotta, Bagne, Mccamy, Klug, and Lowell
Anderson (usually subbing for Bagne) beat Concordia
56-35 after losing to NDAC and Valley City to start the
season, and they won over NDAC and Concordia on
successive nights during the Christmas holidays to
capture their own vacation tournament. They defeated the
Bison again on January 16 and the Cobbers on February
21. The Dragons took second in the conference, with a
4-3 record, beating champion Mankato 59-53 at
Moorhead on February 20. Their problem was an old
one: sportswriter Russ Tull found that they had won only
three conference road games in their last 19! Bad spring

Moorhead's bleakest year in football and basketball was
1950-51. The gridders lost all eight of their games and
were in the contests in only two, counting the 12-Z7
Homecoming game loss to Mankato, the hardest-fought
of the season. Bob Serbin and John Varriano, the cocaptains, were seasoned players, but Bierhaus had to find
an almost wholly new starting lineup in the fall of 1950.
Blacky Varriano, a very strong guard, was chosen on the
All-Conference eleven.
The season was a litany of bad beatings, beginning with
a 0-53 drubbing by the University of North Dakota,
-Which may have remembered their squeaky 6-0 win the
year before. Eau Claire avenged some previous defeats by
MSTC, winning 14-6. St. Cloud shut out the Dragons
25-0; Bemidji did the same 20-0, and Winona 19-0. After
scoring twice in losing to Mankato 12-Z7, the Dragons
also got a touchdown in losing to NDAC 7-30. The
season ended the way it began, with a 0-35 loss to
Concordia on Armistice Day. The death of freshman
Barry Nokken in the Homecoming freshman-sophomore
sack-rush further dampened a gloomy fall season: Barry
suffered a concussion and died soon after reaching the
hospital.
Basketball was only a little better than football in
1950-51, the Dragons losing 19 of 25 games. Captain
Ken Johnson led a virtually new squad: Carl Hedstrom,
Keith Olson, Orville Gran , Skip Enger, Jere Cooper, Jim

This picture was entitled "A Tired Hero": Ken Reitan was carried off
the basketball floor by teammates Goede!, Zimmerman , and Moe after
be scored the winning basket against St. Cloud (1956 Dragon!.
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Johnson, Frank Mollner, Hugh Schoephoerster, Vic
Purcell, Ken Maglouglin, and Whitey Roysland. In
baseball the MS nine lost only three games and won
nine but lost the league championship to Jamestown.
Larry Krabbenhoft and Pete Finelli were the Dragon
pitchers; Larry pitched a no-hitter and had an unbeaten
record.
Fritz Bierhaus said the 1951 Dragons were the hardestfighting team he had ever coached. Because he knew his
players had neither the size nor the experience to take on
such teams, Fritz did not schedule the two North Dakota
universities. Moorhead played Jamestown College and
Wahpeton Science instead, winning 8-7 and 40-6. The
third victory was over Winona, a 14-7 victory at
Homecoming. The Dragons lost to three other
conference teams, 6-32 to St. Cloud, 6-20 to Mankato,
and 0-12 to Bemidji. Concordia won over MS 19-6 in the
last cold game on November 6, on a slippery, snowcovered field. The Dragons were lucky to score their
lone touchdown after a quick-kick, a Cobber fumble, and
a penalty. Most of the 1951 starting eleven were
comparatively untried in college competition: they
included smart Harvey Stewart of Pelican Rapids, big
John Weston, slashing halfback Jim Johnson from Staples
(Ken's brother), hard-hitting Norm Pryzbilla from
Staples, and Captain Beanie Anderson, a transfer from
Wahpeton Science, who earned distinction in his two
years at MSTC, both on and off the football field. Tackle
Del Molberg and guard Al Kellet were named to the AllConference team, and halfback Billy Finn on the second
team.

more games, to Winona 80-59, Mankato 76-rl, and St.
Cloud 68-62. They lost two more games at Moorhead, to
Bemidji 67-46 and Winona 54-43 before winning nonconference games against Ellendale and Manitoba.
Losses to NDAC, Mankato, Concordia, and Bemidji
ended the season: they had lost all of their conference
games and had only six wins against 16 losses overall.
Brightest spot in a disastrous season was the
performance of the MSTC "B" squad, which won eleven
straight games before losing to NDAC on February 8.
Bierhaus taught his players well and in 1952 his eleven
had one of the best records in the state, losing only to a
pair of excellent teams, to Concordia 12-32 and Mankato
7-19. The Moorhead State squad lacked size but made up
for it in football skills, and they gained confidence by
beating Valley City Zl-6 in their opening game. Though
they lost 32-12 the following week to Jake Christianson's
Cobbers, they came back to win three conference games
in a row, beating Bemidji 19-6, St. Cloud 13-12, and
Winona Zl-7. Then, after losing to Mankato (which tied

Before the 1951-52 Christmas holidays, the Dragon
basketball team had lost to NDU, Concordia, and
Mayville and defeated Valley City and Wahpeton Science.
They began conference play on the road and lost three

Tbe Dragons of tbe early 1950s printed a good many basketball pictures without identification.
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(of South Dakota) in a heavy rainstrom, Norm Pryzbilla
crushed Jamestown College 31-0, and the Bierhaus boys
topped Valley City STC 33-2 in the only loss that
champion of the North Dakota conference suffered in
1953. Halfback Jim Johnson and guard Eddie Raymond,
the 1953 captains, were named to the All-Conference
team; five other MSTC players also honored, Ron
Noesen, the two Varrianos, Don Anderson, and Gene
Sullivan.
In basketball the Dragons had only a 9-11 record in
1953-54, due primarily to the team's lack of height. John
Torgerson, Ken Johnson, and Howard Heil were back
from the previous year and teamed with Roger Haire,
])on Torgerson, and Jim Johnson to beat the Cobbers
twice and win the city trophy. And though the Dragons
were last in the conference, they forced the champion
Bemidji Beavers, into an overtime game in the last game
of the season. John Torgerson led the season's scoring
with 444 points.

&b Peterson, a fireballing pitcher, was always known as "Perley
Pete," identifying him with bis hometown and distinguishing bim from
other Robert Petersons.

the two teams for the conference title), the Dragons
ended their season with a victory over Jamestown
College 'Z?-7.
Ralph Crews of Pelican Rapids and Michigander Bill
Ihlenfeldt were co-captains in 1952. lhlenfeldt and Ron
Noeson, both halfbacks, and end Harold Sussenguth of
Breckenridge were all named to the All-Conference
eleven. A number of players shone in different games:
speedy Ron Noesen scored all four touchdowns to beat
Valley City and smart quarterback Keith Olson starred in
the 13-12 squeaker over St. Cloud. Jere Cooper, fullback
Norm Pryzbilla, and guard Eddie Raymond won places
on the Conference second eleven. The Fargo Forum put
Noesen on their All-City (Fargo and Moorhead colleges)
team in 1952.
The 1952-53 basketball season was less successful,
thanks to a string of injuries and co-captain Bob
Roysland's call to military service. Freshman forward
John Torgerson was high scorer for the season with 361
points, followed by Roysland with 239 and Carl
Hedstrom with 177, but with only four victories it was
the Dragons' worst season.
The Dragon football team had a pre-season two-week
training table at a resort site near Brainerd in 1953, and
T. Edison Smith served as. Bierhaus' assistant coach.
They dropped three opening games, losing to Concordia
6-14, to Bemidji 6-13, and to St. Cloud 0-20. Then the
team bounced back to win the next five games and were
probably as good a team as the previous year's
Conference co-champs at the end of the season.
Moorhead State beat Winona 19-0 and Mankato 'Z?-7, the
Varriano brothers and Vernon Olson doing much to spoil
the Kato Homecoming. After defeating Huron College

The MSTC baseball had the brightest 1954 record under
Coach Ed Smith and captain Malcolm (Mac) Dahl: the
team won the Steve Gorman trophy for the third year in
a row. Pitchers Jack Wilcox and Jerry Varriano both had
5-0 records, Hugh Schoephoerster was 4-1, and Ed
Raymond 2-1. Len Varriano hit .385 and Bob Thompson
and Orv Gran .353. The Dragons ended their season by
defeating Concordia 1-0 and 5-1 at Fargo's Barnett Field,
Wilcox and Don Betzen pitching the two games.
Fritz Bierhaus' last MSTC football team in 1954
probably disappointed him. "It seems strange that MSTC
should lose any games in the conference this year
because they are talent-packed;' wrote sportswriter (and
football player) Pat Ferris. "However, the Dragons have
failed to click as a team in two conference games." After
beating Bemidji 20-7 in Moorhead, the team lost two
low-score road games, 6-7 at St. Cloud and 0-8 at
Winona and then topped Mankato 16-13 in Moorhead's
Homecoming. The St. Cloud Huskies, who had beaten
Moorhead by a single point, won the conference
championship.
Co-captains Len and Jerry Varriano were picked for the
All-Conference team. Three other linemen-Marlin
Olson, Roger Haire, and Pat Ferris-and three backsJim Peterson, Bill Beck, and Ken Grabinske-were given
honorable mention. Don Anderson and Don Miller were
elected co-captains for 1955.
The Dragons lost only one non-conference game in 1954,
a 13-0 defeat at Houghton by Michigan Tech, which later
became a member of the Teachers College conference.
MS beat Huron College to open its season and closed
with a 20-6 victory over Westmar College of Iowa. The
Dragons played a 7-7 tie against Concordia in the second
game of the season before beginning conference play.
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Larry MacLeod Takes Over Basketball
New basketball coach Larry MacLeod announced that he
would use 12 men on his varsity squad in 1954-55, with
14 freshmen making up a second team to be handled by
Ken Johnson, a Dragon standout in previous seasons who
had used up his eligibility but would not complete his
degree requirements until the end of the winter term.
MacLeod had five returning lettermen, John and Don
Torgerson, Roger Haire, Jim Handorff, and Ron Miller.
Ken Fiemann, who had earned a basketball letter the
previous year, had decided to give up the sport in his
last year in college.
MacLeod used his full squad in winning the season's
opener against Ellendale, 65-61. The Torgersons started
at forwards, Phil Kieselbach (Barnesville) at center, and
Darrel Hesby (Halstad) and Don Betzen (Moorhead) at
guards. Gene Klemp and Ron Miller (Appleton), Jim
Handorff (Morris), Chuck Erickson (Sedan), Lowell
Bolger (Moorhead), and Joe Oistad (Shelly) also saw
action. The Dragons did much better free throw shooting
in their second game and defeated Valley City 73-63. In
their third game they squeaked by Concordia 70-69, after
trailing 41-37 at halftime: John Torgerson sank two free
throws in the last ten seconds to win the game. Only the
Torgersons, Haire, Kieselbach, Bolger, Hesby, and
Klemp saw action against the Cobbers. John Torgerson

averaged 20 points per game in Moorhead's three
victories.
After Christmas vacation, MS defeated Mayville 69-64
before losing to NDAC 71-72 and to St. Cloud in the
conference opener 67-75. Bemidji was beaten 80-69 and
Wahpeton Science 67-58. Sports writer Ferris thought the
Dragons would finish no lower than second in the
conference. "The team continues to show aggressiveness
and spirit. This year's cage crew is working together for
the first time in ages-a welcome change." John
Torgerson had scored 141 points in leading the Dragons
to six wins in its first eight games; in second place was
freshman Lowell Bolger, the rising MS star, who had 'ir7
~points.

This was the 1954-55 high point, however. The Dragon
cagers won only four more games while losing seven, to
end the season with a 10-9 record. They had lost twice
to Mankato, who won the conference title, and split with
St. Cloud, Lowell Bolger and Darrel Hesby leading the
Dragons to an 82-74 win in the second meeting of the
two teams. Moorhead tied for third place (with Winona),
behind Mankato and St. Cloud. MS had beaten last place
Bemidji twice.
John Torgerson scored 298 points for the season,
averaging 15.7 per game, but this was far below his 444
points during the 1953-54 season. With Lowell Bolger,

Larry Macleod may have been the most popular Dragon coach between 1954 and 1982. He certainly was in the English department, because be
recommended our courses to bis athletes: Larry sent us Al Santwire, Jim Nagel, Pete Lysaker and others. The three I have mentioned became English
majors or minors and Nagel is now one of the nation's outstanding American literature scholars. His tenth book-which throws new light on Ernest
Hemingway's World War I experiences that led to the writing of A Farewell to Arms-came off the press on October 27, 1989. There was a comingout observance at the Kennedy Center at Harvard, where Ernest Hemingway 's papers are available for scholars to use. Nagel takes bis graduate
students there to examine the original manuscripts.
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he was named to the All-Conference team. Only John
Torgerson and Roger Haire would be lost to the team for
1955-56.
Larry MacLeod also coached baseball and had 14
lettermen on his 25-man squad. Veteran pitcher Jack
Wilcox had won five games and lefty Don Betzen four in
winning the Steve Gorman league title in 1953-54, when
MS had lost only a single game in 14 starts. In 1955 the
Dragon nine split double-headers with Mayville and
Valley City, after winning the season's opener against
NDAC. They then won double-headers against Bemidji
and Jamestown but were beaten 4-2 by NDAC, when
Wilcox lost his game on seven Dragon errors even
though he had allowed only three hits.
Pat Ferris had a good claim to be Moorhead State's
outstanding athlete in 1954-55, despite the performances
of the Varrianos in football and the Torgersons in
basketball. Pat was a football lineman who was good
enough to get honorable mention when the AllConference teams were picked. In wrestling he was both
the team coach and heavyweight wrestler. And he wrote
excellent sports articles throughout th'e year.

Dick Jenson, Interim Coach
In his single season as the MSTC head football coach,
Dick Jenson saw his team lose to Concordia 0-34, to
Bemidji 7-20, and to St. Cloud 6-48 before defeating
Winona 27-19. Two more defeats followed, 7-28 to
Mankato and 0-39 against the University of North
Dakota before the Dragons came back to defeat Michigan
Tech 13-0 and Westmar College 14-13. The final game
was an 0-13 loss to Northern State of Aberdeen. T.
Edison Smith was Jenson's assistant coach; recent
graduates John Chalfont and Ken Grabinske handled the
MSTC "B" squad. Sophomore fullback Bill Beck and
junior guard Frank Leidenfrost were elected captains for
1956.
In basketball MS hopes were higher for Coach Larry
MacLeod's second season. Lowell Bolger led the team to
an 81-66 "scrimmage win" over Valley City to start the
season; though the game was played under actual game
conditions, it was not a scheduled contest. Bolger scored
31 points to lead the Dragons to a 81-70 victory over the
University of Manitoba at Winnipeg. Poor rebounding
lost the next two pre-Christmas games, 67-'ifl at Duluth
and 80-95 to Michigan Tech at Houghton. Although the
Dragon record was only 5-7 in their first twelve games,
their victories included wins over both UND and NDAC,
and the first over Mankato since 1949.
In January the Dragon cagers edged St. Cloud 68-66,
beat Aberdeen and Wahpeton in non-conference games,
and set a high-scoring record in their 109-86 win over
Winona. They lost their first conference game to St.
Cloud 69-82 before defeating Bemidji 'ifl-67; a narrow
86-85 win over Winona kept their title changes alive, but
they lost to Mankato 78-85 and dropped into third place
in the conference when they were beaten by Bemidji
63-92 in the season's finale-almost a reversal of the first

game between the two teams. MSTC had lost to
Concordia 66-84 and to NDAC 86-97 in mid-season.
Lowell Bolger led MS scoring with 388 points in a
23-game schedule. Dale Serum followed with 274, Phil
Kieselbach 232, freshman Sherman Moe 216, and Ken
Reitan 212. Reitan's 16.3 average per game was second
only to 16.9 for Bolger.
In baseball during the 1955-56 season, the Dragons
ended strong to tie Mayville for second place in the
Steve Gorman League, behind North Dakota State.
Mankato dominated the conference track meet, but
Moorhead missed second place by only a half point,
_scoring 35 to Bemidji's 35 1/2.
New football coach Loel Frederickson's first season
began badly with losses to Concordia 7-25, Aberdeen
13-14, St. Cloud 0-40, and Winona 0-20. In their
Homecoming game, however, the Dragons edged highlyfavored Mankato 14-13. Bill Beck broke through to block
a kick on the Mankato 4-yard line and tackle Dick Zak
fell on the ball in the end zone for the first touchdown;
Dan Tehle broke off tackle and ran 65 yards for the
second. Dale Skalisky kicked both extra points for the
Dragons. Mankato reeled off five first downs and had a
first down on the MS 5-year line with 30 seconds
remaining in the game. Wes Van Tassel deflected two
passes, however, and Mankato's final power play was
stopped short of the goal line, The 1956 Dragons ended
their season with a 13-6 victory over Michigan Tech and
a 13-13 tie with Bemidji.
Larry MacLeod lost only Don Torgerson and Darrel
Hesby from his 1955-56 basketball team. Returning were
Lowell Bolger, Phil Kieselbach, Sherman Moe, Ron
Miller, and Bruce Douglas and two of the best guards in
the area, Ken Reitan and Dale Serum. The team began
their season by winning five of six games before the
Christmas vacation, including an 118-68 victory over
Michigan Tech......!'the greatest scoring barrage in MSTC
basketball history," according to the MiSflC. The only
loss was to Aberdeen, 64-66 when the Dragons could

Some MSTC alumni will recognize the members of this women's
basketball team. They were not identified in the 1953 Dragon.
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manage only 38 percent scoring. The team then won a
holiday tournament at Minot on December 27-28, when
MS beat Valley City easily, Minot topped Concordia
narrowly, and Kenny Reitan scored 32 points in leading
the Dragons to a 92-90 victory over Minot.

beating the North Dakota State Bison 73-63 earliergiving MacLeod's team the inter-city title for 1956-57.
Sherman Moe led Dragon scoring for the year with 360
points, followed by Reitan with 353. The Dragons
outscored their opponents 1642 to 1326 and won 13
games against 7 losses. Unfortunately, four of those
losses were to conference teams.

After Christmas, however, MS lost to Aberdeen again
80-88 and lost to Mankato 69-77 in their conference
opener. In their next games they defeated St. Cloud
85-83 in the final seconds of the game, but lost to
Concordia 81-88 in overtime. They won their second
conference game against Winona 91-84 but then lost to
St. Cloud 75-100 and Mankato 78-CJ'l. Bemidji won 76-65
in the first game between the two teams, but the Dragons
came back to win 86-83, which left the Beavers tied with
the St. Cloud Huskies for the conference title.

In 1957 baseball, the Dragons began badly by losing to
Winona 6-8 and 2-5 and to Mankato 3-9 and 1-7 on a
their tirst tour. Later they came back to defeat St. Cloud
in a double-header 8-3 and 9-8. Locally, they split with
Concordia 9-6 and 4-11 and with Valley City 6-0 and
3-4. Though they downed North Dakota State in a twinbill, 7-1 and 11-0, Mayville won the Steve Gorman
League championship for 1957.

In non-conference games MSTC gained revenge against
Concordia by winning their second game 72-70 after

In tennis, a sport in which MSTC had continued to
compete each year with poor results, a new star

Front: F. Sloan, M. Putnam, Captain B. Britton, D. \bsper, P. Morben, J. Linde. Back: D. Burns, D. Johnson, Miss McKellar, H. Swisdal.

Front: P. Jacobson, D. Alexander, R.. D.."'!fds. P. MC"rlrel'l , .f. Linde, D. Burns. Back: M. Burns, D. Alexander, M. Metcalf, Miss McKellar, B.
Britton.
The 1946 Dragon bad two team pictures. Under "Girls Thlleyball" (top!, the writeup said Betty Brittan's team had won the intramural
championship, defeating teams captained by Maxine Hunt, Virginia Trowbridge, and Marion Karsnia.
"MSTC Dragonettes came through with a perfect season in basketball to win the girls inter-city championship.'' They bad beaten "the AC girls"
25-15 but found the Concordia girls team "more difficult to overpower." The writeup ends, "The Dragonettes have brought girls athletics to the fore
and show promise of a thrilling season for next year."
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appeared who would make the Dragons a force to be
reckoned with for four years. Gary Kludt of Detroit
Lakes began scoring points for Moorhead State in his
freshman year.

Women's Sports
The MSTC "Dragonettes," a basketball team sponsored
by the Women's Athletic Association, played six games
against teams from NDAC and Concordia in the years
during and just after World War II, with impressive
results. "MSTC teams have won the title (in this
competition) for the past five years, including 1947-48,"
said the 1948 Dragon.
Generally, however, MSTC women participated in
intramural competition in basketball, volleyball, and
other sports. The 1946 Dragon pictured Betty Britton's

volleyball team that had won the intramural
championship, as well as the girl's inter-city basketball
champion team. The 1948 Dragon described "speedball,"
the favorite fall sport sponsored by WAA, as "a
combination of basketball, football, and soccer," a
popular team sport "despite skinned knees and bruises."
Following a program of basketball and volleyball in the
winter, the spring term saw the girls participating in
archery, softball, tennis, and badminton.
The-1950 Dragon (and subsequent annuals) described
and portrayed the activities of the "Splash Club," which
put on a water ballet program in April. The yearbooks
also described the activities of the Major-Minor Club,
which included both men and women. This organization
"provided programs between halves of basketball games,
conducted both an intramural and co-recreational
program, and sponsored their annual carnival."

Tbe 1952 Dragon devoted a page to WAA and another to the MSTC cheerleaders. Tbe Dragonettes (pictured below) were a basketball team. Tbe
formal picture taken in Ingleside, with Jessie McKellar and Flora Frick in the middle, presumably included the whole WAA membership.

Sitting: Wahlin, Collins, Peterson, Roth, Tweten , Williams, Sahlberg, Powers. Second
row sitting: Heyderdahl, Miss McKeller, Miss Frick-advisors. Standing: &hneck,
Monson , Nordgaard, Renne, Pearson, Carr, Noyes, Briggs, Wait, Quast, Lund,
Dosland, Kjos, Discher, Peterson, Orud.
Front, Elizabeth Johnson, Marlo Powers, Faye Williams;
middle, Delores Briggs. Joyce Jones, Ida Orud; back,
Katherine Sbirek and Delores Anderson.

Cheerleaders Dedee Sanden, Corky Sahlberg, and Snookie Leverson.

Part of the 1951 Homecoming cheering section '"with Dedee
Sanden giving her all."

Chapter 36
The Alumni Association
The high points of alumni activity from 1921 to 1957
were the incorporation of the Alumni Association in 1930
and its invaluable assistance to MSTC after the
disastrous 1930 fire. The low point was the estrangement
between the Association and the College administration
following World »Ur ll.
"The Alumni Association sponsors three gatherings
during the year: at Homecoming, Teachers Meeting, and
Commencement," said the 1931 Praeceptor. Moorhead
Normal's first gatherings had been organized by J. Paul
Goode in 1891 and 1892, when the first graduating class
had been away from the campus for only a year or two.
These first reunions were held at Commencement time, a
practice that continued in subsequent years. "Graduates
are welcomed as new members of the group at this
annual meeting," said the Praeceptor. After the Normal
School became Moorhead State Teachers College, fall
Homecomings also became important annual events for
both students and alumni, who renewed
acquaintenceships or made new ones at Homecoming
dinners and dances.
For 50 years, however, the Alumni Association held its
annual meetings (following a dinner), on Commencement
Day. At nearly every dinner old times would be
remembered, sometimes by speakers who could recall the
school's very first days. In the 1920s the Association
determined that its organization needed a constitution,
and when one was drawn up in 1929, the Alumni also
incorporated: in the nick of time to help their Alma
Mater after the great fire of February 9, 1930. Five days
later the Association adopted by-laws and came to the
aid of Moorhead State Teachers College in its hour of
greatest need.

Dinners and Business
The Alumni Association was in a healthy state in the
years just before and after the Moorhead Normal School
was changed into Moorhead State Teachers College.
When Ole Sande and the group associated with him in
the late Twenties incorporated the Alumni Association,
they were working with a long-established organization.
A pre-World War I "composition book" (now in the
MSU archives) is labeled ''Alumni Association, minutes
of annual meetings 1915-1929. First entries in its
yellowing pages list the alumni who had paid their 50
cents annual "fee" in 1913. There is no older record
book of alumni meetings, but the numbering which
began in 1915 assumed that the annual meetings following
Commencement had begun in 1889. (This was the close
of Moorhead Normal's first year, but no class was
graduated that year!)
In the 1915-29 book are found minutes of the 1915 "Z7th

Annual Meeting" of the Alumni Association

]. Paul Goode, tbe whole science department at Moorhead Normal
from 1889 to 1898, bad organiud tbe first alumni reunion at
commencement time in 1891 and 1892-wben tbe school first bad
alumni to entice back to their Alma Mater. In tbe 1920s be was a
distinguished professor of geography (tbe nation's first! at tbe
University of Chicago.

(following a dinner), with 150 members present. Albert
lngberg, president of the 1915 graduating class,
responded to the alumni president's invitation to join the
Association. Wallace Rosel '14 moved that the State
Normal School Board be petitioned to name the new
classroom building under construction "Weld Hall."
Moved and carried by unanimous vote.
New officers elected for 1916 were Edith Darrow
Godfrey '98 (president), Sivert 0. Tang, '96, Grace
Adler Goodsell '05, and Moselle Weld Hagen 'fJ7. For
1917 they were Mrs. O.J. Hagen (Moselle Weld '(Jl,
p~~sident), Arthur Johnson '08, '13, Lulu Wagner '02,
and Elizabeth Lamb '04. For 1918 Mary Conant '06
(president), Donald McConachie '17, Lucy Sheffield 'fJ7,
and Edna Beardsley '10. For 1919 Mabel Benson '15
(president), Sam Loudon '17, Signe Euren 'fJ7, and
Myrtle Olson '18. For 1920 Mabel Benson (president
again), Capt. Hal Pollock '17, Mrs. Dave McDonald, and
·
Maude Hanson '13, '17.
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A Letter from J. Paul_ Goode, First. Science .Teacher

m

FEW weeks ago it was my good fortune to revisit the
Teacher's College after an absence of twenty-seven
~
years. It was October, the grass was still green
and the trees were in autumn colors. And such
trees ! My memory goes back to those days wh~n I first came
to the school in 1889, the beginning of the second year of the
school. The main building stood alone on the bare plain, no
houses toward town within blocks of it, and to the east and
southeast not a tree or house in sight clear out to the horizon.
The next spring Mr. Lord, the first president, and I set out,
with our own hands, the little sticks of trees an inch or so in
diameter, which now are over a · foot in diameter, and hide
the building from view.
I came to the school as a teacher of science. And it wasn't
a chair of science, it was a whole settee-for every branch of
science known and taught in a teacher's college fell to me.
It was there I found the need for the development of the
science of geography in American schools, and became later
the first professor of geography in the first Department of
Geography in an American University. And it was there I
found Miss Ida Katherine Hancock, one of my students, who
later became my "much the better half," and who is now the
Honorable Katherine Hancock Goode, first woman legislator
to be elected from the city of Chicago. Truly there is a warm
place in my heart for the college and for the happy family of
fellow teachers and students I worked with the nine years
I labored there. And I wish that every student there now or
to come, may work so faithfully as to carry away with him a
heart full of memories, as I have done.
J. Paul Goode,
University of Chicago, Nov. 30, 1925.
Goode bad recently returned to Moorhead for bis first 1'isit in a
quarter of a century. A letter to bis old school-which expressed bis
feelings and memories on that return-was printed in the 1926
Praeceptor.

These annual dinner meetings were always held in the
Comstock Hall dining room following Commencement
exercises. The Alumni Association president invariably
gave a short speech welcoming the newly-graduated
students to their status as alumni, and the president of
the graduating senior class responded. Business was
disposed of quickly (chiefly the election of new officers),
and the featured address recalled old times. In 1915 the
speaker was Wesley McDowell of Bismarck, North
Dakota, a 1896 graduate. In 1916 ''A few reminiscences
of the first days of our Normal School were related by
an alumna who was present the day this school was
opened-Mrs. William J. Awty (Ethel Lord), Class of
1892." Secretary Lulu Wagner also reported that B.G.
Martin of the faculty "gave an exhaustive address on the
history and outlook of the Moorhead Normal School!"
The 1917 meeting of the Alumni Association was unusual
in several ways. Since Mary Conant was identified as
toastmistress, it was certainly a dinner meeting, but there
is no mention of the usual musical entertainment.
Instead, Lulu Wagner spoke on the Red Cross, Training
School Director Belle Deans told "what members of our
Association are doing," the Honorable S.G. Comstock

offered some "Recollections," the Honorable J.L.
Washburn of Duluth (a member of the Normal School
Board), gave a short talk, and President G.E. Maxwell
of Winona Normal delivered an address. But unlike Lulu
Wagner the previous year, secretary Lucy Sheffield's
minutes reported this program in outline only, with no
mention of exhaustive addresses.
At a suitably patriotic dinner meeting on May 28, 1918,
new English teacher John L. Frederick spoke on "Our
Norlflal School in Its Relation to the War" and alumna
Grace Loudon '18, on "Our Men in the Service." This
fervor carried over to the first post-War Alumni
Association dinner meeting on June 5, 1919. Maude
Hayes (who had entertained troops in training camps
with dramatic readings), spoke on "Ideals of Camp Life
Observed by One from the Outside," Captain Hal Pollock
on ''An Officer's View of Civilian Life in France," and
President Frank Weld on "Education As a Factor in
Establishing the Ideals Which Have Grown Out of the
War."
At the 32nd annual meeting on June 3, 1920, the alumni
heard a short talk by new President Oliver M. Dickerson
and a solo by Moorhead's new music teacher, Daniel
Preston (and another by Clara Overby '13). Leonard
Eriksson '00 "gave an interesting talk," according to
secretary Margaret McDonald '11. The new officers
elected were all women: Carita Robertson '17 (president),
Clara Lobben '04, '08, Mary Colliton '04, and Gladys
Larson '17.
Frank Weld had suggested publishing an alumni directory
in his last meeting with the Association as the Moorhead
State president. The membership voted to support this
effort at the end of the June 5, 1919 meeting, "each
member wishing to subscribe paying dues of 50 cents to
cover expense." The very brief minutes of the 1920
meeting said only that the members voted to continue
dues, but the publishing of a directory was the main
business of the 1921 meeting.
At this 33rd annual meeting and dinner, the Association
president (Carita Robertson) appointed a committee of
seven "to secure the necessary information and to
proceed with the Directory": Ellen (Nellie) Hopkins 'CJ'l,
Gladys Johnson '20, Fred Sanders '16, Mrs. Juna Eddy
Gardner '90, Huldah Gigstad '13, '18, Mrs. Moselle Weld
Hagen '(Jl, and James Ballard '18. Former resident
director Judge C.A. Nye gave the chief address, recalling
the school's history, and President Dickerson gave a
resume' of the year 1921. Juna Eddy Gardner of the
school's first graduating class was also present and gave
a short talk, according to secretary Mary Colliton, and
".roll call was answered by classes." New officers elected
were Fred Frederickson '20 (president), Alice Richards
'19, Mary Colliton '04, and Ellen Rost '19.
After president Frederickson of the Alumni Association
had welcomed the 1922 graduates on June 7, 1922, and
William Stafne responded for the Class of 1922,
President Dickerson spoke for the College and Wallace
Rosel '14 for the alumni; then three other members of
the 1922 class described student activities: Bernice
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meetings from 19!! to ~919 were b igbly consci~u! _of ~rl~ War I. I~. 1917 Lulu Wagner spoke on the Red Cross and in 1919 Captain Hal
Pollocks address was entittled '.An Officers View of Cwilian Life m France. When be was elected vice president of the Alumni Association a year
later, the minutes still referred to him as "Captain Pollock."
0

Phillips, Arthur Storms, and Mary Hughey. Mrs. Edwin
Askegaard (who had come to Moorhead as music teacher
Jessie Hazelton in 1907), sang a group of songs, and
there were others by the Class of 1922.
In 1923, Association president Wallace Rosel welcomed
the Class of 1923 into the alumni fold and Elmer
Hanson, president of the Class of 1923 (two-year
graduates), responded. Then talks were given by both
President Dickerson and Mrs. Dickerson, by Dr. O.J.
Hagen (the newly-appointed resident director), and by
Miss I. Fogg (Ina Fogg was dean of women .) "Toasts"
were offered by three alumni and two members of the
faculty: Bill Curran '20, Fred Frederickson '20, Alf
Solwold '16, Caswell Ballard (old faculty), and Dr. F.L.
Whitney (new faculty). Mrs. Albert Thysell of Hawley
(Caroline Nelson) spoke for the Class of 1903 and
Francis Stalley, who had attended the Normal School
from the first grade on, represented the Class of 1913
(though he graduated in 1912). Besides Rosel, alumni
officers in 1923 were Bernice Phillips (vice president),
Maude McKee (secretary), and Julia Halloway
(treasurer) .
At the 1924 dinner and annual meeting, President
Dickerson described the progress on the new MSTC
athletic field: the land south of the main building to
Ninth Avenue had been purchased by the State, and a
track around the field was ready to be used. The

president also reported that an alumni directory had been
mailed out to members of the MSTC Alumni
Association. Plans had been made for a better summer
school and for correspondence work, the alumni
secretary reported: a resident physician was a member of
the College faculty and a health insurance scheme in
effect. At the business meeting of the Alumni
Association, the committee on a memorial said they had
received only 25 cards back from 100 mailed to
members and felt they had not been given enough
support "to go ahead." The Association directed the
same committee, with William Curran as chairman, to
carry on its work. The establishment of a scholarship
fund was suggested. New officers elected in 1924 were:
Katie Lobben '06 (president), Clara Undseth '23, Nellie
Hicks '04, and Huldah Gigstad '13, '18.
President R.B. MacLean made his first appearance
before the Alumni at the June 4, 1924 dinner and annual
·meeting. He spoke on "The Responsibility of MSTC."
Maude Hayes gave a talk on looking ahead that was
"brimming over with humor." There were greetings from
the Class of 1904 by Mary Curren Herrick, Jessie
McKenzie Filkins, and Josephine Kaus, and from the
Class of 1914 by Wallace Rosel. After a report of the
memorial committee was read, "Mr. Nemzek was called
upon to tell about Memorial Field. He said work had
been started on the football field. The Alumni expressed
the wish that the work be continued." The same
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committee was directed to serve another year. New
officers elected were Ethel Tainter '08 (president), Ward
Smith '24, Grace Goodsell '05, and Millie Corneliussen
'22.
After a dinner was served to 150 people at the 36th
annual meeting on June 3, 1925, "a delightful program
arranged by Miss Ethel Tainter was given," wrote
secretary Grace Goodsell. "The program was developed
by means of symbolism, the idea, 'The College Garden,'
being that which represented the growth of the College
since its origin. The First Sower-Mr. Comstock-spoke
on the early history of the College. One of the First
Gardeners-Mr. Ballard-spoke of early personal
experiences. State Gardener-Dr. Hagen-gave a
humorous note in the program as sunshine in the
garden." Harriet Julius, a member of the graduating
class, was noted in the program as "College bird life":
she sang a solo. After President Macl.ean spoke on
present day problems and observations, '~lma Mater
(Gladys Krogh) was carried in on the shoulders of four
junior boys." President Ethel Tainter had converted the
presentation of the graduating Class of 1925 to the
Alumni Association into a pageant: "Mr. Huff (class
counselor), in a very fitting and artistic manner,
presented his garden of flowers. The president of the
senior class placed a laurel wreath upon the head of
Alma Mater and pledged allegiance to the College. After
receiving the class into the Alumni Association, the
president of the Association explained the symbolism of
the Alma Mater, closing with the thought that service
enhances all the worthwhile traits of the world."

At the business meeting, a new committee was appointed
after Sliv Nemzek had read the report of the "Memorial
Field Committee." He was named chairman of the new
committee, with Leonard Murray, Jack Eininger '25,
Edith Godfrey '98, and Nellie Hicks '24 (three year
special) as other members. A motion that each graduate
pay a 25 cent initiation fee was lost but another motion
that ~l present pay 25 cents carried. New officers
elected were Ralph Boothroyd '09 (president), Lulu
Wagner '02, Mayme Christenson '20, and Rhoda Maland
'25.
The program for the annual dinner on June 1, 1926,
followed a telephone theme: "The Alumni Association
was compared to a telephone system in that it seeks to
bind together people from different localities and walks
of life." Secretary Mayme Christenson, toastmistress, was
the switchboard operator. On the dinner program were:
Chief Operator-R.H. Boothroyd, Number, PleaseHelen Bergquist, Chief Supervisor-President R.B.
MacLean, Long Distance-Mrs. Loring, and Complaint
Department-C.A. Ballard. (Mrs. Loring was Bertha E.
Darrow '91, whose husband, Charles Loring, was Chief
Justice of the Minnesota Supreme Court.) Also, '~rthur
Storms, the first degree man of our school, responded to
a toast by saying central had the wrong number!"
Officers elected were Leonard Murray (president), Mrs.
O.J. Hagen, Huldah Gigstad, and Rhoda Maland.
The 38th annual meeting and dinner on June 1, 1927 was
the first to be called "the Swing-Out." Secretary Huldah
Gigstad explained, "The slogan of the program was
'Swing Out,' which signifies the swinging out of school

Ethel Tainter '08, wbo bad joined the MSTC faculty in 1923-24, was
elected president of tbe Alumni Association in 1925. Sbe developed a
program "by means of symbolism" for 1925 around tbe idea of "Tbe
College Garden" (Alumni Association minutes!.

Resident Director Dr. 0. ]. Hagen, whose wife Moselle Weld was very
active in alumni affairs, was tbe "State Gardener" at tbe 1925
alumni dinner and gave a humorous speech.
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Hendrickson of the degree class of 19Z7 sang 'What's in
the Air Today,' Flora Frick was 'Swinging Along the
Trail,' and President R.B. MacLean spoke of what it
meant to be 'Swinging at Home.'"

Dr. Joseph Kise was the main speaker at the 1940 meeting of the
Fargo-Moorhead chapter of the MSTC Alumni Association. Tbe
alumni backed Kise for the MS presidency to succeed MacLean in
1941.

life to life's school." R. Ormenso (Romeo) Bjork, who
was receiving his B.E. in 19Z7, was toastmaster at the
dinner, a first for a graduating student. James Ballard '18
and Jack Eininger '25 "gave interesting talks" and MSTC
students Annabelle Godfrey and Edward Skjonsby sang
solos. Mrs. O.J. Hagen, Alumni vice-president,
.
welcomed the Class of 19Z7 into the Association and
"urged that everyone show more interest in the stadium
drive." Alfred Tollefson, who received his B.E. in 19Z7,
reported that the memorial fund had a bank balance of
$4030.50. Mrs. Hagen announced that a new alumni
directory was in the making and "An invitation was
extended to all the members to attend the Homecoming
dinner in the fall and also the MSTC banquet at the
M.E.A. in November." Officers elected were Leonard
Murray 'Z7-B.E. (president, re-elected), Theodore
Nemzek 'Z7, Elma Karlstrom '26, and Mary Colliton
'04, 'Z7-B.E.
"Swing-Out" seemed such a fitting designation for the
annual meeting and dinner at Commencement time that
it came to be used each year for this occasion. The June
6, 1928 Swing-Out Alumni Dinner began with "Welcome
to the Great Field" by President L.C. Murray and a
baritone solo "Song of the Vagabonds" by Edward
Skjonsby: "The idea of 'Swing-Out' was carried out
throughout the program, and Albert Zech (as president
of the sophomore class) suggested that as a class the
sophomores were still swinging. Harold Sand (president
of the senior class), spoke of the significance of 'SwingOut,' after which the 'Swing-Out Song' was sung by the
group. Clarence Mattson, a member of the Class of 19Z7,
used as his topic 'Swinging Along the Plains.' Louise

Secretary Elma Karlstrom's account of the annual dinner
(and Alumni Association meeting afterwards) revealed a
problem facing the organization at the end of the
Twenties. The Association president had always
welcomed the graduating class into the alumni fold, and
the president of the "senior" class had responded. Now,
however, there were two groups of graduates. Al Zech
was president of the large class of two-year graduates
who were eligible to be called MSTC alumni as they
"went out into the field" of teaching. The alumni they
would be joining in the Association were all two-year
graduates except for the handful who had received
degrees from MSTC in 1926 and 19Z7. Harold Sand,
however, who had been a 1926 two-year graduate (and
was thus already an alumnus!), also had a right to
respond on behalf of those who were being newly
received into the alumni fold: he was president of the
class receiving degrees in 1928.
The 1928 annual meeting also passed a motion that a
committee be appointed to write a constitution for the
Alumni Association.

Other Gatherings
The Commencement Day annual meetings and dinners
were the most important alumni functions during the
institution's first 50 years, but they were not the only
ones. "Teachers Meeting" meant the annual conventions
of the Minnesota Education Association. The M.E.A.
met every other year in Minneapolis or St. Paul and in
alternate years in regional centers; Moorhead State
Teachers College was the host location for the Western
Division M.E.A. meetings. (MSTC students had two-day
M.E.A. holidays each fall, as did public school students
all over the state while teachers were attending their
professional conventions. Most MSTC graduates became
teachers, usually in Minnesota, and became MEA
members, practically automatically. Most often they
found teaching positions in the western part of the state.
As a result, large numbers of MS alumni were always in
attendance at these conventions, both state and regional.
These teachers would come to the MSTC alumni
banquets in the Twin Cities or Moorhead if conditions
were right: the food good and not too expensive, the
programs entertaining and not too long, and a large
number of their former "professors" in attendance.
·One of the most notable of these M.E.A. "reunion
meetings" was recorded in an early issue of the MiSTiC.
Ada Comstock and J. Paul Goode were prominent
speakers at the Minnesota Education Association
convention "in the Twin Cities" November 5-6, 1925,
and were guests of honor at an MSTC alumni luncheon
held at the St. Paul Athletic Club on Friday, November
6. Toastmistress for the luncheon was Anna Swenson of
the Minnesota Department of Education, who had
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to right:

Ralph Iverson, secretary; Ole R.

~ande,

president; Wallace C.. Rosd, trc..·asun·r.

The Alumni Association, Incorporated

A

N organization upon which the school can count for support ancl aiclthis is surely what one may look for in an alumni association. That is
what our Alumni mean to the ?lloorhead State Teachers College.
The Alumni Association of ~Ioorhead State Teachers College. which is
incorporated under the laws of the state of :\Iinnesota. is headed by the following
officers: Ole R. Sande, :\Ioorhead, president; Eva :\lark, :\Ioorheacl, vice-president; Ralph Iverson, Tower, Xorth Dakota, secretary; ancl \\"allace C. H.osel.
Hendrum, treasurer. This group together with Blanche Louclon. :\I oorheacl,
Leonard Eriksson, Fergus Falls, and James Dahl, Lockhart. make up the exc;.:utive
council of the association.
Among the major projects undertaken by this organization was the purchase
of six cottages, which were rented to the state for use as quarters for .the Training School during the past year ancl a half since the fire clestroyecl the old quarters.
The Alumni Association sponsors three gatherings cluring the year: at
Homecoming, Teachers :\Ieeting and Commcncem<:nt. .\t Homecominl-{ the
Ahinmi hold a banquet and dance: at the Teachers :\Ieeting, a banquet: ancl at
Commencement the graduates are welcomed as new members of the group. Business meetings are held on both occasions.
Since February, 1929, when an opportunity to become life memhers was
provided, eighty-six persons have availed themselves of this privilege.
Through the ~1iSTiC, the College newspaper, the nwmhers of the . \hmmi
keep in touch with the school and with each other. :\I any return to school clnring
the summer sessions or take extension courses offered during the year. and thus
keep alive their contacts with the school. The tours sponsorc(l by the Geography
department each year also attract many former students.
Several of the former graduates of ~loorhead State Teachers College have
returned to their Alma Mater as instructors. Among them are Henry \\'eltzin,
Ole R. Sande, Blanche Loudon, Ella Evenson, ~larie Sorknes, ( >lga Korsbrek,
Clara Malvey, Mrs. Durboraw, Agnes Carlson, Lyl Solem, and Ethel Tainter. The
graduate of Moorhead State Teachers College·;vho has reached the highest place
in the educational world is Miss Ada L. Comstock, '98, who is president of
Radcliffe College.

Tbe leaders in the incorporation of the Alumni Association were pictured in the 1931 Praeceptor over a page writeup on the changes in the
organization.
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graduated from Moorhead Normal's elementary program
in 1900, had been a county superintendent of schools for
14 years, and taught rural education at the Normal
School from 1918 to 1920. She had earned her Advanced
Diploma at MS in 1920 and then went to St. Paul as a
state rural school inspector. The MiSflC also said "much
credit is due to Mrs. Wayne A. Van Court, who assisted
materially with the arrangements"; she was probably an
alumna but her name is almost impossible to trace in the
early directories, which usually listed graduates under
their maiden names only.
There are few records in the MSU archives of the
M.E.A. or Western M.E.A. luncheons and dinners.
Those held on the MS campus when the Western
M.E.A. met in Moorhead were mostly unpretentious
affairs and rather taken for granted. Alumni Association
records do refer to reunion dinners held in the Twin
Cities at M.E.A. time and plans for these affairs. In
1936 the Association directors voted to hold the dinner at
the Francis Drake hotel instead of the Curtis, because
the former had quoted a price of $1 a plate: the Curtis
Hotel asked $1.25, which would be the price the alumni
would pay, but the officers thought the Association
needed to charge an extra 25 cents to cover incidental
expenses. Most arrangements for these dinners (or
banquets) were made by Twin City alumni. Listed first
on the program prepared for the 1938 MSTC reunion
banquet (held at the Curtis Hotel October 28, 1938),
were the names of the Minneapolis arrangement
committee: Norma Mobeck, chairman, Ruth Ecklund,
Marion Cronin Butler, and De Ette Cenfield Genung.
Francis Bordsen was toastmaster, Maude Hayes (retiring
that year) spoke on "The End of the Beginning," Arnold
M. Christensen told of "The Colorful Homecoming,"
and Dan Preston sang three songs. President MacLean
welcomed the alumni, and they sang the Alma Mater.
The Alumni Association intended to organize alumni
chapters in larger towns and cities where there were
large numbers of MSTC graduates. Beginnings were
made in a number of places without lasting results, but
Fargo-Moorhead had an active local organization for
many years. Most of the members were teachers in the
Moorhead and Fargo public schools, many of them
holding these positions throughout their teaching careers
and often in the same school building. At a dinner held
at the Powers Hotel (ill "the Blue Room") on March 11,
1940, President MacLean gave a talk and Alumni
Association president Agnes Carlson made a report, but
the program also included brief talks by many of the
people who attended the dinner, introduced by
toastmaster H.J. (Jack) Eininger '25, a long-time Fargo
school administrator: ''A composite picture of the past"
was created by "one-half minute impressions by
representatives from the Fargo and Moorhead schools."
There were teachers from only three of Moorhead's six
schools-George Carter, Huldah Gigstad, and Martha
Benidt-but 13 people from a like number of Fargo
school buildings: L.L. Wightman, Signe Olson, Adele
Ruliffson, Vivian Mero, Clara Lobben, Alice Olson,
Henrietta Hawkins, Alice Skottem, Nellie Minnis, Vivian

Nelson, Huldah Hulbert, Marjorie Paulsrud, and Nellie
Hicks. The program was concluded by a "two-minute
summary and remarks about the Campus School" by
Georgina Lommen and a speech by Dr. Joseph Kise.
The Alumni Association did not readily give up their
ritual of welcoming new alumni on Commencement Day,
nor did they lose their fondness for popular themes to
dress up banquet programs. On June 3, 1935, they
presented "Major Bowes' Amateur Hour," with Russell
(Red) Monson of the graduating class as Major Bowes.
The rest of the program was uncomplicated: Larry
Peterson-tenor, Albert Ingberg-imitator, Jules
Herman-trumpeter, Lulu Wagner-impersonator,
President MacLean-MSTC professional announcer,
Adele Jensen-pianist, and Florence Williams-director
of singing.
In the late 1920s, however, Moorhead State Teachers
College was celebrating Homecoming in the fall, with
parades containing floats (led by Christy's uniformed
MSTC band), bonfires, the coronation of a queen, a
football game, and a Homecoming dance. Ostensibly for
returning alumni, these were essentially student
celebrations, but efforts were made to welcome and
involve alumni in most of these affairs. Recent graduates,
especially, returned to the campus for Homecoming, to
attend the football game and dance. And in the 1930s
Millie Dahl served splendid alumni luncheons or dinners
in the Comstock dining hall. I remember my pride in
being asked to speak at one of these affairs a year or
two after I graduated.
There were disruptions during the War years, most
unhappily in the College's living and dining facilities. A
mimeographed program prepared for the October 18,
1941 Homecoming "banquet" indicates that it was served
at Moorhead's Congregational Church. At his first
Moorhead State alumni function, President O.W. Snarr
spoke on "The Proposed State Federation," John
Ingersoll conducted Alumni Association business, Helga
Hulbert presided over a business meeting of the FargoMoorhead Alumni chapter, and music was furnished by
Constance Cocking and Vernyl Carlson.

Alice Corneliussen of the MSTC faculty was elected secretary of-the
Alumni Association in 1938. Blanche Loudon, who bad been on the
MS faculty since 1923, was one of the incorporators of the Association.
Alumni who were also faculty members usually took leading roles in
alumni activity.
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conflicted with meetings of the American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education. President Ario K.
Baldwin of the Alumni Association spoke briefly, Ole
Sande of the United States Indian Service gave the main
speech, and Agnes Kise, B.E. '32, directed our singing.
I had high hopes for this dinner because of the people I
had persuaded to take part, but it was not well attended
or a lively occasion.
I was away from Moorhead State for the 1951
Homecoming banquet, but a letter in the archives reveals
that President Rudy Peterson of the Alumni Association
had no better luck than I, even though Millie Dahl had
served the dinner in Comstock Hall. The evidence is a
letter from Business Manager Charles Thurber to
Peterson:

President Oliver Dickerson bad the first alumni driectory published as
an issue of the College's quarterly Bulletin, which could therefore be
mailed to MSTC graduates. Actually, in 1922 most of them were
graduates of the Moorhead Normal School, not MSTC.

The MiSii.C announced an event held February 22, 1947
in the Comstock dining hall as "a Reunion Banquet in
observance of the 62nd anniversary of MSTC," a
celebration by alumni, faculty, and seniors. The program
in the archives-which notes that the banquet was
planned and served by Millie Dahl, 220 places prepared
and 208 served, at $1-identified the affair as the MSTC
Alumni Dinner. William T. Curran was toastmaster:
there were greetings by President Ario K. Baldwin of the
Alumni Association, musical selections by the G.I.
Chorus, "Significant Development in the College" by
President O.W. Snarr, and an address entitled
"Recollections" by Chief Justice Charles W. Loring of
the Minnesota Supreme Court. Banquet guests were
invited to visit a historical exhibit in the Student Lounge
and to attend the MSTC-Duluth basketball game.

We are forwarding herewith for the records of the
Association a receipt in the amount of $99.00 covering
the amount collected for the MSTC Alumni
Homecoming banquet. We understand that the
arrangements made with Miss Dahl were based on an
anticipated 100 dinners at $1.40 for each ticket sold,
and in case of less than 100, one-half or 70 cents for
each dinner under 100. Since only 66 tickets were
sold at a total cash income of $99.00, whereas the
total amount due the Dormitory account under the
above arrangement would be $117.60, we have
discussed this matter in the light of our respective
financial situations.
Miss Dahl says that she was able to salvage the
unused over-supply of turkey in a special combination
dish for "the family," thereby minimizing any loss to
the Dormitory account. If satisfactory with you, we
are therefore willing to square the account at the
$99.00 collected. A resume of the banquet ticket sales
computations is attached for your information.
We were very pleased to have the Alumni banquet
back on the Campus, and hope that your Alumni

The archives yield evidence of three other post-War
alumni dinners held in connection with Homecoming. I
arranged the 1948 dinner as alumni co-ordinator because
the Association officers were angry at President Snarr
and refused to take any responsibility for the affair. Miss
Dahl could not put on the banquet in Comstock Hall,
but the ladies of St. Joseph's Catholic Church agreed to
serve us. Johnny Ingersoll '32 was toastmaster, the
Reverend Vincent Schneider '36 said grace, Mayor Alex
J. Nemzek, Jr. spoke, and we heard greetings from
President Snarr, in absentia: Mr. Snarr missed several
Homecomings during this period because the event
The second alumni directory was published in 1927 at the request of
President Ray R MacLean.
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Association feels that the new facilities arrangements
will continue to make for a bigger and better Alumni
Homecoming each year. If we can assist at any time
with arrangements or with any Alumni activities here
on your Campus, we will be glad to have you call on
us.
The 1952 Homecoming Alumni Dinner was also held in
Comstock Hall. The printed program noted a welcome
by Alumni president Vince Murphy, greetings by Dr. 0.
Snarr, and a speech by Resident Director Oscar Rusness.
Ray Votapka was director of music and Mrs. Art Dronen
accompanist. It was not a gala affair.

Incorporation
Efforts of the Alumni Association to construct a
"stadium" on the newly-completed Memorial Field in the
late 1920s prompted the drafting of a constitution and
subsequent incorporation of the organization in 1929.
Although the stadium was never built, a considerable
reorganization between 1928 and 1930 made it possible
for the Alumni Association to come to the aid of the
College after the great fire of February 9, 1930. The
minutes of the Alumni Association show the relationship
between the highly important move to incorporate and
the other interests and actions of the organization.
At the June 6, 1928 post-Commencement dinner and
annual meeting, the officers were empowered to draw up
a constitution, which would be brought before the
Alumni Association membership at the next annual
meeting. Two days later, on June 8, the newly-elected
officers for 1929-0le R. Sande (president) Eva Mark
'04, Ralph Iverson 'Tl, '41-B.E., and Wallace Roselserving as an Executive Board, held the first of its six
meetings. On June 8 they discussed strategy for building
bleachers as part of a "Memorial Stadium" at MSTC,
adopted the general outline of a constitution, and decided
to work toward making the Alumni Association a legal
institution.
On July 18 the Board set membership dues at $1 a year,
agreed that alumni "should be entitled to a series of
newsletters," decided to issue an alumni directory "if
sufficient funds were secured," and agreed to launch a
membership drive at the beginning of the new school
year. The Board would also complete the constitution
and submit it by mail to the Association membership
"for approval or criticism." Architectural drawings of a
completed stadium would also be secured. And
committees were appointed to plan an Alumni "reunion
dinner" in connection with the M.E.A. meetings in
Minneapolis in October. On November 18, a membership
directory as a supplement to the MiSTiC was agreed
upon, with another to be issued in the spring "if
enrollment increases enough." But at the April 20, 1929
meeting the board decided "that publication of an alumni
directory must be postponed until funds are released
from the closed First and Moorhead National Bank."
However, plans were made for the "Swing Out" postCommencement dinner and the "Swing Out" dance that

The foreward of tbe 1922 directory said May C. Turner fleft!, who
taught home economics, "traced scores of alumni at tbe cost of much
time and labor," and College accountant Anna ]. Handeyside (right!
"carried the work over its most difficult periods." Miss Handeyside's
"long memory, indefatigable patience, and resourcefulness have been of
invaluable assistance."

evening (price-50 cents). Members of the graduating
class would be guests of the Alumni Association at the
dinner and annual meeting. The graduates would be
initiated into the Alumni Association at the dinner, and
(it was hoped), would pay their dues. On May 4 a
proposed ceremony for the initiation of the graduating
class (or classes?) was approved. After making some
changes, proposed articles of incorporation were
accepted, for submission to the membership at the
annual Commencement Day meeting.
The minutes of the 1929 annual meeting are missing, but
the constitution and proposed articles of incorporation
were approved. In the copy included in the secretary's
book, Article Two states that "the date of the
commencement of this corporation of Association shall
be the first Tuesday of June (Commencement Day),
1929, and the period of its duration shall be perpetual."
The four officers and directors had all been re-elected at
the annual meeting. The incorporators were Ole R.
Sande, Ralph E. Iverson, Wallace G. Rosel, James A.
Dahl 'Tl, Eva E. Mark, Blanche Loudon, and Leonard
Eriksson. Lawyer Eriksson executed the Certificate of
Incorporation on October 7, 1929 at Fergus Falls, and it
was filed with Mike Holm, Secretary of State, on
October 19, 1929. When by-laws were accepted by the
Board of Directors on February 14, 1930, the Alumni
Association was ready to become an important arm of
the College.
A year later, an article in the 1931 Praeceptor on "The
Alumni Association, Incorporated" begins, ''i\n
organization upon which a school can count for support
.~nd aid-this is surely what one may look for in an
alumni association." Alice Comeliussen, who was
involved in the process, says, "The Alumni Association
incorporated within a matter of days (of the February 9,
1930 fire) and were in business so that they could
borrow money and do something for the College." Her
reference, however, was to the adoption of the working
by-laws on February 14, 1930, five days after the fire,
not to the actual incorporation which had been effected
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the previous fall. With these legal instruments, the
Alumni Association board of directors could buy, with
the money raised and borrowed, the six houses nearest
Weld Hall.
Raising money and borrowing more to buy the houses
that enabled the Training School to function after the fire
was an almost-heroic Alumni Association effort. The
officers who engineered this assistance to their Alma
Mater in a matter of days continued in office for several
years, fortunately: although the Association owned the
houses, they were heavily mortgaged, and the
Association had the problem of renting or selling these
"cottages" when the College no longer needed them.
Fortunately for the Alumni Association, the 1931
legislature not only appropriated money to rebuild MSTC
but also to acquire the emergency Student Exchange
building for $6,000: constructed soon after the fire with
money raised by alumni, faculty members, and students,
the Alumni Association held title to this building, which
was now turned over to the state. The Association was
less lucky with the houses they had purchased: although
the legislature voted to lease them from the Alumni, no
provision was made for the payment of rent which the
Association needed "to meet the accrued payments on
the indebtedness on said dwellings." In an action taken
by the officers on August 8, 1931, the State was notified
"that the Alumni Association cannot continue to furnish
quarters for the College Training School unless some
provision is made immediately for the payment of the
above-mentioned rentals."
Lawyer Leonard Eriksson was then employed as the legal
representative of the Alumni Association and presumably
succeeded in getting the rent: the houses continued to be
used by the Training School in 1931-32. On December
28, 1932, president Ole Sande and Eriksson were
"delegated as a legislative committee to seek
reimbursement from the legislature for houses now
owned by the Association."
Thereafter the Association went through a series of
moves: after selling them to the State, which wanted the
land they were located on for campus expansion, the
Alumni bought the six smaller houses back and had
them moved to new locations on Sixth Avenue and
Twelfth Street, directly north of Weld Hall. The houses
then needed foundations and extensive renovation before
they could be rented. A small fee ($25) was paid to
Albert Ingberg to manage the properties in the early
Thirties. The larger house at 604 Eleventh Street ("the
Lorimer house"), which was not included in the sale and
buy-back transaction with the State, was sold on a
contract-for-deed but the buyer defaulted on payments.
The First National Bank of Moorhead, which had made
the loan to the Alumni Association at the time of the
fire, was patient and sympathetic, but the board of
directors worried about their houses for some years.
To cope with these problems, the Association's Board of
Directors held frequent meetings (usually every other
month) in the early Thirties, and this became a
considerable burden for all of them. Most meetings were

held in Moorhead, usually on the campus (though one
was at the Bluebird Cafe); but the August and September
meetings in 1933-35 were held at Leonard Eriksson's
cottage on Lake Jewett near Fergus Falls. The board
passed resolutions expressing "heartiest thanks to Mr.
Leonard Eriksson for very pleasant entertainment." They
also decided (by motion and vote) to pay traveling
expenses to some of the meetings.
Even with fairly frequent board meetings, the
Association resorted to another device to manage Alumni
business. The Association minutes record a number of
"Executive Orders" signed by president Ole Sande, and
following the annual meeting of June 3, 1935, by
president Chester E. Gilpin.
For several years Chet Gilpin was the key person in
alumni activity at MSTC. Besides being president of the
Alumni Association in 1935-36, he had to serve as
secretary "pro.tern.," as he signed the lengthy minutes of
the May 30, 1936 meeting, the last minutes in the second
Association record book in the MSU archives. Gilpin
worked with Byron Murray in editing the ':.\.lumni
Number" of the June, 1936 Bulletin. In his letter "To the
Alumni" on the first page of that publication, he
appealed for "information about yourself and of others
about you. Let's fill the next Quarterly Newsletter with
news of every graduated class."
A desire for more news of other alumni, for a directory,
and for better College-alumni relations was expressed
often in minutes of the Alumni Association. Without a
College alumni office, however, these things were not
attainable until such an office was established in 1961.
There are no Alumni Association minutes in the MSU
archives after 1936. Chet Gilpin left MSTC for California
two years later, and the Association elected other leaders.
In 1938 the Alumni Association officers (their names
found on an M.E.A. banquet program) were Agnes E.
Carlson (president), Alex J. Nemzek (vice-president),
Alice Corneliussen (secretary), Huldah Gigstad
(treasurer), and Wallace Rosel (historian). Other
members of the board of directors were Pearl Bjork,
Leonard Eriksson, John Ingersoll, William Stafne, and
Henry B. Weltzin. The Association continued to function
and to elect new officers each year, but it is difficult .to
trace its activities after 1936.

The 1922 and 1927 Directories
Moorhead State Teachers College (not the Alumni
Association) published an ':.\.lumni Record" in
November, 1922, and an ':.\.lumni Directory" in October,
1927. Both were issues of the official quarterly
Bulletin-a mailing permit that allowed MSTC to send
out printed announcements as second class matter.
(Used since 1906, this permit also required the institution
to send out some publication each quarter. One issue
each year was the college catalogue, which had been 52
to 68 pages before WW II and was expanded to a
hundred pages by the 1950s. Other Bulletins were
sometimes four or eight-page leaflets, perhaps sometimes
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issued to satisfy quarterly publication requirements,
though postal officials were lenient about the actual date
of each issue. Summer school announcements sent out to
alumni and other teachers in the area were always issues
of the Bulletin.)
The use of the Bulletin mailing permit and state funds to
print these early alumni directories impressed me when I
discovered their existence. The ''Alumni Record" of 1922
was published during President Dickerson's
administration and the 19Z7 ''Alumni Directory" during
President MacLean's. When President Snarr directed me
to assume responsibility for alumni relations, I was
allowed no state funds for publications, probably because
of a new stringency imposed by the state director of
administration. Alumni Association funds paid for the
printing of a poorly-contrived directory in 1953.
I cannot explain how or why I didn't know of the two
directories of the 1920s until I began digging into the
College archives a few years ago. They were well done
and a surprisingly complete record of people who had
attended Moorhead State during the first 35 and 40 years
of the institution's existence. There were a number of
"last known address" entries, of course, an indication of
loss of contact with an alumnus. The chief shortcoming
of these publications is that they include only people
who graduated from some program. A great many
former students, who were very much a part of MS for a
time, did not graduate and so are not recorded. This may
be a historian's pique because these early directories are
somewhat less useful as a result. I recognize, however,
that this compilation could be done more easily from
official records if the directory-makers recognized as
alumni only those students who completed programs and
were awarded certificates of graduation.
The "Forward" to the 1922 ''Alumni Record" was
certainly written by Oliver Dickerson, even though he
did not sign it:
For years the Moorhead State Teachers College has
been without a record of the activities and present
residences of its alumni. The President of the College
began work on such a record in the winter of 1922. It
was found that there were 2,000 graduates of the
advanced and elementary courses, and that of this
number information concerning only the recent
graduates was accesible. The task of tracing those
long gone has been a difficult one, and while after
even nearly a year's work there is still some
information that could be gathered by long
persistence, it is quite clear that the point of
diminishing returns has been passed. Hence the
information at hand is now published.
The record is not complete in all details; nor can it
be hoped that .it is free from error. Readers who find
errors, or who find that information is lacking which
they possess, will confer a favor on the college by
reporting the error or supplying the information. The
present record should be regarded only as a
foundation for later and more accurate records. Work
will not cease on those portions which are in any way
incomplete.

Chester E. Gilpin was president of the Alumni Association in 1936
and responsible (with B.D. Murray! for the alumni issue of the
Bulletin published that summer.

Since the college is an institution founded by the state
for the specific purpose of training teachers, it has
been thought fitting to include a record of the
educational service rendered. Consequently, in
addition to the usual items, there will be found a
summary of the teaching experience of each graduate.
Manifestly the record could not have been compiled
without the help of many friends of the college, and
grateful acknowledgment is here made to them: to the
many editors and postmasters of the state who located
some of the most elusive names; to Miss May C.
Turner and Mr. P.H. Boothroyd, who traced scores of
alumni at the cost of much time and labor; to Miss
Clara Siggerud, whose faithful work on the copy has
added much to its value; to Miss Mae ffKeefe and
Miss Mabel Parker, who willingly assisted at all
times, and especially to Miss Anna Handeyside, who
carried the work over its most difficult period, and
whose long memory, indefatigable patience, and
resourcefulness have been of invaluable assistance.
.~though

both the 1922 and 19Z7 directories give
essential information about alumni , I like the 1922 book
better because it tells how many children were born to
the women graduates, and how many years were taught
at each level. The 19Z7 version tells more about the
organizations participated in as MS students. Both
directories are admirable and precise records of most
students who graduated from the elementary or advanced
program during the institution's first 35 and 40 years.
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Whether the desire of MSTC to keep in touch with its
graduates was reciprocal or not, the system broke down
during the Depression Era. Perhaps the 1930 fire broke
the ties, which were certainly (in part) connected with
the old buildings. I do not think the times were hard
enough to keep MS graduates from sending the College
25 or 50 cents a year! However, my fellow graduates of
the 1930s (and I) did not become members of the
Alumni Association, even though we felt kindly toward
our Alma Mater. Nor did the College try to keep up
with our address changes, which changed frequently
before, during, and after World War II.
Tbe 1954 "Report to tbe Alumni" told of the endowment fund set up
for freshman scholarships by Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W Cupler of Fargo.
Mrs. Cupler was an MSTC graduate !Clara Undsethi , and former
facult y member; Mr. Cupler was a leading Fargo attorney.

The 2,000 graduates President Dickerson referred to in
1922 had become 3,400 by 1927. It would have become
increasingly difficult to maintain such records thereafter,
but a historian must regret that no effort was made to do
so.
Times were already changing in the 1920s, and I do not
think the most important one was the awarding of
degrees by MSTC. The president who signed the 1927
"Foreward" was R.B. Macl..ean:
The first class of eight members graduated from the
Moorhead Normal in 1890. Each year has added to
the number of those holding its diploma until there
are now more than thirty-four hundred graduates. To
get information in regard to the members of this large
group, scattered throughout the United States and
across the seas, has been no small task. The
undertaking has brought much satisfaction to the
administration of the college. Caught by a vision of a
better social order, the alumni are filling places of
responsibility as teachers, social workers, and
homemakers. It is a picture of a group widely
scattered yet bound together by a common training
and high ideals, each in his field working intelligently,
effieiently and with self sacrifice.
The desire of the Moorhead Teachers College to keep
in touch with its graduates we hope is reciprocal. The
cost of addressing even a single communication to
every alumnus prohibits other than infrequent
announcements. The Alumni Association maintains an
active membership list. The fee of twenty-five cents a
year covers the cost of postage of announcements.
These members are notified of all alumni gatherings.
For an additional fifty cents the "MiSTiC", the
weekly college paper, will be sent for the school year.
Why not have your name put on this list? Address:
Teachers College Alumni Association, Moorhead,
Minnesota. Stamps will be accepted for the fee if
more convenient.
The organization and compilation of the material for
the directory has been in the hands of a committee
consisting of Miss Blanche Loudon, Miss Rhoda
Maland, Mrs. Nell Chase Price, and Mrs. Phebe H.
Vowles ...

''Alumni Numbers" and "Report to the
Alumni"
Despite calls for more directories, neither the College
nor the Alumni Association produced any in the 1930s
and contact was lost with most alumni outside of the
Fargo-Moorhead area. A paragraph in the September 14,
1935 minutes of an Association board of directors
meeting indicates alumni dissatisfaction with College
efforts on their behalf: "Some time was spent discussing
the policies of the Association with regard to alumni
services, such as directory service, reunions, news
bulletins. Chagrin was expressed at the regularity with
which thP, Campus Relations Committee of the College
had ignored the Association. It was concluded that the
Association ought to capitalize on the work of the
committee and encourage closer cooperation in the
future. It was felt that the Association ought to be the
medium of contact between the College and the alumni."
As if in response to this criticism from the Alumni
Association's board of directors, MSTC published a
16-page ·~umni Number" of the quarterly College
Bulletin in June, 1936, edited by B.D. Murray and
Alumni president Chester E. Gilpin. This Bulletin
announced the appointment of a faculty Public Relations
Committee to "create interest, study graduate success,
and be of service to the alumni." On the committee were
C.P. Archer (chairman), Joe Schwendeman, Georgina
Lommen, Mabel Lumley, Cap Lura, Jennie Owens, and
B.D. Murray.
"The general scope and function of the committee is to
project the college off the campus into the· several
communities of the state," Archer wrote. "While the
work of this committee in no way attempts to do any of
the work of the Alumni Association, they will be glad to
be of any assistance to Alumni Association activity. The
committee would welcome joint conferences with the
Alumni Association directors from time to time."
T.here was a special reason to alert the alumni in 1936:
the College was making plans for its 50th anniversary in
·1937. ''Announcing The Golden Anniversary" was a brief
general statement by Delsie M. Holmquist, chairman of
the Special Anniversary Committee. Commencement
Week of 1937 was considered a fitting time for the
observance.
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Daniel Preston wrote that a 5 p.m. baccalaureate service
on Sunday, May 31, 1936 would feature "a choir of 100
or more voices ... our present Chapel Choir augmented by
returning alumni who were former choir members."
However, this ''Alumni Choir" would be only a
forerunner: "It is our purpose to have a choir of not less
than 500 voices at the Fiftieth Anniversary to sing a
cantata written just for that occasion."
Maynard Tvedt '36 reported the establishment of a
historical museum that would be located at MSTC:
"Under the leadership of their president, Miss Ella
Hawkinson, principal of the College High School,
members of the Clay County Historical Society are
undertaking an extensive project which they hope will
result in the establishment of a fairly complete museum
of pioneer life and other days in time for the Fiftieth
Anniversary of the college next year. Through the
courtesy of the administration, the Historical Society has
been permitted to use a room in Macl..ean Hall for the
museum, MacLean Hall offering a safe, fireproof shelter
for the exhibits."
The July, 1939 ''Alumni Number" of the Bulletin was
essentially a report on the state of the College. "Your
Alma Mater Grows" by registrar Jennie M. Owens, told
of the enrollment changes from 1929 to 1939: "In 1929,
656 two-year students were in attendance, while in 1939
this number has dropped to 492. In 1929 none of the
students registered in the first and second years indicated
their intention to take four .years of training before
stopping to teach, while at the present we have 210 in the

first two years who are definitely enrolled in the fouryear course. By the time another ten years have passed it
is hoped that there will be none in the two-year course,
but that all will be enrolled in the four-year course."
"The Curriculum at MSTC" by Joseph Kise said the ,
administration and faculty had examined the catalogues
of a hundred colleges and universities before modifying
the MSTC curriculum: "Students who register for the
degree curriculum take a general college course during
the first two years which gives them a valuable and
lasting cultural knowledge. In the last two years, they are
privileged to select majors and minors in specialized
fields and are admitted to the professional courses
offered by the college." Kise described 11 departments
that offered majors and minors.
The 1939 publication included a "Life Membership
Directory" which listed the names and addreses of one
hundred alumni. The last article, "The Official MSTC
Publication," by Byron D. Murray, said, "The MiSTi.C
has grown in circulation until 1,800 copies are now being
printed weekly. These go to students, faculty and alumni,
to parents of students, to newspapers and high school
libraries in Western Minnesota, to the offices of county
superintendents, to town libraries, and to various
repositories such as the State Historical Library, where
complete files are preserved for the future." And also,
"Paid-up members of the Alumni Association receive the
MiSTiC weekly, and in its columns appear official notices
of the Association. In addition, the staff endeavors to
carry a weekly column of news about the alumni."

Moorhead State's kasota-stone gateway, erected in the early 1930s, was an alumni project.
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As the College's alumni coordinator, I produced a
32-page "Report to the Alumni" in the summer of 1954.
Despite the considerable "extracurricular" work this
publication involved, I was grateful J,g receive funds to
print it and permission to mail it as an issue of the
quarterly Bulletin in August, 1954. The first eight pages
described "Scholarships to MS'IC" in some detail,
including the names of freshmen recipients. "The idea of
giving scholarships to deserving and outstanding high
school graduates is a comparatively new one at MS'IC,"
I wrote. "The plan first began in 1952, when the money
raised by the Alpha Epsilon Song Fest was designated
for such a purpose." The $500 from the Song Fest was
augmented by like amounts raised by a faculty show and
contributed (annually) by the MS'IC bookstore.
Of special interest in this "Report" was the article
entitled the "Janet Cupler Memorial Scholarship." This
was the first permanent freshman scholarship at MS,
supported by a perpetual endowment fund of $3,000
given by Arthur W. Cupler (senior partner in a Fargo
law firm) and Mrs. Cupler, the former Clara Undseth,
B.E. '31, who was a Training School superviser from
1931-44.

Fund Raising Campaigns
The College gateway was another alumni project
undertaken soon after the great fire. Since the campus
was torn up by demolition and rebuilding, extensive
landscaping was required. The city of Moorhead agreed
to vacate (and deed to the College) the east end of
Seventh Avenue which had extended, with its streetcar
tracks, into the center of the original campus. The 1933
legislature appropriated money to buy the five lots and
houses at the intersection of Seventh Avenue and
Eleventh Street, the lots to become a part of the MS'IC
campus when the houses had been removed (after resale
to the Alumni.) Landscaping could begin in July as soon
as the houses were gone. Because the State of Minnesota
had appropriated money for landscaping but not for an
ornamental gateway, the Alumni Association took on this
project, which then became a part of the whole campus
landscaping scheme.
"Last May, Mr. Leonard Eriksson of Fergus Falls, a
member of the board of directors of the Alumni
Association, introduced the idea of a gateway to the
student body in a talk in chapel," said the October Zl,
1933 MiSI'iC. "Since that time, the plans have been
going steadily forward." Earlier issues of the MiSI'iC had
spoken of "the student-alumni gateway" which would be
made possible "through the concerted efforts of each,"
and the College weekly now described the structure that
would be erected as soon as the materials arrived.
The eight piers are to be made of Kasota stone. The
two main pillars will be fourteen feet, seven inches in
height, and three feet square. Special aluminum
lanterns, three feet high, are to be placed on top of
these two main columns. The space between the tops
of the pillars will be bridged by ornamental iron
work. The over-all width of the gateway is to be 120
feet.

Upon various faces of the piers will appear suitable
inscriptions, some carved directly into the stone and
others upon bronze tablets. The words "STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGE," will appear upon the west
faces of the two main piers. The south pier, east side,
will bear a part of the Alma Mater: "Builded our
fathers a school to stand through years to be; that
through her portals her sons and daughters might go
forth throughout the nation-till the truth be spread
that sets men free."
The words "Pledge we heart and mind and soul to
her we love-Our Alma Mater" will be set upon the
east side of the north pier. The west face, north pier,
will carry the following: ''An institution established by
the commonwealth of Minnesota for the education of
its citizens." A short distance below this, and upon
the same face will appear ''And the truth shall make
you free."
"The Gateway" was announced as the theme of the
November 4, 1933 annual alumni-student-faculty
Homecoming banquet. "In the dedication of the College
Gateway, the Alumni Association will see another of its
major projects completed," said the MiSI'iC. "For
although other groups have cooperated, it was the
Alumni Association that proposed the project and is now
subsidizing it, besides paying one-half of the cost."
Later in the 1930s the alumni and students, with some
help from friends of the College, launched and carried
through a campaign to buy a Hammond electric organ
for Weld auditorium. And at the end of the Teachers
College years, the Association became involved in yet
another project. The stage curtains that screened the
Weld Hall proscenium arch had been presented to the
Normal School by the Class of 1914, as the class
initials-embroidered in yellow-gold-proclaimed. Forty
years later the massive red plush curtains were badly
worn through repeated drawing.
In the 1949 spring term, the Alpha Epsilon fraternity
launched a Weld Hall curtain drive asking donations of
$1 from students, faculty, friends of the College, and
especially alumni-who were solicited by mail. The drive
had a secondary purpose according to the full-page
report in the May 3 MiSI'iC: "Besides providing the
wherewithal for a new curtain, the envelopes (that
carried $1 bills) are a check on the Alumni mailing list.
Corrections are being made, marriages recorded, and
addresses brought up to date."
President Paul Pawlowski of the AEs presented the new
curtain to the College at the September 28, 1949
convocation. The October 11 MiSI'iC printed Pawlowski's
letter of thanks to the Alumni Association for their
support in raising $734, more than enough to pay for the
curtain.

Chapter 37
The Master's Program
"Perhaps the greatest forward step in the advancement of
the Teachers Colleges of the state was taken in the spring
of 1953 when the Legislature authorized them to offer
work leading to the degree Master of Science in
F.ducation." This statement-made by Dr. Jean Talbot of
Winona State College in her review of Winona s hundredyear progression from State Normal School to Teachers
College to State College-was not echoed on the
Moorhead State Teachers College campus. In its last four
years as a Teachers College, however, Moorhead State
made some cautious and conservative advances into a
graduate program.

A Beginning
Moorhead's chief objection to graduate work was that the
College's undergraduate programs needed full attention.
Because the academic credentials of the faculty were
improving steadily, the College had few concerns about
its ability to offer respectable graduate work. The
question posed was, "What should our priorities be?"
The second objection stemmed from the kind of ma&ter's
degree that was apparently intended: a master of science
in education. Moorhead would have had more
enthusiasm for liberal arts masters' programs.
Moorhead's annual catalogue for 1953-54 introduced the
College's "Graduate Professional Program" with the
following statement:
By act of the 1953 Legislature and authorization of
the State Teachers College Board, Moorhead State
Teachers College will offer, beginning with the
summer sessions of 1953, a program of graduate work
for advanced preparation in three service fields: 1)
secondary teaching; 2) elementary teaching; and 3)
elementary school principalships. Courses in this
graduate professional program may be taken by all
four-year graduates of recognized institutions, and
those who are able to qualify and complete all
requirements may earn the degree, master of science
in education.
The statement about eligibility for admission to the
program said that candidates must have the proper
undergraduate preparation in education and in the
teaching field "equivalent to that required for the
bachelor of science degree at Moorhead State Teachers
College." After earning a "B" average during a
"qualifying quarter" (15 hours of work), the Committee
on the Graduate Professional Program would admit
students to candidacy upon the following bases: "1)
evidence of personal fitness for teaching; 2) evidence of
ability to carry on independent study, to attack specific
educational problems, and to draw valid and relevant
conclusions from the data assembled; and 3) approval of
the graduate study program submitted by the student." A
committee would be assigned to supervise each
candidate's program.

A "basic design" for the program had been agreed upon
at the May 1, 1953 meeting of the State Teachers College
presidents with a faculty representative from each of the
colleges. There were three curricular areas:
1. The Teaching Field-9 hours minimum, 21 hours
maximum
2. The Professional Courses-9 hours minimum
3. Electives Other Than 1 or 2-9 hours minimum
MS1C students learned about the new "fifth year" or
graduate program from the May, 1953 issues of the
MiSflC. The College education policies committee had
"secured the ideas" of educational leaders in western
Minnesota about the makeup of the new program. "At
this point it can be said that the program will be
individualized ... the degree will not require a thesis, but
there will be research work .. .Most of the courses are
likely to require extensive readings and written papers."
At its May 11 meeting the State Teachers College Board
authorized the colleges to begin offering graduate courses
during the coming summer sessions. President Snarr said
MS1C was well qualified to offer the fifth year courses
since 22 faculty members had the doctor's degree or
equivalent. Requirements already set up required that "at
least half of the graduate work must be taken under staff
members with doctor's degrees."
The MS Council on the Graduate Program set up by
President Snarr included Earl Foreman, chairman, Paul
Heaton, Genevieve King, B.D. Murray, Joseph Kise,
Glaydon Robbins, and Frances Dillon. On April 25,
1955, Chairman Foreman informed the committee that
MS1C "should have four students ready to receive their
master's degree at the end of the summer quarter. The
four were Shelda Ann Jacobson, Jesse Ellinsworth, John
Shulstad, and Robert Arnold. These students "had
expressed themselves as being very satisfied and of
having found their work very helpful in their teaching,"
but the Council agreed to ask for written evaluations
from each of them to use as evidence when the new
graduate program came up for inspection by an NCA
committee.
Since "most institutions now require either written or
oral examinations for master's degree candidates," the
MS1C Graduate Committee decided to require both, to
show that its standards were high. The Committee voted
to require an all-day written examination and a two-hour
oral examination as a follow-up. The student's instructors
would each submit one or two questions and the
advisory committee would then "edit and integrate" the
questions. The committee would consist of the student's
two advisors and an instructor from another field.
Visitors would be welcome at the oral examinations.
At the August 4, 1955 meeting of the graduate
committee, which was attended by new President A.L.
Knoblauch, it was agreed that the first three candidates
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School and the Individual, 540-Studies Affecting
Elementary Education, and 542-Elementary School
Curriculum. Also to be offered were Art 540-Current
Practices in Art Education, English 418g-The
Hebraic-Christian Tradition, English 428g-The Novel,
Music 550-Individual Piano, Music 555-Individual
Organ, Music 560-Instrument, Health 565-Teaching
and Coordinating School Health Education, Physical
Education 550-Problems in the Teaching of Physical
Education, and Science 501-History and Philosophy of
Science.
No master's degrees were awarded in 1956. In 1957 three
more candidates were graduated: Alex Karmarkovic on
June 2 and Raymond D. Brooks and De Wayne D.
Sundby at the end of the second summer session, on
August 21.
In May, 1958 a brochure on the Graduate Program listed
four Art courses, 19 in Professional Education, 15 in
English, 6 in Geography, 8 in Health, Physical Education
and Recreation, 6 in Industrial Arts, 4 in Mathematics,
10 in Music, 16 in the Biological and Physical Sciences,
10 in Social Studies, four in Speech, three in American
Studies, and single courses in Library Science and
Journalism.

Sbelda Ann Jacobson, a 1948 B.S. graduate of MSTC, became the first
student to pass both written and oral exams for a master's degree on
August 17, 1955. On the August 25 summer commencement, she was
awarded the degree; Jesse Ellingsworth and Robert Arnold also received
their master's degrees at that time.

should be scheduled to receive their master's degrees at
the August commencement and that "the ceremony
should be a definitely impressi~ one." The written
examination was scheduled for August 12; Shelda Ann
Jacobson would have her oral examination on. August 17
and Robert Arnold.and Jesse Ellingsworth on August 19.
These three were awarded Moorhead State's first
Masters' degrees on August 25, 1955.
In the fall of 1955 President Unoblauch created a new
council to replace the old graduate committee. Members
of the Council on Community Services and Graduate
Study were Foreman, chairman, Clarence Glasrud, B.D.
Murray, Delsie Holmquist, Ray R. Sorenson, Allen Page,
Glaydon Robbins, Bernard Gill (librarian), and C.H.
Thurber (business manager). At the August 10, 1956
meeting of this Council, it was announced that Dr. John
Jenkins would serve as Director of Graduate Studies.
An issue of the College Bulletin dated November, 1955
announced the evening and Saturday graduate courses
that would be offered in the winter quarter, 1956. There
were five professional education courses:
501-Psychological Foundations of Education,
503-Elements of Research and Statistics, 511-The

President Knoblauch directed that the awarding of master's degrees
should be impresive: in this photograph taken at the August 25, 1955
commencement Dr. Glaydon Robbins adjusts the master's hood for
Miss Jacobson.
Shelda Ann married fellow mathematician Everett Warren in 1960.
Warren died in 1973 but Shelda Ann Warren is still teaching at
Moorhead State University. She now ranks first in length of service.

Chapter 38
Who Will Succeed Snarr?
Or, The Private History of a
Campaign That Failed
Although 0. W. Snarr was 55 when he became president
of Moorhead State Teachers College in 1941, he held the
position for 14 years. In the fall of 1954, however, it
became apparent to everyone that he would go out of
office the following summer. Snarr, born August 6, 1886,
would be 69 before another College year began in
September.
It alarmed some of the faculty that nothing was being
done about finding a new president for Moorhead State.
The State Teachers College Board seemed unconcerned:
no doubt there would be applicants for the position when
they advertised a vacancy in educational journals and
the Board would elect one of them president of MSIC.
By this process, some feared, MSIC might get another
president like Snarr, whose educational qualifications for
the presidency of a teachers college were impeccable.
Indeed, the Board might very well tum to Snarr for
advice. Who else would they consult? And Snarr might
have a kindred spirit to recommend as his successor!
To prevent such a catastrophe, we asked that a faculty
committee be permitted to screen candidates for the
position, and the Board agreed to let us do so. It was a
wise move: our elected committee promptly rejected all of
the people who applied and asked the State Teachers
College Board to broaden their search for a president.
There had been no search: the Board had merely
accepted applications.

While this was going on between the faculty and the
Board, alumni leaders were attempting to place a young,
energetic, and educationally-qualified MSIC alumnus on
the State Teachers College Board as Moorhead's resident
director. The concerned alumni group, led by Sliv
Nemzek and John Ingersoll, felt that a dynamic,
"involved" alumnus should be appointed when Resident
Director Rusness' term expired, to make certain
Moorhead State would have an effective spokesman on
the Board and at the legislature. Rusness had never
attended any college and had never showed any special
interest in Moorhead State Teachers College before his
appointment: his qualifications were being president of
the First National Bank and a good Republican. Once on
the Board he often appeared with President Snarr at
College functions and became a popular figure. He did
not consider that his position required him to lobby for
MSIC, however.
The campaign to have alumnus Vince Murphy appointed
Resident Director failed, and subsequent events showed
that our fears for the future of the College were
unfounded, with presidents as effective (in their different
ways) as Al Knoblauch and John Neumaier. Norman
Nelson, the Moorhead lawyer who was appointed by a
Democratic governor to succeed Oscar Rusness, was

O.W. Snarr was 68 but the 1954-55 college year began with nothing
being done to find a new president for MSTC.

virtually unknown in the academic community in
1954-55, and, like Rusness, had no previous connection
with MSIC. He served as a member of the State College
Board with distinction, however, and later as District
Judge until his untimely death in a 1966 automobile
accident.
The story of Vince Murphy, one of Moorhead State's most
dynamic alumni, will explain why the alumni group
thought he could rescue Moorhead State from the Snarr
doldrums. An account of his years as an MSIC student
and his unusual and successful career later will show
why we tried so hard to get him appointed.

The Restive Faculty
In the fall of 1954 Harold Addicott was president of the
MSTC Faculty Association and I was vice president. We
worried that no steps had been taken to select a new
College president, even though O.W. Snarr was already
68 years old and would go out of office on June 30,
1955. College faculties had not been consulted in such
matters in the Minnesota State Teachers College system,
but we were determined that we would not have another
Snarr in the president's office.
Addicott and I called on Resident Director Rusness to
express our fear that President Snarr would be in a
position to select his successor. We knew that many on
the MS faculty had been chafing at Snarr's public
relations failings and his inability to influence legislative
committees. Business manager Charles Thurber told me,
"We would be better off if Snarr stayed in Moorhead.
He talks to the appropriations committees in St. Paul
about General Education and they don't listen to him."
Thurber, who struggled to make MSTC more like the
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At the itt!xt meeting of the Faculty Association, Addicott
asked me to tell the faculty what we had done. As I
remember, I made an impassioned speech ending with
the quotation, "We have nothing to lose but our chains!"
My dramatic quotation was not very fitting but I liked
the sound of it. My argument was that the College must
have an effective president before it could grow and
improve; that we could not count on the State Teachers
College Board to select such a president without faculty
participation in the process; and that we as faculty
members had no contact with the State Board, whereas
President Snarr met with them each month and might
easily influence the selection of a new president like
himself.

Banker Oscar Rusness made a good appearance as resident director
from 1951 to 1955. He assumed that President Snarr was bigbly
regarded as an educator, even tbougb be bad no standing in tbe
Moorhead community.

liberal arts college he had graduated from before
becoming an Air Corps bomber pilot in World War II,
was one of the institution's most fervent and effective
supporters in the late 40s and early 50s. The total
ineffectiveness of the Moorhead State president in
legislative relations depressed him. Moorhead always got
the bare minimum in appropriations, less than the other
Teachers Colleges.
Rusness was surprised at what Addicott and I told him
about Snarr and his presidency. "I know he does not
count for much in the community, but I always thought
he was highly regarded in educational circles." We
argued that MSTC needed community support in order
to get better legislative appropriations, and that a
president like Snarr either couldn't or wouldn't help the
College this way. We said MSTC could not afford
another president like O.W. Snarr and for that reason we
wanted the Faculty Association to be involved in the
selection of a new president. We thought it was already
very late to begin the selection process, because possible
candidates should be screened carefully, which might
include visits to the campuses where they were presently
serving. We did not express our worst fears to Rusness:
that the Board would merely look over the dossiers of
applicants and choose a new president without any
investigation beyond a perusal of paper qualificationsplus, of course, a personal appearance before the State
Teachers College Board. Rusness agreed to help us.

I antagonized some members of the faculty who thought
I was insulting our College president. They said he was
a good man and a good president, highly regarded in
educational circles. They pointed out that he had served
as .chairman of the committee on Standards and Surveys
of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education. I could agree only that he was gentle, kindly,
well-intentioned, and high-minded. However, most of the
MSTC faculty agreed that we ought to be involved in the
selection of a new president. The committee we elected
examined the applications that had come in to the Board
office and rejected all of them. The committee urged the
Board to advertise the position, and before long a new
group of applicants emerged. This time the MS faculty
committee found two men whom they considered worthy
candidates for the presidency.
Two members of the Moorhead State Teachers faculty
had announced their candidacy for the position. Byron
D. Murray, a member of the English faculty since 1926,
was Chairman of the Upper Divisions under Snarr
(actually the Academic Dean.) The other candidate was
Glaydon D. Robbins, who had come to the College in
1949 as head of the Professional Education Division. The
committee elected by the Faculty Association adopted a
neutral stance toward Murray and Robbins. The State
Teachers College Board would choose a president from
these four candidates.

A Failed Campaign
In the fall of 1954 some of the Moorhead State alumni
were determined to strengthen the College's standing in
the state and community. Its stock was very low, in part
because the school had not grown after World War II
when all other colleges had. In Fargo-Moorhead it was a
poor third behind North Dakota State and Concordia,
barely within sight in the eyes of many people.
Explaining Moorhead State's failure to grow beyond "its
normal pre-war level," Byron Murray said that despite
the development of liberal arts (non-teaching) degree
programs by the MSTC faculty-and its authorization to
award the B.A. as well as the B.S. in education~'its
president of 1941 to 1955 continued to place almost
exclusive emphasis on teacher education, thus limiting
the appeal of the College for some servicemen."
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Glaydon Robbins flejt) and B.D. Murray were top MSTC
administrators under Snarr (witb Delsie Holmquist) . Botb men became
candidates to succeed Snarr as president.

P-aul Heaton struggled to establish a business program at
MS but was barely able to sustain even minimal offerings
against Snarr's opposition. As a result, (for example),
outstanding Dragon athletic star Dave Torson transferred
to NDAC after two years at Moorhead because he
wanted a program in business administration. There were
certainly others, but Torson's move across the Red River
hurt: now he was playing against us when we met North
Dakota State in 9asketball!
The leader of the movement to strengthen Moorhead
State in the election year of 1954, when the term of its

Jobn, Jr. (top left!, Jeanne
Urbaniak (Mrs. Wayne!, and
Wayne Ingersoll all graduated
from Moorhead State College in
tbe 1960s and all became
teachers. Jobn teaches German
in Grand Rapids after spending
a year in tbe Army in
Germany and marrying a
German girl; Jeanne is tbe
librarian at Thomas Edison
school (after raising ber
family): and Wayne-wbo
served a term as mayor of tbe
City-is a junior bigb school
English teacher in Moorhead
and past president of tbe
teachers association union.
Jobn Senior, MSTC '32, never became a teacher but Ada Holmes
Ingersoll, '68, taught English for four years (1968-1972! before sbe and
Jobn retired. Youngest son Bruce was an occasional MS student in tbe
1975.

Johnny Ingersoll raised bis family in tbis bouse just outside tbe College
gates at 1026 7tb Avenue South. Tbe MSU Foundation purchased tbe
bouse in 1987. Now "Centennial House," it is leased to tbe University
for use as a laboratory in tbe botel-motel management program: meals
are served and visitors to tbe University can be housed tbere. (Darrel
Paulson photo).

Resident Director had expired and a new president was
about to be selected, was Sliv Nemzek. Nemzek bed
returned to Moorhead after World War II, but not to
Moorhead State Teachers College: he sold real estate and
was elected mayor in 1947. Sliv was a highly-respected
and influential citizen, but when he went to St. P-aul to
see about terminating O.W. Snarr's presidency he got no
support: the Republican party was afraid of being
charged with meddling in educational matters. Sliv was
notoriously outspoken and impatient, and even his
friends were afraid to follow his lead. Furthermore, few
leading Moorhead citizens were enough concerned about
Moorhead Teachers College to try to improve it.
Concordia was growing impressively in enrollment and
its building program, and this pleased most people in the
city who seemed (so it appeared to me), to have written
off MSTC.
The key to the situation at MSTC, said Sliv Nemzek,
was the Resident Director. George Comstock, son of
Moorhead State's founder, had served two terms, from
1942 to 1950. He was followed by Oscar Rusness, an
equally dignified Republican. Comstock and Rusness
were fine gentlemen but not aggressive enough to turn
Moorhead State in a new direction, specifically to
guarantee that its new president would be dynamic,
·charismatic, and flexible. Sliv expected the Republican
P-arty to retain the governorship in the 1954 elections. He
was an important man in the party locally and knew that
Oscar Rusness would happily step aside after one term
as Moorhead's resident director. The Republican
governor would then appoint a young, enthusiastic MSTC
supporter in his place.
Vince Murphy had just come into the Fargo-Moorhead
community and had not become active politically. He
had, however, become very active with the MSTC
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Democratic-Farmer-Labor campaigns in the Twin Cities
while he and Vince were University of Minnesota
students. A Congregational clergyman, now living in
Kansas, was supposed to be influential with Democratic
Party leaders. I asked the help of Barney Allen of
Detroit Lakes through the good offices of my hometown
friends who knew him. Allen was given some credit for
the Democratic Party's comeback in Minnesota politics
(after Harold Stassen's victory in 1938), even though he
had been their unsuccessful gubernatorial candidate in
1944.

In 1969 all the Ingersolls were photographed together: Wayne, Bruce,
john Jr.. Ada, and john. johnny bad reason to look happier than be
bad been during the sorry Snarr years. He bad suggested that we get
Paul Horn to buy the property between 14th Street, and the railroad
tracks, bold it (and farm it) until the State of Minnesota would buy it
for college expansion.
President Snarr, of course, was not interested in suggestions from the
owner of the Blackhawk cafe and bar. Therefore,, in a few years-after
developer Arthur Borstad bad been allowed to plat and build some
houses on the land-the state paid nearly half a million for land that
could have been purchased for less than $50,000 if johnny Ingersoll's
idea bad been acted on.

Alumni Association and intent on up-grading his old
College. Because Vince was an up-and-coming
businessman who promised to do well, Nemzek and
Ingersoll had no concerns about selling him as an
acceptable Republican appointee.
The November election complicated matters for the
plotters when Democrat Orville Freeman was elected
Governor of Minnesota. Clay County's Democratic
chairman was Al Arneson of rural Glyndon, and Al
supported our plan to improve Moorhead State's position
through the appointment of a capable young alumnus as
resident director. Vincent R. Murphy, a native of Felton
and a 1940 graduate, who was smart, aggressive, and
anxious to help the college, was the candidate of the
insurgents, and Arneson agreed to back him.
Vince Murphy took a master's degree in speech at the
University of Minnesota and taught at Hibbing Junior
College before moving to Moorhead in 1950. He married
Katherine Bye of Duluth, a fine student actress at the
University who also had her master's degree in speech.
They were now living in Moorhead. Vince had left
teaching, reluctantly, to accept a position with the
Connecticut General Life Insurance Company because a
teacher's salary in the early 1950s provided poor support
for a growing family. While at the University of
Minnesota, the Murphys had been involved in the
election campaigns of Hubert Humphrey and Arthur
Naftalin. Vince's Democratic credentials seemed
acceptable.
In our campaign to get Vince Murphy appointed, we

enlisted the help of everyone we could think of. John
Bystrom, formerly of Moorhead, had been a part of

Working against us were some MSTC faculty members
who, like Otto Snarr, were Democrats and considered
our efforts a diabolical plot. Most effective of this group,
surprisingly, was Walter Seidenkranz, who had worked
with Minneapolis labor leaders and Democratic Party
workers while he lived in the Twin Cities. Though he
was a disillusioned and not very successful member of
the MS faculty, Walter was a far more effective political
operator than we were. Of course, our plotters were at a
disadvantage because none of us were Democrats!
We thought (simple-mindedly, it turned out), that the
sympathetic support of genial Al Arneson gave us a good
chance to get an MSTC alumnus appointed to the State
Teachers College Board. We did not realize that we
never had a chance because of the surprising victory of
Ulen farmer Arthur Hanson, who became a one-term
State Treasurer of Minnesota as a result of the 1954
election upsets, a Democratic sweep. Hanson, we
discovered later, was determined to show that he and not
Al Arneson would what political appointments were
made in this area.
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One of the candidates was a member of the victorious
party, had worked for his party and was proposed by
some members of his party who felt the decision was
theirs to make.
The other candidate, with recognized experience and
background in the field of education and with long
association with MSTC, his Alma Mater, was
proposed by the Alumni Association of the college for
resident director. However, Vincent R. Murphy had
one handicap the Alumni Association could not
overcome: Murphy refused to accept the appointment
on political grounds, maintaining that ability to do the
job was all-important.
When the appointment was made this refusal to
qualify as a Democratic worker was not ignored: the
party was loyal to its own and it appears as if the
state treasurer performed the function reserved for the
governor.
Editor Lloyd Sveen, who was sympathetic to our cause,
quoted Sliv Nemzek's reaction to the appointment in his
news story: Governor Freeman had appointed the second
best man!
Norman Nelson was appointed Moorbead's resident director in
February, 1955.

Hanson's candidate for resident director was Moorhead
attorney Norman Nelson, a Fargo native who had been a
labor organizer before attending law school. Nelson was
not well-known in Moorhead but he was reputedly the
only Democrat among the city's nine lawyers! Governor
Freeman understandably gave the appointment to an
active Democratic party member and worker. When
Freeman appointed the tall, scholarly-looking Nelson to
the position, the Moorhead Daily News editorial
(February 24, 1955) emphasized the political nature of
the appointment:
Political patronage may be a necessary part of our
system but it has a questionable place in our schools.
When a political debt is paid the grantee must answer
to the grantors, and the grantors may not even know
where the gates of the college are located.
We are not implying any personal criticism of
Norman H. Nelson but are pointing out that as the
new appointee he's "on the spot." He will be
subjected to criticisms that a qualified non-political
appointee would never get. He may make sincere
decisions which will be wrongly interpreted because
the circumstances of his appointment will not be
forgotten soon by a great many people whose prime
concern is the welfare of MSTC.
We wish Mr. Nelson luck. We hope that he will be
able to do a good job, and we hope that he will not
be subjected to political pressure either in the choice
of a president to succeed Dr. O.W. Snarr when he
retires June 30 or in any matters pertaining to any of
the state colleges.
The old system of political patronage crept up in the
recent appointment of a new resident director of
Moorhead State Teachers College.

Norman Nelson became an excellent board member. He
was also the last to be called Moorhead's resident
director before the old system of making an appointment
from the city where a college was located was
discontinued. He was a high-minded member of the
board who was always concerned about all of the
colleges and not a Moorhead State partisan. Fortunately,
after O.W. Snarr left office, Moorhead State no longer
needed a partisan board member: Presidents Knoblauch
and Neumaier represented our interests very adequately.
And we began to get state senators and representatives
who were willing and able to help us, notably Senator
Bill Dosland of Moorhead and Representative E.P.
Johnson of Hawley.

Vincent R. Murphy
Though our campaign failed to get him appointed
(because we lacked real political muscle in the
Democratic ?arty), our choice of Vince Murphy to pull
the College out of the Snarr doldrums was no mistake.
He has continued to be one of our most effective
supporters in the Fargo-Moorhead community.
In our campaign material, we outlined Murphy's
qualifications:
He comes from a pioneer Clay County family
His father homesteaded in Clay County in 1878 and
was a respected and prominent citizen for 56 years
until his death in 1934. His mother graduated from
Moorhead STC in 1911 and was a principal of the
school at Felton, Minnesota. Vincent is 38 and has
been a resident of Clay County 31 years.
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Father Edward W. Murphy, a pioneer Felton area farmer, married
Moorhead Normal graduate Tessie Buckley in 1915, some years after
bis first wife bad died, leaving him with a family of nine children.
Tessie Murphy got on well with her step children, some of whom bad
been her pupils when she taught the Felton school. In the farm
prosperity (bigb grain prices, good crops) of the 1916-1921 years, the
Murpbys bought a house in Ada, where three children were born to
Tessie and Ed Murphy: Vince !19171, Vivian !19191, Dan !19211.

Vince Murphy !cross-legged in front! with bis Felton schoolmates in
1925.

Vince, Dan, and Vivian Murphy in the early 1930s.

Graduated from the University of Minnesota with a
Master's degree in Speech and Political Science.
Has been a teacher, high school principal, and
superintendent of schools at Felton, Minnesota.
Taught three years at the University of Minnesota in
the College of Science, Literature and the Arts.
Headed the Speech Department at Hibbing Junior
College.
Since he made Moorhead his permanent residence in
1951, he has been prominent in local activities.
Vivian Murphy was stricken with paralysis in 1937, just before she
was to enter MSTC. Although confined to a bed or wheelchair for the
last 50 years of her life, Vivian became a notable writer. She died at
Christmastime, 1987.

He has a background in education and understands its
problems.

Graduated from Moorhead STC in 1940 as president
of his class and was voted by the faculty as graduate
"Most likely to succeed."

At the request of PTA groups, has made an intensive
sfudy of the tax structure relating to schools and made
numerous speeches outlining the problems.
On Board of Directors of the Teachers College
Alumni Association for four years; President of the
Association in 1954.
Fund drive Chairman of Red Cross for Clay County
in 1954.
Member of the Board of Directors of Moorhead
Rotary Club.
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Member of the Library Board appointed by the Mayor
of Moorhead.
He has qualities which would make him a good
representative of the Teachers College and the area it
serves.

He is an excellent speaker and commands attention
from big or small audiences.
He is an intelligent, objective man who gets along
well with people.
He is efficient, alert, a good organizer-gets things
done.
He is a family man with three children of his own.
He is known as a good business man.

And is respected for his knowledge of taxation, life
insurance, estates, wills, and trusts.
Our outline could not tell the whole story, of course.
Under a picture of a much younger Vince, the September
13, 1940 MiSflC said "Vincent Murphy, MSTC graduate
in English and political science, was one of 13 young
men and women graduates of American colleges who
were awarded positions with the Pepsi-Cola company
Students from 46 states had been in competition for
these coveted positions with Pepsi-Cola, all having
received recommendations from their college presidents
that they were likely to succeed. These students had
written essays on "How American Youth Faces Its
Future," and the Zl top competitors were brought to New
York City to be interviewed. Pepsi-Cola Company
President Walter S. Mack, Jr. had selected seven men
and six women as winners, among them Vince Murphy.
The $1,300 business fellowships were awarded to the 13
winners at a huge luncheon on July 8, 1940, which was
attended by the business, political, and cultural leaders of
New York City. The chief speakers were Eleanor
Roosevelt, wife of the President, and Mayor Fiorello La
Guardia. Murphy remembers that he was seated next to
Vera Zorina, New York's leading ballerina, a startlingly
beautiful lady.
The winners were awarded one-year business fellowships
with the Pepsi-Cola company: they were allowed to
choose any department they wished to work in, and any
American city. Vince Murphy chose sales in New York
City. His beginning sales record was so promising that
he was made sales manager for Westchester county, an
elite suburb of New York City, and later was moved up
to Brooklyn. His duties were calls on distributors and his
income included 1% of sales in his district. In his top
month Vince's commission was $2,000, not much less
than the yearly salary of MS faculty members before
World War II. Then came the War and sugar rationing:
the Pepsi-Cola company's stock of sugar was confiscated
by the government. Murphy now had only four outlets
left in Brooklyn that Pepsi-Cola could be sold to: three
Naval bases and one Army base. And he had other
reasons for returning to Minnesota.
Vince's mother and his younger brother Dan, who
attended MSTC when he could, were running the family

Vince, Tessie, Vi11ian, and Dan Murphy before be went 011erseas in
™>rid War II. Vince worked tbe Murphy farm during tbe War years.

Vince and Kathy Murphy both bad their master's degrees from tbe
Uni11ersity of-Minnesota when they returned to take charge of t15e
Felton school in 1950 !Tessie Murphy's turkeys in tbe background).
Vince soon left education and Felton to establish a bigbly-successful
insurance agency in Fargo-Moorhead.

farm at Felton. Vince knew that either he or Dan would
be drafted and the other left to run the farm. The story
current around MS was that the brothers shot a game of
pool, the winner to go into the Army, but Vince said
that wasn't true. Tessie Murphy decided that Vince
·
should stay and run the farm.
Dan Murphy remained in college at MSTC, in the Air
Corps reserve, until he was called into active service in
June, 1942. In the next three years he earned his pilot's
"wings;' was commissioned a second lieutenant
(promoted to first lieutenant later), was awarded the Air
Medal (with nine clusters), the Purple Heart, and the
Presidential Unit Citation. Assigned to a B-26 medium
bomber group in England, Dan had flown 54 missions
when his plane was shot down over Germany in April,
1945, and he was reported missing in action. That was
all the Murphy family knew until Dan was reported alive
and in relatively good condition several months later
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Vivian Murphy, two years younger than Vince, was
planning to enter Moorhead State in the fall of 1937
when she was stricken with paralysis. She survived, but
was confined to a bed or wheelchair for the rest of her
life and frequently hospitalized.
Vivian Murphy died December 26, 1987. Tessie and
Vivian Murphy lived in their small house in Felton until
Mrs. Murphy's death in 1981. After her mother's death
Vivian continued to live in her Felton home, with only
untrained local girls to help her, for another six years.
Dan Murphy farmed and raised a family a few miles
away.

The Board Elects a President

Fast-thinking, fast-talking A.L. Knoblaacb impressed the State
Teachers College &ard that elected him president of MSTC in 1955;
and be also impressed state legislators so much that the College no
longer needed a dynamic resident director.

when Allied armies overran the German prisoner-of-war
camp where he was held.
The report that the family's youngest son was missing in
action was only one of a series of blows suffered by the
Murphys. Father Edward W. Murphy, a pioneer
homesteader, had prospered and become an outstanding
leader in the Felton area when his wife died, leaving him
with a family of nine children. Some years later he
married Tessie Buckley of Sauk Centre, a Moorhead
Normal School graduate who had taught some of the
Murphy children in the Felton school from 1909 to 1911.
Later Tessie Buckley had become the Normal Training
teacher-supervisor at Slayton in southern Minnesota. In
1915 the dashing E.W. Murphy persuaded her to become
his wife, despite the disparity in their ages. Ed and
Tessie Murphy had three children-Vincent, Vivian, and
Dan.
Ed Murphy farmed on a large scale and was especially
hard hit by the farm depression that followed World War
I. Because his older half-brothers had left the farm and
gone off on their own, Vince became a farm hand very
young and worked the farm with his aging father as he
was growing up. Despite the hard times and his duties
on the farm, Vince entered MS in the fall of 1936-at
his mother's insistence-but he had to interrupt his
college education when his father died suddenly the
following year and Vince became the farmer. The
Murphys narrowly managed to keep their land in 1937,
but Vince, who was still not of age, and his mother
arranged a government loan. Then Vince returned to
MSTC. (They paid off their 15-year emergency loan in
eight years).

A.L. Knoblauch of the University of Connecticut thought
and spoke like a rapid-fire machine. It is reported that he
made an overwhelming impression on the State Teachers
College Board and was elected president of Moorhead
State almost by acclamation .on May 17, 1955. We came
to know him well, happily and unhappily, in the next
three years. In 1955, however, we knew nothing about
him unless we had been members of our faculty
screening committee that picked him out as a possibility
for the MSTC presidency.
Al Knoblauch had his bachelor's and master's degrees in
education from Michigan State University and a
doctorate from Harvard in public administration and
education, a joint program designed to prepare people
for college presidencies and other high educational
administrative positions. In 1955 he was director of
special services and summer sessions at the University of
Connecticut.
Knoblauch had many of· the qualities Otto Snarr lacked.
Most important at the moment, he was as adept at
dealing with legislative committees as his predecessor
had been inept. Unfortunately, his attitude toward
students and faculty was imperious, which was to have _
unfortunate consequences before he left Moorhead to
become president of Western Illinois University in 1958.

State Senator William Dosland, Norman Nelson, and President John
Neumaier, who succeeded Knoblauch in 1958. Neumaier also worked
well with state legislators and Bill Dosland became such a power in
the legislature t!Jat Moorhead State fared well in state appropriations
in the 1960s. Jim Peterson lrigbtJ edited the Red River Scene.

Chapter 39
President A.L. Knoblauch, 1955-58
When he came back to Moorhead in 1968 for Roland
Dille's installation as the College's eighth president, A.L.
Knoblauch confided in Yvonne Condell. "l made a lot of
mistakes when I came to Moorhead. It was my first
experience as a college president and I did some things
wrong." This confession was probably made to Dr.
Condell because he and she had the University of
Connecticut as common ground, although they had never
met there or at Moorhead. Yvonne, who had joined the
MS faculty in 1965, had taken a doctorate in biology at
Connecticut and Knoblauch had been director of
placement and summer sessions at that university when
he was elected to the presidency of MSTC in 1955.
Al Knoblauch did not sever his Moorhead connections
completely when he became president of the University of
filstern Illinois (at Macomb) in 1958. He did not sell the
farm south of Moorhead where the Knoblauchs had lived
until some years later, probably because he considered
the Red River farmland a good investment. Or perhaps
he was waiting until he got his asking price from a
buyer. He made· some trips back to Moorhead to see
about his property. If our former president appeared on
the MS campus on these trips 1 did not meet him nor do
I know anyone who did. Many of the "old faculty" who
had served under Knoblauch were not kindly disposed
toward him. Most of us, however, would concede that he
had done much for the College, particularly in an
impressive building program and better state
appropriations. His best qualities were those Moorhead
State needed in 1955.

Knoblauch and the Faculty
On the MS campus Knoblauch was a self-confident
manager who seldom asked advice and seemed to have
few doubts about the rightness of his actions. In St. Paul
he was as effective with legislative committees as Snarr
had been ineffective. But he seemed to have a poor
opinion of our faculty, although he had little contact with
most of us. Snarr's system of committees and councils
continued for a time under a new administration but
gradually withered away through neglect. I can't
remember when Al Knoblauch really asked our advice
about anything, even though he continued some show of
consultation.
President Knoblauch and I were both Rotarians and
usually rode together to weekly noon meetings at the
Country Club north of Moorhead. I think Joe Satin and I
felt less threatened by him than others: we knew that our
Columbia and Harvard doctorates gave us some standing
in his estimation. Al also knew that Joe and I (among
others), appreciated his ability to "operate" on behalf of
the College and found him a great improvement over
Snarr. Consequently, Joe and I spoke very openly to our

President A.L. Knoblauch in bis Maclean Hall office.

president. l habitually called him "boss," though I don't
know how he felt about that. He may have sensed that I
found him rather authoritarian. I once asked him why he
treated some of our faculty so harshly, presumably those
he did not consider assets because they added no luster
to his college. He recognized my question as a prote.st
and answered quickly, jocularly: "I'll tell you, Glasrud: a
little divine discontent is a good thing. Treat 'em rough!"
The thing that bothered me most about President
Knoblauch was that he did not seem interested in what
went on in College classrooms so long as the interaction
between faculty and students looked good from the
outside. He was ambitious for Moorhead State Teachers
College because it was his college and he wanted
everything about it to be (or look) impressive. What he
was really concerned with (and good at) was securing
large appropriations for new buildings, their
maintenance, and for generous operating expenses. He
'got such appropriations for Moorhead State at the first
legislative session following his election as president.
Our enrollment had finally begun to increase in Snarr's
last year, 1954-55, and we continued to get about a
hundred more students each year in 1955-56 and in
1956-57. This, of course, gave President Knoblauch
reason to seek larger state appropriations: to provide the
needed facilities and extra faculty members which
expanding enrollments demanded.
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The strueture that links Weld Hall and tbe former Training School bas
been labeled "Lommen Hall" in recent years. That name belongs on
tbe Campus School building, however, Georgina Lommen's pride and
joy. The building pictured here could more properly be designated
Knoblauch Hall if it needs a name. fPhoto by Dare! Paulson, 1989.J

In Knoblauch's last year at Moorhead, both faculty and
students raised objections to his arbitrary actions. The
faculty flare-up came after the president had resigned to
accept a new presidency ·in Illinois and was not a
reasonable movement, in my opinion; most of the faculty
agreed with me and the matter was dropped. But when
the students, our only effective recruiters, urged their
hometown friends to boycott Moorhead State-and our
enrollment dropped slightly instead of increasing by a
hundred-the situation looked more serious.

The Weld Hall Appropriation
In the last legislative session of his presidency, O.W.
Snarr had obtained a $240,000 appropriation to renovate
Weld Hall, which had been aging for 40 years without
any basic repairs. Part of the money, as I recall, was to
take the squeak out of the hardwood floor in the
auditorium. After the building program that followed the
1930 fire, MacLean Hall had become the chief classroom
building, with only the science, music, and industrial arts
departments housed in Weld, but the auditorium was an
important facility for the whole Col~e. And when the
Humanities course, a sophomore General Education
requirement, was taught as a large lecture class, Weld
auditorium became an indispensible teaching facility. If I
remember correctly, a new squeakless floor was to be
put on top of the old one, new seating installed, and the
Weld Hall plumbing and electrical work completely
replaced.
Newly-appointed President Knoblauch thought better use
could be made of the quarter-million appropriation.
Without worrying that the money would be spent on an
addition to Weld and not on renovation, as the legislative
request had specified, he succeeded in getting State
Teachers College Board approval for a substitute plan. In
1956-57, a triple-purpose structure was built to the east
of Weld Hall, connecting that building to the Training
School (now Lommen Hall).

The most expensive part of Knoblauch's substitute project
provided a gymnasium for the Training School: a
regulation-size basketball court with a hardwood floor,
dressing rooms, bleachers for spectators, and a lobby and
ticket booth. The College high school had always been
handicapped by its lack of a gym. Chet Gilpin, Don
Anderson, and others had produced excellent high school
teams by using College facilities when they were
available, but now, finally, the school acquired the
gymnasium that should have been provided in 1932.
(Ironically, the State of Minnesota would soon stop
funding laboratory or training schools at the State
Colleges, and the fine gymnasium was used little for
many years. In 1988 plans were being made to convert it
to other uses.)
Knoblauch boasted about the low per-cubic-foot bids he
got on the one-story construction that joined Weld Hall
and the Training School. On the south side of the
connecting corridor were a large classroom for College
high school home economics classes and a tiered band
practice room. Both rooms are used for large classes,
but the band room had poor sound qualities and large
cracks have appeared in the concrde block wallsrevealing the inexpensive construction.
Knoblauch's detractors charged that he was excessively
concerned to show how much he could get for the
amount of state money expended, and that he was always
willing to cut corners on construction projects. Generally
speaking, however, we were impressed by the new
president's audacity, and by his ability to carry out his
projects.

Fieldhouse vs.

Sci~nce

Building

When the 1956 legislative session began six months after
he had assumed the MSTC presidency, Knoblauch gave a
convincing demonstration of his ability to work with
appropriations committees, as well as his lack of concern
for criticism of his methods. Moorhead State was seeking
a library, a science building, and a fieldhouse.
After testing the legislative waters, Knoblauch was
convinced that he could get' a library appropriation quite
easily. He thought he could also get an appropriation for
a fieldhouse if he was willing to defer an appropriation
for construction of a science building until the next
legislative session. That project would be secured, he
thought, by a small appropriation for planning money.
Plans for a science building could be drawn during the
two years between legislative sessions; bids could be
asked and let very soon after the 1958 legislature
apf>ropriated the $2 million needed for construction.
Moorhead State would therefore get its science building
only about a year later than originally hoped.
Knoblauch reasoned that later sessions might not be as
willing to appropriate money for a fieldhouse as he
found the 1956 legislature to be. He made a convincing
appeal: that Moorhead needed a library to improve
students' minds but also needed fieldhouse facilities to
ensure sound bodies. A library and a fieldhouse balanced
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Knoblauch wields the trowel as the Dahl Hall cornerstone is put in
place. Resident Director Norman Nelson is the tall man at the left.
This is a role that gave Knoblauch great satisfaction.
Although the Livingston Lord library !top) and the Nemzek fieldbouse
were both constructed after Knoblauch left the Moorhead presidency, be
got the original appropriations for both buildings. And MSU got even
larger appropriations for additions to both the fieldbouse and the
library !two) later.

neatly. Furthermore, even if legislative purse strings were
tightened in two years, a science building would not be
refused, especially since planning money had already
been appropriated by a preceding legislative session.
There was an outcry at MSTC when Knoblauch carried
off this coup. The science department and the liberalminded members of the faculty, who were already restive
under Knoblauch's imperious regime, charged that the
president had betrayed his trust in giving physical
education priority over the sciences. It was known, I
think, that he considered winning teams important to a
college and that he felt Moorhead State should have a
hockey program. In planning the fieldhouse, hockey was
to be an important consideration.
The antagonism toward Al Knoblauch that followed his
actions at the 1956 legislative session ended in much talk
and fuming, and some stored up enmity. Most of us went
along with our high-riding president, some of us
surprised that Moorhead State would have a fieldhouse
so soon.

The Chancellorship
In 1957 there was a demonstration of Al Knoblauch's
high standing with the State Teachers College Board,
which was soon to become the State College Board. A
chancellor was to be selected for the State College
system because the legislature began making
appropriations to the Board, instead of to each college.
Up to this time the State Commissioner of Education, as
ex-officio Secretary of the Board, had been a sufficient
official, with his Department of Education staff. Now,
however, a Board Office was needed and A.L.
Knoblauch was offered the position of chancellor. He

considered but eventually declined the appointment
because the Board could not accept his conditions: the
selection of two vice-chancellors who would not be civil
service appointments. In effect, Knoblauch thought the
chancellorship would not be a strong enough position to
allow him any freedom of action.
(A few months later the State College Board elected a
University of Minnesota assistant professor of education
to be their operating officer. Roy Prentice's title was
Executive Secretary, however, not chancellor.)

Family and Involvements
Before he became president of Moorhead State Teachers
College, the Knoblauchs had lived in an attractive
farmhouse near Storrs, Connecticut (the site of the
University). They liked country living so much that they
determined to buy and live on a farm near Moorhead,
instead of in the city. The possibilities for such an
arrangement were very different in the Red River Valley,
and I think Mrs. Knoblauch regretted leaving their
Eastern home. But if farms around Moorhead were less
attractive living sites, Al Knoblauch knew that Red River
Valley farms were much better commercial investments
than New England farms.
Al bought a 200-acre farm four miles south of
Moorhead. The farmstead had a few trees and a modest,
well-remodeled house. The location was about a mile off
.I:lighway 75 (east), and I assume on a school bus route
because the Knoblauchs had two daughters of elementary
school age. Mrs. Knoblauch was a gracious lady who
entertained the faculty at her home. I remember her
antique furniture because one of the chairs collapsed
when Marlowe Wegner sat on it!
President Knoblauch was a sufficiently prominent
Republican to be selected to introduce Ezra Taft Benson,
Dwight Eisenhower's Secretary of Agriculture, when he
spoke in the Concordia College fieldhouse. Either ego or
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poor judgment caused Knoblauch to "deliver" an overly
elaborate introduction. Benson was a controversial figure,
but my only memory of the occasion is Al's much-toolong presentation.

"Treat 'Em Rough"
President Knoblauch did treat some faculty members
rough. When Walter Seidenkranz came back from a
year's sabbatical at the University of Colorado, where he
had concentrated on a communications type of program,
after giving up on the University of Minnesota English
literature doctorate he had sought earlier, President
Knoblauch wrote him a really insulting letter, which
Walter received just when he was returning to his
teaching duties at Moorhead State. He was hurt badly
and brought the letter for me to read. There was nothing
either of us could do about it, of course, and Knoblauch
left Moorhead a year later.
Knoblauch apparently wrote a similar letter to Dorothy
Johnson, who had taken a sabbatical in 1956-57 to work
on a doctorate in history at Western Reserve University.
Dorothy was a good scholar and had chosen one of the

Thij [s rrli$li!tldi11s p-i~c 1m. provfog nl:t zbaz i~ w :; take11
B ,i..Jun·ay did nu: 1m ~ ~1icU rageitw.

best graduate programs in history available anywhere.
Instead of returning to MS in 1957, she resigned her
position, even though she had to pay back her sabbatical
money (half of her salary). Dorothy Johnson was so
disturbed by Knoblauch's letter that she would not teach
under such a president.
These were concrete examples of Knoblauch's treat 'em
rough tactics. Perhaps he thought his letters would drive
people away and he could then hire replacements more to
his liking. It worked with Dorothy Johnson, but Walter
Seidenkranz was past 50, owned a house in Moorhead,
and was supporting his wife and three daughters. Despite
his injured pride he returned to his Moorhead position.
Although I got along amicably with our "Treat 'em
rough" president, he once had a chance to show me who
was running the College. During the summer of 1957, I
hoped to teach both sessions of summer school, not a
common practice but sometimes done. Our summer
enrollments were very high during those years because
many teachers were converting the two-year certificates
they had been allowed to teach on into B.S. degrees,
which were now required. Since I arranged programs in
the Division of Language and Literature, I scheduled two
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courses that I usually taught (deliberately, of course), for
the second summer session, without designating the
faculty member who would teach the courses. My name
was down for classes in the first session.
Knoblauch denied me the second session and gave the
two classes to Bill Gillis, whom we had just hired to
teach English and journalism. He was the son of a New
England school superintendent whom Knoblauch had
known while he was at the University of Connecticut.
Bill had his doctorate in English from Boston University,
newly earned, and claimed some competence in school
journalism. I was glad we could hire him, of course,
because it was becoming difficult to find faculty
members who had doctorates in English. His competence
in journalism was something Knoblauch, Bill's father,
and Bill himself had agreed upon to line up the job,
though I don't think he had either course work or
experience in that field.
Nor did Bill Gillis have any special scholarly preparation
for the two courses he taught that summer. I don't blame
him for accepting the summer school job: he was no
doubt glad to earn the extra salary to pay his moving
expenses from New England to Moorhead. Knoblauch
assumed cavalierly that anyone with a doctorate in
English could teach any course in English or American
literature. Bill Gillis became my good friend after he
joined our faculty. However, I could have taught those
two courses more effectively that summer because I
knew both the students and the courses from previous
experience. However, to Al Knoblauch my wishes didn't
matter, nor the best interests of those who enrolled in the
classes.

Trouble With the Students
Our hard-driving president angered MS students in
1956-57 when he decreed that they should not have mail
boxes in the Student Exchange but get their mail at their
dormitories or wherever they lived. He argued that it
would be very costly for the College to add enough
mailboxes to accommodate a steadily-increasing student
population and to arrange for mail distribution to all of
them through the College post office.
Across the hall from the MacLean Hall Student
Exchange and post office (in the 1950s) was a loungelunchroom that had been created in 1942-43 by President
Snarr, acting with faculty and student committees. This
"Student Center" had become a very popular gathering
place for the whole College during the next fifteen years
and many students valued it very highly. This was the
facility President Knoblauch decided to abolish. The
space would be converted into classrooms. Perhaps it had
to be done but it should not have been done so abruptly.
When President Knoblauch announced that the Student
Center would be closed, without ever talking to the
students about it and explaining the absolute and
immediate need for his action, the Moorhead State
Teachers College students were unhappy and angry. And
they retaliated. Students going back to their hometowns
to spread the word that MSTC was a good place had

always been our chief effort toward recruitment. After
Knoblauch's high-handed taking away of their post office
boxes and closing their coffee lounge, many MSTC
people angrily told high school graduates throughout the
region to stay away: "Go to Bemidji or St. Cloud or
Concordia or North Dakota, not Moorhead State!" It
was recruitment in reverse, and it worked.
After the MS enrollment had climbed moderately for
three years, fall quarter registration revealed that fewer
students enrolled for the 1958 fall quarter than had begun
their college work in 1957. There was no other
explanation than an angry student body. Because
Knoblauch had already taken a new position, there is no
way of knowing how real or long-lasting or permanently
damaging this recruitment-in-reverse would have been,
but it stopped the promising upward spiral for one year.
Fortunately, incoming President John Neumaier was
sensitive to student opinion and quickly repaired the
damage Knoblauch and Larry Nelson had done.
MSTC students showed their attitude toward the
administration's high-handed, insensitive strategy in
another way when a capanile was proposed for the center
of the Campus. "The Circle" had come into being as a
part of the 1933 landscaping. An oblong driveway led
from the east end of Seventh Avenue past the front of
MacLean, north in front of Wheeler Hall and running
west in front of Weld Hall before returning
southwestward to Seventh Avenue. The College gates
were erected with funds raised by the Alumni
Association in the late summer of 1933. The pavement
was only 20 feet wide, just enough for two cars to pass.
Later, because there was little traffic on it and no need
for it-the drive was eliminated and new landscaping
created a large Circle, with broad walks leading in
through the gates to the various Campus buildings. The
students considered their Circle a distinctive campus

The 1958 Dragon used this photo-sketch at the beginning of the
annual: "Here is a picture of the proposed campanile and bow it will
look as a campus landmark." By the time the yearbook was
distributed to students, however, President Knoblauch bad accepted a
new position at the University of Western lllinois, Larry Nelson bad
resigned, and the project was dropped. The companile was to be built
"entirely with contributions."
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feature. The chief MiSI'iC column was called "Life on
the Great Circle."

Moorhead State, Earl to a new position at the University
of Western Illinois.

The Knoblauch administration proposed erecting "a
modern campanile, or bell tower" in this Circle,
accord;ng to the May 1, 1958 MiSI'iC, which showed a
drawing of a shell-shaped structure with four tall pylons
(the highest 60 feet). This carillon had been designed by
Moorhead architect Robert Englestad (without cost), and
the administration proposed building the structure
entirely with contributions. The MiSI'iC also carried a
ballot on which students could vote for or against the
project.

I still deplore a final Knoblauch administrative act that
seemed harsh, unnecessary, and harmful in its effect on
students. On Commencement Day in 1958, Dick
Wicklund and Harlan Shuck drank a can of beer in a
first floor Ballard Hall room with a couple of College
girls present-perhaps as a final act of bravado before
they left the campus. I don't know how this dastardly
deed came to the College president's attention, but
Knoblauch acted decisively. The students were denied
their degrees for one year.

Instead of approval, the project drew ridicule, probably
because it had been proposed by the Knoblauch
administration. The ridicule took concrete form. The
students found an old country school bell tower and
hauled it to the MSTC campus. (The rumors, still
current, that they chose an outhouse are false.) They
somehow trucked it into Moorhead and set it up in the
Circle, labeled "Knoblauch's Campanile." Since the
President soon left for greener pastures in Illinois, that
was an end of the matter and nothing further was heard
of the project.

Harlan Shuck had already found a position at one of our
best high schools (Crookston), where he would teach a
special English (or Humanities) course that few of our
graduates would have been prepared to teach. It was a
fine opportunity for him and it would have been an
unusually good secondary school course, the kind few
students would have an opportunity to take.

When he left Moorhead in 1958, Administrative Dean
Larry Nelson and Registrar Earl Foreman also left

Did it matter to President Knoblauch that 50 or 100 high
school students lost their opportunity to take an unusual
course from a superior teacher that year? I doubt it. Was
drinking in a college dormitory nipped in the bud by a
stern example and decisive action by a college president?
I doubt that, too.
·

The Gillespie Studio camera caught Knoblauch unaware (witb bis eyes closed) in tbis commencement pbotograpb, wbicb is otherwise impressive.
Glaydon Robbins was genial, as usual, and Ray Sorenson looks past botb men, glumly.
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